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Foreword 

The most pleasant part of writing this book has been the association 
with knowledgeable and gracious people who have extended their 
assistance. 

Fox letters and documents are found in more than twenty different 
collections. I am particularly indebted to the trustees and staff of the 
British Museum for their unfailing courtesy in placing at my disposal, 
and in permitting me to quote from, the Fox and more recently the 
Holland House manuscripts. I also used the Museum's Burney collec
tion of newspapers and those at the Colindale branch, all indispensable. 
I am indebted to Earl Fitzwilliam and Earl Fitzwilliam's Wentworth 
Estates Company, and the City Librarian, for permission to quote from 
the Wentworth Woodhouse Muniments at the Sheffield City Library 
and from the Fitzwilliam (Milton) collection in the Northamptonshire 
Record Office, Delapre Abbey. At the Public Record Office I read 
Admiralty and Treasury papers ~d also Foreign Office records deal
ing with treaty negotiations of 1788 and 1806. I have seen other 
materials through the cour.tesy of L. W. Hanson, keeper of printed 
books at the Bodleian Library, and R. G. Chapman, compiler of an 
invaluable index of major historical periodicals. J. E. Fagg, Reader; 
University of Durham, supplied copies of the Fox-Grey correspond
ence; the Probate Registry, Somerset House, provided copies of Fox's 
will and that of his wife: D. F. Cook, curator of Special Collections, 
University Library, Liverpool; J. H. Hudson, keeper of the manu
scripts, University of Nottingham, and other librarians of British 
"universities called attention to incidental Fox letters. For these cour
tesies I am deeply grateful. 

A substantial quantity of Fox correspondence and related materials 
is available in the United States. The extensive collection of eighteenth
century materials on deposit at the William L. Clements Library of the 
University of Michigan is of the highest importance, and the courtesies 
extended by Howard H. Peckham, director, and William S. Ewing, 
curator of manuscripts, made my stay there a fruitful one. John E. 
Pomfret, director of the Henry E. Huntington Library and Art 
Gallery, and members of his staff, guided me through the extensive 
holdings of that institution to important Fox papers. The James M. 
Osborn collection of Fox letters, housed at the Beinecke Library, Yale 
University, is' a select one; I am indebted to Dr Osborn for permission 
to consult these papers and to the librarian of the collection, George 
A. M. Wood, for putting them at my disposal. The Princeton Univer
sity Library, the Miriam Lutcher Stark Library of the University of 
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Foreu'ord 

Texas, the New York Public Library, and the Newberry Library have 
useful manuscript and pamphlet collections, and I am grateful to these 
institutions for the opportunity to see and quote from specific items. 

Again, various individuals and institutions have supplied photo
graphs of Fox portraits; more, in fact, than I have been able to include 
in this volume. Dr Pomfret provided a photograph of the Fox portrait 
attributed to Johann Zoffany in the directors' room of the Huntington 
library. Caroline Rollins of the Yale University Art Gallery supplied a 
photograph of the Fox portrait by John Opie in the Elizabethan Club at 
Yale. Through Gillian Thompson, editorial assistant of History Today, 
I learned of the Anton Hickel painting of Fox addressing the House of 
Commons, in the possession of Paul Channon, M.P. Mr Channon made 
it possible to secure a photograph of the painting. Viscount Galway 
graciously gave permission to reproduce the well-known portrait of 
Fox by Reynolds, formerly in the possession of the Earl of Ilchester. 

Over the years various people have called attention to items and 
sources I might otherwise have missed. I express appreciation to 
Joseph o. Baylen, University of Mississippi; John Brooke, Historical 
Manuscripts Commission; Donald C. Bryant, University of Iowa; 
Alice M . Donaldson, Purdue University; Joel J. Gold, University of 
Kansas; Jerome B. Land field , University of Maryland; Solomon 
Lutnick, Queens College; Sir John Murray, London; Joseph F. 
O'Rourke, Wabash College; Charles Daniel Smith, Syracuse Uni
versity; J. Steven Watson, St Andrews University. 

The hon. secretary of Brooks's, Major H. N. Lucas, searched the 
Betting Book and copied examples of Fox's wagers; he also gave infor
mation about the Fox Club, which still meets. Richard D. Girouard, 
hon. secretary, provided the current roster of the Pitt Club. To the 
editor of The Times Literary Supplement I am indebted for the courtesy 
of allowing attthors to request information of Supplement readers; to 
two different inquiries I received many helpful responses. Dr Frederick 
Hilton of Addlestone, Surrey, Frank S. Ochs of Hassocks, Sussex, 
D. W. D. Yates of Chertsey, Surrey, and Colin F. Ball of the Central 
Library, Chertsey, graciously supplied information about St Anne's 
Hill. 

Basically the book grows out of a professional interest in Fox's 
talents as a parliamentary speaker. The scope, therefore, is that of a 
biography, with Fox's attainments as a speaker coming to the fore
ground at frequent intervals. In the study of his speeches I have pro-

I have not employed much of the termjnology of classical or even con
temporary rhetoric. As Fox's non-speaking activities also command 
substantial interest, I have tried to give them proper attention. To 
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keep a sharper focus on Fox himself I have abbreviated the political 
background. Here my generalizations cannot possibly do full justice to 
the researches of specialists. I suspect they will react as I sometimes 
do, when reading works primarily political in nature, to see Fox's 

,complex p~rsonality ~escri~d in ope ~r_ t!Vo c0l!!P~e_~se(L~~~t~~} 
'----Af t fie- same time I must express my great debt to the labours of 
others. In all fields scholars profit from works like The Correspondence 
of Edmund Burke under the general editorship of Thomas W. Cope
land, The History of Parliament under the general editorship of Sir 
Lewis Namier and John Brooke, and the volumes of correspondence of 
George III and George IV edited by Arthur Aspinall. Ian R. Christie's 
The End of North's Ministry, John W. Derry's The Regency Crisis, and 
Herbert Butterfield's George III, Lord North and the People not only 
have the merit of presenting a detailed account of movements in which 
Fox was heavily involved but also have the advantage of being written 
by scholars who have given particular thought to Fox's part in them. 
Studies of range and scope like Eugene C. Black's The Association and 
Archibald S. Foord's His Majesty's Opposition also bespeak special 
attention, as do the many new biographies of Fox's contemporaries 
and near-contemporaries. I have continually referred to ]. Steven 
Watson's The Reign of George III, 1760-1815 for specific background 
and orientation. These and other sources are listed in the bibliography. 

Obviously as time goes on the Fox career can be more fully stated. 
Studies centred upon the latter half of the eighteenth century will 
continue to appear, to add to the clarity of detail and at times to affect 
the interpretation of a specific event. Yet many questions can never be 
answered. Tremendous gaps exist in the Fox correspondence, and the 
extant reports of his speeches are often inaccurate and incomplete. 

My most heartfelt thanks go of course to those who have read 
chapters of the manuscript. Herbert Butterfield, Master of Peterhouse, 
Cambridge; Ian R. Christie, University College, London; John W. 
Derry, Downing College, Cambridge University; Richard B. Morris, 
Columbia University; Charles F. Mullett, University of Missouri; 
and ]. Steven Watson, St Andrews University, have each read sec
tions of the book and have supplied detailed, provocative, and stimu
lating queries and annotations, taking time from all manner of 
teaching, research, and publication commitments of their own to do so. 
I most readily acknowledge the wisdom of their perceptive advice, apd 
hasten to add that they are in no' way responsible for the book's 
shortcomings. 

The long interest that A. Craig Baird of the University of Iowa 
has shown in this project is a debt of another sort that I gratefully 
acknowledge. It was he who suggested, in Iowa student days, that I 
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should undertake a study of Fox as a parliamentary speaker. Moreover, 
on three separate occasions beginning in 1952 I have taught in the 
Overseas Division of the University of Maryland, under the general 
direction of Dean Ray Ehrensberger, and since my request to teach in 
the London area could usually be honoured along with classroom 
duties I was able to pursue Fox researches. The University of Mis
souri provided a faculty summer research fellowship in 1968 to revisit 
the British Museum and inspect the then newly released Holland House 
papers. It has since supplied grants to study at Huntington, Clements, 
and Newberry lIbraries. 

The preparation of the manuscript has in itself been a major under
taking, and I indeed express my appreciation to Mrs Lyle Dorsett, 
Mrs Stephen I. Rosen, Mrs Henry Smits, Mrs Bill Crockett, and Mrs 
Larry Schulz in completing the manufacture of the final draft, facing the 
author's alterations with charity, patience and fortitude. 

Finally I am grateful to my wife, Gus, who spent many a week 
reading eighteenth and early nineteenth~entury newspapers in the 
British Museum's North Room and Colindale reading room, and who 
has read chapter after chapter with creative insight. When I reflect 
upon the persistence that has gone into this undertaking and also the 
affection that across the centuries Fox has been able to generate, I 
must admit that much of the persistence and the affection has been 
sustained by her interest as well as my own. 

LoREN REID 

University of Missouri, Columbia 
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Part One 

Thrice In, Thrice Out 
King wins, Knave loses. 

Faro banker's cry 
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Genesis of a Speaker 
1627-1780 

My Charles is handsome, as well as clever and good
natured; but I fear he won't continue long very hand
some, as he grows more like me. 

Henry Fox 

Autumn, 1 780. In Westminster, largest urban constituency of England, 
voters scanned the prospect of selecting two men for the new Parlia
ment. The electorate, discouraged by the progress of the war against 
the American colonies, depressed because the city had been swept by 
riots and rioters that spring, gravely pondered its three candidates: 
the popular Admiral Rodney and the less popular Lord Lincoln, both 
choices of the court; and the intelligent, well-born, good-natured, 
budding statesman and professional gambler at cards and horses, 
Charles James Fox. 

They knew him as an accomplished and gifted speaker, and that he 
certainly was; later Edmund Burke was to call him the world's greatest 
debater. They were beginning to call him the Man of the People, 
because he sympathized with their disappointments and voiced their 
aspirations. Rodney and Lincoln were less well known; Fox was the 
person that Westminster and London most frequently read about in 
the papers; he was the one they saw and heard most often. Swarthy, 
shaggy eyebrowed, negligently dressed in the colonial blue and buff, 
he nevertheless had an animated countenance, a winning smile, and, to 
use the old, flamboyant phrase, a way with argument seldom equalled 
and never surpassed. 

In front of St Paul's-the church at Covent Garden, not the cathedral 
--officials had erected a timber structure, the hustings. In this tempor
ary building, with mats at one end where the speakers stood and 
benches elsewhere for those about to speak or to engage in other. 
official or semi-official activities, the polling place was housed. Here an 
elector could appear before the high bailiff or his clerks, identify him
self as possessing those prescribed · qualifications that magically set 
him apart from less fortunate men, and, in full view of the law and 
of the partisans who had bought or besought his vote, cast his ballot. 
Since only two of the three candidates were to be chosen, the voter 
could select any two of the three nominees, or he could plump down his 
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Thrice In, Thrice Out 

whole favour for one name singly. The voting could easily last the best 
part of a month, as in this election it did, with daily totals of the pro
gress of candidates arousing interest and priming enthusiasm through 
most of that September and well into October. 

But first came processions, with carriages and marchers and banners : 
'Freedom and Independence', 'Liberty', and a hundred thousand 
people, or fewer, cheering and huzzaing and shouting 'Fox!' 'Fox!' or 
'No Fox!' Then would come speeches, interspersed with cheers and 
cat calls, dirty fists in the air, and impromptu fights when 'Fox!' 
found himself side-by-side with 'No Fox!' Holding to rails and lamp 
posts were hundreds of little boys who, like their elders, listened be
times with the utmost attention and at other times joined lustily in the 
yelling; and like their elders shook fists and waved hats. No matter 
that most of the adults had no right to vote; all, the washed and the 
unwashed, the suffraged and the unsuffraged, could scream for 
'Freedom' and 'Independence' and Fox or Lincoln or Rodney 'for 
ever'. 

For many days the canvass would earnestly and passionately con
tinue. There would be ugly remarks about the parentage, the character, 
the virtue, the religion, the shortcomings of each candidate. Guineas 
would change hands; promises would be made to entice the gullible, 
threats to hold the wavering; faces would be bloodied and heads 
broken. With one candidate an admiral, the navy would need to look 
to its record; with another a government front man, the administration 
would face charges of corruption. Fox, the third, was suspected of 
being friendly to Catholics and known to be the son of a public official 
whose tenure in office had brought him hundreds of thousands of 
pounds; hence the Man of the People would continually need to defend 
old speeches and other misdeeds. 

Finally all was over. Admiral Rodney and Mr Fox, said the electors; 
the Government~ lord would have to further his career elsewhere. The 
crowd fell upon the hustings with hatchets, crowbars and bare hands, 
pulled it down and triumphantly carried off the timbers. The admiral 
was not on hand but Fox was thrust into a victor's chair, encircled with 
branches of laurel, preceded and followed with banners, and carried 
up and down the main streets of Westminster. Evening came and 
torches were lit. Eventually the battered, bruised, chair-sore victor 
was set down and allowed to make his final speech of gratitude. After 
hearing fresh rounds of congratulations, he retired to his own private 
victory festivities. The dark city swallowed up the mob. 

That would be October 8. Two days later the high bailiff made 
everything legal with his official return. bl subsequent years October 
10 became a special date on the whig calendar. Each year rounds of 
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dinners and speeches, in the metropolis and throughout the kingdom, 
through Fox's lifetime and spasmodically for a century afterward, 
commemorated the anniversary of his first election from Westminster. 
His election day thus became a time at which to recall his stand for 
freedom of speech and assembly, religious toleration, parliamentary 
reform, peace among nations-in short, political liberty. Nothing like 
this small, persistent tribute to the speaking of one man has ever 
appeared before or since. 

Other Westminster elections would be held at which the yelling 
would be uglier-'No Fox!' 'Hunt the Fox!' 'Turncoat!' 'None of 
your damned speeches!' Even so, Westminster never failed to reelect 
him. 

In this century, also deeply committed to the betterment of the human 
lot, Fox deserves to be known better than he is. He was a member of 
the House of Commons from his entr3J1ce in 1768 at the age of nineteen 
until his death in 1806 at the age of fifty-seven-nearly thirty-nine 
years. During that period he debated every major issue that arose: the 
American and French revolutions, the removal of civil restrictions 
upon Catholics and dissenters, the abolition of the slave trade. He gave 
his name to a libel act affording greater protection to the press, he 
believed in the political party as an important instrument of parlia
mentary government, he spelled out the vital necessity of free speech 
and free assembly. He believed in public speaking ('the boldness of a 
. man's mind, which prompts him to speak, not in private, but in large 
and popular assemblies ... that creates in a state the spirit offreedom'). 
He believed in full inquiry ('public discussion is the best security for 
public welfare'). 

One would suppose that a man who was on the right side of so many 
deeply rooted issues--on the side, that is, to be supported by subse
quent events-would have been honoured by many years of tenure in 
high office during his lifetime. The fact, however, is that during those 
thirty-nine years Fox held office of cabinet rank less than twenty months 
and junior office less than thirty-eight months; the rest of the time he 
was in opposition, sometimes lacking a smgle vote of parliamentary 
victory, often more than 200. A few reasons why he was so seldom in 
office may readily be recounted. In his early speaking career he showed 
so little regard for freedom of speech or of the press that later when he 
reversed his position on these central issues he could be charged with 
political inconsistency. He was, moreover, a compulsive gambler, 
almost continually heavily in debt; hence he was· vulnerable to attacks 
upon his financial responsibility. He kept a mistress for a dozen years, 
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Thrice In, Thrice Out 

shocking the conscientious; then he married her but kept the marriage 
secret for seven years; then he announced the marriage, which revived 
and intensified the shock. On certain highly sensitive issues, such as his 
coalition with North after years of attacking him, and his claim that the 
Prince of Wales had a right to assume the powers of the sovereign 
during the insanity of George III, he committed impulsive blunders. It 
has therefore become easy and in part correct to picture Fox as never 
having realized his great potential because of faults of character and 
temperament. 

Since the influence of a speaker is affected both by what he is and 
what he says, this book will consider the personal as well as the political 
aspects of his career. Here is a man who could not only manage a faro 
bank, operate a string of race horses, and share mistresses with a prince, 
but who could also read and write six languages, command on scores 
of occasions the full attention of the exacting House of Commons, out
argue attorneys on critical points oflaw or financial experts on details 
of a budget, correspond with professors of the classics upon subtle 
points of grammar and composition. Whilst he lived Englishmen 
divided themselves sharply into 'Fox!' and 'No Fox!' gradually 
mellowing, however, during his later years; when he died, practically 
all London and Westminster, in person, viewed the long procession 
that escorted him to his grave. 

Deciding where to start an excursion into the ancestry of Charles Fox 
is like staring at the ocean, wondering where the waves begin; yet in 
either instance one must start within his knowledge and his view, and 
this narrative elects to start no further back than Fox's paternal 
grandfather, Stephen, who also spent a large share of his life in 
opposition. Stephen Fox, born in 1627, started his career about as far 
out in oppositiorras one can get, since his superior, Prince Charles, was 
not only out of office, but out of the country, in exile on the Continent. 
Stephen started by looking after the prince's hounds and horses, a pos
ition that in later years gave opponents of Charles Fox the opportunity 
to malign him as having descended from a stable boy; but managing 
horses led eventually to managing the household, and managing the 
household to managing the young prince's finances. When Prince 
Charles came to the throne in 1660 as Charles II, Fox eventually 
received the lucrative post of Paymaster General of all forces in Eng
land, and still later was named a Lord Commissioner of the Treasury. 

Stephen chose a wife from the court family, a sister of one of the 
King's surgeons. She became the mother-of ten, only three of whom 
reached maturity. Their first child, a daughter, died in infancy in 1655; 
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eventually antiquarians were able to observe that Charles Fox had two 
aunts that died more than 170 years apart. l Sir Stephen outlived not 
only his wife but each of the three surviving children, and at the age of 
seventy-seven, unwilling that 'so plentiful an Estate' should have no 
heirs, 'began to entertain Thoughts of Marrying'. He courted the 
daughter of a clergyman, who won his heart by 'reading Books of 
Devotion and History' to him; they were married in 1703. As he 
wrote, the nuptial bed was blessed with 'seasonable Tokens' of God's 
grace and bounty; in all, four children. One of these was Henry, born 
in 1705, fifty years after the first child had died. 2 

Henry went to Eton in 1715 and spent nearly nine years there and at 
Christ Church, Oxford. He made the grand tour of the Continent and 
saw the places that young men were supposed to visit. He kept in 
touch with politics and eventually was returned from Hindon in 
Wiltshire in 1735, the same year that his great rival, William Pitt, 
was returned for the notorious rotten borough, Old Sarum. Attaching 
himself to Sir Robert Walpole ('All those men have their price'), 
Fox continued on the Government side during Walpole's and two 
administrations that followed; he was given a seat at the Treasury 
board and eventually attained · the positions of Secretary at War and 
Secretary of State. 

In 1757, his fifty-third year, Fox accepted the office of Paymaster 
General of the forces, a backward step politically though it was a post 
with tremendous possibility for personal gain. Basically the office lay 
between the War Office and the Treasury; the Paymaster received 
funds from the latter and paid them on proper requisition to the former . 
. Since his balances were not closely scrutinized, he could utilize 
them as he wished, subject to a final accounting that in practice was 
generally delayed for years. He could therefore lend money to the 
Government itself and pocket the interest; he could assess foreign 
countries, on loans made by the Government to them, a commission of 
half per cent; he could invest surpluses in government bonds. These 
practices netted sums regarded as legitimate spoils of office. Fox's 
personal fortune during his eight years in office thus increased by 
hundreds of thousands of pounds, and at the same time he gained an 
unenviable reputation as a despoiler of the' public purse. If reference 
were made· in those decades to a cert.ain defaulter of unaccounted 

1 George Otto Trevelyan, The Early History of Charles JaTTUs Fox (New York, 1881), 
pp. 6-7; Notes and Qutr;es, 9th series ii (August 13,1898),125--6. 

The infant daughter that died in 1655 was the first of the two aunts. The other aunt is 
found on the maternal side, Fox's mother's youngest sister, who died in 1826 at the age of 
eighty-two. 
2 Memoirs of the Life of Sir Stephen Fox, (London, 1717),pp. 92-3; The Earl of llchester, 
Henry Fox, First Lord Holland (London, 1920), i, 14-15. 
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millions, no listener need send to know who was meant, as Henry Fox, 
in the popular view, had a clear lien on the title. l 

For many decades when enemies of Charles Fox ran short of other 
names they could blacken him afresh with his father's unsavoury 
reputation. Hence, Charles's heritage from his father was a political 
liability. 

The narrative of Fox's maternal ancestry leads back to the same Prince 
Charles whom Sir Stephen had served. 

Among the mistresses of Charles II was the beautiful Louise de 
Keroualle. Louise, a promising fixture at the court of France, was ex
ported by the French king to the English court, her mission being to 
serve as a source of inside information. Despite the competition oflovelies 
like Nell Gwynn, Louise soon became the ruling passion of Charles's 
life. She charged the King astonishing prices for her favours; she made 
and broke promises, then remade them at higher tariffs still; by keeping 
the King frantic with desire, she wrested from him one concession after 
another. She gained for herself the title of Duchess of Portsmouth; the 
King, never hesitant about acknowledging a bastard child, gave her son 
his own name, Charles, and created him Duke of Richmond. 

On the ancestral tree of Charles Fox, therefore, are this shrewd, 
calculating French great-great-grandmother and her royal lover. In 
due course, as often happens to mistresses of royalty, she overplayed 
her hand, lost her high place at court, and returned to France, but by 
that time the house of Richmond was well established. The first duke 
grew up, married, and had an heir. To satisfy a gambling debt, this heir 
was married while still a boy, 'the young people's consent having been 
the last thing thought of'. The lady is not reported to have com
plained, but the gentleman exclaimed, 'They surely are not going to 
marry me to that'tiowdy!' Immediately after the ceremony, the groom, 
then known as Lord March, later the second Duke of Richmond, was 
hustled to the Continent and his bride went back to her mother. 2 

During the years that immediately followed the new husband gave 
little thought to his wife, and when he returned to England he went 
directly to the theatre. Looking over the spectators, he spied an amaz
ingly charming young woman; inquiring who she was, he was told: 
'You must be a stranger in London not to know the toast of the town, 
the beautiful Lady March.' Immediately he went to her box and intro-
1 For Fox's profitable speculation with public funds. see Lucy S. Sutherland and J. Binney. 
'Henry Fox as Paymaster General of the Forces', English Historiclll Review, lxx (April 
1955). 229-06. 
I The Countess of Ilchester and Lord Stavordale, The Life and Letters of Lady Sarah 
Lennox (London, 1901). i, 85-6. 
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duced himself as her husband. The two fell in love and forever after 
lived devotedly together. 

One of their daughters was Caroline, who was courted by Henry 
Fox. Fox was not quite thirty-nine and his wife was just past twenty
one when they married. Their first son was Stephen, who had been ill 
from birth, suffering from a nervous ailment that the father recorded 
as 'Sanvitoss dance.'l The second son, Henry Charles, died two months 
after birth. For the arrival of the third child, the parents chose a 
house in London at Conduit Street, since Holland House was being re
modelled, and there, on January 24, 1749, Charles James was born. 
'He is weakly,' wrote the father the day after the birth of his new son, 
'but likely to live. His appearance improved steadily, however, for at 
the age of a year and four months his aunt wrote that 'pretty Charles is 
quite well', and his father observed, two years later: 'Charles is playing 
by me and surprizes me with the eclat of his beauty ev'ry time he looks 
me in the face.'2 

The serious illness of the firstborn and the death of the second son 
should not be passed over too hurriedly as mere biographical detail. 
Had the second survived, and had both spent their early years in good 
health, the parents would have had ample outlet for their tenderness 
and indulgence without needing to heap it on Charles in excessive and 
unwise amounts. Even so, Charles displayed a charm and intelligence 
that increased the affection that his parents showed him. 'I dined at 
home today, tete-a-tete with Charles, intending to do business, but he 
has found me pleasanter employment, and was very sorry to go away 
so soon.'S 

Before he was seven Charles was writing letters on his own. A sample: 

Dear Brother: I hope you are well as I am. Papa goes to Windsor today and I 
fancy will see you .... The King of Prussia has beat the French and the Germans. 
I shall take it very ill if you don't write to me next Post. Fitz Gerald desires that 
you would send him the Cricket Ball which you Promised him a half a year ago. 
I am yours, Chas. Fox. Nov. 19,1757.4 

This letter, like hundreds to follow, was a mixt.ure of personal matters 
and politics. 

lllchester, i, 174. August 20,1751. 
I Ibid., i, 175. To Sir C. Hanbury-Williams, November SO, 1750. 
I Lord Jo1m Russell, ed., Mmwrials and Correspondmu of Charks Jarms Fox (London, 
1858-57), i, 5. Hereafter cited as Fox Cor. 
, Holland House MSS. 

A fourth son, Henry Edward, had been born in 1755. This son followed a military career, 
fought in America during the revolution-he was at Concord and Bunker Hill-and 
eventually became a general. 
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Stories told about the indulgence of Henry Fox for his son have been 
too often recounted to be stated at length here. The story of the watch: 
Charles expressed himself as having a great desire to break his father's 
watch, and, receiving no parental demurral, dashed it to the floor. The 
story of the wall: workers at Holland House planned to dynamite a wall 
on the lawn, and Henry Fox had promised Charles that he could wit
ness the explosion. As Charles, however, did not get to see the dynamit
ing, the father had the stones relaid, recemented, and redynamited. The 
dank, ever-to-be-suppressed story of the small boy's nuisance in the 
kitchen, the victim being a pig roasting before the fireplace; the chef 
nevertheless incredibly served the roast, apple in its mouth, and also 
two lines of poetry on a card: 'While at the fire I foam'd and hiss'd, A 
fox's cub upon me piss'd'-more incredibly the dinner assembly 
applauded the incident, the verse, the roast.l 

Charles's early life is inseparable from spacious and imposing 
Holland House, a house that had belonged to the Earl of Holland, the 
lover of the Queen of Charles I. Here young Charles Fox had every 
opportunity to meet and converse with the leading social and political 
figures of the day. He was introduced to the guests and encouraged to 
take part in conversations and discussions, balls and parties; he par
ticipated in talented theatrical performances, of which more later; in 
general this was the type of society in which he matured so early and 
lived so easily. Though Henry Fox was tragically lenient, he did 
allow Charles to grow up with self-assurance and self-possession, 
gaining an intimate acquaintance with the people who ruled the social 
and political structure of late eighteenth-century England. 

1 Sources for these and similar incidents : Kent CountyHerald, September 25, 1806, quoted 
in Philopatris Varvicensis [Dr Samuel ParrJ, CharactersojC. J . Fox (London, 1809), i, 4(); 

B. C. Walpole, Charles James Fox (London, n.d.), p. 14; Fox Cor., i, 7; Crito the Euclidian; 
a letter addressed to the right honourable Earl Percy, M.P., etc. (London, [1806J). 
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2 

Eton, Oxford, the Grand Tour 
1754-1768 

I hope . . . you will be able to spare one Tuesday or 
Saturday .. . to hear me speak. 

Young Charles, writing from Eton 

You will think it very extravagant when you hear that I 
have [spent] £150. 

Old Charles, writing from Oxford 

To educate a speaker, start with natural gifts such as Charles Fox 
possessed-intelligence, quickness to learn, superb energy, a powerful 
and expressive voice; let him associate freely with his elders so that he 
will grow up unawed by the adult world; nourish his self-assurance; 
expose him to the best schooling his generation offers. Let his educa
tional experiences fall under two categories: formal instruction by 
masters and tutors plus opportunities to speak and to debate. Those 
who aspire to speak well must serve a speaker's apprenticeship, and if 
they do not serve part of it in school (like Pitt, Burke, Gladstone) they 
will have to serve all of it after reaching public life (like Sheridan, 
Distael} ). If a speaker is to become the Man of the People, even though 
reared as an aristocrat, let him develop the common touch through an 
interest in those who move in humbler circles. 

Various routes may indeed be followed to a parliamentary career; 
Fox followed the route briefly described above. 

Charles's education started, for all practical purposes, at the age of 
five, with the Reverend Doctor Philip Francis, who joined the Holland 
House staff as tutor and chaplain in 1754. Dr Francis had had unusual 
experiences with literature, drama, and oratory. His translation of the 
orations of Demosthenes, his political pamphlets, and his attendance at 

.. parliamentary debates, had made him familiar with ancient and modem 
speaking. 

At Holland House, Francis not only became chaplain to Lady Caro
line, Charles's mother, but also undertook to teach Charles to read. 
Frequent guests at the house were Lady Caroline's sister, Lady Sarah 
Lennox, younger of the two aunts who died 1 70 ye~rs apart, who was 
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four years older than Charles, and Lady Susan Fox-Strangways, Henry 
Fox's niece, two years older than Lady Sarah. Francis nurtured the 
talents for declaiming and acting of all three. 

Charles planned eventually to attend Eton College, as had his 
father. Eton, an outstanding school, then as now beckoning to sons 
of influential families, had two divisions: a Lower School for lads 
under the ten-to-twelve age limit, and an Upper School for those 
older. 

Henry Fox's plan had been to bypass the Lower School, supplanting 
it with home tutoring; in this way he could keep his favourite son 
longer at home. Francis had supervised certain of Charles's early studies 
and Lady Caroline others; but family legend has it that one day the 
boy asked his mother a question about Roman history and was so dis
satisfied with the answer that he thenceforth resolved to have no more 
home schooling but to get his education from professional school
masters, either at the Lower School or at a preparatory school at 
Wandsworth. Henry Fox, worrying about the boy's coughing, thought 
Wands worth might be better for his health. Charles also liked the 
idea of Wands worth for his first formal education. Goodbye then to 
mother and home pabulum and offhe went. 

Customarily, biographers pass over these first school days with a 
shrug of the shoulder. Charles 'studied Latin grammar'; Charles 'laid 
the foundation of an intimate acquaintance with the classics'; Charles 
acquired 'an excellent French accent'. Information about Wandsworth 
is so me~gre that Charles's Wandsworth days have been consigned to 
the same oblivion as the school itself. Established by a Monsieur 
Pampellonne, the school was for a while famous and fashionable; 
moreover, young Lord Stavordale, a cousin and Lady Susan's brother, 
was already there. Charles and the nine-year-old Stavordale immedi
ately became rivils in their studies. When on one occasion Charles was 
to be sent home to recover from an illness, he refused to go until the 
master had given him an assignment in grammar so that he might keep 
ahead of his cousin. 

Although there are no records of the Wandsworth school, his studies 
there can easily be conjectured. Since he was seeking to qualify for 
entrance to Eton's Upper School he would have to parallel the achieve
ment of students in Eton's Lower School. He would need to know 
Latin grammar well and to have enough familiarity with Greek to be 
able to read one or two easy books. He would be required to translate 
Latin prose and to tum translations from simple Latin selections back 
into the original with help from a dictionary and occasional suggestion 
from the master. A boy thus qualified would be sent to Eton usually 
about the age of eleven and would be entered in the lowest part of the 
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fourth form.l So having survived his home studies and more partic
ularly his year at Wandsworth, Charles went to Eton June 22, 1758, 
paid his fee of five pounds and five shillings and was duly enrolled. He 
was then only nine and a half. 

The Headmaster of Eton in 1758 was Dr Edward Barnard, an eloquent 
teacher and reader who so captured the enthusiasm of his pupils that 
Charles composed a poem calling Barnard the English Quintilian. 

George Hardinge, a student of Barnard's, has written the best 
description of the famous headmaster. Hardinge commented on 
Barnard's musical voice and exquisite ear and said he could outargue 
anybody pitted against him. He declared that Barnard lacked only 
Garrick's features and figure to make him the equal of the great actor. 
As a classroom teacher, Barnard indirectly nurtured talents in his 
students that might develop their effectiveness in speaking. He en
couraged them to translate and to recite in exact and gracious language. 
He demonstrated how the arts of delivery could enhance even the read
ing of their own compositions. At stated periods he would put on little 
demonstrations by reading aloud an entire Greek play. This brilliant 
teacher, quickly observing the talents of young Charles, freely pre
dicted that he would become a distinguished parliamentarian and 
statesman. 2 

Eduea.tion for speech making was not lost on Eton students. Eton sup
plied more members to the House of Commons than any other of the 
great public schools of the eighteenth century. One Etonian in every 
ten reached the House between 1750 and 1882, compared with one in 
fifty supplied by Westminster, its nearest competitor.3 Eton therefore, 
like the other schools, was steeped in parliamentary tradition; its 
students well realized that a parliamentary career was easily accessible 
to those of suitable endowments and talents. To develop their ability 
as speakers, they could participate in a variety of speech activities. A 
month before every holiday a programme of declamations was held; 
there were likewise opportunities to speak before the whole school, 
with attention at least to the mechanical requirement of emphasis and 
'Stress. Selections were taken from Cicero and others. 

1 Sir Edward Creasy, Some Account of the Foundation of Eton CJllege and of the Past and 
Present Condition of the ScIwol (London, 1848), p. 58. Sir Henry Churchill Maxwell Lyte, 
History of Eton CJllege, 1440-1910 (London. 1911), pp. 818-104, cites a manuscript dated 
1766 giving a similar description of studies at Eton's Lower School. . 
I John Nichols, Literary Anecdotes of the Eightemth Century (London, 18104), viii, 544-7. 
a Gerrit P. Judd, IV. Members of Parliament, 17S4-188!l (New Haven, 1955). pp. 87-8. 
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By the time Charles reached the sixth form he was actively participat
ing in speechmaking programmes. On one occasion he wrote his father 
that he was busily perusing Cicero searching for speeches to declaim, 
adding: 'I hope ... you will be able to spare one Tuesday or Saturday 
to come to Eton to hear me speak.'l 

Charles's classical studies required continual translating and 
memorizing from Virgil, Horace, Cicero, Ovid, Homer, Aristophanes, 
Demosthenes, :the Greek testament. Students not only translated 
the lines, commenting both on the grammar and rhetoric, but were also 
required to cite similar- passages from other works. This last-named 
practice sharpened their appreciation of the handling of favoured 
themes, and filled their minds with apt phrases from better-known 
passages. In addition, Charles could summon Dr Francis for tutoring 
services. 2 

The simple fact that Charles studied classical oratory and drama does 
not in itself explain his later phenomenal success as a speaker. Many 
who studied the classics attained only mediocre skill as speakers. True 
enough, Fox's memorizing and reciting classical selections made him 
familiar with the language of great literature and supplied him with a 
fund of quotations that he could use to embellish his speeches. This 
knowledge in itself, however, might have led to a method of speaking 
that was imitative, formal, constrained. It could have led him to write 
manuscripts, polish the style, and commit them to memory. This prac
tice is unwise for debate, because the debate may take a different turn 
from what the speaker imagined; but even if it does not, the speaker 
with a carefully plotted speech nicely tucked away in his memory is 
almost sure to betray his premeditated and predigested language. 

Descriptions of eighteenth-century speaking suggest that many 
members of the House of Commons employed a style of public address 
that was pompous, dignified, studied, rehearsed, formalized, groomed
and-tailored. In sharp contrast, Fox developed a style that was natural, 
simple, unaffected .. conversational. Part of this style resulted from the 
self-assurance that he had developed at Eton and elsewhere, part from 
his continual discussion of politics with young and old friends, part from 
his accumulation not merely of classical gems but of an ample store of 
contemporary fact and example, part from an analytical mind that 
allowed him to follow an argument closely from beginning to end, part 
from the habit of sharp listening to what the other speaker was actually 

1 The Earl of Ilchester, Letters to Henry Fox, urd Holland (London, 1915), p. 191. October 
18,1763. Later Lord Holland wrote his wife that he was delaying his visit to Eton until a 
Saturday in order, at Charles's request, to hear him speak. He adds 'otherwise I should 
have gone tomorrow'. November 8,1763. (Add. MSS. 47593, 24.) 
I Add. MSS. 417593. Letter to Francis, presumably 176~. 
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saying, part from an unusual memory that would allow him to prepare 
a reply as he listened. 

Charles enjoyed early experiences on the amateur stage that also 
furthered his progress as a speaker. A fashionable activity of the Hol
land House young set was to produce plays; the earliest record of a 
performance in which Fox participated was in January 1761. At that 
time he was twelve and had come home from Eton to take part in the 
production of Nicholas Rowe's historical tragedy of Jane Shore, an 
eighteenth-century drama. Charles had an important male lead, and 
made frequent appearances throughout the play until, toward the end, 
he was tragically carried off to be executed. 

The third Lord Holland, a principal editor of the Fox correspondence, 
commented that Fox's dramatic interests gave him a knowledge of 
plays, 'prodigious numbers of which he had read with great delight 
and singular attention'. On the oratorical side Holland made two 
observations: that Fox's use of quotations and allusions in his speeches 
from passages 'not commonly known in our dramatic authors, both 
serious and comic, was frequent'; and that his ability to express emo
tion by the tones of his voice 'had no doubt been brought to perfection 
by his exertions on the stage'.l Although Fox's speaking voice was 
strong and powerful rather than resonant and melodious, he learned to 
control and modulate it. 

Charles might have developed into an even sturdier citizen and scholar 
had he been allowed to spend more time in school. At intervals his 
father took him to London for amusement; one of the more important 
visits was to see the coronation of George III in 1761, the only 
coronation in Charles's lifetime. He began to form habits of extravag
ance that pursued him throughout the years. In the Holland House 
papers is a note, signed by him shortly before his thirteenth birthday: 
'December 15, 1761. Receiv'd, advanced to me by my Father as part of 
my Fortune two hundred pounds: The note acknowledging this 
formidable advance of funds is signed, in dignified copperplate script 
with elaborate initials, 'C. J. Fox', and must have represented an 
expenditure far beyond the usual, since the father··elected to memoria-
lize it by this impressive document. . 
. In May 1763 Holland took him from school again, going first to 
Paris, then to Spa, providing him with five gUineas a night to spend at 
dice and card games, and thus introducing him to a vice that plagued him 
1 FOI Cor., i, 81-2. 
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most of the rest of his days. After four months of idleness on the 
Continent, he returned to Eton, attired in red-heeled shoes and Paris 
cut-velvet, adorned with a pigeon-wing hair style tinted with blue 
powder, and a newly acquired French accent. His schoolfellows could 
hardly endure what they saw, and Dr Barnard is said to have given him 
a flogging. 1 

Other interruptions were more useful. In November 1763, after 
Holland went to Eton to hear the speaking exercises, he took his son 
to London to hear the debates in Parliament on John Wilkes. 2 Charles 
heard debates on other occasions as well. As he sat in the strangers' 
gallery of the House of Commons, began to familiarize himself with 
forms of parliamentary procedure, and noticed the speechmaking, 
good, bad, and indifferent, of his older friends and acquaintances, he 
could easily imagine himself a participant in this political scene. 

October 1764 found him at Oxford. In the manner of university stu
dents everywhere, one of his first letters home was to justify the low 
state of his finances. He had drawn unexpectedly upon the family 
banker for £150. 'I will therefore,' he wrote to his father, 'take some 
pains to explain it to you.' He had old Eton debts to pay: new shirts, 
new stockings, and a new frock to buy; and 'many other trifles' to 
reduce his balance to ,£34 lIs, 'which is all I have left'. Thus ,£150 of 
student money was cut to ,£34, with little to show for it. Yet he had 
met and dined with 'Mr Burk' whom he found 'one of the most agree
able men I have known'. He carried his ,£34 into a gaming session, 
and-let him tell it-'I have been so foolish as to break all the good 
resolutions I had fonned in regard to play, and have lost upwards of 
eighty Guineas.' After this debacle he met his tutor and read with him 
part of Aristotle's Rhetoric. Debts, shirts, Burke, gambling, the 
Rhetoric of Ari$totle; here is Fox's college career compressed. 3 

On October 23, a few month~ before his sixteenth birthday, he 
formally matriculated at Hertford College,4 which though small and 
undistinguished had gained a good reputation because of three tutors, 
David Durell, Benjamin Blayney, and William Newcome.s Charles 
matriculated under Dr Durell as a gentleman commoner, but Dr 
Newcome, who in 1767 was appointed to an Irish bishopric, wielded 
greater influence. It was Dr Newcome, who, learning of one of 
Charles's expeditions to Paris, wrote him assuring him he acted wisely 
1 Add. MSS. 47593, 34. I Fox Cor., i, 12. 
8 Holland House MSS. Letters to Holland, October 13, 24, 1764. Letters to Hmry Fox. 
Lord Holland. pp. 202-4. 
4 Alumni Oxonimses, 1716-1886 (London, 1888).' ii. 486. 
& Sidney Graves Hamilton, Herlford College (London, 1903), pp. 86-8. 
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in taking a vacation: 'Application like yours requires some intermis
sion, and you are the only person with whom I have ever had connec
tion, to whom I could say this. I suspect that you will return with much 
keenness for Greek, and for lines and angles.'l In later years when Fox 
was chided for hours spent in idleness instead of reading parliamentary 
documents, he would produce his old tutor's letter, much creased and 
folded, to explain that 'application ... requires ... intermission'. 

His education at Oxford was informal even by his own standards. In 
February 1765 he wrote to his friend Macartney about his studies; he 
liked mathematics vastly, partly because it was useful, mostly because 
it was entertaining; he was convinced of the importance of learning 
French well, which he did; he thought there could not be a more agree
able place than Oxford for one who reads a great dea1. 2 

From April to July Charles was in Paris-it was here that he received 
Newcome's letter-and then returned to Hertford, where, as his 
parents took note in separate letters, he worked hard and generally 
applied himself. 3 He spent most of one vacation with his friend Dickson, 
later Bishop of Down, studying and reading the early dramatic poets of 
England. Fox could declare that there was no play extant, written and 
published before the Reformation, that he had not read attentively.4 

About this time the Duchess ofLeinster reported a conversation be
tween Charles's parents that she overheard. Lady Caroline, after ex
pressing her fear that her husband was overindulging their children, 
added: 'I have been this morning with Lady Hester Pitt, and there is 
little William Pitt, not eight years old, and really the cleverest child I 
ever saw and brought up so strictly and so proper in his behaviour, that, 
mark my words, that little boy will be a thorn in Charles's side as long 
as"he lives.'5 In making this remark the mother was principally expres
sing a fear that the old rivalry between her husband and the elder Pitt 
would be renewed between their sons, but it was indeed a prophecy. 

In the spring of 1766, a little past his seventeenth birthday, Charles 
left Oxford. No record exists to suggest that he did any speechmaking 
there. He may have been involved with Carlisle, Fitzpatrick, and Hare 
in writing the first two issues of The Spendthnft, a shortlived perio
dical. 6 During late spring and early summet:. he entertained himself 
1 Holland House MSS. ; Fox Cor., i, 22. May 1, 1765. 2 Add. MSS. 407568. 
8 Fox Cor., i, !lS. . 4 Add. MSS. 407598. Fox Cor., i, .!lS. 
I Add. MSS. 407598. Fox Cor., i, 25. 
• Perhaps the issues of March 29 and August 9, 1766. TIle set at the Beinecke Library, 
Yale University, is endorsed: 'Wrote by Ld Carlisle, Charles Fox, & Mr Fitzpatrick & 
Hare.' A letter to Fitzpatrick from Florence, September 22, 1767, suggests that an issue 
edited by Carlisle was 'with all due respect to Mr Fitzpatrick, much the best that appeared' 
(Fox Cor., i, 408). 
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with theatrical productions at Winterslow, Stephen Fox's home. On 
July 7 of that year Lady Sarah wrote of plans for the production of two 
plays, Dryden's Allfor Love, a representation of the story of Antony 
and Cleopatra in the neo-classical tradition, and a Beaumont and 
Fletcher comedy, Rule a Wife and Have a Wife. Charles had leading 
roles in both plays; he was Antony in the tragedy, and Michael Ferez, 
the Copper Captain, in the comedy. 

Charles was disappointed in his rendition of the Captain, as he fell 
short of his own expectations. l In other pursuits he was more pleased 
with himself. In an undated letter written about this time to his good 
friend Fitzpatrick, he described certain financial ventures: 

At Burford I touched the hounds for a couple of milles at whist. C. Blake and T. 
Hervey [professional gamblers] gave in SOO apiece or thereabouts .... I believe 
I shall have about SOOO gns. clear or rather more at the opening of the winter, 
when I have paid Cavendish, Vice, & others including even two or three hounds or 
tradesmen. So much for business, it has been rather a boar, but I thought you would 
like to know the state of the funds. 2 

The point should be made, albeit briefly, that Charles was absorbed by 
the private and public doings of people in public life. Nearly every 
letter in the slender sheaf still extant from his early years contains 
references to matters being talked about, ranging from current 
developments in the Wilkes affair, changes in the Government, and 
new political pamphlets, to gossip about his father's two illegitimate 
children. He freely entered into conversation with people around him; 
he was equally at home discussing the French theatre with a friend of 
his own age or politics with a member of the cabinet. Hence he formed 
the basis of a wide acquaintance with many with whom later he 
associated in the House of Commons. 

The letters also reflect a wide variety of other talents and interests. 
There were, for example, summing-up impressions of his short uni
versit~ career. He wrote to Macartney that he understood Latin and 
Greek tolerably well but was 'totally ignorant in every part of useful 
knowledge'. That autumn he wrote to Fitzpatrick, 'For God's sake 
learn Italian as fast as you can, if it be only to read Ariosto.' He added 

1 Add. MSS. 47580. Fox Cor., i, 48. To Fitzpatrick, September 22, 1767. 
a Add. MSS. 47570. 

Richard Fitzpatrick, one of Charles Fox's closest friends and associates, began a military 
career while Fox was at Oxford. The two roomed together in London, were leaders of the 
young fashionable set, participated in plays (Fitzpatrick was the better in comedy, Fox in 
tragedy), and later were members of the House of Commons. Fitzpatrick served with the 
British forces stationed in the colonies, was Fox's Secretary at War in two cabinets, and 
eventually attained the rank of general. More than any other achievement, however, Fitz
patrick prided himself on being Fox's frjend and confidant. 
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that there was more good poetry in Italian than in all other languages 
put together. 'Make haste and read all these things,' he urged, 'that 
you may be fit to talk to Christians.'l 

Nice he thought 'the dullest town in the world', according to the 
excerpt quoted in the sedate Memorials and Correspondence; what the 
printed volume omits is the reason: ' .. and what is a terrible thing, 
there are no whores.' He continued that his health was quite good, 
though he was still in a weakened condition from ailments he had 
picked up, unwittingly, from female companionship. 

One of his 1768 letters from Nice to Uvedale Price may describe the 
eighteenth century grand tour as well as it can be encompassed in print. 
He did not read and travel all the time. In this letter he said: 

The reason of this change [away from reading and the study of Spanish] in my 
way of life is a very good one; that is, a woman, or rather two women. There is a 
Mrs Holmes here, an Irish woman, more beautiful than words can express, and 
very agreeable into the bargain; this attraction draws me to Nice, which is about 
a mile distantfrom hence, every morning. Now it so happens that tho' this woman 
is exquisite entertainment for Charles, yet, as she is chaste as she is fair, she does 
not altogether do for Carlino so well. There is also at that same Nice, a silver
smith's wife, who is almost as fair as Mrs Holmes, but not near so chaste, and she 
attracts me thither as regularly in the evening, as the other does in the morning. 

He suggested that Price ask Fitzpatrick about this estimable silver
smith's wife; Fox, Price, and Fitzpatrick had few secrets from one 
another. Charles continued: 'When you consider those journeys to 
Nice, the proper time for eating, drinking, sleeping, praying, etc., ... 
you will not be surprised that I read but little.' He did, however, make 
verses, and promised one in Latin upon the pox, following the metre of 
Ovid, one of the few writers that he read during this well-filled 
holiday. 2 

Later that summer Price and Fox called on Voltaire at Ferney. The 
old philosopher gave his young visitors food, drink, advice, and a list 
of his own books that would open the minds of young people and free 
them from religious prejudice. 3 Fox spent most of August in England, 
but in September,was back on the Continent. Meanwhile his father had 
quietly arranged for his son to become a member of the House of 
Commons. The prediction of Charles's schoolmates, who had been so 
impressed by his deft handling of Cicero's orations, was about to be 
fulfilled. 

1 Add. MSS. 47580. Fox Cor., i, 42-4. September 22,1767. 
2 Add. MSS. 47576. February 24, 1768. 
3 Fox Cor., i, 46-7. See also Add. MSS. 47593. 
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The Phenomenon of the Age 
1768-1770 

The great speakers fill me with despair, the bad ones with 
terror. 

Edward Gibbon 

Early in 1768 Henry Fox and his brother, the Earl of Ilchester, had 
begun to negotiate for parliamentary seats for Charles and Stavordale. 
The two cousins who had competed in Latin at Wandsworth were now 
ready to serve their country as members of Parliament. The fathers 
selected a sparsely inhabited constituency, Midhurst, in Sussex, whose 
two proprietors over the years had accumulated title to the plots of 
land comprising the borough. A few days before the election the owners 
distributed parcels of property among their servants with instructions 
to vote for the two young men; after the candidates had been duly 
elected, deeds to the property were re-executed in favour of the original 
title-holders.1 Under this system the cousins, like many others, were 
able to enter the House of Commons without the fuss and bother of a 
campaign. 

The thirteenth Parliament, later famous as the unreported Parlia
ment since so few of its debates got into print, met May 10, 1768; 
Charles was then nineteen, technically too young to take his seat, and 
as he was absent in Italy, reading, playing chess, visiting Mrs Holmes 
in the morning and the silversmith's wife in the evening, he did not 
attend this opening session. Its life, however, was short; it transacted 
little business, and adjourned for a long holiday. When the second 
session opened November 8, Charles was present, to begin his 89-year 
career. 

The motives impelling a young man to enter Parliament have been 
described by Sir Lewis Namier. To make a figure in the nation, he 
quotes Lord Chesterfield, a man must first make a figure in the House 
of Commons; to be out of Parliament, he quotes Admiral Rodney, is to 
be out of this world. 2 

Any talented, well-educated young man, of suitable political and 

1 llchester, ii, S~. I TM Structure of PolitiCs, 2nd edn (London, 1957), p. 1. 
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family connection, could aspire to Parliament, as has already been 
suggested. Charles's motives can be conjectured from a letter he wrote 
his friend James Hare, obviously in response to an appeal from Hare 
for advice. As he counsels Jemmy he reveals his own ambitions. Do 
not enter the priesthood, he warns: 'It is the only situation where 
there is no hope of emerging from that damned state of obscurity and 
laziness.' A prime requisite of a career, therefore, is one that lifts the 
individual out of obscurity. Bettet; be a Common Soldier or an Author 
than a Priest. For anyone who has ambition, the Law 'is undoubtedly 
the finest profession in the world, since it not only opens the way for 
the most obscure to immense riches, but likewise to the greatest 
importance and consideration'. 'Merit makes its way' in the profession 
oflaw, he confidently urged, 'and in that profession only.'1 To Fox the 
possibilities for a young man were radiant indeed. 

Hare found it simpler to ask for this robust advice than he did to 
pursue it vigorously. Fox, with his aristocratic connections, did not 
need to enter law but could move directly to Parliament, where, 
already several notches above obscurity, he could move immediately 
toward the fame that he was sure lay waiting. 

John Wilkes was much in the public eye when new member Charles 
Fox took his seat on a back bench in St Stephen's chapel, chamber of the 
House of Commons. 

Wilkes had come forcibly to the attention of the Government in 
1762 when he began, with Charles Churchill, the publication of the 
North Briton. Its famous issue, Number 45, of April 28, 1768, had 
sharply criticized the King's speech, calling it 'the most abandoned 
instance of ministerial effrontery ever attempted to be imposed on 
mankind'. 

Responding to the frontal attack, the Government made a disastrous 
decision: it issued a general warrant for the arrest of authors, printers, 
and publishers, for printing an infamous and seditious libel. Wilkes 
and his growing group of followers denounced the tactic of a general 
warrant as a blow to the liberties of the people. The Government re
placed the general warrant by a specific warrant naming Wilkes and 
others, but Wilkes made a spirited defence and after a weekend in the 
Tower was released. 

In the midst of the considerable litigation that followed, the govern
ment learned of Wilkes's plan to publish a private edition of a sala
cious poem, Essay on Woman, secured a copy in a devious way, read 
it aloud in the Lords, and condemned it as 'a most scandalous, obscene, 
1 Naples. December 2 (1767J. (Osborn Collection, Yale.) 
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and impious libel'. During the debate in the Commons, Samuel Martin, 
ex-secretary of the Treasury, target of abuse in an earlier North Briton, 
made a bitter speech against Wilkes that led to a duel. Wilkes, 
wounded, left for France; in 1764 he was expelled by the Commons 
and later prosecuted for publishing Number 45 and the Essay. Although 
most of this action occurred while Charles Fox was a teenage school
boy at Eton, he was fully aware of all that went on. In November 1763, 
for example, Henry Fox had gone to Eton to hear Charles speak, and 
later took him to Westminster to hear the debates on the Wilkes affair. 
Charles had been present therefore when the Commons made its 
memorable resolution that Number 45 was false, scandalous, and 
seditious.1 Since the father was a member of the Government that 
Wilkes had so forcibly attacked, the son naturally approved the senti
ments uttered that day against the author. 

While Charles was at Oxford and on the Continent between 1764 
and 1768, Wilkes was in exile, although he returned to England in 
February 1768. Though a declared outlaw, he audaciously announced 
his candidacy to Parliament for the City of London but was soundly 
defeated. Even so, he managed to emphasize that the issuance of 
general warrants and the seizure of private papers were important 
questions of public liberty. He then entered himself in March as a 
candidate for the county of Middlesex-and here he found himself at 
the top of the poll by a tremendous majority. 

By this time Wilkes's long fight had captured the imagination of the 
people, who fully and completely celebrated his victory at the polls. 
Boisterous groups paraded the town demanding that all good patriots 
put lights in their windows, heaving stones into those that were left 
dark. Wilkes distributed handbills urging his friends not to disturb 
the peace but he could not halt the celebration. At a dinner 45 gentlemen 
sat down at 45 minutes past 1, drank 45 gills of wine with 45 new-laid 
eggs in them, and ate a five-course dinner of nine dishes each; from 
dinner they mOlled to a ball to which 45 ladies had been invited, danced 
45 dances, kissed each lady 45 times, and departed at 45 minutes past 
3.2 Thus Wilkes, 45, and liberty came to mean about the same thing. 

When Charles took his seat, the Wilkes affair was the principal 
business before the House of Commons. 

Standing momentarily at the entrance to St Stephen's chapel, Charles 
Fox, like his father and grandfather before him, could see Mr Speaker 
on his throne at the far end of the chamber, the parliamentary clerks 
seated in front of their desks a little lower down. Hanging from the 
1 Fox Cor., i, 12. I St James's Chronicle, April9S-25, 1768. 
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ceiling was a vast chandelier; on the ceiling at the point where the 
chandelier was attached was an openwork grill behind which newspaper 
reporters and others sometimes hid to glimpse the proceedings below. 
High on either side was the Strangers' Gallery: a slender balcony for 
relatives of members, peers, and other visitors. On the main floor, at 
the left, were five rows of benches, running lengthwise of the room and 
divided into two sections by a cross aisle, a gangway. These were 
occupied by members of His Majesty's loyal Government, the front 
bench of the section nearest Mr Speaker being the Treasury bench, 
reserved for the great offices of the Government. As the Duke of 
Grafton, the first minister, with the portfolios of Treasury and Secre
tary of State, had been in the Lords since 1768, on the Treasury bench, 
therefore, were such other officials as Sir Edward Hawke, hero of the 
great naval victory of Quiberon Bay, First Lord of the Admiralty; 
Frederick, Lord North, Chancellor of the Exchequer; and John 
Dunning, Solicitor General. 

Separated by a narrow lane of carpet and facing the Government 
benches was a similar phalanx of benches occupied by His Majesty's 
loyal opposition, though that precise term was not to come into being 
until the following century. A speaker would thus stand with his col
leagues at his back and side, his opponents squarely in his eye. Few if 
any in St Stephen's seemed concerned that there was bench space for 
only about three-fourths of the membership; the small, compact 
chamber encouraged a direct and intimate type of parliamentary 
debating. If more members showed up than there was seating room, 
they stood at the back and around the sides, the crowded condition of 
the chamber enhancing the urgency of the speechmaking. When St 
Stephen's was burned out in 1834 and that successor bombed in 1941, 
the Commons on each occasion decided to perpetuate the traditional 
seating arrangement and the traditional shortage of seats. 

The atmosphere was even more challenging to spirit than to body. 
Listeners readily distinguished between good and mediocre speaking; 
since they had heard some of the best, their standards were set high. If 
a speaker of mediocre eloquence arose, members were likely to leave 
the chamber to refresh themselves at nearby Bellamy'S, where the 
head waiter would keep them informed about who was speaking and 
when or whether a vote was to be taken. In the chamber itself was not 
only the disturbance created by members .coming and going, but by 
various other kinds of restlessness. Best evidence of the difficulty of 
speaking is the simple fact that relatively few members spoke. Far less 
than a fourth of the membership participated in debate at all, and a list 
of those who spoke frequently would be limited to about twenty-five 
names per session. 
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Whatever his thoughts on the occasion of that first day, Charles 
Fox selected a seat at his left, presumably a back bench below the 
gangway. Like his forebears he was staunchly on the side of administra
tion. He could hardly have realized that he would spend ninety per cent 
of his career in opposition, seated across the way. 

A momentous event in the career of a parliamentarian is his maiden 
speech. A new melJ!.ber may sit for weeks quietly among the back
benchers, but sooner or later duty and conscience compel him to catch 
the Speaker'S eye, rise to his feet, and offer his first contribution to 
parliamentary debate. A few new members made notorious failures. 
Joseph Addison was in the last decade of a brilliant career when he 
entered Parliament; but though he had fine command of written 
language, he was too timid to speak. Tradition persists, however, that 
once he made an attempt; gathering courage for the ordeal he gained the 
floor and opened with the phrase, 'Mr Speaker: 1 conceive .. .'; his 
fluency faltered and after an embarrassing pause he continued, 'I con
ceive'; still he could not go on, and after a final 'Sir, 1 conceive' sank 
back in his seat and uttered no more. 'The honourable gentleman has 
conceived three times and has brought forth nothing: said an honour
able opponent-and that retort brought to a finish the parliamentary 
speaking of the eminent man of letters. Half a century later Edward 
Gibbon could not bring himself to speak at all. Through eight sessions 
of Parliament he sat without opening his lips. Once he wrote that he 
felt chained to his seat 'by some invisible unknown invisible power'. 1 

Yet it is not possible to put a finger on any of Fox's early efforts and 
say with assurance, 'This was his maiden speech'. No one even made 
an attempt to identify his first speech until half a century or more after 
the event. Sir George Otto Trevelyan, who like Dr John Allen and the 
third Lord Holland had the first views of the early Fox papers, wrote 
that 'when Fox first spoke, and on what subject, is, and will ever 
remain, a doubtful matter', and dismissed further inquiry. 2 

1 J. E. Norton, ed., The Letters oj Edward Gibbon (London, 1956), ii. 64. To J. B. Holroyd, 
April 8. 1775 • 
• Sir George Otto Trevelyan (18S8-1928). biographer. historian. member of Parliament. 
nephew of Thomas B. Macaulay; author (1880) Early History oj Charles James Fox and 
(1912-1914) George 111 Il1IdCharles Fox, the Qmcluding PartojtheATMricIl1l Revolution. For 
years he served as a kind of informal consultant about the Fox papers, advising the owners 
who should and who should not be allowed to see them. 

Dr John Allen (1771-1843), Scottish physician, researcher. historian, companion, 
attached to the household of the third Lord Holland. Allen wrote the life of Fox for the 
seventh and eighth editions of the Encyclopedia Bri~ica. He also contributed notes and 
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Even if the problem cannot be accurately solved it can be plausibly 
explained. Obviously Fox did not open his career in the usual way, 
with a lengthy, easily identifiable maiden speech. On the contrary he 
was unconcerned about the necessity of making an impressive first 
speech; he had always been at ease in the company of his elders, he had 
freely discussed political matters informally with them, he had faced 
Eton audiences; moreover, these experiences had received encourag
ing praise and approval. Undoubtedly he began his career in an unpre
tentious manner, simply by rising and saying a few words, and then 
resuming his seat; such a brief utterance could hardly be called a 
maiden 'speech' conspicuous enough to call for the congratulations of 
friends and later stand out prominently in family tradition. The pre
ferred candidate for the honour of Fox's 'first words' is an utterance of 
March 9, 1769: 

Mr Charles Fox. Are we to take the construction from the sheriff of the order? 
He might have come up halfway, and an express sent to him in retum.1 

Fox also contributed other brief interpolations to the session's debate. 
As the years went on, however, the March 9 utterance and others were 
forgotten, and a strong belief developed that his maiden speech
meaning by this term a talk of sufficient length to let the young orator 
show that he could sustain an argument-was delivered during the 
Wilkes debates of April 14 and 15, 1769. Certainly his speech on that 
occasion brought a mention in the manuscript memoirs of Walpole. 2 

Hollarid, admitting that he was unable to state the exact date on which 
Fox first spoke, nevertheless reported this tradition: 'I have indeed 

comments to the four-volume Memorials and Correspondmce of Cluzrks James Fox (as did the 
thiro Lord Holland, see below) . 

HenrY Richard Vassall Fox (1778-1840), third Baron Holland, son of Stephen Fox, 
second Baron Holland, and nephew of Charles James, figures prominently in the latter part 
of this book; an activity of his later career was to collect materials for a life of Fox and to 
edit the Fox correspondence. 
1 Egerton MSS., 219, f. 95. Wright, John, ed. Sir Henry Cavendish's Debates of the HtnI# of 
Commons (London, 1841), i, 542, has a slightly different wording. Editor Wright, after 
corresponding with Allen and especially after consulting the Cavendish notes particularly 
on this point, nominated this brief comment as Fox's first words to the House of Commons. 

Dr Allen apparently at one time thought a speech of March 2 was the maiden speech, but 
later concluded it was made by Stephen Fox. (See Cavendish, i, SOL) His Memoirs of 
CAarks James Fox (Edinburgh, 1820), put a speech of April 15 as the maiden speech. 

1be statement in the Parliamentary History that a speech of January 9, 1770, was the 
'first parliamentary essay' of Fox is in error by several months. John Almon's History, 
Debaus, and Proceedings of both Houses of Parliament r( Great Britain, 7 vols. (London, 
1792), contains no Fox speech previous to this date. 
I Add. MSS. 47595. Brieftt:xt of an April 15 speech appears in Cavendish, i, 561-2. When 
Fox was congratulated on this speech (or some other early effort), he said: 'Wait until you 
hear Hare.' But Hare, his classmate, had few political ambitions and as Sir Edward Creasy 
commented, was satisfied to be 'the Hare with many friends' (Annlllll Regiskr, xlvi ( 18(40), 
475). 
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heard ... that it was on the business of Wilkes ... a speech of great 
ability and more promise.' He added that a listener was so impressed 
. that he ripped off part of his shirt and drew a picture of the young 
orator. 1 

By 1769 the business of Wilkes was the continuing dispute between 
the Commons and the county of Middlesex as to whether Wilkes 
would be allowed to represent it. Repeatedly Middlesex had returned 
Wilkes to the House and repeatedly the House had refused to seat him. 
At the latest election Wilkes had polled 1148 to 296 for the govern
ment's candidate, Colonel Luttrell. The question before the House was 
that Henry Lawes Luttrell, Esq., not Wilkes, ought to have been 
declared elected by the sheriffs of Middlesex. This position Charles 
strongly approved; in his speech that day he acidly observed that the 
sheriffs have committed 'a great crime' in returning Wilkes 'in flagrant 
violation of our privileges'. He thus opened his career by speaking in 
behalf of the Commons against the people and their elected representa
tive. Horace Walpole reported that Stephen Fox declared, in his speech 
on this issue, that 'Wilkes had been chosen only by the scum of the 
earth', and he added that Charles was not inferior to his brother in 
insolence.2 Fox's father, however, expressed great pride in the talents 
displayed by his son: 'Few in parliament ever spoke better than Charles 
did on Tuesday-off-hand-with rapidity, with spirit, and such knowl
edge of what he was talking of as surprised everybody in so young a 
man:3 

Fox's next appearance was May 8; the brief report in Cavendish's 
Debates opens with the notation: 'Mr Charles Fox spoke very well: Of 
this speech, also against Wilkes, his father wrote that 'it was all off
hand, all argumentative, in reply to Mr Burke and Mr Wedderburne 
... a most extraordinary thing'. 4 The Middlesex Journal printed a list 
of those who had 'distinguished themselves by their oratory': those 
who spoke 'for liberty' included Barre, Burke and eight others; those 
who spoke 'against it' included North and Fox. The division, at four 
o'clock in the morning, found Fox in the majority of221, against 152; 

1 Add MSS. 47593. Fox Cor., i, 52. '[It] is still preserved in my possession at Holland 
House, retaining many traits of resemblance to the dark, intelligent, and animated features 
ofMrFox.' 
I Add. MSS. 47593. Fox Cor., i, 52. Horace Walpole, Memoirs of the lUign of King George 
111 (London, 1845), iii, 359. 
a Ibid., i, 52-3. April 14 was Friday, April 15 was Saturday; Holland's letter refers to a 
Tuesday speech. The exact date, however, is of less importance than is the description of 
the young parliamentarian. 
4 Ibid., i, 54. May 11. Burke lists Fox as a speaker in a letter of May 8 to the Earl of Charle
mont (Lucy S. Sutherland, ed., The Correspondence of Edmund Burke (Cambridge, 1960), 
ii, 24; Historical Manuscripts Commission Reports, Charlemont MSS., i. 294. Hereafter 
cited asHMCR. -
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this majority, the Journal declared, actually voted that Luttrell's 296 
was a larger number than Wilkes's 1143. It further offered an item 
analysis to show that the majority was corrupt, indicating members 
that were sons of peers or that expected peerages, office holders or 
hopeful office holders, possessors of contracts or of commissions in 
the army and navy. So it was during the various debates on John 
Wilkes that Fox made his first major appearances as a parliamentary 
debater. 

Colonial problems had also come before the Commons that session. 
'The grand debate on North American affairs', as the Parliamentary 

History put it, had commenced on January 26, 1769; 'the debate was 
very fine indeed'. As had other colonies, the province of Massachuset' s 
Bay had presented a petition reviewing the troubles and hardships of 
the colony: skirmishes with the French and the Indians, hardships of 
living, smallness of incomes, and above all the difficulty of finding 
money to pay taxes, since the balance of trade was continually un
favourable. The petition had therefore prayed that 'the several Acts of 
Parliament made for the purpose of raising a revenue in America be 
repealed'. The Lords had passed resolutions dealing harshly with 
Massachuset's Bay: its people had threatened officers of His Majesty's 
revenue, its government was in a state of disorder and confusion, and 
above all it had passed an insulting, subversive, and unconstitutional 
resolution. 

The opposition contended forcefully against the Lords' proposals. 
Fox, however, avoided the debates on the growing discontent in 
America. He may have, as his nephew once observed, been advised by 
an older member to limit his participation in debate since the question 
could readily have been raised on his right of speaking and especially 
of voting while still a minor. Later, however, Fox himself reflected 
that since the register of his baptism had been burned, no one would 
find it easy to prove his exact age and thus unseat him, although he 
might have been subjected to criticism or censure for doing much voting 
or speaking. 

So much for his first speaking experiences. The session closed in 
May, and Parliament adjourned for the rest of the year. 

The third session of the thirteenth Parliament, which met January 9, 
1770, quickly became known as the horned cattle session. The address 
of George III from the throne was expected to discuss the growing 
difficulty with the American colonies, but the King instead confined his 
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message to another kind of distemper-among the homed cattle of the 
kingdom. 

During the debate that day Fox did not speak brilliantly, the reason 
being, according to a friend, Fish Craufurd, that he had just come back 
from Paris and had sat up all night at the Star and Garter. He did, how
ever, get in the last word on the Government side by asserting that the 
language of the opposition speakers was so licentious 'it seemed as if 
the old decent freedom of debate was at an end'.l He must have spoken 
with impressiveness and at greater length than the extant text now 
indicates, since nearly half a century later Craufurd still remembered 
the occasion. Over the years he had thought, erroneously, that it was 
Fox's maiden speech.2 

On January 25 debate was renewed on the Middlesex election by the 
introduction of an ingenious motion: in matters of disputed elections 
the House should judge according to established law and custom. To 
deny such a bland statement would be unwise, yet its acceptance would 
open the way further for debate on whether the House, in preferring 
Luttrell to Wilkes, had acted according to law and custom. The topic 
was a good one for lawyers of both the amateur and professional 
variety, and the parliamentary reporter observed that considerable 
debate ensued as to whether the various precedents cited were or were 
not applicable. 

A strong supporter for Wilkes was Alexander Wedderburn, a Scot, 
who at the time of this debate had had eight years of parliamentary 
speaking, and for twice that many years had been a member of the bar. 
He was a shrewd and competent debater who had taken lessons in 
elocution from the renowned Thomas Sheridan, and although nomin
ally sympathetic to the court party had joined the Wilkes crusade. This 
session, as he spoke out in opposition to the North administration, his 
enemies alleged that he took this position not because he had a great 
heart that throbbed for the cause of liberty but because he had a great 
yearning that panted for office. To cast one's lot with the opposition at 
this juncture, a time characterized both by public unrest and by frequent 
changes of and within administration, was not a bad political move. 
Accordingly in the debates on the legality of the Middlesex affair, 
Wedderburn flatly declared that no precedent could be found for a 
certain feature of the Wilkes business. At this point Fox, who had 
just reached twenty-one, completely refuted Wedderburn, produc
ing a case decided in the courts below but the last year, and exactly 
1 Parliamentary History, xvi, 727. This source is the one most generally used in this volume 
for Fox's speeches. Parliamentary Register, pamphlets, and newspaper reports are also 
cited as supplementary sources. 
I 'Charles Fox dined at the Star & Garter sat up all night & made his maiden speech in 
answer to Sir George Savile' (Add. MSS. 47591; FOI Cor., i, 60). 
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similar to that of Wilkes. The court, he said, had had no precedent, but 
had gone on analogy. The House roared with applause.'! Thus Walpole, 
who did not hear the debate, and who in fact had not yet heard Fox at 
all, reported the incident-showing that it must have rebounded in 
lively fashion through the clubs. Fox's interest in many facets of current 
affairs, combined with an accurate and tenacious memory and an un
paralleled facility for reasoning from particular to general or the other 
way around, made him, as Chatham had been before him, a dangerous 
opponent even on points of law. Wedderburn himself did not fare 
badly, since his continued opposition to the Government led North to 
conclude he would rather have the Scot on his side than on the other, 
so a year later he became Solicitor-General. 

On January 28, the Duke of Grafton resigned his post as the head of 
the Government. The King had had a long struggle finding a minister 
to his complete liking. In rapid procession had passed Carteret, Bute, 
Grenville, Rockingham, and now Grafton: five governments in ten 
years. The king thereupon selected Frederick, Lord North, thirty
seven years old, a competent and resourceful speaker, to take charge of 
affairs, beginning a term of office that was to continue until almost the 
end of the American revolution. North, long aware of Fox's abilities, 
found a post for him as Lord of the-Admiralty. It was a high position for 
so young a man. He was appointed on February 23, 'a commissioner 
for executing the office of High Admiral for Great Britain', and next 
day took his seat. 

At the Admiralty Fox got to know better both Admiral Edward 
Hawke, scourge of the French fleets, First Lord of the Admiralty, 
and even better Hawke's successor the next year, the unpopular Earl of 
Sandwich. Fox was by nine years the youngest of the seven Lords of 
the Admiralty, and the only one without either naval or office-holding 
experience. Fox's attendance was good although not perfect, as if he 
were no more overawed by his election to this prestigious board than 
he was by his membership in the Commons. His curious, inquiring, 
and retentive mind was exposed to the thousand details of running the 
great navy of the eighteenth century. Fox learned the problems of 
building naval vessels and of supplying and outfitting them; of getting 
volunteers to enlist; of quarantine to prevent the·spread of a contagious 

.. distemper; of weather and navigation and the peril of storms; of pre
paring an expedition or relieving a garrison. 

North could well strengthen his team of speakers by anchoring 
Charles Fox more snugly to the Government. Fox, heartened by his 
l/bid .• i, 60. 
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new appointment, entered the debates with renewed vigour. After his 
February 8 speech, the Evening Post noted, the 'hear him' broke out 
into a torrent of applause. 

His short speech of February 12 likewise struck fire. The House was 
the fullest known for several years, 451 members being present. The 
order for the exclusion of strangers was strictly enforced: 'even mem
bers of the Irish House of Commons were not admitted.'l The motion 
was to disqualify revenue officers from voting at elections. With some 
12,000 revenue officers at liberty to support government candidates, 
reform seemed indicated but Fox opposed it: 'The present motion is 
wrong in the manner but right in the principle.' Abuses should be cor
rected 'but do not correct one abuse by causing many'.2 A few days 
later George III was able to write: 'The seeing that the Majority 
constantly encreases gives Me great pleasure.'3 

The heavy gambling to which Fox had been introduced during his latter 
days at Eton, and which he continued during Oxford days and his visits 
to the Continent, went on unabated these years as member of Parlia
ment and Admiralty. In 1770 Walpole could write that the young men 
of the age lose five, ten, fifteen thousand pounds an evening. News
papers related with awe that the son of the defaulter won £7000 at one 
sitting at Pall Mall, and that on another occasion by cutting the cards, 
beginning with £ 100 a cut and ending with £ 1000 a cut, he had won 
£9000 from a single opponent. Any admirer of Charles Fox must first 
draw a circle around him large enough to encompass substantial faults 
as well as massive virtues. Probably no man out-gambled him. The 
vast hom of plenty amassed by Holland at the paymaster's office needed 
to withstand repeated draughts by his son and those who took his notes. 
Gambling became a disorder he could not shake, an obsession that 
weakened him financially and politically. 

Before the year 1770 was out, however, twenty-one-year-old Charles 
Fox had made one more speech on the wrong side of this issue: the 
prestige of the people versus the prestige of the House. The debate on 
December 6 was on Serjeant John Glynn's motion to inquire into the 
administration of criminal justice, with reference to the increasing 
tendency of judges to allow juries to consider only the fact of a cause, 
not the intent of the defendant. In a libel case under this practice juries 
could determine only whether the defendant published the suspected 
1 CaVendish's Debates, i, 458. 2 Egerton MSS. 220, 75. 
3 Add. MSS. 47585. Sir John Fortescue, The Correspondence of King George the Third 
(London, 1927), ii, 182. February 28. 
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libel and whether the innuendoes were true, whereas judges ruled on 
the more important issue of whether or not the published matter were 
libellous. Glynn, a lawyer who had represented Wilkes, was an able 
speaker on legal and constitutional questions; Chatham called him ' the 
very spirit of the constitution itself'.l Increasingly, said various other 
speakers, people were becoming restless about the fairness of this kind 
ofproceeding. Fox spoke heatedly, however, against the motion; those 
who alleged that certain complaints and grievances were made by the 
people, he insisted, were merely describing their own complaints 
and grievances. He continued: 

For my part, I am not disposed to take the voice of a miserable faction for the 
voice of my country. Were the people really dissatisfied, I should be glad to 
know how I am to ascertain the reality of that dissatisfaction? I must freely con
fess that I know no other way but that of consulting this House. Here the people 
are represented, and here is their voice expressed. 

How, he asked, is he to learn about the cries and the complaints of the 
people? From the members of the House of Commons, the legal repre
sentatives of the people, who are the people. Twenty years later Fox 
would have developed more faith in juries, and, with Erskine at his 
side, would present Serjeant Glynn's arguments even more eloquently 
than did the Serjeant. Right now he was distrustful of the people 
generally---on juries or off them. Opinions of members of Parliament 
were more representative of what was best for the public than were 
those of the vulgar mob, 'with their capricious shouts and hisses. '2 

William Woodfall was in the gallery that day and reported the 
debate at length. Many of Fox's early speeches went unreported and 
unnoted, but this one found its way into print in the London Magazine, 
tile Gentleman's Magazine and elsewhere, so that in later years when 
Fox securely wore the mantle of 'man of the people', his enemies could, 
and did, quote this and other 1770 speeches as evidence of earlier days 
when Fox heartily scorned the electorate. Lord Macaulay in his own 
classic prose noted scornfully that small men, 'when they had nothing 
else to say in defence of their own tyranny, bigotry, and imbecility', 
could raise cheers against Fox 'by some paltry taunt about the election 
of Colonel Luttrell, the imprisonment of the lord mayor, and other 
measures in which the great Whig leader had borne a part at the age of 
one or two and twenty'.s Fox himself was compelled to develop con- . 
siderable ingenuity in defending some of his early speeches. Like many 
other statesmen, if he had had more foresight he would have needed 
less repentance. 

1 Sir Lewis Namier and John Brooke, The History of Parliament (London, 1964), ii, 506. 
t Parliamentary History, xvi, 126+-6. 
a From the essay on Lord Holland in Historical Essays (London, 1845), iii, 519-20. 
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In and Out of Government 
1771-1774 

Charles Fox is commenced patriot, and is already 
attempting to pronounce the words country, liberty, 
corruption, &c. 

Edward Gibbon 

The issues debated in parliament during 1771 to 1774 offered various 
opportunities for the young speaker who became the great liberal, the 
Man of the People, to join the enlightened and forward-looking. On the 
domestic side was the major controversy concerning the rights of 
printers to report parliamentary debates, and less hotly contested pro
posals to review capital punishment and the Thirty-Nine Articles of 
the Established Church. On the foreign side was the persistent problem 
of the management of an empire, with questions involving America 
on one side of the globe and India on the other. How Charles Fox re
acted to these and other issues is the theme of this chapter. 

One point emerges: the infant of the House speedily became one of 
its most frequent speakers. Not for him was the traditional advice that 
a new member should sit respectfully and quietly on a back bench. 
Along with North, who excelled everybody in number of speeches, 
Burke, who was difficult to surpass in either length or quantity, and 
other well-known personages like Sir George Savile, Alderman John 
Sawbridge, Solicitor-General Alexander Wedderburn, and Colonel 
Isaac Barre, whose name is perpetuated in Wilkes-JJarre, Pennsyl
vania, Fox appeared often in the lists of speakers regularly forwarded 
to the King. Now in hie early twenties, he was seventeen years younger 
than North or Sawbridge, twenty years younger than Burke, twenty
three years younger than Barre or Savile. Reporters in the galleries 
wrote paragraphs branding Fox as presumptuous, ambitious, and 
violent. And outside the House he had to face the fury of volatile, articu
late mobs. Fox thrived on both the missives and the missiles. Far from 
suffering any damned obscurity, he was from the start fully exposed to 
public appraisal. 

The most prolonged and eventful debate, with Parliament and the 
King on one side and the Lord Mayor and other authorities of the City 
on the other, concerned the illegal publication of parliamentary debates 
in eight London newspapers. This dispute came fo a crisis in 1771. Fox 
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opened his career by taking an illiberal and reactionary point of view 
towards this issue, as he did toward most of the others that arose that 
year and the three that followed. 

A newspaper that printed the proceedings of Parliament committed a 
notorious breach of privilege. For more than a century the publication 
of debates had been stoutly opposed. At the outset some members had 
declared that if debates were not printed, speakers would feel more 
free to change their minds; others noted that much public business was 
highly confidential; still others that speakers should not be held 
accountable outside the chamber for what they said inside. To print the 
speeches of the House, members were told, would make it appear to be 
the most contemptible assembly on the face of the earth.l To this senti
ment the House had agreed without a dissenting voice. 

Parliamentary news was in such demand, however, that newspapers 
did everything possible to print a small portion regardless of restric
tions. Instead of mentioning the House of Commons or House of Lords 
by name, the printers at first skirted the rules by representing their 
excerpts as having been uttered in a fictitious Lilliputian assembly or 
Brobdingnagian senate. Later this fiction was dropped and speakers 
were identified as L-d N-rth, Mr F-x. Under this thin guise parlia
mentary materials were printed, but members became restless when 
they were misquoted or abused. Clearing the strangers' gallery on the 
day of an important debate was therefore for the Government a means 
both of protection and retaliation. Reporters knew they were allowed 
in the gallery only on sufferance. These restrictions, together with 
poor sight lines and hearing conditions that were far from ideal, contri
buted to the inaccuracies of parliamentary reporting. 

A typical English newspaper of this half of the century had a page 
size approximately 14 by 18 inches; each issue comprised four 4-
column pages. English printers, unlike a few of their American counter
parts, did not print extra pages to accommodate special news events. 
Sheer mechanical limitations therefore made it possible to print only a 
fraction of a night's debate; the papers had to make extensive use of 
summary and paraphrase. A single speech might appear as much as a 
month late; a debate might be continued through two or three issues. 
'The remainder of this excellent speech in our next issue' was a familiar 
se~tence. Speakers had ample opportunity to supply revised texts of 
their speeches. Printers did not always know the names oftheircorres
pondents. 2 To speak of verbatim reports of parliamentary speeches is 
1 Parliammtary History, x, 806. 
t Actually the papers freely published anonymous contributions. A speaker could therefore 
easily get in print a laudatory putrfor himself that he or a friend had composed. 
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sheer nonsense. Even a speech text purporting to be a shorthand 
account had been exposed to possible corrections by speaker, reporter, 
and printer. Presumably, however, the main lines of a speaker's argu
ment could survive intact, along with glimpses of his supporting 
illustrations and of his use oflanguage.1 The total body of texts, how
ever, is slender indeed. If modem standards of reporting had been in 
force during Fox's career, his eloquence and that of his colleagues would 
have appeared in something like 1000 volumes instead of27.2 

The famous quarrel with the printers opened February 8, when 
Colonel George Onslow complained that The Gazetteer and New Daily 
Advertiser and the Middlesex Journal had misrepresented speeches and 
had reflected on several members. The House speedily voted to order 
the printers of the offending newspapers to appear before it. As the 
printers did not appear, they were cited for contempt. 

Although the House seemed unable to seize, much less punish, the 
two printers, Colonel Onslow on March 12 preferred charges against 
three brace of printers more, from six additional newspapers. The 
opposition made every attempt to ridicule his complaint. In St 
Stephen's the method of voting was not by roll call but by division of 
the House into ayes and noes, the members on one side emptying into 
the lobby and being counted individually on their return as they filed 
between two tellers, the other side being similarly counted in the 
chamber itself. Burke and his colleagues employed the tactic of calling 
for one division after another so that time and again members found 
themselves queueing up to be counted. Eventually the House wearily 
marched through twenty-three divisions, before it was able to pass the 
necessary motions ordering Onslow's printers to attend. These labours 
were not completed until four o'clock in the morning. 3 

In the days that followed, the House, attempting to uphold its 
privileges, brought itself into open warfare with authorities of the 
City. When one of the printers was apprehended and taken before 

1 A. Aspinall's comprehensi ve article, 'The Reporting and Publishing of the House of 
Commons' Debates, 1771-1834' in Essays Presented to Sir Lewis Namier (London, 1956), 
describes obstacles to the publication of debates and incidents that arose as reporters 
attempted to carry out their assignments. 
2 An incredibly small percentage of parliamentary debate was published. For the whole of 
1770 Parliamentary History records about 700 columns of text (less than half a volume), 
which at 31 minutes for each column would be 2450 minutes or about 40 hours of talk. For 
the same period Cavendish's Debates records about 55 hours of talk. The situation improved 
only slowly. The important topics of 1780 were reported in 1050 columns in the Parlia
mentary History, slightly less than a volume. During the period 1780-1800, one volume 
proved sufficient to contain the reports of slightly more than one year's debating; £7 vol
umes encompass the 39 years of Fox's parliamentary career. By 1820 the reports ofa single 
year's debate required 3 volumes; by 1850, 6 volumes; by 1960, 17 volumes for the 
Commons, 9 for the Lords. 
8 Parliamentary History, xvii, 75-83. Journal of the House of COmmons, xxxiii, 2~51. 
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John Wilkes, now an alderman, the accused man was set free and the 
person apprehending was charged with assault and false imprisonment. 
In similar fashion Alderman Richard Oliver freed another printer. 
Another time the Lord Mayor, Brass Crosby, and the two aldermen 
detained not only the printer but the messenger sent to apprehend him. 

The House indignantly ordered Alderman Oliver and the Lord 
Mayor, both members of the House, to appear before it. Excitement 
was intense; crowds from the City gathered in support of its officials; 
attendance at the debates ran high, on some days exceeding 450. Mem
bers packed the benches, stood by the walls, jammed the area around 
Mr Speaker's chair. Fox made his longest recorded speech to date 
during the debate of March 25 for committing Oliver to the Tower. 
The question, he said, was whether the people or the Commons are 
the best judges of public welfare: 

For my own part, Sir [he continued] I shall not hesitate to pronounce positively in 
favour of this House .. . . I pay no regard whatever to the voice of the people: it is 
our duty to do what is proper, without considering what is agreeable .... I stand 
up for the constitution, not for the people . . . . I am for maintaining the independ
ence of parliament, and will not be a rebel to my king, to my country, or my own 
heart, for the loudest huzza of an inconsiderate multitude.l 

This is strange language, coming from the future Man of the People. 
Walpole, who had once called him the phenomenon of the age, now 
wrote that 'Charles Fox, as if impatient to inherit his father's unpopu
larity, abused the City as his father used to do.'Z When the alderman 
was committed to the Tower, City officials promptly voted to pay his 
expenses during his confinement. 

Fox did not spend all his energy abusing the multitude on the floor of 
the House", for he spent half an hour one day 'leaning out of a coffee
hous~ window in Palace Yard, shaking his fist at the people, and pro
voking them by all the reproachful words and menacing gestures that 
he could invent'. His own version was that he simply went to the 
windows to show that he was not afraid. George Selwyn, a parlia
mentary colleague who in a forty-year career never once spoke, stood 
behind him, as usual an onlooker, 'encouraging him and clapping him 
on the back, as if he was a dirty ruffian going to fight in the streets'. 
Fox told the House that he would rather be hissed in the company of 
Lord North than applauded with those who were applauded.3 

Two days later the House debated whether to send the Lord Mayor 
himself to the Tower. Fifty thousand people, most of whom 

1 Parliamentary History, xvii, 149-60. 
2 MeTTUJirs of the Reign of King George III (London, 1845), iv, 290. 
8 Matthew Briclcdak's Notes on the Debates in the House of Commons for the years 1770-1774, 
v, 72. S. Parnell Kerr, George Selwyn and the Wits (London, 1909), p. ~82. 
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could not read newspapers, milled around the streets and swamped the 
approaches to St Stephen's. Hostile groups insulted North, tore his hat 
in pieces, broke up his carriage. They threw mud and assorted articles 
at Charles and Stephen, ripped their clothes, upset their coach. The 
excitement out of doors carried into the chamber. Although speakers 
tried to calm violent feelings and urge that the Lord Mayor simply be 
placed in the custody of the sergeant-at-arms instead of being jailed in 
the Tower, the Lord Mayor insisted that he should be treated exactly 
as Alderman Oliver had been; hence an amendment to commit him to 
the Tower carried by a five-to-one ratio. Next day Fox complained of 
the treatment he had received, detailing that he had been pelted with 
stones and oranges, and blaming the sheriffs for their lax handling of 
the crowds; North answered laconically that the House had more 
important business and let Fox nurse his bruises without official com
fort. 

In every respect, however, the victory went to the City and to the 
printers. The end of the session meant the automatic release of the 
popular prisoners in the Tower; they were triumphantly escorted to 
their homes. They continued their publication of the proceedings of 
Parliament, and although as late as 1782 the German clergyman, 
Moritz, observed reporters taking down the debate 'rather by stealth', 
their position slowly but steadily improved. Even so, the galleries 
could still be closed, as they were during important debates on the 
American question, and the cry of privilege could still be raised. 

The King's speech in May put an end to the session. Whatever praise 
goes to Fox those months is for his growing facility as a debater, but 
not for any qualities of vision or judgment. With his parliamentary 
duties temporarily at an end, he turned from debating to cricket and 
partridge shooting during the summer, and a visit to Paris, duly 
recorded by Madame du Deffand, that winter. In January the tragedy of 
Jane Shore was revived at Winterslow house, with Fox as Gloster; the 
press commented that it had been received with most distinguished 
applause by a numerous"'and polite audience. 

After a seven-month holiday, the new session opened on January 21, 
1772. One of Fox's early moves was to give notice that he intended to 
move an amendment to the Clandestine Marriages Act, against which 
his father had spoken eloquently twenty years previously, to enact 
changes that would offer greater legal protection to young couples who 
had married in irregular circumstances. Here was a kindly, liberal, and 
human move. His preparation for this proposed action was, however, 
far from thorough; Walpole asserted that when Fo" moved the repeal 
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he had not actually read the act, 'nor did till some days after'.l Nor was 
Fox informed that at this same time the King's ministers were moving 
in a more restrictive direction, preparing a Bill prohibiting members of 
the royal family from marrying unless the marriage was approved by 
the sovereign. Charles, who considered himself a member of the 
Government even though his office was a modest one, was deeply hurt 
that ministers had not taken him into their confidence: 'Ld North', 
wrote his mother, 'has always said Charles Fox was the only sup
port he cd intirely depend on in the House of Commons: and therefore 
not telling Charles what business was to come before the house 'was 
a most unpardonable neglect'.2 More to the point, however, since he 
did not believe that one person, even a King, should pass judgment 
upon the marriage plans of another, even a member of the royal family, 
Fox determined to argue against the Bill. 

In other areas, Charles was not so rebellious. Before the debate on 
the marriage Bill got under way, a petition was presented, signed by 
250 members of the clergy of the Church of England, certain professors, 
and others, praying that they be relieved of subscribing to the Thirty
nine Articles of the Church, so that each might study and interpret the 
Scriptures for himself. Charles, not yet willing to speak for religious 
freedom and against religious tests, spoke briefly and voted against the 
petition. So again, he found himself on the side of the established order 
of things. Yet North's treatment of him over the marriage Bill con
tinued to rankle, so on February 20 Fox resigned his position on the 
Admiralty board. Gibbon learned that Fox had turned against the 
administration, and in memorable prose wrote: 'Charles Fox is 
commenced Piltriot, and is already attempting to pronounce the words 
Country, Liberty, Corruption, &c., with what success, time will dis
cover:s . 

Like the American colonies, Fox did not aim at political independ
ence from the beginning; Craufurd, writing to their mutual friend, 
Lord Ossory, said that Charles had not really meant to leave the 
Government, and Fox added a postscript that the reason for his resign
ing was complicated but that he wanted to feel free to vote against 
'this Royal Family Bill'. 'Upon the whole I am convinced I did right 
and I think myself very safe from going into opposition, which is the 
only danger', he concluded.4 Rumours to that effect began to circulate, 
however, and the Gazetteer and New Daily Advertiser mischievously 
observed that Mr F-x had offered to join opposition provided it paid 
his debts. 

1 TM lAst Journals ofHorou Walpok (London, 1910), i, 7. 
I Ilchester, ii, 846-47. 
8 Letters of Edward Gibbon, i, 509. To Holroyd, February 21,1772. 
, Add. MSS. 47579. Fox Car., i, 7S. 
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Since the postscript to the Ossory letter is perhaps Fox's first refer
ence to political parties, it is worth mentioning that Fox did not think 
of 'opposition' as a single, monolithic party. Trevelyan observed that 
Fox probably never changed so many votes as he did in his first half
dozen sessions, when party limits were still undefined and party 
obligations far less strict than they afterwards became.1 The detailed 
investigations of Namier and his students have further demonstrated 
the incorrectness of visualizing a two-party house, whigs on one side, 
tories on the other. During Fox's career the term 'tory' was used 
mainly as an epithet to describe someone firmly associated with 
administration policies, and who therefore could, loosely, be con
sidered as reactionary or at least as conservative. The term 'whig' was 
more desirable; a whig was staunchly on the side of the 'constitution', 
especially on points where the privileges of Parliament were to be pre
ferred to the prerogative of the Crown. An important segment of the 
opposition in 1773 was the Rockingham faction; although eventually 
Fox adhered to this group, he might have attached himself to some 
other connection, or sat on the opposition side simply as an indepen
dent. As will be seen on later pages, whenever a contemporary under
took to analyse voting affiliations, drawing columns on his page under 
which to list members, he would need several headings to describe all 
shades of opinion: pro, con, hopeful, doubtful, and the like. 

The King was powerfully interested in the fate of his Bill, urged 
Lord North to exert every energy in favour of it, and determined to 
punish those who voted against it. 2 After one close, important vote 
of 200 to 164 in favour of administration forces, the King wrote to 
North for a list of those who had deserted to the minority. Such a 
list, he added, would guide his conduct in the drawing room on the 
morrow. 

Great courage was required to defy the King's measure, but Charles 
led the opposing cavalry in many a charge up Administration Heights. 
He attacked the Bill in law, he attacked it in principle; he lashed 
ministers on technical points, he pointed out contradictions of the 
lawyers. Walpole ranked Fox's speaking above that of Burke, 
Wedderburn, or Townshend, declaring that Charles, above all others, 
'seized the just point of argument throughout, with most amazing 
rapidity and clearness'.s The Bill passed easily by 168 to 115. 'Never', 
said Walpole, 'was an Act passed against which so much, andfor which 
so little, was said.' It is still on the statute books. 

1 Early History of Charks JatrUs FOI, p. 468. 
2 '( have a right to expect a hearty Support from everyone in my Service,' he wrote North 
on February 26, 'and shall remember Defaulters.' Fortescue, ii,525. 
a lAst Journals, i, 70. 
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This defeat marked Charles's first experience in fighting the mobilized 
forces of George the Third. But the day came for Charles to introduce 
his own marriage Bill; that was a fortnight later, on April 7. Walpole 
was a spectator that day; he had heard many reports about Fox but had 
never before listened to him speak, so he went to the gallery to hear the 
young orator. He observed that Charles introduced his Bill with ease, 
grace, and clearness, and without the elegant formality of the usual 
young speaker. Even so, Walpole concluded that Fox did not shine 
particularly, though his sense and facility showed that he could shine. 
Walpole knew the inside story: that Fox had returned just that morn
ing from Newmarket, where he had lost a thousand pounds the pre
ceding day; that he had stopped at Hockerel, where he had sat up drink
ing all night; that when he moved his Bill, he had not even drawn it up. 
The Fox strategy for that day was a simple one; he planned to make the 
preliminary motion, let his opponents attack the Bill, and then he, 
powerful in refutation, would reply to these arguments. 

The story of what happened is a tribute to a brilliant mind. North 
and Burke each argued at length against the Bill, emphasizing that the 
present system of regulating marriages had survived the test of twenty 
years of experience and had demonstrateq the wisdom of forbidding the 
marriage of young and immature couples. Walpole described Fox 
running about the House talking to different persons, scarcely listening 
either to North or Burke; then, with amazing spirit and memory, 
answering them both, ridiculing North and refuting Burke.1 

Here for the first time Fox caught the fancy of the London press, ever 
ready to applaud good speaking even from a political opponent. Al
though hardly a year had passed since Fox had viciously attacked the 
printers, the Gazetteer and New Daily Advertiser now declared that 
Fox's speech 'was a most masterly assemblage of arguments on behalf 
of the liberties of human nature, in the essential part of marriage'. So 
eloquent was he, the reporter concluded, that no fewer than twenty
three avowedly intended opposers of his motion absolutely voted in 
support of it, 'from bare conviction of its equity and necessity'. If this 
appraisal is accurate, it indicates that a good speech could reach 
members of the independent group and other less hardened partisans. 

On that day Charles whipped the Government by a .margin of one 
vote: 62-61-'a disgraceful event for a Prime Minister', s;tid Walpole. 
Fox's success did not last long since he did not trouble to pursue his 
advantage, and, on May 19, arrived from Newmarket just in time to 
see his 'Bill thrown out without debate by a vote of 92 to 34. He took his 
defeat with indifference and did not continue his fight against the 
ministry. 
1 Ibid., i, 81-2. 
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Negotiations to entice Fox back into administration, rumoured in 
the spring, were resumed toward the end of the year. One paper con
jectured that since North would be elevated to the House of Lords 
upon the death of his aged father, the resulting shuffle of offices would 
make Fox Chancellor of the Exchequer; another that Lord Holland 
was to be the Earl of Rochester, provided he would settle his pay office 
accounts by 1801; another that if Holland were truly to be Earl of 
Rochester, the title would descend to Charles James Fox since his 
older brother had no issue. Out of these charges and allegations, these 
rumours and anxieties, these hearings and understandings, came a letter 
from the King appointing Fo'x to a seat on the Treasury board paying 
£1600 a year. Since Gibbon had calculated that gambling cost Fox 
/2500 per hour, Fox's new position at the Treasury board would 
fortify him for three hours' good play at Almack's or White's. 

Fox was elevated to the Treasury board December 28, 1772. His 
attendance was less regular than at the Admiralty board. At one long 
meeting he participated in discussions of the problem of smuggling 
and of the difficulties of collecting duties; he heard a letter read from 
wax chandlers complaining of frauds in the manufacture of candles, 
and seeking additional duty on imported wax and spermaceti candles. 
He was also introduced, by way of the problem of providing subsistence 
for slaves, to the question of the slave trade and the employment of 
Negroes by government contractors. He heard complaints from col
lectors of Rhode Island 'stating the great difficulties they labour under 
from the vexatious law suits carried on in the courts of that colony 
against the collectors for the execution of his [sic] duty'. He heard 
complaints from Boston and also acknowledged a remittance of more 
than /28000 covering duty on tea. At some meetings letters were read, 
at others petitioners appeared in person; thus he became familiar with 
the processes of discussion and administration. 

From these early conta@ts with the executive arm of the Govern
ment; Fox, like any young statesman, absorbed a vast deal of factual 
information and an approach to the making of policy. Most problems 
have a financial underpinning, and the steady procession of letters and 
petitioners through the Treasury board gave young Charles Fox in
sight into governmental decisions and the fiscal problems accompany
ing them. 

In 1770, his first year as the first minister, North had brought about 
the repeal of the Townshend duties except the one on tea, maintained 
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to remind colonists that Parliament continued to have the right to im
pose taxes. The Americans had not liked this arrangement but as they 
lived happily on smuggled tea the result had been to relax tensions and 
quiet restlessness. The East India company, however, soon had found 
its warehouses bulging with unsaleable tea and its financial position 
weakening. Parliament learned about these difficulties from the King's 
message from the throne on November 26, 1772. 

A secret committee was appointed to investigate the matter; its re
port was debated, the need of the company for financial help being 
repeatedly stressed. North proposed that the company, now possessed 
of 17 million pounds of tea, be allowed to export a substantial part of 
this supply to the colonies in America, free of usual customs and inland 
duties. Under this special dispensation the tea could be sold, with only 
the Townshend duty added, at a lesser price than smuggled tea; the 
colonists would be sufficiently grateful for the bargain to be willing to 
overlook the duty, and the company's finances would soon be put in good 
order.l There was little debate, no division; no one realized that the 
tea resolution was a bomb with a long, slow-burning fuse. 

Although most of the rest of the session was devoted to East India 
affairs, the principal debate was on the conduct of Lord Clive. Clive, 
former governor of Bengal, who had amassed a large private fortune in 
India, had come under sharp criticism for his administrative practices. 
Fox, by now fully introduced to the India question that intermittently 
occupied the house in his lifetime, 'declaimed with vehemence'; to the 
embarrassment of the Government, he deScribed Clive as the 'origin of 
all plunder, the source of all robbery'. 2 The issues that came up during 
this debate foreshadowed the controversy a decade later when Fox 
found a similar ta~get, the abuse of Indian peoples by another governor, 
Warren Hastings. 

During this 1771-74 period, Fox, in his mid-twenties, continued his 
compulsive gambling. When he was not at St Stephen's he was at 
Almack's, White's, the race course at Newmarket, or some other 
locale where the action was. His energy was inexhaustible; he went 
from one spot to another, ending up at the House of Commons. Wal
pole recorded the following account of Fox's activities in 1772, the 
night before the debate, already mentioned, on t4e Thirty-nine 
Articles: . 
[Fox] did not shine in this debate, nor could it be wondered at. He had sat up 
playing hazard at Almack's, from Tuesday evening 4th, till five in the afternoon 
of Wednesday 5th. An hour before he had recovered £12,000 that he had lost, 
and by dinner, which was five o'clock, he had ended losing £11,000. On the 
1 ParliammtaryHistory, xvii, 840-1. I Last Jounuzls, i, .252. 
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Thursday he spoke in this debate; went to dinner at past eleven at night; from 
thence to White's, where he drank till seven the next morning; thence to Almack's, 
where he won £6,000; and between three and four in the afternoon he set out for 
Newmarket. 1 

He further observed that in three nights Charles and Stephen together 
had lost £052,000. He added: 'There being a report that Charles was 
going to be married, it was told to his father ... who replied: "I am 
glad of it, for then he will go to bed at least one night.'" 

Walpole's description of gaming is awesome; at Almack's, he 
reports, £10,000 generally lay in cash on the table. The participants 
gambled with £50 bundles. It is difficult to appreciate the purchasing 
power of these sums, though it can be noted that Fox spent little more 
than a £50 bundle in meeting his preliminary expenses at Oxford; for 
ten bundles the colony of New York could hire the services of Edmund 
Burke as its London agent for a year; the loose cash on the table would 
buy a bench full of parliamentary seats. A popular game was quinze, 
which had most of the features of vingt-et-un or blackjack, the magic 
number being fifteen instead of twenty-one. Each player had a small 
stand nearby for his bank notes and tea, and when his funds were ex
hausted he would replenish the supply with loans from Jews at high 
premiums. Fox called his outer room where moneylenders awaited 
him, the Jerusalem Chamber. 

Actually, Fox had been in continual debt ever since he had overspent 
his Oxford allowance. Over the years creditors had advanced loans, 
postponing the hour of reckoning because they calculated that he would 
some day come into the major part of a vast inheritance. Lord Holland 
was ill, and Stephen, himself a poor health risk, had no children. But 
the fact became known that Stephen's wife was expecting. A son was 
born on November 21-Charles himself wryly described the boy as a 
second Messiah born for the destruction of the Jews-and this sudden 
lessening of Charles's great expectations brought creditors swarming 
about his head. Most of them held obligations in the form of annuities 
and demanded that they be redeemed. Lord Holland needed to be told; 
and on November 26, he directed his financial adviser to settle all out
standing debts: 

I do hereby order direct & require you to sell & dispose of my long annuity's, and 
so much of my other Stock, Estates & Effects as will be sufficient to Pay and Dis
charge the debts of my son The Honble Charles James Fox not exceeding the sum 
of one hundred thousand pounds. 2 

The paper suggests the grief and melancholy with which the old 
politician bent himself to this last gesture to his son. It should be said 

1 Last Journals; i, 12. I Add. MSS. 35068B. Ilchester, ii, 354. 
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that some of Charles's debts had been co-signed by close friends, but 
Lord Holland assumed the entire burden. 

Charles continued a member of the Treasury board. He was, how
ever, beginning to inquire more fully into the policies of the King and 
his minister. These worthies might have found the long mislaid earl
dom for Lord Holland a cheap price to pay for words of good tory advice 
spoken softly to his talented son, but as they never found it convenient 
to elevate the father to Earl of Rochester or to anything else, the 
independence of the son began more and more to assert itself. Inevit
ably it would have, earldom or no. The break soon came. 

On February 11 the Public Advertiser, printed by 'Memory' Wood
fall, well-known parliamentary reporter, published an attack on the 
Speaker of the house, Sir Fletcher Norton, alleging partiality plus 
gross and willful falsehood. Norton, called 'Sir Bull Face Double Fee' 
for his love of money, was not popular, but members thought the issue 
involved the dignity of the House, and the motion was made that 
Woodfall be ordered to appear before it the coming Monday. The 
House agreed that a malicious and scandalous libel had been printed 
and ordered Woodfall to appear at its bar. 

Woodfall duly presented himself, as ordered. Respectfully stating 
that in twenty years in the printing business he had never before in
curred the displeasure of the House, he threw himself upon its mercy. 
A motion was offered simply that he be committed to the custody of the 
sergeant at arms. Fox thought this punishment too mild and moved that 
he be sent to Newgate prison. Although North declared the printer 
had behaved with decency and should not suffer long imprisonment, 
'Mr Fox was exceedingly violent ... he was peremptory in his wish 
that the printer should be sent to Newgate: Horace Walpole also 
thought Fox violen"t and presumptuous as well. l At a later stage of the 
debate when North agreed with Fox that imprisonment was suitable, 
Newgate was dropped and Gatehouse prison substituted. Still later, 
when precedents were cited showing that it would be proper merely to 
commit the prisoner to the serjeant at arms, North sought to be 
released from his promise to vote for imprisonment, but Fox held him 
to his word. North therefore reluctantly voted with Fox in the division 
but urged his own friends to vote on the other side, so the divi",ion, 152 
to 68, committed Woodfall to the sergeant at arms. 

The King was angered at Fox's conduct. 'I am greatly incensed at 
the presumption of Charles Fox in obliging You to vote with him that 
night', he wrote to North on February 16; ' ... that Young Man has so 
thoroughly cast off every principle of common honour and honesty that 

1 lAst Journals, i, 291. Walpole is quoted at length in Fox Cor., i, 96-8. 
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he must become as contemptible as he is odious.'! It was the strongest 
condemnation of Fox that the King had as yet penned. Others outside 
the House enjoyed the mounting criticism of Fox; the Evening Post 
noted that 'the young Cub ... has got a severe rap on the paws for his 
late violent abuse against printers'. The Morning Chronicle editorially 
thought the cub's conduct universally condemned by the people of the 
three kingdoms. 

Since Fox continued to speak and vote as he pleased, it became 
apparent that something must be done to discipline him. He learned of 
his punishment through the following laconic note from North: 'His 
Majesty has thought proper to order a new Commission of the Treasury 
to be made out, in which I do not see your name.' Papers considered 
it prime news that he was dropped from the Treasury; some recalled 
again that he was the son of the public defaulter of unaccounted millions. 

So he faced the critical years immediately ahead with mixed assets. 
His political philosophy was far from crystallized: he could denounce 
the multitudes but he could also attack the King's marriage Bill. He 
had been introduced to two issues that would sorely trouble the next 
decade, the American revolution and the administration of India, and 
to two others that would persist even longer, freedom of religion and 
freedom of the press. Some of his early utterances he would later need 
to explain; some of his positions he would need to reverse. In a sense 
he was his own worst enemy, but he made two others with power and 
influence: the King's first minister and the King himself. 

Fox always had courage; he had gained administrative experience; 
he had developed vigorous, articulate speech. Moreover, he had aban
doned the Government position as a platform for his speaking and had 
begun to develop one of his own. In the parliamentary sessions that lay 
ahead, Fox began to participate in the debates on the American ques
tion, a topic on which he was eventually to do some of his finest 
speaking. The incident that was to revive this issue had already 
occurred: the reception of the East India Company's tea in certain 
prominent American ports. 

1 Fortescue, iii, 69. 
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Fox Discovers America 
1774-1775 

You know I have a natural partiality to what some 
people call rebels. 

Charles James Fox 

Nothing can be more calculated to bring the Americans 
to a due submission than the very handsome Majority 
that at the outset have appeared in both Houses of 
Parliament. 

George the Third 

Looking back over his stormy career, Fox could reflect that.the ability 
to speak well was a double-edged sword. If one spoke in behalf of the 
Government, it could reward him with marks of favour. If one spoke 
against the Government, it could either ma~e an effort to win him back 
or take from him such favours as it had already bestowed. 

In 1774 and the years that follow~d nearly every major proposal of 
the Government had to face his pointed, eloquent criticism. Occasion
ally the criticism was pro forma but usually it was substantive, and 
either it had to be replied to, or if ignored, had to be offset by other 
kinds of influence. 

A silent parliamentarian can listen to the debates, or inform himself in 
other"ways, and then vote according to his convictions or his prejudices. 
The small handful of speakers in the House, however, like North, 
Burke, Fox, and Wedderburn, were invariably prepared to dis
cuss in reasoned, articulate, fashion each issue as it came along. A 
parliament considers a wide variety of proposals concurrently, foreign 
affairs interspersed with domestic urgencies. The various strands that 
are intertwined to make up Fox's long speaking career can be labelled 
America, France, Ireland, India, parliamentary reform, slave trade, 
religious and political liberty, and scores of transient matters. 

Fox's resignation brought him more notoriety· than he relished. It 
was observed that he was tender in years but tough in politics and 
a~ready had been twice in and twice out of place. 1 George Selwyn, wit 

1 Last JourfUlls, i, 309. 
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and bon-vivant, who as a sideline had developed a remarkable curiosity 
about corpses, reflected both interests by addressing him as Charles the 
Martyr because his political head had been severed. Selwyn prophesied, 
however, that Charles's head, unlike the martyred King's, could be 
sewed on again. l 

Meanwhile the tea ships had met an unexpected and unwelcome recep
tion in America. At Charleston the cargo had been seized by customs 
officials and left to rot in damp cellars. At Philadelphia and New York 
captains could not land their cargoes, and sailed back to England. At 
Boston on December 16 a party of 'Mohawk Indians' had boarded the 
vessel and dumped '840 chests of tea into the harbour. 'In two hours' 
time', wrote Governor Thomas Hutchinson to his superior, the Earl of 
Dartmouth, Secretary for the Colonies, 'it was totally destroyed.'2 
This grim word reached London early in 1774. The American problem 
had flared up in full force. 

Not until March, however, was the issue formally laid before 
Parliament, when the King, supported by 109 letters and documents, 
with others to follow, reported the violent and outrageous proceedings 
at Boston, urging Parliament to take steps to put a stop to the disorder 
and to secure the just dependence of the colonies upon the mother 
country. 

During the debates, North proposed to close the port of Boston 
altogether. As he explained the move it seemed a reasonable punish
ment for Boston's outrageous misbehaviour. Once America realized 
that Great Britain was in earnest, he declared, troubles would subside. 
Advice like this had previously come from Governor Hutchinson and 
from his successor, General Gage, who, on the basis of his first hand, 
on-the-spot observation had written the King a month previously that 
the colonies would act like Lyons if the mother country acted like 
Lambs, 'but if we take the resolute part they will undoubtedly prove 
very meek' . 3 Henry Herbert, a frequent and independent speaker who 
later was to oppose the Government's conduct of the war, on this day 
argued that the Americans 'were a strange set of people, and that it was 
in vain to expect any degree of reasoning from them; that instead of 
making their claim by argument, they always chose to decide the 
matter by tarring and feathering'. Charles Van, a violent anti
American, declared that Boston ought to be knocked about the ears of 
its citizens, and, like Carthage, destroyed. Van was the one who the 
following month advocated that the Government should punish Massa-

1 Last JOUT7UJls; i, S~. 2 Peter Force, American Archivts (Washington, 1887), i, 6,29. 
8 Fortescue, iii, 59. The King to North, February +,177+. 
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chusetts by setting her forests on fire. l Old Welbore Ellis, who had 
opposed the repeal of the Stamp Act, now called the tea riot, 'treason', 
and urged that Boston be singled out as the principal ringleader and 
punished, in order to subdue the others.2 

Some advice was more moderate. Rose Fuller, who had interests in 
the West Indies and who had spoken and voted against the Stamp Act, 
thought that before punitive measures were adopted, the colonists 
should be required to pay some £15,000 for the dumped tea. Even 
Benjamin Franklin was amazed by the news of the party and declared 
that the tea should be paid for. 3 The problem presented by the tea 
party was complex. Since it would be difficult to identify members of 
the raiding party, Parliament was tempted to punish the whole town 
of Boston for the misdeeds of the few; and since the political drowned 
out the commercial overtones, members were in a mood to be more 
severe than to assess a monetary fine. Germain and others repeated the 
argument that since the repeal of the Stamp Act simply encouraged the 
Americans to commit fresh outrages, strong measures should now be 
taken. Thus the King heard much dubious advice of the sort he wished 
to hear. 

The Boston Port Act proved to be harsh indeed. Actually the face of 
Boston was turned to the sea. The city's 20,000 people, nearly all of 
English ancestry, lived upon its rum distilleries, fisheries, shipyards, 
ropewalks. To blockade its port was to threaten it with economic 
disaster. The Earl of Chatham declared that 'if that mad and cruel 
measure should be pushed ... England has seen her best days'. 4 In 
subsequent debates staunch opposition speakers like William Dowdes
well objected both to the haste and the unfairness. Parliament should 
conduct hearings before it voted the Bill. Moreover, it was unfair on 
the face of it; no reason existed for singling out Boston when Phila
delphia and New York had sent back the tea, and Charleston had put 
the tea into a damp cellar, 'and the whole has become rotten and use
less'. In eighteen days the Bill passed the Commons without formal 
vote, nor did it meet substantial resistance in the Lords. 

As a conciliatory gesture to soften the severe measures taken against 
the colonies, the opposition made the motion that the duty on tea be 
repealed. During the debate Burke delivered his famous speech on 
American taxation, authoritatively reviewing colonial grievances and 
envisioning a policy that would deal with the situation. The King's 
supporters could not meet the Irishman's logic and array offact; they 

1 Quoted in History of Parli4mmt, iii, 579.. I Parliammtary History, xvii, 1159-81. 
a J;.irginia Gautle, May 5. 
4 William Stanhope Taylor and John Henry Pringle, eds., Correspondmu of William Pitt, 
Earl of Chatham (London, 184(), iv, 337. To Shelburne, March 20. 
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had done what they could when that morning they had closed the gallery 
doors both top and bottom, so that no stranger would be admitted. 
Burke must have felt a twinge of despair as he noted the absence ofre
porters and visitors, but it was a twinge he had often felt, and one about 
which the minority could do nothing except print the speech in a 
pamphlet. Yet in the audience Charles Fox was listening attentively 
(he declared later that he learned more from Burke than from all his 
books and studies). In the debate Fox said, in part : 

Let us consider, Sir, what is the state America appears in to this country; the 
Americans will appear as useful subjects, if you use them with that temper and 
lenity which you ought to do .... 

A tax can only be laid for three purposes; the first for a commercial regulation, 
the second for a revenue, and the third for asserting your right. As to the two 
first, it has clearly been denied it is for either; as to the latter, it is only done with 
a view to irritate and declare war there, which, if you persist in, I am clearly of 
opinion you will effect, or force into open rebellion. 

In a few brief sentences he reduced all possibilities to three, showed 
that no issue was involved in the first two, and prepared to battle on 
the third. 1 Despite the eloquent appeal of Burke, and the short but 
incisive analysis of his new pupil, Government forces by 182 to 49 
declined to repeal the tea duty. 

The House thereupon focused its attention upon another proposal of 
North's-a Bill to regulate the government of Massachusetts Bay. 
England had no right to tax America, Fox declared on April 22. 'I be
lieve America is wrong in resisting against this country, with regard 
to its legislative authority .. .'-this throwback to the doctrine of a 
former year shows simply that Fox's conversion was gradual-'but, 
Sir, there has been a constant conduct practised in this country, con
sisting of violence and weakness .... [fheJ Bill before you is not what 
you want; it irritates the minds of the people, but does not correct 
the deficiencies of that government.2 On May 2 he declared: 'I take 
this to be the question' -the words of a debater, seeking the real issue 
before the House: 

... whether America is to be governed by force, or management? I never could 
conceive that the Americans could be taxed without their consent .... There 
is not an American, but who must reject and resist the principle and right of our 
taxing them .... If a system of force is to be established, there is no provision for 
that in this Bill; it does not go far enough: if it is to induce them by fair means, it 
goes too far.s . 

Burke spoke only briefly, most of the time needing to shout above the 
noise and confusion of members anxious to get the Bill passed. It made 
1 Parliammtary History, xvii, 1270. 2 Ibid., xvii, 1288. 
3 Ibid., xvii, 1818. The Chronicle noted that Fox spoke about half an hour: 'he condemned 
the bill throughout, and predicted the worst consequences from the present measure.' 
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drastic changes in the government of Massachusetts. This measure 
and the Boston Port Act were the first two of the four later known in 
American history as the Intolerable Acts; a third provided for trying in 
England or in another colony anyone indicted for certain types of 
capital offences, and a fourth legalized the quartering of troops in 
Boston. During all the debates the top strength of opposition forces 
was in the neighbourhood of three-score votes. 

So Fox discovered America. She had not been entirely a stranger to 
him, for he had heard the debates on the repeal of the Stamp Act when 
he was an Eton schoolboy and he had participated in discussions of 
colonial problems as a lord at the Admiralty and Treasury boards. His 
speeches thus far had been largely rebuttal in nature, tactical rather 
than strategic. Yet although he still needed to extend his range of 
information, in these recent weeks he had heard, on the floor of St 
Stephen's, copious reviews of the history of British-American rela
tions, a subject that later he took over bodily. He was, moreover, 
attracted to Burke's thought that if there were a solution, it lay on the 
side of conciliation rather than force. 

Lord Holland died July 1. George Selwyn had called to see him shortly 
before he passed away. 'Send him in next time he comes,' said Holland, 
mindful of Selwyn's liking for corpses; 'if I am alive, I will be glad to 
see him; if I am dead, he will be glad to see me.' Walpole wrote that 
Holland expired easily, worn out in mind and body,l as he might be, 
considering his unfulfilled hopes and the constantly mounting debts of 
his older sons. Lady Holland did not long survive him. Her acute suffer
ings from cancer led to her death before the month was out. 

The Holland estate was divided among the three sons, except that 
debts of Stephen and Charles totalling £200,000 were taken from their 
share. Charles was left a place of £600 a year, an estate of £200 and 
£10,000 iii money.2 Later he inherited the sinecure of Clerk of the 
Pells in Ireland, worth £2300 a year. 

Already Fox had broken with the political ideas of his family, but 
the death of his parents cut any tie that might have still remained. The 
title of Baron Holland passed to Stephen, and when Stephen died at 
the year's end went in tum to his young son, Henry. If Fox had had 
any fear that he might be catapulted into the Lords, he could now rest 
easy. 

The sudden dissolution of the thirteenth, the unreported Parliament, 
was .a tactical move of George the Third. North thought the move 
1 Last Journals, i, 562. 2 Ilchester, ii, 356-7. Fox Cor., i, 156. 
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would be unwise; 'if Parliament is now dissolved, every Member in 
the County of Middlesex will be a determined opposer of Government. ' 
Although in a subsequent letter he wrote that other seats in the House 
would certainly be lost, the King insisted that although a premature 
dissolution might in a few places be disadvantageous, upon the whole 
the objections would not be of consequence. 1 So the thirteenth Parlia
ment, with its John Wilkes, its horned cattle, its fight with the 
printers, and its punitive acts against the colonies, was dissolved in 
September. 

The country placed its own interpretation upon the King's move. 
But whatever the suspicions of the nation might have been, the four
teenth Parliament that convened later gave George III a stronger fol
lowing than did the thirteenth. Two weeks before the new session 
opened North was able to send the King a list of new members supposed 
to be friendly. This list, North avowed, was conservative, for every 
member had been left off the List of Pros 'whose sentiments are not 
perfectly known, & of whose conduct the least doubt can be enter
tain'd' . 

Between St Stephen's chapel and the colonies, as Burke was to point 
out, were three thousand miles of ocean that could not be pumped dry; 
there they were, a formidable barrier to communication. Within the 
Colonies, however,1inesof swift communication were being established. 
The Massachusetts assembly issued an invitation to other colonies to 
send delegates to an American congress. Meetings of protest sprang 
up all over; resolutions were framed and delegates appointed; com
mittees of correspondence and the colonial press assured one and all 
that the cause of Boston was the cause of America. The Continental 
Congress met in Philadelphia on September 5 and drew up addresses to 
lay before a Parliament that would be even less sympathetic than its 
predecessor. 

Now public opinion was beginning to question the American situation. 
As trade with the colonies had continued to fall off, the great mercantile 
cities and towli'S submitted petitions of pro test. Gibbon, anew member, 
noted that Parliament spent most of its time reading papers and reject
ing petitions. Fox attacked the ministry violently, but the House, by a 
vote of 197 to 81, supported North's delaying tactics. This division 
pleased the King infinitely. 'The very handsome Majority that at the 
outset have appeared in both Houses of Parliament', he wrote to 
North, would bring the Americans to a due submission. 2 

1 Fortescue, iii, 132. [September 25J; iii. 134. September 27. 
S Fortescue. iii. 168. January 23. 1775. 
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The Commons spent a stormy day on January 26, 1775, considering 
the situation of commercial interests. Three days earlier London 
merchants had sent a petition explaining that since exports to North 
America had come almost to a total stop, thousands of industrious 
artificers and manufacturers faced utter ruin. This first petition having 
been consigned to what was now called the committee of oblivion, they 
presented a second. Burke urged the necessity of hearing the peti
tioners, lamenting the calamities that would befall England if the 
present situation were allowed to develop into civil war. Fox took 
occasion to upbraid the ministry for its whole programme, indicating 
the acts of the thirteenth Parliament as being 'framed on false informa
tion, conceived in weakness and ignorance, and executed with negli
gence', and boldly stated that North had no system, plan, or knowledge 
of American affairs. Finally, Fox pledged himself to join Burke 'in 
pursuing the noble lord, and bringing him to answer for the mischiefs 
occasioned by his negligence, his inconsistency, and his incapacity'. 
Fox insisted his motivation was not his own dismissal from the Trea
sury, but that he was determined to fight 'the destructive proceedings 
of a bad minister'. 

North replied by pointing out that Fox had once approved of his 
conduct; Fox declared that the noble lord could be charged with 'the 
most unexampled treachery and falsehood'. The Government would 
not tolerate such talk and the scene was clamorous as the twenty-six
year-old opposition orator was called to order; Fox sat down twice or 
thrice, rising after each sitting to repeat his accusations ; but he was not 
allowed to proceed further. The house divided 250 to 89 in favour of the 
minister; it seemed as if every faithful member in sight had been herded 
into the lobby for the express purpose of giving Fox a stinging defeat.l 

Next day North offered a resolution asking the Commons to reaffirm 
the principle that His Majesty should never be called upon to relin
quish authority over any part of the Colonial domain. It was just such a 
resolution as would compel a vote of confidence from the King's 
following. Excitement was tense both in and out of the House; streets 
leading to St Stephen's Chapel were so crowded that there was hardly 
room for members to pass. The usual complaint having been made, 
galleries were cleared and the House began an important series of 
debates without benefit of reporters. The report of Fox's long speech 
that day is inadequate, but the testimony of his contemporaries shows 
that he was at his best. Gibbon noted that Fox, ' taking the vast 
compass of the question before us discovereo powers for regular 
debate which neither his friends hoped no! his Enemies dreaded'.2 

. 1 Parliamentary History . xviii. l~. 
2 Letters of Edward Gibbon. ii. 59. To Holroyd. February 8. 
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Walpole wrote: 'Charles Fox entered into the whole history and 
argument of the dispute with great force and temper, and made the 
greatest figure he had done yet, in a speech of an hour and twenty 
minutes.'! The Gazetteer reported that even his opponents thought 
his speech one of the most able ever delivered within the walls of 
Parliament. 

At the conclusion of his speech Fox moved that Lord North's reso
lution be amended so as to state that, in the opinion of the House, the 
measures taken by the ministers of the Crown tended to widen rather 
than heal the difference between the two peoples. It was an important 
moment. Should the House vote North's resolution down, the King 
would face a demand to form a new ministry; should the House favour 
North's resolution, the present ministry could continue its avowed 
colonial policy as before. There was little doubt of the result; Govern
ment supporters, choosing between the King and Fox, selected the 
former by a vote of 304 to 105. 

In this speech the twenty-six-year-old Fox revealed a new dimension 
of parliamentary discussion. He combined historical sweep and broad 
review of policy with keen analysis of tactical details, and thus estab
lished a formula that he used repeatedly in his great efforts during the 
years that ensued. But the Morning Post preferred to emphasize 
another talent of Fox's and urged that he be sent overseas at the 
head of a contingent of five hundred compleat gamblers to teach the 
Americans gaming. 

Eventually the Government decided to make a gesture of concilia
tion. On February 20 North proposed that the colonies should be 
allowed to tax themselves in raising their share of the contribution to 
the common defence. Any colony that would make a proper contribu
tion would be relieved of any other duty, tax, or assessment from 
Parliament, except only such duties, of course, as necessary for the 
regulation of commerce; even these could be credited to the colony. 
North optimistically argued that the plan would please the English 
and the Americans as well; and it would facilitate the passing oflegis
lation designed to place further restriction upon the trade of New Eng
land, Virginia, Maryl and, and other provinces. He even went so far as 

. .to apprise Burke of his proposal, informing him that he intended to 
propose a motion relative to the American situation, and urging him to 
pass the word around to 'such gentlemen of your acquaintance, as may 
wish to be present'.2 

Burke was on hand and so were gentlemen of his acquaintance, 

1 Last Journals, i , 428. 
2 George H. Guttridge, ed., The Correspondmce of Edmund Burke (Cambridge, 1961), iii, 
115. February 19. 
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including Fox. To Fox it may have seemed that firm opposition was 
penetrating the thick hides of the ministers. Said he : 

It is the opposition which has been made in this House, although ineffectual to 
oppose the measures of ministers, whilst they were pleased to be violent, yet has 
had that effect, that they now find it their interest and their safety to be otherwise . 
. . . The noble lord . .. felt that even his friends and allies began to grow slack 
towards the vigour of his measures .... No one in this country, who is sincerely 
for peace, will trust the speciousness of his expressions, and the Americans will 
reject them with disdain.l 

Fox, with more fire than judgment, here tried to substitute attacks 
upon the personality of a minister for logical analysis . Burke's speech 
was more rational; even so, the vote, 274 to 88, was for North, the 
King, and the continuance of punitive legislation against the colonies. 
'I never doubted the zeal of the House of Commons in Support of the 
just Superiority of the Mother Country over its Colonies: wrote the 
King to North, ' but the debate of Yesterday is a very convincing proof 
of it'.2 

Chatham's reaction was entirely different; writing to Townshend, 
his language fairly scorched the paper: 

I shall only say that it is a puerik Mockery, as to America; and will be spurn'd at 
there, and by all the true friends of America here . ... Sure I am, that America will 
never consent ... to be tax'd by the Parliament of England, in such Proportion as 
They judge proper; or in any way that does not leave America absolute mistress of 
her Property ; to grant or to withhold,freely . If this Plan of Lord North should pre
vail, I am determin'd to protest against it, in all its Stages.3 

Yet conciliation was in the air. Not North's type of conciliation, which 
in the long run sought to gain more than it gave, but an arrangement 
that would keep the colonies on friendly terms with the mother 
country. Burke had devised a set of resolutions as a basis for such con
ciliation and had planned to present them to the house, but friends were 
not sure his plan was politically feasible. One objection they expressed 
was the fear that the public would conclude that all revenue from 
America would be lost. To discuss this point, the opposition planned a 
meeting for the evening of March 7 at Grosvenor Square; Rockingham, 
leader of the group, thought that Barre and Dunning would attend and 
fourteen or fifteen others.4 The result of this deliberation supported 
Burke's plan, for five days later the Duke of Richmond wrote Rocking
ham that although he had not seen Burke's resolutions, what he had 
heard of them disposed him favourably. Thus by conversation and 

1 Parliamentary History, xviii, 329-30. 2 Fortescue, iii, 179. February 21. 
3 HM 22357, Townshend collection (Huntington) . February 20 [1775J . 
4 Earl of Albemarle, ed., Mtmoirs of tile Marquis of Rockingham (London, 1852), ii, 273. 
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correspondence, the group planned its parliamentary coup: a carefully 
reasoned, carefully considered plan could have a chance in a House 
which was showing leanings toward the Colonies. 

So the days rolled on to March 22, when Burke rose to his legs and 
explained this new plan of conciliation. 'It is an awful subject; or there 
is none so on this side of the grave: America is a noble object; we can 
gain her loyalty best by prudent management of her affairs; we will 
lose her if we attempt to force compliance with our plans. For two hours 
and a half he talked, from s.so until 6 .00, demonstrating that conces
sion should be made and then pointing out what kind of concession was 
best; explaining in detail the temper of the colonies, their resources, 
their political condition', their inherent loyalty to the British state; 
and concluded by moving his resolutions for conciliation. The effort 
was a noble one. Rockingham wrote to Burke at once: 'I never felt a 
more complete satisfaction on hearing any speech, than I did on hear
ing yours this day'; and Richard Burke wrote that 'from a Torrent of 
MembeJ's rushing from the house when he sat down, I could hear the 
loudest, the most unanimous and the highest strains of applause'. 
Little reason exists to subtract anything from these partisan tributes. 1 

At least seventeen other speeches were made, eight for and nine 
against, but as the gallery doors were again closed that day, a scant 
page is all that remains of what was uttered, other than Burke's 
speech, which he published as a pamphlet. Fox spoke 'with the greatest 
ability and spirit' in support of Burke-that is all the reporter learned 
about the speech. Public opinion was quiescent and parliamentary 
opinion expressed itself 270 to 78 that it was not in the mood for 
conciliation. 

North's proposals for conciliation crossed the Atlantic in the usual 
six weeks and aroused strong protest. Burke's wiser view was hardly 
noted, for within twenty-four hours after Burke's speech in St Stephen's 
Chapel, a Virginia lawyer stood in St John's Church, Richmond, and 
told a packed assembly that the time for conciliation had long passed; 
that although it was natural for man to indulge in the illusions of hope, 
nothing in the actioft of the British ministry promised relief. The war, 

" he shouted, had already begun; their brothers were already in the 
field; and as for him personally, he concluded, he sought either liberty 
or death. Lexington and Concord were just around the comer. In a 
few days after Burke had spoken in Westminster and Patrick Henry in 
Virginia, the shot was fired that was heard around the world. 

By the time Burke's speech got across the ocean, colonists were 
already occupied with the sombre realities of war. With deliberate 

1 Correspontknce of Edmund Burke, iii, 139--40. Richard Burke's letter is to Richard 
Champion. 
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speed the speech had appeared in London in a pamphlet, and late in 
1775 a New York printer had brought out an American edition. 
Although the London pamphlet went through at least three printings, 
there is no reason to suspect that the New York version had more than 
a modest sale. In the end, however, Burke exacted a grim and terrifying 
tribute to his eloquence from American school children. Starting about 
1893 and continuing past 1932, American high schools began to-require 
Conciliation with the Colonies as required reading of students in English 
classes. No fewer than 36 editions of the speech, complete with explana
tory notes, questions, illustrations, and other study aids, appeared for 
the consumption of tens of thousands of American students. All the 
great publishing houses serving the public schools-Allyn and Bacon, 
American, D. Appleton, Ginn, Heath, Houghton Mifflin, Longmans, 
Macmillan, Scott, Foresman, and others-printed one or more edi
tions. 

The total influence of this nationwide ingestion of Burke-in city 
schools and in rural districts-has never been explored. Young Ameri
cans studied Burke's gift of organization, the previews and internal 
summaries and transitions, the evidence. They looked up the meaning 
of difficult words (labyrinth, predilection, dragqoning) and marvelled at 
the array of epigrams ('public calamity is a mighty leveller', 'I do not 
know the method of drawing up an indictment against a whole people', 
'a great empire and little minds go ill together'). Through prefaces 
and annotations they learned about the mother of parliaments herself: 
that the presiding officer of the Commons bore the same title as the pre
siding officer of the House of Representatives, that a member of the 
House of Commons did not have to live in the constituency he repre
sented, that members of the executive branch of government had seats 
in the legislative, that the existence of pocket and rotten boroughs 
made possiqle the bartering of parliamentary seats. Young Americans 
memorized excerpts from their own orators, Webster, Lincoln, 
Ingersoll, and others, but they chewed, swallowed, and digested 
Burke. Perhaps at the end they devoutly wished that their revolutionary 
forefathers had reasoned more and tarred and feathered less, and just 
possibly a few pupils wearily concluded that the war for independence 
was hardly worth fighting if it had to be followed by such long history 
lessons plus so much Burke. 

177 5 ... Lexington and Concord were followed by the seizure of 
Ticonderoga, where Ethan Allen reportedly demanded the fort in the 
name of the Great Jehovah and the Continental Congress, and speedily 
got it. The second Continental Congress met in Philadelphia, among 
those present being John and Samuel Adams, Thomas Jefferson, John 
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Jay, and, from London, after nearly two decades there, Benjamin 
Franklin. George Washington was unanimously approved as com
mander in chief, agreeing to serve without compensation other than 
his expenses. British troops lost and then won at Bunker Hill. 

Back in London, the first session of the fourteenth Parliament re
ceived a petition from the colony of New York complaining of recent 
Acts of Parliament. North did not even want to review it. Fox was on 
his legs at once: 'The only province that was moderate, and in which 
England had some friends, he now treats with contempt. What will be 
the consequence, when the people of this moderate province are in
formed of this treatment?' Fox was developing a clearer insight into 
the issue. 'You make an Act of Parliament to raise a revenue in that 
country, and you not only make a capital blunder in it, but stumble at 
the threshold of collecting it.'! 

North was supported by 186 to 67. Gibbon, aware ofa great lassi
tude developing toward American affairs, wrote: ' In this season and 
on America, the Archangel Gabriel would not be heard.'2 On May 26, 
Parliament recessed for the summer. Quite possibly this was one of the 
most unseasonable holidays Parliament ever took. 

Without exception, the great minds that have fashioned systematic 
theories concerning what is and what is not effective public address 
have insisted that the convincing speaker must be a man of character. 
Typical of the Greek view is Aristotle's insistence that the personal 
character of the speaker is probably his most persuasive instrument
more so than his logic or his power of emotional appeal. Typical of 
the Roman view is Quintilian's declaration that public address is the 
good man speaking well. Honour, wisdom, selflessness, nobility, all 
illumine a man's words and endow them with persuasive impact. 

Although during the American war Fox's character developed some 
of its finer qualities, it was also notorious for a variety of unenviable 
traits. Most prominent of his shortcomings was his addiction to gamb
ling. The betting book at Brooks's still records numerous wagers that 
he made. February 22, 1 n 5: Mr Fox betts General Scott fifty Guineas 
that Lord North is not first Lord of ye Treasury a year from this date 
(Mr Fox lost). Mr Fox betts Mr Fitzpatrick 50 Guineas that Lord 
Coleraine outlives Mr Codrington (Mr Fox won). Mr Fox betts Mr 
Crewe 10 Guineas Mr Chester against Berkley for Gloucestershire 
(Mr Fox won, though the election was close). 3 Cards and horses 
1 Parliamentary History, xviii, 648-9. 
2 ut/m of Edward Gibbon, ii, 69. To Holroyd, May 15. 
3 These entries copied for the author by Major H. N. Lucas, hon. Secretary of Brooks's. For 
a dozen others, see Early History of Charles James Fox, pp. 452-8. 
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consumed most of his energies. In the summer of 1775 he was as active 
as ever; Storer and Selwyn kept Carlisle fully informed. Good days 
alternated with bad: 'Charles, to my great astonishment, ... is elbow
deep in gold; and he wanted a guinea ten days ago: Charles 'lost in 
three nights last week £SOOO'. Charles won £990-'and was in 
high cash'. But another day came and 'Charles ... lost everything . .. 
at Newmarket'.l 

Indisputably, Fox's listeners could not separate Fox the parlia
mentary orator from Fox of Brooks's, White's, Almack's, and New
market. Nor could they forget certain unwise statements or impulsive 
acts. At times while Fox was speaking, as will be seen, listeners would 
recall something about Fox's behaviour that would detract from his 
words. These intrusive reflections got into diaries, into letters, into 
public prints. Fox's career would have got under way sooner if his 
character had given it surer direction. Nor can the fact be overlooked 
that his popularity suffered from his taking a sympathetic attitude 
toward the colonies. Those were not the days when one could criticize 
the nation's war effort. Once Chatham had denounced those of his col
leagues who were friendly toward Austria by bitterly declaring, 'Is 
there an Austrian among you?' With equal scorn 'Fox's political ene
mies could denounce him as an American, pointing to the fact that his 
speeches, circulated in the colonies, nourished their resistance, and 
that 'Charles James Fox and the English Liberals' was a favourite 
toast among those of democratic or republican tendency. Here is a 
denunciation that now reads suspiciously like a compliment. On the 
American issue Fox was wiser than his critics. Yet it should be said 
that on the American question, and on others that confronted those 
generations, speakers could be found on both sides of the House who 
defended their positions with passionate sincerity. 

lHMCR, Carlisle MSS., pp. 282-9-4. 
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To vote in small minorities is a misfortune to which I 
have been ... much accustomed. 

Charles James Fox 

By October 1775 the King knew he had more than an uprising on his 
hands; he termed it a rebellious war. The Americans, he told the new 
session of Parliament, had raised troops, collected a naval force, seized 
the public revenue, and were already exercising legislative, executive, 
and judicial powers, in an arbitrary manner over their fellow subjects. 
The Government therefore declared it necessary to increase land and 
naval forces and vote additional supplies. l 

In each House a full-dress debate followed. Fox denounced North as 
'the blundering pilot who had brought the nation into its present diffi
culties ... Lord Chatham, the King of Prussia, nay, Alexander the 
Great, never gained more in one campaign than the noble lord has lost 
-he has lost a whole continent'. 2 He referred to the old political dis
tinctions of whig and tory, describing the present members of admini
stration as enemies to freedom, and therefore tories. Germain thought 
him abusive, 'but able, and full of those quick turns which he inherited 
from his father' ; 3 Fox's friend Storer observed that opposition speakers 
were better than the Government's, and that Charles Fox outdid him
self. 4 

North in reply told the House that he held the pity and the contempt 
of the honourable gentleman in equal indifference. The debate lasted 
until four in the morning: 'The most crowded and hot assembly', 
wrote Germain, 'I ever remember to have been in.'5ln the division the 
ministry had 278, die opposition 108. Next day Fox renewed his 
attack, declaring that he could not consent to 'the bloody consequences 
of so silly a contest about so silly an object, conducted in the silliest 
manner that history, or observation, had ever furnished an instance of; 
and from which we were likely to derive nothing, but poverty, misery, 
disgrace, defeat, and ruin'. 6 

1 Parliamentary History, xxviii, 695-7. 2 Ibid., xviii, 769. 
3 HMCR, Stopford-Sackville MSS., i, }37. 
4 HMCR, Carlisle MSS., p. 298. October 27. 
6 HMCR, Stopford-Sackville MSS., i, }37. e Parliamentary History, xviii, 776. 
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After continued parliamentary defeat members of the opposition be
came discouraged. Yet Fox was not one to quit. In the debate to pro
hibit trade with America, he attempted to prove the 'want of policy, the 
folly, and madness, of the present ministers'. Said he: 

I have ever Wlderstood it as a first principle, that in rebellion you pWlish the 
individuals, but spare the COWltry; in a war against the enemy, you spare indivi
duals, and lay waste the COWltry. This last has been invariably your conduct 
against America. I suggested this to you, when the Boston Port Bill passed. I 
advised you to find out the offending persons, and to pWlish them; but what did 
you do instead of this? You laid the whole town of Boston Wlder terrible contribu
tion, pWlishing the innocent with the guilty. You answer, that you could not 
come at the guilty. This very answer, shews how Wlfit, how Wlable you are, to 
govern America. l 

North defended, Burke attacked, Germain defended, and the House 
divided: for the Government 148, against it 88. Some members of the 
opposition began to leave for the holidays, so that, as Walpole ob
served, one division commanded only 16 opposition votes.2 In 
January 1776 he wrote: 

What little life there was existed in the Duke of Richmond and Charles Fox. The 
latter bustled, tried to animate both the Duke and Marquis, conferred with Lord 
Shelburne, but abandoned neither his gambling nor rakish life. He was seldom in 
bed before five in the morning, nor out of it before two at noon.3 

Ever unwilling to abandon the struggle, Fox rose on February 20 
to move for an inquiry into the causes of the ill success of British arms 
in North America. Parliamentary reporters were not able to keep up 
with his eloquence, which one newspaper said lasted three-quarters of an 
hour, another upwards of an hour, and a third an hour and a half, but 
summarized the major part of his speech in these words: 'He painted 
in the strongest colours, and held to view in the most striking lights, 
such a scene offolly in the Cabinet, servile acquiescence in parliament, 
and misconduct and ignorance in office and in the field, as never before 
disgraced this nation, or indeed any other.' 

The House, however, found comfort in observations like Welbore 
Ellis's, that 'a powerful fleet and army are now going out, and ... will 
be sufficient to crush the rebellious Americans', by Burgoyne's defence 
of military operations in America, and by North's ailsurance that he 
had no objection to an inquiry at the proper season, but this was not the 
time; so it declined the inquiry. 

1 Ibid., xviii, 1069. 
2 Last Journals, i, 501. December 11; refers to that day's debate. 
3 Ibid., i, 512-14-. 
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The Americans began to have troubles of their own. After their initial 
successes in 1775 at Ticonderoga and Crown Point, they had boldly 
decided to push on to Canada but the campaign was unsuccessful, and 
they had to abandon Canada altogether. News of English victories and 
American reversals brought further gloom to the Rockingham camp, 
as members of the opposition realized that North's administration 
would be entrenched more solidly than ever. In the face of the King's 
majorities, why continue to waste time and energy in speeches? Why 
attend the sessions at all? Why have a party? Writing to Ossory, Fox 
expressed the opinion that these victories 'will give the tools and tories 
here such spirits as to make them insufferable' . He continued: 

I am still convinced the Americans will finally succeed whether by victories or 
defeats, and if they do not, I am sure .. . that it will check all future enterprise to 
such a degree as to give the completest triumph to toryism that it ever had .... 
Whatever happens for God's sake let us all resolve to stick by them as handsomely 
(or more so) in their adversity as we have done in their glory. 

He declared he was not dejected by the news but had noted that some of 
their colleagues might become so.1 

July 4 brought the Declaration of Independence. August 17 found 
Fox writing to Burke: 'The declaration of independency seems to be 
an event which we ought not surely to pass over in silence.' To Burke 
he suggested a meeting at which means and methods could be deli
berated. Burke, of course, would be a key man in such a conference; he, 
too, was in solemn mood about American affairs. 'We are deeply in 
blood', he had written.2 

Later news of the successful landing of Howe's troops on Long 
Island and of victories at Brooklyn further shattered the courage of the 
main group of Rockingham whigs to the extent that they planned a 
formal secession from Parliament. Fox wrote to Rockingham that such 
a secession was untenable; instead, he proposed a line of action: either 
exhort the Government to follow up the victory with offers of concilia
tion, or emphasize the apprehension that would result if the Crown 
should augment its influence by defeating the Americans. He con
cluded : 

I hope that it will be a point of honour among us all to support the American pre
tensions in adversity as .much as we did in their prosperity, and that we shall 
never desert those who have acted unsuccessfully upon Whig principles. . . . I 
am so clear that firmness in Whig principles is become more necessary than ever, 
that I cannot help conjuring you, over and over again, to consider the importance 
of this crisis ... . I am resolved . . . to adhere still more ... to those principles of 
government which we have always recommended with respect to America.3 

1 Add. MSS. 47579. Fox Cor., i, 143. June 24. 
2 Corresponrknce of Edmund Burlce, iii, 286. To Richard Shackleton, August 11 . 
~ Memoirs of the Marquis of Rockingham, ii, 297. Fox Cor., i, 146. October IS. 
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When the new session opened on October 31, the King's address spoke 
of treasonable and rebellious confederacies, the recovery of Canada, 
and the promise of a successful campaign in New York. The Commons 
had a long discussion. Cavendish, Johnstone, Wilkes, Luttrell, 
Townshend, Barre, all battered the ministerial stronghold. There was 
a weak defence by Germain, followed by Fox, in 'one of his finest and 
most animated orations, and with severity to the answered person'. 
When he sat down, no member of the Government attempted to reply. 
This silence impressed even Gibbon; he told Walpole 'he had never 
heard a more masterly speech than Fox's in his life', and that both 
Thurlow and Wedderburn, the Attorney General and the Solicitor 
General, argued among themselves as to which one should answer it, 
both finally declining. l Burke wrote that he never knew Fox to speak 
better than he did on that day: 'His speech was a noble performance. 
To my surprise none of the Ministry attempted an answer to it .... I 
waited for the Crown Lawyers expecting some of them would follow 
Charles Fox. But none spoke, and the debate could not lie better than 
he left it. '2 

By 87 to 242, despite the fact that no one ventured a reply, the 
Commons continued to support North, the Crown lawyers, and their 
silent friends. In America the King's sp.eech was publicly burned. 
Many other times would come when the debate could not lie better 
than Fox left it; and a few occasions would arise when ministers not 
only did not, but apparently could not, reply. 

The opposition next proposed to revise the laws complained of by 
the Americans. Fox met the problem obliquely when he digressed 
long enough to attack again the journalistic activities of the King's 
ministers. 'The only proper objects of parliamentary attention were 
totally negl~cted', he stormed, 'and left to be collected from chance, 
vague reports, or a newspaper.' The sins of journalistic commission 
were even greater than those of omission; the administration was 
carrying on a pamphlet warfare in America no less deadly than that of 
Howe and Burgoyne. In America the pamphlets spoke of 'peace, con
ciliation, and parental tenderness'; in England nothing was heard but 
'subjugation, unconditional submission, and a war of conquest'. 
Ministers, he continued, had sent a special pamphlet to America, 
'where thousands of them were distributed gratis; while. in England 
the title was not so much as known, till after the publication on the 
other side the Atlantic'. 

Publicationa of a very different tendency are encouraged here [he went on]. 
America is to be subdued; taxes are to be obtained; charters are to be modified or 

1 Last Journals, i, 584. 2 Correspondence of Edmund Burke, iii, 299. November 2. 
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annihilated at pleasure . . . while the most moderate measures and fascinating 
promises were held out on the other [side of the ocean], in order to insiduously 
trepan and deceive.1 

No such thing, said the House, by 109 to 47, and so another effort at 
conciliation fell to the ground. 

'From this time a great number of the minority, particularly of the 
Rockingham party' said the Annual Register, the editorial hand of 
Edmund Burke showing, 'began to relax in their attendance upon 
Parliament in either House.'2 The King wrote to North he had heard 
that Fox intended to leave for Paris and therefore would not attend 
future sessions of the house until after the holidays; North should, 
therefore, bring up as much business as possible while Fox was away, 
'as real business is never so well considered as when the Attention of 
the House is not taken up by noisy declamations'.3 

Across the ocean General Washington could not have known that 
his whig friends were relaxing some of their enthusiasm for the 
American cause. As Fox was losing his louis at gaming, Hessian 
mercenaries occupying Trenton were celebrating Christmas eve. The 
general and his troops crossed the Delaware, took a thousand Hessians 
prisoner, and mortally wounded their colonel. So 1776 turned the 
corner and became 1777-the year of the triple gallows some called it, 
as they viewed the grim trio of7's. 

Meanwhile America's second line of defence, led by Rockingham, 
Burke, and Fox, drew its gloom over its head like a coverlet and fitfully 
slumbered. The projected secession from the lower House was in 
effect. A few, however, were beginning to feel the jab of public criti
cism; Sir George Savile wrote to Rockingham that at present they were 
'not only patriots out of place, but patriots out of the opinion of the 
public'.4 When on January 21 Parliament resumed work, Walpole was 
among those who noted that none of the Rockingham whigs attended 
the opening meeting. 5 They were not entirely idle; they gathered at 
Grosvenor Square, composed petitions, argued among themselves. 

One day the Rockinghams heard the startling rumour that the 
Habeas Corpus Act was to be suspended. Walpole got wind of this 
proposed move of the ministers three weeks before it was brought 

1 Parliamentary History, xviii, 1437. 
2 Quoted ibid., xviii, 1448-9. 'Lord Granby hath decamped for St. Stephen's Chappell,' 
wrote Blackbourne to Craufurd, 'where he is gone to add one to a minority, which, to speak 
the truth, at this time are rather disconcerted.' November 18. HMCR, Rutland MSS., iii, 7. 
3 Add. MSS. 47585. Fortescue, iii, 402. November 15. 
4 Memoirs oftM Marquis of Rockingham, ii, 804-5, January 15, 1777. 
6 Last Journals, ii, 8. 
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before the House and communicated his news to the Duke of Richmond , 
Charles Fox, the Duke of Grafton, and Lord Camden.1 They could 
hardly believe the report was true; the right of habeas corpus, older 
than Magna Carta, was firmly established in the law of the land. 
Nevertheless on February 6 North asked leave of the House to bring in 
such a Bill, and next day Germain as Secretary of State brought it in. 

It was a strange Bill. The preamble seemed to apply only to treason 
committed in America or on the high seas but the body of the Bill 
seemed to apply to treason in any part of the King's dominions. 
Members of the opposition had grounds for imagining that even one of 
them could come within the scope of the Bill-Edmund Burke might 
be surprised reading a letter from America, suspected of treason, and 
lodged in the Tower without hope of trial. The contradictions and 
ambiguities of the Bill made it dangerous; more than one observer 
noted that the title was at variance with the first enacting clause. The 
whigs gathered at Grosvenor Square and wondered what to do. 
Portland argued that the secession should continue; they were helpless 
against the formidable majorities of the King, and to wage another 
hopeless fight would invite the contempt of the ministry and the court. 
Rockingham also thought the secession shoulq go on, as did the 
Cavendishes and Burke. All, wrote Walpole, 'adhered to their stupid 
retreat, but Charles Fox would not'. 

In the debate on the second reading, Fox declared that the proposed 
bill would rob America of her franchises; moreover, it would be a step 
toward introducing the same kind of government into England and 
thus to all territories belonging to the British Crown. He expressed his 
astonishment 'in the boldest and most animated terms, at the insolence 
and temerity of ministers, who could thus dare to snatch [habeas 
corpus] from the people, by a mandate manufactured by themselves'. 

Fox's colleagues rightly predicted that Fox would find himself again 
a member of a helpless minority, for only 43 voted with him, 195 with 
the Government. The Morning Chronicle not surprisingly thought 
Fox by far the best speaker in the debate. The General Evening Post 
thought him severe and pointed, and printed samples of his ridicule. 
During the third reading 'Mr B- and several of the minority members 
left the House of Commons ... and at the same time declared that they 
would not attend any more this session, as they saw that opposition to 
any Bill, however nefarious, was of no avail'.2 

Yet the opposition was not entirely insignificant. The' stalwart John 

1 Last Journals, ii, ~. 
2 Gtnn'al 'Evening Post, February 15-15. Storer wrote of the February 12 debate that the 
arguments of Fox and Dunning against the Bill convinced him all the more for it. Fox, he 
particularly noted, 'spoke very ill' (HMCR, Carlisle MSS., p. 817). 
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.Dunning described the ambiguity of the text and proposed a clause to 
confine the operation of the Bill to those who have been in the Colonies 
and on the high seas. North, under the pressure of argument, could do 
nothing other than accept Dunning's clause, with a slight amendment 
that had been proposed; the clause as amended was agreed to without a 
division and it was now Fox's turn to ridicule. He congratulated the 
minority for correcting the Bill which North had brought in crude and 
undigested, imperfect and erroneous . But his moment of glory was over 
when he resumed his seat, for the measure passed 112 to S5, and before 
the month was out the Lords concurred. 

The rift between Fox and the King continued to widen and deepen. The 
King had little appreciation of the functions of an opposition, and Fox 
more and more sought to mobilize and strengthen one. Intertwined 
with his interest in party as an agency for first discussing and then 
formulating measures was a growing conviction in the discussion pro
cess itself. But to the King Fox's talent for speaking was a wicked art. 
Moreover, Fox's personal conduct was not only unbecoming but 
odious and contemptible. When the question of the King's mounting 
debts, more than £600,000, came before Parliament, Fox not only 
questioned the legitimacy of certain items on the long list but the 
dignity of the sovereign himself. The reign of George the Second had 
been great and glorious, a reign of high principle; by contrast that of 
the present monarch was shot through and through with corruption 
and patronage. 'Majorities were found to support the worst measures 
with as much alacrity as the best.' With the Crown's control of the 
funds, it could call upon its followers to make good the King's debts
'to make good the very rapine and plunder they had long since shared. '1 

The speech was Fox's first lengthy utterance on the influence of the 
crown and the management of Parliament through that influence. That 
the image of corruption drawn by Fox and other opposition orators 
was overdrawn has been pretty well demonstrated. And coming from 
Fox, charges of corruptioq probably had less than usual weight. He 
was still branded as the son of the defaulter of unaccounted millions. 
His own life was associated with cards, dice, and horses. His personal 
finances were in an uproar. Though each of these matters can be 
ameliorated, collectively they do not form a stout moral base for a 
lecture to others about corruption. Even so, charges of corruption can 
be easy to make and awkward to answer. 

All told, Fox was a formidable opponent. Next month an interesting 
debate occurred in which Richard Rigby accused Speaker Norton of 
1 ParliarrumtaryHistory, xix, 155. 
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having misrepresented the state of the finances of the King's house
hold; Fox replied to Rigby and persuaded the Commons that Norton 
had honestly presented the situation. Fox's motion commending the 
Speaker, in fact, passed' almost unanimously' . Walpole thought this was 
a situation in which Fox had persuaded the House to reverse itself.1 
The King himself wished Rigby had remained silent.2 Undoubtedly 
he wished even more that Fox had not spoken. 

On May 22,3 in a debate on the affairs ofthe East India Company, Fox 
reached a new peak in his sharp criticism of North's ministry. 

Specifically the issue concerned Lord George Pigot, Governor of 
Madras, who, after a bitter controversy with local officials, had been 
arrested and imprisoned, and recalled by the company, which had been 
unduly pressured, it was argued, by the ministry. On the day of this 
debate Governor Johnstone, who generally opposed governmental 
interference in the affairs of the company, rose to Pigot's defence with 
a series of resolutions. North opposed them and the issue was joined. 

The short debate, filled with sparkling moments, is significant in 
that it introduced Fox further to the complex quest~on of the authority 
and responsibilities of a governor of a province of India. Pigot's 
difficulties foreshadowed those later embodied in the trial of Warren 
Hastings. The debate is further noteworthy for showing Fox's con
cern with a single oppressed individual. The individual, to be sure, had 
recently left the Government side to join the opposition, and was a 
brother of Admiral Hugh Pigot, one of Fox's gambling companions. 
These circumstances dampen any purely humanitarian aspects of Fox's 
position, but a speaker sometimes stands on a narrow platform on his 
way to a broader one, and Fox took full opportunity of the occasion to 
attack administration. The speech does not illustrate the low-keyed, 
carefully reasoned method of his great addresses but rather exemplifies 
his ability to weld irony and ridicule into determined censure. 

Fox had incredible talent for drawing an opposite conclusion from 
an opponent's argument; on this day 'he justified lord Pigot principally 
upon the ... representations of his enemies and persecutors', and con
tended that this evidence could not be controverted or explained away. 
Adding further praise of the virtues and military talents of Pigot, he 
was 'so very able, pointed, convincing, and severe', and sO 'captivated 
several members that they, as the parliamentary reporte: recorded the 
1 w. S. Lewis, ed., Horace Walpole's Correspondence With William Mason (New Haven, 
1955), 28/i, 399. May 16. See Parliamentary History, xix, 213, 224-34. 
2 Fortescue, iii, 445. To North, May 9. 
3 Journals of the House of Commons, xxxvi, 519. Parliamentary History erroneously gives 
May 21. 
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scene then, and the Annual Register later, 'in a transport of approba
tion, forgot themselves so far, as to testify it in accents of Bravo! Hear 
him!-which they accompanied with a clapping of hands '-a conduct 
unprecedented. Many members of the Government were 'absent from 
this dirty business'. Fox noted that the Attorney General was ill; that 
the Solicitor General was probably also too ill to want to risk defending 
such an issue; that another noble lord (Germain) who invariably dis
couraged rebellion in the West chose to be absent instead of appearing 
to discourage it in the East. Even so, Fox feared enough were still 
present to defeat Governor Johnstone's resolutions. 

The audience, not a mighty one because of the lateness ofthe session, 
was unusually responsi ve. It not only applauded Fox but during Burke's 
speech cried 'Go on! Go on!' Moreover, when an administration sup
porter made a rash claim, the House called for proof (none was pro
duced) ; when later he asked that papers be read, the House became 
noisy. The vote was 90 to 67, so North had a narrow victory. No one 
knew at the time of the debate that Pigot had died in prison eleven days 
previously.1 

More than likely Fox had spent the preceding night at Brooks's and 
would be there the following night. The summer would see him at the 
Newmarket races and in other attractive places as had the preceding 
summer. Posts and Chronicles and Advertisers would record these 
doings and more. In these regards Fox was like a hundred other 
aristocrats. But there were other moments when Fox could stand in 
St Stephen's and call the King's first minister to such hard and just 
account that the impact astonished even his detractors. In this talent 
he was surpassed by few. 

The Morning Post, recalling Fox's speaking during the session, 
thought North would do well to bid high to have Fox back on the 
Government benches. 'His turning him out raised by much the severest 
enemy his Lordship has ever met with.' The Post strengthened its 
argument by paying Fox a rare tribute: 'On the day of Lord Chatham's 
motion in the House of Lords, a knot of members of the House of 
Commons, wondering at the crowd that attended, all agreed that they 
had heard Charles Fox as great as ever Lord Chatham had been.'2 To 
compare with Chatham in matters oratorical was to compare him, in 
Horace Walpole's words, 'with what is beyond whatever was'. 

Chatham's motion, to put an end to hostilities in America, was de-

l Parliammtary History, xix, 282-7. 'The most celebrated speakers of the opposition were 
on this day particularly distinguished; and one gentleman excited such sudden and extra
ordinary bursts of approbation, as were not warranted by the usual practice of that House' 
(Annual Register. xx (1777). 107). 
2 June 21, 1777. Fox had successfully sued the Post, a firm supporter of administration, in 
1774. 
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feated; and so the session approached its close. ' I trust You will be 
troubled with no further Debates during the few days the Session will 
still continue: the King had written to North.l In June, Parliament 
recessed. Late that summer Fox visited Ireland with Lord John 
Townshend. They took their horses over, made an excursion to Lake 
Killarney, and, in a country where rashness is applauded, bathed in the 
chilling waters of the Devil's Punch Bowl. They received countless 
invitations to dinners, 'where there was much conversation, and a pro
digious quantity ofwine' .2 On this visit Fox made the acquaintance of 
Henry Grattan. More than that, he visited the Irish House and was 
courteously permitted to sit on the floor of the chamber. He listened so 
attentively to Grattan that at a dinner at which both were present he 
paid the Irish orator the extreme compliment of quoting passages he 
had heard. Fox's courtesy, tact, gentleness, and captivating manner 
made a deep impression on Grattan, who afterwards related the whole 
incident with obvious pleasure. 3 That fall London heard the report that 
Fox had toasted General Washington in the home of an archbishop, 
and was ordered out by his most reverend host.4 

In sharp contrast to his treatment of Fox was the King's deep concern 
about the personal affairs of North. On September 16 John Robinson 
wrote the King a letter oozing apologies for perhaps being too pre
sumptuous, but withal managing to say that North's debts were so 
distressing and worrisome that even in the midst of public business 
they preyed on the first minister's mind. The King promptly sent word 
of his concern and asked Robinson to suggest a sum necessary to put 
North's affairs in order; Robinson in two pages answered £10,000. 
It was then the King's tum to bite his quill, but he offered £ 15,000 or 
even £20,000 if needed. Moreover, at a future date, the King would 
further demonstrate his affection by giving North's family certain 
'employments for life' as they became vacant. s 

North accepted with grateful heart this sudden, unexpected, copious 
relief. Years later Charles Butler, in another connection, told about the 
Cardinal de Retz. Replying to a person who had tauntingly observed 
the superiority of Cardinal Mazarin over him, de Retz said: 'Give me 
the king but for one day, and you'll see which has the real superiority.' 
Fox, observed Butler, 'never had the king with him, even for 'an hour'. 6 

1 Fortescue, iii, 448. May 29. 2 FOI Cor., i, 156-7. 
3 Henry Grattan, Memoirs of the Life and Times fir the Rt . Hon. Henry Grattan, new ed. 
(London, 18~), i, 285-6. 
4 Morning Post, November 17. 
5 Fortescue, iii, 476-9. September 16 and 19. 
6 Reminiscenw of Cluzrln Butler, 4th ed. (London, 1824), i, 165. 
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A man matures rapidly on the parliamentary battlefield. Charles Fox 
could not only lead a skirmish but he also knew what it was to keep 
lonely vigil while others slept in their tents. Some of his colleagues, 
while respecting his talents, realized that at times he was likely to act 
rashly. While he was in Ireland he received a letter from Edmund 
Burke, a frank invitation to join the Rockingham group whole
heartedly, to share its councils, to have a place in its Government when 
and if it came into power; it was moreover a hope that Fox would not 
be too impulsive, here today and there tomorrow. Burke wrote: 

Do not be in haste. Lay your foundations deep in public opinion. Though .. . I 
have never given you the least bit of advice about joining yourself in a declared 
connexion with our party, nor do I ~ow-yet as I love that party very well, and 
am clear that you are better able to serve them than any man I know, I wish that 
things should be so kept, as to leave you mutually very open to one another in all 
changes and contingencies .... In order to be very great, as I am anxious you 
should be, ... you will certainly want some better support than merely that of the 
Crown. For I much doubt, whether, with all your parts, you are the man formed 
for acquiring real interior favour in this Court or in any. I therefore wish you a 
firm ground in the Country; and I do not know so firm and sound a bottom to 
build on as our party. 1 

The opposition could well use Fox; as Burke wrote later, 'Dont 
you like Charles Fox? . . . He is one of the pleasantest men in the 
world, as well as the greatest Genius that perhaps this country has 
ever produced. If he is not extraordinary, I assure you the British 
dominions cannot furnish anything beyond him.'2 

Thus one genius praised another. The British dominions could well 
be proud of both. 

1 Comspondence of Edmund Burke, iii, 385. October 8. 
2 Ibid., iii, 390. To Garrett Nagle, October 26. 
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A Speech Without a Reply 
1777-1778 

'You are a corrupt and scandalous assembly,' said Sir 
George Sa vile, ' I thought so last night, and 1 think so this 
morning.' 

'We think so, too,' said the assembly, by their 
silence. 

Harace Walpole 

At Grosvenor Square the Marquis of Rockingham must have pondered 
deeply the persistence of the North Government. Eleven years pre
viously he had relinquished his position as First Lord of the Treasury, 
first minister in the King's Cabinet; since then as the King's hand 
strengthened the influence of opposition lessened. Merchants of the 
great cities of England could send in petitions attesting to their loss of 
trade and Government could ignore them; Burke could make a learned 
and persuasive speech for conciliation, supported by Cavendish, Saw
bridge, Fox, and Beaumont, and the Government could ignore them 
as well; North and Germain could attack the right of habeas corpus; 
the King could confess to a deficit of £600,000, get it repaid plus an 
extra £ 100,000 a year; despite these problems, the Government con
tinued in strength. 

In front of the marquis was a letter from the Duke of Manchester, 
wondering whether the party was going to do anything about the 
situation; if not, the Duke would like to spend a few months in Paris. 
This missive was not the first that Rockingham had received during the 
past months but now they were beginning to pile up: from Richmond, 
Burke, Savile, and others. All wanted to know what the marquis was 
going to do about the situation and the marquis was only slightly less 
perplexed than his colleagues. 1 

The least that he could do was to call a meeting, so in due course he 
and his colleagues gathered at Grosvenor Square. Someone proposed 
an inquiry into the state of the nation, thus to compel the Government 
to show its hand-what it had done and what it planned to do. Here at 
last was a plan; how to execute it called for discussion. Some argued 

1 Memoirs of the"Marquis of Rockinglulm, ii, 31£r.24; Works and Correspondence of the Right 
Honourable Edmund Burlce (London, 1852), i, 351; Correspondence of Edmund Burlce, 
iii, 399. 
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that the approach should be cautious; that the House should simply be 
notified that on February 2, after the holidays, a motion would be 
made for a committee on the state of the nation . Others thought that 
February 2 should definitely be fixed as the date upon which the state 
of the nation would be debated; and, should this motion be agreed to, a 
second motion should follow, calling for papers and documents to be 
laid before the House. Richmond, Grafton, Fox, and several others 
argued in favour of the second, bolder, plan, but the group finally 
decided to throw the discussion into the lap of the venerable Chatham 
and get his analysis of the situation. 1 

The earl was in bed with the gout when Rockingham's note arrived, 
and his strangely worded reply seems to indicate that he was seized 
with fresh pains as he reviewed the alternatives. His reply, however, 
was soon on its way back to the marquis, who, reading that the second 
plan, 'the direct, right forward proceeding', was the most advisable, 
hastened to pass the word around to those who had been present at the 
morning session. Chatham's approval of the idea and his implied 
promise to be present on the day upon which it was launched, gave 
heart to the whigs. December 2 was selected as the day on which to 
open fire. 'Everybody concurs', wrote Rockingham. 2 One other point 
emerged from their discussions: they selected Richmond to lead the 
attack in the Lords, and as leader of the debate in the Commons they 
chose their newest adherent, Charles Fox. 

Fox was pleased by this responsible assignment. He wrote Ossory a 
hopeful and optimistic note: 

Though we have not yet got one vote this year, I cannot help thinking we are 
grown considerably stronger in public opinion, for in all the debates we have 
had, the Ministers have said nothing to give people hopes for the future, and little 
in justification of the past. I am clear the opinion ofthe majority of the House is now 
with us. I cannot help flattering myself that opinions will, in the long run, have 
their influence on votes.s 

On December 2 Charles Fox rose to his legs and formally moved 
that on Monday, the 2nd of February next, the House should resolve 
itself into a committee of the wnole House to consider the state of the 
nation. Lord North rose as graciously as if Charles had proposed a 
toast to the Speaker and declared that he cheerfully agreed to the 
motion, saying that the nation would be found in much better condition 
than many of the Opposition affected to believe. Fox then rose again, 
according to the strategy duly worked out at Grosvenor Square, and 
1 Chatham Correspomknu, iv, 459-60. November 27. 
2 HMCR, Rutland MSS., iii, 10. To Granby, November 28. 
3 Add. MSS. 47579. Fox Cor., i, 159-{)O. November 29. 
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this time moved that certain papers and documents be laid before the 
House. This procedure disturbed North; he rose again, muttered 
something about papers not being ready, inappropriateness of the 
time, etc., and resumed his seat. Fox appealed to those members who 
prided themselves on their personal independence (even though they 
continually supported administration policies), saying that if they did 
not stand up for the dignity of the House, 'they could never after wipe 
away the imputation of being mere puppets to the minister, without one 
principle of reason, pride, or honour'.l A hundred and seventy-eight 
of the puppets lined up against eighty-nine men of independence; con
sequently the files of the Secretary of State for the Colonies and those 
of other Cabinet members would not have to be exposed to the un
sympathetic survey of fact-mongers like Burke and cross-examiners 
like Fox. A newspaper called Fox's speech 'one of the most able, ner
vous, and convincing ever delivered in a British senate';2 alert and 
interested, he was getting himself fully prepared for the main 
event. 

Earlier that year a wager had been made: 'John Bur.goyne wagers 
Charles Fox one pony [25 guineas] that he will be home from America 
by Christmas Day, 1777.' When that bet was made neither had taken 
thought of a place called Saratoga. In the months that followed Ger
main evolved a plan, by no means novel, for defeating the colonies by 
cutting New England from the rest of the seaboard. The focus of the 
campaign was to be Albany: Burgoyne was to move towards that point 
from the north, Colonel Barry St Leger at the head of a body of Hes
sians, Indians, and British would come from the west, and Howe would 
drive from the south. The hope was that General Washington would 
move to ward off this blow, find himself engaged by the powerful forces 
of the British combined commands, and thus the rebellion would be 
crushed. . 

Burgoyne arrived in Canada in May and proceeded to move south 
in the general direction of Albany to execute his part of the plan. He 
was short of troops, horses, drivers, and ammunition. He seized 
Crown Point and Ticonderoga with little difficulty though he had to 
leave behind about a fifth of his effective strength to garrison these and 
nearby points. By the end of July he had reached Fort Edward, north of 
Albany, where he needed to await fresh supplies. While there he 
learned that Americans were gathering supplies at Bennington so he 
detached a raiding force to move in that direction; it ran foul of 1800 
men under General John Stark, and the American victory not only cost 
1 Parliamentary History, xix, 513, 524. 2 Chest" Chronicle. December 12. 
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Burgoyne 600 men but so cheered the colonists that enlistments on th~ 
American side began to increase. l 

About that time Burgoyne learned that St Leger's forces, supposedly 
moving to Albany from the west, had met unexpected resistance both 
at Fort Stanwix and at Oriskany, and rumours that additional masses of 
Continentals were on the way encouraged St Leger to pull back to 
Canada. Moreover, Howe, instead of coming north to Albany, left 
New York by sea southerly to Philadelphia. Desertions of Canadians 
and Indians and other attrition had also reduced Burgoyne's 
strength. 

By October even London knew the military situation was grave. 
General Horatio Gates had amassed a formidable force of American 
patriots near Saratoga, and after two bloody battles on September 19 
and October 7 Burgoyne realized the full desperation of his position. 
There now seemed no likelihood that a relief force, which had set out 
from New York, would arrive in time. At a council of war Burgoyne 
and his officers wondered whether to capitulate; at a critical moment in 
the discussion a cannonball whizzed through the tent, so agreement 
was prompt that surrender would not be dishonourable. 2 General 
Gates allowed the surrender to proceed under chivalrous terms-at 
Burgoyne's insistence the ceremony was called a convention, not a 
capitulation-and so the Americans won their first great victory: the 
result of a calamitous mix of poor communications, confused orders, 
tactical blunders, uncertain chain of command, and generally poor 
coordination of troop movements and supplies. 

At 9 o'clock on the evening of December 2, after Parliament had 
finished its long debate on the motion to inquire into the state of the 
nation, the King received a note from Sandwich, First Lord of the 
Admiralty, enclosing a letter which told of the surrender at Saratoga. 

The report quickly spread that Burgoyne had surrendered and was 
on his way home. On the floor of the House of Commons Colonel 
Barre forced Germain to admit that the report was true, which that 
unhappy lord did, though he squit-med in the doing and tried to hedge 
by asserting that the news had been reported by deserters and was not 
authenticated. Fox declared that ifno one else would take the responsi
bility of moving an inquiry into the affair, he would do it; he told the 
House that those who had supported the war were equally criminal 
with the ministers, and presented a motion that the instructions to 

1 Details principally from Alan Valentine, LJrd George Gf171lIlin (Oxford, 1962), chaps 
14-17. 
I Ibid., p. 251. 
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Burgoyne should be laid before the House. This the House refused. In 
the Lords, Chatham's motion for copies of Burgoyne's orders and 
instructions was also voted down. 

Saratoga might yet have some effect upon parliamentary opinion
it was still two months before February 2, which had been duly set 
aside for an inquiry into the state of the nation. 

To feel his authority challenged hurt the King as much as the annihila
tion of an army corps. His advisers would not or could not help him 
face this central problem; they kept annoying him with rumours that 
France and Spain were threatening to join the Colonists, that France 
had already signed a treaty with them, that the stock markets were 
growing paler, that citizens were casting anxious glances into the eyes 
of their fellows wondering where everything was going to end; nobody 
had anything to say about February 2 . But the King would not be side
tracked. He knew the seriousness of the inquiry into the state of the 
nation and consequently resolved to enter the lists garbed in and 
armed with the full influence of the Crown. 

Most of the royal anger was vented upon North, who w~s not only 
conveniently near, but who could absorb more than the rank and file of 
the King's creatures. The King dispatched a note to North stating that 
even more important than the mode of conducting the American war 
'is the plan on which Administration is to repell the different attacks of 
Opposition when Parliament meets, as to calling for Papers'. North 
was to be held personally responsible for instructing the Cabinet as to 
the best means of defence; the ministers were to agree upon a plan and 
follow it, for leaving matters to the spur of the moment often meant 
that ministers in one House would propose one thing, those in the 
other another. Furthermore, all this must be digested by North, and 
presented forthwith, in fact at the next meeting of the Cabinet. 

North was taken aback at these demands and hardly knew what to do 
about them. 'Lord North did not understand,' he wrote, 'that it was 
expected of him to come prepared with any plan to the next meeting of 
the Cabinet for the conduct of both houses . . . upon all possible 
attacks, or enquiries that may be brought on after the recess.' The 
King's reply was calm; he did not wish North to be ready with answers 
for every absurd proposition that the opposition might bring up, but 
he did want 'the great outlines of measures' to be agreed upon before 
Parliament convened. The Cabinet met at Downing Street, but. plans 
made to repel the opposition, if any, were not reported. North con
tinued unhappy; he wrote to the King that his anxiety had deprived 
him of his memory and understanding, pleaded his inability to cope 
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with the situation, and begged that some one else be chosen to take 
his place. 

Truly the whig faction was building better than it knew; its dis
cussions at Grosvenor Square were reverberating painfully in Downing 
Street. The King refused to listen to North's talk of resigning, 
admonished him not 'to allow such a thought to take any hold on your 
mind: and emphasized again that he should submit his ideas to the 
Cabinet, then bring the result to him, and when the whole was 
thoroughly digested-he was to convey it to the principal men in the 
House of Commons. 1 

Grosvenor Square continued no less active than the palace. The 
opposition was being told to avoid the appearance of being either 
exulting or insulting over the Saratoga debacle; instead, it should 
maintain 'a manly, firm conduct, a marked decision ... to point out 
how the public have been deceived and misled'. But the strategy board 
of the Rockingham faction was doing more than this; it was, it appears, 
giving Fox and Richmond help with their speeches. The party was now 
prepared and determined to go ahead with its scheduled inquiry into 
the state of the nation. As late as January 14 North thought that the 
Opposition would, in the debate of February 2, centre its attack upon 
Saratoga,2 but the Opposition had made other plans. 

All was interest and excitement the afternoon of February 2. Crowds 
mulled around restlessly in the lobby and environs of the House of 
Commons, anxious to gain admittance. Charles Fox, young, fiery, 
dynamic, would grind North and Germain to pulp. It would be a great 
show. The ladies were there too: Georgiana, the beautiful Duchess of 
Devonshire, charming leader of eighteenth-century society, was 
present; so also were Mrs Norton, the Speaker's wife, and fifty or 
sixty others. Members who had not graced the floor of the House 
since opening day were on hand; they edged their way through the 
crowds, grumbling because progress was difficult . 

.It was a restless crow'tl; an irritated crowd, too, because doorkeepers 
stood firm at their posts and refused admittance to all. Some visitors 
had letters from the great and near-great, some claimed relationship 
with members, some relied upon threat or persuasion; but despite 
tears, bribes, and oaths, the doors remained closed. Those seeking 
entrance could stand frustration just so long. Finally they broke 
through the doors and swarmed into the galleries, Speaker's wife, 
duchess, and all, and sat down to enjoy the spectacle. Members objected 
to this intrusion. A motion was made that the galleries should be 
1 Fortescue, iv, 14-81. January 18, 1778. 2 Ibid., iv, 17. January 14. 
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cleared and the gentlemen present grudgingly withdrew. It looked for 
a while as if the ladies might be allowed to remain, but Governor 
Johnstone observed in ungallant fashion that if the motive for clearing 
the galleries were to keep the state of the nation concealed from the 
enemy, there was no reason to acquaint the ladies with the arcana of 
state. So they left, and with them the Speaker's wife and the duchess, 
spending hours in the committee rooms before conveyances could be 
found to see them home. This enforced delay gave ample opportunity 
for comment; one lady declared that she should hate the name of 
Governor Jolmstone to the latest hour of her life. 1 Reporters, likewise, 
were required to leave; and the report of Fox's speech that survives 
represents a thirty to forty minute summary of what he took two 
hours and forty minutes to deliver. 

With infinite tact he began his speech. The diminishing of his audience 
he called his own personal good fortune, as he was sure he should not 
have lived up to expectation. His purpose was to move an inquiry into 
the state of the nation: 'I must, however, beg not to be considered as 
the mover in this momentous concern; it is the nation that calls for this 
inquiry, and 1 am only one instrument in the bringing it about: Whigs 
breathed more easily; their speaker was doing well. His eyes swept 
over the Government benches across the way: 

I would wish gentlemen would agree with me at least so far, as to divest them
selves of all former opinions, of all favourite ideas, and of all prejudices which 
may have been contracted in the course of past debate, and take them up anew as 
they are the result of the present enquiry .... I would wish gentlemen to forget 
their animosities, and consider themselves neither as friends nor enemies to 
America, nor that country either with love or hatred, but regard it with calm and 
dispassionate mind, as a part, and a very considerable part, of the British empire. 

Fox could hardly have made a more effective beginning. Perhaps he 
recalled his study of Aristotle's Rhetoric at Oxford, and remembered 
that confidence is inspired in the orator's character when he shows good 
sense, good moral character, and good will. Fox had already displayed 
all three: good sense in that he conciliated his audience rather than 
antagonized it; some ingredients of good character, in that, shorn of a 
part of his audience, he was calm and modest; good will in tha.t he urged 
listeners to forget animosities of past debates and discuss the American 
question impartially. 

The facts which he proposed to use, he declared, were taken from the 
papers on 'the table-papers put at the disposal of the House by 

1 Morning Post, Morning Chronicle, issues of February Sand 4. 
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ministers themselves. Nothing could be fairer. First, he said, he in
tended to point out 

that in the years 1774, 1775, 1776, and 1777 there was such an army, consisting 
of so many thousand men, and that such and such operations were performed; 
... secondly, state the impossibility of increasing that army ; and thirdly, the 
enormous expence that already is incurred .... After having stated these facts . .. 
I shall ... shew that the war has been mismanaged . . . though at the same time 
I will allow, that if it should turn out that there is a radical error, it is not of itself 
a proof of the criminality of ministers. 

With a promise to be brief as possible, he reached the heart of his 
speech. 

So far hardly a breath of political passion. Now the opposition might 
be more uneasy than ministers; was he going to forgive the Govern
ment side its blunders? Not quite; Fox began to discuss with energy, 
the principal events of 1773 and 1774--the tea party, the Boston Port 
Bill. Eyes of ministers, he alleged, were shut to the true state of 
America at that time. On he talked, the words pouring out-he was, 
perhaps, the most rapid speaker in the House-and in succession re
viewed events of the preceding years. The attempts to change the 
government of Massachusetts, which led the Colonists to fear for the 
permanency of their legislature; the Quebec Act, which silenced the 
few remaining friends England had in America; the uninspired and 
haphazard operation of troops in and near Boston. With a little 
imagination one can see his eyes flashing and his heavy head indig
nantly shaking, and hear his voice rise, shrill and piercing. This busi
ness was serious; the fate of a nation, a people, was concerned; the 
situation had been bungled. 

The ministers thought they could subdue the colonies by voting to 
send General Howe to Long Island with 55,000 reinforcements, said 
Fox, and the Americans whipped out the declaration of independence. 
The Government won minor victories in the summer campaign, he 
continued, and at Christmastide the Americans pummelled Hessian 
mercenaries at Trenton. The Government refused to revise the laws 
considered offensive by t he Colonists; America's answer to that was 
shown in the failure of Burgoyne's expedition at Saratoga. Yet on this 
day, Fox told the House, he intended to begin with a very small part of 
the business. Since England had so many reasons to fear a war with 
France, it would be unwise to dispatch more troops to America; and 
he concluded with a motion that no more of the Old Corps be sent out
side the country. 1 

The report in the Parliamentary History ends with the motion. 
During the speech, however, Alexander Wedderburn was busily en-

1 Parliamentary History, xix, 672-83. 
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gaged taking notes on it. There still exist two large sheets, folded to 
make pages each about the size of an ordinary letterhead; along the left 
half of each page Wedderburn wrote a running resume of Fox's argu
ments, jotting on the right half notes to use for his reply. Wedderburn's 
notes suggest that after making the motion, Fox continued with an 
appeal that did not get into the Parliamentary History . Here are some 
of Wedderburn's notations: 

Premature to inquire [this is Fox speaking] whether to insist on dependence or 
to admit the independence of America. 

There should be no disagreement now on that point. 
All must wish indeed for its dependence but nominal independence may be real 

dependence and nominal dependence independence . ... 
They will be dependent because they want what we produce-we what they 

produce. 
We cannot subsist without the friendship of America. Britain grew by America 

to greatness and without her aid will dwindle to her former insignificance. 
Give up taxation, gain a party by that conception and make peace at the best 

rate we can .... 

To answer this argument, Wedderburn apparently contemplated 
using this line of thought: 

The first point to draw a line [Wedderburn might have planned to say] is the 
independence-necessary to settle it now for if any hope is given that this point 
may be obtained It is lost. . 

No wavering upon it can be safe for us. If a party here for it where the idea is 
mortifying to every man's pride, how much will that party be increased there 
where interest vanity ambition gratified by the idea.1 

It is easy to read too much into these sentences, but Fox surely hit 
upon the illuminating idea that independence for the Colonies might 
tum out to be independence in name only, since the basic needs of both 
the mother country and the daughter would operate to the advantage of 
both. Independence was therefore inevitable and not necessarily a 
calamity. Indeed, Fox may be envisioning America, even when 
independent;' as continuing to be a powerful friend of Britain. 
Wedderburn, like any good lawyer, was merely struggling to find 
words to put his reply in the best light. 

A rebel cannonball whizzing through St Stephen's walls could not 
have made members more speechless than they were. The unexpected 
ending to Fox's speech put the ministers in a dilemma. The motion put a 
finger upon a thin spot in the nation's defences. For only two weeks pre
viously the King had written to North to the effect that p.othing could 
be more detrimental than the idea 'of sending in our present Weak 
State another Old Corps out of Great Britain'.2 Not even the King had 
considered this move of Fox's as a possibility for February 2; the 'great 
1 Wedderburn MSS., v. iii, item 4. (Clements. ) 2 Fortescue, iv, 23. January 19. 
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outlines of measures' prepared by North and reviewed before his 
Cabinet made no provision for this kind of attack. The dilemma in 
which North and his supporters now found themselves was this: if 
they argued that more troops should be sent to America, they would 
leave themselves open to the charge ofleaving the British Isles without 
sufficient defence, for Fox had shown, from ministers' own documents, 
that even now there was a deficiency of 6,000 men in the peacetime 
establishment. Or if they argued that the war could be carried on with
out sending more troops to America, they could point to nothing in 
support of that argument but the disastrous campaigns of 1776 and 
1777. Nor could much be said to Fox's 'nominal independence' idea. 

Fox's analysis was, of course, incomplete. Speakers in the House of 
Lords, after listening to Richmond's defence of a similar motion, found 
varied lines of rebuttal. In the Commons an embarrassing silence fol
lowed Fox's speech. No one rose to reply. One observer reported 
Wedderburn and Welbore Ellis each feverishly encouraging the other 
to take the floor. But Wedderburn did not give the reply that he had 
been industriously working on while Fox was on his legs. Perhaps 
North tugged at his coat tails; more likely he lost confidence in his 
planned speech as he noted the tremendous effectiveness of Fox's. 
Someone called out, 'Division!' and both sides prepared to vote. 

The Speaker announced the result. Ayes 165, Noes 259. Fox had 
lost once more. The King sensed, however, the deep embarrassment of 
having no speakers ready and able to defend Government policy of the 
last four years. At forty minutes past ten that night he wrote, laconic
ally: 'I trust that when next the Committee on the state of the Nation is 
resumed, Gentlemen will be more ready to speak ... .'1 He thought 
Germain might have put the defence in motion. The truth was again 
confirmed: it is easier to buy votes than eloquence. 

A speech in a parliamentary debate is not an isolated event, but 
grows out of happenings, issues, other speeches. If its analysis, inter
pretation, and emphasis are cogent, it in tum requires a response. 
North and his colleagues had made a tactical blunder by failing to deal 
with the powerful impressiqn that Fox's speech had made. The fact 
that no·one attempted to reply struck the House and later the country 
with stunning force. Walter Spencer Stanhope, member for Carlisle, 
recorded that evening in his pocket diary: 'At the House of Commons 
on the inquiry by Mr Fox. He spoke for two Hours ... & no body got 
up to answer him.'2 Nothing else that happened in the House that year, 

1 Add. MSS. 47585. Fortescue, iv, 34. 
2 Stanhope MSS. 60635 (Sheffield). Born the same year as Fox, Stanhope entered Parlia
ment seven years later than Fox did, and thus was in his third year as M.P. Generally he 
voted with the minority, and did so on this occasion. 
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judging by the diary, mostly a record of dining, hunting, and shooting, 
impressed him so profoundly as the simple fact that Fox spoke and no 
one replied. 

Among those who heard reports of the speech was Governor Thomas 
Hutchinson, now a loyalist exile in London, who wrote in his diary: 

He spoke more than two hours in support of the motion: nobody said one word, 
so that it can't be called strictly a debate. The Question was called for, and carried 
-259 against, to 165 : a larger minority than has lately been known. Both Ld 
H[ardwicke?] and S[oame] Jenyns thought it impolitic to make no answer, and 
that the Ministry lost hands by it. 1 

The London press also noted forcefully the omission of any speeches 
in reply. After commenting that Lord George Germain felt the greatest 
weight of Fox's powerful eloquence, which, like a torrent, seemed to 
carryall before it, the Public Advertiser observed: ' ... This important 
resolution was not opposed by arguments but by votes.' A few days 
previously the Advertiser, a little weary of Fox's oratory, had printed a 
contributor's observation that Fox would prefer hell with a debate 
against God Almighty to the summit of celestial beatitude without any 
argument. The Evening Post lamented at the' open degeneracy' of the 
present times, when a speech, replete with 'good sense, precision, and 
a detail of woeful information' could be passed over in silence by every 
member of the ministry. It went on to say that Fox 'stands high in the 
esteem of all the remaining good, honest Whigs in the Kingdom'. The 
Gazetteer wrote with scorn : 

Ministers, chaJrfallen, or struck with the impossibility of giving a rational, or 
even plausible reply, to one of the most able speeches ever delivered in a popular 
assembly, declined answering a single syllable .... 

The very formidable minority in the lower house on Monday has greatly 
alarmed Administration, as they did not expect so strong a division in favour of 
Mr Fox's motion. 

The Morning Chronicle, after describing the speech as 'mild and 
sensible ... as full of good and real information as ever fell from that 
Hon. Member', noted 'what is most extraordinary', that no member 
from the other side of the House got up to make a reply. The weekly 
Westminster Journal recorded simply, 'Most unexpectedly the business 
of the day broke offhere. No reply was made to Mr Fox.' The General 
Advertiser and Morning Intelligencer, praising Fox for his close and 
conclusive argument, declared the clearing of the House was scanda
lous, and the refusal to reply to his speech as an extravagantly pre
dominant instance of ministerial influence such as perhaps had never 

1 Diary and Lett"S of Thomas Hutchinson, ii, 182. The editor appended a note expressing 
a different opinion: 'The Continuator of Hume speaks of the "contemptuous silence" with 
which the speech was received.' 
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before been witnessed. Across the channel the Courier de I' Europe, 
which had often in the past been impressed by the orateur distingui 
with his beaucoup de vehemence, took stem note of North's failure to 
reply. 

One would need to search far and wide to find any other parlia
mentary incident of the 1770s more widely commented on than the 
failure of the ministry to meet Fox's argument. 

Other sorts of comments appeared: the Morning Post spoke of Fox's 
usual vehemence and acrimony, repeating the observation in its 
columns two days later. The St James's Chronicle a few days later 
treated its readers to the revelation that Charles's family name was 
originally Tod, the Scottish word for fox, and that grandfather Stephen 
had made the change. Subsequently for some weeks the Chronicle and 
also the Public Advertiser frequently referred to the young orator as 
Charles Tod. 

Still, there was more praise than criticism. The Advertiser and the 
London Chronicle each printed this comment: 

Mr Fox's speech was masterly, forcible, and expressive, and it gave, in the 
course of near three hours which it lasted, the most striking proofs of jUdgment, 
sound reasoning, and astonishing memory. 

Walpole wrote that Fox had tumbled Chatham from his oratorical 
throne, 'and ifhe has not all the dazzling lustre, has much more of the 
solid materials'. His speech was 'marvellous for method and memory', 
and was 'really unanswerable, for not one of the ministers knew what 
to say, and so said nothing, and that silence cost them many votes. 
In . .. the minority ... were several Tories.'l 

Fox himself reflected at greater length. In a letter to Richard Fitz
patrick, then in America, he wrote next day: 

What the Ministers intend doing, besides keeping their places, upon which they 
are very decided, I can not even guess. They know as little how to make peace as 
war ... . They still keep a great majority, though we begin to increase consider
ably. We divided last night ... 165 to 259 which is certainly a very good division 
compared to the past, but a very bad one in my mind, considering the circumstances 
of the country. 

Only rarely does one find a letter by a speaker summarizing his own 
speech. Fox said of his: 

I made the motion in a very long speech, in which I went over the whole of the 
American business, and I realiy thought the House went a good deal with me in 
most of it .... We had several Tories with us, and . .. it was a great day for us. 
The Ministry, not by concert I believe, but by accident, did not say one word 

1 Walpole's Corrtspondence with William Mason. 28/i, 349-:50. To Mason. February 4. 
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which scandalised even their own friends a good deal, as I had opened the affair 
so very fully; for I spoke two hours and forty minutes. They now pretend to say 
that Ellis and Wedderbume were up (I did not see them), and while they were 
complimenting one another, the question was put. The fact is, that it is such a 
cause as no man can defend well, and therefore nobody likes to attempt it. 

Fox was not unmindful of the scores of compliments that must have 
come to him because of his speech: 

People flatter me that I continue to gain, rather than lose my credit as an orator, 
and I am so convinced that this is all that I ever shall gain (unless I chuse to become 
the meanest of men) that I never think of any other object of ambition . ... Great 
reputation I think I may acquire and keep, great situation I never can acquire, nor 
if acquired keep without making sacrifices that I never will make. l 

On this February 2, Fox made his first major contribution to 
parliamentary debate. Judging by the printed reports, a rough measure 
indeed, it was twice as long as any previous speech. Since the surviving 
text represents less than a fourth of this two hour and forty minute 
effort, the greater part of Fox's exposition and argument is lost alto
gether. Even so, the conciliatory approach, the broad view, the use of 
familiar example and illustration, the analysis of argument, the sty
listic devices of question and answer, are characteristics of Fox's 
speaking at its best. The printed fragment that remains shows energy, 
vigour, directness. Richmond's argument on the same topic, developed 
much less effectively, provoked extensive reply from government sup
porters in the Lords. 

As has been noted, both Walpole and Fox commented that several 
tories divided that day with the minority. Inspection of the minority 
division list of 165 members reveals a number who had not been regular 
members of opposition. At the head of the list, most worthy of the 
colourful appellation of tory, were Edward Gibbon, who had voted 
with Opposition the previous week (but after these two lapses he re
turned to the Government fold) ; John Montagu, son of the Earl of 
Sandwich; and Sir Charles Sedley, whose only known vote was cast on 
this occasion. Another, Lucy Knightley, was an independent of tory 
background. Some on the list were former Government supporters 
who had started voting with opposition on the American question. A 
thoroughgoing independent who went with Fox into the lobby that 
day was John Darker.2 Twenty-nine names on the list do not appear on 
any of th~ other division lists of the fourteenth Parliament, suggesting 
that opposition exerted strong efforts to get out the vote. Among 

1 Add. MSS. 47580. FOI Cor., i, 167-9. February S. 
2 These statements are principally based on voting records in History of Parliament. 
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these rare attenders were John Henbury and Beilby Thompson, both 
of whom enjoyed notoriety for showing up in times of crisis. The 
Parliamentary Register appended to its list of those who voted with the 
opposition a note that 62 county members voted in this division, and 
39 of them were on the minority side.! County members constituted 
the House's core of independents. 

The Opposition of 1778 was far from being a permanent, cohesive 
group. Moreover, further inspection of the minority list shows that it 
was largely made up of individuals who spoke very little. So far as 
records show, 40 of the 165 never participated in parliamentary debate 
during the whole of theit careers. Another 81 never spoke during 1777 
and 1778; 26 spoke four times or fewer.2 Five individuals made the 
most, the longest, and the most significant speeches: Burke, Towns
hend, Barre, Johnstone, and the most frequent speaker of all, Fox. 

The majority was far too rugged to collapse before a single attack. 
But the debate and the general pressure of events led administration to 
initiate two lines of thought. One was to propose further ways of 
ameliorating the complaints of the Colonies. The other was to explore 
the possibility of getting Fox to rejoin the Government. 

1 Series I , viii, 557-9. 
2 Specifically: January 29, 1777 to December 4, 1778, as listed in Parliarruntary History, 
xxix. Additional sources would add a few names and speeches to this reckoning. 
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Fox and North: Conflict 
1778-1779 

If you get Charles Fox it may do for a while, but other
wise you are at your last gasp. 

John Robinson 

Ignorance in a minister is a crime of the first magnitude. 
Charles Jarrus Fox 

Even before Fox's February 2 speech, North had informed the King 
that the complexities of the American problem had deprived him of 
memory and understanding and had convinced him of his incapacity 
for the office of first minister. 

North had also advised that the time had come, 'to take some step of a 
pacifick kind' toward the colonies. News from the Continent carried the 
threat that France would likely join forces with the Americans. The 
possibility of this contingency also spurred North to urge the Commons 
to appoint commissioners to negotiate with the Americans on all 
matters that aggrieved them. A dull melancholy silence followed this 
speech, according to the Annual Register; 'astonishment, dejection, 
and fear, overclouded the whole assembly'. Fox agreed to the pro
posals, observing that they did not differ materially from Burke's, 
presented three years previously. 

Meanwhile, Franklin had signed a treaty providing that America 
and France should become allies should France engage in war with 
Britain. tJere Horace Walpole's account is more revealing than the 
parliamentary record. Thomas Walpole, with news from Paris that 
the treaty between America and France had actually been signed, 
decided to tell Fox, through the Duke of Grafton, an hour or two before 
the House was to meet. l In the concluding moments of his speech, Fox 
could therefore tell the House of his certain knowledge that a treaty 
had been concluded and called upon North to give the House satis
faction on this interesting point. North, astounded, could only say 
lamely that he could not answer from authority, but that it was possible, 
nay too probable, that the treaty alluded to had been signed. 2 

Before many days had passed the news was generally known. Sir 
Gilbert Elliot wrote that the French in London broke the news at the 

1 Last Journals, ii, 116-17. 2 Parlia~ntaryHistory, xix, 767-75. 
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opera and in clubs and coffee-houses with their natural impertinence. 
On March 17 the King sent a message to Parliament confirming the 
fact and stating that he had recalled his ambassador from the court of 
France. North by now had fully confessed that he was totally unfit 
to cope with the present difficulties of the nation, that 'both his mind 
and body grow every day more infirm and unable to struggle with the 
hardships of these arduous times', and insisted that the Government 
should be materially strengthened.l 

William Eden, who had preceded Fox at Eton, though Fox had 
caught up with him at Oxford, had been delegated to learn under what 
circumstances Fox would be willing to lend his growing abilities to the 
administration. Eden, soon to be sent overseas as one of the peace 
commissioners, blandly set down the tone of his conversation: 'I 
rather speculated on changes than proposed any.' Fox, reported Eden, 
'stated himself to be unconnected and at Liberty.' In a trial draft of a 
ministry, Fox was set down for the modest post of Treasurer of the 
Navy-this item eventually showed up in a note to the King. 2 Fox had 
been out of office four years; he had continuously and strenuously 
opposed administration policy, yet the Government was yearning 
to have him back. 

Fox's terms were too high. The King's response was exquisitely 
definite. Rather than call upon any branch of the opposition for assist
ance, he would rather lose the crown 'than bear the ignominy of pos
sessing it under their shackles'.3 North was made to realize that he 
must carryon without fresh help. 

Christopher D'Oyly, a Government placeman, had written during 
one of the debates: 'The friends of Opposition increase, and we are 
now in the midst of an inquiry into the state of the nation; in short, we 
are in a damned bad way.'4 The House reviewed further the debacle at 
Saratoga, Fox placing the blame on Lord George Germain: The whole 
... failure ... was owing to either the ignorance or negligence of the 
secretary of state ... by which one of his Majesty 's armies was totally 
lost, and in consequence of that, thirteen provinces were lost, to the 
utter ruin of this country.'s The debate was long and heated. Walpole 
describes an incident otherwise unrecorded: 

Dundas ... rose and taunted [Fox] with his moderation, and called on him to 
employ his usual invectives . . . . This speech, and the small minority and support 
of his friends, several of whom had gone away, .. . provoked Fox to the utmost 
rage. He burst out into a torrent of abuse, and lost all temper and conduct. 6 

1 Fortescue, iv, 55. To the King. [March 15.J 
2 Add. MSS. 47586. Fox Cor., i, IS0-9. Fortescue, iv, 55-56. 
3 Fortescue, iv, 5S. [? 15 March. 177S.J 4 Quoted in History of Parliammt, ii . 3S6. 
5 Parliamentary History, xix, 953. e Last Joumals. ii, 143-4. 
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When Fox heard the result of the division, 164 to 44 against him, he 
angrily declared he would not make another motion; he thereupon took 
the resolution of censure out of his pocket, 'tore it in pieces, and then 
went out of the House'.1 

That, too, was the heritage of Holland House. Once a nine-year-old 
boy had impatiently smashed his father's watch against the tiles. 
Administration papers smugly interpreted Fox's leaving and deserting 
his own motion as showing his awareness of its impropriety. The King 
continued to write to North that he never, never would surrender the 
Government to any member of Opposition. 

In the other place, Opposition was briefly divided in a stirring, highly 
dramatic interlude. 

Chatham, though a friend of the Colonies, vigorously opposed their 
independence. Builder of an empire, he could not consent to its dissolu
tion. On April 7 the Duke of Richmond moved in an exceptionally long 
series of resolutions that the Government withdraw its forces from 
American shores. For this debate Chatham, tall, gaunt, pale, wrapped in 
flannels, leaning heavily on crutches, supported by his son William, 
had left his sickbed to protest any dismemberment of the Empire. 
Richmond's reply was respectful, yet pointed. The old statesman 
suffered keen mortification as he heard the younger man, inferior in the 
art of speaking but that day markedly superior in evidence and judg
ment, earnestly develop the argument against him. Arising to reply, 
mentally shaken as well as physically broken, Chatham fell backwards 
in a fit; debate came to a halt as the stricken orator, the Great Com
n1Oner, distinguished patriot and scourge of incompetents and time
servers, was carried to the nearby Prince's Chamber. 

After a few days he was taken home. He lingered a month, finally 
expiring on the morning of May 11. Newspapers that once found him 
eminently worthy of their space printed only brief notices of his death. 
The twenty-seven lines in the St James's Chronicle was not the briefest. 
Badly organized funeral arrangements, poor attendance of the great 
men of state, lack of public enthusiasm, were all embarrassing to family 
and friends. 

The session came to an end on June s. The opposition had reached its 
high point with the 165 votes it had amassed in February. 

Fox felt he had deserved a holiday after his busy season, and took his 
ease during the weeks that followed. He wrote to Burke that he was in 
1 Parliammtary History, xix, 958. 
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June enjoying 'the most complete indolence .. . lying almost naked 
upon my couch all day ... that when the weather is really warm, I want 
neither amusement, society, occupation, nor object'.l The King, busy 
as ever, urged North to prepare a plan that would assure better attend
ance at the opening of the coming session. North replied that nothing 
much would help but 'a change in the appearance of Public affairs' or a 
change in administration. Later, however, he informed the King that 
he had sent out a second set of letters to members, '& intends to have a 
meeting of the placemen etc. on Friday, in which he will request their 
support'.2 Walpole also noted that morale was especially low among 
the country gentlemen. North hinted afresh that half a dozen places in 
the Cabinet, including his own, could be vacated without difficulty, but 
the King was not int~rested in this proposal, and nothing remained but 
for North to face the coming conflict. 

Fox meanwhile was trying to organize a system of arguments to be 
used by opposition speakers. He wrote to Fitzpatrick that the proper 
stance was to act as if the independence of the Colonies were an accom
plished fact, 'withdrawing our troops from North America, and making 
the most vigorous attacks upon France, or possibly Spain, too'. In his 
February 2 speech Fox had presumably advanced the notion that 
independence in name would not necessarily make the colonists less 
dependent in fact. To Fitzpatrick he reflected upon th wisdom of 
taking a less controversial stand: tacitly acknowledging independence 
without making speeches about it. In taking this view he was following 
a principle of Burke's, that political theory must be tempered by 
political experience. 'We must consider a little the state of things at 
home,' Fox continued, 'and think what is practicable as well as what is 
best.'3 Within five years he would move to a more idealized position: 
independence should be acknowledged freely, openly, without bar
gaining or dickering. 

He also urged Rockingham to convene the party for a discussion: 
'Surely if ever it was necessary it is now more particularly so to be a 
little prepared for that s!range medley of questions persons and things 
which must come upon the carpet next week.' Rockingham often 
received this kind of prodding from his associates. To Fox the need 
for a meeting was clear: 1778 had been an eventful year. The French 
were in the war. British troops had evacuated Philadephia and had 
moved to New York. Fox's friend and surety for his gambling debts, 
Carlisle, with Eden and Johnstone, had been appointed as a peace 
commission to Congress, and had crossed the ocean with authority to 
offer attractive proposals, short of actual independence. 

1 Works and Corrtspondmtt of Burke, i, 370. 2 Fortescue, iv, 210-11, 215. 
8 Add. MSS. 47570. Fox Cor., i, 199-200. November 11. 
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Fox's letter continued, displaying both his generous nature and his 
candid straightforwardness: 

Believe me, my dear Lord, tho' I certainly disapprove of some things which you 
have done, and of many more which you have left undone, yet there is no man in 
this country who wishes more heartily to agree with you in every thing, or who is 
more convinced that the Salvation of this country must ultimately depend upon 
you and your friends. l 

Fox's speech on November 26, at the opening of Parliament, one of his 
finest, was reported better than most of his speeches had been up to this 
time. The Morning Chronicle commended him for his able two-hour 
speech. Burke, it continued, was cooler, more argumentative, and 
less flowery than usual. 

To the statement in the address from the throne that British suc
cesses had not repaid ' the justice of our cause and the vigour of our 
exertions ' , Fox replied that the ministers had had even more success 
than they deserved. So when the Government argued that it deserved 
more success than it got, any Foxite might have predicted that Fox 
would reply that it got more success than it deserved. As to the plans 
and measures alleged to have been employed, he developed his retort 
by repeating words and phrases-a characteristic of style that was 
his life long habit: 

What were those plans of parliament ? for I never heard of them before. That the 
commissioners should be sent out in the dark as to every thing intended-was 
that the plan of parliament ? That general Clinton should leave Philadelphia with-
out giving the commissioners two hours warning . .. was that the plan of parlia-
ment? That they should offer terms of reconciliation ... unlikely to be listened to 
... was that the pl;m of parliament ? 

Then, following the lines of argument suggested in the letter to Fitz
patrick, he 'urged the house to choose between its war with America 
and its war with France, demonstrating his wise understanding of the 
nature of the American war, and the difficulty of overcoming the senti
ment that powered it: 

You have now two wars before you, of which you must choose one, for both you 
cannot support .. . . 

The war of the Americans is a war of passion; it is of such a nature as to be 
supported by the most powerful virtues, love of liberty and of country, and at the 
same time by those passions in the human heart which give courage, strength, and 
perseverance to man. . . . 

The war of France is of another sort; the war of France is a war of interest; . . . 
turn your face at once against her, attack her wherever she is exposed, crush her 
commerce wherever you can, make her feel heavy and immediate distress 

1 Rockingham Letters. RI-1792 (Sheffield). November 18. 
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throughout the nation, the people will soon cry out to their government; ... she 
will find the having entered into this business a bad bargain, and you will force 
her to desert an ally that brings so much trouble and distress. l 

The debate was lengthy but at two in the morning the house divided 
for the Government 226 to 107. The King was pleased by the vote: 
' ... handsome majority ... credit to Administration ... the Session 
will be much more pleasant than was expected.' Others were not near! y 
so relaxed about the prospect. It was then that John Robinson, the 
King's most valuable henchman and informant, wrote to North: 'If 
you get Charles Fox, it may do for a while, but otherwise you are at 
your last gasp.'2 Fox had just turned thirty. 

A year ago, Fox had been convinced that simply to gain credit as an 
orator was ambition enough. Now that he was thirty his ambition was 
modified. He had thoroughly experienced what he called 'a fruitless 
opposition'. He wanted office, the opportunity to reshape the policies 
that were driving the nation more and more deeply into war on land 
and sea. His name was on the lips of men, sometimes in connection with 
one Cabinet post, sometimes another. 

With Chatham buried in Westminster Abbey, Rockingham was 
more influential than ever. So Fox wrote to the marquis on January 24, 
seeking to know whether Rockingham would have anything to do with 
a ministry not entirely of his own framing; and, furthermore, whether it 
would be proper for Fox to accept office in such a ministry. 3 

What Fox sought was something like a coalition, as he wrote to 
Burke the same day. He felt that he could write more frankly to Burke 
than to the marquis, and accordingly did not hesitate to state his 
opinion of the King: 

There is no man who hates the power of the Crown more, or who has a worse 
opinion of the Person to whom it belongs than I. ... I hate the power of the 
Crown and therefore wish not to confirm it by leaving the management of it in 
the hands of the most o~sequious men in the country . 

.. Continued opposition out of office he thought futile; discouragement 
had finally penetrated his marrow and sharpened his political percep
tion: 'One principal cause of the astonishing strength of the present 
Ministry consists in their long and uninterrupted possession.' So, if 
members of the opposition could enter the Government only for a 
month, they would be stronger afterwards. 

Fox knew, after the abortive attempts of that spring to bring about a 
1 Parliamentary History, xix, 1322-30. 
2 HMCR, Abergavenny MSS., p. 24. January 31. 
3 Fox Cor., i, 207; Memoirs of the Marquis of Rockingham, ii, 372. 
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partial coalition of forces, that Rockingham and his supporters would 
not be able to make an ideal arrangement with the North administra
tion. If, however, 'the best possible system' could not evolve, accession 
of even a part of the Rockingham talents to the government would be 
better than the 'worst possible system' now in force. 

As an endorsement to this letter, Burke wrote that before he could 
finish his reply to it, Fox had arrived in person. 'We had a long dis
course in a Night walk on the ramparts when I think I convinced him 
that we were not mistaken in our Ideas.' So Fox got little encourage
ment from Burke to proceed with the thought of coalition'! 

Nor did he from Richmond, who sa w Fox's letter to Rockingham and 
undertook a reply to it. The dangers of individual members of the 
whig group accepting office were indeed grave. Even though changes 
were made and promises offered, it would be dubious wisdom to take 
office with the present Government. Fox should not be overly eager. 
Such a step would be far from his best interest. And most cordially 
Richmond added: 

You have many of those social virtues which command the love of friends .... 
You have abilities in abundance; and your conduct of late years has done much to 
regain that public confidence which is so necessary to a public man. By a steady 
perseverance you may accomplish so essenti;l.l an object. 2 

This letter may have kept Fox from plunging headlong into the arms of 
the ministry. On the other hand no specific invitation to join the Govern
ment was forthcoming. But from this point on Fox can more than ever 
be regarded as contemplating office. 

One reason why the Royal Navy played a relatively minor part in the 
American revolution may have been that most of its engagements 
took place on the floor of the Commons. As First Lord of the Admiralty 
the Earl of Sandwich was responsible for the equipment, personnel, and 
tactical manoeuvres of the navy; and his mismanagement, seized upon 
by Fox, himself a former naval person of sorts, and vigorously pre
sented to members of the House, proved to be one of the events that 
led to the fall of the North ministry and to Fox's elevation to a seat in 
the Cabinet. 

A brief prologue to these major parliamentary engagements is help
ful to the understanding of them. Between 1771 an<,lI778 Sandwich had 
received about £6 million for the navy and had little at the end to 
show for it. Some of this money had been appropriated to repair ships 

1 John A. Woods, ed. The Correspondma of Edmund Burke (Cambridge. 1963) . iv, 38-41. 
I Fox Cor., i, 222-3. February 7,1779. 
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that continued to rot in harbours; some to build ships that never were 
launched from the drafting board; some to put ships into commission 
mainly for political service. So when Admiral Augustus Keppel
distant cousin of Fox's-had gone to Portsmouth in March 1778, he 
had found that twenty ships of which Sandwich had boasted so often 
in the House of Commons amounted to but six ships in reality. Conse
quently Keppel had to spend valuable time rebuilding ships and re
fitting them for service. At last he had his twenty ships; he was then 
ordered to go out after the French, though war with France had not 
been declared, and he was none too sure what he should do in case he 
did meet a French ship. 

Fortunately Keppel had learned through the papers of a captured 
frigate that the French fleet consisted of thirty-two ships, more than 
the Admiralty had supposed, so he returned to port for reinforcements. 
Putting out in July with thirty ships, he had soon sighted the French 
fleet proceeding cautiously out to sea. After four days of manoeuvring 
he had forced it into an engagement. The two fleets lined up, and follow
ing usual naval tactics sailed past each other on opposite tacks, firing 
broadsides as they went along. As the French concentrated their fire 
on masts and rigging, whereas the English fired on hulls, the English 
vessels suffered considerable loss of manoeuvrability as a result of the 
exchange. Keppel signalled for another line of battle but Palliser, his 
ship badly damaged, made no response. Nor was Keppel successful in 
getting prompt action from other ships in Palliser's division. Darkness 
came, further engagement was impossible; by morning the last of the 
enemy fleet was seen disappearing over the horizon. It was unfortu
nate for Britain that the battle was not renewed; a decisive victory 
would have crippled the power of France to aid the Americans.1 

The details of the battle were not revealed to the public until an 
opposition newspaper, the General Advertiser, printed a paragraph 
accusing Palliser of failing to respond to his superior's signal. In 
retaliation Palliser blamed hilt superior in the columns of the tory 
Morning ·Post. As both men, like most admirals, held seats in the 
Commons, the engagement was staged again on the floor of the House. 
Palliser had filed charges of neglect of duty and misconduct against 
Keppel, and the Admiralty Board had immediately ordered a court
martial. This procedure the Opposition thought highly arbitrary. 
Burke and Dunning at length, Fox briefly, argued that the Board had 
discretionary power whether to proceed with charges, whereas North 
and Wedderburn declared that the Board was bound to act. 

1 David F. Wells, 'The Keppel-Palliser Dispute, 1778--1779,' Georgia State College, Arts 
and Science Research Papers, Number 8 (June, 196+); Captain William James, The British 
Navy in AdTJn'sity (London, 1926). The incident is discussed in Piers Mackesy, The War 
for Amnica, 1775--1788 (London, 1964), pp. 287 If. 
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Fitzpatrick wrote to Ossory that it was 'the most interesting debate I 
ever remember to have heard. , .. The House was violently disposed to 
Keppel, who spoke like a man inspired, and no tool was bold enough to 
venture one word in favour of Palliser.'! 

The trial was set for January 7, 1779, aboard the Britannia. For 
more than a month it progressed; it became increasingly evident that 
Keppel would be acquitted, and so he was. Burke declared that he could 
not remember any event in his time that had excited so much indigna
tion. 'The disgust of the Major and better part of the Marine is not 
easily expressed.'2 

News of the acquittal reached London on February 11 and touched 
off extensive illuminations and fireworks. At three o'clock in the 
morning Fox and other 'young men of quality', who had been drinking 
at Almack's, went on a tour of the streets and found a mob in front of 
Palliser's house, its windows broken. Then the mob marched to the 
Admiralty, forced the gates, broke more windows, and so terrified 
Sandwich that he escaped through the garden with his mistress. 

As soon as the calendar was cleared in the Commons, Fox prepared 
to move that Palliser be dismissed from the navy, but was thwarted by 
the Admiral's immediate resignation. Next Fox moved that papers 
relative to the naval manoeuvres of 1778 be laid 'before the House, 
but the Government outvoted him by the slender majority of thirty
seven. The King sensed the seriousness of what was in the air, and pre
pared to do that which he did best; he directed North to improve 
attendance by any means he thought feasible. 'I therefore am ready to 
take any ostensible step to shew my disapprobation of those who do 
not attend', he indicated. S 

Fox rose at four o'c.1ock on the afternoon of March S, in a full House, to 
propose a motion of censure upon the Admiralty. He recalled that the 
Admiralty sent Keppel with only twenty ships to fight the French; 
either they knew that the French at that moment had thirty or more 
ships at Brest, or they were ignorant of that fact; in either case they 
were equally culpable. As Fox proceeded, North no doubt began to 
wish that he himself were at sea, anywhere but on the ministerial bench 
in the Commons. He must have felt the attention with whicn his 
opponent was being heard; Fox could take arguments all had heard 
many times and cast them in such a mould that the House would listen 
again. . 

1 Add. MSS. 47579. Fox Cor., i, 204. [December 12, 1778.J 
2 COTTtSpOIIIUnCt of Edmund Burkt, iv, S4--5. To Philip Francis, December 24. 
8 Fortescue, iv, 288--9. February 23. 
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But Fox could use a variety of tactics. In the midst of his argument he 
unexpectedly paused, asked Admiral Keppel to rise, and then began to 
ask direct questions to substantiate what had already been said. 
Immediately the House was in a 'prodigious uproar'; half a dozen men 
jumped to their feet at once to claim the floor, protesting the unusual 
procedure. Was St Stephen's to be used as a courtroom? Fox's friends 
came to his defence; the House compromised by allowing Fox to ask 
the questions and Keppel to answer them, but would not allow the 
information to be written down. The questioning proceeded, the infor
mation thus elicited was summarized and emphasized, and Fox's 
concluding sentence left ministers high and dry upon the horns of a 
dilemma: either the administration knew the strength of the French 
fleet, or it did not; in either case its conduct merited censure. 

North could not effectively answer the speech. He attempted to show 
that Sandwich was not culpable in sending Keppel out with twenty ships 
to meet the French fleet of thirty-two-but the House laughed in his 
face. Consequently after some further argument he made a bald plea 
for support. If you vote against Sandwich, he told the House, you will 
be voting against all of his Majesty's confidential servants. If any 
member of the Cabinet were censurable, so was every other. 1 

The division taken at one o'clock in the morning was 204 to 170 in 
favour of the Government-a terrifyingly close vote. Some may have 
recalled Sir Robert Walpole's dictum that when a minister's margin 
shrinks to forty he should resign. North had just barely snatched the 
administration's cause out of the fire. Twenty-five minutes later he 
wrote to the King: 'There has been a very bad attendance today, & the 
Opposition have conceived great hopes upon it.' Next morning at 8.15 
the King's indignant answer came back: 

I trust You will get an accurate List of the Absent that every means may be tried 
to get their attendance on future occasions . ... If you can devise any means I can 
personally take to assist in getting Persons to attend better You will find me most 
ready to addopt it.2~ 

The King's machine began to work overtime, and John Robinson 
began to compile data regarding absentees. Soon the list was ready to 
send to the King: 'Mr Robinson says it is as compleat as he can make it 
from all enquiries he has made & he imagines there are few if any errors 
in it.' The King acted promptly; so strongly must the principal defectors 
have been reprimanded that, almost without exception, they voted 

1 ParliammtaryHistory, xx, 198. See the Annual Register, xiii, 72, for an observation that 
North might have lost the division had he not openly declared that a vote for the resolution 
would be interpreted as a vote of censure against him and all other ministers. 
2 Fortescue, iv, 295, 297. 
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thereafter on the administration side. Opposition did not have the re
sources to exert such powerful leverage on its waverers. 

On March 13 appeared the first number of The Englishman, a 
periodical with which Fox was briefly associated. It was published 
irregularly until June 2, with Richard Brinsley Sheridan the principal 
contributor, and Fox the author of the March 14 issue. The March 31 
issue compiled a list of those who voted both for and against Fox's 
motion on March 3. Those who voted against Fox were formally listed 
together with their probable reason for supporting the Government: 
'nephew to a Lord of Admiralty', 'brother-in-law to the Secretary of the 
Treasury', 'contractor', 'brother to the Lord of the Bedchamber', and 
the like. Such an appellation was discoverable for two-thirds of those 
who voted for the Government, the compilers adding that they took no 
notice of 'ministerial borough-interest, Jobbs, Reversions, private 
Douceurs, Script, Lottery Tickets, Places in Trust, Couplings and 
Quarterings, Commissions for Children, Curacies for Cousins, &c'.l 
Thus The Englishman further battered the familiar unsavoury image 
of the placeman. 

On March 8, in a House much more crowded than before-for 
Rockingham as well as the King had been ro~nding up the stragglers
Fox resumed his attack on the Admiralty by presenting another motion. 
North had checkmated his first effort by declaring that a vote against 
Sandwich would be a vote against the whole ministry. Very well; in 
order to make the issue clear, Fox would so state his motion-a general 
charge of neglect and misconduct on the part of all the ministers. His 
speech, along much the same line as the first, reviewed blunders of the 
past year, declaring that ministers were treacherous or ignorant and in 
either case undeserving of public trust. 

The King's strenuous exertions to his following brought immediate 
result, for although Howe, Keppel, Mann, Luttrell, Grenville, Burke, 
and"Byng spoke long and ably in defence of Fox's motion, the govern
mental majority was significantly larger than it was on March 3; its 
vote went from 204 to 246. Opposition vote, meanwhile, went from 
170 to 174, a lesser improvement. The King wrote that it would be 
impossible for him to be more satisfied than he was, since the vote was 
evident of the thoroughness with which North had 'spoken out' to 
delinquent members. The division list of March 8 assured the King 
that his organization was functioning again. . 

For the time being administration had survjved the crisis. Fox con
tinued to present motions against the ministry in general and Sandwich 
in particular. A motion of censure on March 22-called by one paper 

1 The English11uln, No.5 (March SI) . See Lord John Russell ed., Mtmoirs, Journal and 
COTTtspondtnct oj Thomas Moort (London, 185S), ii, S 12. 
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< one of the most interesting and important debates . .. in either House 
... the present session'-was beat down 135 to 209, but the King's 
majority slowly increased as the session went on. Yet, of all the opposi
tion, Fox was the most optimistic. When North sent Rigby to ask Fox 
if he would accept the position of Treasurer of the Navy in a coalition 
Cabinet, Fox remembered Richmond's letter and replied that he was 
in no way disposed to become part of an administration in which 
Lord North was a principal.1 

1 Fortescue, iv, 868. 
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Fox Goes to the People 
1779-1780 

The Majority of Votes, unless it is well supported by 
speakers, will sink in the course of the Sessions. 

Lord North 

They were talking of Burke & Fox; the first has more 
Bullion Says Mr Johnson, but the other coins faster. 

Mrs Thrale 

The continued existence of the North Government despite aggravating 
domestic grievances and foreign pressures has few parallels in Eng
lish history. 

In Ireland dissatisfaction and despair continued to mount. The causes 
were long-standing. Politically, its parliament was subordinate to the 
British Parliament; the Irish executive, the Lord Lieutenant, was an 
appointee of the British Crown. Economically, the country was under 
harsh restriction. Export of Irish wool and food products to British 
ports was forbidden . Moreover, the vast Catholic population could not 
vote for representatives in Parliament, enter the House of Commons, 
hold municipal office, hold rank in the army, follow the profession of 
law, nor engage in various other challenging and profitable pursuits. 
Countless other restrictions, even when not always enforced, added to 
the general misery of Catholics, and, in fact, of others not of Anglican 
faith. To escape grinding poverty and religious repression, Irishmen 
by the tens of thousands had emigrated to America. 

From ' their thousands of relatives in the colonies and from other 
sources, Irishmen kept informed about the progress of the American 
revolution. In many ways it stood as an inspiration to Irish patriots. 
Like the Americans, they formed local groups to enforce non-impor
tation agreements. Even more ominously, they organized groups of 
volunteers primarily for defence against a foreign invader, though they 
were as well a force in being in the event of domestic upheaval. By 
May their numbers reached 8000; eventually they were in excess of 
40,000. They secured arms and underwent training. In their ranks 
were men of respectability and fortune. 

Parliament paid small attention in May and June to the Irish ques
tion. In the Lords, Rockingham had called attention to parallels be
tween Irish complaints and those of the Americans. In the Commons, 
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North was content to review concessions already made to Ireland 
without offering specific proposals to relieve her current hardships. 
Fox also made reference to a pamphlet that stated, among other pro
vocative doctrines, that if a legislature exercised power over the 
people of another community, it usurped their natural rights. l This 
idea he modified and adapted in some of his later extraparliamentary 
utterances. Aside from these discussions, Parliament had risen in July 
without having offered any solution to the Irish disturbances. 

The new threat of Spain, which had followed France into the war, 
added to the Government's burdens. The loss ofSt Vincent and Grenada 
to the French fleet in the West Indies also enhanced the general gloom. 
Fox wrote Sheridan in September about the 'cursed news from the 
West Indies', news so bad he could not bear it. 'If we are to lose ship 
after ship & Island after Island in this manner how the devil are we to 
recover them?' He continued: 'I can not help hoping that there is 
something like a chance of hanging Ld S[andwich] at last.' And if 
The Englishman were still being issued: 'How well might he explain 
to the world how natural consequences all these are of the neglect of 
ministers, & how those very parts of their conduct which we moved to 
censure last Sessions, have been productive of all the mischiefs we 
suffer.'2 

Thus external threats combined with economic unrest added to 
North's mounting burden. Especially was he concerned about the 
ability of his Government to face the big guns of the opposition when 
Parliament opened November 25. Sandwich wrote to the King that 
North would only with difficulty be able to manage the coming 
session. 3 North gloomily foresaw that his majority, 'unless it is well 
supported by speakers, will sink in the course of the Sessions'. 4 

So dismal was the situation that George III went to the length of 
compiling three considerations under which a coalition ministry would 
be acceptable. At the head of the list was the declaration that the empire 
should be kept intact. Next was a statement that the war with America 
should be prosecuted with the utmost vigour. Finally was an insistence 
that there should be no wholesale undoing of steps already taken in 
dealing with the colonies. 5 

To discover whether members of the opposition would take positions 
in the Cabinet under terms like these, intermediaries were sent to inter
view Rockingham and Fox. Hence the thirty-year-old Fox was 
tempted again-the temptations by now were coming almost annually 
1 Herbert Butterfield, George III, Lord North, and the Peopk (London, 1949), pp. 9O-S. 
Chapters S and 4 describe the Irish crisis in detail. 
2 Osborn Collection, Box 80, no. 26. (Yale.) September 9 [1779J . 
3 Fortescue, iv, 45S. October 9,1779. 4 Ibid., iv, 487. To the King, November 15. 
6 Ibid., iv, 507-8. To Thurlow. [December S.J 
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-by a vision of occupying high office. Here was a situation to tantalize 
a young man's judgment, at times over rash, at other times over 
cautious. At one stage of the discussions the rumour came to the King 
that the opposition had set Fox down as Chancellor of the Exchequer. 
Rockingham believed that only a total change of men and measures 
could have any hope of success, and even Fox, who might have sup
ported a coalition ministry, insisted that America should be given her 
independence. The King, discovering that nothing could satisfy 
Opposition but a complete rout of the present ministry, wrote to 
Thurlow that he would not 'deliver up my Person, my Principles, and 
my Dominions into their hands', and declared that 'this formidable 
and desperate Opposition' must be resisted at all costs. 

North's desire these days was for men who could support him on the 
floor of the House with eloquence and persuasion. Perhaps he looked 
wistfully back to better days when he was protected by the sturdy 
oratory of Thurlow on one hand and the legal expediencies of Wedder
bum on the other. North had to meet his formidable, desperate opposi
tion face to face-he had to deal immediately with its taunts, its piercing 
attack, its unrelenting argument. His supporters also had to endure the 
weight of evidence and ridicule that could be amassed against them. 
Those who honestly believed the Government had a good case would 
have liked to hear it eloquently stated. Even Government newspapers 
could and did condemn ineffectual replies to opposition speeches. 
North could and did earnestly complain to the King of not being sup
ported in the Commons. 

The King's speech on opening the session in November commented on 
the attempted invasion and on the Irish situation, but made no mention 
of the war with America, an omission that opposition orators quickly 
capitalized upon. James Grenville, who had opposed the American 
war from the outset, listed the failures of the Government: Dominica, 
St Vincent's, and Grenada captured by France, and fortunes of British 
subjects there crushed; diminishing trade and commerce at home and 
the ever-increasing danger of commercial vessels being captured at 
sea; distresses of Ireland; the certainty of new taxes. William Adam, 
however, a Scot with a mixed voting record, next announced that he 
was going to forsake opposition and vote with administration; but 
when he declared that the King already had men in his Cabinet who were 
'fully adequate to the great task of saving their country', there was a 
loud cry of 'Name them! Name them!'! 

During the next seven speeches Fox mulled over Adam's sentiments 
1 Parliammtary History, xx, 1098-107. 
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and finally rose to reply. At the beginning of the last session, said Fox, 
Adam had thought ministers wrong, but the current campaigns had 
convinced him that ministers were right: 'having once thought ill of 
them, a line of conduct, still more disgraceful, more infamous, more 
destructive and ruinous, had at once done away the bad impression ... 
and had determined him to support them! This ... was soaring to the 
very summit of political paradox, and parliamentary enigma.' Adam 
had declared that there were able men in administration, who enjoyed 
the confidence of the country. Where was one to seek these able men? 
At the head of the army? here he would find an officer who had entirely 
lost the confidence of all. In the Secretary of State's office? there he 
would find no person who well understood foreign courts and interests. 
At the Treasury or Admiralty Boards? he would have little success at 
either. How did it happen that on one lately-captured island were 150 
pieces of ordnance and only forty men to work them? Why should the 
forces have in one place cannon without balls and in another balls with
out cannon? Where James Grenville had merely summarized, Fox 
struck hard, struck forcefully and ironically, struck repeatedly. 

Nor did he spare the King himself. He described the bright prospects 
that had opened before the young monarch at the outset of his reign: 
immense dominions, warmest affection of the people. Now how sadly 
was the scene reversed: empire dismembered, councils distracted, 
people falling off in their fondness for his person. Fox continued by 
making reference to the fact that 'the present sovereign's claim to the 
throne ... was founded only upon the delinquency of the Stuart family; 
a circumstance which should never be one moment out of his Majesty's 
recollection'. From this blast at the throne Fox moved to the ignorance 
of the throne's advisers; 'ignorance in a minister is a crime of the first 
magnitude' . 

For nearly two hours he kept at it. North surely could not be in 
earnest when he declared that the American war had nothing to do with 

.. the affairs of Ireland. 

What stripped Ireland of her troops? Was it not the American war? 
What brought on the hostilities of France and put Ireland in fear of an invasion? 

Was it not the American war? 
What gave Ireland the opportunity of establishing a powerful and illegal army? 

Certainly the American war! 

Fox hoped that in dealing with Ireland the administration would not 
repeat the fatal plan that it followed in dealing with America, of denying 
'in one session what they offer with additions the year following, yet 
continuing to make little bargains until they have nothing left to 
bargain for' . 1 

1 Parliamentary History, xx, 1116-28. 
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Fox's speech clearly had great excitement, tremendous power. 
More than anything else, it foreshadowed the kind of speaking he was 
to do outside of Parliament. Its sharp criticism of the Government's 
dilatory tactics, its vivid language, its piling up of instances, its repeti
tion of telling phrases, all characterize popular oratory. It is too emo
tional, however, to be called one of his leading parliamentary addresses. 
The number of voters that followed Fox into the division lobby totalled 
IS4, nearly a hundred fewer than the 2S3 who supported the Govern
ment. John Robinson's prediction, made just before the debate opened, 
had been 220 or 2SO against 170 or 180.1 Hence Fox's sharp attack on 
King and ministers did not draw their followers to his side. Nathaniel 
Wraxall described Fox's resistance as factious and severe rather than 
constitutional and temperate.2 

Newspaper reporters, however, outdid one another in their praise. 
'His speech was, upon the whole, the most complete performance we 
ever heard', said the London Chronicle. It noted that he was on his legs 
an hour and fifty minutes, and liked especially that part of his speech in 
which he called attention to the omission of the American war from the 
King's address. 'But where is America?' the Chronicle asked. 'Is it for
gotten? Does it exist no longer ?' The St James's Chronicle averred that 
never before had Fox shone so greatly as on this occasion. The Morning 
Post, invariably critical of Fox, took various positions on his speech, 
but observed that the eloquence of that long day seemed to evaporate 
into nothing, in comparison with his blaze of eloquence. The Public 
Ledger declared: 'Fox . .. rivitted the attention of the house to one of 
the best speeches ever delivered in the British, or any other senate, 
since oratory has been known to the world.' And as for the paradoxical 
Adam imd his telling members that the country was better off in the 
West Indies now than before, Fox 'knew not how to reconcile it, unless 
that we were better, because having lost three of our islands, we had less 
territory left to defend' . Said the London Courant: ,[His] speech of 
two hours [is] esteemed the most powerful and masterly that he ever 
delivered.' On this occasion reporters did not compare Fox with 
Burke, North, or even Chatham-the proper person with whom to 
compare Fox was Fox himself. 

Walpole commented wittily on the event, declaring that Fox tore 
Adam's absurd speech with such humour and arguinent that the tor
tured patient demanded an explanation the very. next day. After read
ing the extracts of the speech in the various newspapers, Adam wrote 
to Fox that since those accounts reflected upon Adam personally he was 
justified in 'demanding the only satisfaction that such an injury will 
admit of'. He wanted Fox to print a letter contradicting the newspaper 
1 Fortescue, vi, 499. 2 Wraxall, ii, 19-21. He entered the House the following year. 
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reports and declaring he had a good opinion of Adam. Fox replied that 
the account of his speech in the newspapers was certainly unauthorized 
by him; he therefore refused to avoid the duel by apologizing for some
thing printed without his sanction. 

Plans for the duel proceeded at once. Walpole's letters contain almost 
as many references to it as they do to his own gout and rheumatism. A 
date was set for four days after the speech, at eight o'clock in the morn
ing at Hyde Park. Fox slept soundly the evening before; he simply 
instructed his servant to awaken him at six in the morning, giving only 
'business' as his reason for the early rising. The servant demurred; six 
o'clock was too early for business as it was totally dark; but Fox said 
plainly, ' If you do not call me at six, at seven, or when I wake, I will 
discharge you.'l 

Accompanied by the loyal Fitzpatrick, Fox went to Hyde Park in as 
good a frame of mind as if he were going to Almack's. Fitzpatrick, 
comparing Adam's slight build to Fox's own massive frame, advised 
his principal to stand sideways when facing his antagonist. 'Why, I am 
as thick one way as another,' exclaimed the bulky orator, recklessly 
squaring off to receive Adam's fire, which caused a slight flesh wound 
in the thigh. Fox then fired, missed, and said, 'Now, Mr Adam, are 
you satisfied?' 'No,' said Adam, 'you must still print your letter.' 
Adam then fired and missed, Fox fired in the air, and the duel 
ended.2 

Fox was laid up a few days because of his wound: returning later to 
his accustomed haunts, he was met with solemn-faced declarations from 
friends that the shot had undoubtedly lodged in his groin and had im
pared his manly vigour. Fox, equally solemn, retorted that Adam had 
loaded his pistol with Government powder, far too weak to penetrate a 
tough whig hide. The ferocity of eighteenth-century duels may be 
exaggerated. Shelburne next year in a duel with an army officer also 
received a shot in a delicate place but the wound was so slight that, 
coolly inspecting it, h& declared that Lady Shelburne would be no 
worse for it.a 

Back in Parliament Fox duelled with North on the American war: 

What was the cause of our wasting forty millions of money, and sixty thousand 
lives? The American war. What was it that produced the French rescript, and a 
French war? The American War. What was it that produced the Spanish Mani
festo and Spanish war? The American war .... For what were we about to incur 
an additional debt oftwelve or fourteen millions the ensuing year? That accursed, 
diabolical, and cruel American war.4 

1 London Courant, November 26. 
2 Walpole's Correspondence with William Mason, 28/i, 481-2. Walpole to Mason, November 
29. 
3 Ibid., 29/ii, 14. To Mason, March 22,1780. 4 Parliamentary History, xx, 1221-3. 
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It was 'a strain of oratory rarely equalled,' said the report. The Public 
Advertiser, as if it had forgotten the towering press comments on 
Fox's speech a few days previously, now said that on this occasion he 
showed 'the greatest force of eloquence we ever remember to have 
heard him exert upon any question'. Others were less pleased. One 
listener called him so abusive in his performances that he should be 
called out to fight ten duels a day.1 

Meanwhile the Irish people and their legislature kept up pressure 
on the British Parliament to the extent that in December North offered 
three resolutions making generous concessions in the export of wool 
and woollens, glass and manufactured articles of glass; and offered free 
trade with British colonies and plantations. For this welcome relief to 
Ireland, Fox, now recovered from his duelling wound, had surprisingly 
little to say. He is reported to have declared that 'it was the first time in 
his life, that he had not, on any great public question, taken one side or 
the other'. With rare caution he said he must first wait until the senti
ment of Ireland was known; all he could add was that his silence on the 
resolutions was not to constitute 'active approba.tion'.2 Burke also had 
little to say. Thereupon their Irish friends sharply criticized the Rock
ingham whigs for their lukewarm support, compelling Burke and Fox 
each to write a defence of his silence. Burke reviewed the long record of 
cordial friendship of the whigs for Ireland. Ifhe had spoken on North's 
propositions their passage would have been delayed. Irishmen in 
London with whom he consulted approved his conduct. His letter also 
sounded an awesome sentiment. Opposition 'is now in its final and 
conclusive struggle'. If it is forced to quit the field, 'if I know anything 
of this country, another constitutional opposition can never be formed 
in it'. 3 Fox observed that an opposition position on Ireland, to succeed, 
could not differ too widely from the Government's position. Better 
give the ministry its head, he concluded, and stay in reserve to help 
Ireland later when she might need help. And moreover, Ireland should 
not forget that it was Rockingham who had opened the Irish question 
that spring.4 

During the Christmas recess Englishmen began to show their dis
approval of the way affairs were being managed. In mass meetings 
throughout the country and through petitions they expressed their 
steadily growing discontent. 
1 Thomas Waite to Lord George Germain, HMCR, Stopford-Sackville MSS., i, 264. 
December IS. 
2 PariiammtaryHistory, xx, 1272-85. 
3 Letter to Thomas Burgh, member of the Irish House of Commons, in Works and Corres
pondtnceoJ Burke, v, 556-74. January 1, 1780. 
4HMCR, Charlemont MSS., i, S69-70. January 4. Quoted in Butterfield, p. 177. 
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The growth of the Association movement, through which this 
groundswell of public opinion asserted itself, and which brought Fox 
into prominence as speaker to the multitudes as well as to the more 
select audience of St Stephen's Chapel, has been narrated in detail. 1 

Later in his career Fox was to say, 'Yorkshire and Middlesex between 
them make all England', and it was in Yorkshire and Middlesex that 
the movement got under way. 

The reasons have already been suggested: expense of the war, 
decline of trade, accumulation of taxes, disregard of the public weal. 
The remedies suggested were to correct gross abuses in public ex
penditure, to abolish sinecures and reduce pensions, and to take other 
steps to make government more responsible and efficient. These pro
posals show the extent to which the conviction that Government was 
corrupt had touched the people. To alleviate their miseries, the 
Government should first undertake fiscal reforms. Speakers debated 
these and related matters in an impressive meeting at York on Dec
ember so. Throughout the day and into the evening they reviewed the 
state of the nation. A result was a set of resolutions urging that abuses 
in administration be corrected. 

Behind the meeting was the guiding spirit of the Reverend 
Christopher Wyvill, a landowner of substance in North Yorkshire, 
nominal rector of an Anglican parish though less active than formerly. 
Wyvill was persuasive not only in letter-writing and conference but also 
on the public platform. His moderate approach enlisted Rockingham 
and other men of influence in Yorkshire, and once he had attracted 
men of such quality, the movement gained rapid momentum. When 
word of the Yorkshire resolutions and petition was received, Middlesex 
fell in line. The movement continued to spread; petitions were signed 
representing Hackney, Chester, Sussex, Gloucester, Dorset, Devon, 
Nottingham, Kent, Northumberland, Suffolk, Cambridge, and many 
others. Thus a countrywide extraparliamentary movement gained 
momentum. ~ 

This enterprise made a deep impression upon Fox. A month after 
the Yorkshire meeting he went to Wiltshire, which had enjoyed a long 
record of supporting Opposition candidates, to give his first speech 
outside the House of Commons. As he said, 'though much used to 
Public Speaking, he had never addressed such an assembly as that then 
present, for he had never before spoken to an uncorrupt Assembly'. He 
admitted that he was not a freeholder in the county though he had 
property under his care. His small group of listeners knew him, of 
course, as member from Malmesbury in that county. He reminded 

1 Butterfield, George 111, LArd North, and the People; Ian R. Christie, Wilkes, Wyvill and 
/lefor111- (Lon!i9n, 1962); Eugene C. Black, The Association (Ca]l1bridge, 1963). 
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them that they must be active and diligent, asserting that 'it would not 
be in the power of the best or ablest Minister to make them great and 
happy, unless they had the spirit to become so'. Parliament came to the 
relief of Ireland because the people of Ireland were resolved to be 
relieved; in England also men must exert themselves if they wish to 
improve theircondition.1 

It was at Westminster Hall, however, on February 2, that Fox really 
found his talent for popular oratory. In this famous eleventh-<:entury 
structure, its wide, open area free of columns or pillars, Fox faced his 
first large audience, a group estimated at more than S,OOO people. 
Eight years ago, hardly a stone's throwaway, the people of London 
had upset his carriage and had pelted him with stones and oranges 
because he had denounced them and their petitions and had declared 
that only the House of Commons was the really true representative of 
public opinion. Now they listened and applauded eagerly as he pursued 
the opposite tack. His earnest, natural style undoubtedly was even 
more appealing to the popular audience in Westminster Hall than to 
the smaller and more select group in St Stephen's Chapel. He reminded 
his listeners that the Government of the country consisted of King, 
lords, and people; that the House of Commons was a delegate or repre
sentative of the people; and that when the house forfeits its character 
and responsibility, it is 'legal, constitutional, and necessary, for the 
people to resume that trust'. Petitions were a way of preventing further 
legislative mischief and now is the time to petition: 'The moment of 
necessity [is] the moment of relief.' Nothing but the determined reso
lution of the people could save them: 
You must be the ministers of your own deliverance, and the road to it is open . ... 
Your brethren in America and Ireland shew you how to act when bad men force 
you to feel. Are we not possessed with equal veneration for our lives and liberties? 
Does not the blood flow as freely in our veins as in theirs? Are we not as capable 
as they are of spurning at life when unaccompanied by freedom? Did not our 
fathers fight and bleed for their rights, and transmit them as the most valuable 
legacy they could bequeath to posterity? ... I trust corruption has not yet ex
tended her debilitating influence to the people, who are the vitals of the great 
body politic.2 

To these questions the three thousand listeners would find it easy and 
exciting to say yes, difficult to reflect and ponder and say no. He advised 
that an association be formed to prepare a petition, as had been done at 
York, Middlesex, and elsewhere-all amid such 'repeated shouts of 
acclamation and applause' that it took time to restore order. 3 

1 Christopher Wyvill, Political Papers Chiejly respecting the Attempt of the County of rork 
and Other . .. Districts . . . to F,ffect a Reformation of . .. Parliament ( York, 1794), i, 108-10. 
2 History of the political life and public services, as a senator and a statesman, of the Right 
Honourable Charles James Fox, etc. (London, 1783), pp. 365--75. [By Mr Laurence.J 
8 London Evening-Post, February 1-5, 1780. A more complete text appears in a 
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Fox was proposed as candidate for Westminster at the next general 
election and was accepted joyously. His friends began canvassing for 
him; the Public Advertiser optimistically observed that his great 
talents and responsibility would, for once, 'overcome the influence of 
overgrown power and family connections'. Thus began Fox's long 
career as Westminster's favourite son. On every hand, however, 
political opponents saw the irony of Fox, who years before had haran
gued against petitions, insisting that the voice of the people was to be 
canvassed only in Parliament, now sponsoring mass meetings and 
associations and the petitions that resulted. Walpole recorded how 
curious it was to see Charles Fox, lately so unpopular a character, be
come the idol of the people even though his family still owed 
£200,000 of the public money. At a Guildhall meeting on February 
11, an old speech was quoted to the effect that Fox had once declared in 
the House, that he did not consider the numerous petitions presented 
as the voice qf the people, which could only be collected from the majority 
of the members of the House. 'But now,' said the Guildhall speaker, 
'Mr Fox is out of place, the petitions are the voice of the people, and he is 
the head of Opposition, and the chairman of the corresponding Com
mittee for Westminster.' Truly Fox has 'changed his opinion and his 
conduct as much as any man living'. 1 

This was not the first time such a charge was made nor would it be 
the last. In debate on February 28 Fox took oblique note of it when he 
declared that he would always pay the greatest deference to the advice 
and instructions of his constituents, but should always retain an 
opinion of his own, and act according to the dictates of his conscience, 
and the best of his judgment.2 On an earlier occasion he had said that it 
was the duty of members of Parliament to conform to the sentiments, 
and in some degree, even to the prejudice of the people. 'The wishes 
and wants of the people, ought in this land ofliberty to be their grand 
rule of conduct.'a 

So now Fox was the champion of the borough of Westminster, its 
candidate at the next general election and the chairman of its Associa
tion committee. Burke's contribution to the movement had been to 
give notice of his intention to offer a plan of economical reform. On 
February 11 he presented it in a distinguished speech of three hours 
and eighteen minutes. That day excitement was high: six hundred 

pamphlet, Tk SPeechoftk Honbk. Charks James Fox delivered at Westminster on Wednesday, 
February 2, 1780, etc. (London, n.d.) 
1 General Evening Post, February 10-12. 2 Public Advertiser, February 29. 
3 Parliamentary History, xx, 1379. 
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people heard the opening prayers inside the chamber, with another 
four hundred still on the outside.1 Burke stated his hope to save the 
public £200,000 annually and to cut off an amount of influence equal 
to the places of fifty members of Parliament.2 Walpole declared that 
Burke was so effective he could that day have carried any point he had 
proposed; even North commended him, and agreed that the Bill should 
be brought in. Eventually the Bill was referred to the committee of the 
whole House, the first clause being the abolition of the Secretary of 
State for the Colonies, the post held by Germain. 

At this stage of the debate, at one o'clock in the morning, Fox took 
the floor-he was, of course, the best after-midnight speaker in the 
House-and his lively delivery roused members on all sides. He pic
tured the 'monstrous influence of the Crown' that pervaded every de
partment of the Government; told how officials had been punished for 
failing to vote or for voting the wrong way; argued that the abolition of 
the office of secretary would not only save a £4500 salary, but would 
strike off just so much of the influence of the Crown. The division, held 
at a quarter of three, was surprisingly close; a slender margin of seven 
votes, 208 to 201, saved Germain. ' 

The House next took up the question of abolishing the Board of 
Trade, which provided eight members of Parliament with a sinecure 
of £ 1000 a year to support the Government. At two-thirty in the 
morning, by 207 to 199, the Board was abolished. This defeat was a 
bitter one for governmental forces and marked progress in the plans of 
the opposition for administrative reform. The opposition quickly saw 
that its majority would have been even larger had not most of the 
members of the Board voted for themselves. Yet the victory was 
temporary; the Government braced itself for a struggle, and bitterly 
but successfully fought the remaining clauses of the Bill. As the debates 
ran their te~ious length through the rest of the session, Burke, seeing 
that opposition was weakening, lost heart. Burke told the House he 
would not 'put his weak and disordered frame and constitution to the 
torture, in order to fight his Bill ... inch by inch, clause by clause, and 
line by line'.S When the Government saved the office of Treasurer of 
the Chamber by 211 to 158, Burke's discouragement was complete. 
Fox, however, rallied to the cause; he urged the opposition to keep up 
courage, declaring the Bill would be renewed from sessiOh to session 
until the Crown's influence was demolished. 

Later that spring, Fox spoke in favour of annual parliaments and 
changes ih the method of representation. Although he never contested 

IHMCR, Graham MSS., p.S41. February 21. 
2 Works and Comspondmu oj Edmund Burke, i, 418-24. 
3 ParliammtaryHistory. xxi, 306. 
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this issue with the same zeal and fervour with which he fought for other 
kinds of political liberty, he did lend his voice to such extent that in 
later years when men spoke of 'Mr Fox's principles', parliamentary 
reform was one of the list. 

April 6, 1780. The House was if possible more crowded than it had 
ever been. About forty petitions had poured in from counties and towns: 
'Vast parchments subscribed by thousands of names, were heaped on 
the table.' The opposition had kept secret its intended motions but the 
Government knew that something was up and rallied its forces; 'every 
creature was forced down that could be carried into the House'.1 
After the titles of the petitions were read, John Dunning, successful 
barrister and eloquent member of the opposition, took the floor and 
offered a motion that became famous: 'The influence of the Crown has 
increased, is increasing, and ought to be diminished.' It was an amazing 
motion. Walpole wrote that the walls of the House could not believe 
their own ears-they had not heard such language since they had a 
wainscot. Ministerial forces countered by declaring that Dunning's 
proposition was an abstract one, but when North, losing 'all temper 
and patience', said that the opposition meant to ruin the constitution, 
tumult followed. Members of the opposition were on their legs clam
ouring that North's words be taken down-the usual method of re
buking one who becomes unparliamentary; the speaker rapped for 
order, but no one heard him; the floor was held by everybody and by 
nobody. 'Am I to hear myself charged as the author of our present 
misfortunes?' roared North, and from across the House came many 
voices-'You are, you are.' The surprised North resumed his seat and 
held a hurried consultation with his followers. The Government 
invoked parliamentary strategy and counter-strategy to stave off 
disaster, but at midnight it could postpone the vote no longer. The 
House divided, ~nd the speaker announced that Dunning's motion was 
carried by 288 to 215. 

The influence of the Crown had increased, was increasing and ought 
to be diminished-thus the House had voted. Dunning next offered his 
second motion: that the House was competent to correct abuses in the 
civil list and in other public revenues. North strongly urged members 
to proceed no further. Burke called North a curiosity, more fit for the 
British Museum than the British House of Commons. The debate, 
however, was brief indeed, the resolution passing without a division. 
A third resolution urged that the House provide immediate and effec
tual redress of the abuses complained ofin the many petitions presented 
IHMCR, Rutland MSS., iii, 27. Thomas Thoroton to the Duke of Rutland, April 7. 
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to the House; North again implored the House not to proceed but the 
resolution passed without a dissenting vote. It was an incredible 
stampede of a house that had been solidly and stolidly the King's. 

For ten years North had been a voice of the King in Parliament-at 
last it seemed possible that those days were about to end, that new faces 
would be seen on the ministers' bench. At two o'clock in the morning, 
North again wrote to the King that he might be allowed to retire at the 
end of the session. The King replied that surely North would not ex
pect an immediate answer to this request; the resolutions were by no 
means personally directed against North. He added, wryly: 'I wish I 
did not feel at whom they are personally levelled.' Previously he had 
written to Robinson: 'It would be madness not to call a new parliament 
as soon as we have hobbled through the present session.'l 

North and others wondered where the 2SS had come from. If they 
had compared the division lists of that April 6 with the list of the 
minority that had followed Fox into the lobby that famous February 2, 
two years earlier, they would have discovered that IS8 names of Fox's 
165 divided with the opposition on both occasions. In fact, only one of 
the 165-Gibbon-voted this day with administration. North com
piled for the King a list of 'persons generally with who went against'; 
the list included thirty-nine names, though two that he queried actually 
voted with the Government.2 The rest of the 2SS included the usual 
variety; opposition members who attended and voted irregularly; 
newcomers to opposition who cast their first vote against the Govern
ment; independents who usually but not invariably supported North; 
and here and there a prominent name like General John Burgoyne, who 
thought he had been ill-used after Saratoga, and the Speaker himself, 
Sir Fletcher Norton, who since the debate had been held in committee, 
had not only voted but spoken for Dunning's motion . 

Fox had not participated in the early part of that incredible debate; he 
was chairman of a mass meeting being held next door at Westminster 
Hall. With other members of the committee and with a large number 
of Westminster inhabitants he marched to the Hall as a member of a 
procession behind a large banner, 'Annual Parliaments and Equal 
Representation'. From sooo to 6000 people were said to be present, 
to whom Fox had much to say about the extravag<Ulce of the Govern
ment. 
IHMCR, Abergavermy MSS., p. 29. April 10. 
2 Fortescue, iii, 419-20, dated by the editor [? 16 February, 1777J, but attributed by 
History of Parliammt, i, 532, to the April 6 division. Majority and minority division lists of 
April 6 appear in Parliammtary Register, series i, xvii, 474--85; Parliammtary History, 
xxi,368-74. 
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A handbill signed by Fox as chairman set forth the aims of the pro
jected Westminster Association. Its preamble listed such grievances as 
curtailed income and increased taxes, plus the alarming extent in the 
influence of the Crown. Its proposition was that a just redress of griev
ances could only be expected from a free and uncorrupted Parliament. 
Reforms should consist of: a shorter duration of Parliament, in fact, 
annual parliaments; the addition of 100 members to be chosen in pro
portion to the population of the various English counties; strict and 
rigid frugality in every department of the Government. It called for an 
end to the war with America, partly to make possible a united, vigo
rous, and firm effort against France and Spain. It invited all tax-paying 
residents of Westminster to join the association, and pledged its efforts 
to elect Fox at the next general election.1 

Fox's motions were adopted by all present. 'One who held up hand 
and basket against Fox's motion was knocked down and trampled upon 
in a cruel manner', commented the Morning Post, which went on to 
declare the crowd consisted of the lowest dregs of the mob-people 
that disgraced the very idea of freeholders. 'When the hands were 
held up, such a number of dirty fists never before appeared in that 
place.' 

Dirty fists and chosen representatives alike were on the march. 
Endorsing Fox as chairman, the Westminster Hall assemblage 
organized an association similar to that of York. On April 10 Fox 
reported to the Kent committee that such an association had been 
formed, and in his letter enclosed copies of the Dunning resolutions. 
He further told Kent: 'I think there is little or no doubt of our obtaining 
our object; but if we are lulled into security by success, it is but too 
probable that the representatives of the people may relapse into their 
former inattention to their constituents.'2 

Yet even with this defeat North found himself still in office. Because 
of Mr Speaker's illness, a ten-day adjoummentwas agreed to. Both sides 
accused each other of stalling but the King was able to make better use 
of the time than was the Opposition. On April 24 Dunning moved that 
the session should not be disbanded until the influence of the Crown 
had been diminished and the other abuses complained of by the people 
had been correcled. 

Fox found it necessary to defend the motives of members of the 
Opposition. Throughout the war he had found himself unpopular with 
large segments of the British public. He had been labelled as an enemy 

1 Handbill dated April 6, 1780, PWF 3968, Department of MSS. (Nottingham) . 
2 Rockingham correspondence, Rl-1890. (Sheffield. ) Fox's activities as chairman of the 
Westminster committee are described in Christie, pp. 83-4; Black, pp. 58-Q1; Butterfield, 
pp. 26~83 . 
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to the welfare of England. He and his colleagues were scornfully called 
Americans, Frenchmen, Spaniards, Dutchmen-anything but English
men. Arguments against Government policy made Government fol
lowers think of sedition, treason, hanging. Now the lines were being 
sternly drawn, with patriots on one side and men of sinister motives on 
the other. To recall the minds of his listeners to the victory of April 6 he 
read again the resolutions passed that day, but he could sense that a re
action was setting in. At the division the vote was 254 to 20S for the 
ministers, a substantial reversal of the vote eighteen days previously. 
Some of the independent members felt that the motion invaded the pre
rogative of the King, and although they were willing to support the 
abstract motion of April 6, they were not willing to implement it. 
Forty who voted with opposition now deserted it, 16 voting with the 
Government and 24 abstaining. l The division over, a number of the 
opposition began to leave; Fox, noticing their departure, declared that 
he never felt himself so 'hurt, mortified, and filled with indignant 
resentment,' and continued by saying that he had been taken in, de
luded, and imposed on. It was North's turn to smile-and Fox, irri
tated, declared that he would make one more trial, and if that failed, 
quit the House altogether. North calmly advised Fox not to be rash 
and hasty; some day, he promised, he might again find himself in a 
majority. This time, instead of stamping out of the Chamber, he 
pulled himself together enough to modify statements and retract 
threats. 

Although the Dunning motion had temporarily jolted the Govern
ment, the Dunning forces could not follow their advantage, and the 
North administration hung on. It also encountered other problems: 
the Dutch had not only failed to provide military assistance to Britain 
in her war with Spain, as required by treaty, but continued to furnish 
war supplies and other needed goods to France; the Russians, instead 
of intervening in the war on the British side, were becoming increasingly 
sympathetic to the Dutch and to other neutrals. 

The sweetest music to a speaker's ears is the applause of his audience. 
The most enchanting view is a roomful of attentive and appreciative 
faces. The most satisfying reflection, as Fox himself would have put it, 
is to feel that he has the audience with him. The right to speak one's 
mind, to be heard out, is a precious heritage. Even ~hen listeners seem 
to be disagreeing with the speaker, he knows that they may need to 
contend with the argument, to rise to it, to wrestle with it in their 
consciences. 
1 Ian R. Christie, The End of North's Ministry, 1780-1782 (London, 1958), p. 22. 
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The art of speaking exists in time rather than in space. The full 
weight of the speaker lives only in the memories of those who hear 
him. But every passing day makes memory a little dimmer, a little less 
certain. Words may be repeated afterwards and even set down in print, 
but they can supply only a part of the whole. To read a speech without 
a lively imagination of speaker, audience, and occasion, is like reading 
a play without holding in the mind the way it can be staged and acted. 

The vast bulk of the speeches uttered in St Stephen's Chapel died as 
fast as they were born. The speaker rose to his legs, spoke, sat down. 
When the night's debate was over, much of what was said was already 
forgotten; little would be noted or long remembered. Yet not every
thing was irrecoverable; observations would be committed to diaries, 
journals, letters. Printers would also seize their fragments, to appear 
in type the next day. Hence even a few sentences in a Chronicle or an 
Advertiser, or in a listener's diary, do something to identify the better 
speeches. Even when the testimony is conflicting, the critic of speech
making can construct a background into which to set the speaker's 
utterance and arrive at judgments that appraise its quality. 

Englishmen realized that they were living in one of the distinguished 
periods of parliamentary oratory. Newspapers observed that the 
parliamentary speaking of the day, like everything else, was superior 
to what had gone before. The current speakers 'have more splendour 
than their fathers', and even 'the lower order of speakers' was free from 
'minutiae and vulgarities'. The informed person was keenly interested 
not only in issues but also in the manner of speaking. Exceptionally 
good speaking was praised, atrociously bad speaking was condemned, 
mannerisms and habits were smiled at. A pamphlet, Anticipation, had 
appeared in 1778, just before the session opened, and went through six 
reprintings in two weeks. Its parodies of the styles of prominent 
speakers-the boring, the dull, the repetitive, the pompous-were 
eagerly read and quoted. It contained the favourite topics and the pat 
phrases. It commented on Temple Luttrell's excessive display of 
learning, for example, and on Fox's excessive rapidity of utterance. 
Another pamphlet, Remarks on the Members oj the House oj Commons, 
1780, teamed remarks about speaking with observations about habits 
of voting. One membet;. was described as 'a tedious bad speaker' ; others 
were advised only to vote and not to speak. The Public Ledger in 1779 
had printed these and other criticisms of parliamentary debating; and 
most newspapers at irregular intervals offered paragraphs or profiles 
about leading speakers. 

Fox had entered the House of Commons at a time when newspapers 
were becoming increasingly concerned about the discussion of public 
issues. In Chatham's day, by contrast, publishers reported the 
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customary address from the throne, but little else of a parliamentary 
nature; their concern was with local happenings, movements of ships, 
commercial events, foreign dispatches. By Fox's time they had begun 
to report Bills before Parliament; to mention specific motions; to sum
marize debates; to comment on the talents or lack of talents of indivi
duals . Newspapers did not have the space to give one or two full pages 
each issue to texts of the debates, nor did they attempt to analyse argu
ment in detail, as did British dailies in the following century when 
editors like McCarthy, Morley, Delane, and a host of others offered 
comment and appraisal. But as the eighteenth century wore on, news
papers improved steadily. Their readership was significant: one source 
estimated that 25 ,000 copies were printed daily in 1782, and that each 
copy had ten readers.l 

Fox was a favourite topic. From his first years in Parliament until 
the last, he was praised, commended, exalted, criticized, ridiculed, 
deplored, condemned. Almost none of his contemporaries received as 
much space. 

In June came the Gordon riots . The story of this city-wide outbreak 
has been told many times and need not be repeated in detail. Basically 
the disturbance started as an expression of anti-Catholic sentiment. At 
the last session the House had passed an ,Act to relieve Catholics of 
certain restrictions. This liberal and long-needed move nevertheless 
proved highly unpopular with the Protestant community. After a pre
liminary meeting to seek ways to repeal the act, 50,000 to 60,000 
people met in St George's Fields, under the leadership of the eccentric 
Lord George Gordon, and marched to Parliament to present their 
petitions. On its way the mob showed signs of unruliness; later, not 
getting satisfaction from the House of Commons, it got out of hand 
altogether. Prisoners were set free at Newgate Prison and elsewhere, 
ironmongers' shops were forcibly entered and iron crowbars confis
cated, wine cellars were forced open and liquor carried away in hats and 
p~ils, Catholic schools were destroyed, the stores of merchants, drug
gists, tea-dealers, and pawnbrokers fired and gutted. At one interval 
fourteen fires blazed in different parts of the city. Not until the King 
called out the militia was order restored; six regimental companies 
were encamped in Hyde Park, and all in all it took 15,000 armed men 
to put down the riots. 

Fox and Burke both deplored the mob; Fox declared the violence 
shown would degrade the nation in the eyes of.Europe, since the men 

1 Dennis O'Bryen to Fox, March 1782, Burke MSS., Sheffield Central Library, 1211/1056. 
See also A. Aspinall, Politics and the Press, c. 1780-1860 -(London, 1949), pp. 6-7. 
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at the head of administration would be shown to be incapable of govern
ing the affairs of a state.1 Eventually Gordon was acquitted of charges 
of treason by virtue of Thomas Erskine's inspired defence, on the prin
ciple that treason did not consist of the deed but of the intent. Others, 
however, were less fortunate . Walpole noted that twenty-five were 
executed, of whom seventeen were under eighteen, and three not quite 
fifteen; two were young women. 2 One effect of the riots was to streng
then the Government. Dr Johnson's observation was as wise as any
one's: 'The late Riots have done for the Ministry what the Rebellion 
did for the house of Hanover; established their Authority and made 
their Government popular.' Anything critical that is uttered now, he 
continued, will bring 'a Mob to rule over us'. 3 

Another effect of the riots was to subdue the activities of county 
associations. Since one mass meeting had got out of control and had torn 
up the city, so might another. The most disastrous result of all was that 
the King and the conservative element learned too much from the dis
turbance, like Mark Twain's cat, who had the bad judgment to sit on a 
hot stove lid and thereupon determined never to sit on another. Trouble 
was, she never again sat on a cold one, either. The King, having borne 
the brunt and felt the heat, never forgot the experience. A decade and a 
halflater, when the people were fighting to maintain the right offree 
assembly, he recalled the Gordon riots and encouraged his ministers to 
enact harsh legislation policing and regulating public meetings. 

County association activities, however, had introduced Fox to the 
masses. From 1780 onward to the end of his career his voice was con
tinually heard outside the walls of Parliament. He became, in fact, a 
spokesman for the people. 

1 St. JalMs's Chronicle, June 6-8. 2 Last Journals, ii, 827. August 9. 
3 Katharine C. Balderston, ed., Thraliana (Oxford, 1951), i, 450. 
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The Opposition Triumphs 
1780-1782 

I saw Charles today in a new hat, frock, waistcoat, shirt, 
and stockings; he was as clean and smug as a gentleman, 
and upon perceiving my surprize, he told me it was from 
the Pharo Bank. 

George Selwyn 

The fourteenth Parliament, elected in 1774, was suddenly dissolved 
September 1, 1780, more than a year short of its seven-year term. The 
news was 'like a thunder clap', said the Annual Register, 'on those who 
were not in the secret'. Negotiations to strengthen the North adminis
tration by bringing in members from the opposition had fizzled out in 
July; the King was convinced that acquisitions from that pool of talent 
would not support his measures. Richmond and Fox had 'dipped them
selves' by their strange views on short parliaments and methods of 
election; Fox might be admitted to a 'lucrative, not Ministerial Office', 
provided he would support the Governmt;nt: 'He never having had 
any principle can certainly act as his Interest may guide him. '1 By 
August plans were under way for a .dissolution. 

Like modem political chieftains, the Government charted its pro
posed course with the help of polls as well as with conjecture and 
surmise. In an extraordinary document filling forty-nine pages of a 
notebook, the industrious John Robinson compiled a list of members of 
the Commons, checking them as pro, hopeful, doubtful, or con, adding 
notes here and there about individual political leanings. The pros and 
hopefuls added up to S09; the doubtfuls and cons totalled 249; thus 
Robinson analysed the Parliament about to be dissolved. Projecting 
the results of an election, he estimated that Government strength 
would reach S4S and opposition 215, a majority of 128 in the new 
Parliament as against 60 in the old. This reckoning further en
couraged the ministers to recommend a dissolution and a general 
election. 2 

Fox, of course, chosen in February as a candidate for populous 

1 Fortescue, v, 95-7. To North, July S, 1780. 
2 Christie, The End of North's Ministry, pp. 34-8. Indispensable for its analysis of the 
membership of the new house and for its insight into issues confronting the ministry in its 
closing two years. 
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Westminster, had to get his campaign under way on short notice. The 
Government prepared to support the incumbent, Lord Lincoln, and 
also Admiral George Rodney, expected to win easily because of his 
personal popularity even though absent on duty in the West Indies. 'If 
Mr Fox stands we shall have much trouble and more expense', wrote 
North to Robinson. 1 His observation was entirely correct; as Burke 
wrote later; 'It is no triffie to keep out such a Man as Fox.'2 Fox's 
devoted aunt Sarah thought that the Government would rather lose 
twenty other elections than fail to win this one. 3 Fox was active from 
the outset; the Reverend Dr. Warner, who kept George Selwyn in
formed about Fox's progress, wrote optimistically: 'Charles Fox is 
going on at a great rate, we hear, in Covent Garden, and many people 
really think he will carry his election.'4 

The election opened with a public meeting at which Lincoln, Rodney, 
and Fox were nominated. Neither of the other two candidates opposed 
Rodney; each sought to be elected with him. Fox in a half-hour speech 
opened his attack against Lincoln by reminding his listeners that Lin
coln's father, the Duke of Newcastle, enjoyed a lucrative office under 
the Government. Speakers for the other side exhumed the old charge 
that Fox's father was a public defaulter who had plundered the country. 
One voter thought it hardly necessary to charge Fox with this original 
sin, since he had so many more of his own to answer for. Eventually 
came the time for the show of hands for each candidate; the high bailiff 
interpreted the result in favour of Rodney and Lincoln, but Fox's 
friends insisted that he had a majority of the votes, so after some alter
cation the poll was formally opened with all three candidates listed. At 
the end of the first day the poll books showed Fox 296, Rodney 24S, and 
Lincoln 160.5 The observant Warner wrote: 'Charles Fox keeps us all 
alive here, with letters and paragraphs, and a thousand clever things. 
I saw him today upon the hustings, bowing and sweltering and scratch
ing his black ass. '6 

So the beginning was auspicious although Fox was by no means in 

lHMCR, Abergavenny MSS., p. SS. August IS. The Government spent £8,000 on the 
election expenses of Lincoln and Rodney (Correspondence of Edmund Burke, iv, 282). 
2 Correspondence of Edmund Burke, iv, Soo. To the Marchioness of Rockingham, September 
27. 
3 Life and Letters of Lady Sarah Lennox, i, SM. 
4 John Heneage Jesse, George Selwyn andHis Contemporaries (Boston, n.d.), iv, S76, S80. 
To assure his election, Fox arranged to come in for Bridgwater; as matters turned out, how
ever, partly because he did not appear personally to campaign, he ran a poor fourth (T. 
Bruce Dilks, Charles James Fox and the Borough of Bridgwater CBriqgwater, 19S7J, 
p. 16). 
6 Public Advertiser, Daily Advertiser. 
S Sheridan put the thought in other language: 'He canvasses with the greatest industry and 
treats his good Friends with a Speech every Day besides' (Cecil Price ed.o Letters of 
Richard Brinsley Sheridan (Oxford, 1966), i, IS~) . 
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the clear. He faced all the problems of a candidate running for popular 
office. Westminster contained an estimated 12,000 voters; Malmes
bury, by contrast, which he had previously represented, had only IS.1 
Listeners in his audiences asked all sorts of embarrassing questions: 
how could he explain his speeches in favour of relaxing the laws 
against Catholics? The Gordon riots had emphasized only that spring 
that anti-Catholic feeling was strong. With Fox, however, religious 
freedom was a basic tenet, so when a questioner publicly demanded 
that Fox declare whether he would endeavour to secure the repeal of 
the 'popish Bill', the questioner adding that his vote hinged on the 
answer, Fox flatly told him: 'I will not'. 

Here was a sensitive issue which might bring defeat, and as the 
questions continued, Fox found it necessary to publish a reply in the 
columns of the newspapers. He thereupon prepared a carefully-worded 
statement: ' I never have supported nor ever will support any measure 
prejudicial to the Protestant Religion, or tending to establish Popery in 
this Kingdom', he wrote. Thus his position, more cautiously formu
lated, was designed to retrieve Protestant support that might be slip
ping. His conscience bothered him, however, and he described his 
political dilemma to Burke: 'If anyone were to think that I had given 
up in the smallest degree the great cause of Toleration for the sake of 
a point of my own I should be the most miserable man in the world . 
. . . Pray judge me severely and say whether I have done wrong: The 
voter's question and his own answer would appear in the papers that 
evening, 'and will certainly do me some mischief but I trust I am strong 
enough now to bear it'.2 The Government, he continued, was publish
ing handbills and filling papers with abuse 'upon this Popery subject'. 
Hence in his first public campaign Fox learned something of the art of 
threading one's way through a complex issue. In the main he kept his 
record on religious toleration consistent. 

On September 15 at the close of the polls several persons made an 
attempt to seize the poll books-by no means an unusual procedure. 
The crowds became riotous, the attempt was prevented, and three 
plotters apprehended and taken before a magistrate. This incident 
speaks in favour of Rodney and Fox, as winners do not try to destroy 
the evidence, but the totals at the close of the next polling day spoke 
even louder: Rodney 4,594, Fox 4,22S, Lincoln S,460. As the election 
progressed Fox continued to gain. He trudged from door to door early 
and late. He was indefatigable in writing to friends and in enlisting 
support wherever he could find it. He sought to have men of quality 
appear in his behalf in order to show that his support·included the better 

lHistory of Parliament, i; 335, 417. 
2 C"rrespondence of Edmulld Burke, iv, 282-4. September 15. 
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sort as well as the middling sort. lBy September 19 the loyalist exile, 
Samuel Curwen, could observe that the market was crowded with the 
mob huzzaing for Fox.2 

September 20 papers carried the tidings that Rodney had driven the 
French and Spanish out of the Caribbean; this news subtracted nothing 
from the support of the worthy admiral. The polls closed on September 
23, the total being: Rodney 5,298, Fox 4,878, Lincoln 4,157. The high 
bailiff declared Rodney and Fox duly elected, but the defeated and un
happy Lincoln, no doubt prompted by the Government, ordered a 
scrutiny, a recount of the votes, which was scheduled to begin on 
October 10. 

The jubilant voters were not, however, to be denied their celebration. 
Amidst cheering and shouting they pulled down the hustings, carried 
off the timbers, and hustled the victorious candidates, Fox and Admiral 
Young, proxy for Rodney, into chairs, carrying them through the 
principal streets of Westminster to the great whig homes and back to 
Covent Garden. Next day Fitzpatrick wrote his brother: 'Charles is 
pretty much knocked up, he was yesterday carried triumphantly 
through the whole town.'3 Fox took space in prominent papers to 
advertise his thanks-he should ever entertain the highest sense of the 
honour the electors had conferred on him, and endeavour to merit the 
confidence they had reposed by acting uniformly for their welfare and 
prosperity. The London Evening Post added to the universal excitement 
when it reported that Fox had been killed or at least dangerously 
wounded in a duel with Lincoln, but the London Courant happily spiked 
the rumour when it declared that not the slightest foundation existed 
for such a report, but that on the contrary Mr Fox was in perfect 
health, ready and willing to exert his distinguished talents and uncom
mon powers to preserve what remained of England's greatness. 

Lincoln meanwhile decided to abandon the scrutiny. Instead, on that 
October 10, the day it was to open, the high bailiff returned Rodney and 
Fox as duly elected representatives of Westminster. October 10 be
came a date that was to be celebrated for generations as a milestone in 
the history of man's quest for freedom. 

No need now to come in for Bridgwater or any other controlled 
borough. Charles Fox, the", Man of the People, was Member of Parlia
ment· from Westminster; this constituency he served, with a minor 
interruption, to the end of his career. 

1 cr. Fox to Ossory, Add. MSS. 47579, September 4, 1780; Fox Cor., i, 257; HMCR, 
Rutland MSS., iii, 85. September 14. 
I Journal and Letters of the Late Samuel Curwen (London, 1842), p. 277. 
8 Add. MSS. 47579. Fox Cor., i, 258. September 29. Fitzpatrick added that Admiral Young 
thought Rodney's victory was more the result of Fox's support than of the Government's. 
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The new Parliament convened November 1 to hear the King's message 
about American politics. The war against the Colonies looked brighter, 
he could report; British arms had met signal success in the provinces of 
Georgia and Carolina. Indeed the situation was immensely better than 
at the time of Saratoga. But the King also noted an unprovoked attack 
of France and Spain upon his dominions. 

Fox's reply to the King's message was lively, provocative, and 
entertaining, rather than brilliant. As for the American war, he with 
more irony than reason belittled the British successes in the southern 
colonies. What Fox proposed was to withdraw the troops from 
America, a step that undoubtedly would be followed by American 
independence (Fox was one of the first to express this sentiment), and 
turn the arms of this country solely against the House of Bourbon. 

Invectives flowed freely in that debate as they did in many. Fox was 
less than charitable when he recalled, in Germain's presence, how that 
gentleman had been publicly degraded in the last war before every 
regiment in the army, as being incapable of serving again in any mili
tary capacity. Germain rose to denounce such personal abuse and to 
defend the country's military posture; Admiral Keppel followed to 
deplore the military situation and denounce his old foe, Palliser. Then 
came the division: 212 for the Government, 1 SO against it. Said the 
King: ' .. . very proper.' Philip Yorke, a new melJlber who voted that 
day with the Government, was nevertheless highly impressed by Fox. 
calling him 'astonishingly great'. He continued: 'It is impossible to 
hear more true wit or more pointed raillery . .. with so much fluency 
and elegance oflanguage.'l 

In the new House Fox could point to a growing circle of personal 
friends and followers. Moreover, the Rockingham group included 
three speakers that can be numbered in the front rank of talent that has 
been produced in the Anglo-Saxon world. Fox and Burke were now 
veteran parliamentarians; Sheridan, a recruit whose name was 
already written· next to Shakespeare's as a comic dramatist, speedily 
joined this distinctive band of debaters. 

Parliamentarians, like college students, drift home for the holidays 
before the recess begins; so, as usual, attendance at the late November 
and December sessions was slack. Fox found himself losing not only 
votes but also colleagues to help with the debating. The defections 
from his slender team were in fact so marked that he felt himself person
ally obliged to speak on every question and in every debate. Thus 
eventful 1780 had momentarily presented him and his colleagues with 
a majority vote but not with enough sustained support to put them in 
office. What on April 6 had looked like the beginning of the end, eight 
1 Add. MSS. 35379, 246 If. Hardwicke MSS. To his WlCie, Lord Hardwicke. November 7. 
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months later scarcely seemed, in the Churchillian phrase, the end of the 
beginning. 

Nathaniel William Wraxall, anew member in that Parliament, faithful 
keeper of diaries and journals, has recorded an excellent description of 
Fox of 1781: 

His features, in themselves dark, harsh, and saturnine, like those of Charles II, 
from whom he descended in the maternal line, derived a sort of majesty from the 
addition of two black and shaggy eyebrows, which sometimes concealed, but 
more frequently developed, the workings of his mind. Even these features, how
ever, did not readily assume the expression of anger or of enmity. They frequently 
and naturally relaxed into a smile, the effect of which became irresistible, because 
it appeared to be the index of a benevolent and complacent disposition. His figure, 
broad, heavy, and inclined to corpulency, appeared destitute of elegance or grace, 
except the portion conferred on it by the emanations of intellect, which at times 
diffused over his whole person, when he was speaking, the most impassioned 
animation. 

In 1781, Wraxall continued, Fox usually wore a blue frock-<:oat and an 
old and worn buff waistcoat, the colours worn by American troops. 
He sat on the opposition side of the House in the third row, close 
to a pillar and near the Speaker's chair; not until the beginning of 1783 
did he move to the front bench. 1 

After the Christmas recess Parliament undertook the major business of 
the session. On December 20 the Government had issued a manifesto 
breaking diplomatic relations with Holland, and in the House on 
January 25 offered a list of complaints: the Dutch had not given Britain 
the least assistance despite treaty obligations; they had, on the other 
hand, facilitated 'the carriage of naval stores to France'; moreover they 
had suffered American privateer John Paul Jones to enjoy the hospi
tality of their ports. Meanwhile behind the scenes the Russian Empress 
was developing an alliance, the Armed Neutrality, hopefully to include 
the putch, to transport tmder a neutral flag enemy goods, unless 
specifically defined as contraband by treaty between the neutral and 
the blockading power. 2 The net result of such an alliance would be to 
lessen the effectiveness of Britain's blockade against her enemies. The 
Government did not reveal the whole story in the January 25 debates 
but was nevertheless able to beat down an amendment by a vote of 180 
to 101, and so the Commons agreed to support hostile measures against 
a third continental enemy. 

) Wraxall, ii, I-S. 2 Christie, pp. 243 If. 
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Meanwhile, Robinson was compiling a new estimate of the potential 
strength of the Government. Whereas before the election he had pre
dicted S4S favourable and 215 opposed, a majority of 128, on February 
14 he estimated administration's top strength at 260 and opposition's 
almost the same.1 This estimate was grim indeed. The most hopeful 
outlook now showed him that his pre-election estimates were about 
100 too high. As a device to improve the Government's working 
majority, the general election was 'clearly a failure'.2 

Looking forward to a fuller attendance, opposition decided that its 
best chance of overturning the Government was on the issue of eco
nomical reform, and obtained leave for Burke to bring in a motion on 
February 15. 3 On the outside some were willing to wager that Burke's 
Bill would be thrown out by at least so votes, 'so certain are the 
ministry of carrying everything before them, and so steady are their 
dependants, that they have only to count noses, and set themselves 
down contented'.4 Fox did not speak in the debate, though in addition 
to Burke Opposition orators included Sheridan and particularly twenty
two-year-old William Pitt, whose maiden speech that day was 
declared by North to be the best first speech ever heard. The debate 
also featured copious discussion on the Government side, and the 
division was 2SS to 190 against Burke's propo$als. The Bill 'having 
been negatived by So great a Majority has as Lord North can easily 
imagine given Me much pleasure', wrote the King.S 

What Burke and the whigs had hoped to do through the proposed 
Bills for economical reform was to capitalize upon the popularity of the 
measure, their small successes in the last Parliament, and the victory 
achieved when 2SS persons plus tellers had voted that the influence of 
the Crown has increased, is increasing, and ought to be diminished. This 
formula had proved winning and should be exploited further. In his 
speech Burke therefore had the famous motion read again, urging in 
persuasive language that if members agreed in general that the in
fluence of the Crown should be diminished, they should support his 
specific measures through which sixty members of Parliament would 
be separated from the Crown's tempting. On this and other proposals, 
however, opposition could not put together as many as 200 votes. The 
greatest service it did the nation in these debates was perhaps to intro
duce the earnest and gifted Pitt, whose eloquent address not only re
minded members of his distinguished father but gave them a chance to 
appraise him as a potential parliamentary leader. 

1 Ibid., p. 253. 2 Ibid., pp. 161-2. " 
3 Burke and his friends discussed in advance the arrangement of some of the clauses in the 
speecli"( Comspondmc~ of Edmund Burke, iv, 336). 
4 Aurora, February 27. & Fortescue, v, 199. February 27. 
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Fox had never participated actively in the debates on economic 
reform other than on the clause proposing to abolish the office held by 
Germain as third Secretary of State. The proposals to do away with 
lesser offices and to regulate the payment of pensions did not arouse his 
enthusiasm. On May so, however, opposition turned to a more central 
issue when David Hartley offered a motion to restore peace to America. 
The real reason, Fox declared, that the ministers continued the 
American war was that it kept them in power. He imitated North at an 
imaginary levee, persuading a follower to continue his support: 

Without the American war I shall have no places, no emoluments to bestow, not a 
single loan to negotiate, nor shall I even be able to retain this poor situation of 
mine that I have thus long held most disinterestedly . ... Make peace with 
America to-day, and to-morrow I shall be reduced to the level of private life .. .. 
If you do not vote with me ... against a peace with America, how am I to give you 
any thing? 

This language was not good argument nor good senatorial oratory, 
but it was not dull; and he had much more to say in this ironical vein. 
He declared further that the American war would never end while the 
present system continued: 'The moment that system should be changed, 
the good of both countries would be consulted.' The American war was 
as unjust in its principle and as absurd in its prosecution as it would be 
ruinous in its consequences. It was a speech filled with ridicule and 
sarcasm. It took North's argument, turned it inside out, and crammed 
it down his throat. Germain attempted a reply, observing that if peace 
could not be obtained without admitting American independence, 'he 
for one would forego the blessings of peace, rather than give his vote 
for so degrading a concession'. 1 So there were men determined to with
hold independence until the bitter end. A small house participated in 
the division: 72 supporters voted for Hartley's motion, 106 against it. 

Were Fox a man of lesser physical energy, he would have found the 
duties of a parliamentary session fully satisfying. In addition, however, 
he participated abundantly in the social life of the capital. Dinner and 
theatre -parties he attended in abundance. He was a delightful host at 
small occasions or at gala functions . At one of his levees a reported 
thousand people were present, including the proudest names in the 
kingdom. Although he was an aristocrat, he kept the friendly touch. He 
conversed as easily with servants or tradesmen as with distinguished 
visitors from other countries. He was a man worth knowing; aside 
from his personal charm he might one day be the head of state. 

Most of his off-duty hours, however, were spent in the company of 
1 ParliammtaryHistory, xxii, 386-57. 
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his gaming associates. From St Stephen's he would go, even late after 
midnight, to Brooks's or some other club. About this time the old game 
offaro was revived, and Fox, not content merely to be a player, started 
a faro bank at Brooks's. As banker---operator of the game-he met 
the final qualification needed for the title of professional gambler. 
Hence we have the spectacle of the friend of America, advocate of 
parliamentary reform, pleader for religious toleration, leading candi
date of opposition for the highest office of the land, presiding over a 
faro table, paying off successful winners, raking in the guineas of the 
losers. 

The obsessive and compulsive character of Fox's gambling is shown 
in a statement attributed to him: that life's greatest pleasure was to win 
and its next greatest pleasure was to lose. Fox might have accumulated 
a fortune had he continued as a banker at faro or kept to games of skill 
like whist, but his passion for games of chance took him into situations 
where often he rose a heavy loser. Boswell once declared that losing at 
cards had a melancholy effect on him, like a Presbyterian sermon; 
Wilberforce gambled for a while but eventually limited his losings to 
£50 a sitting; Pitt was fascinated by the pastime but abandoned it 
when he realized it was taking too much of his time; Gibbon played 
shilling whist; but Fox kept on and on. Moreover, ire could enjoy play
ing only when the stakes were high. At his own bank bets often ex
ceeded a thousand pounds. 

This season Fox's bank proved highly lucrative. Fox, Walpole de
clared, was the hero in Parliament, at the gaming table, at Newmarket. 
'Last week he passed twenty-four hours without interruption at all 
three.'l Selwyn wrote to Carlisle that Fox's bank 'swallows up every
body's cash that comes to Brooks's'. Faro, horse racing, and debate 
were easily mixed, as Storer's note observed: 'He bought last week 
Truth, a racehorse ... he would not own what he gave for it, so most 
probably it was fcir [a] sum of which he was rather ashamed. He comes 
up tomorro~ for the business in the House of Commons.' 'I never see 
him,' Selwyn wrote to Carlisle, 'but with heaps of gold before him.'2 

Fox had a bad day in May when his creditors, hearing of his 
profits-rumours put the figure at £40,(}()()-{iemanded that he pay 
his debts. Some creditors were paid but one who was not seized Fox's 
property and for two days hauled away goods, clothes, books, and 
pictures. Fox's library went at auction; a notation he had made in a 
book by Gibbon was so prized that it sold for three guineas. Selwyn 
reported later that Charles should have kept his books at Brooks's, 
where they would have been forever unmolested. He computed the 

1 Fox Cor., i, 264. To Sir Horace Mann, May 17. 
2HMCR, Carlisle MSS., pp. 480, 511. May 7, June SO. 
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bank's profits at .£80,000, but that fall his winnings were for a time 
more than .£70,000.1 In a short time, however, the man of Brooks's, 
as some called him, had lost it all and was again in debt. 2 

How difficult it is to appraise the staggering dimensions of Fox's 
finances. Fox would win or lose a thousand pounds on the turn of a 
single card, and after an active evening could count his wins or losses 
in fives or tens of thousands. Yet it was said that even with .£ 5,000 a 
year a man of station and refinement could do all that might be ex
pected of him. And only the wealthiest men in the kingdom could point 
to an annual income of more than .£50,000. In America a century and a 
quarter later the New World declared in its own lusty language that a 
man with a million a year could get along as well as if he were rich. 
Although there were no million-a-year incomes in 1781, either in dol
lars or sterling, Fox can be said to have won and lost on what the next 
century would call the millionaire scale. 

On June 12 Fox, shuttling between St Brooks's and St Stephen's, once 
more retraced the leading events in the American war to a jammed and 
crowded House. He held in his hand a recent copy of the London 
Gazette, in which Cornwallis had analysed the difficulties of the North 
Carolina campaign that had culminated in a costly victory at Guilford 
Court House. The logistics of continuing the war, Fox pointed out, 
basing his argument on Cornwallis's report, were insurmountable; 
difficulties included 'the obstacles of rivers, of a deep intersected 
country, of impassable marshes, of a disaffected people, of "timid 
friends, and of inveterate enemies".' 

Burgoyne at Bennington, Howe at Long Island, and now Cornwallis 
at Guilford, Fox went on, had found Americans unconquerable. Suc
cessively Britain had fought the colonists in Massachusetts, New 
York, and Pennsylvania, and had then decided that the southern 
colonies were the vulnerable place for an attack. Now the south was 
being forsaken and the only colonies left in which to attempt campaigns 
were Virginia and New Hampshire. He therefore moved that the 
House resolve itself into a committee to consider the present state of 
the American war. 

Fox's arguments were supported and attacked by several, and after 
long debate, the question was loudly called for. At this juncture young 

1 See also Correspondence of Edmund Burke, iv, 377. 
I Col. Edward Smith wrote to William Eden : 'There has been a bank kept in the gambling 
houses here by Chas. Fox &c &c by which they had cleared above seventy thousand pounds, 
but Chas. is again totally set down at the last New Markett meeting and he is thirty thousand 
worse than vulgarly call'd nothing' (B. F. Stevens's Facsimiles, no. 749). November 23. 
HMCR, Auckland MSS., i, 320. 
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Pitt rose and the House, as it had often done for Fox, quieted at once. 
The war, said Pitt, as if drawing copiously from Bailey's Dictionary, 
was accursed, wicked, barbarous, cruel, unnatural, unjust, and dia
bolical. It was also marked with 'injustice ... blood, slaughter, per
secution, and devastation .. . moral depravity . .. mischief ... 
destruction'. Two speeches later the Government benches became 
vociferous in their calls of 'Question! Question!' and at this moment Fox 
rose to make a second contribution to the debate. It was some minutes 
before the Speaker could restore order, but Fox proceeded, chiefly to 
answer arguments that had been presented that evening and to reaffirm 
his own steadfast opposition to the war before and since the Boston port 
Bill.1 

The season was late and attendance thinner, many of the opposition 
having departed; so the 'fair, impartial, and unprejudiced judgment of 
the House' expressed itself in favour of the ministers, 172 to 99. The 
friendly London Courant said: 'Mr Fox daily rises in public estimation. 
His arguments against the nefarious American war were unanswered 
and unanswerable.' Later it tendered him one of the supreme compli
ments of the day, saying his abilities were not inferior to those of 
Chatham. The Public Advertiser, still calling him Charles Tod, spoke 
of his sound and convincing arguments. ' 

In June came an opportunity for Fox to revive a favourite topic, the 
Marriage Act, when he moved for leave to bring in a Bill to amend the 
current statute. His speech was well received and widely printed. In it 
he urged the natural right of couples to be legally wed, parental consent 
or no, when the man was at least eighteen and the woman sixteen. He 
painted two contrasting word-pictures: one of a young couple that fell 
in love, married, and established, through affection and industry, a 
home; the other couple, too young to wed and unable to secure parental 
consent, nevertheless entering into a connection, 'in which there is 
more of indiscretion than of guilt', that ended in the prosecution of the 
man;and disgrace and a possible career of prostitution for the woman. 
Neither did he like the provision of the old law that made annulment 
possible, resulting in illegal wedlock and illegitimate children. He 
spoke persuasively and eloquently. The Morning Herald thought the 
speech the principal reason for the majority. The St James's Chronicle 
called it an admirable speech 'which brought over a large party to his 
side, and left Lord North in a minority'. The Whitehall Evening Post 
was among those that described his 'great earnestness' and 'stile equal 
to any thing we remember ever to have heard from this celebrated 
speaker'. 

Fox's own love life was assorted and various. The newspapers con-
1 ParliaTTWltaryHistory, xxii, 435-516. 
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tinued to report the doings of Perdita Robinson, long-ago favourite of 
Fox and the prince, dashing through Hyde Park in a new phaeton with 
four chestnut ponies and servants liveried in blue and silver. Often she 
was in the company of one Mrs A, sometimes named more fully as 
Mrs A--d, finally to be revealed as Mrs Armistead, who in her tum 
had also come to a parting of the ways with the prince. Mrs Robinson 
and Mrs Armistead will enter these chapters later. But back to Fox's 
Bill: it passed the Commons but was rejected in the Lords on the 
second reading. In July the first session of the new Parliament was 
recessed. 

Fox's role as man of the people brought him under the continued fire of 
the Government press. He was vulnerable because his new interest in 
petitions, annual parliaments, and popular opinion generally com
pletely reversed the sentiments he had expressed ten years earlier. He 
was further exposed because his fondness for gambling, though partly 
explainable by eighteenth~entury standards, was still several notches 
below the kind of conduct that his admirers in their better moments 
had a right to expect. The shadow of his father's unpopularity, more
over, hung over him. Just as Fox could attack the Government through 
its past misdeeds, ministers like Germain through their personal short
comings, and Lord Lincoln through his father, newspapers, playing 
the same game, could attack him. Thus the Morning Herald: 
Mr Fox, in one of his patriotic speeches, contended, that the voice of the peopk 
never was wrong-this was some time after the mob in Covent Garden bawled 
out, 'Fox, for ever! ' But in the debate of Monday last, Mr Fox laboured to prove, 
that the voice of the peopk was not always right, for they, una voce, called for his 
father's head on Temple Bar, as a public defaulter, when Mr Fox knew his lord
ship to be one of the most virtuous, innocent, honest, and fairest accomptants in the 
world! ! !1 

Here the paragrapher-possibly the editor himself, or a contributor 
who tossed the missive over the transom-reflected upon two favourite 
themes; primus, that Fox had declared that the only true voice of the 
people was in Parliament, not outdoors; secundus, that Fox was the 
scion of a plunderer so well known that he could be labelled 'public 
defaulter' with no other identification necessary. 

The London press liked frequently to offer profiles of eminent 
personages. Then as now, news about personalities was highly read
able. So occasionally readers could scan a 'Sketch of the Character of 
Mr CHARLES Fox' like the following: 
The torrent of argument comes rolling from him with irresistible force. He does 
not leave his hearers to follow ; he drives them before him. He is a perfect master 
~ June 15. 
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of the art of debate; and disguises the sentiments of his opponents with so much 
dexterity, that it is some time before we perceive the distortion .... He is sup
posed to want firmness. He is said to be destitute of P-Ie. . .. His invincible 
attachment to play makes it impossible for him to possess the confidence of his 
country; and though his abilities are admired by all, no man wishes him to be 
employed. l 

In the last sentence this bitter critic touched Fox at a vulnerable point. 

Early in October papers started carrying advertisements that on 
Wednesday the 10th, at the Shakespeare Tavern, not far from the site 
of the hustings where Fox had won his first electoral victory, the inde
pendent electors of Westminster would meet to celebrate that glorious 
day of a year ago. Familiar names appeared among the fifteen adver
tising themselves as stewards-Fitzpatrick, Burke, and Sheridan, to 
mention three-and the Hon. C. j. Fox was to be in the chair. Six 
shillings was the price, and reservations in by Monday. 

Of vital political import to the whigs, however, as well as to the 
country, was the disaster that occurred shortly thereafter: the sur
render of Cornwallis. How he had taken his troops to Yorktown, how 
American and French troops laid siege, how the English admiral 
arriving tardily upon the scene found the mouth of the York river 
bottled up by the French admiral, how a fatal combination of French 
and Americans, wind and storm, combined to seal the fate of the de
fenders, and how the defeated British marched between the long, 
parallel lines of victorious French and American soldiers to hand over 
their encased colours, is a familiar story. All this had occurred on 
October 17, four years to the day after the surrender of Burgoyne; dis
patches bearing this news crossed the ocean in the spectacular time of 
five weeks, were hustled to Germain's office, and carried by him to 
North. There is an account of North's agitation as he received the news 
-like a ball in the breast, Germain recounted later-exclaiming, as he 
paced his flat, '0 God! it is all over'. 2 

A week after news of the surrender arrived, large crowds gathered to 
see the King on his way to the House of Lords to give the opening 
address. Many must have thought with Curwen that never did the 
royal crown seem to rest more heavily upon the royal head.3 But the 
King's message did not betray anxiety over the situation. Like the 
famous horned cattle speech a decade past, it stressed the favourable 
appearance of affairs in the East Indies and mentioned only briefly that 

1 Public Advertiser, June 20; MorningHerald, June 21. See Loren Reid, 'Charles Fox and the 
London Press', Quarterly Journal of $peech, xlvii, 4 (December, 1961) ; reprinted in Parlia
me1ltary Affairs, xv, 3 (Summer, 1962). 
2 Wraxall, ii, 138-9. 3 Journal and Letters, p. 327. 
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'the events of war have been very unfortunate to my arms in Virginia, 
having ended in the loss of my forces in that province'. The war was to 
go on as if nothing of moment had happened. 

The opening was thus little different from that of any other session. 
After the address the Commons returned to their own quarters, and, 
as usual, an administration follower moved that the House tender its 
thanks. Government speakers declared that the war must continue; 
though England was in debt, loyal subjects must remember that war is 
always expensive and a sad necessity; the real cause for the failure of 
English arms was the perfidy of the French; above all the members of 
the lower house should be unanimous in their vote of thanks to the 
King. Fox's reply was long and masterful. It was absurd, he declared, 
to ask for a unanimous vote---did the gentlemen wish to insult the 
opposition? He then went into an exposition of the calamities of the 
American war from the beginning, making especial effort to persuade 
the country gentlemen that they had been duped: 

There was one grand domestic evil, from which all our other evils, foreign and 
domestic, had sprung. The influence of the crown. To the influence of the crown 
we must attribute the loss of the army in Virginia; to the influence of the crown 
we must attribute the loss of the thirteen provinces of America; for it was the 
influence of the crown in the two Houses of Parliament, that enabled his Majesty's 
ministers to persevere against the voice of reason, the voice of truth, the voice of 
the people.1 

Storer, Fox's Eton schoolmate, wrote that he 'never attended to any 
speech half so much . . . besides [thJat, I own, he convinced me';2 
Selwyn wrote that 'Charles is for my part the only one I can bear to 
hear';3 but the House faithfully determined by 218 to 129 to approve 
the King's speech. The opposition had not yet fully capitalized upon 
the disaster at Yorktown. 

'Everything that can be said upon this cursed event in America has been 
said by this time a thousand"times,' Carlisle wrote to Selwyn. Yet each 
party braced itself anew for the debate scheduled for December 12. 
'Both sides are sending for their friends ... ,'Selwyn wrote to Carlisle, 
'and from that debate we are to judge of what is intended as to the war 
in America.'4 

1 Parliamentary History, xxii, 705. 
2HMRC, Carlisle MSS., p. 542. To Carlisle, December 1. 
3 Ibid., p. 538. 'It is as impossible not to love him,' wrote Selwyn, 'as it is to love his 
adversary.' But next month Selwyn wrote: 'I wish from the bottom of my heart that he had 
been a good man . .. ; ifhe had, his line of conduct would have been very different' (p. 550) . 
4 Ibid., pp. 544, 546. December 4,8. 'We on the side of Ministry have received our privatts, 
exhorting us to attend' (p. 548. Storer to Carlisle, December 11) . 
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The motion sought to put an end to the war. 'All further attempts,' 
it declared, 'to reduce the revolted colonies to obedience are contrary 
to the true interests of this kingdom: Low point in the debate was 
touched by one Charles Turner, who opined that the Americans ought 
to be treated like pointers. 'Who ever heard of breaking a pointer by 
force? Every body knew the only way was to coax the animal, and 
intice him to do his duty: Selwyn wrote that the House expected great 
absurdity from Turner, and was not disappointed. High point of the 
debate was North's spirited attack upon the motion: his principal 
argument focused upon the words' all further attempts', a statement so 
general and loose that he hoped the House would never agree to it. 
Was the nation to abandon all its posts? totally withdraw its troops? 
Were not some posts desirable if the war against France and Spain was 
to be carried on? Were Charlestown, Halifax, and New York to be 
given up? And if any of these posts were to be kept, would they not 
need to be garrisoned? Were British ships now to be allowed to be 
insulted and beaten without striking a blow? North's speech was 
sufficiently effective to hold the waverers in line, and won a supporting 
speech from Sir Edward Deering, who reminded the House that 
although sometimes he voted with North and sometimes against him, 
the minister's speech had that day won his vote. , 

Fox's brief speech touched only a middle point in the debate. Selwyn 
said he repeated the same complaints in the s.ame words. Fox declared 
that North's position would result in a war of posts, describing the 
difficulties of, for example, maintaining and supporting by sea a garri
son of 15,000 in New York. Certainly New York did not have the 
commanding position of a Gibraltar, and experience had shown the 
difficulties of maintaining Gibraltar. Fox declared he could 'only judge 
of the future by a consideration of the past', and the past demonstrated 
the weakness· in the policy of carrying on the war. The division brought 
encouragement to the opposition: government strength was 220, only 
two votes ~ore than the last division, whereas opposition gained a flat 
50 votes to reach 179. 1 

In 1781 the Admiralty repeated a blunder it had made in 1778, a 
blunder which had been seized upon by Fox and the whigs so effectively 
that the Earl of Sandwich had almost lost his political head. In 1778 
Admiral Keppel had been sent out to fight a French fleet much larger; 
in 1781 Admiral Kempenfelt was sent out with twelve ships to inter
cept a French convoy bound for the West Indies, .but the admiral, 
finding five ships more than he had expected, was forced to retreat. The 
1 ParliammtaryHistory, xxii, 802-31. 
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oversight was especially culpable inasmuch as English ships that he 
might have taken with him, and thus been able to engage the French, 
were lying idle. In warfare, as in cards and politics, much can be said for 
that leader who can discover what his opponents are planning; Sand
wich had a short supply of this talent. This last blunder was so glaring 
that he put himself beyond the help of his friends . The incident, brought 
to the attention of the House just before the Christmas holidays, fur
nished a timely issue on which to attack a principal member of the 
Government. 

Not surprisingly, the earl found the holiday season most dismal. 
Also not surprisingly, Fox headed the inquiry into the ill success ofthe 
British navy. He began, on January 24, a two-hour detailed recapitu
lation of the operations of the navy from 1776 to the present. He had 
been up all night playing quinze and had the memory of a two-thou sand
pound loss at the outer edge of consciousness. Some thought him 
languid though they did not know the reason why. The precision with 
which he reported the movements of fleets during those years was 
nonetheless impressive. He reminded the House that he had once 
been a subaltern commissioner at the Admiralty and he fully drew 
upon that experience as he developed his speech. Mainly, however, he 
emphasized not so much technical points as a review of broad matters 
of information that, having been previously debated in the chamber, 
came within the knowledge of those present. l 

North was forced to assent to the inquiry, assuring the House that 
Sandwich would be pleased to have one, but he added that any resolu
tion censuring Sandwich would touch the entire administration. On 
that note the house agreed to Fox's motion. 'Sandwich seems to be 
abandoned by all persons,' James Hare had written earlier, 'and many 
members who constantly support the Government declare that they 
are ready to join in a Vote for his removal. '2 

On February 7 the committee of the whole House entered into the 
inquiry. After three hours had been spent by clerks in reading papers 
that Fox had called for, the debate opened. Fox repeated the naval 
misfortunes of 1781, making five specific charges, and concluding with 
the motion that administration had grossly mismanaged naval affairs 

1 Parliamentary History, xxii, 878-904. 
Stephen Crofts sent Lord Rockingham one of Fox's speeches of about this date, calling it 

'a masterly performance, but an angel would have no avail in these times'. December 20. 
Rockingham correspondence, R 1-1971 (Sheffield). 
2HMCR, Carlisle MSS., p. 561. To Carlisle, January 1. Hare added that 'it is almost impos
sible to conceive how bad a figure Government makes in the House of Commons in a debate. 
[GermainJ has lost the only good part of his speaking, his arrogance and presumption, and 
is now all humility. Lord North is grown very heavy. [DundasJ, whenever he speaks, com
mits some gross indiscretion that does them more harm than good; perhaps this may be his 
intention.' 
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that year. By the narrow margin of 205 to 183 the motion was de
feated. 

Now the battle between Government and Opposition was joined in 
earnest. The Public Advertiser predicted that the next debate would see 
an even larger assemblage of members than previously-perhaps even 
larger than the great House that years before had inquired into 
the conduct of Sir Robert Walpole. Lists of predictable members of the 
minority were circulated, one forecasting a vote of 225, another of 203. 
Along with the lists were speculations about the form that the motion 
of censure would take. Newspapers printed the voting record of all 
members for the general inspection. On February 20 Fox offered to the 
House in regular session the same motion he had offered in committee 
on February 7, so that the resolution would be officially recorded in the 
journals of the House. At the end of the debate opposition increased its 
total to 217 but administration its even more to 236, so the motion was 
defeated by 19 votes. The opposition printed further lists displaying the 
vote of members on the crucial issue. Behind the scenes, Dundas for 
some weeks had forcefully urged North to get rid of Germain; North 
had held back as long as possible because, among other reasons, he 
knew he would need Germain's information about American affairs as 
well as his readiness and competence to speak in the bitter debates that 
lay ahead. Neither, however, could North afford to lose the support of 
Dundas, also a ready debater, so, making . the most of a hard choice, 
North had dropped Germain by the end of January. This manoeuvre 
saved him ten to twenty or more votes, thus doubtless making possible 
his survival of the February 7 and February 20 divisions. l Yet before 
the House adjourned, Opposition notified members that the continu
ance of the American war itself would next be discussed, so North 
needed immediately to brace himselffor a further thrust. 

It came on February 22. The sixty-two-year-old General Henry 
Conway, friend and cousin of Horace Walpole, one-time Secretary of 
State, survivor of various continental wars and for forty years a member 
of the House, rose to move that the American war be no longer pursued. 
Conway, not ordinarily notable as a speaker, on this day came into his 
own. 'The effect of his speech,' Walpole proudly reported, 'was 
incredible.' Later he was said to be completely master of the delibera
tions of the house on the subject of America. 2 The debate was not 
excessively long, but the vote was close-by 194 to 193 the Govern
ment survived the division. On February 27 Conway .. brought the 
motion forward again-Fox had declared that since his side was beaten 
by a single vote, the same question would again be urged-and on this 
day the .. opposition--despite patronage, despite influence, despite 
1 Christie, pp. 285-98. 2 DNB, xii, 56. 
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all manner of parliamentary strategy, not only defeated a motion 
to adjourn by 234 to 21S-a majority for opposition of nineteen 
votes-but went on to pass Conway's motion without a division 
and also a further motion to inform the King of the decision of the 
House. 

Depressed and discouraged, North wrote to the King at two o'clock 
in the morning. The House had just passed the fatal motions when the 
first minister took pen in hand to communicate what had occurred and 
to urge that a new ministry, perhaps including a part of the Opposition, 
be formed. The King was mortified, but found himself immediately 
faced with the practical problem of composing an answer to the 
House's resolution-'it is highly delicate to find any words not liable 
to the greatest objections'. 

London rejoiced to hear the good news of the resolution. Papers were 
cried about the streets: 'Good news for England, Lord North in the 
dumps, and peace with America.' Bells were rung, houses were illumi
nated; crowds gathered in public places. At Brooks's, Fox found his 
faro game handicapped because every quarter of an hour he needed to 
halt his dealing or playing to listen to advice or requests. Jimmy Hare, 
the friend who only a dozen years ago had been advised to avoid a 
career of damned obscurity, helped both the dealing and the advising: 
'Hare is whispering and standing behind him, like Robinson, with a 
pencil and paper for mems.' There was an immense ball which Fox did 
not attend, though he had been invited; afterwards he was teased that 
twenty ladies had kept themselves disengaged in hope of having him 
for a partner.1 

Eyes turned to St Stephen'S to see what further action would follow. 
The King's reply was delicate and harmless; he would take such 
measures as would restore harmony to Great Britain and the Colonies. 
Conway moved on March 4 that the House consider as enemies those 
who advised the King to carryon the war; and to this motion Fox 
spoke persuasively. Wraxall thought the speech one of Fox's most 
able, and Conway's motion was carried without a division. The 
inquiry into the state of the navy, begun by Fox three years ago, had 
gathered momentum, so that now the House found it necessary to 
acquiesce tacitly to the statement that the ministers of the King were 
the proclaimed enemies of the public. 

Throughout the country lists were distributed, printing in red the 
names of those who continued to support the Government. This kind 
of publicity produced a powerful effect upon the weak and the timid, 
observed Wraxall. On March S Fox made a statement that later 
caused him no end of embarrassmer:tt. There were persons in Europe, 
lHMCR, Carlisle MSS., 586, 590. Selwyn to Carlisle, March I, March 6. 
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he asserted, fully empowered to treat for peace between Great Britain 
and America, but who would not treat with the Government. He there
upon offered his services as negotiator, or even as messenger, to bring 
about a treaty, even though he would not otherwise connect himself 
with the present infamous ministry. North retorted that he would not 
employ Fox as his negotiator, so the dialogue ended with this fresh 
exchange of mutual animosity. Moreover, the cry was raised that Fox 
had claimed to have a peace in his pocket. Ministerial paragraphers 
even thought his claim would attract the votes of country gentlemen. 
But on March 8 the Government defeated a motion of censure by ten 
votes-226 to 216. 

Even so, the end was nearing. A week later the motion to withdraw 
the confidence of Parliament from his Majesty's ministers was defeated 
2S6 to 227, Fox declaring afterwards that the motion would speedily 
be renewed. Next day Robinson wrote to the King that the rats were 
very bad, and taking note of Fox's announced plan, stated frankly that 
they would 'increase before Wednesday, when Mr Fox has given notice 
they will again attack'. To aid tDe King in his ruminations, Robinson 
listed, in columns under appropriate descriptive headings, the com
plexion of various elements on the eve of the fall of the North ministry. 
It noted 'persons with before, who changed', in number, S; 'persons 
who were hopeful who now came and voted against', 5; 'persons who 
were not to go to the length with them-but who did vote with them as 
before', 4; 'persons who went away', 5; 'persons who staid away', 11. 
And much other information of a similar sort.l 

The King wrote to North he was indeed sorry the majority did not 
exceed nine: 'It looks as if the House of Commons is going lengths 

. that could not have been expected.' He was resolved, however, not to 
throw himself into the hands of the opposition. North meanwhile 
received word that certain of the country gentlemen would no longer 
'desist from opposing what appears to be clearly the sense of the House 
of Commons', so that when the rats strike Wednesday 'we shall infal
libly be in a Minority'.2 

This message was the last straw. North tendered his resignation on 
Monday and received, on Tuesday noon, a note from the King stating: 
'If you resign before I have decided what I will do, You will certainly 
for ever forfeit my regard.' But later a·messenger came to tell Nort.h 
that he would have the King's decision in the morning.3 Fox mean
while, far too busy even to go to Newmarket, was busy whipping in 
votes. 4 

1 Fortescue, Y, 390. [March 16.J 2 Ibid., Y, 394. [March 18.J 
3 Wraxall, ii, 24<>. 
4HMCR, Carlisle, MSS., pp. 598,600. Selwyn to Carlisle, March 18,20. 
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Wednesday morning came, then afternoon, the time for the denoue
ment. Crowds collected around the doorways tried to judge by the 
expressions on the faces of newly arriving members what action would 
be taken within St Stephen's. The impatience of both whigs and tories 
was manifest everywhere; four hundred members were in their seats 
long before the clock struck four. Particularly they awaited North, 
wondering what had delayed him. Eyes turned to the great door every 
time it was opened, only to tum away in disappointment at seeing 
another ordinary member scurrying for a place to sit. The room was 
filled with the hum of excited voices as moments passed. Again the 
great door opened-the hum was subdued-there were cries of 
'Order!' 'Places!'-and Lord North, First Lord of the Treasury, in a 
full-dress suit with a ribbon over his coat, proceeded to his place on the 
ministers' bench. 

The House quieted and the Speaker called for the order of the day. 
The Earl of Surrey, in charge of whig parliamentary manoeuvres for 
the occasion, and North both rose. A clamour swept over the House, 
as Pitt, Fox, and various other members jumped to their feet, and 
inquired into parliamentary procedure. Above the general disturbance 
the commanding voice of Fox rang out as he put the motion that 
Surrey be heard on the motion for the day. With admirable presence of 
mind, North spoke out, 'I rise to speak to that motion', and the Speaker 
gave him the floor. North had well learned the ins and outs of parlia
mentary method. Calmly he surveyed the scene, the King's secret 
locked in his heart; he announced that he was against the motion, 
because-he was this moment tendering his resignation and thus 
announcing that the ministry was dissolved. He thanked members for 
their support. 'A successor of greater abilities ... was easy to be 
found,' he told them; 'a successor more zealous for the interests of his 
country, more anxious to promote those interests, more loyal to his 
sovereign, and more desirous of preserving the constitution whole 
and entire ... could not so easily be found.'l 

The House adjourned. Snow was falling outside, and members 
huddled in the cloak room waiting for their carriages. In the midst of 
this confusion North's conveyance drove up to the door. North put into 
it one or two friends, and, turning to the crowd, composed chiefly of 
bitter enemies now in the moment of triumph, said with admirable 
good humour and pleasantry: ' I have my carriage. You see, gentlemen, 
the advantage of being in the secret. '2 

In his moment of defeat, North could depart with a dignified chuckle. 
He had been head of Government-he had never liked to be called 

1 Parliamentary History, xxii, 1217-18. 
2 Fox Cor., i, 29~; Wraxall, ii, 247; London Courant, March 21 ; Morning Post, March 22. 
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' Prime Minister' -twelve years; his was the longest term smce 
Walpole had quit forty years earlier. 

History does not record how Fox and his friends got home that late 
afternoon nor how they spent the evening. Chances are they never got 
to bed at all. Chances are also that if Fox had a quiet interlude in the 
late-hour celebrations, he looked back over the eight years that had 
elapsed since he had been precipitously dismissed from the Treasury 
bench. He could have spent a few wry moments reflecting upon the 
abuse that had been heaped upon him because of his determined opposi
tion to the war policies of the North administration. Undoubtedly he 
also recalled those few, scarce, moments of triumph: the great speech 
of 1778 that was never answered, his part in supporting the spectacular 
Dunning motion that the influence of the Crown ought to be diminished, 
the exciting contest in 1780 that put him in the House as representative 
for influential Westminster, and now the complete collapse of the 
North-Sandwich team. As he had long argued, the independence of the 
colonies could now be speedily affirmed. He himself might be the power
ful voice in the next administration;:o recognize the young nation across 
the sea and bring peace once again to the old world and the new. 
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1782 

[Mr. Fox's] astonishing parliamentary exertions will 
be remembered with the highest applause as long as 
oratory is held in estimation-that is to say, as long as 
the constitution exists. 

Earl of Charlemont 

Unwilling subjects are little better than enemies. 
Charles James Fox 

Now it was necessary to form a new Government. To manage pre
liminary negotiations the King had chosen his former Attorney 
General, Thurlow, since 1778 Lord Chancellor. Thurlow was tall, 
dignified, stately, impressive, sparkle-eyed and bushy browed: no 
man ever was so wise as Thurlow looks, Fox had once said, and the 
description stuck. Thurlow had enjoyed spectacular success as a 
barrister before entering the Government and as a parliamentary 
debater was one of North's dependable aides. His firm belief that in the 
dispute with the Colonies the Crown was fully in the right also stamped 
him in the King's eyes as a man of worth. He had a talent for secret 
negotiation; he could keep a sturdy foot in each camp. With his 
combination of gifts he was able to serve as Lord Chancellor in four 
different administrations-those of North, Rockingham, Shelburne, 
and Pitt. 

The negotiations that ensued, starting shortly before North resigned 
and continuing at full speed for several days, would stagger the imagi
nation of anyone who believes in human reasonableness. In the name of 
principle so much inflexibility was displayed on both sides that it is 
easy to apportion it generously. The possibilities of forming an 
administration under Gower, who had already resigned from the 
ministry, and Shelburne, were explored, but neither had sufficient 
strength. Rockingham was approached but he sent the King a four
point ultimatum of terms under which he would undertake to form a 
new administration. The King found little relish in any of them: he 
learned that he must not veto independence for America; the con
tractors' Bill, excluding holders of government contracts from mem
bership in the Commons, must be passed; revenue officials must be 
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disqualified from voting at elections; Burke's proposals for regulating 
the civil list must be approved. 1 

The King refused to confer personally with Rockingham. This 
studied and calculated affront the members of the opposition decided to 
swallow and even to proceed with their demands through Shelburne, 
the sole person acceptable to the King as negotiator and go-between. 
Shelburne, an Irishman and disciple of Chatham, had had a long record 
of supporting the fight of the opposition against North's manage
ment of the war with America. Like Chatham he had been opposed to 
the Stamp Act and other repressive measures. Like Chatham he was 
opposed to independence for the Colonies. In all he was a man of con
siderable ability and statesmanship. Yet Fox had learned at his father's 
knee not to trust Shelburne; the elder Fox was convinced that Shel
burne had deceived him on the delicate business of the preliminaries 
that led to the peace of 176S and that thwarted his ministerial ambitions. 
Burke had once written that in a few days Shelburne took no less than 
six different turns, 'which tended infinitely to raise him in the Esteem 
of all that had an opportunity of observing tl)e beautiful harmony and 
consistency of his proceedings'.2 Fox and Shelburne were mutually 
envious, distrustful, and suspicious. Moreover, Shelburne had much 
personally at stake in the formation of the new Government; to send 
messages from Rockingham to the King and vice versa through an 
active partisan was considerably like sending lettuce by a rabbit. 
Rockingham did not enjoy the King's confidence but Shelburne did, 
and was party not only to the main lines of the negotiation but also, 
especially at the palace end, to its subtle implications. These he was 
careful not to reveal. 3 

The outcome was that, on March 27, a government was formed 
with Rockingham reluctantly put at the head as First Lord of the 
Treasury. Shelburne himself was one Secretary of State, Fox the 
other; Thurlow continued as Lord Chancellor. No place was made for 
Burke in the Cabinet, a grave disappointment to him; he had to content 
himself with the non-Cabinet spot of Paymaster of the Forces. No major 
appointment was found for young William Pitt, and he did not seek 
small glories. Lafayette wrote to General Washington that the prin
ciples of the new administration would not be any better than those of 
the old: 'Can those people think that by covering·' the trap with new 
leaves they may better take in the people of America ?'4 

1 Fortescue, v, 892 [March 18, 1782J; v, 452-8. April 12. 
Z Correspondmce of Edmund Burke, ii, 509. 
3 See Add. MSS. 47582; Fox Cor., i, 289-94, for details of the negotiations as recorded by 
Fitzpatrick. 
4 Louis Gottschalk, ed., utters of Lafayette to Washington (New York, 1944), p. 248. 
March 81 [1782J. 
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Fox commented to Shelburne that the new ministry consisted of two 
parts---one part belonging to the King, the other to the public.1 Of the 
eleven members of the Cabinet, five were in the Fox bloc: Rockingham, 
Richmond, Cavendish, Keppel, and Fox himself. Shelburne with four 
others constituted the other bloc; and General Conway, 'that innocent 
man', as Shelburne once observed to Fox, 'never perceived that he had 
the casting vote of the Cabinet'.2 Fox's letters describe the discord: 
much teasing and wrangling, doubts, creation of difficulties, little 
personal projects.3 Later he liked to recollect that in 1782 he was in the 
Cabinet with three lawyers, Thurlow, Camden, and Dunning, and no 
business was done, but that in 178S he was in the Cabinet and there was 
no lawyer, and business got done. 4 

In the creation of the new Government little opportunity had been 
afforded for meeting of minds, much less for exploration of differences. 
The King emphasized the divisiveness of the Cabinet when he notified 
both Rockingham and Shelburne that he would give their separate 
advice attention, but would give greater attention to recommendations 
on which they concurred. 5 

Fox received a new kind of publicity in the London press. 'Now 
Chatham is no more, Fox is the man to whom the people should look 
to as their avenging angel', said the London Courant. The Morning 
Herald reported a rumour that Fox had now pledged never to play at 
any game on any pretext. The General Advertiser editorialized that the 
Government needed to be 'the most powerful that ever was established 
in this country' in order to cope with the great and weighty matters 
before it. Its owner-editor, William Parker, stated his position in glow
ing terms: ,[Fox] is by far the man of the greatest abilities this country 
has ever been blessed with' and offered Fox's name as the paper's 
candidate for Prime Minister. The Association at York met and de
cided to trust the new ministers, at least for the present. 6 

It was necessary for Fox, having accepted a post in the Government, 
to stand for re-election; this requirement gave the electorate the chance 
to decide whetH'er the holding of an 'office of profit' conflicted with the 
office-holder's desirability to his constituents. On April S, at half-past 
ten in the morning, a procession of 150 coaches, preceded by a 'Band 
of Musick', paraded from Palace Yard to the hustings in Covent 

1 Add. MSS. +7582; Fox Cor., i, 292. 2 Fox Cor., i, +5+. 
8 Ibid., i, 814-16. To Fitzpatrick, April 12, 15. 
4 James Greig, ed. TM Farington Diary, 2nd ed. (London, n.d. ), i, 175. 
6 Lansdowne MSS., quoted in Fitzmaurice, Life of William, Earl of SMlburne, 2nd edn. 
(London, 1912), ii, 92; Fortescue, v, +47. 
• Fox Cor., i, 811. 
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Garden. Banners carried such legends as 'The Man of the People' and 
'Freedom and Independence'. According to one report a hundred 
thousand people participated in the festivities. 

At the hustings were the customary speeches. Fox promised to pur
sue 'that open, that liberal, that patriotick line of Conduct' to which he 
was impelled by 'the virtuous Ambition of rescuing his Native 
Country from Threatened Destruction.' Popular oratory now came 
easy to him. He had made many speeches to loyal and enthusiastic sup
porters since that Westminster Hall appearance more than two years 
earlier. 'Loud and long-continued Shouts of Applause' greeted his 
more choice sentiments. At one stage of his talk he trusted that some
thing might be done for the welfare of the people. Here a voice from 
the mob shouted 'Amen!' and such uproar and laughing followed that 
Fox could not proceed for some time. Fists waved in the air, eager 
voices yelled' FOX FOR EVER,' and he replied that he was warmed in their 
cause 'FOR EVER AND EVER.' 

In short order the head bailiff declared Fox elected, the men with the 
banners fell in line again, Fox was put in a gilt armchair and carried to 
his office in Cleveland Row, people lining the streets and peering from 
windows; everywhere were yells and cheers. An onlooker wrote: 'Fox 
was chosen with unanimity and general acclamation. He was called in 
his procession the man of the people. The concourse of people was 
astonishing. He is become a man of application to business, and has 
given up his clubs.'l Officially Fox's title was 'one of his majesty's 
principal secretaries of state'; assigned to deal with other countries, he 
thus became the first Foreign Secretary. The office of Secretary of 
State for America, Germain's old job, was abandoned; problems of the 
colonies, together with domestic responsibilities, fell to Shelburne. 

Carl .Philipp Moritz, visitor to England from Germany, visited the 
Strangers' Gallery and later wrote his impressions of Fox: 
It is impossible for me to describe, with what fire, and persuasive eloquence he 
spoke, and how the Speaker in the chair incessantly nodded approbation from 
beneath his solemn wig; and innumerable voices incessantly called out, Mar him! 
Mar him! and when there was the least sign that he intended to leave off speaking, 
they no less vociferously exclaimed, go on; and so he continued to speak in this 
manner for nearly two hours.2 

On a Tuesday in June, a hanging day, given the choice between ob
serving a public hanging and a Westminster election to choose a suc
cessor to Rodney, elevated to the peerag~, Moritz opted to view the 
IHMCR, Emly MSS., pp. 164-5. Lord Lucan to William Cecil Pery (Speaker of the Irish 
House of Commons), AprilS. 
2 Travels of earl Philipp Morit% i1l E1Igla1ld (London, 1924), pp. 56-7. 
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latter. In front ofSt Paul's church, he saw a temporary wooden build
ing, erected to serve as the hustings. At one end were mats on which 
the speakers stood, the rest of the space being filled with benches. The 
multitude of people that gathered was, he observed, mainly of the 
lowest order; but the speakers, in the manner of campaigners every
where, bowed low and called them gentlemen. Little boys clambered 
up and hung to rails and lamp posts, listened with the utmost attention, 
joined lustily in the cheers and waved their hats. In the distance Moritz 
could hear the tolling of the hangman's bell. 

Mr Secretary Fox was not a candidate that day but he arrived on the 
scene at the beginning of the election and, Moritz recorded, was 
received with a universal shout of joy. When the election was nearly 
over, Moritz continued, 

the people took it into their heads to hear him speak, and everyone called out 
Fox! Fox! I know not why; but I seemed to catch some of the spirit of the place 
and time; and so I also bawled, Fox! Fox! and he was obliged to come forward and 
speak: for no other reason that I could find, but that the people wished to hear him 
speak. 

So Moritz spent his tourist day, and must have concluded when he 
retired to his room that for sheer uncultivated excitement that 
blended the tradition of the past with the awareness of history currently 
in the making, the hustings was superior to the gallows. His vivid 
impressions of Fox's power and persuasiveness as a speaker, in and 
out of the House, are indispensable. 

Much work needed to be done and Fox entered upon it diligently. 
Some of his supporters, however, were vexed, annoyed, disappointed. 
Among them were those who paid their back dues at Brooks's and 
elsewhere so that they could be seen in the company of the clubman 
who now was Foreign Secretary. Fox, however, found it possible to 
suspend his gambling. It is much easier to break a habit by a change of 
environment and.activity than by a raw, bleeding effort of will, so he 
turned from faro at Brooks's to the excitement of politics. He found an 
occasional similarity; the game of assigning hundreds of office seekers 
to dozens of available places involved a shrewd calculation of the odds. 
At times even the banker himself felt insecure. The King held most of 
the capital and the influence of Shelburne loomed excessively large. 
Fox spent countless hours on appointments, winnowing the supplicants 
and making recommendations to Rockingham. 1 

1 Rockingham letters, Rl-2061 (Sheffield); Add. MSS. 47568. 
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The legislative hopes of the Rockingham ministry as it assumed office 
centred on ways of limiting the influence of the Crown. As Fox later 
said: 'Provided we can stay in long enough to have given a good stout 
blow to the influence of the Crown, I do not think it much signifies how 
soon we go out after: l The shortlived ministry successfully passed an 
Act preventing revenue officers from voting and another excluding 
those who held contracts from the Government from sitting in Parlia
ment, but as matters turned out its major problems were concerned 
with Ireland, Holland, and America. 

The pleasant sounds of the swearing-in ceremonies had hardly died 
out when the Irish problem arose. Irish sentiment, largely under the 
leadership of two of Fox's good Irish friends, the Earl of Charlemont 
and Henry Grattan, increasingly insisted upon a larger share for the 
Irish in managing Irish affairs . The Irish volunteers, now more than 
40,000 men in arms, gave added point to Irish discontent. The Lord 
Lieutenant, Carlisle, had sent his secretary, William Eden, to explain 
these developments of the Irish problem to the London Government, 
but Eden, when he found that the ministry was planning to send over a 
new Lord Lieutenant, refused to have any communication with him but 
instead hurried to Westminster to appeal51irectly to Parliament over 
the heads of ministers. 

The session of April 8 was, therefore, an extraordinary one. Eden, 
introduced as the bearer of intelligence from Ireland, gained the floor 
and explained the Irish demands for legislative independence. Basic
ally, the Irish legislature was made subordinate to the British Parlia
ment by two ancient acts : Poynings'law of the fifteenth century, pro
viding that no Parliament could be held in Ireland unless the King gave 
his approval, and the Declaratory Act enacted in the reign of George I, 
affirming the right of Great Britain to legislate for Ireland. Eden also 
reminded the Commons that the Irish Parliament had planned a session 
for the fo'llowing week, on April 16, at which strong representations 
for Irish legislative independence would certainly be made. He closed 
his speech by precipitately moving that the Declaratory Act of George I 
be repealed. 

Fox, who could be vehement, impassioned, impulsive, extravagant, 
and hasty, was this day, in his first speech as Mr Secretary Fox, calm 
and statesmanlike. It would have been more decent and respectful, he 
observed, for Eden to have consulted the Govern~ent before bringing 
such an important topic to Parliament. The ministry was inclined 
cordially and sincerely to do Ireland ample justice and in a few hours 
would bring forward its own proposals. He did not like to vote the 
motion down, but hoped instead that Eden would withdraw it . When 
1 Fox Cor., i, 316. April 28. 
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Eden demurred, General Conway, ever the voice of integrity and 
independence, threatened to move a vote of censure which aroused 
such a cry of hear! hear! that Eden withdrew his motion. 1 

The Irish legislature met on April 16, with lines of volunteers drawn 
up outside its doors, to hear Grattan move the famous declaration: 
'No power on earth but the King, lords and commons of Ireland is 
competent to bind Ireland.' The Rockingham administration moved 
swiftly, and in May Fox presented to the House specific proposals to 
meet the Irish demands. He declared that although he did not approve 
the way in which their demands had come to Westminster, he never
theless thought they should be given full consideration. 'He had rather 
see Ireland totally separated from the crown of England than kept in 
obedience only by force. Unwilling subjects were little better than 
enemies.'2 Commons and Lords alike approved the Government's 
proposals that day, and a grateful Irish Parliament soon thereafter 
voted £100,000 for the British navy-and a £50,000 estate to 
Grattan. And Fox himself felt a surge of party strength: whig prin
ciples had been given an onward thrust that renewed his own en
thusiasm. He had written to Charlemont: 'Why should not the Whigs 
(I mean in principle not in name) unite in every part of the empire to 
establish their principles so firmly that no future faction shall be able to 
destroy them ?'3 Yet he was not the kind of person who could evolve 
the party organization necessary to bring this dream to practical ful
filment. 

The problem of ending the war with Holland was more difficult. Hol
land had joined the Armed Neutrality organized by Catherine II of 
Russia. Her aid of the Americans by shipping needed goods despite the 
British blockade, and especially her shipping of naval stores to France, 
had brought on a declaration of hostilities. At a Cabinet meeting the day 
after the ministry came into office, the King was advised to direct Fox 
to enter into a treaty of peace with the Dutch, acting through the 
Russian minister ill London. 4 Fox had thought that Russia and Prussia 
might be united in an alliance as a counter to France and Spain, so the 
interest of the court ofSt Petersburg was sought for this reason as well 
as to help bring to an end the conflict with the Dutch. These proposals 
encountered objection and delay. During the negotiations with the 
Americans in Paris the next few weeks Holland was in the background, 

1 ParliammtaryHistory, xxii, 1241-64. 2 Ibid., xxiii, 23. 
8 HMCR, Charlemont MSS., i, 57. April 4. 
4 Fox Cor. , i, SSI; Fortescue, v, 427. The basic issues are interpreted by Isabel de Madariaga 
in Britain, Russia, and tM Amud Neutrality oj 1780 (New Haven, 1962) . 
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urging France not to sign a treaty without her, and offering Vergennes 
a reason to say loftily, when hard-pressed, that he could not act without 
consulting his allies. During the fighting Holland had lost Trincomalee, 
her fine harbour in the Bay of Bengal, and Negapatnam, a minor port 
on the mainland ofIndia, and sought to have these restored, along with 
a more favourable definition of the rights of neutral shipping. She 
asked much but offered little; she could exert little influence at the 
peace discussions and was fortunate to retrieve Trincomalee. Nearly 
two years passed before her disagreements with Great Britain were 
settled by treaty. 

Peace negotiations with the Americans and with France and Spain were 
involved and prolonged. Here the two-headed division of the post of 
Secretary of State, with Shelburne at the head of colonial business and 
Fox at the head of foreign affairs, provided sturdy opportunity for con
fusion, since the Americans stood between the two offices: as they had 
fought themselves clear of the mother country they were not colonies, 
but neither had they had their independence formally conceded. 

At its meeting on April 23 the new Cabinet turned its attention to the 
treaty discussions with France, Spain, and 'the Americans, deciding 
that independence for America should be dependent upon Great Bri
tain's being restored to the situation she was placed in by the treaty of 
1763. 1 Although the achievement of this aim would require the closest 
sort of discussion among the powers involved, the Cabinet nevertheless 
chose to be represented by two people: Richard Oswald, the nominee 
of Shelburne, and a second individual to be chosen by Fox. Fox's 
representative turned out to be young Thomas Grenville, second son of 
the framer of the Stamp Act. Since Oswald was to receive his instruc
tions through Shelburne and Grenville his through Fox, Great Britain 
was in effeCt represented in a complex, overlapping negotiation by two 
sepa~~te missions. 

Fox's mistrust of Shelburne erupted at the outset; on April 28 Fox 
wrote Fitzpatrick that Shelburne was jealous of Fox's encroaching on 
his department and wanted to encroach upon Fox's. 'He affects the 
Minister more and more every day, and is, I believe, perfectly confident 
that the King intends to make him so.'2 Yet regardless of private feel
ings, and especially regardless of the awkward administrative arrange
ment, the persons concerned tried at first to get the-negotiations off to 
a proper start. Much correspondence followed but failed to produce the 
close-working arrangement that might have been hoped for. 

1 Fox Cor., i. 545; Fortescue, v. 488 (date given as April 25) . 
2 Add. MSS. 47580. Fox Cor., i. 516. 
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Most of May was frittered away because the instructions under 
which the two British envoys operated were too loose in one respect 
and too circumscribed in another. They were too loose, to cite Fox's 
instructions to Grenville, in that Grenville was 'to use his judgment as 
to whether the views he stated were official or personal'. For diplo
matic negotiations to be successful, it is important that envoys have full 
accreditation. The instructions were too circumscribed, in that the 
Cabinet did not want to accede to American independence unless in 
other respects the situation would be restored to the status defined by 
the 1763 treaty.1 The Americans, however, demanded independence 
outright, and Vergennes did not want to restore matters to the 1763 
status: 'For his part he could not read the last peace without shudder
ing. '2 Oswald on his part returned to London for fresh instructions, but 
his visit was not fruitful. Back in Paris he was further convinced, and so 
wrote Shelburne, that the grant of independence should be uncondi
tional. 3 The American and continental diplomats quickly discovered 
that both Grenville and Oswald operated on a short leash and were kept 
in close check by the Rockingham Cabinet. 

By May 21 Grenville received full powers through Fox, but inde
pendence was still tied to the treaty of 1763.4 Shelburne, meanwhile, 
disturbed because the negotiations were bogging down, directed 
Oswald to keep him fully informed about all phases of the negotiation 
and to emphasize that the Cabinet was fully united on 'the great Subject 
of Peace and War'.5 By May 23 the Cabinet finally agreed to direct 
Fox to instruct Grenville 'to propose the Independency of America, in 
the first Instance, instead of making it a Condition of the General 
Treaty'.6 When eventually revised full powers were supplied allowing 
Grenville to treat not only with France but with 'any other of the 
Enemies of Gt Britain', Spain objected because she was not mentioned 
by name, and Grenville reported Franklin's complaint that a reference 
to 'princes' and 'states' in another part of the document did not seem 
clearly to embrace America. 7 

Circumvented by insufficient authority and also by Oswald's 
presence, Grenville wrote to Fox that although at first Franklin 
appeared to wish to deal confidentially with him, Franklin became 
reticent and evasive after Oswald appeared on the scene. Vergennes 
1 FO 27/2, 42--6. Fox to Grenville, April 80. 
2 FO 27/2, 61. Grenville to Fox, May 10. 8 FO 95/511. May 18. 
4 FO 95/511. The Cabinet on May 18 submitted this proposal hoping that Vergennes would 
decline it, which would produce 'salutary effects' in both Europe and America (Fox to the 
king, Fortescue, vi, 82). 
6 Shelburne MSS., lxx, 2. May 21. (Clements. ) FO 27/2, 87. 
e FO 95/511. This decision was communicated to Grenville May 26 (FO 27/2, 109) . 
7 FO 27/2, 117-28, Grenville to Fox, May 80, June 4, June 25; Fox to Grenville, June 10; 
FO 27/2, 161-2, Franklin to Oswald, June 27. 
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also quickly sensed that Grenville's channel of communication was 
troubled. Nor were the Spaniards taken in by the business; Grenville's 
contribution, they observed, consisted largely of polite courtesies, 
cordial protests, and long discourses.! Franklin kept his fellow com
missioner, John Adams, now at The Hague, informed about the tor
tuous manoeuvres, on which Adams perceptively commented that the 
British ministers were too divided among themselves, too formidably 
opposed by the King, and too little assured of the confidence of the 
nation, to have the courage to make concessions. 2 

In May came news of a great naval victo'ry over the French admiral 
de Grasse, in which Rodney captured the French flagship and its 
admiral, broke the back of the French fleet, and ended French control 
of the West Indies. Unfortunately Rodney had come under censure 
because previously, when he had captured the little island of St 
Eustatius with its bulging warehouses of contraband and other sup
plies, a convenient and needed supply depot for the colonies, he had 
treated British merchants so sternly, considering them traitors rather 
than loyal subjects of the Crown, that commercial interests back in 
London successfully urged the Rockingham ministry to recall Rodney 
and substitute Pigot. The day after Pigot sailed to take over his new 
command, word arrived about the Rodney victory. The ministry was 
assailed for its recall of a victorious admir.al, though the news stiffened 
Britain's backbone for the treaty negotiations. 

One incident of the negotiation has been exaggerated beyond its 
importance. Franklin had long nourished the thought that Canada 
should be ceded to the United States. He prepared a paper on this sub
ject that he handed Oswald; when next in London Oswald showed it to 
Shelburne. Franklin had not discussed this proposal with Grenville, 
who learned about it later only through a slip of Oswald's. Grenville 
wrote to Fox in detail about it on June 4. Fox showed the letter to 
Rockingham, Richmond, and Cavendish, who were 'full of indignation 
at its contents'. Fox took this incident as further evidence of Shelburne , s 
duplicity and intrigue. Apparently Shelburne did not present the 
Canadian proposal to the Cabinet, and the idea had no place in future 
negotiations. 

By June 10 Fox was writing Grenville to stay on a while longer in 
Paris, though he now saw the mischief done was irremediable. s He 
spoke of further full powers being enclosed. His gl90m was fully 

1 Archivo historico Nacional, 4<>79, 2. Florida Blanca to the Count de Aranda, May 20. 
( Clements. ) 
t Francis Wharton, The Revolutionary Diplomatic Correspondmce of the United States 
(Washington, 1889), v, 491. 
3 FO 27/2, Grenville to Fox, June 4; Fox to Grenville, June 10. 
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matched by Grenville's, who replied that his opportunity for service 
was completely annihilated. l 

So june followed May; Grenville was still unable to get an adequate 
directive from Fox's office and saw himself displaced by Oswald in such 
negotiations as were held. 

Meanwhile back in London the Cabinet continued to hold itswrangling, 
teasing meetings. The last week in june, on the 28th, Fox called on 
Grafton and complained in detail of the awkward situation in the 
Cabinet. Anything he proposed, Fox declared, met decided opinions to 
the contrary. Rockingham, meanwhile, had fallen gravely ill, so that the 
future of the Government looked delicate indeed. 

The Cabinet accordingly held a long discussion on june so. Fox 
urged again his view that the American colonies should be granted 
their independence in advance of a treaty of peace. This move would 
put the peace negotiations squarely within his department. The 
opposing view was that independence should be granted but as a part 
of the treaty, a basis for further discussion. 2 Quite possibly it was also a 
part of Fox's notion that the independence of the colonies should be 
enacted by Parliament; this view he had long held and had formally 
expressed on the floor of the House. Shelburne reported to the King 
that the Cabinet sat late 'but came to no final Resolution'. Grafton, 
however, recorded that the majority outvoted Fox, and Walpole later 
set down his version of the outcome; four had voted with Fox for 
immediately declaring America independent, the usual group had voted 
in opposition to this, with Conway's casting vote making a majority. 
Fox thereupon announced that he would resign from the Cabinet 
though he would defer this step considering the desperate illness of 
Rockingham. 3 

Next day Rockingham died. On july 2, during a debate on the 
Colonial Place Bill, Fox, concealing his own personal disappointment 
and dissatisfaction, undertook to present a solid front to the Commons 
and to assure them that the Cabinet was unified on the issue of acknow-

.. ledging American independence. This position was technically correct : 
the Cabinet had favoured independence though it had sharply disagreed 
on when and how. At any rate, he hedged, he would not stay in the 
Cabinet one minute ifhe should discover there any intention of bring
ing America to obedience. 4 The brief report in the Parliamentary 
1 Holland House Photostats, ii, item 36. June 16. (Clements.) 
I William R. Anson, ed., Autobiography and Political Comspondma of Augustus Henry, 
Third Duke of Grafton (London, 1898), p. S2S. 
8 Idem.; North to Eden, September SO, B . F. Stevens's Focsimiks, x, 1054; Fortescue, vi, 
69; Fox Cor., i, 4035. 
4 Parliamentary History, xxiii, IS8. 
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History is augmented in a pamphlet, in which Fox's speech is given in 
more detail: 

It is the interest of no parent state to restrain the mature independence of their 
colonies. When colonies have power to be free, independence is their natural, as 
well as political, charter . .. . 

A confiding state is ... more desirable than a distrustful colony ... . 
If we would preserve our constitution, we must disdain the idea of governing 

America ... [America] is now in possession of her rights, and no coertion will 
ever oblige her to resign them. 1 

Nothing could be more sensible and realistic. Within a few days, how
ever, Fox had to tell the Commons that the Cabinet was not in agree
ment on the principle of American independence. In private circles the 
Duke of Leeds could report a conversation in which Fox declared that 
he sought unconditional independence but the Cabinet voted against 
him; Fox 'thought himself so far pledg'd on that subject as to render 
his continuance in office totally improper'. 2 

The remainder of the Rockingham group, having climbed the greasy 
pole to the top, sought to nominate the new prime minister. For this 
position Fox proposed the Duke of Portland. Fox's claim that the 
Cabinet could select the head of state was a constitutional theory far 
ahead of its time.3 But this situation was not suitable for the hewing of 
new constitutional timbers. Portland was little known and undis
tinguished. The hatred of the King for Fox and all his works, and the 
bitter contempt of Fox for the King, were equally notorious. Moreover 
the King, who had favoured Shelburne as North's successor in March, 
wanted him now as the head of administration. 4 Fox, Richmond, and 
other close associates knew they were not welcome in the King's 
chamber, s.o out of sheer lack of an appropriate channel asked Shel
burne to carry-to the sovereign the request that Portland be named. 
Shelburne, 'with equal mummery', as Walpole, no friend, reported, 
accepted ·the commission, and 'returning with modest confusion and 
friendly grief' reported to his uneasy colleagues that to his own 
extreme surprise and affliction His Majesty had been pleased to 
appoint none other than the messenger himself. 5 

Fox now seemed less than certain about his own next move. July 4 

1 The speech of the right honourabk Charks James Fox 011 American indepnuJma: spohn in 
the HouseofCom11l()1ls 011 Tuesdily, July 2,1782 (London, n.d.). 
I Political Memcrandil of Francis, Fifth Duke of Leeds, p. 78. [July 8.J ·· 
S On this issue see Richard Pares, King George 111 and the Politicians (Oxford, 1958), pp. 
121 fr. . 
4 ForteScue, vi, 71. Draft of a letter to Shelburne, July 1. 
~ Last Journals, ii, +46. 
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was long, eventful, tense. He wrote to Fitzpatrick that ' this cursed 
anxiety and suspense' made him miserable. l He also wrote to Lee: 

Ld. Shelburne will I believe be 1st Lord of the Treasury .... I did last night intend 
to resign today, but the D. of Richmond has been bringing me messages which I 
did not wish to receive & which have a little embarrassed me. I wish too to see Ld. 
Fitzwilliam before I determine. To act with that amiable & respectable set of Men 
whom it is the King's ambition to destroy, is as much the comfort as it is the honour 
& pride of my life, and what nothing shall ever make me sacrifice. The D. of 
Richmond I am sorry to say it is imposed upon by the second Villain in this Kingdom 
in a manner that is as ridiculous as it is mischievous.2 

No doubt can exist that Fox is here nominating the King and Shel
burne respectively as the first and second villains of the piece. Later 
that day he confronted Shelburne in the King's drawing room: 'Are 
you to go to the Treasury?' Shelburne replied, 'Yes'; whereupon Fox 
declared, angrily, 'Then I must resign. But I wish to accommodate, 
and to hold the Seal for as many days as may be thought necessary to a 
new arrangement.' Fox then went in to confer with the King but left 
the seal. The King according to one report asked him to reconsider, 
but Fox declined and within five minutes came out with no seal.3 Even 
as late as July 6, however, North thought it possible that Fox might be 
persuaded to resume his office. 4 The King sought no such outcome. 
He wrote to John Robinson about Fox: 'Every honest man and those 
in the least interested in the support of this constitution must wish to do 
the utmost to keep him [sic] out ofpower.'5 

Fox's sudden action caused a tidal wave of consternation. His lovely 
Aunt Sarah described it simply as an act of violent passion. 6 In a letter 
to his brother, Fitzpatrick more rationally analysed public sentiment 
by saying that 'all persons who have any understanding and no office, 
are of opinion that Charles has done right, all persons who have little 
understanding are frightened, and all persons who have offices, with 
some very few brilliant exceptions, think he had been hasty.'7 

Gibbon wrote that all were confused and amazed by Fox's resigna
tion. Noting that the move had split the party, he commented that 
'three months. of prosperity has dissolved a Phalanx which had stood 
ten years adversity'. 8 Walpole thought that Fox might have borne 

1 Add. MSS. 47580. 
B Lee Papers, [July 4J. To [John LeeJ, solicitor general in the Rockingham administration. 
( Clements. ) 
3 HMCR, Sutherland MSS., p. 210; Auckland, i, 2. Loughborough to Eden, July 4. 
4HMCR, Abergavenny MSS., p. 5S;HMCR, Sutherland MSS., p. 210. 
6 HMCR, Abergavenny MSS., p. 54. August 7. 
e Life and Letters of Lady Sarah Lennox (London, 1901), ii, 18. To Lady Susan O'Brien, 
July 6. 
7 Add. MSS. 47579. July 5. 
8 Letters of Gibbon, ii, SOO-I. To Francis Hugonin, July 6; Lord Sheffield, July 6. 
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with Shelburne a few months until peace with America was concluded, 
Ireland settled, continental alliances cemented, Holland reconciled. 
When he asked Fox whether or not France would be pleased to hear 
about the schism between him and Shelburne, Fox candidly replied: 
'Oh, it will do a great deal of mischief.'l Yet Fox continued high in 
Walpole's regard: 'I have no hesitation in saying that I think Mr Fox 
the fittest man in England for Prime Minister; 1 say it aloud and every
where.'2 

Fox himself, after reflection, thought the situation not entirely 
black. He wrote Portland that he hoped the party would stick together: 
'and that we shall always keep up a standard which all Whigs may repair 
to when they are so inclined.'3 To Fox's disappointment, however, 
some of his colleagues refused to give up their offices. Richmond 
thought he should keep his post as Master General of the Ordnance 
until he had completed certain reforms. Keppel decided to stay on at the 
Admiralty but only until peace should be signed. Cavendish as 
Chancellor, however, and Burke as Paymaster, among others, re
signed. 'The secession of such a weight of talents and integrity from the 
service of government; recorded the Annual Register, 'could not be 
regarded with indifference.' 

The Rockingham party met at Fitzwilliam's July 8 to survey the 
damage. A short report still exists: Fox gave his reasons for retiring 
and Richmond his for remaining, but the .latter was 'so pressed and 
stung in this nest of hornets' that at length he burst into tears. Burke 
spoke two hours, 'and it is said he made the best speech he ever was 
heard to utter'. 4 

William Knox, no supporter either of Fox or the Americans, wrote 
Germain, Viscount Sackville, that Fox's imprudence in advocating 
independence 'pending the Treaty and without any equivalent' gave 
Fox's friends who wanted to keep their places and perhaps win promo
tions an excuse for not following him out of office. 5 Germain replied 
that he was puzzled to account for Fox's conduct. Moreover, he pre
dicted that if Pitt should accept office, 'Mr Fox will have little chance 
of being again a minister; and you will see him act as a desperate 
opposer of the new Administration.'6 As the pages of history slowly 
turned, Germain was proved to have predicted well, in the general if 
not in the particular; for the rest of Pitt's life Fox was minister only 
for the brief period to be related in the next chapter, the rest of the time 

1 Walpole's Co"tspondenct with William Mason, 29/ii, 268. To the Reverend William 
Mason, July 8. 
t Cunningham, viii, 245-6. To the Countess of Upper Ossory, July 7. Wrote Lord Ossory: 
' I look upon ... Fox ... to be one of the most extraordinary men that ever existed.' 
8 Add. MSS. 47561. July 6. Fox Cor., iv, 274-5. 4HMCR, Carlisle MSS., pp. 682-8. 
5 HMCR, Stopford-Sackville MSS., i, 78-9. July 6. 6 HMCR, Knox MSS., p. 185. 
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being a powerful opposer of administration, though not always a des
perate one. 

Fox found it necessary to explain to the House the reasons for his 
resignation. The helpful Moritz was in the gallery to record what went 
on; he was wise in seeking his seat early, since the gallery was filled at 
11, though the debates did not begin until S and Fox did not arrive 
until 4. Fox spoke at first with great vehemence, recorded Moritz, but 
gradually became more and more moderate and at length vindicated 
the step he had taken: 

... and shewed it to be [Moritz reported] in every point of view, just, wise, and 
honourable,-he added, with great force and pathos, 'and now I stand here once 
more, as "poor as ever I was": It was impossible to hear such a speech and such 
declarations unmoved.1 

Three different times that day Fox rose to defend his action in 
resigning. He had joined the Government, he insisted, because it stood 
for certain principles. When those principles were departed from, 
when the Government no longer pursued the line chalked out for it by 
the House and by the people of England, he felt it imperative to 
resign.2 

That there certainly was grave disagreement in the Cabinet on the 
question of American independence clearly appeared in Shelburne's 
speech to the Lords on July 10. Although he declared that the American 
business had never been stated in the Cabinet as a reason for the 'late 
resignations' (of Fox and Cavendish), he took something away from 
the completeness of that statement when he spelled out his own 
position: the independence of America 'would be a dreadful blow to the 
greatness of this country; and that when it should be established, the 
sun of England might be said to have set'. Independence would be a 
misfortune, a dreadful disaster. He had made every effort, in private 
and in public, to avoid it. Now the fatal necessity of granting indepen
dence appeared in full view; he might be obliged to give way on this 
point, but nothing short of necessity would bring him to this melan
choly event, this greatest of misfortunes. 'The sun of England would 
set with the loss of America; but it was his resolution to improve the 
twilight, and to prepare for the rising of England's sun again.'3 So 
although Grenville could show the American commissioners in Paris 
Fox's letter that independence was unconditional, Shelburne's speech 
told them that independence would be a disaster and a misfortune. 

1 Travtls, p. 218. Z ParliammtaryHistory, xxiii. 159-79. 3 Ibid .• xxiii. 195-4. 
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Fox continued to try to refute the charge that he had resigned because 
of personal resentment to Shelburne. At a public meeting held on July 17 
at Westminster Hall, he came forward, partly to deplore Shelburne's 
sincerity as a genuine exponent of parliamentary reform, but chiefly to 
defend himself against the allegation that he had resigned because 
Shelburne had been appointed to the first seat at the Treasury. He 
declared he could quote Richmond, Keppel, Conway, Cavendish, and 
several other members of his Majesty's cabinet that he had planned to 
resign even before Rockingham died. 

Fox went on to intertwine two arguments: one, a defence of his own 
resignation, and the other, a direct attack upon the head of the new 
government. In closing he offered a plea for the independence of the 
Colonies, a measure not only 'absolutely necessary for the political 
salvation of this country, but in itselfconsi<.1ered in the abstract, ajust, 
wise, and equitable measure'. Americans are Englishmen-they have 
English habits and English feelings-and should be treated with 
generosity. Shelburne, he reminded his listeners, had gone on record 
as saying that if American independence were granted, 'the splendour 
of this country would be gone, its sun would be set, and his government 
would take place in the twilight of the empire' . Fox then concluded 
with a cordial tribute to Sir Cecil Wray, whom he was supporting as a 
candidate from Westminster, calling him 'an upright, able, indepen
dent senator, and an honest man'--commendation and solid support 
that would be recalled, in a different context, two years later when 
Wray bitterly opposed Fox for a Westminster seat.l 

A more patient and tenacious person could have kept the administra
tion afloat longer; Fox had striven for office so many years that he 
might have been expected to appreciate the importance of patience and 
tenacity although neither he nor Rockingham had ever gained any real 
support from the .King. Fox was widely accused of having left the 
administration when he might most effectively have served it. 'Cease 
then vainly to court popularity,' said the Gazetteer, scornfully; 'your 
art and cunning will no longer prevail; your oratory will now lose all 
its charms .. . hide then your guilty head in humble retirement.' 

Fox's reasons for resigning obviously are complex. The personal 
reason emerges foremost, despite his own explanations and protests. 
True enough he announced his intention to resign before ~ockingham 
died, but he did not actually resign until after Shelburne had been 
appointed first minister, and not even then until after deliberation and 
consultation. Like many individuals of unusual good-nature and 
1 TM speech of tM RightHonourable Charles James Fox at • .. Westminster Hall. July 17. 
1782. etc. (London. [1782J). 
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patience, Fox reacted violently once certain limits were exceeded, and 
Shelburne was a person with whom Fox could not work in harness. Fox 
refused to continue in Shelburne's cabinet in 1782, and after a year's 
reflection refused to rejoin it when given an opportunity. 

The issue of American independence stands on a higher level. Fox 
was one of the first to advocate independence for the Colonies. As early 
as 1778 he had espoused the idea that the relationship between the 
mother country and the Americans would continue, even despite a 
formal separation, because of mutual ties and interests. His 1782 
speeches continued in this strain. He strongly urged independence
immediately, in advance of the treaty, without antecedent concessions 
and bargaining. Hence it is a measure of the strength of his conviction 
in favour of immediate American independence (and admittedly also of 
his dislike of Shelburne) that he was willing to abandon a career in 
office, which he found challenging and absorbing, even despite the frus
trations, to resume the burden of opposition. 

Ironically enough, many of Fox's associates continued to believe 
that he had resigned for personal reasons, nor did the Americans 
especially feel that they had lost a champion. The American delegation 
was undisturbed by the fall of the Rockingham ministry and the eleva
tion of Shelburne to the chiefpost. British treaty-making machinery was 
confused, divided, cumbersome, and would simply need to be endured 
longer. The Americans realized that Shelburne did not stand on en
tirely solid ground; and, along with other members of the diplomatic 
corps in Paris, they wondered about his integrity. Despite Shelburne's 
wobbling on the point of independence, the Americans decided that he 
was sincere enough. On other matters, such as drawing boundary lines, 
he was more generous than Fox. John Adams even thought he was a 
better friend to America than either Fox or Burke. l 

Grenville heard from Shelburne on July 5 that the death of Rocking
ham and the resignation of Fox would make no difference in the meas
ures to be pursued. But there was, of course, a difference: the eloquent 
voice that argued for unconditional American independence was no 
longer in the Cabinet. Not many days passed before the rumour was 
afloat that independence, instead of being conceded, would now have 
to be negotiated .2 Shelburne finally found it necessary to write to 
1 So Adams wrote in the Boston Patriot, January 25, 1812. Quoted in L. H. Butterfield, ed., 
Diary and Autobiography of John Adams (Cambridge, 19(1), iii, 155. See also Steven 
Watson's discussion of Shelburne in The Reign of George the Third (Oxford, 19(0), 
pp. 24\9 If. 
a F027/2, 18~. Oswald to Shelburne, July 12. Franklin wrote Oswald July 12 that he had 
heard that 'some opposition given by his Lordship to Mr Fox's decided Plan ofunequivocally 
acknowledging American intkptndmcy was one cause of that gentleman's resignation' 
(FO 27/2). See also Sheridan to Grenville, July 4, in The Letters of Richard Brimley Sheridan 
(Oxford, 1966), i, 15S. 
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Oswald, reassuring him upon 'the most unequivocal acknowledgement 
of American Independancy' but the rumour persisted longer than it 
should have.l 

During summer and fall peace negotiations continued. Adams was a 
forceful addition to the American team. He entered the discussion in 
October, fresh from a successful parley with the Dutch. As an important 
point in the treaty, the Americans insisted on a statement affirming 
their unlimited right to fish; this right they considered a part of the 
doctrine of the freedom of the seas. Long before, Congress had dis
cussed the importance of the fishing trade and had supplied its repre
sentatives with argument and precedent. 2 Adams insisted he would 
never put his hand to any treaty without satisfaction about the fishery, 
Laurens agreed, and John Jay declared that otherwise no peace would 
be possible, only 'an insidious Truce'.3 The Americans gained their 
point, urging among other reasons that fish caught by their country
men meant more dollars to spend in Great Britain. 

Another sensitive issue centred on the loyalists whose property had 
been confiscated by the states. Congress resented paying indemnity to 
those who had opposed the revolution, arguing that such payment was 
not only unfair to American citizens who had suffereq war's ravages 
but also impracticable, since much of the property had already gone 
through a variety of hands. Shelburne, however, was under pressure 
from loyalist emigres and their friends to bargain for adequate restitu
tion. The question also arose about debts owed by Americans to British 
creditors. The Americans did not want to concede either issue, but 
finally evolved the formula that creditors could sue for their debts 
through the courts, and that Congress would recommend to the states 
that the loyalists be recompensed. Shelburne welcomed this solution, 
which left the door ajar for further discussion even though it actually 
offered little. The Americans were impatient to have the definitive 
treaty signed. They wanted to be rid of their 'troublesome guests' 

1 Shelburne MSS., lxxi, 61-9 (Clements.) July 27. As late as September 10 Oswald re
ported to London that commissioner John Jay frequently referred to the Grenville offer 'to 
acknowledge their independence in the first instance'. Jay 'could not conceive the reason 
why that which we were willing to give them in May, should be refused in August' (FO 27/2, 
274). Actually these discussions continued in the Cabinet throughout the autumn; as late as 
November 19 the King was still boggling at the idea of 'independence', in one communica
tion crossing it out and substituting 'seperation'. Independence was a concession to be 
bargained for : it should be offered as part of a general arrangement that included, possibly, 
payment of debts to British merchants, restitution for damages claimed bY' loyalists, 
boundary lines, fishing rights, and the like. See Godfrey Davies and Marion Tinling, 
'The Independence of America: Six Unpublished Items on the Treaty in 1782-85.' 
Huntington Library Quartn-ly, xii, 2 (1948-W), 215-20; Fortescue, vi, 157. November 
19. . 
2 Journal of the Continental Congress, 1774-1789 (Washington, 1922), xxiii, 477-8. 
3 Diary and Autobiography of John AdiJms, iii, 81. November 29. 
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in order to retrieve their homes, release their prisoners, and even 
to keep their slaves, whom the British insisted upon freeing when 
possible. 

The document signed by the British and American representatives 
was not to go into full force until terms of peace had been agreed upon 
by Great Britain and France. These discussions consumed almost an
other two months. The long treaty with France was mostly a matter of 
islands and fish. Both were vital. Islands, of course, meant harbours for 
naval bases; fish was a staple of commerce. Moreover, a fishing fleet 
was a nursery of seamen in time of peace that could provide ex
perienced recruits in time of war. 

A beginning was also made on the long-standing problem of the 
British logwood cutters in British Honduras, who were now to be 
allowed by Spain to cut and carry away logwood in a district the 
boundaries of which were to be set later. Logwood was so valuable a 
commodity, at one time selling upwards of £100 a ton, that pirates 
even ceased their piracy to become logwood cutters and shippers. It 
was useful because from it could be extracted a chemical used in dyeing 
wool, cotton, and other fibres. As Spain had previously harassed the 
logwood cutters, the provision in the treaty was important, but it was 
so vaguely worded that later it proved to be a troublesome point that 
Fox had to renegotiate. 

What had Fox accomplished in his hundred days as Britain's first 
Foreign Secretary? So far as the preliminaries of peace were con
cerned, he could show only negligible results. He had little control of 
the negotiations, he did not or could not move rapidly or surely, and 
his resignation removed him from the scene while the discussions were 
at a tender stage. He argued that independence should be offered to the 
Americans unconditionally, without reference to past treaties or 
present bargaining points, and this point of view necessarily prevailed. 
He was never able, however, to shake the belief of many that he re
signed because of a personal dislike of Shelburne rather than because 
of a principle, even a principle luminous enough to split the Cabinet for 
months, provoke hours of parliamentary debate, and puzzle the nego
tiators in Paris. So far as Russia, Prussia, and Holland were concerned, 
although he did not develop a consistent foreign policy he nonethe
less recovered Russian friendship and improved British relations 
with Prussia. His attempt to drive a wedge between Holland and 
France was less successful because of counter pressure from the French 
court.1 His attitude towards Ireland and the legislation which the 
Cabinet sponsored pleased Ireland mightily, though her troubles quickly 

1 de Madariaga, esp. Chapter 16, 'Fox's Foreign Policy', pp. 887-412. 
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mounted as time went on. Actually a hundred days is only a brief 
interval, especially in the field of foreign affairs. 

Not to be overlooked is the fact that for a little while Fox achieved a 
complete reversal of his personal habits. He abandoned gambling, 
certainly not a simple accomplishment for one so enamoured of it and 
addicted to it, and poured his abundant energies into the duties of his 
office. His secretary hated to leave before his chief employer: 'Whilst 
light remained Fox never seemed tired.'l His traits of fairness and 
candour, his range of information and wide personal acquaintance, his 
gift for clear exposition and cogent argument as shown in his state 
papers, undoubtedly increased his stature as a statesman in the chancel
leries of Europe. Closer home, he still could not like Shelburne and the 
King still did not like him. 

Fox made the transition from Westminster back to Brooks's as effort
lessly as he had a few months previously made the transition from 
Brooks's to Westminster. Moreover, about this time the word got 
around that Fox was in love with Mrs Robinson, the attractive and 
intelligent young woman who had achieved prominence as Perdita in 
The Winter's Tale. The Prince of Wales had taken an ardent liking to 
her, and promises were exchanged by which she became his mistress 
and was to receive a bond for £21,000 when he became 21. Apparently 
there were other obligations as well, for only the last year the King 
had learned that she threatened to publish his son's letters unless she 
were paid £5,000 for them, and had to appeal to North to secure them. 
This action separated Perdita from her royal lover. Now Charles dis
covered her. Of this romance George Selwyn and others saltily ob
served that nobody was so fit for the Man of the People as was the 
Woman of the People. Fox, the son of a duke's daughter who in her own 
right was a peer of the realm, and who himself was at ease in the stately 
homes, found his romantic attractions and later his permanent connec
tion entirely outside the great families. 

Here it must be recorded that some time between summer and fall, 
Fox and Perdita came to a parting of the ways, and Fox began to be 
seen even more in the company of Mrs Elizabeth Bridget Armistead, 
previously mentioned, a woman of unknown origins who had shared 
equal billings with Perdita in the columns of the London press. Known 
to London readers as Mrs R-n and Mrs A-d, they lived a gay life in 
the company of lords or gentlemen also identified with hyphens. By 
the end of the year Fox was fully sharing with Mrs Armistead his 
political hopes and dreams, writing that if his good friends Portland, 
1 Dorothy Margaret Stuart, Dearest Bm (London, 1955), p. IS8. 
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Devonshire, and Fitzwilliam set out on a different course, 'I can never 
have any comfort in Politicks again.' In the letter was this note : 'God 
help my dearest Liz whose kindness to me makes up for all. '1 

Paragraph writers were delighted with the theme of the Man of the 
People and his new consort, also called the Woman of the People. 
During the months ahead when Fox was struggling for his political 
existence, attempting to shrug off the attacks of the press on his coali
tion with North, London readers, as an obligato on the main theme, 
were treated to the subtle harmonics of Mrs A--d's companionship 
with the Foreign Secretary, party leader, and first parliamentary 
orator of the kingdom, the Right Honourable Charles James Fox. 

1 Add. MSS. 47570 [December 28, 1782J. 
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[Fox and North] carmot be supposed to have either my 
favour or confidence; . . . I shall most certainly refuse 
any honours they may ask for. 

George tire Third 

In July 1782 Fox was in his thirty-fourth year. 'I am a young man,' he 
had told the Commons the opening day of the last session, 'but I can
not be called a young member ofthe House.' During his thirteen years 
in Parliament, he had sat two years at the Admiralty board, thirteen 
months at the Treasury, and three months in the Foreign Office-a 
total offorty months. The rest ofthe time he had been in opposition. 

Once again he resumed his customary seat on the third row of 
opposition benches. Looking at the Government talent across the 
carpet, he could observe a few changes. Thomas ToWnshend now sat 
as Secretary of State for home affairs, the post just vacated by Shelburne, 
now elevated to First Lord of the Treasury. The principal change, 
however, was the presence of Pitt as Chancellor of the Exchequer. Pitt 
had refused to accept a minor post in the Rockingham administration. 
When Rockingham died, Pitt had expressed his concern to Fox that 
the Government would break up. Fox said, 'it would; and the whole 
system be revived'; adding; 'They look to you; without you they can
not succeed; with you I know not whether they will or no.' 'If', replied 
Pitt, 'they reckon upon me, they may find themselves mistaken.' 
Afterwards Fox, recounting the dialogue, added; 'I believe they do 
reckon on Pitt, and I believe they will not be mistaken.'l Fox was 
right. Shelburne had been able to enlist Pitt. 

Most of the power of the new administration was in the Lords. 
Shelburne, along with Camden, Thurlow, and Grafton, continued 
there, and Fox could reflect ruefully that his colleagues Keppel, now a 
viscount, Richmond, and Dunning, now Lord Ashburton, had joined 
them. Also in the upper house was Grantham, Fox's successor as 
Foreign Secretary. But all was not lost. Near Fox sat Cavendish and 
Burke, who with him had forsaken posts in the Government to join 
opposition. 
1 Fox Cor., i. 446-7. 
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The two sides eyed each other warily. Wedderburn, for two years 
now in the Lords as Loughborough, friendlier to Fox than during 
the earlier years of the American revolution, thought the first move to 
strengthen opposition should be to reconcile North and Fox. 'The first, 
you know, is irreconcilable to no man; the second will feel his ancient 
resentment totally absorbed in his more recent hostility.'l The King 
wrote that the mask was now cast off; the issue was whether 'I am to be 
dictated to by Mr Fox, who avows that He must have the sole direction 
of this Country; Lord Shelburne certainly must and shall have my 
fullest support.'2 

On the floor of the House of Commons it was Pitt versus Fox, just 
as a generation before it had been the elder Pitt versus the elder Fox. 
The sons, different from each other in temperament, seemed destined 
for political opposition. Now a new era had begun. In the years that 
followed, whenever Pitt rose to speak on a major issue, Fox was there 
to make immediate reply. Fox was therefore Pitt's chief obstacle; 
Fox, who could not be bought, won over, or frightened, could invari
ably be counted upon for a two-hour or three-hour sharp, penetrating, 
biting analysis of Pitt's measures. Sometimes Fox's opposition was 
better grounded than at other times, but it was always there. Pitt, later 
called 'the pilot that weathered the storm', was often right on lesser 
issues, sometimes wrong on mighty principles. In the passage of time 
Fox's blunders, it was noted, became inconsequential. His better ideas 
weathered the centuries. 

Fox's persistent dislikes and obsessive hatreds are often recounted. 
Certainly this otherwise friendly, cordial person, entirely capable of 
forgiving affronts and even of suffering fools, found it well-nigh impos
sible in his lifetime to give his confidence to a few people-principally 
three. During the next few months he contended with all three at once: 
Pitt, across from him on the Treasury bench; Shelburne, in the other 
House as first minister; behind the scenes, the King himself. 

Parliament rose in July, immediately after the formation of the new 
ministry. The King's speech at the opening of the winter session 
puzzled opposition orators with its statement that the treaty had been 
settled-a statement that implied that the independence tendered the 
Colonies could later be retracted. Thus again the old question was 
raised: were the Americans offered independence unconditionally or 
not? 

Fox spoke heatedly on this issue. He recalled that the King had given 
him orders to write Grenville in Paris, unconditionally offering inde-
1 Auckland, i, 9. To Eden, July 14, 1782. 2 Fortescue, vi, 85. To Jenkinson, July IS. 
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pendence to America. Yet soon afterwards Shelburne had declared 
that the orders to Grenville had constituted a conditional offer of 
independence that could be recalled in certain circumstances.1 The 
significance of this equivocation was not lost on those who had mis
givings about Shelburne anyway. Opposition speakers pressed him to 
explain whether the concession of independence to America did, or did 
not, hinge upon the concluding of a treaty with France. In the other 
house, Fitzwilliam told the Lords 'it was impossible to walk the streets 
without being told of the inconsistency of ministers ... it was the 
subject of all the newspapers, and the topic of general conversation'. 
To get a clearcut statement, Fitzwilliam wrote the question down and 
read it aloud: Is the independence of America contingent or not? Shel
burne, however, refused to answer. He was bound to keep the King's 
secrets and would not divulge them. 2 The refusal was suspicious, the 
excuse ominous. It now became clear that only Fox's presence in the 
last Cabinet had kept alive the proposal to offer the colonies immediate, 
irrevocable, independence. Once he had left, the Cabinet took a tempo
rizing, equivocal position. 

The preliminary articles of peace were finally presented on J~uary 27. 
Shelburne was of course eager to have Parliament approve them 
although he fully realized he might not be able to command the neces
sary vote. He therefore began to feel out the opposing camp to deter
mine whether an arrangement could be made to strengthen his Govern
ment. His following was estimated at 140, North's at 120, Fox's at90. 3 

So there were three distinct groups of such a size that an alliance of 
two groups was necessary to command a majority. Pitt, understanding 
this arithmetic, asked Fox to state the terms on which he would sup
port the Government. The reply was that there were no such terms while 
Lord Shelburne remained, ~d so the brief interview ended. W. W. 
Grenville, Thomas's younger brother, who reported the conversation 
to Lord Temple, concluded that Pitt must be 'very desperate' and Fox 
'very confident' for such a question to be 'so put and so answered'.4 

Since a Fox-Shelburne alliance was impossible on the face of it, the 
alternatives were either Shelburne-North or Fox-North. North 
therefore held the pivotal position. It was to his interest not to drift 
away from the centre of power. As banker Thomas Coutts put it, 
1 ParliammtaryHistory, xxiii, 251-44. 2 Ibid., xxiii, 805-6. 
8 utters of Gibbon, ii, 311. To Sheffield, October 14. In July the figures had been about the 
same: Shelburne 130, North 120, Fox 80 (HMeR, Carlisle MSS., Selwyn to Carlisle, pp. 
633-4). . 
4 Court and Cabi1ll!ts, i, 1~. February 11, 1783. Fox Car., ii, 3S. Another version of the 
dialogue states that when Pitt told Fox that Shelburne would continue at the head of any 
new arrangement, Fox declared: 'It is impossible for me to belong to any administration of 
which Lord Shelburne is the head.' Pitt replied. 'Then we need discuss the matter no further; 
I did not come here to betray Lord Shelburne' (Stanhope, i, 98). 
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North's friends would desert him 'ifthey find he is no longer to be dis
penser ofloaves and fishes'.l William Adam, Fox's duelling opponent, 
adroitly approached North to sound out the possibility of a junction 
with Shelburne. The terms of this union were not, however, agreeable 
to North. 2 Moreover, Pitt and Richmond inflexibly opposed a Shel
burne-North alliance; to them, North's management of the war and 
his subservience to the Crown stamped him to them as a person not to be 
associated with. 3 North decided that the only way to prevent the dis
solution of his party was to approach Fox. Meanwhile Fox, despite 
reservations about coalescing with North, had decided that such a 
union would be feasible even though it could not be permanent. 4 

At their first meeting on February 14, Fox and North were able to 
evolve a working agreement. In other meetings their intermediaries 
pounded out the details. The two agreed to oppose the address; they 
agreed to lay aside their former animosi ty; they concluded they would 
not press economical reform; they declared each man could follow his 
own bent on parliamentary reform. Fox argued that the King should 
not be suffered to be his own minister. North agreed, saying that 'the 
appearance of power is all that a King of this country can have'. He 
further argued that government by departments was 'a very bad 
system'; one man or a cabinet should govern the whole. 'Government 
by departments was not brought in by me: he continued. 'I found it so, 
and had not vigour and resolution to put an end to it.'5 

Each had friends who opposed the juncture. John Robinson had 
written to North: 'If you and Mr Fox should overthrow the present 
administration and form one, your heart will tell you that it could not 
be permanent or pleasant.'6 Fox's hunting friend of many years, Coke 
of Norfolk, had called it 'a most revolting compact'. Only Fox's 
assurance that North had agreed to act on his opinion, not the other 
way round, redeemed the prospect in Coke's mind. 7 Grafton told Fox 
that he did not like the arrangement, 'yet in the present state of the 
country, I do not see what better can now be substituted' .S 

The final discussi1'>ns between the two and their go-betweens were 
not concluded until four or five o'clock on the morning of February 17. 9 

The debate on the preliminaries was scheduled to open that afternoon. 
So Parliament formally turned its attention to the acceptance or rejec
tion of the proposals for peace. Were they 'such as merited applause, 
or deserved disapprobation?' 

1 Ernest Hartley Coleridge, The Lift of Thomas COlltts, BanUr (London, 1920), i, 161-
February 22. 
2 Fox Cor., ii, 29-36. 3 Wraxall, ii, 415. 4 Grafton, p. 355. 
5 Fox Cor., ii, 37-8. 8HMCR, Abergavenny MSS., p. 57. February 1. 
7 A. M. W . Stirling. Coke of Norfolk and His Friends (London, n.d. ), i, 212. 
8 Grafton. p. 374. 9 Wraxall. ii, 422. 
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The debate in the Lords was earnest and thorough. The advantages 
of peace were generally admitted: the nation was tired of war, men of 
landed property were burdened by the increasing tax load, men of 
commerce were eager to revive old channels of trade and open new ones, 
and in general all desired the tranquillity of Europe, Britain, and 
America. 

To opposition debaters, however, the terms were onerous. The new 
boundary line between the States and Canada was not only too generous 
in its disposal of territory, but seemed to have been drawn by men who 
had no knowledge of North American geography. The territory ceded 
the new states contained powerful forts, constructed by the British at 
great expense. To yield them would leave Canada defenceless against 
the Indians, and moreover, the fur trade would be 'totally and abso
lutely lost'. The fisheries were, moreover, irretrievably gone. Further
more, to give up Penobscot, 'a nursery of masts', was unwise and un
fortunate. And to expect that the new Congress would be able to per
suade the several states to repeal the wartime laws that had banished 
loyalists and confiscated their property was entirely too incredible and 
naIve. The situation would be especially hard on those loyalists who 
had actually borne arms on the British side. 

Shelburne ably defended the treaty. Opening with the conventional 
disarming statements that he would rely on facts, not emotion, and 
attempting to reassure the Lords of his own personal integrity in the 
matter, he discussed one by one the objections that had been raised. He 
stated that the wisdom or lack of wisdom in drawing the boundaries 
depended entirely upon the gain or loss of trade, and that the exports to 
Canada were of the order of only £ 140,000 and the imports were no 
more than £50,000. Even if the entire fur trade of £50,000 were sunk 
into the sea, he asked, is this a sufficient reason for continuing the war? 

As for ceding advantageous fishing rights to the Americans, Shel
burne declared that Britain had ample fishing resources left, including 
superior facilities for curing and drying. The rivalry, he persisted, 
would be stimulating. As for the loss of masts in Penobscot: 'I will 
oppose a fact to [the] bare assertion. I have in my pocket a certificate 
from one of the ablest surveyors . . . that there is not a tree there 
capable of being made into a mast.' Loss of the phenomenally tall and 
straight timber of the colonies-a kind almost unknown in Britain
would have been serious. Masts in an eighteenth-century conflict were 
vital, like oil in the middle of the twentieth. 

Finally, he urged, the advantages of a peace were overwhelming. 
Britain was hardly in a position to continue the war or demand more at 
the peace table. 'We are 197 millions indebt. . . our credit is beginning 
to totter ... our navy is in poor shape . . . naval stores exhausted, 
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cordage rotten ... magazines in a low condition.' To this last obser
vation the new Viscount Keppel, standing on sure ground, offered a 
firm but brief denial, but the Lords decided, by a majority of thirteen, 
that they were contended with the peace. Shelburne's career here 
reached its summit. 

In the Commons the debate on that February 17 took a different turn. 
The presence of Fox and North side by side on the front opposition 

bench confirmed the rumQurs that the two had made an arrangement. 
Fox, whose late hours at Brooks had accustomed him to going without 
sleep, was fresh and alert. North, however, unable to keep awake 
during the opening speeches, left his seat and went to the gallery to sit 
beside Wraxall. There he fitfully dozed, first asking Wraxall to 
awaken him whenever Government speakers uttered uncompli
mentary remarks. After an hour and a half of such interrupted repose, 
he began to arouse himself and resumed his place next to Fox.1 Soon 
afterwards gaining the floor, he made a pointed attack on the provi
sions of the treaty. Though he sympathized with ministers in the diffi
cult task of framing an acceptable treaty, he found little in the proposed 
articles with France, Spain, or America that pleased him. He did not like 
the liberal granting of fishing rights offN ewfoundland or the cession of 
St Lucia. Nor did he like to see Spain in the possession of Minorca and 
the Floridas. Most of all North was concerned with the fate of the 
loyalists: those who had not fought on the British side were promised 
a sort of protection, but those who had fought for the British were 
apparently promised only a twelve-month amnesty during which they 
could endeavour to recover their confiscated properties. The mother 
country should show more gratitude and offer more protection. 

As the debate progressed, however, and members saw the expected 
alliance between North and Fox in action, Government speakers 
capitalized further upon the incongruity ofthis situation. Here was the 

.. former first minister unsympathetic to the problems of drafting a peace; 
and here especially was a man who had clamoured repeatedly for peace 
not only now backing rapidly away from it, but in so doing embracing 
the support of the minister he had so persistently and bitterly attacked. 
Among those who ridiculed the coalition was Dundas; claiming that Fox 
had once boasted that he had a peace in his pocket, he asked that Fox's 
peace should now be produced, in order that members could compare 
the Fox peace with the Shelburne peace. 

During the evening Daniel Pulteney wrote: 'Fox and Lord North 
have been laughed at for their alliance by nearly every speaker. It is 
1 Wraxall, ii, +28-4. 
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now a quarter past one, and neither Fox or Pitt have yet risen.'l 
Pulteney, an independent, voted with Fox on this occasion though 
later he became a supporter of Pitt and a sharp critic of Fox. 

When Fox did rise he found it imperative to answer the many 
personal accusations that had been hurled. The circumstances under 
which, said Fox, he had urged peace, were different from those that 
existed today; furthermore, he could never have yearned for such a 
peace as was now being tendered: 
You call for peace, ... you urge the necessity of pejlce, you insist on peace; then 
peace you shall have, but such a peace, that you shall sicken at its very name. You 
call for peace, and I will give you a peace that shall make you repent the longest 
day you live, that ever you breathed a wish for peace. I will give you a peace which 
shall make you and all men wish that, the war had been continued ... 

As he went on he had better to offer than such rhythmical cabbage 
(Pitt later effectively parodied it) when he denied the charge that he 
had ever said, 'I have a peace in my pocket': 
The learned lord [Dundas] called upon him to produce the peace which he had 
projected. This was a very loud and sounding word; but the learned lord not 
being a cabinet minister, was at liberty to hazard bold things, which, if he was a 
cabinet minister, he was pretty sure he would not do. ~ill anyone of the King's 
ministers, said Mr. Fox, give me the same challenge? Will they call upon me to 
produce the peace? I dare them to do it. I challenge them to do it. They know what 
it is ; they have it in the office. -

Few were more effective than Fox in answering unfounded charges. 
Neither Dundas nor Mr Secretary Townshend cared to take the floor 
for a rejoinder. 

Next, in a passage that has become famous, he explained why he had 
joined hands with one 'whose principles I have been in the habit of 
opposing for the last seven years of my life'. He declared: 

It is neither wise nor noble to keep up animosities for ever .... It is not my nature 
to bear malice, or to live in ill will. My friendships are perpetual, my enmities are 
not so .. ~ . 

When a man ceases to be what he was, when the opinions which made him 
obnoxious are changed, he then is no more my enemy, but my friend. The Ameri
can war was the cause of the enmity between the noble lord and myself. The 
American war, and the American question, is at an end. 

Fox did not enter into the details of the treaties, however, although 
he did declare that the terms were obnoxious in the extreme, laying his 
finger on points 'which above others were ruinous .and fatal to our 
commerce'.2 Pitt, who followed, also commented on . 'the unnatural 
alliatlce', which was 'undoubtedly to be reckoned among the wonders 
of the age'. Such political apostacy not only astonished a young man 
lHMCR, Rutland MSS., iii, 68. To the Duchess of Rutland [February 17, 178SJ. 
Z Parliamentary History, xxiii, 485-9. 
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like him, he added, but also confounded the most veteran observers of 
the human heart. 

At seven-thirty in the morning the House divided: 208 for the 
ministry, 224 against it. Sixty additional members were reported to 
have paired . Accordingly, in one of the large houses of the century, the 
ministry was defeated by 16 votes. The reversal was a pretty broad 
hint to Shelburne, as the situation was described later, that he was not 
altogether so popular as he had imagined.1 

Much of the press vividly expressed its disapproval of the coalition. 
The Morning Post called. it a gross and unpardonable insult to either 
or both men. The Post emphasized Fox's inconsistency. It recalled that 
once he had said, 'the moment he should make any terms with [North], 
he would rest satisfied to be called the most infamous of mankind', or 
that he 'so much detested Lord North, he could not even bear to sit in 
the same room with him!' Seldom has a politician furnished his oppo
nents with so much volatile fuel. A pamphlet, Fox against Fox, lining 
up pairs of these opposite sentiments delivered before and after the 
juncture, had a wide sale. Another reviewed his political inconsistencies 
from his earliest speeches onward; Fox's 'political conduct contains 
incontestable proofs of tergiversation, duplicity, and inconsistency'.2 
The always loyal Fitzpatrick stated the situation more realistically: 
'The apparent j uncture with Lord North is universally cried out against, 
though . .. all moderate and reasonable men approve of it as the only 
means of establishing any government in this country.'3 

On February 21 Cavendish offered five resolutions, the last one 
censuring the peace treaty for more generous terms than the adver
saries of the nation had earned. Near the close of a long debate, Fox 
rose to his feet and made a long speech-the Whitehall Evening-Post 
clocked him at nearly three hours-in which he 'entered minutely into 
his political principles'. Going through the treaty in detail, he cited the 
many concessions made to England's foes and the few made to England 
herself. Treaties shol!ld be made either on the basis of uti possidetis 
[possessions now held], he explained, as when one combatant in a 
superior position can lay claim to all the territory ofthe other that it had 
conquered; or on the basis of general restitution, as when the com
batants have an equal desire for peace and seek to restore to each other 
all lost possessions. This treaty, however, combined both the dis
honour of uti possidetis and the disadvantage of restitution. 'France 
retains what she has taken from us, and receives a general restitution of 
all we have taken from her.' But more than to denounce the treaty, Fox 

1 Parliammtary Histqry, xxiii, 521. Debate of February 21. 
a A state of facts: or a sketch of the character and political conduct of . .. Fox (London, 1788). 
3 Add. MSS. 47579. To Ossory, February 22. Fox Cor., ii, l8-19. 
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rose to defend the coalition: 'Only from the coalition of parties ... 
[can] the spirit of constitutional power ... be restored to its former 
vigour.' In conclusion he trusted that the consequence of the coalition 
will be the salvation of the country. 

The principal defender of the peace in the Commons had to be young 
Chancellor Pitt. That night, however, he was so unwell that, during 
Fox's speech, he had to retire to Solomon's Porch, just behind the 
Speaker's chair, to relieve his tortured stomach. He held the door 
open, however, so that he would miss none of Fox's argument.1 Pitt's 
speech, also three hours long, is briefly reported, but enough remains to 
demonstrate its logic and its eloquence. Reviewing the items of the 
treaty, he held them up as a better bargain than Fox had alleged. More 
particularly he accurately declared that the opposition was not so eager 
to defeat the peace as to remove Shelburne: 
It is not this treaty, it is the earl of Shelburne alone whom the movers of this ques-
tion are desirous to wound . ... This is the aim ofthe unnatural coalition to which 
I have alluded. If, however, . . . this ill-omened marriage is not already solemnized, 
I know ajust and lawful impediment, and, in the name of the public safety, I here 
forbid the banns. 

He reminded the House forcefully of North's ill-starred administration 
of the war and concluded with lofty lines from Horace. 2 New Foreign 
Secretary Grantham wrote: 'I hear nothing ever equalled the speech 
which he made upon the state of the navy, army, and finance, all con
curring to contradict ... the resolution. He is a most extraordinary 
phenomenon, ... and his character untainted.'a 

It was the first of the great Pitt~Fox debates. If Pitt's eloquence 
came even in part from the visit to Solomon's Porch, then every legis
lative a.ssembly should install one. 

The resolutions were carried by 17 votes: 207 to 190. The news 
greatly distressed the King: 'I am sorry it has been my lot to Reign in 
the m·ost profligate Age and when the most unatural coalition seems to 
have taken place, which can but add confusion and distraction among a 
too much divided Nation.'4 

The defeat of the peace brought on Shelburne's resignation, followed 
by an interregnum of six weeks filled with all manner of proposals and 
counter proposals. A Fox-North coalition could command the votes 
but was unpopular. As Fitzpatrick wrote: 'unless a real good Govern
ment is the consequence of this junction, nothing can justify it to the 
publick.' Pitt was approached on the subject of forming a new 
1 Robert Isaac Wilberforce and Samuel Wilberforce, TM Life of William Wilberforce 
(London, 1838), i, 26. 
2 Parlia77umtaryHistory, xxiii, 498-555. 
3 Malrnesbury, ii, 35. To Sir James Harris, February 22. 4 Fortescue, vi, 245. 
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Government and apparently at one stage of the negotiations agreed to 
do so, Dundas assuring him that he would have a majority in Parlia
ment. He had, however, asked for time to reflect, and later in the day 
wrote that he had decided he could not count either on North's support 
or North's remaining neutral. l 

The name of the Duke of Portland was then put forward, word going 
to the King through North that Fox and his friends could not form a part 
of any administration unless Portland was at the head. Fox wrote the 
Prince to that effect, adding: 'This negociation is therefore entirely at 
an end, and not only the country is now without a Ministry, but there 
does not appear at present any prospect of making one. '2 The King had 
many reasons for not wanting Fox in the Government, one being the 
friendship between Fox and the Prince. The Prince had warmly es
poused the cause of the coalition and was declared to have exclaimed 
aloud in the drawing room 'that his father had not yet agreed to the 
plan of the Coalition, but, by God, he should be made to agree to if.s 
The King glumly thought about abdication. In his collected papers 
under date of March 28 is a trial draft in which he stated that he was 
determined to 'quit this Island', retire to 'the Original Patrimony of 
my Ancestors', and tum the kingdom over to the Prince. 4 

After a final, unsuccessful plea with North to take the ministry, the 
King consented that Portland should be the nominal head of the new 
Government, with the rest of the Cabinet as follows: Secretaries of 
State-North (home department), Fox (foreign department); Presi
dent of the Council-Stormont; Lord Privy Seal-Carlisle; Chancellor 
of the Exchequer-Cavendish; First Lord of the Admiralty-Keppel. 
The King much wanted to keep the rugged and indestructible Thurlow 
as Lord Chancellor, but had to give way on this point and put the great 
seal into the custody of a three-man commission. To pry Thurlow out of 
office was not a small achievement. He had been Lord Chancellor nearly 
five years, and once he got back in would serve many more. Fitzpatrick 
became Secretary at War; Burke, Paymaster of the Forces; Sheridan, 
a Secretary to the Treasury; and Mansfield, Speaker of the Lords. 5 

'Both Lord North and Charles Fox suffer in the estimation of the 
impartial,' said the Whitehall Evening-Post. By turns it was ironic and 
critical; North, for his charity and meekness in reconciling himself to 
his greatest political enemy, should be made Archbishop of Canterbury. 

1 Melville MSS., February 9.7 [1788J. To Dundas. (Clements.) Earl Stanhope, Lift of the 
RightHonourabk William Pitt, Srd edn (London, 1867), i, 107. 
I A. Aspinall, ed., The Corrtsponclma of Georgt, Prince of Woks, 1770-1812 (New York, 
19613), i, lOS. [March 4, 178S.J 
3 Last Journals, ii, 496-7. 4 Fortescue, vi, 1316-17. 
6 Arrangements for Fitzpatrick and others are reviewed in letters from Eden to Fox, April S 
and Fox to Portland, April 4 (Welbeck Abbey MSS. PWF 13970/1). (Nottingham.) 
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The coalition was democratic insolence, it was superior deceit and 
barefaced imposition, it possessed not a single virtue; public honour 
had gone to the dogs and public safety was following it; treason was 
rampant and loyalty was at her feet; liberty had shot herself through 
the head. The Morning Chronicle fairly sputtered: apostasy, effrontery, 
profligate indecency; democracy bid fair to ruin England; mistakes of 
ignorance and the designs of bad men are equally fatal. The Herald 
denounced the coalition as universally execrated. 'Not fiction herself 
can produce a parallel in infamy . . . the one is as vilely reprobated by 
his Majesty as the other is by the Majesty of the People.' The Morning 
Post observed that members of the House now got up and left when 
Fox rose to his legs, as they had generally done with Burke; no fewer 
than twelve members, it reported, walked out on Fox during a recent 
parliamentary rhapsody. French newspapers spoke of cette monstreuse 
coalition, eette execrable union, eet objet de l'horreur. To climax all, the 
Post served this delicacy: a woman caught in bed with another man 
declared, when upbraided by her husband, that since the coalition 
there is nothing left to blush at. 

In entering into a coalition with North, Fox earnestly felt that he 
had devised an arrangement that would give him a relatively free hand 
in developing his policies. Moreover, -the American question, over 
which he and North had had their most violent disagreements, was 
now, in the main, behind them. Again, he was not, as he said, inclined 
to continue personal animosity toward North. On the other hand, he 
did not want to move in Shelburne's direction either personally or 
politically. Nor did he want to continue in opposition; he had enjoyed 
many aspects of the minister's life during the months he had held office. 
He was fairly warned that the coalition was politically dangerous-he 
had the counsel of friends like Coke and others-and his own experi
ence of having his youthful speeches continually quoted against him 
had made him painfully aware of the persistence of human memory. 
Nor was there any popular clamour for him to assume office. Notwith
standing, he made the decision to coalesce-and the paragraphers, the 
pamphlet writers, cartoonists, speakers on the hustings, the platform, 
and in Parliament, and the general public as well, bitterly assailed him 
for more than a decade. 

Although Shelburne had resigned on the 26th of February, not 
until the 8th of April was the coalition ministry finally admitted 
to office. 

Again it was necessary for Fox to go before the electors of West
minster. Up to the day of the election an effort was made to scare up an 
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opponent, but without success. The usual parade got under way. The 
primitive sounds of marrow bones striking meat cleavers alternated 
with the more civilized music of a band. Men carried standards of blue 
silk and gold lace and the usual banners proclaiming 'Liberty' and 
'Independence'. But there were notable differences. Instead of being 
received as 'The Man of the People', the Morning Post reported, 
'there were calls of Hunt the Fox !-Holloo, turncoat !-None of your 
damned speeches I-You shan't make fun of us any more !-Knock him 
down !' The Morning Chro1!-icle moreover proposed that the following 
alterations were to be made in the next edition of Johnson's Dictionary 
at the request of the twofriends: 

Traitor.-An honest man; one who serves his country. 
Scoundrel.-A gentleman, every inch of him. 
Consistency.-Turning round to all the points in the compass. 

The Public Advertiser put its sentiments into doggerel: 

The Broad-Bottomed Administration: or, Mr. F's Genuine Thanks 
to His Westminster Electors. 

Quoth N- to F-, 'You've got your Ends, 
In spite of all your foes!' 

' I have,' says F-, 'See how my friends 
I do lead by the Nose.' 

'I see't,' says N- again; 'such Blocks 
Prove Country's Good a Farce is; 

So we broad-bottomed'-'Right,' Says F-, 
'We bid them kiss our-.' 

Lord John Townshend witnessed the installation of the new 
ministers. In later years he would say that he had predicted the coalition 
would not endure, for he was at court when Fox kissed hands and 
observed 'George III turn back his ears and eyes just like the horse at 
Astley'S, when the tailor he had determined to throw was getting on 
him'.l The King wrote Lord Temple that the new ministry could not 
enjoy his confidence; he planned at the outset not to support its requests 
for peerages or other honours, and he hoped that the Grenvilles, the 
Pitts, and other men of abilities and character would relieve him from 
this situation. 'My sorrow may prove fatal to my health if I remain long 
in this thraldom.'2 

1 Fox Cor., ii, 28. 2 Fortescue, vi, 330. April 1; Court and Cobinets, i, 219. 
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Great Britain and the United States must still be in
separable, either as Friends or Foes. This is an awful 
and important Truth. 

David Hartley 

King and press spoke as one: the coalition was unpopular. But un
popular or not, it was in the saddle. For the second time in thirteen 
months, Fox found himself at the post of Foreign Secretary, and re
sumed his duties with earnestness and zeal. 

On the floor of the Commons the new Government had to perform 
certain housekeeping duties; among other matters, to repeal the pro
hibitory Acts against the Americans and to ma1<.e better arrangements 
to manage trade and commerce between them and the mother country. 
From Fox to the King flowed a steady stream of notes, just as in earlier 
days the stream had flowed from North. Fox's communications were 
gracious and explicit, models of correctness; the King's replies brief 
and pointed. Fox concluded one of his longer epistles: 'Whenever 
Your Majesty will be graciously pleased to condescend even to hint 
your inclinations upon any subject, that it will be the study of Your 
Majesty's Ministers to show how truly sensible they are of Your 
Majesty's goodness.'! 

This passage carries particular significance. Considering his many 
strong utterances against the throne, Fox indeed humbled himself to 
write it. The King's dislike was broad bottomed, however, so on the 
letter he wrote only the grim endorsement: 'No answer.' Perhaps Fox 
can be accused of obsequiousness, but at least one person was confident 
that Fox was sincere in attempting to create a working relationship 
with the King: the Duke of Queensberry later told George that Fox had 
every disposition to comply with his wishes. 'I can assert as an un
doubted fact that there was scarcely any proof of his personal devotion, 
or any sacrifice that he would not have made, to acquire your favour.' 
The King retorted that Fox never said as much to' him. 'No, sir: 
replied the Duke, 'assuredly he did not, because your Majesty never 
gave him any encouragement ... .'2 

1 Fortescue, vi, 857. April 16, 1788. Fox Cor., ii, 125-+. 
2 Wraxall reports the conversation, iii, 119-20. 
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The King was more kindly disposed to a petition from Portland 
begging the customary leave to lay himself at his Majesty's feet and to 
'offer his most devout and fervent prayers for Your Majesty's unin
terrupted enjoyment of every Blessing which The Divine Providence 
can bestow .... ' To this overture the King responded in a short but 
amicable sentence: 'The D. of Portland's very feeling expressions for 
my welfare and that of my Family are not thrown away upon Me.'l 

Even with Fox promising to be sensible of his Majesty's goodness and 
the Duke's offer of devout and fervent prayers, the line of communica
tion between King and ministers was slender and uncertain. Who can 
say what changes would have been wrought in the shaping of the whig 
party had the King replied even with measured grace both to Fox and 
Portland? A decade later the latter two drifted apart: Portland, with 
obvious reluctance, split with Fox, joined the Government, and, as 
Home Secretary, policed the mass meetings that Fox addressed and 
reported Fox's language to the King as faithfully as Pitt ever did. 

A full House assembled on May 7 to hear Pitt speak on parliamentary 
reform. So crowded was the chamber that members were obliged to 
stand in the passages; the doors of the gallery were locked at eleven 
o'clock, and after that no strangers were admitted. Fox supported, 
North opposed, the motion. In a striking passage contrasting Pitt and 
Fox, Walpole foresaw that Pitt's character was more likely to set him 
at the head of Government than was that of any other man, though his 
native abilities were inferior to Fox's. He continued: 

Had not Pitt so early aspired to be his rival, Fox would have cherished Pitt as his 
friend and disciple. Fox was charmed with [him] ... and loved him. Pitt [once 
said], 'Mr Fox had never been answered.' When he forced Fox to answer him, 
it was with such facility of superiority, that Pitt had better have remembered that 
neither Thurlow, nor Dundas, nor both together, could defeat Fox. 2 

,. 

For an hour and a half, this May day, Fox 'commanded throughout 
the most general attention,' as the Gautteer observed. Others spoke in 
turn; then Burke sought the floor. It was not much after midnight, but 
many members, fearing a long-winded speech, rose and left the House. 
Half a dozen newspapers commented on the slight, the Gautteer re
cording this sympathetic note about a speaker sometimes, unfairly, 
called the 'dinner bell': 

The House of Commons gave a marked proof of their unwillingness to hear a 
gentleman who is one of the first orators in the world-but who is addicted to 
long-winded harangues. When Mr Fox concluded his brilliant speech, during 

1 Fortescue, vi, 377-8. May 7, 8. 2 Fox Cor., ii, 81. 
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which every member was arrested in his seat, Mr Burke rose, but could not 
command the attention of the House.-There was a general retreat to dinner. 

North's opposition to reform was apparent in the division. The house 
voted Pitt down by 293 to 149, a majority of 144 votes. 

In June the House passed a Bill providing that receipts be stamped. 
The two Westminster members disagreed on the Bill, Sir Cecil Wray 
opposing and Fox supporting. Their differences would be echoed in 
detail at the next general election. 

A factor that prevented George III from abdicating those bleak days 
of the spring of 1783 was the persistent, bitter thought that the Prince 
would be elevated to the throne. Had George Augustus Frederick 
been a beloved son the King could have stepped down with relief. 
But the Prince's life, in sharp contrast with the King's quiet and 
sombre demeanor, caused the parents continued anguish. The Prince's 
habits were extravagant, he could swear in three languages, he was 
not always truthful, he gambled excessively, he could drink any quan
tity of liquor without passing out under the table. Both his political 
and female companions were of the wrong sort. In addition to the 
other grievances of the King against Fox was the major one that Fox 
and his son were confederates in all of this wickedness. Thurlow told 
the King that he would have no peace until he clapped both of them 
into the Tower.l 

Now the Prince, approaching twenty.,one, needed a regular income 
to support his personal establishment. This issue was the sort that 
could break any ministry. Fox was in an especially sensitive position as 
he was now compelled to request funds to enable the Prince to carryon 
his highly disapproved social and political escapades. 

At first the lavish sum of £100,000 was proposed, an amount that 
had no doubt been mentioned in the hearing of the Prince in the days of 
the Shelburne ministry. Apparently the King agreed to this sum at the 
outset and instructed Portland to ask Parliament for it. Meanwhile the 
notion suddenly seemed repugnant to the King. A violent reaction set 
in; he even invited Temple to take over the Government and sent a 
servant in livery to stop the Duke of Richmond from going to France; 
Richmond would be useful if there were to be a change,. 

Meanwhile notes and letters fluttered back and forth. Portland and 
the Cabinet reflected upon a compromise : if the King could allow his 
son .£50,000 from the civil list, Parliament would be asked to provide 
the remaining £50,ooo.With"humility the Duke wrote this suggestion 
into a letter to the King, but as quickly added the proviso that if the 
1 Last JOU17Ulls, ii, 467. 
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King, looking ahead to a future day when he would need to provide for 
all the younger princes and princesses 'with which Providence has 
blessed Your Majesty', found he could not afford even the £50,000, 
the Duke would certainly call upon Parliament for that additional sum 
as well. Another long and involved paragraph, revealing to his 
Majesty that the Prince had accumulated £29,000 in debts, was 
accompanied by the gentle suggestion that these be offset by 'the great 
liberality of Your Majesty'. 

The effect on the King was immediate: ' It is impossible for me to 
find words expressive enough of my utter indignation and astonish
ment.' The sum of £ 100,000 was unbelievably extravagant, and what
ever lesser sum that was appropriate should certainly come principally 
from Parliament. The Duke quickly offered to follow any plan the King 
wished, but the reply to that letter brought little cheer. The King 
declared his feelings were not altered and that the financial weight of 
the Prince's establishment was one that he was not able to bear. To pay 
the debts, moreover, would be a shameful squandering of public money 
and would encourage additional extravagance in the Prince. l 

Like other ministers, Fox was dismayed at the tum events were 
taking. He wrote to Northington, Lord Lieutenant of Ireland: 'There 
is great reason to think that our administration will not outlive to
morrow, or that at least it will be at an end in a very few days', 
adding that a week ago everyone had believed the matter had been 
'perfectly agreed upon'.2 As he wrote this he did not know that a solu
tion was in sight: a crashing deus ex machina in the person of the King 
himself. Portland was summoned to the King, 'who, in an agony ojtears, 
kissed the Duke, confessed he had gone too far, and begged the Duke to 
rescue him'. The words and the italics are Walpole's.a Eventually the 
King's new attitude was conveyed to Fox as the likeliest person to 
manage the Prince. In a careful letter Fox counselled the Prince to 
accept a lesser sum than £100,000, even though it did not meet his 
expectations, and, 'whatever you may feel, ... conduct yourself so as 
to put the world on your side'.4 In order to keep harmony within the 
royal family and between the King and his ministers, the Prince 
accepted the King's newest proposal. So Fox could soon get off another 
note to Northington: 'There is reason to think that the storm is for the 
present dissipated .... The Prince has behaved in the handsomest 
manner. '5 

On June 25 a revised arrangement was reported to the House. The 
1 Fortescue, vi, 401 , 403. June 16. 
2 Add. MSS. 38716,69; 47567. Fox Cor., ii, 114. June 17. 
3 Last JCfUT7lals, ii, 525. June 16. 
4 Corwpondmce oj George, Prince oj Wales, i, 127. June 20 [1783.J 
6 Add. MSS. 38716, 71. June 19. See also Add. MSS. 47567. . 
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crisis was passed but no wounds really healed. The King more than 
ever determined not to show his ministers any favour. There would 
be civility enough, as Fizpatrick wrote, but 'no peerages, no marks of 
real support'.l The King told Lord Hertford that every morning he 
wished himself eighty, or ninety, or dead. 2 

Concomitantly with the business of the Prince, Fox worked spring and 
summer on negotiations with America, France, and Spain. He selected, 
as plenipotentiary to the Americans, David Hartley, long-time friend 
of Benjamin Franklin. Hartley had steadily opposed the American war 
and was a loyal member of the Rockingham group. 

The negotiations are worth recounting briefly since they reveal 
something of Fox's capacities as a minister. His generous nature is 
shown in the correspondence with 'trusty and welbeloved' David 
Hartley, transmitting in conventional language authority to deal with 
'our good friends the United States', and advising him to negotiate 
'fairly and ingenuously'. Franklin was pleased with these 'handsome 
words'-'our good friends the United States' struck him as indeed 
neighbourly since he could recall other language used in times past. 3 

To Robert R. Livingston, former member of Congress, then Secretary 
of Foreign Affairs, Adams confided that Hartley's disposition was good 
and his judgment liberal and fair. 4 

But Franklin and his colleagues were not to be wooed simply by 
handsome words. They knew the temper and the spirit of England and 
Englishmen. Through London and continental newspapers they kept 
abreast of parliamentary debates and legislation enacted. Informants 
back in the Colonies supplied other details. To Livingston, Adams 
reported the consensus of a lively discussion among him, Franklin, and 
Jay, in which they agreed that the Fox-North coalition was a rope of 
sand, that Fox's 'pushing the vote ... disapproving the peace' meant 
that 'no confidence can be placed in him by us', that only men like Shel
burne, Townshend, and Pitt 'had just notions of their country and ours'. 
'Whether these men', concluded Adams, 'ifnow called to power, would 
pursue their former ideas I know not. The Bible teaches us not to put 
our trust in princes, and afortiori in ministers of state.'5 The Americans 
therefore learned to deal realistically with the British Opvernment as 
they found it. They could only hope that this time it would last long 
enough. not only to negotiate a treaty but to ratify it. Hartley quickly 
1 Add. MSS. 47579. To Ossory. 2 Last Journals, ii, 529. 
3 FO 4/2, 3-7, 5~0. Fox to Hartley, April 10; Hartley to Fox, May 20. 
4 Wharton, vi, 447. May 24. 
5 Ibid., vi, 512. July 3. But Jay once angrily declared: 'It is evident thro'out that Ld. Shel
burne had no settled ideas or principle about anything' (unsigned note, FO 4/3, pt. 1,5). 
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saw, and reported to his chief, that they were 'well apprized' on all vital 
subjects. 

The Americans, who took advantage of their vast distance in time 
and space from Congress to trim its instructions to fit the occasion, had 
learned in dealing with Thomas Grenville that streams of authority 
did not flow easily in the pipes of the Foreign Office. Accordingly, they 
questioned Hartley as to whether he had full power to act, and were 
impatient of delay as he had to shuttle every inquiry back across the 
Channel before he could provide an answer.l Fox, hO\,vever, cannot be 
held accountable for flaws in the system under which he operated. The 
British Cabinet was no more unified to wage peace than it had been to 
wage war. 

The greatest conflict between Hartley and the Americans was 
British insistence that American ships be subject to British regulatory 
Acts. For example, it was proposed that American ships could carry 
only American goods to Great Britain or the West Indies. 2 Fox was 
adamant that Hartley was not to bargain away this point, and when 
Hartley tried to nibble at it, Fox repeated the point. He stressed the 
importance of trade and commerce between the two countries in his 
first instructions to Hartley, stating that produce of the thirteen states 
should be admitted to Britain without duties ('those imposed during 
the war excepted') and in return produce and manufactures of Great 
Britain should be admitted into the United States in like manner. Fox 
then admitted that this was not completely a reciprocal arrangement, 
since it excluded manufactured products of the new country, but he 
went on to write, with the free spirit in which one man can dispose of 
another's privileges, that the introduction of American manufactured 
products into Great Britain would be of no service to either and might 
fraudulently allow importers to substitute European goods for 
American. Moreover, he reminded Hartley that, following present 
restrictions 'wholly in our po~er' to impose, American ships could carry 
only American produce and no other merchandise to the West Indies. 3 

Hartley's closely reasoned prose stated the American position with 
eloquence. The American commissioners, he said, see their own 
country thus: 

... as new states the world is before them, open and free, that a plentifull com
mercial supply to themselves, unconnected with any political system of commerce, 

1 FO 4/2,65-5. Hartley to Fox, May 22. For an analysis of congressional instructions to its 
envoys, see Richard B. Morris's learned work, The PellU1TUlkers (New York, 1965), Chap. 
1 ; also Chap. 18. 
2 Cabinet minute, April 8. Fortescue, vi, 348. Holland House photostats, ii, 38. (Clements.) 
3 FO 4/2. Fox to Hartley, April 10. Fox reemphasized the point in his letter of May 15. 
Copies of these and other letters and documents in Hartley's handwriting may be seen in 
the Hartley Papers (Clements), vols i-iv. 
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is their only concern; that the rising trade of America will become the great object 
of all European states, and that the wisest European nation will be that which 
shall first unite in the most unlimited reciprocity with them.l 

No 'American bottoms limited to American goods', but complete and 
unlimited reciprocity. 

The American argument put a halt to Fox's original line of reason
ing. Fox, however, had not for nothing debated a dozen years in St 
Stephen's. He had his back to the wall since British navigation Acts and 
orders in council continued to seek to regulate the movement of 
American ships and cargoes. He therefore shifted his ground and took 
a different approach: he requested Hartley to advise the Americans 
candidly that a new proposal at this time with all its difficulties would 
embarrass an English administration. Let the preliminaries be signed, 
he urged, regardless of this conflict of interest; later, after the treaty, 
American wishes and American opinions could come through English 
subjects and English merchants, 'and not through ... negociators who 
are considered as triumphant with respect to this country .... You, 
sir, know enough of this country to know in how very different a 
manner the whole of this matter will be considered.' hl. a subsequent 
note he added that he had seen Laurens, 'who is clear we can agree'.2 

Strong as was Fox on general principle, he was at times dilatory in 
keeping up his end of the correspondence. On July 2, for example, an 
order in council was proclaimed, regulating trade between the British 
West Indies and the American states; Hartley had his first news of this 
document from the American commissioners and not through his own 
diplomatic channels. He was deeply embarrassed and said as much. 
Fox, never hesitant to admit his own faults, replied: 'I am very ready 
to acknowledge my .own omissions, and certainly do regret that I did 
not write at the time of the Proclamation. However it is not now too 
late to set tha-t matter right. '3 In August, after another vexing lull, 
Hartley had to write of 'the long silence of your dispatches'. He rightly 
felt himself handicapped because he had so little mail from London. He 
wrote the Duke of Portland: 'I stood out a blockade of seven weeks 
without the chear of a single letter or the prospect of relief, with that 
Proclamation to boot.'4 The Americans sensed the difficulty: 'British 

1 FO 4/2, 5lH>0. Hartley to Fox, May 20. 2 ltkm. Fox to Hartley, June..lO, 14. 
3 FO 4/2, Hartley to Fox, July 17; Fox to Hartley, July 29. 
4 Hartley Papers, iii, 74. August 22. (Clements.) The Americans, too, had experienced 
their long silences; Franklin went from January to June with no word about the reception 
in Congress of the preliminary articles. See Jared Sparks, ed., The Works of Benjamin 
Frwlin (Boston, 1840), ix, 525. Adams took note of Hartley's seven-week blockade: 
'Hartley had been 7 weeks without a letter from his principals, and then received only an 
apology for not having written, a promise to write soon, and authority to assure the 
American minister that all would go well' (Wharton, vi, 643). 
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politics . .. are mysterious and unintelligible . . . . The things which 
happen appear as unexpected to [Hartley] as to US,'l 

Fox continued to urge that new matter be kept out of the preliminary 
articles. Hence they were ratified on August IS, and a definitive treaty 
formally signed on September s. Even Franklin, some of the annoy
ances forgotten, wrote later of the 'Spirit of Conciliation ... Frankness, 
Sincerity and Candour' that pervaded the negotiations.2 In his turn 
Fox was pleased by the behaviour of the Americans, especially when, 
at the end of the decade, he had occasion to contrast them with the 
French. 

Negotiations with France, Spain, and Holland were in charge of the 
Duke of Manchester, long-time friend of the American cause and 
member of the Rockingham whigs, who took over from Alleyne Fitz
herbert, Shelburne's man in Paris. The principal problem, and one that 
required a good deal of correspondence between Fox and Manchester, 
related to logwood cutters in Honduras. The British Cabinet was eager 
to set down, in the treaty, a specific region in which logwood cutters 
would operate without continued interference from Spain, and sought 
territory nearly equivalent to the whole of modern British Honduras. 
The Count de Aranda, in behalf of the Spanish court, for some time 
held firm to a counter offer of territory amounting to about one-fourth 
of what the British wanted. Manchester's early dispatches indicated 
that the Count would not yield,3 but at later conferences he, with prod
ding from the French, extended the territory considerably though not 
to the point the English originally wished. 4 The counter proposal was 
discussed in a Cabinet meeting July 18, the conclusion being that 
Manchester should try to get the article deferred if possible, but other
wise to sign it. What Fox called 'the cursed Clause in the 6th Spanish 
article' caused him deep anguish before it was settled. Nevertheless he 
wrote to Manchester congratulating him on his progress with the 
French treaty though he could not help including his regret that the 6th 
Spanish article had not been settled more advantageously.5 Fox was 
more successful in dealing with the Dutch, rejecting their demands for 
a neutral code, and, as already stated, restoring Trincomalee and 
regaining Negapatnam.6 

1 Wharton, vi, 553. Adams to Livingston, July 16. 
2 FO 4/2,214. September 5. 
3 Manchester to Fox, May 23. Holland House Photostats, vol. iii, item 127. (Clements. ) 
4 ArchivoHist6rico Nacional, 4203, 2. Aranda's memorial on logwood, July 9, delivered to 
Manchester, July II. (Clements. ) 
5 Holland House Photostats, ii, 65,100. (Clements. ) Fox Cor., ii, 132, 134-6. 
6 L. G . Wickham Legge, British Diplomatic Instructions 1689-1789 (London, 1934), 
pp. xxix If. -
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On July 16 the third session ofthe fifteenth Parliament was prorogued. 
Next day Fox wrote Northington with excessive optimism that the 
King was neutral toward the coalition, or at least he now had no other 
administration in mind . 'If this is so we shall last the summer, and when 
Parliament meets, I own I am sanguine.' He admitted that in the next 
session, however, he would bring on a question of a very delicate 
nature, the India Bill . If the people think the King 'has made up his 
mind to bear us', all will be well. l 

Word quickly spread that the King was giving the new administra
tion only limited support. Having no peerages to bestow, Mr Secretary 
Fox busied himself with managing such patronage as he could. But the 
pickings had become slimmer over the years. No leader of a coalition 
can ever hope to find enough pasture for the beasts he has to feed. 2 

Perhaps administration would still have to rely chiefly upon rhetoric. 
At least the Gazetteer advised M .P.s to spend the recess preparing 
speeches: the mercantile folk, it ironically stated, should study military 
affairs, the military gentlemen should review exports and imports, the 
landed interest should compose harangues against the East India 
Company. Thus with everybody studying the .other man's specialty, it 
caustically predicted that oratory would reach new summits when 
Parliament reconvened. 

Mr Secretary Fox, however, kept to his work; his command of 
French and Italian facilitated his continental correspondence; he had 
meetings at his office and home of all who could keep him informed; he 
busied himself with matters ranging from Turkey to Russia and west
ward; he complained that so many mails had been delayed 'that we are 
in total want of information from the Continent' . He reminded one of 
his envoys that it was necessary not only to 'execute your commission 
with zeal, but to pay particular attention to the manner in which your 
request is received, and the effect it produces'. 3 At his house in Grafton 
street he received and entertained foreign ministers from various 
European courts 'with distinguished eclat. They, who were never 
weary of his conversation, respected his talents [and] admired the 
immense variety of his information on all diplomatic points.'4' Witness 
our friend Fox,' wrote Charlemont to Burke, 'whose passion for gaming 
instantly gave way to the political duties of the minister.'5 

Perhaps a few could agree with the Gazetteer's appraisal, that the 
Rockingham, the Devonshire, and the Bedford interests united, formed 
a mass of parliamentary influence difficult to equal or resist, particularly 
when managed by a leader as uncommonly able as Fox. 

1 Add. MSS. 47507. Fox Cor., ii, 115-21. 2 Lord Chesterfield, quoted in Pares, 88-9. 
8 Add. MSS. 47563. 4 Wraxall, iii, 120. 
5HMCR, Earl of Charlemont MSS., ii, 369 (undated) . 
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The definitive treaties with France, Spain, and the United States were 
discussed at the opening session of Parliament on November II. Pitt 
put his finger squarely on the twofold point; the definitive treaties 
were little more than a copy of the preliminary articles, so why was it 
that the ministers asked the House to approve now what these same 
individuals so violently disapproved at the last session? Moreover, 
since the two sets of agreements were so similar, why had the final 
treaty been so long delayed? 

For true it was, that after all the letters and dispatches, the commis
sions worded and reworded, the inquiries and the answers, the continual 
shuttling between London and Paris, the discussions and the dialogues, 
these two sets of documents agreed in every major particular: prac
tically the same territory, the same forts, the same fish. The two agree
ments with the United States showed the greatest resemblance. London 
and Philadelphia had agreed independently, almost at the outset, to 
settle on the basis of the preliminary articles unless something better 
came along, and nothing did. In his reply to Pitt, even Fox himself 
did not think it worth while to comment on the American treaty or even 
on the Spanish treaty, which contained a more specific definition of the 
logwood-cutting boundaries, but limited himself to describing four 
differences, none very spectacular, between the preliminary and the 
definitive agreements with France. These changes, he averred, were 
worth the time required to achieve them. With his commanding 
majority Fox could afford the luxury of a brief reply, especially since 
Pitt had announced that he was going to support the treaties anyway. 
The opening debate was the shortest known for at least ten years; it 
lasted two hours and was over by six o'clock. 

Fox spoke with infinite energy, reported the friendly Morning 
Chronicle, stating surprisingly that even Pitt nodded his approbation 
and that the cry of 'Hear! hear!' was almost universal. Next day it went 
further to say that Fox'~ reply to Pitt 'was allowed by all who heard it, 
to be one of the ablest, and at the same time one of the most fair and 
honest ever delivered from the mouth of a Minister at the opening of a 
session of Parliament'. Even not-so-friendly Germain, now Sackville, 
wrote: 'The present Ministry have opened the session with all the 
appearance of support which they could wish for.'l 

Thus the issue on which Fox and North had tumbled Shelburne from 
his high post was settled much as Shelburne would have settled it. Fox's 
record had almost as many ftickerings and ftutterings as Shelburne's. 
Shelburne's backing and filling came on the issue of giving the Ameri
cans their unconditional independence. Once he reached a stand on this 
issue he was reasonably steadfast. Fox was consistent on this issue and 
lHMCR, Stopford-Sackville MSS., i, 145. To General Irwin, November IS. 
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resigned Cabinet office rather than dicker with Shelburne on it, but out 
of office he could not give the Americans their treaty until he had first 
disposed of his own personal rival. Once Shelburne was thrown out, 
Fox was forthright in the treaty negotiations and eventually succeeded 
in allaying American doubts. Shelburne never again, however, attained 
office. Too many besides Fox did not trust him. In the closing years of 
their lives he and Fox evolved a kind of understanding out of their 
mutual opposition to Pitt, but Shelburne died before either of them 
could capitalize upon it. -

Meanwhile the conflict between the volunteers and the Irish legis
lature deepened, Fox writing Northington to stand firmly for the 
Government against the volunteers. The Irish problem thus persisted. 
Just ahead, however, was an even more demanding issue, the India 
question. The King's message at the opening of the session had said 
that the situation of the East India Company would call for the utmost 
wisdom. Fox, who had formed one stout bottom to his career with the 
coalition, was now about to elaborate it into a double bottom with his 
notorious India Bill. 
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The India Bill 
1783 

The Bishops waver and the Thanes fly from us . 
Richard Fitzpatrick 

Now Fox was to proceed by unwise and uncharacteristic steps from 
the teetery base of the coalition to the precarious India problem. 

Everybody had talked about doing something for the natives, the 
princes, the East India Company, but nobody had done anything syste
matic. Yet in one form or another India had been before Parliament as 
long as Fox had been a member of the House. He could look back to 
debates on tea duties, adjusted to help the Company unload its surplus, 
that led to the affair in Boston Harbour. He had heard reports of secret 
and select committees. The India question was a complex of officials 
that got too rich, a Company that was too poor, natives and princes who 
were exploited, commercial and political responsibilities that were 
tangled. Certainly Fox had observed that any aspect of India touched 
sentiments and sensitivities, strongly vested loyalties and interests . 

The Shelburne ministry had called the attention of the House to the 
financial affairs of the East India Company but had not held office long 
enough to propose legislation. Between ministries the company had 
petitioned for relief, but its petition had been laid on the table. As the 
Prince's financial affairs and the preliminary and definitive articles of 
peace had compelled the prior attention of Parliament, India had been 
further postponed. Now the long-promised legislation regulating the 
affairs of the C0t;Ipany was to be introduced into the House of Com
mons. 

Building on his already extensive background, Fox had studied 
diligently during the interim, attempting to master topics 'of infinite 
importance not only to the credit of our Administration, but to the well
being of the country'.l Astonishingly enough, considering his usual 
approach to the study of an issue, he did not consult London officials of 
the East India Company. Had he done so, he would undoubtedly have 
evolved a plan more acceptable to them; failing that, he would at least 
have been made fully aware of their objections. He had, however, 
written to friends like Ossory, urging them to read the official docu-

1 Add. MSS. 47567. Fox Cor., ii, 163-71. To Northington, November 1, 1783. 
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ments so they could take part in the debates. Finally the scheduled 
date of November 18 arrived. As early as noon the crowds had begun 
to collect. The floor of the House was filled, and so were the galleries. 
At 8.80 Fox rose to introduce his motion. 

Wraxall, who spent fourteen years in Parliament, thought tills was 
one of the exciting events of that period. 'I scarcely ever remember ... 
a day on which public expectation was wound up to a higher pitch than 
when Fox opened his bill: he wrote. 1 

Starting with careful exposition and objectivity of tone, as he invari
ably did in his better speeches, Fox said his proposed Bills were being 
introduced not by choice but by necessity. As he spoke of the com
plexities and inefficiencies of the present system, however, he warmed 
to his topic. The East India Company's government in India, he de
clared, 'was critical beyond description; nay, it was a government of 
anarchy and confusion'. The governor-generals robbed the people 
committed to their care, and, if there were danger of being called to 
account for their plunder, they robbed the people again. They had 
borrowed half a million pounds, begged for remissions of customs to 
the extent of seven hundred thousand, and were still eight million in 
debt. Ever sensitive to unfairness, Fox de~ribed the treatment of 
Prince Cheyte Sing and the princesses of Oude, and the Rohilla and 
Mahratta wars, as breaches of public' faith growing out of the mal
administration of affairs in India. 'His eloquence in this part of his 
speech', noted a parliamentary reporter who was reacting to Fox's 
magic, 'was truly great and masterly.' 

Next he outlined his plan of presenting two Bills: one to establish a 
board of seven commissioners to have control of the government of 
India; this board to be named at the outset by Parliament, and after 
four years _by the Crown. He further proposed a group of eight assis
tants, later nine, subject to the control of the board of seven, to have 
immediate charge of commercial concerns. A second Bill would provide 
regulations to halt corruption. The governor-general was to be pre
vented both from declaring war upon native princes and from making 
alliances with them. Monopolies like that on opium were to be abol
ished. Company servants were forbidden to receive presents from 
princes. 

Fox confessed that he was proposing strong measures. He knew that 
the task was extremely arduous and difficult, that..it offered consider
able risk, but declared that when he took an office of responsibility, he 
had made up his mind to the situation and the danger of it. 'This was 
not a season for a secretary of state to be idle: the minister that loved 
his ease, or rather, who was not determined to exert himself, had no 
1 Wraxall, iii, 155. 
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business with green boxes and green bags. '1 Despite a severe cold and 
considerable hoarseness he spoke nearly three hours. 

North was not in the House that day because of illness, but like a good 
debater he had reviewed mentally the arguments that would be 
advanced against the Bill. He realized that although Fox had spent 
most of his career fighting the influence of the Crown, his opponents 
could this day turn the tables and argue that the Bill itself would add to 
the Crown's influence. He also saw that objectors would claim that the 
Bill would give its sponsors too much power. So he had written to Fox 
that morning: 'Influence oj the Crown, and influence oj party against 
Crown and people are two of the many topics which will be urged against 
your plan. '2 Pitt, who rose immediately after the brief seconding 
speech, went straight to the first argument that North anticipated, by 
alleging that the seven persons making up the board, having been 
appointed by the minister, would allow the minister himself virtually to 
be the governor of India. And as for the influence of the Crown, 'had it 
ever been in its zenith equal to what it would be, when it should find 
itself strengthened by the whole patronage of the East, which the right 
hon. secretary was going to throw into the hands of the Crown ?'S Fox's 
position was vulnerable because of the method of appointing commis
sioners and because directors and proprietors of the Company, not 
having been consulted, could charge that the Company's charter was 
being violated. Fitzpatrick wrote to his brother with true insight: 
'The die is cast and Administration is to stand or fall upon the issue of 
the question.'4 

On the occasion of the first reading of the Bill, much discussion en
sued over Fox's motion to read it a second time one week later. Fox, 
although accused of haste as well as greed, carried his motion without a 
division. Fitzpatrick wrote Ossory that Charles shone as much if not 
more than usual in a very warm debate. He also observed: 'Pitt spoke 
violently and far from well, and Jenkinson came out with as foolish a 
speech as I ever heard'; but Fox hoped to carry the second reading by 
100 or 150 otes. 5 On the other side, Pulteney wrote the Duke of 
Rutland that he thought Fox's Bill 'the most barefaced, violent act since 
the Act of Settlement, and will really give him if carried a power of five 
or six years' continuance, independent of the Crown, over all the 
Eastern Empire'. 6 

On November 27 came the long-awaited debate on the second read
ing of the first Bill. It would be 'the great contest', Fox had written, 
1 ParliammtaryHistory, xxiii. 1187-1208. 
I Fox Cor., ii. 218. 8 ParliammtaryHistory. xxiii, 1210. 
4 Add. MSS. 47579. November 18. Fox Cor., ii. 212. 
5 Add. MSS. 47579. November 21. Ibid .• ii. 215. 
eHMeR, Rutland MSS .• iii, 71. November 23. 
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'the most important question ... ever likely to come on'. Members 
were, in Wraxall's words, looking forward to the clash. 'Every other 
topic of conversation ... was suspended.' The debate opened with 
extra ammunition for the opposition in the form of a strong represen
tation by the City of London against the Bill, and also one by the pro
prietors and directors of the East India Company, alleging that their 
finances were in better condition than Fox had represented. 

Fox's performance that day was amazing. Since the issue of finances 
had come up, he announced that he would review the company's 
report, article by article, requesting members to set down his points 
as he enumerated them, as they would not be able to remember the 
figures from memory. One by one he took up the items: one for 
£4,200,000, then a group totalling £422,011, next one of £609,954, 
and thus for many columns. He rested his case, however, on sentimental 
grounds. If he should fall in this enterprise, 'he should fall in a great 
and glorious cause, struggling not only for the Company, but for the 
British and India people; for many, many millions ofsouls'.l 

Pitt was still to be heard. Fox's eloqu~nce, Pitt declared when he got 
the floor, would lend grace to deformity. His impassioned appeal in 
behalf of the natives of India wQuld help gentlemen forget oppression 
at home. Pitt then led the House back through the maze of figures pre
sented by the East India Company and analysed by Fox, though he 
admitted that he was unable to answer all of Fox's arguments since 
that gentleman spoke with a 'volubility that rendered comprehension 
difficult, and detection almost impossible'. Concluding, he hoped that 
the debate be adjourned until the next day, but Erskine, Mansfield, 
'!1ld others came to Fox's support, and at four-thirty in the morning the 
House rejected Pitt's motion 229 to 120, thus giving Fox a majority of 
109,just within the majority of 100 to 150 he had anticipated. 

Fox's speech was not without its admirers. One paper called his near
three-hour performance 'a force of reasoning and argument, and in a 
style of eloquence the most powerful and commanding', another wrote 
of his 'brilliant and elaborate reasoning', and still another rose to the 
heights: 'One of the completest performances ever heard in Parliament, 
both for accuracy, in the part of it dependent on arithmetical statement, 
as well as for the finest energy of thought and expression.' But Fox 
himself quickly sensed that the Bill was becoming unpopular. As he 
wrote: 
They are endeavouring to make a great cry against us, and will, I am afraid, suc
ceed in making us very unpopular in the city. However, I know I am right, and 
must bear the consequences, though I dislike unpopularity as much as any man. 
1 ParlillmmtaryHistory, xxiii, 1261-78. 
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. . . Whether I succeed or no, I shall always be glad that I attempted, because I 
know I have done no more than I was bound to do, in risking my power and that of 
my friends when the happiness of so many millions is at stake.l 

So the Bill went on, speech after speech, debate after debate. Most 
of the debate of December 1 was monopolized by Burke, Pitt, and Fox. 
Burke had been a prime mover throughout; 'he was responsible for 
both its inspiration and much of its form', and in debate he carried the 
burden of explaining it. 2 After a detailed exposition of the Bill, he 
eloquently defended his colleague, declaring that Fox was hazarding 
his ease and security for the benefit of a people he had never seen. He 
declared: 
I am happy that I have lived to see this day .. . when ... I am able to take my 
share, by one humble vote, in destroying a tyranny that exists to the disgrace of 
this nation, and the destruction of so large a part of the human species. 

The night was filled with long and distinguished speeches. Pitt took 
the floor for two hours to oppose the Bill forcibly. Eventually it would 
operate to increase the influence of the Crown; in the meantime it 
increased the influence of Fox and North. Pitt even claimed that 'should 
they be driven from their places, they would carry this influence with 
them into private life'. 

Fox also was more than usually eloquent. The period of his life 
when he struggled most for the real, substantial cause of liberty, was 
this very moment. He continued: 

Freedom . .. consists in the safe and sacred possession of a man's property, 
governed by laws defined and certain; with many personal privileges, natural, 
civil, and religious, which he cannot surrender without ruin to himself; and of 
which to be deprived by any other power, is despotism. 

No longer would a handful of men be able to execute the most base 
and abominable despotism over millions of their fellow creatures. The 
end of all government, he went on, perhaps recalling Aristotle, is the 
happiness of the governed; government should not spring from the 
calamities of it's subjects, should not aggrandize itself out of the 
miseries of mankind. These sentiments sound too lofty from Fox in 
1783, either in the immediate context of the India Bill itself or in the 
larger context of Fox's body of utterances up to this point. Not until 
later would Fox be able to seize such lofty themes and be heard with 
belief and assent. Right now he was not able to offset the hard-core 
political charge that his commissioners would be in power long after 
he himself had returned to private life, even though he insisted that a 
new administration could replace his appointees. 
1 Fox Cor., ii, 219. 
2 See the evidence of Burke's authorship in Lucy S. Sutherland, The East India Company in 
Eighteenth Century Politics (London, 1952), pp. g97~1. 
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Eighteenth-<entury parliamentary debaters delighted in argumen
tum ad hominem. Both sides of the House hurled personal assaults and 
affronts, accompanied or unaccompanied by logical argument. Count
less times Fox needed to listen to recitals of his shortcomings as an 
individual and his inconsistencies as a politician. Nor was he reluctant 
to abuse his opponents. Members felt this type of argument was unfair, 
unparliamentary, and illogical, and said as much, but it continued. In 
this debate Fox needed to defend both his own character and that of the 
coalition, 'infinitely more having been said concerning me, than con
cerning the question, which is the proper subject of agitation'. 

Turning to Pitt at this juncture, Fox recalled that Pitt had termed 
him 'the most dangerous man in the kingdom'. Pitt immediately called 
out across the House, 'dangerous only from this measure'. Fox 
instantly retorted that Pitt therefore was now expressing approval of 
Fox's other actions up to this point. 'Compare this [statement] with his 
opposition during the last and the present session .... I shall not press 
the advantage he gives me, farther than leaving to himself to reconcile 
his practice and his doctrine in the best manner he can.' This mere 
debating tactic illustrates Fox's alertness md readiness. Pitt opened up 
only a trivial chink but Fox drove through it with his coach and four. 

Fox was highly conscious of the. fact that he stood as the leader of a 
party that was effecting profound changes in the interior workings of 
government. He had a few caustic words for the independent, the man
above-a-party : 

There are a set of men, who, from the mere vanity of having consequence as 
decisive voters, object to all stable government; these men hate to see an adminis
tration so fixed, as not to be moveable by their vote. They assume their dignity on 
the !llere negative merit of not accepting places ; and in the pride of this self
denial, and the vanity offancied independence, they object to every system that has 
a solid basis, because their consequence is unfelt. 

'"Earlier Thomas Pitt, older cousin of William, had expressed his 
detestation of' systematic and factious opposition', and of members of a 
coalition that had seized the reins of government by force, planning to 
conclude their careers ' by giving the death-blow to their country'. 
Looking directly at Thomas, Fox retorted that he and his colleagues 
'are not to be brow-beaten by studied gesture, nor frightened by 
tremulous tones, solemn phrases, or hard epithets'. He had not 
seized the government, but had entered office in consequence of a 
vote of the House. 'The votes of parliament have always decided upon 

. the duration of ministry, and always will, I trust: it is the nature of our 
constitution; and those who dislike it, had better attempt to alter it.' 
Pitt had assisted in the change of 1782, calling it glorious, whereas the 
change in 1783 was disgraceful. 'Why? For a very obvious, though a 
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very bad reason. The right hon. gentleman assisted in effecting the first, 
and strenuously laboured to prevent the second. The first battle he 
fought with us; the second against us, and we vanquished him.' 

Fox is here not merely vanquishing an opponent, the head, in fact, 
of the house of Pitt: he is hammering out his theory of party govern
ment and of the responsibility of ministers to the Commons. But he 
was not yet completely through with Pitt. He continued: 

He says he is no party man, and he abhors a systematic opposition. 
I have always acknowledged myselfto be a party man; I have always acted with 

a party in whose principles I have confidence; and if I had such an opinion of any 
ministry as the gentleman professes to have of us, I would pursue their overthrow 
by a systematic opposition. 

I have done so .more than once; and I think that, in succeeding, I saved my 
country. 

Those who would like to tear another page from Fox's manual of 
parliamentary debating can see a principle in operation here: state the 
opponent's argument, answer the argument, repeat the answer in two 
or three different ways. So he went on: 

Once the right hon. gentleman, as I have said, was with me; and then our conduct 
was fair, manly, constitutional, and honourable. The next time he was against me, 
and our conduct was violent and unconstitutional, it was treasonable. 

And yet the means were in both instances the same, the means were the votes of 
this House. 

During the debate others had attacked the theory of systematic 
opposition. 'A systematic opposition to a dangerous government is, 
in my opinion, a noble employment for the brightest faculties.' 'Oppo
sition is natural in such a political system as ours.' But, he went on, 
opposition should not flow from disappointment or whim or the people 
will be against the opposers. Opposition should flow from public prin
ciple, from love of country rather than from hatred to administration, 
from a conviction that the public welfare is to be served. 

Fox stated the theory better than he practiced it. Even so, the con
cept of a formed, systematic opposition was slowly emerging despite 
the King's passionate belief that opposition in its very nature was 
factious and mischievous. Fox closed with a defence of his own 
character and motives: 

I risk my all upon the excellence of this Bill; I risk upon it whatever is most dear 
to me, whatever men most value, the character of integrity, of talents, of honour, 
of present reputation and future fame; these, and whatever else is precious to me, 
I stake upon the constitutional safety, the enlarged policy, the equity, and the 
wisdom of this measure.1 

1 Parliamentary History, xxiii, 1806-1434. See also Substance of the Speech of the Right 
Honourable Charles James Fox, on Monday, Dt~ 1,1788, etc. (London, 1788). 
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He had talked for an hour and a half. The House divided: 217 votes 
for the Bill, lOS against it. 

Fox's speech was impressive. The Morning Chronicle, as might be 
expected, declared it 'exceeded even his two admirable speeches on the 
same subject in former debates'. It noted that he ably replied to Powys 
and Dundas, 'obtaining the cry Hear! Hear! more than once, at the 
expence of each of those gentlemen'. The Gazetteer thought his 
speech, 'in point of argument, point, novelty, and grandeur of senti
ment, was one of the most astonishing pieces of eloquence we ever 
heard even from him, and no other can be compared to him'. The re
porter for the Morning Herald was locked out with hundreds of others, 
'fortunate only in not having been squeezed to death by the crowd that 
was in vain pressing forward for admission'. Next day, however, the 
Herald managed to collect four columns on the debate. If its parlia
mentary reporter missed Fox's speech, its crime reporter nevertheless 
managed to get an item to the effect that on Sunday night Fox was 
attacked by five footpads, dressed in sailor's jackets, armed with cut
lasses, who beat him and robbed him of his watch, four guineas, and a 
pair of shoe buckles. The Public Advertiser, in an open note to Fox, 
declared: 'Your alliance with Lord North can never be reconciled with 
any Principle of Truth, Honour, or Honesty', and charged that his 
Asiatic Bill would fill his oWn pockets. When on December S Fox 
presented the names of the seven commissioners, now to be called 
directors, and their nine assistants, press and people saw that they were 
Foxites and Northites and promptly labelled them People of the Man.1 

At the third reading of the Bill on December 8, Fox's support held; on 
division the vote favoured him 208 to 102. 

Although at the outset the King did not indicate disapproval of the 
°Bill, others speedily acquainted him with powerful objections to it. 
Temple and Thurlow jointly warned that the Bill would take away half 
his power; it should be defeated in the Lords and could be if he would 
make his views known. 2 Atkinson, one of the East India Company's 
proprietors, and Jenkinson and Robinson, devised a way out of the 
difficulty: interposition by the King himself. 'Every thing stands pre
pared for the blow if a certain person has courage to strike it', wrote 
Atkinson to Robinson. Jenkinson wrote Robinson: 'I have talked with 
Lord Thurlow on all this, and have settled with him what should be 
done .... You may be assured that the King sees the bill in all the 
horrors that you and I do.'3 Meanwhile ~ists of peers were being com
piled, to be carefully scanned in order to forecast the possible outcome 

1 See Wraxall, iii, 159-60; Morning Chronicle, December 9. 
2 A. Aspinall, ed., The Later CorrespondmuofGtorge III (Cambridge, 1962), i, xxv. 
8HMCR, Abergavenny MSS., p. 61. December S, 5. 
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of the Bills in the Lords. In the Robinson correspondence also appear 
the names of lords that were to be spoken to. 

On December 9, Fox, 'attended by an immense body of members', 
accompanied the Bill to the House of Lords, which after brief debate 
agreed to read it a second time the following week. Here the Bill ran 
into serious opposition, most speakers observing that the new plan 
carried such immense patronage that the influence of the Crown would 
be irreparably weakened. 'The King will, in fact', said Thurlow, 'take 
the diadem from his own head, and place it on the head of Mr Fox.' 
Meanwhile the King had agreed to allow the statement to be made
when it shall be necessary-that whoever votes in the House of 
Lords for the India Bill is not his friend. 1 This word spread so rapidly 
that although Fox at Brooks's spoke with great confidence of having a 
majority of 30,2 that same day he wrote Portland: 

I have heard of so many defections tonight that the thing appears to me more 
doubtful than I ever thought it before. I really think you should call a Cabinet 
tomorrow and some way of acting should be adopted in concert. If you call it at 
three, I will endeavour to see Ld. Mansfield first. Onslow, Essex, and Brudenell 
will all be against us or at best absent. I think you should see every doubtful Peer 
you can in the morning. S 

As the situation became more clear, the name of Temple, 'that terror 
of administrations,' as Windham described him in a letter analysing 
the source and circulation of the rumours, emerged as the one who 
carried the word that the King disapproved of the Bill as unconstitu
tional and that he should consider as his enemies all who voted for it. 

Outside of Parliament, sentiment continued to mount against 
the Bill and its authors. Fox had always been an easy mark for car
toonists. Now they had a field day. James Sayers drew the most famous 
cartoon of the decade when he pictured Fox as Carlo Khan, corpulent, 
black-bearded, dressed in the garb of an Indian potentate, riding an 
elephant with a face like North's, lead by a lackey, Burke. Friends of the 
East India Company declared that the Company's charter was being 
violated. Fox was suspected of selfish motives despite his pleas for the' 
~oppressed millions of India. All these factors added to the growing 
unpopularity of the Bill, but the uncloaked interposition of the King 
put it beyond rescue. 

During the December 15 debate the fact of the rumour formally 
emerged. From a London paper, dated Saturday, Richmond read a 
statement that his Majesty had intimated his displeasure with the 

1 HMCR, Abergavenny MSS., p. 62. December S, 5. 
2 The Windham Papers (Boston, 1915), i, 54. At Brooks's, wrote Windham, 'one supposes 
that no disguise is used' and that men therefore speak their real thoughts. 
3 MSS. English letters, c. 144,66. December IS. From the Morison collection (Bodleian). 
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India Bill and that his ministers had thereupon resigned. The article 
further stated that Temple was alleged to be the bearer of the news of 
the King's displeasure. Temple thereupon took the floor, admitted 
having had a conference with the King, admitted further that he had 
advised his sovereign in a manner unfriendly to the Bill-but what the 
King had said was 'lodged in the breast of His Majesty', and Temple 
would not reveal it. Fitzwilliam called this statement a positive evasion 
and repeated again his own version of ministerial responsibility. The 
issue was drawn hard and fast by Temple's request that Fitzwilliam's 
words be taken down so he could be censured; following the usual pro
cedure the galleries were cleared, but differences were adjusted and 
the motion, on adjournment, was passed by a majority of eight. 1 

Now arose the question: did a minister have the right to hold office 
when the King had disavowed him, especially if the minister had the 
confidence of the House? Which took precedence: the prerogative of 
the King or the privilege of Parliament? On December 17 the motion 
was to declare that the reporting of the King's opinion on a pend
ing Bill was a breach of privilege. Pitt, standing forward as the 
spokesman of opposition, declared that Fox and other ministers should 
retire if they could no longer answer for their own measures. This step 
Fox flatly refused to take. In a long speech he recalled the thoroughness 
with which the question had been debated, only to be thrown out by 
secret influence. Even had the King decided to veto the Bill, Fox de
clared, he should have consulted 'the safety of his ministers'. Fox 
solemnly avowed: 

I did not come in by the fiat of Majesty, though by this fiat I am not unwilling to 
go out ... , We only beg when the revolution, which it is supposed may be effected 
in the royal breast, is authentically announced, we may be allowed to judge for 
ourselves. I will apprise gentlemen, however, that the situation of ministers is at 
present extremely delicate. They stand pledged to the public and a very honour
able majority of this House, not to relinquish the affairs of state while in so much 
anarchy and distraction ... 

If, however, a change must take place, and a new ministry is to be formed and 
supported, not by the confidence of this House or the public, but the sole authority 
of the crown, I, for one, shall not envy that honourable gentleman his situation. 
From that moment I put in my claim for a monopoly of Whig-principles. The 
glorious cause of freedom, of independence, and of the constitution, is no longer 
his, but mine. In this I have lived; in this I will die. It has borne me up under every 
aspersion to which my character has been subjected ... . I accepted of office at the 
obvious inclination of this House: I shall not hold it a moment after the least hint 
from them to resume a private station. 

In short, the minister should be sustained in office by a majority of the 
House rather than solely by the confidence of the sovereign: 

1 ParliammtaryHistory, xxiv, 154--60. 
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Is [Pitt] weak and violent enough to imagine, that his Majesty's mere nomination 
will singly weight against the constitutional influence of all these considerations? 
... It is undoubtedly the prerogative of the sovereign to choose his own servants; 
but the constitution provides that these servants should not be obnoxious to his 
subjects. l 

He had been at Brooks's until three o'clock the night before, confi
dent that the coming day would bring victory to the India Bill. After 
that the rest would be easy. The Commons, in scarce half a House, 
divided for him 153 to 80. But the Lords, remembering Temple's 
warning, divided against him 95 to 76, a majority of 19 votes. The 
Prince, who had voted with the minority on December 15, was among 
those absent. The India Bill was defeated. The figure of 19 was to burn 
in the losers' minds. 

Fox wrote his dearest Liz a short note: 

I am too much hurried to write to you an account of our misfortune. We are beat 
in the H. ofLds. by such treachery on the part of the King, and such meanness on 
the part ofhisJriends in the H. of Lds. as one could not expect either from him or 
them. 

The King's victory, however, would be shortlived: 'We are so strong 
that nobody can undertake, without madness; and if they do, I think 
we shall destroy them almost as soon as they are formed.'2 To an 
unknown recipient he wrote in similar vein about the ' indecent and 
notorious' unconstitutional interference that had beat his Government 
in the Lords. 'Unless vigorous measures are taken immediately, Parlt. 
will be dissolved & every species of confusion may be expected.'3 

Next day came the end. As the ministers had not yet resigned, the 
King took the initiative. At midnight a special messenger called upon 
Fox, informed him that the King had no further occasion for his services, 
and asked him to give up the seals of his office. North, in bed when the 
messenger arrived, told him that if he entered he would have to see 
Lady North also. When the messenger insisted upon having the seals 
of office, North gave him the key to the closet where they were kept, 
and went back to sleep. 

l"Only think, Sir,' said Dr Johnson, 'it was a struggle between George 
the Third's sceptre and Mr Fox's tongue.' More than that, it was 
another stage in the process of determining the proper sphere of the 
influence of the Crown on the legislative process and on procedures ~y 
which new governments are to be selected. Eventually this sphere was 
to be sharply contracted. For a while longer, however, the sceptre was 
able to halt the onward thrust of history. 

1 ParliammtaryHistory, xxiv, 196-~25. 
I Add. MSS. 47570. (Undated. ) Fox Cor., ii. ~~l. 
a Fox MSS., December 16. (Clements.) 
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The Commons was quickly informed who would be the new minister. 
Fox and North had hardly taken their seats on the Opposition bench 
December 19 when young Pepper Arden rose to announce that 
William Pitt had accepted the office of First Lord of the Treasury and 
Chancellor of the Exchequer. Pitt was not quite twenty-five, and, as his 
enemies ,were quick to point out, had been carried to office by the 
votes of nineteen peers. Against him was a hostile majority of the 
Commons. 

In his cabinet were Gower, President of the Council; Temple, especi
ally in bad odour, Secretary of State for the home department; Car
marthen, Secretary of State for the foreign department; Rutland, Lord 
Privy Seal; Howe, First Lord of the Admiralty; Thurlow, Lord 
Chancellor. All were peers. None could aid him in the Commons in 
the bitter debates that loomed ahead. Nor could any of them, except 
Thurlow, supply much speech power in the Lords. 

Pitt, youngest ever to hold the post of Prime Minister, had not made 
his decision hastily. At the breakup of the Shelburne ministry the 
year before, he had seriously considered an invitation to this office but 
declined when he realized that his support would be too uncertain. 
Now he had apparently agreed, even before the King had scuttled 
Fox's India Bill, to accept the first place. His decision was based not on 
hunch but on the calculations of John Robinson, probably made during 
the second week in December. 

Robinson's elaborate analysis had predicted, in the event the King 
dismissed the coalition and Pitt assumed office, that the new minister 
could anticipate 149 pro plus 104 hopeful, or 258, as opposed to 281 
against plus 74 doubtful, a total of 805. This opposition was formidable, 
but Robinson went on to forecast that if Parliament were dissolved, 
a new general election would bring in 258 pro plus 116 hopeful, as 
opposed to 128 against plus 66 doubtful; in other words, 869 for Pitt's 
Government as against only 189 in opposition.1 The strategy was 
clearly to hang on now even with a majority of votes on the other side, 
and, at the propitious moment, dissolve Parliament, take the issue to 
the nation and come back into power with commanding support. 

At the outset Pitt faced weighty problems in selecting and holding 
his Cabinet. The name of Shelburne was conspicuously absent. Pitt, 
who months previously had proudly declared that he would not betray 
Shelburne, now just as firmly decided he could not endure Shelburne 
as a colleague, and abandoned him to political oblivion. This decision 
he maintained despite the fact that some he would have liked to have in 
his Cabinet refused. Moreover, Temple resigned, a personal blow to 
the new Prime Minister. Temple had been pondering the consequences 
1 W. T. Laprade, Parliammtary Papers of John Robinson (London, 1922), pp. 66-105. 
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of his interference with the legislative process and feared he would be 
impeached.1 

Nevertheless, as Wilberforce recorded in his journal, Pitt was nobly 
firm and called a meeting of his friends at Downing Street. Among 
those present was his brother-in-law, Lord Mahon, a strongvoiced, 
vigourous personality, described as emphasizing points with extended 
arm and clenched fist like Christie, the auctioneer, banging his hammer. 
Pitt ever dreaded 'the falling force of his noble kinsman's arm'. At the 
meeting Pitt asked the uppermost question: what could be done if the 
Opposition stopped the supplies-refused appropriations? Mahon's 
certain trumpet rang out: 'They will not stop them; it is the very thing 
which they will not venture to do. '2 His forceful statement seemed to 
resolve the matter. 

Pitt sent out precautionary feelers, however, towards the opposition. 
Temple wrote to the King: 'Mr Fox, the D. of Portland & L. John 
Cavendish have determined that they cannot consider this as a proper 
moment for a negotiation in general.' Failing to trap the leaders, Pitt 
started looking for rats. Palmers ton noted in his journal that peerages 
were offered to principal persons in the Commons to induce them to 
desert their friends, but only three or four of the shabbiest accepted.3 

Sir Gilbert Elliot heard that Spencer went directly to Fox with a pro
posal to abandon North and join Pitt: 'This honourable proposal was 
received with the respect it deserved .... Fox's only answer was, 
"Why don't they advise us to pick pockets at once ?'" Other ap
proaches, he added, met the same kind of indifference.4 

One who profited by the change was John Frederick Sackville, who 
found himself appointed ambassador to France. 'We have been in a 
terrible bustle .. : he wrote. 'I firmly believe now things will take 
another tum and people will return to their senses: His observation 
about Fox was more pointed than prophetic: 

I hate confusion more than any man and much less do I like a despotic minister. 
C. Fox has attempted that despotism by the late East India Bill and I sincerely 
hope he never rise again as long as he remains in those principles. I think the dis
pute is now who shall be k-g and I trust the nation will now see what C. F. is 
aiming at under false appearances. 5 

Of such opinions were ambassadors created that Christmas season. 
The brief debate on December 24 was the calm before the storm. 

Both sides agreed to adjourn until January 12. As yet Pitt had not had 
to face an actual vote. 
1 See the convincing analysis by Aspinall in Later Correspondence of George I I I, i, xxvii. 
2 Wilberforce, i, 48-9. December 2.'1. 
3 Portrait of a Whig Peer, p. 147. December 31. 
4 Malmesbury, ii, 59. To Harris, January 1, 1784. 
5 Lacaita-Shelburne MSS. To Hanbury, December 25. (Clements.) 
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The Westminster Election 
1784-1785 

I glory in being one of those who were called 'Fox's 
Martyrs'. 

Tlwmas Ccke of Norfolk 

The events of the opening day of Parliament, January 12, 1784, were a 
preview of what lay ahead. Pitt wanted to plunge immediately into the 
India business and introduce a Bill of his own to correct the defects of 
Fox's effort. Fox, however, sought to go into a committee of the whole 
House on the state of the nation. The danger of a dissolution of Parlia
ment, he declared, hung over their heads; this step, he argued, would 
be inimical to the true interests of the country. 

The debate was long and heated. Pitt, Fox, and North were sharply 
criticized: Pitt, because he had come into office by the back stairway 
as the minister of the Cro'Yll rather than of the House; Fox, because of 
the odium of the coalition and the India Bill; North, for these and for 
the further reason tnat he was still tagged as the man responsible for 
the loss of America. At two-thirty in the morning, by 232 to 193, the 
House voted to go into committee on the state of the nation. The 
margin of thirty-nine votes against him was hardly more hopeful from 
Pitt's point of view than the fifty-two that Robinson predicted. But 
many were absent. Neither side revealed its full strength. 

Late in the morning though it was, Fox next offered a resolution 
that no pay officer could payout any sum of money after Parliament 
was dissolved, if the dissolution occurred before funds were appro
priated. Such action made it essential that Parliament be allowed to 
continue in session until money for the necessary functions of govern
ment was provided. This and other resolutions were passed without a 
division. 

The Earl of Surrey, once a friend of Shelburne's but now, in the 
words of Robinson, a violent Fox man,l moved resolutions deploring 
the use of the King's name to influence parliamentary deliberations, 
and further deploring that a minister had been installed without 
the confidence of the House'" At seven in the morning Fox and his 
followers beat down a motion to adjourn by 196to 142, and then passed 
Surrey's resolutions. 
1 History of Parliament, ii, 645. 
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Next day Pitt called a Cabinet meeting to review the impasse. His 
new Secretary of State, Carmarthen, thought the young minister 
seemed discouraged enough to give up the contest. For Parliament had 
awesome and difficult work to do before it could be dissolved. First, it 
had to vote the necessary appropriations; Fox had made this fact clear 
during the preceding day's debates. Second, it had to renew the annual 
Mutiny Bill, the Bill that made a standing army legal, scheduled to 
expire on March 25. How could these steps be taken in defiance of the 
Opposition's majority? The question of dissolution was further dis
cussed at later cabinet meetings. The King, being consulted, declared it 
was his fixed and unalterable determination not to be bound hand and 
foot and put into Fox's hands, and that rather than submit he would 
leave the kingdom for ever.1 

Fox did not have the shrewd political prognostications of a Robinson 
to guide him. He did not, however, wish an immediate dissolution of 
Parliament. He could amass strong arguments. Parliament had been 
in session only four years. Moreover, urgent business had to be done: 
not only the passing of supplies and the renewal of the Mutiny Bill, 
but also the still persistent decision about India. He upheld also the 
constitutional principle that ministers should be responsible to a 
majority of the House; ministers who could not command a majority 
should resign. His hope was to defeat and discredit the young Chan
cellor before he could take his case to the country. 2 

The India Bill loomed as the first test of strength. On January 14 Pitt 
introduced and explained his own version, differing from Fox's Bill in 
that the King, not Parliament, was to appoint the new board of control; 
and instead of Fox's proposed administrative unit of nine members, the 
East India Company itself was to continue to manage these matters. 
Pitt's Bill therefore met the approval of the Company, which had in 
recent weeks managed to exert a good deal ofinftuence against Fox by 
waming,other companies that since Fox had threatened the East India 
Charter, he might attack some other charter next. Pitt presented his 
plan-in a speech reputedly two and a half hours long, though only a 
meagre report survives-and Fox replied. Both speeches were specu
lative, in that each speaker, looking to the future, argued that his own 
plan would be more practical and less corruptible. 

A description is still extant of this debate between the twenty-five
year-old Pitt and the thirty-five-year-old Fox. Pitt 'already appears in 
1 Oscar Browning, ed. The Political MeTTUJranda of Francis, Fifth Duke of Leeds (West
minster, 1884), pp. 94 If. 
2 The constitutional issues are further discussed in Pares, 125 If.; lAter Correspondence of 
George III, i, xxii, If.; History of Parliammt, i, 87 If. 
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Debate a Scholar a Philosopher a Statesman and a Patriot-and will I 
think in Time be, more than any Man living, an Orator' . Fox showed 
the greatest 'Fertility and Ingenuity', he 'attributes certain Motives 
to his Adversaries, and explains Actions with the most wonderful 
Ingenuity into these Motives .. . he constantly surprizes you with the 
strangest Association of Ideas ... he is so various copious and quick 
that it is impossible to chain him down.'l Here is Fox's speaking being 
described when the issue was in the realm of speculation-whether the 
governing board proposed by Pitt would behave less efficiently than 
that proposed by Fox, or whether the system would be less liable to 
corruption if managed in India than it would be if managed in London
as opposed to situations in which Fox could use another style, of force
ful exposition with cogent facts leading the way. 

On January 16 the House again went into committee and advanced 
the Bill to second reading, but opposition was then able to take up the 
motion that the Pitt ministry did not have the confidence of the House 
and should be removed. The rankest whigs, said Fox, would not deny 
the Crown the right to choose its own ministers. He asked: 'Is it not 
also the privilege of this House, and of Parliament, to decide upon the 
conduct of administration, on the peculiarity of their introduction into 
office, and on those circumstances which either entitle them to the 
confidence or the reprobation of the House ?' 2 The vote for removal was 
205; against, 184. The majority had shrunk to twenty-one. Pitt, how
ever, still refused to resign. 

Public opmlOn against the OpposItIOn crystallized ominously. In 
January an ambitious pamphlet appeared, priced handsomely at Ss 6d, 
The Beauties of Fox, North, and Burke, in which the inconsistent utter
ances of these three statesmen were revealed in striking fashion. The 
exhaustive and comprehensive index to the whole was printed in full in 
the papers. Its skilful irony shines through to the present day. Below 
are a few entries under the heading, 'Charges Against North by Fox or 
Burke': 

charged with treachery or falsehood 
charged with negligence 
leads the House of Commons blindfold 
suspected of being bribed . 

Page 
S 

ib. 
4-
7 

1 MSS. 2SK58, Royal Irish Academy (Dublin) . To Dr L. Parsons. CJanuary 15, 1784.J In 
similar vein Sir Thomas Durrant wrote the Earl of Buckinghamshire : 'The friends of the 
present Ministers are fond of contrasting the virtues of Mr Pitt's private character with the 
excesses ofMr Fox.' (HMeR, Lothian MSS., February 25,1784, p. 428.) 
2 ParliammtaryHistory, xxiv, 864. 
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pronounced deserving an axe 20 
[and so on to] 

Mr Fox thinks it would have been better Lord North had never 
been born 55 

[and thus to] 
freezes Mr Burke's blood, and harrows up his soul 60 

[etc.] 

No rejoinder was possible. The pamphlet came straight from life. 
Fox's repeated declarations that situations were different, that what 
applied yesterday was no longer applicable, that he ever stood ready 
to forgive men's mistakes, could get no serious hearing except among 
his most devoted admirers. He was impaled upon the vigour of his own 
expression and the colour of his own words. For him it would have been 
better if certain speeches had never been reported; if, like Burke, he 
had put into pamphlets only those sentiments that he wanted pre
served. The Beauties was followed by a companion, The Deformities of 
Fox and Burke; later the two were combined into one single, politically 
delectable, volume. 

Meanwhile Pitt could demonstrate that the sovereign stood solidly 
behind him. He secured a peerage for cousin Thomas-the first peerage 
for a long while. Pitt would not accept the Clerkship of the Pells of 
Exchequer which became vacant, but instead gave it to Barre, who in 
tum relinquished a pension granted during the Rockingham adminis
tration. This exchange took Barre off the public rolls. For this man
oeuvre Pitt would gain 'immortal credit' according to the simul
taneous announcement in the Morning Chronicle and the Morning 
Herald. But on January 25, Pitt's India Bill was thrown out during the 
second reading 222 to 214, a majority of only eight. When the House 
heard the aye vote of 214 announced, Pitt and his friends raised a 
shout, thinking that number was sufficient to pass the Bill, but their 
triumph was shortlived when the noes proved to be 222. 

Late in January sentiment grew for a union of parties. Addresses 
came from Middlesex, Southwark, Leicester, Ipswich. Country mem
bers meeting at St Alban's tavern appointed a committee to sound out 
Portland, Fox, Pitt. The negotiations struck hard rock at the outset: 
Pitt would not give up the ministry, Portland and Fox would not move 
into a cabinet swarming with Pitt's friends. l Portland set forth his 
views about the possibility of 'forming an extended and united 
Administration on a wide and solid basis'-a delicate substitute for the 
unpopular term, 'coalition' -in a letter that promptly reached the 
King. The King thought this 'curious Epistle' brazenly meant that · 
1 History of the Westminster Election, etc. (London, 1784), pp. 2S If. 
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everything was to be put in Portland's hands, and thus in Fox's hands, 
and wrote that it forever closed negotiations between him and that 
party, until 'time should bring it to more moderate Ideas, indeed such 
as will ever be found in those who really love their Country and do not 
centre their affections with the narrow limits of a party'.1 

Even in the new United States of America Fox lost ground. The 
Pennsylvania Gazette reflected that if the willingness to coalesce were 
the essence of patriotism, the first patriot in the kingdom was Fox: he 
had coalesced with Shelburne against North, he had coalesced with 
North against Shelburne, and now showed willingness to coalesce 
with Pitt, leaving North to shift for himself.2 

The debates were as lively as the paragraphs and the pamphlets. On 
February 2 a motion of censure against ministers was carried 223 to 
204, majority nineteen. Pitt proudly refused to resign: 'I refuse to 
march out of my post wi th a halter round my neck, to change my armour, 
and meanly beg to be readmitted in the ranks of the enemy.'3 Next day 
a similar motion was carried 211 to 187, majority twenty-four. The 
subject was renewed February 20 and featured another confrontation 
between Fox and Pitt; Pitt stood his ground boldly, and the vote on the 
motion showed that the majority had dropped to twenty. 'Pitt rises 
every day in character and estimation, as to abilities,' wrote Cornwallis, 
'and he positively declar~d . .. in one of the best speeches that ever 
was made, that he would not resign.'4 The English, invariably respon
sive to a show of pluck and ever a little partial to the under dog, admired 
not only Pitt's boldness but also his obvious talents. 

Pitt's advisers had assured him before the holiday recess that the 
opposition would not dare to refuse to vote funds to carryon the 
Government. Now Fox and his colleagues had to determine whether 
to make such a drastic move. A group at Fox's home thought that a 
good tactical procedure would be to postpone navy supply. It also de
bated the renewal of the Mutiny Bill. Fox warned his colleagues 
earnestly that they would need to decide how far they would go in the 
contest. 'The question of ultimately refusing supplies, and passing the 
Mutiny Bill for a short time, were those which we must seriously con
sider.' Others also spoke, and Sir Gilbert Elliot, who reported the 
meeting, wrote that he was sorry to observe a boggle about the ex
treme, but decisive, measure of refusing supplies.5 

1 Later Correspondence of George I I I, i, 86. February 16. Townshend Collection (Hunting
ton). 
2 July 7. 8 Coke of Norfolk, i, 218. 
4 Correspondence of Charles, First Mar:guis Cornwallis, 2nd edn. (London, 1859), i, 168. To 
Lieutenant-Colonel Ross, February 28. For letters from the Duke of Portland on this topic, 
see Fox Cor., ii, 284--41. 
S Diaries and Correspondence of james Harris,first Earl of Malmesbury (London, 1844), ii, 
60-1. To Harris, February 26. 
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On February 18 Fox took an obviously cautious step when he moved 
that the discussion of supplies be postponed. The vote was 208 to 196, 
the small majority of twelve further encouraging Pitt to try to break 
the deadlock. On February 27 opposition's majority was reduced to 
seven. 'A number of our friends were shut out at the division,' wrote 
Elliot; ' ... we found seven or eight of them in Mrs Bennet's room, 
looking like the foolish virgins somewhere in the Bible.'! Even though 
on March 1 the majority had inched up to twelve, Pitt's government 
was clearly riding out the storm. By March 5 the majority was down 
to nine, and by March 8, one. One, the printer put it, in italics. 

The story was told that one evening when Fox's majorities were 
decreasing, Sheridan said, 'Mr Speaker, this is not to be wondered at, 
when a member is employed to corrupt everybody in order to obtain 
votes.' Instantly there was an outcry: 'Who is it? Name him! name 
himl' 'Sir,' said the imperturbable Sheridan, 'I shall not name the 
person. It is an unpleasant and invidious thing to do ... but don't sup
pose, Sir, that I abstain because there is any difficulty in naming him; I 
could do that, Sir, as soon as you could say Jack Robinson.'2 

Sentiment mounted. The Duchess of Devonshire recorded an excit
ing night at the opera when the Duchess of Rutland shouted 'Damn 
Fox' and heard in reply a shriek of 'Damn Pitt' from Lady Maria 
Waldegrave. Georgiana added that she herself also had several good 
political fights there. 3 On the streets men yelled 'Foxl Fox forever!' or, 
in reply, 'No Fox! No Fox!' On March 24, the king announced the end 
of the session. That night the great seal, a massive silver emblem, was 
stolen from the Lord Chancellor's house, an event that caused even 
more uproar than the dissolution of Parliament. Each side accused the 
other of pilfering it. Some wondered whether any business whatever 
could be transacted, and even whether the office of Lord Chancellor 
ceased now to exist. Others recalled the day when James II had 
hurled the great seal into the Thames, thus bringing the functioning of 
the Government to a temporary halt. With more mischievousness than 
accuracy, the Herald reported that Fox and the Duchess of Devonshire 
were seen on the streets at two a.m. carrying crowbars and a lantern. 
Another seal was speedily manufactured so the dissolution could be 
made legal. 

A tumultuous prelude to the election of the two members for West
minster set the stage for the election itself. Fox and Wray had drifted 
1 Diaries and Co"espontknce of Jarrus Ha"is, first Earl of Malrrusbury, ii, 62. To Harris, 
February 28. 
2 Horace Twiss, Life of Lord Chancellor Eldon (London, 1846), i, 114. 
3 Earl of Bessborough, Georgiana (London, 1955). pp. 78-9. 
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sharply apart at the time of the coalition. In a series of public meetings 
in Westminster, each man tried to mobilize Westminster sentiment. 
The Wray group passed resolutions thanking the King for dismissing 
the coalition and expressing confidence in the present administration. 
The Fox group passed resolutions declaring that Fox's conduct de
served the perfect esteem of his constituents. l 

The climax was a general meeting called for Westminster Hall on 
February 14. Each faction attempted to seize the chair and hence posses
sion of the platform. The hall itself was 'most prodigiously crowded'. 
In the general tussle the chair was demolished and the hustings itself 
broken down. Fox slipped and fell and 'some wretch, for man we can 
not call him, threw a leather bag, filled with assa foetida' in his face. 
This substance is the prince of stenches. Fox attempted to speak but 
was drowned out. Moreover, he was jostled out of the hall itself. But 
he took in his stride the asafoetida, the noise, and the jostling, any of 
which would have lessened the zeal of an ordinary man for public 
deliberation, and collected a fragment of an audience outside. 

Thus even before Parliament was dissolved and the general election 
begun, the two Westminster members had divided sentiment in the 
borough on parliamentary reform and also on the coalition.2 Pitt had 
also had an evening of extraparliamentary political excitement. 
During a procession returning from a dinner where he had been 
acclaimed as the saviour of the nation, he was attacked by a body of men 
armed with bludgeons, and escaped injury only by seeking refuge at 
White's. Fox himself was accused of participating in the assault but 
he had his own alibi: he declared he was in bed at the time with his 
mistress, Mrs Armistead, who was prepared to substantiate the fact on 
oath. The origins of this candid declaration have always been somewhat 
clouded and are best left so. 

In this charged atmosphere the general election itself got under way. 
On April 1 the poll at Westminster opened to elect new candidates. The 
hustings was again erected in Covent Garden under the portico of St 
Paul's church. The voting was to to go forty days, unless concluded 
sooner by mutual agreement. To replace Fox, the Government backed 
the popular Admiral Hood, whose election was never in doubt, and 
Wray. So at the outset the real contest was between Wray and Fox. 

1 Part of this chapter has appeared in Leren Reid, "The Westminster Election and 
Scrutiny", QIIIlTUrly J()IJT1IQ], of Speech, Iii (February, 19(6). . 
I History of the WestminsUr Election, pp. 6O-4.H MeR, Abergavenny MSS., p. 66. Jenkinson 
to Robinson, February 140. 

Black, pp. 112 If., discusses the issue of parliamentary reform in the early stages of the 
17840 election. 
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All kinds of propaganda were thrown into the campaign. Banners 
appeared everywhere. On a large banner for Wray and Hood was 
written 'No Bribery-No Receipt Tax', the last being a reference to 
the stamp tax on receipts, opposed by Wray, supported by Fox. On 
Fox's banners were written 'Fox and the Constitution', 'No Tax on 
Maid Servants', and 'May Chelsea Hospital stand for ever'. The 
reference to maid servants was to a suggestion by Wray, at the time 
the receipt tax was being debated, of substituting instead a tax on maid 
servants. This proposal was shouted down when it was presented and 
gave Wray no peace during the campaign. The reference to Chelsea 
Hospital was to 'Wray's speech opposing it, even advising that it be 
tom down. As Chelsea was maintained largely for war veterans, 
Wray's adverse sentiments were continually revived by Fox and his 
friends in order to stimulate the veteran vote. Speakers could denounce 
Wray as a Judas, a betrayer of men who had lost arms and legs in their 
country's service; speakers could also praise splendid old Chelsea, an 
asylum for those brave fellows who had grown grey and had been dis
abled while fighting for their country. Each side could accuse the other 
of stealing the great seal (this sentiment is well suited to hissing). 
Hundreds of times during the next forty days Westminster electors 
were awash with references in speeches, broadsides, cartoons, and 
newspapers to the receipt tax, to maid servants, to the welfare of 
Chelsea veterans. The only issue more prominent was Fox's effort to 
take over the patronage of India and the possibilities of corruption that 
went with it. 

Admiral Hood spoke first, to launch the campaign, and held forth a 
few minutes. Fox could get in only a few words above the general 
clamour (Morning Chronicle )-version 1. He was heard with the most 
flattering attention (Morning Herald)-version 2. Wray, a poor 
speaker, was even less successful in making himself heard . Westminster 
electors did not need much reminding to recall that Fox had sponsored 
Wray at the 1782 by-election and thus had given him a political start; 
now Wray ~as opposing his one-time benefactor. At the opening ses
sion were the two lovely duchesses of Devonshire and Rutland, fresh 
from their political bouts at the opera. Wray was not a strong candi
date; in fact the rumour started that ministers planned to disgrace Fox 
by having him defeated by a mediocre opponent. Rhymsters readily 
cast Wray in the role of goose: 'the electors of Westminster never will 
choose/to run down a Fox and set up a Goose.' The polls started at two 
and closed at three, with these results: Fox 302, Hood 264, Wray 238. 
On the second day a gang of Hood's sailors intimidated electors who 
wanted to vote for Fox but a gang of Irish chairmen drove them off, and 
the poll stood: Fox 1,243, Hood 1,234, Wray 1,104. 
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Then came a swing. Hood went to first place, Wray to second, and 
Fox dropped to third. The goose was doing better than the fox. 
Violence increased on both sides. So much fraud was evident that the 
poll had been under way only a few days before each side talked of a 
scrutiny of the votes; alleged bribes, generally attributed to the 
Government, sought to beat Fox at all costs. The rumours, the paro
dies, the paragraphs, the cartoons, the bulletins, the advertisements, 
the lampoons, on both sides, became so extensive that later they re
quired a 5S8-page volume to contain them. 1 

Hundreds of stories were circulated. A Government female supporter 
approached 'an honest tradesman' and threatened him with the loss of 
the Queen's custom if he dared vote against Wray. His honest and 
independent answer was, 'I assure you, Madam, 1 have every respect 
for their Majesties, but still more the constitution of my country. 
You'll excuse me, Madam, but 1 vote for Mr Fox.' Fox's friends adver
tised that his supporters should gather at Lowe's Hotel, from whence 
they would be conducted in great safety to the hustings. Hood and 
Wray urged their electors to proceed to any of three named places, 
there to be conducted without delay to the polling place. Voters were 
urged to cast their ballots: 'Come forth, then, like BRITONS and 
give your suffrages in defence of your own FREEDOM!' Courage was 
indeed required, for a stray head on either side was in danger of being 
broken. Fox supporters declared that the number of false votes for 
Wray was incredible. Wray supporters asserted that those for Fox 
were far in excess. Fox supporters screamed that Wray forces marched 
a company of troops to the hustings. Wray admirers bellowed that 
Fox had corralled fifty weavers from Spitalfields and quantities of his 
coalition friends from other places and fraudulently voted them all. 
Each side accused the other of graverobbing-voting the names of 
electors who had long since died. 

The voting was open; there was no secret ballot; every man's vote 
was known and noted. A man who had sold his vote had to deliver. 
Especially prized was an elector 's plumper-the single vote cast for 
one candidate by the voter who chose to show his full and complete 
enthusiasm in that manner instead of casting two votes, one for each 
of two candidates. On April 27 Fox's supporters bragged that most of 
the 5,827 votes cast for him were plumpers; that loyalty proved, they 
insisted, he was truly the man of the people. 

Fox solicited a tradesman for his yote. Said the man, refusing: 'I 
admire your abilities but damn your principles.' Said Fox: 'My fri~nd, 
I applaud you for your sincerity,. but damn your manners.' Another 

lHistory of the Westminster Election. See also The wit of the day, or the humours of West
minster, etc. (London, 1784) . 
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offered him not a vote but a halter. Said Fox: 'I should be sorry to 
deprive you of it, for it must be a family piece: Said the Gazetteer: 
'Suppose ... Mr Fox should not come into Parliament at all, where will 
be the check, the control, that all ministers require ?' 

Fox left his own record of the campaign. April 8: 'Plenty of bad 
news from all quarters, but 1 think I feel that misfortunes, when they 
come thick, have the effect rather of rousing my spirits than sinking 
them.' AprilS: 'I have still hopes but their beating me two days follow
ing, looks ugly.' April 7 : 'Worse and worse. Hood4,4S8, Wray4,1l7. 
Fox 8,827.' April 8 : 'I must not give up yet though 1 wish it. Bad news 
from York, and .. : Bedfordshire. 1 have serious thoughts, if 1 am beat 
here, of not coming in to Parliament at all .... Adieu, my dearest 
dearest Liz.' 

On April 9 a ray of hope : 'We had six majority ... a chance, but a 
small one.'1 At this juncture some one in the whig high command had a 
happy thought: intensify the canvassing and call upon some of the 
party's charming ladies to help. 

Georgiana, Duchess of Devonshire, a truly beautiful eighteenth
century lovely and devoted whig, was one of Fox's most loyal admirers. 
She and her sister, Viscountess Duncannon, and others, drove their 
carriages into all parts of the city, and some alleged, to villages outside 
the city's voting limits, zealously and indefatigably soliciting votes for 
Fox. The legend that she gave a butcher a kiss for his vote is too per
sistent not to acknowledge and applaud. She insisted, however, in a 
letter to her mother, that she had behaved entirely properly; not she 
but her sister and another lady had been kissed, 'so it's very hard 1 who 
was not shd have the reputation of it'. 2 It is very hard also to contem
plate that the butcher might have voted for Fox anyway. 

Wray partisans enlisted beautiful tory ladies to canvass on their 
side. But their thirty-four-year-old Countess of Salisbury was not equal 
to the twenty...,.;ix-year-old duchess. Nobody outcanvassed Georgiana: 
'she was in the most blackguard houses in Long Acre by eight o'clock 
this morning,' wrote Cornwallis on April 9.3 Temple wrote Rutland 
that during the election the Duchess 'had heard more plain English of 
the grossest sort than ever fell to the share of any lady of her rank'. 4 

The papers noted, moreover, that after the ladies began taking part 
in the canvass, Fox's lead began to increase. Whereas for days he had 
trailed in the tally, now he quickly mounted to second place. A part of 

1 Add. MSS. 47570. Fox OJr., ii, 267..g. I Georgiana, p. 79. 
8 Cornwallis, i, 166. To Lieutenant-Colonel Ross. 
4HMCR, Rutland MSS., iii, 88. April 12. 
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the shift in sentiment from Wray to Fox (Hood, represented as the 
naval hero, the gallant captor of the Ville de Paris, was steadily in the 
lead) grew out of the knowledge that Fox, the under dog, was being 
attacked by the full influence of the court party. 

The campaign went on. When on April 14 Fox polled an even 45 
votes, many interpreted this as a happy omen. 'Wilkes and 45' had 
been an effective slogan; now it was 'Fox and 45.' Other publicity was 
less pleasant: 

Queries to Honest, Loyal, and Independent 
Electors of Westminster 

Who is the notorious and infamous liar that formed a coalition with 
Lord North? 
Who robbed the India Company of their charter, trade, and revenue? 
Who hired a gang of ruffians to murder the king's minister? 
Who stole the Great Seal from the Lord Chancellor ?1 

And other similar interrogatories described a man for whom no free 
Briton would give his suffrage. 

April 17, it was Hood 6,054,Wray 5,465; Fox 5,305.Were there 
that many eligible voters in all Westminster? The Herald said not: 
'There can be no doubt but there must be no small number of bad votes 
on both sides-but Sir Cecil has most ... in the proportion of seven to 
four.' Thomas Townshend, formerly Shelburne's Home Secretary and 
now Baron Sydney, described Fox's soliciting the votes of 'Roman 
Catholic hairdressers, cooks, &c.' and also making appearances on the 
hustings with their arch-foe, Lord George Gordon. 2 April 19, 500 
independent electors of Westminster dined in honour of Fox, drank 
toasts to one another, to the cause ofliberty throughout the world, and 
to the Duchess. April 20, the Chronicle wondered why the hustings 
officials of Westminster did not have the tax books on hand so the 
qualifications of each doubtful voter could be checked before he was 
allowed to cast his vote. The high bailiff took the hint and brought the 
books-whereupon each side claimed that from then on it would have a 
clear advantage. 'I have gained 32 today so that we are all in spirits 
again', Fox wrote to his dearest dearest Liz. April 27, Fox passed 
Wray in the polls; 600 to 800 electors dined with him, and when 
Colonel Fitzpatrick proposed a toast to their candidate, it was drunk 
with 21 cheers, the number of votes he was ahead. 

Pitt, worried about the reversal of events, wrote to the King that as 
Fox had apparently gained a majority the contest would not be carrie.d 
on much further, adding the ominous hint of trouble to come: 'Mr Pitt 

lHistory of the Westminster Election, p. 21+. 
IHMCR, Rutland MSS., iii, 89. To the Duke of Rutland, April 17. 
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still trusts the ground will be regained by a scrutiny.'! April 29, betting 
odds rose 500 guineas to 50 that Fox would be elected. 

May 10 a group of constables sent for from Wapping shouted 'No 
Fox! No Fox!' In the scuffle that followed a constable was killed. After 
an unsuccessful effort was made to close the polls a few days early, the 
election was continued the full forty days though by mutual agreement 
polling was stopped an hour early to accommodate the funeral for the 
slain man. On May 17 the final vote was: Hood 6,694; Fox 6,233; 
Wray 5,998. 2 Fox's victory was compleat, said the kindly disposed 
Gazetteer, despite the fact thatWestminster had in its bosom 'all the 
influence of the Court, the influence of ,£900,000 in civil list money dis
tributed annually; the influence of all the private fortunes dependent on, 
or attached to, the Court'. In Derby Fox's victory was drunk with 235 
cheers, his plurality over Wray. The victorious candidate was immedi
ately chaired, and a triumphal procession formed headed by heralds on 
horseback; a squadron of gentlemen on horseback in the blue and buff 
uniform; the laurel-decked chair with the right honourable Charles 
James Fox seated thereon; stately conveyances of the Duchesses of 
Devonshire and Portland; about 30 other private carriages at the end. 
Toward the head of the procession were twenty-four marrow-bones 
and cleavers-that is to say, twenty-four butchers each beating on that 
masterful persuader, the meat cleaver, with a substantial beef bone
their summoning, primitive, pulsing percussion threading in and 
through and around the blare of the trumpets. 3 In the procession was the 
Prince, wearing Fox's colours of buff and blue. Next day at Carlton 
House he gave a breakfast that started at noon and lasted until six 
o'clock. That evening, at a dinner given by Mrs Crewe, he offered the 
celebrated toast, 'Buff and Blue and Mrs Crewe', to which she graci
ously and memorably replied, 'Buff and Blue and all of you'. 

Writing to Mrs John Wentworth in America, the widowed Lady 
Rockingham, in a remarkable letter, described events: 

I must mention the particular wicked absurdity that was imposed upon the poor 
freeholders in the ministerial manner of canvassing. They were ask'd whether 
they were for Pitt and the King, or Fox and the D-vl: I know this will make you 
laugh, and you will not believe it, but I can assure you that these vile methods of 
giving the idea that Mr Fox aim'd at being King have been shamefully possible, 
and practiced with too good success; but these sort of infatuations are too pre
posterous to last long.4 

Fox's jubilation, however, was dampened by the action of Thomas 

1 Later Correspondmu of George III, i, 57. 
2 Journal of the House of Commons, xl, 588. 
S History of the Westminster Election, pp. 371-2; Curwen, pp. 404-5. 
4 Governor Wentworth's Correspondence, Wentworth Woodhouse Muniments (Shef
field) . September 20. 
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Corbett, high bailiff of Westminster, who, prompted by the Govern
ment, received the protest of the defeated Wray and agreed to 
a scrutiny of the votes. The high bailiff needed to return the writs for 
summoning the new Parliament on or before May 18. Since the 
election was not completed until May 17, Corbett obviously had no 
time to conduct a scrutiny and still meet his May 18 deadline. At this 
point he had three choices: he could return Hood and Fox, leaders of 
the poll; he could return all three, leaving to the commons the final 
decision of which two to seat, a procedure for which precedent existed; 
or he could break with precedent (and, opposition was to argue, with 
the law) and order a scrutiny, delaying his return until a later date. He 
chose to follow the last course, so that the new Parliament meeting on 
May 18 contained no representatives for Westminster. Fox, mean
while, was returned for Kirkwall, in Tain Burghs, Scotland. l Some 
protested the legality of this step, arguing that according to Scottish 
law he was ineligible to represent this borough since he had no property 
and paid no tax there, but he was nevertheless a member from Scotland 
when the sixteenth Parliament opened. This interlude was the only 
break in his long representation of Westminster. 

The Westminster election had lasted forty days. But the scrutiny that 
followed lasted forty weeks. During this period Fox made one of his 
most celebrated speeches, the Westminster Scrutiny speech of June 8, 
1784. 

The overriding business of the commons on May 24 had been, after 
the election of a new Speaker, to discuss the ramifications of the West
minster election. During the debate that day and later the House heard 
legal and political arguments for and against the action of the high 
bailiff. Speakers drew analogies from such precedents as were available 
and cited statutes as far back as Richard II, Henry IV, Henry VI, and 
William III. Lawyers like Shelburne's attorney-general Sir Lloyd 
Kenyon, the coalition's attorney-general John Lee, and Pitt's attorney
general Pepper Arden took varying positions. Pitt himself drew from 
early experiences as a student at Lincoln's Inn and as a lawyer on the 
Western circuit. Members with no pretension to legal acumen com
mented on differing aspects of the thorny issue. 

Arguments supporting the bailiff's action were that the polls were 
so jammed that he could not verify the legality of each vote as it was 
cast, that 4,000 more votes were cast than there were qualified electors, . 
that under the circumstances he could not in conscience and judgment 
identify two legally-selected candidates . Arguments condemning the 
1 History of Parlia7llmt, i, 511 ; ii, 400. 
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bailiff were that he was specifically directed to make a return to his 
superior, the sheriff, on or before May 18, that the assembling of Par Ii a
ment on that date was of such pre-eminent national importance that 
bailiffs and sheriffs should not delay the performance of this duty, that 
in previous cases of doubt the returning officers had certified all candi
dates, leaving the final choice to the house itself. The most-quoted 
statute, the 10th and 11 th William III, prescribed the duties of sheriffs 
of counties in making their return to the King, but was silent with 
respect to returns made to the sheriffs by such lesser officers under their 
jurisdiction as bailiffs. This omission was seized upon by both sides of 
the dispute. 

If the poll and the scrutiny could both have been concluded before 
May 18, one whole category of objections to the bailiff would have 
been removed. Fox was, in fact, accused of spinning out the election 
until the end of May 17 so that the bailiff would not have time to hold 
a scrutiny. Moreover, much discussion ensued about the legal status 
of the bailiff after May 18. Fox's side argued that the bailiff was legally 
dead and that a scrutiny could not be conducted by a dead hand. Pitt's 
side retorted that if a dead hand could not conduct a scrutiny after May 
18, by the same reasoning it could not make a return of candidates after 
May 18. 

Some arguments therefore came under the heading of expediency, 
some under legality. From the outset there were generous areas of 
doubt and probability, so that those who approved of the bailiff's action 
and also those who disapproved could find much to support their 
stands. 

Fox hoped, early in the deliberation, to be able to refer his claim to a 
committee of the House, chosen by lot under the Grenville Act, em
powered to examine witnesses under oath. He argued that if not the 
letter at least the spirit of the Act favoured his case, but the House 
speedily decided under Pitt's urging that the Grenville Act did not 
apply and that Fox would have to find other relief. Moreover, the 
House decided to hear arguments from attorneys representing Wray 
and Fox and-to examine witnesses. 

Fox himself claimed that he was being politically persecuted by the 
administration. Nor is it possible to acquit Pitt of the charge. As has 
been seen, when Fox began to gain a winning position in the polls, 
Pitt wrote to the King about the political expediency of a scrutiny. 
Early in the parliamentary discussions Pitt was not sure whether to 
allow the bailiff to proceed with the scrutiny or to allow him to return 
all three candidates and let the house choose. 'In either case', he wrote 
to the Duke of Rutland, 'I have no doubt of Fox being thrown out, 
though in either there may be great delay, inconvenience, and expense, 
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and the choice of the alternative is delicate. '1 In the preliminary debates 
Fox's own support slowly dwindled, at one time touching a low of 77 
against the Government's 212. On the other side of the chamber, 
several members 'would have been ready to vote any censure or even 
expulsion against him'. 2 

The motion before the House that June 8 was that the high bailiff of 
Westminster should be ordered to make his return forthwith, naming 
the two successful candidates. Fox knew that many of his listeners were 
hostile and that some of his friends were not so enthusiastic as he would 
like. He was in that rare situation where with little to lose and much to 
gain he could speak as he pleased. 

At the outset he observed that those who might especially have been 
expected to offer arguments against the motion had as yet remained 
silent. It would have been fair, he continued, to grant him the favour of 
being allowed to be the last speaker. But, he declared: 'I have no 
reason to expect indulgence, nor do I know that I shall meet with bare 
justice in this House.' The feeling of being politically persecuted was 
uppermost in his thought. His strong words brought such murmurs of 
disapproval that he reminded the fnurmurers that there was a regular 
way of censuring any member who used improper language in debate, 
namely, to have the words taken down by a clerk: 

If any gentleman is offended by any thing that fell from me, and has sense enough 
to point out, and spirit to correct that offence, he will adopt that parliamentary and 
gentleman-like mode of conduct; and that he may have an opportunity of doing so, 
I again repeat, 'that I have no reason to expect indulgence, nor do I know that I 
shall meet with bare justice in this House'. 

Fox's declaration squelched the murmurers. The medicine was bitter 
. but they had to take it. 

Fox lingered over this theme of political injustice somewhat, before 
proceeding to the logical part of his talk. The Grenville Act, he re
minded members, was passed because of the conviction that a select 
committee, not the whole House itself, should judge disputed elections. 
The house had already barred him from the relief afforded by this Act. 
Accordingly he could say again, 'and say with truth, "that I expect no 
indulgence, nor do I know that I shall meet with bare justice in this 
House".' One after another he referred to three members whose 
previous speeches showed their prejudice against him and their pre
ference for his opponents. When one of these three started to commerlt, 
Fox said in stern language: 'Is there any interruption, Sir? I hope not.' 

1 Stanhope. i. 21S:-14. May 24. 
2HMCR, Rutland MSS., iii. 100. Pulteney to Rutland [June SJ. 
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His personal indignation firmly established, Fox methodically stated 
the leading points of his discussion: whether the high bailiff of West
minster had sufficient evidence to warrant his granting a scrutiny, and, 
moreover, whether any returning officer can by law grant a scrutiny. 
Under these two headings he sought to organize the principal argu
ments offered during several days' debate. Fox attempted to demon
strate that the bailiff did not act impartially in throwing out bad votes, 
but instead received information from incompetent men like the wit
ness Affleck, whose testimony the House itselfhad rejected. Moreover, 
Fox alleged, the bailiff acted in concert with Fox's adversaries, 
'secretly, collusively': 
To have received such information with the least attention, was in itself criminal 
enough; but studiously, cautiously, and deliberately to have concealed it from me, 
was base and wicked in the extreme .... [To have granted a scrutiny] upon this 
sort of evidence, and under these circumstances, was, to say no worse of it, an act 
that cannot be justified upon any obvious principle of law, reason, common sense, 
or common equity. 

He insisted that the poll itself was properly conducted: 

The parish books were constantly at the hustings, and each voter's name, profes-
sion, and description, collated with the books .... When the names of voters 
could not always be found in the parish books ... a gentleman in the interest of 
each side frequently went to the very street in which the voter said he lived; that 
the vote was suspended until that inquiry was made. 

Although it was true that the polls had been crowded on certain days, 
Fox asserted those were the very days when Wray had gained a great 
majority: 'I began to gain upon my adversary, not when thousands 
polled of a day, but when only a few hundreds, and less than a hundred 
polled on each day.' 

Fox assured the House that he did not come as a newcomer to the 
problem of scrutinies. He recalled the Westminster election of 1780, 
when the defeated Lord Lincoln demanded a scrutiny, which the bailiff 
granted, and which Lincoln afterward abandoned: 

I remember to hlrVe investigated the matter then. I consulted the greatest dead 
and living authorities, the best books, and the most learned men in my circle; and 
the result was, that the granting a scrutiny before the return was legal; but no 
book, no lawyer, no man, before that time, ever, to my knowledge, maintained 
that a scrutiny could be continued, much less begun, after the day on which the 
writ was returnable. 

The literature on disputed elections was not extensive in 1780, but 
few if any excelled Fox in the art of collecting speech materials through 
inquiry and discussion. In fact his interest in scrutinies no doubt dated 
back even earlier, as Henry Fox had played an active role in the noto
rious Oxfordshire election and scrutiny of 1754. 
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To develop the second leading point, that the bailiff had no legal 
right to grant a scrutiny, Fox turned to what proved the longest and 
most serious part of his speech. I am not a professional man, he said in 
effect, but I can follow principles of common sense that tell me four 
different ways exist by which, in a case of doubt, I can ascertain the law. 
'First of all, I should look into the statute book ... if ... I find an act of 
parliament upon the point in dispute ... all is clear and certain.' If no 
act applies, I would then inquire into what has been done in similar 
cases. If precedent is clear, then everything is plain and easy; but if 
neither statute nor precedent can be found, I would then turn to legal 
analogies, and after that source, if necessary, to the experience of man
kind. He thus set up a logical framework within which to mobilize the 
complexities of the situation. 

If some of these various modes of defining the law should favour him, 
he continued, he might still be right, but not with that certainty that he 
would like. But to return to the words of the text: 

The case, however, is so entirely otherwise, that I do venture to prove to the 
satisfaction of every man capable of being satisfied ... that all and each concur in 
supporting me ... . The high bailiff of Westminster, in granting this scrutiny, has 
violated the law of the land, by the combined force and testimony of these four 
tests: by the statutes-by the common law-by the analogies of law-by policy 
and expediency. 

Fox might have been more persuasive had he not claimed so much, 
but the eighteenth century was not so subtle in these matters as is the 
twentieth. To support his first point, he turned principally to the 
statute of William III so often referred to. Fox recalled that this statute 
specifically mentioned sheriffs but not bailiffs. Kenyon, for example, had 
argued that the statute could not be made to apply to the election duties 
ofa bailiff. This type of reasoning Fox termed a low, vile, dirty quibble, 

. an .outrage upon common sense: it was idiotic to suppose that the Act 
'provided against the partialities, corruption, and roguery of sheriffs, 
and ... left the nation at the mere mercy of mayors and bailiffs, without 
restraint, redress, or punishment'. Never in his career had Fox hesi
tated to match arguments with men of the law. He had cut his teeth on 
Wedderburn and Thurlow and he was not now to be overawed by any 
of Pitt's legal talent. 

In detail Fox reviewed the available arguments under the headings 
of precedent and legal analogy. As the Westminster case of 1749 dealt 
with an election to fill a vacancy, not with a general election, it was not 
a suitable precedent. The Oxfordshire case of 1754 was settled in the ' 
House itself, since the sheriff returned all four candidates. In the 
chamber was Charles Jenkinson, an active participant in that settle
ment; Fox challenged him to give the correct details but Jenkinson 
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kept his seat. He was no match for Fox and he knew it. Legal analogies 
also were offered to establish the point that a sheriff or other officer 
cannot operate under a writ after the day named for its return. 

Although the heart of the speech consisted of examples and reasons, 
the net result of these logical arguments and those of other speakers 
was inconclusive. The election had truly been disorderly, with faults 
attaching to both sides. The law was incomplete and imperfect. Prece
dents were not entirely applicable. The greatest impact of the speech, 
therefore, was made by Fox's strong feeling ofindignation at the open
ing plus his closing assertion that the scrutiny was unexampled perse
cution. He further reminded members that a scrutiny was an expensive 
operation, costing perhaps £18,000, and that his purse was no match 
for the Treasury's. And although he said that Pitt alone was not the 
author of the persecution, he closed by warning Pitt not to let the nation 
see him employ the power of office to overwhelm an individual. 

Though he may exert all the influence of his situation to harass and persecute, he 
shall find that we are incapable of unbecoming submissions. There is a principle 
of resistance in mankind which will not brook such injuries; and a good cause and 
a good heart will animate men to struggle in proportion to the size of their 
wrongs. l 

Pitt's reply exists only in brief summary. To Fox's argument about 
harassment, Pitt was content to say that Fox was being treated gener
ously in even being allowed to speak in his own defence. ,[Could] a 
gentleman who had the liberty of speaking three hours at a stretch on 
his own cause ... be called a persecuted man?' He insisted that the 
House could not order the bailiff to return two members, nor could it 
punish him for doing what the circumstances of the election justified. 
Nothing in the extant text suggests that he tried to offset the bulk of 
Fox's logical arguments, nor did he offer any justification of the 
measures being taken to keep Fox from taking his seat for West
minster. 

The division was 195 to 117 against the motion to direct the bailiff 
to return two members, 178 to 90 against adjournment. A further 
motion to direct the bailiff to proceed with the scrutiny was then put 
and carried without a vote. Fox was defeated but his speech had in
creased his support in the House. 'Many of our best friends were a little 
too conscientious', Pulteney wrote to the Duke of Rutland. Pulteney 
had frequently written disparaging notes about Fox's brand of elo
quence, but now he conceded that Fox had made' an astonishing speech', 
and that Pitt's dependable majority had pulled him through a business 
'which would have been troublesome enough to a weak ministry'. 2 The 
Gloucester Journal also observed many of Pitt's friends voting with Fox. 
1 Par/iarruntaryHistory, xxiv, 883-928. 2HMCR, Rutland MSS. , iii, 106. [June I1.J 
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Wraxall, on the other hand, thought Fox's speech too long and too 
imprudent, but concluded that it comprised 'all that eloquence sus
tained by a just cause could combine to persuade ... his judges'.l 
Holland thought it one of his uncle's three finest efforts.2 It was re
ported, he said, by one of Fox's devoted partisans, and afterwards 
corrected by several friends. 3 These corrections would rob the text of 
verbatim accuracy, but undoubtedly helped to improve its temper, 
evidence, and structure. 

The divisions having come at 4.30 a.m., London newspapers were 
tardy in reporting the debates. In general the reaction was on partisan 
lines, papers like the Whitehall Evening-Post and the Gazetteer com
mending the speech, the Morning Post criticizing it. The impact of 
Fox's eloquence, however, can not be measured entirely by the results 
of the divisions. Fox's speech put before the House and thus before the 
people a line of thought that persisted in its influence. 

John Scott, the future Lord Eldon, arch tory, for many years Lord 
Chancellor, always liked to recall that he had defended Fox.4 But Fox 
never lived to hear the most elaborate praise of all. Wraxall, in his 
indispensable journal of the debates during his years in Parliament, 
wrote that he considered the scrutiny 'one of the strongest acts of 
Ministerial oppression and persecution" that he had witnessed in his 
time. 5 Even more glittering and be spangled was the acclamation of one 
of Fox's political disciples, Lord Henry Brougham, Scottish-born 
scholar, amateur physicist, contributor to the Edinburgh Review, 
powerful parliamentary speaker and barrister, and for four years Lord 
Chancellor. Brougham advised another distinguished whig, Macaulay, 
to study the scrutiny speech and learn it by heart in order to acquire the 
art of parliamentary oratory.6 Brougham's essay on Fox, well 
balanced in its distribution of praise and criticism, put the Westminster 
speech at or near the top of all of Fox's parliamentary addresses. 7 

Fox's genius clearly lay in linking local Westminster issues with a 
moving appeal for political justice. Pitt, most of his supporters, and 
many newspapers, did not grasp the import of the Westminster scru
tiny set in motion that day. They did not realize that public opinion 
would tum against them. They were confident that once their mighty 

1 Wraxall, iii, 417. .. 
S The Grevilk Diary (London, 1927), i, 41. TI!e two others: War with France, Bonaparte's 
overtures. 
a Fox Ccr., ii, 266-7. 4 Lift of Eldon, i, 121. 6 Wraxall, iv, 95. 
e William Fraser Rae, Wilus, Sheridan, Fox: the Opposition Under Gtorgt the Third 
(London, 1847),p.459. 
7 Brougham, i, 229. 
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engines of influence started to turn, Fox would be rejected as member 
from prestigious Westminster. 

Pitt's narrow-gauge plans did not materialize, however, and forty 
weeks later the opposite result was plain for all to see. The scrutineeers 
set slowly to work, proceeding with such deliberate leisure that in 
eight months they inspected only a fourth of the votes. No such evi
dences of fraud were revealed as had been prognosticated: the totals 
had been altered by a mere twenty-five votes, whereas the election had 
ended with Fox 235 ahead of Wray. From time to time the progress of 
the scrutiny was reported to the Commons, Pitt making stout resist
ance at every opportunity. 'Damn the fellow,' declared a good whig, 'he 
speaks so well, I wish his throat was cut.'l 

As the scrutiny was exhuming so few bad votes, Fox's friends 
sought to have it terminated by a motion ordering the high bailiff to 
return Hood and Fox as members for Westminster. The debate on 
February 9, 1785, was defeated by the slender margin of 39 votes; 
thus had parliamentary opinion shifted away from Pitt. On February 21 

the Government's majority shrank to 9. By March 3 the tide had com
pletely turned: Pitt was defeated by 38, and next day Hood and Fox 
were returned. The scrutiny officials had dealt with a level hand: from 
Hood's total they had subtracted 106 fraudulent votes, from Fox's 107, 

and from Wray's 103. 2 Hence Fox's conduct was justified both in 
theory and in fact. 

When Sir Cecil Wray heard the news, he fainted and had to be taken 
to the pump to be revived. By eleven that night, however, nearly every 
house in Westminster was illuminated, as the jubilant Morning Herald 
viewed the scene. The Gazetteer declared with unwarranted optimism 
that the defeat of the first minister showed that the country was begin
ing to totter. More significantly, the groundswell of public opinion 
against the scrutiny was compelling. The county of York instructed its 
members to stop the scrutiny; other counties might have followed suit. 3 

Westminster could well rejoice; it was once again represented in Parlia
ment by its favourite son. 

The Westminster affair thus set the stage for two of Fox's great 
triumphs. His campaign utterances were typical of his eventful career 
as speaker-outside-of-Parliament. Whereas Pitt's voice was seldom 
heard outside the Commons, Fox spoke to thousands. When a man 
speaks from the hustings he stands, to use Burke's phrase, upon a 
conspicuous stage. The triumph of Fox's Westminster campaign is, 

lHMCR, Rutland MSS., iii, 168. The statement was uttered by Lord Derby, staunch friend 
of Fox's. 
2 Journal of the House of Commons, xl, 588. 
3 Hamilton-Greville MSS. Greville to Hamilto!l, March 10. (Huntington.) 
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therefore, not to be overlooked. But the triumph of the scrutiny, set in 
motion by the June 8 speech, was even more spectacular. During the 
long seventeen-year period of Pitt's ministry, even though Fox spoke 
on such lofty issues as freedom of speech, peace, the state of the nation, 
and religious toleration, he was continually bested in debate by the 
administration's majority. Hence his parliamentary victories were few 
and far between. On the issue of the Westminster scrutiny, however, 
he was able to reverse the Government's substantial majority, upset 
its best legal minds, and beat the minister himself on an issue involving 
his personal prestige. The magnitude of the odds against Fox under
scores the significance of his brilliant espousal of the rights of dispu
tants in contested elections. 
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Mr Pitt and Mr Fox 
1785-1787 

Damn his good speeches, let me hear of his making a 
bad one. 

Charles James Fox 

So far in the contest between Pitt and Fox, Pitt had achieved a luminous 
victory on the coalition issue but Fox had emerged as the champion of 
Westminster. Now Pitt was to suffer reverses on two other issues 
debated in the early months of 1785. 

A month after the scrutiny had been abandoned, Pitt faced one of the 
crowded Houses of his career to date to unfold a plan of parliamentary 
reform. Among other changes he proposed to disfranchise thirty-six 
rotten boroughs, each returning two members, and to assign these 
seats to the largest counties and to the cities of London and West
minster. The changes were to be made gradually, with recompense to 
those interested in the boroughs being disfranchised. North and Burke 
spoke against the proposal; Wilberforce and Dundas supported Pitt. 
Fox, overlooking his shabby treatment at Pitt's hand, earnestly en
treated both sides of the House to support Pitt's motion. The division 
was 248 to 174 against it. More than a decade went by before it was 
again seriously taken up in the House. 

The complex Irish question also came up for debate. A year pre
viously the Irish Chancellor of the Exchequer had visited Pitt, bringing 
with him ten resolutions to reduce tariffs and in other ways to liberalize 
commercial intercourse between Great Britain and Ireland. This 
notion appeal~d to Pitt, but he later introduced a highly provocative 
issue: that in return Ireland should make a substantial contribution to 
imperial defence. In January 1785 the British Cabinet had approved the 
revised plan, and its proposals were passed by the Irish Parliament 
after heated debate, emerging as a series of eleven resolutions. l The 
Irish in their tum made an important alteration. Pitt wanted the surplus 
of the Irish hereditary revenue above the sum of £656,000 to be con
tributed to the common defence; the Irish Parliament modified this 
proposal by stating that the surplus should be allocated ' in such manner 

1 See the invaluable analysis of the Anglo-Irish proposals in Vincent T. Harlow, The Found
ing oj the Second British Empire, 1768-1798 (London, 1952), i, 558 fr. 
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as the Parliament of this kingdom shall direct', a reservation that 
would allow Ireland to spend the surplus on Irish ships. 

Pitt was angry and embarrassed by this hitch in his plans. Regardless, 
he sought to present the advantage of mutually beneficial trade agree
ments and to minimize for the time being the embarrassing condition 
that the Irish Parliament had attached to its contribution to defence. 

The commercial aspects of Pitt's proposals did him honour. His 
vision was to see Ireland admitted as a partner in the commercial 
enterprises of the two kingdoms. He was not dismayed that in some 
respects Ireland might rival, and perhaps beat England. This eventu
ality, however, should not be painful. Competition might trouble 
some manufacturers but the end result would make Ireland a rich 
customer instead of a poor one. Pitt's statesmanship faltered on his 
insistence that Ireland contribute to imperial defence, and it was on this 
point that the Irish, like the Americans in the preceding decade, offered 
a strong counter. He had to confess that this particular Irish resolution 
was 'not so clear' as he would wish. 

Much of Fox's rebuttal that day was a holding operation. Already 
he could see that the proposals were generating grave doubts among 
British commercial interests. Angered by Pitt's rancorous treatment 
of the scrutiny issue, Fox was in no mood to give ground. If the opposi
tion could prevent Pitt from moving too rapidly, it could mobilize 
sentiment against the proposals. Fox therefore quibbled that they had 
been taken to the Irish Parliament before they had been brought to 
St Stephen'S. This manoeuvre would make it appear mischievous to 
reject them or even freely to debate them. 

Meanwhile the merchants of Liverpool presented a petition urging 
that the privilege of supplying British markets with the produce of 
British colonies be preserved inviolate to the kingdom of Britain. The 
whole of Lancashire joined the protest and sent to the House a petition 
signed by 80,000 names-a document so bulky that it could not be held 
in the hands but had to be lain on the floor. Among other arguments 
offered in petition and in debate was the one that smuggling would 
increase. The propinquity of Irish shores would make possible whole
sale dumping of goods into England. Because of Irish cheap labour, 
Ireland would be able to undersell Britain, and 40,000 men would be 
thrown out of work in Lancashire alone. Pitt's tax on cotton goods had 
been ruinous enough; the new proposals would annihilate the industry. 

For two months the House heard lawyers and examined witnesses', 
A Government supporter admitted counting sixty-four petitions 
against the proposals, Petitions came from Bristol, Birmingham, 
Glasgow, Stafford, and elsewhere, hoping for delay until the im
plications of the crisis could be studied, Manufacturers of nails and 
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ironware, cotton goods, tanned leather products, glass, sailcloth, and 
other merchandise pleaded their distress . A prime mover and shaker 
among manufacturers was the famous potter, Josiah Wedgwood. Few 
things are so unpopular as a good idea ahead of its time. Stirred partly 
by fact, partly by fear, British interests were not ready to extend com
mercial opportunity to the Irish. On the other coast, Irish manufacturers 
sought to continue the shelter of protective duties. 

Pitt found it necessary to make notable concessions to the manu
facturers and to his own parliamentary opposition. As an age that has 
developed the common market and other regional trade agreements 
well knows, general principles must be supplemented by specific 
tariffs, quotas, scales, schedules. Pitt came back to the House on May 
12 with a drastically revised version of his first proposals: the original 
eleven plus sixteen supplements. He began his explanation of the new 
set at 9.15 and did not sit down until midnight. After a brief comment 
by North, Fox took the floor and held it until 4 a.m. He lampooned the 
proposals both as to quantity and particularly as to extensiveness of 
revision. He listed specific ill effects that would have resulted if Pitt's 
original propositions had been hastily passed: thus, he declared, the 
House was clearly shown the benefit of deliberation . Because opposi
tion speakers had sounded the alarm, he claimed, manufacturing com
munities all over the kingdom had been made aware of their danger and 
had been given time to prepare their case. l 

Pitt had, in fact, made many alterations. The new proposals required 
bonds, cockets, certificates of origin, and other documents from Irish 
vessels. Special provisos accommodated brandy, rum, beer, flour, 
biscuits, arms, gunpowder, and other manufactured articles. The Irish 
Parliament was notified that, to keep navigation laws consistent in the 
two countries, it must in the future agree to enact whatever legislation 
under this heading that the British Parliament enacted. This, the 
notorious fourth resolution, raised grave constitutional issues. Fox 
promptly pointes out that it demanded a surrender from Ireland of her 
legislative independence. Irish vessels were to keep within the Cape of 
Good Hope and the Straits of Magellan; this restriction, reviewed later 
in the Irish Parliament, spawned a good deal of seasoned ridicule. 

Unlike his colleagues, Burke approved of Pitt's modified plan. a But 
Fox's part in the controversy has been freely regarded as factious and 
mischievous. True enough, he took full advantage of Pitt's difficulties 
and changes of position. 'Fox declared he would fight the whole of it 

1 The Speech oj the right iwnourabk C. J . Fox . . . on May 12, 1785 (London, 1785), pp. 9-10, 
20. Parliammtary History, xxv, 591~25. 
2 On this point see Carl B. Cone, Burke and the Nature oj Politics (Lexington, 1964), ii, 
174-8. 
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inch by inch: wrote Burke afterwards; 'he would debate every 
resolution, every amendment, and divide the House on each; that it 
was a measure that went completely to the commerce, manufacture, 
revenue, and maritime strength of the century.'l Representing a solid 
block of English and Irish opinion, Fox hit Pitt hip and thigh on both 
commercial and constitutional implications. 

During the final debate on May so Fox made his famous statement: 

I wish to appear what I really feel, both an English and an Irish patriot . ... I con
sidered the whole plan as a lure to divert the Irish from constitutional points by 
throwing the trade of England at their feet .... If this conduct, Sir, constitutes an 
Irish patriot, then am lone; and if to struggle to save the trade of England from 
annihilation, gives any claim to the appellation of an English patriot, I possess that 
claim .... 

I will not barter English commerce for Irish slavery; that is not the price I 
would pay, nor is this the thing I would purchase. 2 

As the issues became more complex, various members protested 
their confusion. Even Wraxall noted that many members could not 
understand the proposal and confessed as much. 3 The resolutions
now consolidated into twenty-passed the Commons in a thin House 
and also the Lords, with additional changes, after long debate. Six 
lords speedily entered a minority protest; all of them, Sydney observed 
to Rutland, were ames damnees of Fox's.4 Back in the Commons, Pitt 
presented the revised resolutions in the form of a Bill and pushed it 
through the first reading. In July Fox wrote to Ossory: 'Was there 
ever a history offolly like this Irish business? When you are in Ireland 
you will see the ridicule of this plan to conciliate your countrymen still 
more strongly.'S 

The Irish Parliament found itself in the eye of the hurricane. Protests 
against the resolutions were heard on all sides. The Government, able 
to mobilize a majority of only nineteen for its request to bring in a Bill, 
saw that it would inevitably lose in the later stages. The British Parlia
ment recessed without taking further action. In the two kingdoms, 
bonfires, illuminations, parades celebrated the defeat of the measure. 

That autumn Walpole noted that Fox and his colleagues were re
ceived at Manchester with many compliments both on their opposition 
to the Irish propositions and to Pitt's new taxes. Fox himself wrote 
that the reception and parade were as fine as a Westminster chairing. 
A dinner, he continued, was attended by f50 of the principal people; 

1 Grattan, iii, 252. To Sir john Tydd, May IS, 1-785. Pulteney wrote Rutland that Fox 
utilized every conceivable parliamentary trick to delay the vote (HMCR, Rutland MSS., 
iii, 206 [May IS, 1785J). 
2 Parliamentary History, xxv, 777-8. 3 Wraxall, iv, IS3-4. 
4 HMCR, Rutland MSS., iii, 2S0. july 20. 
5 Add. MSS. 47579. Fox Cor., ii, 270. july 11, 1785. 
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one of them made a speech in which he confessed how prejudiced he 
had been in favour of Pitt and against Fox, but he declared that when 
he got acquainted with both men he found he had been mistaken in each. 
Later Fox wrote: 'I never saw more apparent unanimity than seemed 
to be in our favour; and all this in the town of Manchester, which used 
to be reckoned the worst place for us in the whole country.'l 

Pitt's plan deserved better success than it received. Fox and his col
leagues did not understand the economics of it and capitalized upon the 
opposition of commercial interests. It is interesting to speculate what 
might have happened had Fox joined with Pitt to attempt to urge upon 
the country a venture in this common-market type of endeavour. Had 
an economic union emerged, the political difficulties might have been 
adjusted. The realities, however, line up on the other side. Fox was 
not cordial to Pitt; Fox was no disciple of Adam Smith; British and 
Irish commercial interests cannot be accused of being stupid about their 
short-term interests, although hindsight can sagely advise them about 
the wisdom of the longer view; constitutional complexities and Irish 
sensitivities growing out of them were grave. 

Although Mr Pitt lost the dialogue to Mr Fox on the Scrutiny and 
the Irish issues, and both together were defeated on parliamentary 
reform, Pitt had unusual success in the new Parliament with other 
domestic measures, particularly those designed to improve the 
nation's finances. He sagely reduced duties on tea and liquor in order to 
counteract the amazing growth of smuggling, correctly reasoning that 
lighter duties would make smuggling unprofitable. His proposals that 
government loans should be awarded, not through channels of 
patronage, but to the lowest bidder, and his legislation providing new 
taxes and imposts were readily passed, though some of his new taxes, 
like the additional tax on male servants and the new one on female 
servants, invited ridicule by opposition speakers. His tax on retail 
merchants understandably proved unpopular with shopkeepers, and in 
the years immediately ahead provided Fox with a persuasive argu
ment. Yet in the main the Government drew strength from Pitt's 
measures. 

The parliamentary session opening in January 1786 was given over 
mainly to debates on the India situation. The preceding year Warren 
Hastings had returned to England, having served as governor-general 
for more than ten years, an India fortune in his pocket; and, proud and 
confident, expectant of reward, he was eager or at least not unwilling 
to face his accusers. Of many charges, two were paramount: corruption 
1 Add. MSS. 47579. Fox Cor., ii, 270-1. September 10. ' 
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among officials and employees of the East India Company, and par
ticularly inhumane treatment of Indian princes and subjects. 

Foremost among his accusers was Philip Francis, son and namesake 
of Fox's boyhood tutor. Francis had been one of the first members of the 
supreme Bengal Council of four, provided for by the Regulating Act 
passed during North's ministry. It was this Regulating Act, with its 
ingenious provision for disposing of the East India Company's surplus 
tea, that had led to the Boston tea party of 177S. As a member of the 
council, Francis had found himself in -continual conflict with Hastings. 
When, in 1780, Hastings called Francis 'void of truth and honour', 
Francis challenged him to a duel and was severely wounded. Brilliant, 
energetic, articulate, vindictive, Francis proved an implacable enemy. 

Burke also had long been interested in the conduct of Hastings. Since 
1781 when Burke had been head of a select committee, he had urged 
that Hastings should be recalled and punished. The India Bill had pre
sumably helped solve immediate problems, but Hastings' alleged 
crimes and inhumanities still remained, in Burke's eyes, unpunished. 

Fox's interest in Hastings was no less keen and no less competent, 
though shorter-lived, than Burke's. In the debates on the ill-fated India 
Bill offered during his own administration, Fox had demonstrated a 
detailed knowledge of the financial and political operations of the East 
India Company. In nearly every 'session since he had first concerned 
himself with the broad sweep of political and commercial problems in 
India, Fox had participated extensively in debate on these topics, often 
sharply criticizing Hastings' policy and action. And as months wore 
on and evidence accumulated, ' Fox, like Burke, more and more had 
begun to talk about oppression and plunder, and underlying prin
ciples of humanity, justice and freedom. 

Sheridan was another who was interested in bringing Hastings to 
account. Although since his entrance into Parliament in 1780, he had 
laken no great part in debate, he had proved his fearlessness and inde
pendence, he had demonstrated that on the floor of the House he could 
not be bullied by Pitt or by anybody else, he had developed a reputation 
for parliamentary repartee; his alert mind, however, was equal to more 
than superficialities. He was capable of a solid and sustained prepara
tion that the House as yet had not suspected. 

So the situation in India again came up for debate in the 1786 session. 
In February Burke moved that correspondence since 1782 relating to 
presents received by Hastings be laid be~ore the House. Major John 
Scott, who on other occasions had defended Hastings on the floor of the 
Commons, now boasted that Hastings welcomed inquiry. Mter ridicul
ing Burke ('Year after year he had pledged himself to God, this 
House, and to his Country, to prove Mr Hastings a most notorious 
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delinquent') and gratuitously instructing Fox ('The Rohillas were not 
a nation, as the right hon. gentleman Mr Fox styles them'), he boldly 
expressed Hastings' wishes for an inquiry, and the die was cast. 
Quite possibly if Hastings, through Scott, had not pressed for an in
quiry, seven years of choice oratory would have been strangled at birth. 
But Hastings was eager for a peerage and Pitt had said he could not 
recommend him for such an honour until the sting of the resolutions 
moved against him had been replaced by a vote of thanks. 

Further calls for papers and further debates gradually developed the 
case to impeach Hastings. In four mighty installments Burke presented 
twenty formidable charges. The accusation: high crimes and mis
demeanors. In Maya full House saw Hastings at its bar, carrying an 
immensely weighty document that needed to be read entire. His 
reading was far from eloquent-later he was to write, 'I am in a 
singular degree deficient in the powers of utterance' -and clerks con
tinued the reading of the never-ending document. After all, twenty 
separate charges needed to be refuted: answer to the first charge, with 
twenty subheadings ... answer to the third charge-parts I through 
V ... preface to the fourth charge . .. charge the fourth .. . and so to 
the end. Members stole away one by one, wondering who was the more 
tedious, Hastings or Scott.1 

Of all the charges, the most serious were those that involved the 
Rohilla war; Cheyte Sing, the rajah of Benares ; and the two begums or 
princesses of Oude. Burke opened with the Rohilla charge. But after 
two days of debate Pitt and 119 others voted against the charge, only 
67 for it. 

Although the Rohilla charge was lost, others remained. Fox followed 
with the charge relative to Hastings' conduct toward Benares, point
ing out that Benares was an independent nation, and its rajah, Cheyte 
Sing, an independent prince, and therefore not bound to support the 
British Government at Bengal. It was therefore unjust in the highest 
degree to levy a fine (}f £500,000 as punishment for delaying the pay
ment of £50,000; the very use of the word 'fine' was a miserable cavil 
and a gross perversion. Surprisingly enough, Pitt, although objecting 
to Fox's argument, and contending that Benares was a vassal, not an 
independent state, declared that Hastings could have been properly 
assessed a fine-though nothing so large as £500,000. This proceed
ing was 'arbitrary, tyrannical .. . grinding ... overbearing ... dis
proportionate ... shamefully exhorbitant'. He therefore announced 
his intention to support the charge, and it carried by 119 to 79. The 
Morning Herald sought to give Fox the credit for Pitt's change of 

1 Stanhope, i, 299; Journalof the House of Commoos, xli, 668-733. See Cone, ii, 101-2, for 
details of Scott's incompetence. 
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mind ('it may be said that the arguments of Mr Fox carried with them 
such conviction as to disable the Minister from personally giving the 
vote his negative'). Quite likely, however, Pitt had decided before or 
even during the day's session that he could not protect Hastings much 
longer.1 Despite Burke's impatience little more of the Hastings busi
ness could be carried on that session, and in July Parliament recessed 
for the rest of the year. 

Fox's unusual affair with Mrs Elizabeth Bridget Armistead, already 
referred to in these chapters, now had begun to develop into a steadier 
attachment. 

Little was known about any Mr Armistead or about her own past. 
Much was known about her present. She was friendly, gay, attractive. 
With no intellectual pretensions of her own, she was nevertheless able 
to listen, to absorb, to appreciate. At one time or another she had 
enjoyed the company of an assortment of distinguished gentlemen and 
lords. Because of the prominence of her associates, she had seen her 
conquests and exploits dragged through the columns of the papers. 
Invariably her experience with each new admirer had followed the 
same pattern: favours, costly gifts .and presents, and then he would 
take his leave and another enter. 

She had no reason ever to expect any sort of permanent loyalty or 
devotion. Then there came into her orbit the distinguished and fasci
nating member of Parliament, leader of the opposition, twice Foreign 
Secretary, scion of aristocracy, Mr Fox. Unquestionably she thought 
of their first associations, whenever and wherever they were, as some
thing entirely transient. And indeed she should, as Mr Fox himself had 
had his own previous string of companions. But he himself was steadily 
m~turing as a person. 

Their relationship had its ups and downs; at one time she angrily 
burned all his love letters. Starting with a present of £1,000 a year, 
as the paragraphers reported, the arrangement with its superficiality 
and uncertainty grew into something appealing and durable. With her 
Fox began to share not only social pleasures but political aspirations. 
As his politics was layered with disappointment and disillusionment, 
he increasingly found in her affection the depth~ of understanding that 

1 Stanhope, i, SOS, citing a letter from Hastings to Elijah Impey of April 19, 1818, thirty-two 
. years afterwards. . 

Wilberforce wrote : 'I well remember . . . Pitt listening most attentively to some facts 
which were coming out in the first or second case. He beckoned me over, and went with me 
behind the chair, and said, "Does not this look very ill to you?" "Very bad indeed." He 
then returned to his place and made his speech, giving up Hastings' case' (Wilberforce, v, 
S40-1 ). 
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he needed. As far back as coalition days, when his ministry had been 
shipwrecked by the King's action on the India Bill, he had turned to her 
in his despondency. A surviving note reflects his satisfaction in sharing 
his thoughts with her and also his own deep personal conviction, since 
he had no reason to be other than wholly candid: 

Indeed my dearest Liz it is no hypocrisy in me to say that the consciousness of 
having always acted upon principle in public matters and my determination always 
to do so is the great comfort of my life. I know I never did act more upon principle 
than at this moment when they are abusing me so. If I had considered nothing but 
keeping my power, it was the safest way to leave things as they are or to propose 
some trifling alteration. . . . I write very gravely because the amazing abuse 
which is heaped upon me makes me feel so. I have the weakness of disliking abuse, 
but that weakness shall never prevent me from doing what I think right. l 

During the early days of the Westminster polling, when he had 
despaired that he could ever surmount the implacable forces against 
him, he regularly sent her the results of each day's voting. Later he 
could share with her his electoral celebration. When he realized that, 
despite his victory, he was to be deprived of his Westminster seat and 
could see no way of overturning Pitt's rancour, he comforted himself 
with her society, as his Aunt Sarah wrote Lady Susan, '& all he seems 
to lament is the want of £2,000 for to buy the house at St Anne's Hill 
which he longs for'. 2 

Again, shortly after he had triumphed in the scrutiny and could again 
stand in the House as the member for Westminster, he wrote her: 

I feel every day how much more I love you than even I knew. You are all to me. 
You can always make me happy in circumstances apparently unpleasant and miser
able in the most prosperous. Indeed my dearest angel the whole happiness of my 
life depends upon you. Pray pray do not abuse your power. Adieu. 3 

By 1786, Fox, then past thirty-seven, had established himself with 
her at St Anne's, a small acreage with a delightful cottage. More on 
her insistence than his, they had decided not to get married. They were, 
however, entirely contented, and did not care what the world would say 
or think. The new domicile helped Fox to break the connection with the 
habits and routines of gambling. To his wide interests he added one in 
agriculture, and his letters began to contain references to field and 
garden. Like any farmer he worried about hay, oats, weeds, insects. 
He liked tennis, hunting, swimming, whist, chess, and other pleasures 
of countryside society. Often he and Mrs Armistead would read to one 
another. 

1 Add. MSS. 47570. December SO [1783]. Fox Cor., ii, 219-20. 
2 Life and Letters of Lady Sarah Lennox, i. 369. To Lady Susan.o'Brien, September 8, 1784. 
3 Add. MSS. 47570. May 7 [1785J. 
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The long summer and autumn recess accordingly found Fox enjoy
ing an entirely different kind of life. Politics was less important, 
although in Paris young Thomas Jefferson heard a wild rumour about 
an attempt to assassinate George III. 'No man upon earth has my 
prayers for his continuance in life more sincerely than him,' Jefferson 
wrote to his good friend, Mrs John Adams. 'Twenty long years has he 
been labouring to drive us to our good, and he labours and will labour 
still for it if he can be spared. We shall have need of him for twenty 
more.' Let the Prince of Wales come to the throne, he continued his 
irony, with Fox in the ministry, and the United States would certainly 
be undone. 1 

So 1786 ended: George Washington not yet president, Louis XVI 
still with a head on his shoulders, George the Third not assassinated 
but well into his second quarter-century, the Irish restless, Hastings 
cleared on one charge, condemned on another, eighteen still to go. 
Mr Pitt in office, Mr Fox in opposition, had completed two years of 
dialogue with nineteen yet ahead. 

Mr Fox and Mr Pitt interspersed their discussion of the Hastings affair 
with debates on the desirability of a trade arrangement with France. 
Pitt had presented to Parliament a draft of a treaty of navigation and 
commerce with France. As a market for British goods, he argued, 
France was even better than the colonies for it was eight times as 
populous, as Adam Smith had observed, and closer at hand. Pitt, still 
seeking to move towards free trade, proposed reductions in vinegar, 
brandy, cotton and woollens, hardware and cutlery, and numerous 
other items. Silk was excluded as a gesture to the weavers of Spital-
fields . . 

Fox's opening speech protested Pitt's haste in bringing the treaty 
forward, and reminded the house of the political implications of a com
mercial agreement with a former enemy. Although Fox's correspond
ence contains few references to his own speech-making, a letter to Mrs 
Armistead comments on this debate: 

It was thought by others as well as by myself better that I should speak & not let 
the thing go off quite silently which if I had not spoken it would have done. I spoke 
pretty strongly against French connections and France, ~d Pitt made as bad a 
speech in answer as could be wished. There was no more debate and no division 
so that I was time enough [sic] to go to dinner at perby's where every body 
seemed to think I had done right.2 

His language against France was even stronger in his speech of 

1 Julian P. Boyd, ed., The Papn-s of Thomas Jefferson (Princeton, 1954), x, 202. August 9. 
2 Add. MSS. 47570, January 26. Fox Cor., ii, 276. 
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February 12. 'France', he said, 'was the natural political enemy of Great 
Britain'; not because of Creasy and Agincourt, but because of France's 
overweening pride and boundless ambition to hold sway over all 
Europe. As she was the natural foe, undoubtedly she wished by enter
ing into a commercial treaty to tie the hands of Great Britain, and thus 
prevent her from entering into alliances with other powers. Although 
Fox took care to say that France's attitude toward Great Britain could 
change, even to the point where she might desire to 'act amicably with 
respect to this Kingdom', such an event was scarcely probable. 1 

Pitt defended his proposals skilfully. To be sure the treaty would be 
advantageous to France, but even more so to England. 'She procured 
a market of eight millions of people, we a market of twenty-four 
millions.' France stood to gain perhaps £100,000; England must 
necessarily gain a million. Important benefits would flow from a treaty 
between France, primarily agricultural, and Britain, primarily indus
trial. The debate, extending over many days, was one in which several 
participated; not only the principals, Fox and Pitt, but also Sheridan 
and Burke; and a new member, Charles Grey, a strong admirer of 
Fox, and later a confessed disciple, made his maiden speech against the 
treaty. Pitt himself declared at the close of the long debate that he had 
never before heard a subject handled on both sides of the House with 
greater ability. 

Yet Pitt was no doubt reflecting more upon his own contribution to 
the debate than to that of his opponents. Obviously, he had much the 
better of the argument. And as the treaty was generally popular with 
commercial interests, Fox's position met further criticism. A Man
chester manufacturer, though recalling that Fox's Lancashire friends 
were grateful because he had opposed the Irish propositions that 'had 
a tendency injurious to our trade,' declared that Fox should have sup
ported the French treaty, 'replete with advantages to us and to the 
nation at large'.2 Pitt's proposals did not meet serious resistance in 
either House. The treaty demonstrated a resourceful interest in ex
tending British trade and was an important stimulus to British industry 
for the few years before peace was interrupted by the long war with 
France. As for the long war between Mr Pitt and Mr Fox, these lesser 
skirmishes over trade, duties, taxes, budgets, and other executive 
details of managing a growing empire were only a conditioner for the 
bitterly fought, highly emotional battles that lay just ahead. 

1 Parlia1TUntary History, xxvi, 397-8. 
2 A letter from a Mancluster manufacturer to tlu right honourable Charles Ja1TUs Fox, on his 
political opposition to tlu com1TUrcial treaty with France (Manchester, 1787), p. 9. 
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Fox, The Prince, and Mrs Fitzherbert 
1784-1788 

There is reason to suppose that yo~ are going to take 
the very desperate step of marrying her. 

Charles James Fox 

The affair of the Prince of Wales with Mrs Maria Fitzherbert was one 
of the strange episodes of eighteenth-century politics. It came forcibly 
to the attention of Parliament in 1787, and loomed ominously in the 
background of the regency issue the following year. As a warm personal 
friend and political associate of the Prince, Fox received the full sting of 
the backlash of its repercussions . 

The attractive and high-principled Mrs Fitzherbert had been twice 
widowed when the Prince first met her. Although she was naturally 
intrigued by the attention he paid her, she did not take him seriously. 
As a devout Catholic, she fully realized that a permanent connection 
between them was out of the question, but her demurrals and hesitancies 
made him more ardent than ever. By the autumn of 1784 he was con
triving every means to spend hours daily in her society. He vowed that 
he would not and could not live without her, giving way to tears when 
it seemed that he could not legally marry her because ofthe formidable 
difficulties presented by two British laws. One was the Act of Settle
ment of 1689, providing that anyone who wedded a Catholic would 
forfeit all rights to the throne. The Prince might have made this 
sacri"fice, but a second law complicated the problem: the Royal Mar
riage Act of 1772, forbidding any member ofthe royal household under 
twenty-five years of age to marry without the King's consent. As for 
Mrs Fitzherbert, it was marriage or nothing. Since marriage to the 
Prince was impossible, she refused to see him or to answer his letters, 
a refusal that brought a fresh barrage of tears from him. 

Fox had advised the Prince to accept the gracious widow as his 
mistress, a proposal she would not only not hear of, but that led her to 
develop a cordial dislike for Mr Fox in the bargain. Above all, Fox did 
not want to imperil the Prince's right to the throne, since the eventual 
prospect of a friendly king was politically gratifying to an opposition 
that for so long had fought the present ruler. The Prince, finding 
marriage necessary in fact although impossible in theory, decided 
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upon a strategem. One day in November Mrs Fitzherbert was informed 
that the Prince had stabbed himself and that only her immediate 
presence at Carlton House would save him. Refusing to jeopardize her 
honour by going alone, she finally consented to go with the Duchess of 
Devonshire. They found the Prince pale and bleeding. Almost losing 
her mind when she saw the plight of her lover, Mrs Fitzherbert 
hysterically promised to marry him, and a deposition was drawn up, 
sealed, and signed on the spot. The Prince recovered almost immedi
ately. Next day, realizing that she had been the victim of play-acting, 
she wrote a scathing letter and left for the Continent. 

In December 1785 she returned as suddenly as she had left. When 
again the Prince was seen continually in her compat:ly, Fox wrote him 
a long, carefully worded letter, pointing out that 'there was reason to 
suppose, that you were going to take the very desperate step (pardon 
the expression) of marrying her at this moment'. Next day the Prince 
answered: 'Make yourself easy, my dear friend; believe me the world 
will now soon be convinced that there not only is, but never was, any 
grounds for these reports, which of late have been so malevolently 
circulated.'l On December 15, however, unknown to Fox, a secret 
marriage between the Prince and Mrs Fitzherbert was solemnized by a 
clergyman of the Church of England. Illegal though it was, not having 
the sovereign'S permission, the ceremony satisfied the religious prin
ciples of the bride. 

In the months that followed, however, she and the Prince were seen 
together so continually that Londoners began to gossip about their 
marital status. No one particularly objected to his having a Catholic 
mistress but gradually ugly rumours began to circulate that he had 
actually married her. These rumours, entwined with the perennial 
comments about the Prince's financial extravagance, caused reper
cussions in the highest social and political circles. 

The matter was brought to the attention of the Commons on April 20, 
1787, in a peculiarly oblique fashion. That day Alderman Newnham 
announced his intention to offer a motion a fortnight hence inquiring 
into the embarrassing situation of the Prince of Wales. Newnham's 
laconic statement aroused curiosity. Would his proposed motion limit 
itself to the Prince's finances, inviting a discussion of ways ofincreasing 
his allowance so that he could make repairs to his house, keep up his 
personal retinue, and liquidate his debts? Or was the motion an enter
ing wedge for the discussion of more delicate topics?2 A persistent 
Devonshire tory, John Rolle, commented that it had extremely grave 
1 For Cor., ii, 278-85. I Parliamentary History, xxvi, 1009-10. 
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implications, and in reality involved 'our Constitution in church and 
state'. By now the cat was out of the bag. The question which alone 
involved church and state was the marital status of the Prince and Mrs 
Fitzherbert. 

Fox sought to clear the air the following Monday. He felt that he was 
in a position to deny the marriage; he had asked the Prince about the 
persistent rumours and had been met with such comments as 'pooh', 
'nonsense', 'ridiculous'.l Fox therefore, flatly asserted that no mar
riage of any kind had taken place, and that he spoke from direct 
authority-from that of the Prince himself.2 

Next day after Fox's declaration, afriend sought him out atBrooks's, 
and said: 'Mr Fox, I hear that you have denied in the House the Prince's 
marriage to Mrs Fitzherbert. You have been misinformed; I was at the 
marriage.'3 Fox therefore began to realize that he had been duped. Yet, 
because ofloyalty, because of expediency, and because of the cloudiness 
of the incident, he did not retract. But his statement had grievously 
aggravated the situation. Obviously his declaration offended Mrs Fitz
herbert, although for the time being the Prince felt relieved. At mid
night that day he wrote that he 'felt comfortable' about the affair.4 He 
did not feel so comfortable the next morning when he faced Mrs Fitz
herbert, but declared that Fox had acted without authority. He sent for 
Charles Grey, confessed the marriage, said Fox had gone too far, and 
asked Grey to smooth it over. Grey refused, and the Prince declared: 
'Well, if nobody else will, Sheridan must.'S 

Thus Sheridan found himself involved in a tricky constitutional issue. 
He must somehow say that a marriage had taken place, in order to 
salvage the good name of a lady and in order to restore domestic 
tranquillity to the Prince. Equally obviously he must declare that no 
marriage had taken place in order to save Britain the internal strife 
that might follow should the succession to the throne be invalidated. 
In one speech he must both affirm and deny. 

When the House convened that May 4 with more than four hundred 
members present ( short-memoried parliamentary reporters, generally 
astonished by any crowd of more than four hundred, declared they 
never remembered the House so filled), Alderman Newnham briefly 
announced that he would not present his motion inquiring into the 

1 Louis J. Jermings, ed., The Crow Papm (New York, 1884) , i, 292. 
I Parliammlary History, xxvi, 1070. 
8 W. H. Wilkins, Mrs Fit%herbn't and George IY (London, 1914), p. 188. 
4 Fox Cor., ii, 288. 
1\ Wilkins, pp. 140-2. See also Lord Holland, Memoirs of the Whig Party During My Time, i, 
205; Charles Langdale, Memoirs of Mrs Fitmbn't (London, 1856), p. 29. 
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debts of his royal highness . Over the week-end an agreement had been 
reached concerning ways of financing the Prince's obligations. 

Some contemporary accounts indicate that this announcement 
caused general relief, but an examination of the parliamentary record 
shows a dangerous undercurrent of perplexity. The persistent Rolle 
threatened to denounce the terms of the agreement if he should later 
learn that they were humiliating to the country. After a retort by Fox, 
Pitt showed signs of wanting to terminate debate but Sheridan could 
not let the house adjourn without making his speech. The situation was 
even more ticklish than before since Sheridan now had to bring the 
dilemma of the Prince's marriage before the house so that he might 
resolve it. 

Sheridan's first words were highly conciliatory: he joined with Pitt 
in expressing the hope that the conversation would not be prolonged. 
He went on to assure his listeners that he was sure that 'upon that day 
there existed but one sentiment in the House-that of a heart felt satis
faction at the auspicious conclusion to which the business was under
stood to be brought'.1 So far as he was concerned, let the King and his 
ministers have the credit, but let everyone remember that throughout 
the Prince had acted with good judgment and good sense. 

Sheridan then moved directly to the first of the two tasks before him: 
to create goodwill for the Prince, who, let it be remembered, had 
offered to answer questions of any sort about his conduct. 'That no 
such inquiry had been adopted, was a point which did credit to the 
decorum, the feelings, and the dignity of Parliament.' If it had been 
decorous, sensible, and dignified to refuse to question the Prince two 
weeks ago, it was certainly decorous, sensible, and dignified to refuse 
to do so now. 

As for the complementary problem of restoring the good name of 
Mrs Fitzherbert, Sheridan's handling of this fragile situation was 
highly tactful. The exact language he used intrigued the fancy of the 
various individuals who reported the speech. One can imagine the 
hurried note-taking that went on and later the mental effort of each 
reporter to reconstruct Sheridan's rhetorical strategy. The reporter 
for the London Chronicle set down these words: 'It was only from the 
prejudiced and uninformed that the conduct and character of the person 
he alluded td could fail to meet with the truest and sincerest respect. '2 

The speech was not long, but when Sheridan had finished members were 
willing to let the matter rest. 
1 Parliamentary History, xxvi, 1079-80. 
2 For a discussion of other versions, see Loren Reid, 'Sheridan's Speech on Mrs Fitzherbert', 
Quarterly Journal of Speech, xxxiii (February 1947), 15-22. See also Public Advertiser, 
Gazetteer, Whitehall Evening-Post, and other London newspapers for May 5 ; Bath Chronicle, 
May 10. 
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Nobody was fooled, however, by the day's business. Pulteney wrote 
to the Duke of Rutland: 'Sheridan ... said to-day in the House her 
situation was truly respectable, at which everyone smiled.'! Edmund 
Malone wrote ironically: 'The best of all was Sheridan's very gravely 
saying in the House, when the whole business was over, that he was 
sure it was impossible this lady could suffer in the smallest degree in 
the mind of anyone of sentiment, delicacy, and honour!'2 Members 
smiled at Sheridan's words but they kept their seats. And to keep one's 
seat at that particular moment indicated that one had been persuaded 
(entirely without reason?) to ignore the statutes regulating royal 
marriages with their implications for church and constitution. Keeping 
one's seat also indicated a primary concern for the Prince rather than 
for Mrs Fitzherbert's sensitivities. 

The incident had several outcomes, all interesting. 
For a time Mrs Fitzherbert's position in society was enhanced. 

Tories and whigs, Catholics and Protestants surrounded her. Some 
thought the predicament invested her with a new glamour; others 
sympathized because they felt she was being persecuted. Indeed she 
deserved sympathy, for although she was given a passing respect
ability by Sheridan, subsequent pressures of politics inevitably drove 
the Prince to make a formal marriage with another. Later Mrs Fitz
herbert consoled herself by writing her memoirs. As for the Prince, his 
financial situation was greatly improved. Of even greater importance 
to him was the fact that Sheridan's speech forestalled an exposure of his 
illegal marriage. ' 

Fox did not speak to the Prince for more than a year. In the autumn he 
again visited Coke at Holkham for the partridge shooting; the Prince 
wrote proposing a visit also, but Coke replied that 'Holkham is open to 
strangers on Tuesdays'. Fox departed to be with Mrs Armistead, who 
was ill, but the Prince came anyway, arriving one evening and assemb
ling with the company for dinner at eight. As soon as dessert was 
served, the Prince proposed a toast: 'The health of the best man in 
England-Mr Fox!' At nine o'clock the next morning he returned to 
London. Obviously he had come to make peace with Fox. 

Fox was able to forgive even ifnot to forget, but his embarrassment 
was deep and was revived in the regency debates more than a year later. 

The trial of Warren Hastings opened February IS, 1788. Managers 
of the trial were chosen from the opposition. Burke, because of his 
wide knowledge and long interest, became chairman; Fox, Fitzpatrick, 

1 HMCR, Rutland MSS., iii, 387. May 4. 
2 HMCR, Charlemont MSS., ii, 53. To Charlemont, June 9. 
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Burgoyne, Windham, Sheridan, and Grey were others in charge of 
the impeachment. 

The scene was Westminster Hall. In the procession were the 
Commons, with Burke, Fox and other managers in wigs and swords, 
then certain officials, then the Lords. Hastings, on his knees, faced his 
accusers as he listened to the charges. England's social as well as poli
tical leaders were there to see. 

After two days of preliminaries, Burke, impressive in a dark brown 
suit, speaking in a voice that filled the hall, opened for the prosecution. 
In all, his speech required four days. Fanny Burney, the novelist, who 
had never visited a session in the House of Commons, attended the trial 
on several occasions, found 'the whole of this public speaking ... quite 
new', and was eager to relate her impressions. 1 

Several days later an involved and bitter discussion arose on matters 
of precedence. Should the evidence for the prosecution on charge one 
be followed by the evidence for the defendant on charge one, before 
proceeding to charge two and subsequent charges? Or should the 
prosecution present its entire case on all charges, the defendant then 
replying to all at once? Fox, who had been up the whole of the preceding 
night and had won ,£1,000 at the New Club, contended against four 
lawyers with vehemence and conviction in favour of the first way of 
proceeding. He foresaw that the trial would 'be lengthy and argued 
that the Lords should hear the full discussion of both sides on one 
charge before proceeding to the next. This was not the first time in his 
career that he had debated legal points with lawyers. 'Charles Fox ... 
fairly laid the lawyers on the opposite side on their backs', wrote one 
observer. 2 

Fox's own thoughts about his speech were recorded by his friend 
Storer. Fox ruminated that he should have avoided speaking that 
day, 'as he had drunk so much wine the night before, that, as he said, 
he had not a clear idea in his mind'; but as he went on, 'the mists were 
quickly dispelled, and on all hands it is agreed that he acquitted himself 
beyond everybody's expectation'.S 

Two days later, however, the Lords decided against Fox. Fanny 
Burney learned about this unfavourable decision and reported it in her 
Diary, which contains more dialogue than many a novel: 

I could not pretend to be sorry, and only inquired if Mr Fox was to speak. 
'I know not,' cried he [Windham], hastily, 'what is to be done, who will speak, 

or what will be resolved. Fox is in a rage! Oh,a rage! ... To-daywill be nothing, 
he is all rage! On Tuesday he was great indeed. You should have heard him then. 

1 Charlotte Barrett, ed., Diary and Letters of MadaTTU D' Arblay (London, 1876), ii, 527. 
Z HMCR, Charlemont MSS., ii, 72-8. Malone to Charlemont, March 12. 
3 Auckland, i, 470. To Eden, February 22. 
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She awaited Fox's speech with anticipation, later recording that 'his 
violence had that sort of monotony that seemed to result from its being 
factitious'. Before the speech 'he looked all good humour and negligent 
ease'; then came a speech of 'Wlinterrupted passion and vehemence'; 
and 'the very instant he had finished,' he 'wore the same careless and 
disengaged air'. So, she concluded: 

A display of talents in which the inward man took so little share could have no 
powers of persuasion to those who saw them in that light; and therefore, however 
their brilliancy might be admired, they were useless to their cause, for they left 
the mind of the hearer in the same state that they fOlUld it.i 

Fanny Burney as a critic of public address spoke more wisely than 
she realized. Others noted, among them the World, that 'the vehemence 
of his utterance frequently imped,ed his speech, and rendered his voice 
occasionally inarticulate'. Fox ever had difficulty with his onrushing, 
cascading flow of words, and equally with his impulse to become more 
emotional than his facts would support. And the Hastings trial was one 
of the lesser interludes of his career. So far as Hastings was concerned, 
Fox never had Burke's persistence or malice (this choice of words is 
here freely tendered). 

The speeches went on endlessly. Members of the great families 
changed their living habits. 'Everybody is up by nine o'clock,' Storer 
wrote; 'the ladies have finished their toilette by that time, and are at 
the door of Westminster Hall, pressing and squeezing to get good 
places within.' Newspapers ran a daily column: 'The Impeachment'. 
After the speeches of the trio of managers, proceedings became less 
exciting. Fanny Burney and hundreds of others ceased their attendance. 
'If sermons were half as long and half as dull as the speeches made every 
day in Westminster Hall,' wrote the St James's Chronicle, 'their 
eloquence would be very moving-it would move everybody out of 
church.' Thirty-five days were required to get through the second 
charge and it became plain that years would likely be required for the 
trial. By November the Duchess of Devonshire could report that 
Sheridan was 'heartily tired of the Hastings trial, and fearful of Burke's 
impetuosity says he wishes Hastings would rWl away and Burke after 
him'. Fox's opinion, not reported, would probably have been similar. 

In JWle rumours spread that Fox was to marry an heiress, Miss 
Pulteney, but that romance fizzled out and in the summer Fox left for 
Switzerland with Mrs Armistead. Edward Gibbon met them in Lau
sanne and reported two days of delightful conversation. They talked 
steadily from ten in the morning Wltil .ten at night: a little about 
1 Barrett, ii, 520-9. 
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politics, much about books, including Gibbon's; much about garden
ing, 'which he understands far better than I do'. 'The people gaze on 
him as a prodigy but he shews little inclination to converse with them. '1 

Rumours of an illness of the King, generally reported as attacks of 
biliousness, pursued the couple, but the attacks were not believed to be 
serious, and certainly nothing to keep Fox from enjoying a long and 
pleasant holiday. He even planned not to read newspapers, except, 
perhaps, the racetrack news. He might or might not be on hand when 
Parliament opened. From Switzerland he went to Italy once more to 
see the famous works of art that he had always enjoyed. In Italy a dis
turbing rumour reached him that his young nephew was dead. Apart 
from his personal grief, Fox realized only too well that should the 
rumour prove to be true he would be elevated to the House of Lords as 
the third Lord Hollanq, 'all his parliamentary hopes destroyed' .2 

1 Gibbon, iii, 182. October 4. 
2 From the diary of the Duchess of Devonshire, quoted in Walter Sichel, Sheridan (London, 
1909), ii, 406. Hereafter cited as Georgiana's Diary. Georgiana kept a journal throughout 
the King's illness. As she enjoyed the confidence of the Prince of Wales and of prominent 
members of opposition, she kept well informed about the march of events from their point 
of view, and wrote with unusual perception about their actions and motivations. 
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The King's Illness 
1788-1789 

That Charles Fox should pretend to principle is a pheno
menon that will astonish everyone who ever heard of 
him. His political conduct contains incontestable proofs 
of duplicity and inconsistency. 

Anonymous pamphlet writer 

As early as the spring of 1788 the 'health of the King had worried his 
physicians. Their usual regimen did not result in any improvement, so 
they persuaded him to visit Cheltenham, in Gloucestershire, to drink 
the mildly laxative waters of the springs there. This treatment he 
entered into with such enthusiasm that he drank bumpers-full of his 
prescription. As days went on he was seen doing all sorts of strange but 
harmless things: he ran a race with a horse, he led a small crowd in 
three cheers for Gloucestershire new bridge, he disobeyed orders to 
rest and instead went hunting for five hours, his physician later writing 
Pitt that his Majesty was 'in an Agitation of Spirits bordering on 
delerium'. The agitation and the delir}um continued: he launched an 
embarrassing flirtation with an old flame, he carried on a conversation 
with an oak tree imagined to b~ the King of Prussia, he ate unwisely 
and exercised erratically, he displayed his backside to his attendants to 
prove that he did not have the gout. 1 

Back at Windsor in August, he still continued unwell. By the end of 
October, the Duchess of Devonshire recorded, the opposition had 
heard the first accounts of the seriousness of the King's illness, and on 
or about November 7, Fish Craufurd wrote her: 'The truth is, I 
believe, that the King is quite disordered in his mind.' The humour, he 
continued, had fallen upon the King's brain, and the prince had sent for 
Fox, a fact supposedly a deep secret but freely circulated at Brooks's. 2 

Newspapers began to print items about 'slight derangements ... 
[that] have not excited much alarm'. The Times of November 10 still 
only hinted at the King's sickness, but reported that the opposition 
was worried about the absence of Fox and had sent two messengers 
after him, knowing only that he was somewhere in Italy, perhaps in 

1 Georgiana's Diary, ii, 4<>2. See also for other details of the King's illness, Charles Chenevix
Trench, The Royal Malady (London, 1964) . 
2 Georgiana's Diary, ii, 4<>2-S. 
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Rome, perhaps somewhere on the road between Venice and Rome. 
Next day it called the King's malady a dropsy in the brain. 

Soon it was obvious to all: the King was seriously ill. For years his
torians and biographers have considered his recurrent illnesses as in
sanity, in particular as a manic-depressive psychosis. Not until 1966 
was it diagnosed as acute intermittent porphyria, a complex disease, 
hereditary in origin, characterized by abdominal and thoracic pain, 
paralysis of limbs, delusions and hallucinations. Eighteenth~entury 
physicians, however, had to treat the King's symptoms within the com
pass of their own theory and practice. Naturally they disagreed among 
themselves about the method of treatment, and also in the advice they 
could give ministers and other members of Parliament about the dura
tion of the disease or its outcome.1 

The palace medical staff was augmented by consulting physicians, 
two of them playing an especially prominent part in the treatment of 
the malady. One of these was the immensely wealthy Dr Richard 
Warren, who took a pessimistic view of the King's condition. Later 
Dr Francis Willis was added to the staff and gradually took charge of 
the King; he was more optimistic about the King's recovery. 

Some of the remedies were heroic indeed. The physicians reasoned, 
as they reviewed the history of the case, that the ailment of the King 
originally started as a humour in his legs. His rash consumption of 
Cheltenham's purgative waters drove it from the legs to the bowels. 
The medicines the physicians felt they had to use then to save his life 
had obviously driven the humour into the brain. Following an approved 
method of drawing it out of the brain, they applied blisters to the 
King's shaved head. This procedure caused him such exquisite torment 
and so aggravated his symptoms that the physicians decided they should 
bring the humour down again into the legs, which nature had originally 
pointed out as the basic source of the disorder. Blisters tried for this 
purpose brought a violent reaction; warm baths and warm coverings 
brought some relief. All in all there were purges and emetics to rouse 
the patient, woollen boots and straitjackets to restrain him, sedatives 
and milk baths to.quiet him. Among other symptoms he had fever, he 
was excessively talkative, he had violent spells when he would almost 
tear his pages apart, he had irrational periods as when he nearly burned 
the Queen with a candle while trying to identify her.2 Each day the 
1 See the articles by Ida Macalpine, Richard Hunter, C. Rimington, John Brooke, and Abe 
Goldberg in Porphyria-A Royal Malady, British Medical Association, 1968. 
I Chenevix-Trench, pp. 69-78; Georgiana's DUlry, ii, 405. 4Q9; Duke of Buckingham and 
Chandos, Memoirs of the Court and Cabinets of George the Third (London, 1855), ii, 
6-7. To the Marquis of Buckingham. November 20, 1788. 
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physicians issued a bulletin that public as well as politicians faithfully 
read; the language, however, was cast in such vague terms as 'un
quiet', 'disturbed', 'restless', 'four hours' sleep last night', and the oft
repeated, depressing, 'no change from yesterday'. 

Dr Willis brought a notable change of atmosphere into the sick 
room. He was relaxed in his treatment, quieting and soothing in his 
manner. Whereas Dr Warren fed his Opposition friends pessimistic 
information about the King's condition that led them to be bolder than 
they should be, Dr Willis was more hopeful in his conversation with the 
Queen and Pitt and encouraged them to move cautiously. In November 
and December, however, the Warren view had much to sustain it. 

Opposition was not idle these days. Warren freely expressed his belief 
that the longer the King's illness persisted the less likely the eventual 
cure. 'Nothing', wrote W. W. Grenville, member of Pitt's Board of 
Trade, 'can exceed Warren's indiscretion on this subject:1 The Oppo
sition was taking inconceivable pains, he continued, to spread the idea 
that the King was incurable, and that the Prince of Wales should be
come regent, put an end to Pitt's Government, and install Fox and his 
colleagues in power. Wheels began to spin and wheels within wheels. 
The Prince was a prime mover, as was the Duke of Portland, presum
ably to be the nominal head of the proPQsed new whig Government. 

First it was necessary to see that the Prince came into the regency 
without undesirable and unpalatable restrictions. Here the Lord 
Chancellor, Thurlow, could wield a useful influence; so, handily over
looking the savage blow he had dealt its India Bill, the Opposition 
opened negotiations with him. If he would do his utmost to see that 
the regency came to the Prince without restrictions, Thurlow could be 
President of the Council in the new administration. Thurlow agreed 
to part of the bargain, but having served as Chancellor under North, 
Rockingham, Shelburne, and now Pitt, he insisted upon continuing as 
Chaficellor with Portland and Fox. Like the vicar of Bray he clung to 

. office regardless of who was in power. The Opposition was embar
rassed, as Loughborough had been practically assured that seat, but 
the crafty Thurlow could set his own price and insisted upon the 
chancellorship. 

Nor did Thurlow elect to keep Pitt informed about his discussions 
with the other camp. Windsor Castle proved to be an excellent place 
for intriguing, as the Queen and Pitt and their group transacted their 
business in one part of the castle and the Prince and his advisers in the 
other; thus Thurlow could go easily from one to the other. His 
1 Court and Cabinets, ii, 9. To the Marquis of Buckingham, November 20. 
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manoeuvrings, however, came to light. On one occasion, in the com
pany ofa group of Pitt's ministers at Windsor, he suddenly missed his 
hat. Before he could leave to look for it, a page brought it to him, say
ing aloud: 'My lord, I found it in the closet of His Royal Highness the 
Prince of Wales.' Thurlow's obvious embarrassment confirmed the 
dark suspicions of the others. 1 

All this plotting made it necessary to have Fox on the scene of action, 
but no one knew where he was. Parliament met November 20, but was 
immediately recessed until December 4. Fox's not being on hand for 
the opening session though he was aware of the scheduled date, added 
to the general speculation; The Times served up the whimsical notion 
that he had been taken prisoner by Barbary pirates. Elliot heard later 
that Fox read no newspaper, foreign or English, except once to look at 
Newmarket results, and then found that his races had been lost.2 

Eventually, however, Fox, in Bologna, learned that an express had 
arrived for him at Lausanne; his first thought was that it confirmed the 
death of his nephew, but when the message came it brought the news 
that the King was dying and that he should start home at once. This 
startling reversal the duchess recorded in her diary: 'What a revolu
tion in a man's Ideas!'3So relieved was he that the news did not involve 
his nephew 'he fell down on a couch and cried violently for some time'. 4 

Not as much is known about Fox's wild, urgent trip from Bologna 
to London as one would like. Along the way he must have thought up 
half a dozen cabinets, planned scores of speeches, projected numberless 
interviews. He always had maintained that a post-chaise was a fine 
place to arrange and order one's thoughts, and this magnificent ride of 
rides gave him abundant opportunity for all sorts of mental gym
nastics. What he could not do, lacking information, was to layout 
bold plans of action. He seldom trusted his own judgment unless he 
could first confer with others. At Lyons he heard the rum our again 
that the King was dead. But from Lyons to Calais he travelled in a 
vehicle not so comfortable nor so well sprung as his own English 
carriage, which, together with the bad condition of the roads, affected 
his health. He arrived in London on November 24. His appearance was 
shocking: 'his body . . . emaciated, his countenance sallow and sickly, 
his eyes swollen, while his stockings hung upon his legs.'s He was 
much too ill to attend the meeting of the Privy Council on December s, 
at which Warren insisted no one could tell whether or not the King 
could be cured, though other physicians saw a probability in favour of 
recovery. 

1 Stanhope, i, 396-7. 2 Elliot, i, 237-8. To Lady Elliot, November 25. 
3 Georgiana's Diary, ii, 400. 4 Elliot, i, 237. To Lady Elliot, November 25. 
6 Wraxall, v, 203. 
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The Commons held only a brief session on December 4. Fox drag
ging himself to his seat rather than walking to it, was able to make but 
brief remarks. 'Fox looked ill, and spoke worse than I ever have heard 
him: wrote Grenville. 'His object was to beat about, and feel the pulse 
of the House with respect to further examination. '1 Next day Fox was 
so desperately ill he thought he was dying, but another twenty-four 
hours found him better and he was able to be present when the House 
met again. 

Fox had political concerns as well as bodily ailments. He did not like 
the agreement that had been arrived at with Thurlow, writing Sheri
dan, however, that he had swallowed the pill, bitter as it was, and had 
written Loughborough that he must consent to Thurlow's continuing 
as Lord Chancellor. 'What', he queried Sheridan, 'is to be done next? 
. .. I do not remember ever feeling so uneasy about any political thing 
I ever did in my life.'2 Fox's unease is further shown in that he seldom 
asked Sheridan for advice. At a meeting at Carlton House, Lough
borough, the Prince, Fox, and others in opposition, debated their best 
course of action. Loughborough advised that 'the Prince of Wales 
possessed an inherent and indisputable right to take on himself the 
Regency under the present circumstances'. The time when he should 
exercise his right, however, Loughborough admitted, should be de
cided by the two houses of Parliament. 3 Pitt and his advisers were 
worried; the King continued disordered and unquiet as the daily 
bulletins repetitiously put it. The Pitt ministry appeared to be in its 
last days, just short of its fifth anniversary. 

At the session of December 8, both Commons and Lords agreed to 
appoint a committee of twenty-one, Fox and Sheridan included, to 
examine the physicians. But this step only delayed the major decision
the question of determining the proper lines of executive power when 
the executive is incapacitated, one of the touchiest problems in consti
tutionallaw. Ample precedent is available when the head of govern
ment dies or is assassinated, but the situation is delicate when the 
executive is desperately stricken. Regencies had been provided in the 

·past but not when a prince of full age was at hand. This prince, however, 
would overturn the present ministry and bring in a new administration; 
names of its members were already being widely circulated. The Times 
published what it felt was an authentic list: on it were Portland, Chief 
Minister; Loughborough, Lord Chancellor; Fox and Stormont, 

1 Court and Cobinets, ii, 3 I, 34. To the Marquis of Buckingham, December 3, December 6. 
2 Fox Papers, Beinecke Library (Yale) . Quoted in Thomas Moore, MeTTUJirs of The Life of 
the Right Honourable Richard Brinsley Sheridan, Srd edn (LOndon, 1825) , ii, S 1. 
3 Wraxall, v, 209. A draft in the handwriting of Loughborough entitled 'Materials for a 
Pamphlet' lists the arguments supporting the right of the Prince, the objections to them, 
and answers to the objections (Fox Cor., ii, 291-9). 
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Secretaries of State; Sheridan, Paymaster of the Navy and President of 
the Board of Control; Burke at the modest post of Paymaster of the 
Forces. Other names were also mentioned. Nineteen new peers would 
be created, it predicted, to give the Government a majority in the 
House of Lords. As every commission would need to be resigned, the 
new Secretaries of State would start with a windfall of £20,000 sterling 
in fees . Such rumours and speculations were on the streets as the 
Commons began on December 10 what was to be a vitally important 
debate. 

The debate opened calmly enough. The report of seven examining 
physicians was presented, though their opinions offered small guid
ance. The King was too ill to attend to public business; at present no 
clear signs of improvement were evident; eventual recovery was en
tirely likely but it was extremely difficult to conjecture when it might 
take place. Anyone could draw the obvious conclusion: the King might 
get well but no one could tell when. 

So that members might be guided by the wisdom of their ancestors, 
Pitt moved that a committee be named to search precedents. To this 
step Fox objected strongly. Everyone knew, he asserted, that no 
precedent whatever existed, for now there was, readily available, an 
heir apparent offull age and capacity to exercise the royal power. Not a 
single moment should be lost, therefore, in turning to this person. The 
Prince of Wales had, moreover, as clear, as express a right to assume 
the reins of government, during the continuance of the King's illness, 
as if the King had died. Naturally he could not take possession of this 
right and exercise it until the two Houses of Parliament pronounced 
that he could. For that reason, the Prince patiently awaited the decision 
of Parliament rather than urge a claim that a majority of people 
admitted. Why make him wait further, therefore, while precedents 
were uselessly reviewed? 

Pitt, listening to these words, is said to have smiled triumphantly, 
slapped his thigh, and declared that he would unwhig Fox for the rest 
of his life. To ass~t such a right as inherently belonging to the Prince, 
Pitt declared, independent of the decision of the two Houses of Parlia
ment, was little less than treason to the constitution of the country. 
Speaking of strict right, the Prince had no more right to assume the 
government than any other subject in the country. The claim, of 
course, was entitled to the most serious consideration.1 The House 
agreed to the appointment of a committee on precedents; Sheridan and 
Burke were on it, but not Fox. 
1 Parliammtary History, xxvii, 706-16. 
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In both Houses were members who followed the debates and pursued 
the rumours with more than usual concern, scenting every tainted 
breeze, as Burke might have phrased it, in order to be able to come in 
on the side of the winner. This group became known as the 'armed 
neutrality', after the alliance formed by Holland and other northern 
countries to harass English shipping during the American revolution. 
So Georgiana could write on December 7: 'The arm'd neutrality are 
with us. '1 But on the whole Fox's speech, though his sturdy declarations 
about right were applauded during the debate by his followers, was 
later disapproved even by them. The Prince became increasingly dis
turbed " by Fox's position. The Times called the debate unusually 
violent, but it sensed that Pitt must soon go out of office. Grenville 
wrote to his brother that Fox had shown complete lack of judgment in 
bringing his party into a scrape by advocating such a high tory doc
trine. 2 

Next day the Lords heard their report from the physicians and made 
their move to search for precedents. Lord Camden declared that the 
claim of the Prince's was strange indeed-new, extraordinary, un
known to any reputable lawyer or book of law. Loughborough de
nounced the contrary doctrine, that the Prince had no more right to 
assume the regency, than any other individual subject whatever, as 
bold, arrogant, and presumptuous. The two Houses, having no 
executive head were not, he declared, even competent to make a turn
pike Act, and yet Government speakers were claiming that they could 
appoint a regent or perhaps even several regents. In a delicately 
balanced speech, Thurlow urged study of the precedents and caution in 
arriving at a decision, although he concluded with a slight nod in Pitt's 
direction: 'While the crown remained firmly fixed on his Majesty's 
head, the appointment of a proper Regent must prove a consummation 
beyond expression difficult. '3 The Times continued to editorialize that 
a change of administration was nearer than most people imagined. 

Fox did not appear particularly repentant during the December 12 
debate. He took occasion to explain his speech of December 10, repeat
"ing that the Prince had a right, but the adjudication of that right be
longed to the two Houses. Pitt on his part denied that the Prince had 
any right whatever, and upon that point he and Fox were still at issue. 
Since Fox was well unwhigged and caught on the tory side, Pitt had 
the superior position in the debate and did not relinquish his advantage. 
'A glorious fellow, by God, Young!' exclaimed an admirer. 'His speech 
1 Georgiana's Diary, ii, 412. John W . Derry's monograph, The Regency Crisis and the 
Whigs, 1788-89 (Cambridge, 1963), gives an authoritative analysis of the motives and 
manoeuvrings of this group, pp. 93 et seq. " 
t Court and Cabinets, ii, 54. To the Marquis of Buckingham, December 11 . 
3 Parliamentary History, xxvii, 674. 
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is that of an angel.'! Sheridan moved into the debate with the threat 
that the Prince should not be provoked into asserting his right, a state
ment that pleased his opponents and brought him abuse from his 
friends. 2 Members of the armed neutrality, observed The Times, 
stood ready to join either party. Prominent in that group, which 
numbered more than fifty people, was the Duke of Northumberland, 
who 'was giving sumptuous entertainments every day'. On December 
15, Thurlow, another wavering person, not connected with the armed 
neutrality, saw that he could not straddle the fence forever; leaving the 
woolsack to address the lords, he said, with a flood of tears: 'When I 
forget my Sovereign, may my God forget me: John Wilkes, who hap
pened then to be seated on the steps of the throne, 'eyeing him askance 
with his inhuman squint and demoniac grin', declared: 'God forget 
you! He'll see you damned first: a 

Fox's own popularity took a staggering blow. The St James's 
Chronicle noted: 'The firm friend of the constitution . .. appears now 
desirous by one stroke to level this most glorious fabric to the dust.' 
Fox's doctrine, it continued in a later issue, has given such general 
alarm that ladies and gentlemen alike talk of nothing but the nature of 
the British constitution. The World, termed the 'Court Gazette' by 
opposition papers, noted that there seemed to be a destiny that shifted 
Charles Fox to the unpopular side of every point; Fox's friends were 
again apologizing for his shocking doctrine. Fox's own view, trans
mitted to Liz: 

We shall have some hard fights in the H. of C. this week and next, in some of 
which I fear we shall be beat, but whether we are or not I think it certain that in 
about a fortnight we shall come in; ... the Prince must be Regent and of conse
quence the Ministry must be changed. 

He thought the chance of the King's recovery was very small, but did 
not think there was any probability that he would die. 4 

The Times revived an old argument: people who might have for
gotten the monstrous coalition and the dangerous India Bill would have 
their memory freshened by these recent events and could put the 

~ 

1 OJurt and Cabinets, ii, 56. To the Marquis of Buckingham, December 12. 
2 Georgiana's Diary, ii, 416; OJurt and Cabinets, ii, 56. To the Marquis of Buckingham, 
December 13. 
3 John, Lord Campbell, Lives of the Lord Chanallors (London, 1846), v, 58~90; Parlia
mentary History, xxvii, 680. 'There can scarcely be a doubt, that Lord Thurlow's sudden fit 
ofloyalty resulted from the unexpected improvement in the King's health' (Life of Wilber
force, i, 386). The Pitt forces could not entirely trust Thurlow. Said Richmond: 'That man 
will ruin us all yet' (Leeds, p. 140) . 
4 Add. MSS. 47570. Fox Cor., ii, 29~300. December 15 [1788J . Another view was that 
the Prince would negotiate,leave Pitt in the Treasury post and force Fox into a subordinate 
position (HMCR, Fortescue MSS., i, 365). 
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character of Fox and other 'patriots' in proper perspective. The Oppo
sition, however, continued to 'mislead and inflame' the minds of the 
people by pasting up handbills and printing paragraphs that were 
'grossly false and violent'.l 

The debate in the Commons on December 16 was held before a 
crowded assembly.2 Pitt offered three resolutions to the House, then 
in committee of the whole. The first formally stated the fact of the 
King's illness and the second asserted the right and duty of the two 
Houses to provide for the exercise of the sovereign authority. The 
third was technical : the Houses should determine a method of giving 
the royal assent to the Regency Bill they expected to pass. The method 
proposed was an awkward arrangement authorizing the Lord Chan
cellor to affix the great seal to the Bill, a procedure the Opposition 
promptly dubbed a phantom. Pitt's speech in support of his resolutions 
was eloquent and forceful. 

Among those who spoke that day was Lord North, now infirm and 
blind, who was led down to the House. Wearing a green bandage over 
his eyes, leaning on a stick for support, he made an able speech against 
Pitt's resolutions. It was left to Fox, however, to provide substantial 
reply to Pitt. During his speech Pitt had discussed at length various 
precedents, drawn from the reigns of Edward III, Richard II, and 
especially during the infancy of Henry V], when Parliament had pro
vided for a regency, and had limited and defined the powers of the 
regent. Fox denied the applicability of these precedents: 'Was the 
practice of the present [enlightened] times . . . to be grounded on 
precedents drawn from so dark and barbarous a period of our history 
as the reign of Henry VI?' The Speaker of the House was then in 
prison; the House of Commons was prostrate at the feet of the House 
of Lords ; moreover, the decision which resulted led immediately to the 
wars between York and Lancaster. In none of the precedents, he went 
on, was there available a Prince of Wales offull age and full capacity. 
As in the scrutiny debates, Fox could fully exploit the strength and the 
weakness in the method of reasoning by analogy . 
. Following Pitt through the details of his legal reasoning, he urged 

that 'the legal metaphysics which distinguished between the Crown 
and its functions, were to him unintelligible'. He reiterated his convic
tion that Pitt's precedents did not apply to the present instance, and he 
repeated that the proposed resolutions were unnecessary. But he did 
not lay his mind fairly alongside Pitt's; the central issue was that even 
1 Parliamentary History, xxvii, 682. 
Z The date of December 1 given to this debate in the Parliammtary History is obviously an 
error. 

The St. James's Chronicle counted 523 members on the floor of the House and in the 
galleries. 
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though the precedents were not exactly parallel, on past occasions a 
vacancy had arisen and Parliament had been the effective agent in 
determining how to fill it. He turned to a personal attack upon Pitt, 
accusing him of trying to agitate the matter 'for the little purpose 
of personal triumph'. He declared that Pitt had been so long in the 
possession of power that he could not endure to part with it; 
he had experienced the full favour of the Crown, and enjoyed the 
advantage of its prerogatives. Now he was determined to cripple his 
successors. 1 

Fox was on his legs three hours. Wraxall, present in the chamber, 
observed that throughout a debate of at least nine hours Pitt and Fox 
and only they contended for superiority. 'These two extraordinary 
individuals seemed by common consent to take the debate exclusively 
into their own hands.'2 Pitt's reply was highly effective; he observed 
that Fox digressed from the question of right, then before the House, 
to enter upon the question of expediency, 'and that not so much for the 
purpose even of discussing that expediency as to take an opportunity of 
introducing an attack of a personal nature on him'. 

When Pitt sat down, the debate quickly concluded. The division that 
followed was the only one taken on the momentous issue: 268 voted 
with Pitt, and 204 with Fox, a total of 472, with a majority of 64; and 
the newspapers reported that another 48 members paired off before the 
division. Grenville thought Fox made 'one of the best speeches 1 ever 
heard from him', and as for Pitt's reply, 'I never heard a finer burst of 
eloquence'. He was less optimistic than some about the division: 
'all of the neutrals, and many of the wavering people, and some of the 
most timid of our friends' voted with Fox on the ground of the inex
pediency of agitating theoretical issues.3 Sheffield wrote, a few hours 
after the division: 'Nothing could be marked more strongly in the 
debate than the superiority of Fox over Pitt.'4 So each man had his 
stalwart admirers. 

Fox's persistent illness also caught the attention of all. His malady 
was variously reported as the flux, a kind of cancer, the stone and 
gravel, an obstruction on the neck of the bladder. Elliot wrote to his 
wife that the othel: side inquired after Fox's illness with a most blood
thirsty eagerness. 5 Ministerial newspapers were finally able to unveil 
the true nature of the disorder: the coat ofMr Fox's stomach had been 
totally destroyed by his having had to eat his own words without being 
able to digest them. This gem reached the King's bedside. Fox's 
malady was actually a dysentery, an illness that had afflicted him inter-

1 Parliamentary History, xxvii, 7~71. 2 Wraxall, v, 225-80. 
8 Court and Cabinets, ii, 63. To the Marquis of Buckingham, December 17. 
4 Auckland, ii, 257. To Eden, December 17. 6 Elliot, i, 248--9. December 20. 
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mittently since coalition days, and was now aggravated by tension and 
fatigue. In his later years he declared feelingly that a flux was the worst 
ailment that could afflict humankind. 'I know by experience', he once 
wrote, 'that there is nothing worse for bowel complaints than fatigue, 
and that fatigue from long speaking is just as bad in these cases as in 
any other.'l 

The King was considered as only slightly irrational when he was 
overheard talking very rapidly and in the third person-The King did 
so-The King thinks so-' etc., explaining that he was borrowing from 
Burke's eloquence, 'saying too much on little things', but when he was 
heard to declare that Pitt was a rascal and Fox was his friend, he was 
adjudged to be mad indeed. 2 

On December 19 the three resolutions that had been agreed upon in 
the committee ofthe whole House, now came before the Commons for 
a formal vote. The first resolution was agreed to; the second also 
carried, Fox speaking only briefly, saying that the House had already 
decided against him and to that decision he bowed. At a later session 
the third resolution was called up, proposing to give the two Houses 
the power to provide a royal assent to the Bills they passed. By 251 to 
178 the House expressed its approval of Pitt's plan; his majority had 
slightly increased. The Lords debated the resolutions two days. In the 
only division taken, on an amendment, they confirmed the ministerial 
plan 99 to 66. Observers noted that 66 was a huge number for a 
minority. Noted and listed were the rat peers and the members of the 
armed neutrality.3 

Meanwhile the Speaker fell ill .and died, despite the fact that Dr 
Warren had attended, bled, and blistered him, and W. W. Grenville, 
whose comments on the debates have been freely cited in these pages, 
was elected Speaker. At Brooks's the faro table was allegedly hung 
with black, mourning the loss of the dead Speaker and the elevation to 
that .post of a member of the Government (the victory represented the 
Friends oj the Constitution against the Man oj the People, as others put 
it). Pitt formally notified the Prince of the restrictions proposed to be 
placed on him as regent. The care of the King was to be the responsi
bilityofthe Queen. Pensions, offices, honours (with stated exceptions) 
could not be awarded. No peerages, other than to members of the royal 
family, were to be created. These restrictions the Prince reluctantly 
agreed to accept. Placing the King under the cat:~ of the Queen, for 

1 Add. MSS. 47594. To Lauderdale (undated). 
2 F. McKno Bladon, ed., The Diaries of Robert Fulke Greville"(London, 1930), pp. 86, 128. 
3 Court and Cabinets, ii, 79. 
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example, gave her the disposition of the royal household with its 
£200,000 in patronage. Not to be able to confer peerages kept these 
rewards and favours out of the regent's hands. 

The January debates can be briefly disposed of. Fox, far from well, 
was back in the Commons but so emaciated he could hardly be recog
nized. A lean Fox is as difficult to imagine as a fat Pitt. Pitt wrapped up 
the restrictions upon the regent in five resolutions, which he steam
rollered through with a majority of about sixty. John Rolle caused a bad 
moment at the close of one debate when he stated that he had supported 
the regent because of Fox's assurance last year that the Prince was not 
married. He now demanded that Fox reassure him. Fox was not usually 
caught speechless but at this moment he had nothing to offer. Others 
came to his rescue by abusing Rolle for his indecent behaviour.l Pitt, 
who was receiving weekly reassurances from Dr Willis that the King 
was steadily recovering,2 decided not to embarrass the Opposition 
more than it already was and Rolle's inquiry remained unanswered . 
The Lords concurred in the five resolutions, and the Queen and the 
Prince formally accepted the conditions set forth. The next step would 
be to follow the resolutions with a Regency Bill. 

Public excitement was intense. The green rooms of the theatres, re
ported the World, had become debating societies: at Covent Garden, 
Pitt was the greatest minister of all; at Drury Lane, Fox reigned; 
everywhere actors talked about rights and regencies. When Burke had 
a bad day in the House, using violent language that led the Speaker to 
call him in order, someone wrote with chalk, in large letters: 'Very 
irritable in the evening, no sleep all night, and very unquiet this morn
ing.'S Even the weather was portentous. So bitterly cold was the 
winter that the Thames froze and men walked across it. 

The World reported fifty-four addresses of thanks to Pitt, only a few 
against him. It estimated that those who signed the address circulated 
at the London Tavern were worth an aggregate £50 million sterling. 
Many of these addresses were the aftermath of considerable local agi
tation between Foxites and Pittites. So the debate went on intermin
ably, in St Stephen'S, in local halls and taverns, in an avalanche of 
pamphlets. 'We have been waiting so long for the creation of a Regent,' 
wrote Storer, 'that I begin to imagine it will never happen. The crea
tion of one has already taken up ten times the period, which the creation 
of the world did.'4 

1 'Rolle shot his bolt . .. with respect to a certain lady . ... He was trimmed handsomely by 
Ld. N[orthJ' (Correspondence of George, Prince of Wales, i, 450; ?Robinson to Sir John 
Macpherson [? January 20, 1789J). 
2 PRO SO/8, 228/1, Chatham MSS. Letters of December 18 and subsequently. 
3 Auckland, ii, 292. Star, February 6. 4 Ibid., ii, 268. To Eden, January 16. 
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A long Regency Bill was presented to the Commons on February 5. 
Provisos had multiplied like Falstaff's men in buckram. Most of the 
thirty-three clauses were debated. Many of them had been scooped out 
of other Regency Bills, Pitt blandly explaining that it would be better 
to have them in than to leave them out. The status of the Established 
Church was reconfirmed, as was the statement that marriage to a papist 
would cause the Regent to forfeit the throne. Fox was in Bath through
out the debates. The Times declared that he went there and stayed there 
so he would not have to face Rolle. It also printed a bulletin of Fox's 
illness: 'In bed at half-past four, very restless, and unquiet---dreamed 
of the majesty of the people, of the King's recovery, of Mr Pitt, and 
the Devil.' For a while he was too ill even to drink the famous waters. 
'His death', wrote new Speaker Grenville to his brother, 'would throw 
them into complete confusion.'l In a few days, however, he was re
ported better, and on the way to recovery. He took part in the debate of 
March 10, having been absent about seven weeks. 

Fox, looking forward to the day when the Prince would actually 
assume the regency, had not been idle at Bath. He wrote Portland a 
long letter, mentioning fifty names for Cabinet and lesser posts: names 
to fill not only the great offices but also lesser situations like the Lords 
of the Treasury and Admiralty, the India board, the parks. It was a 
troublesome business, with so many names at hand and so few places 
to bestow. His slate was much like that published in The Times two 
months previously; Lord Rawdon, however, was proposed for a 
Cabinet position, to satisfy the armed neutrality. 2 Fox meditated calling 
a huge public gathering atW estminster to offset the effect of the 
addresses pouring in from Pitt's supporters, but decided to abandon it. 
So out of touch was he with the King's condition that he wrote Fitz
patrick on February 17: 'Let me know by the return of the post on 
what day the Regency is like to commence.'a Pitt, however, continued 
to receive reports from Dr Willis commenting that the King was 

.. mending rapidly, and suggesting that these sanguine thoughts be not 
divulged. 4 An encouraging bulletin, moreover, had appeared. 

'What a revolution in a man's ideas', to repeat Georgiana's phrase, 
Fox experienced when he returned to London. A very good drama can 
be written around one reversal of the plot; in ninety days Fox had had 
two. For his planning was never executed. The Regency Bill had 
passed the Commons on February 12 and the .. Lords were about to pass 
it, when they learned that the King was improving. As his condition 
continued steadily better, the Lords saw.that the best part of wisdom 

1 Court and Cabinets, ii, 195. To the Marquis of Buckingham, February 2. 
2 Fox Cor., iv, 282-5. February 16. 3 Ibid., ii, 502. 
4 PRO 50/8,228/1, Chatham MSS., Letter of February 10 and bulletin of February 14. 
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was to postpone action on the Bill. The World stated on February 20 
that the King was considered perfectly and completely recovered, dis
cussing public business and family matters with composure and recol
lection. The Public Advertiser continued to ride the opposition as having 
yearned for the demise of the King and the rise of the Prince to power. 
It described the jam of coaches in the street, so dense that the mail was 
three hours late, when the King went out for airing. It named the rats 
that had deserted the King during his illness. 

The King's recovery crushed the hopes of the Opposition. On April 
28 the nation held a solemn service of thanksgiving at St Paul's. A long 
procession of stately c.oaches wound through the streets on the way to 
the great cathedral. The newspapers, in fact, gathered up two columns 
of names of important private individuals. The throngs that lined the 
route readily identified the coaches of Pitt, of Fox in a carriage with 
Burgoyne and Fitzpatrick, of Sheridan, of the Lord Chancellor, even of 
Mrs Fitzherbert. Fox was hissed from St Clement's all the way to the 
cathedral, declared the Public Advertiser; this indeed is a majestic and 
impressive hiss. The Morning Post, however, heard few hisses but 
instead loud and fervent plaudits, with 'Fox and no shop tax', 'Fox and 
the repeal of the test acts' frequently echoed. Suffice it to say that on
lookers revealed their partisanship. The cries of 'Fox for ever' and 
'God bless Fox' were answered with 'Pitt for ever', which in turn 
inspired 'Damn Pitt-Fox for ever'.1 

The day, however, belonged to the King. The occasion was, in fact, 
a kind of coronation, honouring, instead of a new king, an old king 
recovered. City and provincial newspapers pridefully described the 
excitement. The Houses of Parliament were superbly illuminated; the 
Ordnance Office was ablaze with glory; the pillars of the Admiralty 
were wrapped around with lamps. Drury Lane had never seemed so ele
gant; the Bank of England had never been decked out so luxuriously. 
The fine houses, whig, tory, and rat, alike proclaimed their loyalty: 
Carlton, Burlington, Northumberland, Cavendish. Inside the cathe
dral, however, the solemn gratitude of the nation expressed itself. 
Both the King and Pitt, each in his own way, had won a long, uphill 
battle. The soundness of Pitt's legislative strategy was proved in 1810; 
the King became incurably ill and the Prince became Regent under 
restrictions similar to those that Pitt had drafted that bleak winter of 
1789. 

What were the long-term effects of the regency fiasco upon Fox's 
career? Fox had never shown any capacity for high-level party strategy, 
1 Elliot, i, 281-3. 
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either in office-seeking or office-holding, and the regency debates 
eloquently confirmed the fact. Were one to erect an Arch of Disaster 
in his honour, the edifice would be tall and imposing, with such corner
stones as Resignation, Coalition, and now Regency. Whereas in the 
coalition debates he had gone down with banners flying, in the regency 
debates, as in those on the issue of his hasty resignation from the 
Rockingham Cabinet, he could only defend and explain, he could not 
seize the initiative. But it is as easy to underestimate Fox's manage
ment of the constitutional subtleties involved as it is to overestimate 
them. Some of his December and January speeches won grudging 
praise even from his adversaries, as has already been noted; and when 
in February he had to withdraw from the debates altogether, Wilber
force, a reasonably neutral observer so far as Fox was concerned, 
wrote: 'You cannot imagine how insipid and vapid our debates are 
without Fox. They serve us up the same tasteless mess day after day.'l 
Even Dundas said, on the floor of the House, that he missed Fox a 
thousand times, to which Burke retorted that he missed Fox ten thou
sand times. But undeniably, however, the party was left more divided, 
more frustrated than before. What must have been Burke's feeling, for 
example, to have been excluded from a Cabinet post even in a shadow 
government ?2 And the party as a whole was in a weakened condition to 
face the political upheaval to be presented by the French Revolution. 

After the King's recovery, press and public relaxed and viewed with 
amusement the predicament of the losers. One of the first to scurry for 
better cover was the Prince himself; his behaviour and that of his 
brother needed careful explaining to their parents. An extremely long 
letter written by the Prince to explain himself was sent to the Queen; 
she, however, was not interested in effecting a reconciliation between 
the two sons and ei ther herself or the King. She calmly wrote the Prince 
.that the King did not care to converse about topics that might agitate 
him, and withheld her own affection for nearly two years. 3 

The late armed neutrality, the rat peers and rat commoners, were 
given the full treatment by the Government press, as were the leaders 
of the opposition. Bogus announcements offered for sale to the highest 
bidder the entire property of Fox, Burke, Sheridan and Co., now bank
rupt, including divers full dress suits, never worn, calculated for 
secretaries of state, paymasters, treasurers of the navy, gentlemen 
belonging to boards of admiralty or treasury; and along with these 
were offered new blue frocks, lined with buff, plus a large stock of 

1 HMCR, Kenyon MSS., p. 527. To Lord Kenyon, February 12. 
2 See Derry, chaps. 4 and 5, for a perceptive analysis of Fox's and Burke's tactical and stra- . 
tegic errors. 
3 Fox Cor., ii, SOS-55. 
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inflammatory papers and handbills. Decorations set up in houses and 
buildings to celebrate the recovery of the King included a few also to 
note the despair of his opponents; in one window appeared a fox, sur
rounded by torches, the sign underneath reading 'The Death of the 
Fox'. 

An elaborate pageant was written, to run serially for some days: 
'The Funeral of Mrs Regency'. The chief mourners, naturally, were 
Fox and Sheridan. In the long procession were six peers with their 
coats turned, walking two by two: Northumberland, Hawke, Lothian, 
Queensbury, Malmesbury, Rawdon. In line were twenty paragraph 
writers, carrying silver pens and bottles of gall, with flags displaying 
the titles of their employers: Morning Herald, Morning Post, Gazet
teer, General Advertiser. No one exceeded eighteenth~entury English
men in contempt for time-servers, sail-trimmers, fence-straddlers, 
foot-kissers, ship-jumpers-in short, for rats. Burke walked also, in 
sackcloth and ashes, carrying a straitjacket. Surely he was as mad as the 
King himself. 

In the public prints appeared orations, last wills and testaments, 
farewell sermons, lives, characters, testimonials, soliloquies, contrasts 
of The Great Statesman and The Unprincipled Dissolute. But those 
who expected Fox to bow out, permanently crushed, were soon disap
pointed. His health restored, he was heard speaking against Pitt's 
shop tax even before the King's recovery was celebrated at St Paul's. 
Mter that came the great issues with which his name is permanently 
identified: peace, the fight against the slave trade, the struggle for 
religious and political freedom. The memory of the coalition, to be 
sure, persisted; that of the regency soon faded. 
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Man of the People 
I give you this toast : The Sovereignty of the Majesty of 
the People. 

Charles James Fox 





19 

Genesis of a New Whig 
1789-1791 

On religious subjects I must be permitted to think and 
act as I please. 

CluJrus Jarrus Fox 

Fox shrugged off the criticisms against his alliance with North, his 
ambitious India Bill, and his regency tactics as ifhe had lost only minor 
skirmishes. Though opponents in later years did not let Fox forget the 
coalition, they let the regency issue subside altogether. Of those last, 
bitter, hard-fought, discouraging ninety days, he himself may have 
remembered most poignantly his colossal and persistent bellyache. 

Even before the King had been honoured at the solemn thanksgiving 
service at St Paul's, Fox had attacked the shop tax, as already stated, 
because it fell upon storekeeper rather than consumer. No one spoke 
in its favour and it was quickly repealed., Now the time had come for 
Fox to have his own celebration. So, on April 4, at the 'Crown and 
Anchor', he had presided over a group of 1,500, described as the largest 
that had even assembled at a tavern. With forgivable pride he buried 
the late tax with a final jab at Pitt, its author. He thanked his listeners 
for supporting him both in and out of office. He concluded in the manner 
of politicians in all seasons and places that next to the approval of his 
own 'conscience, he considered the approval of his constituents as 
his greatest happiness. 1 

The shop tax was not a vast issue but it was something; and Fox, 
who had been bedevilled by friends and opponents alike on the regency 
issue felt comfort in the cheers of the people. Just ahead, however, 
were three sturdier topics: religious toleration, the slave trade, the 
outbreak of the French Revolution. The first and last of these issues 
led Fox to stake out beliefs and principles that drew him away first 
from Burke and later from other of his more conservative political 
companions. 

For more than a century the principle had been established in England 
that only those who professed to adhere to the state-supported Angli

.. can Church were eligible to hold public office. The reason was stated 
1 Stuart's Star, April 4, 1789. 
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by Burke as well as by anybody: the Established Church was the 
guardian of the morals of the national community because those in high 
position would be more likely not to abuse their power if they were 
always mindful that God sat in judgment on their acts. Since religious 
and political issues had proved to be closely intertwined both in the 
ousting of the Catholic Stuarts and in the installation of the Protestant 
Hanoverians, those who held public office should also support the state 
Church. The Test Act required those who held civil or military posi
tions to prove their loyalty to the state Church by receiving the sacra
ment of the Lord's Supper in the Church of England. The Corporation 
Act extended the requirement to those who held office in municipal 
and other quasipublic corporations. Obviously this principle operated 
not only to the disadvantage of Catholics, who also suffered other pains 
and penalties, but to Protestant dissenters and nonconformists as well, 
mainly Presbyterians, Independents, and Baptists, none of whom could 
conscientiously take the sacrament of communion according to the rites 
of the Anglican Church. Both these Acts damaged the cause of religious 
liberty and kept from civil and military office (though not from Parlia
ment) a large segment of Protestants, even though annual indemnity 
Acts had eased the burden of occasionally-conforming dissenters. 

The dissenting ministers of London were especially active in seeking 
relief for their group. At first they were not friendly to Fox nor he to 
them. In 1772, for example, he had briefly defended the thirty-nine 
Articles of the Anglican prayer book, voting with Burke and North 
against the dissenters. That Bill for the relief of the dissenters had 
passed the Commons but had been defeated in the Lords. The following 
year he had debated the question again, briefly. He declared that indivi
duals were compelled to attest to the truth of a string of propositions of 
which they were as ignorant as they were of the man in the moon. 
Again the House passed the Bill and again the Lords defeated it. 
Later the alliance with North, a stout enemy of the Bill, had resulted in 
Fox's loss of dissenter support in the 1784 elections. The London 
ministers did think, however, they had a friend in Pitt. 

Back in 1787 the dissenters had attempted to secure the repeal of the 
parts of the Test and Corporation Acts that affected them; they had 
approached Pitt and had also decided to supply Fox with materials 
supporting their point of view. l On March 28 of that year Henry 
Beaufoy had introduced, at the request of the dissenters, a motion to 
repeal the appropriate parts of the Acts. Beaufoy, who has been met 
before in these pages, had then been in Parliament four years. He was 

1 See Ursula Henriques, Religious Toleration in England, 1787-1888 (London, 1961), for 
a statement of the basic arguments for and against the Acts, and for an account of the 
activities of the London dissenters. 
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about a year younger than Fox. Born a Quaker, he later had joined the 
Anglican Church although throughout his life he was sympathetic to 
dissenters. 

In an impressive speech that Wraxall praised for its language and 
judgment ('I have indeed seen few more luminous displays of intellect 
in Parliament'), and for its characteristic oratorical cadence (unlike 
Fox's natural, conversational style, Beaufoy had acquired, possibly 
from Thomas Sheridan, an elocution teacher, some kind of semi
eloquent drone), Beaufoy opened the subject fully for consideration. 
He gave the history of the Test and Corporation Acts and cited 
instances showing how they discriminated against the 'many hundred 
thousands' ofthe King's faithful subjects. North argued to the contrary 
that discomforts of dissenters were not so great as pictured. The 
constitution was ever in danger, he concluded, when the Church was 
deprived of its rights. 

To the surprise of many, Pitt also opposed the motion. An estab
lished Church is a necessity. No means can be devised to bring 
moderate dissenters within the fold and keep out the more violent, so 
the bulwark must be held against all. Limitations imposed upon dis
senters were no mark of infamy. Some men, for example, did not have 
the right to vote; are they considered to be ~arked with infamy? Thus 
he used one disability to excuse another. 

These are the typical and flaccid arguments against religious tolera
tion, against the separation of Church and state, as expressed in that 
decade. It was later said of Fox, contrasting him with Pitt, that Pitt 
was more often right than Fox-but that on great issues, worth more 
than all the others, Fox would likely be right and Pitt wrong. Here is 
one of those issues. Fox's speeCh that March 28 was no eloquent 
declaration of faith; in fact he seemed to be stumbling for suitable 
words and suitable arguments. For example, he thought dissenters 
were on the whole a decent set of people who did not depart from prin
cip'les consistent with the constitution of the land. More fundamental 
were his observations, though expressed with only slight force, that 
religion should not be a test in politics and that he, and presumably the 
House, should never lose sight of principles oftoleration.1 

The motion was lost by 78 votes, 176 to 98. That was in 1787. The 
King expressed his amazement that 98 persons could be found in the 
House to support 'so ill-advised a proposition'. 2 The regency issue 
came and went, the King resumed his duties, and on May 8, 1789, the 
question of repealing the two Acts again came tip. 

Just before one of Fox's major speeches on.the Test and Corporation 

1 Parliamentary History, xxvi, 780-831. 
2 English Historical Documents, xi, 671. To Pitt, March 29. (Chatham Papers.) 
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Acts, a delegation of dissenting ministers visited him to ask him to 
speak on the issue between them and the Established Church. At the 
moment he was about to go horseback riding but he listened to their 
arguments and asked four or five searching questions; then, promising 
to comply with their request, he picked up his whip and departed. 
Members of the delegation went directly to the Commons and heard 
the preliminary speeches on the question. Before long they saw Fox 
enter the chamber, carrying his whip, as if he had just dismounted 
outside the door. Soon he rose to his legs and addressed the House, 
making the speech as promised. One member of the group, Dr 
Abraham Rees, declared later that Fox's mastery of the subject was so 
profound and so convincing that it seemed as if the question at issue 
had been the main subject of a lifetime of study.l This substantial 
tribute came from a man who was a gifted, popular, and eloquent 
preacher, and editor of a general encyclopedia. 

The incident is worth citing because it throws light upon Fox's 
methods of preparing a speech. Dr Rees, to be sure, was overly im
pressed by what he saw. For a dozen years or so Fox had participated in 
debates that touched the issue of religious freedom. The topic, there
fore, was not new to him. Clearly what Fox did, during that horseback 
ride of an hour or so (and one can not refrain from visualizing what a 
lot of Fox there was, now recovered from his ailment and thicker than 
when he fought his duel-and what a lot of horse would be required 
to carry him) was to review the available arguments. His mental pro
cess, therefore, was one largely of sorting and arranging. The exact 
language he could leave to the moment of speaking. It is impossible to 
imagine him, like the young Churchill, trying a sentence aloud several 
different ways, in a kind of rehearsal, before selecting a proper wording 
for a secretary to write down. No-Fox's words came with the 
moment of delivery. The willingness to leave this detail of preparation 
to chance explains the awkwardness of language with which his con
temporaries charged him: that he would plunge into a sentence trusting 
to God Almigqty to get him out of it. 

What Fox lost in precision and eloquence he gained in directness. 
His listeners could sense that he in fact was wording his ideas as he 
went along; he was coining his phrases, not recalling them; his tones 
were therefore convincingly natural, not memorized, artful, or 
cadenced. Observers commented on this spontaneity as if it were rare 
in the eighteenth-century parliament (which it was, save for the 
briefer rejoinders), and although they felt that the memorized style 
was not to be condemned since it was widely used, they were neverthe
less forcefully struck by Fox's informal type of delivery. Where 
J !--iving Age. ii (September 28.1844).484. From Gallery of Portraits. 
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twentieth-century students of public speaking theory refer to the 'pre
pared' speech, Fox's associates used the word 'premeditated'; Fox no 
more premeditated his speeches, a contemporary might observe, than 
he premeditated the hour of his own death. What is missing from Fox's 
preparation is the pen-and-paper stage. Unlike Burke and Sheridan, he 
never used any kind of note or outline. To twentieth-century political 
speakers this silent-thinking method of constructing a speech must 
appear entirely believable, but to Dr Rees, who likely followed the 
older method of writing out and memorizing, Fox's performance was 
astonishing. 

The galleries that May 8 were crowded. In a thoughtful speech, 
Beaufoy again offered his motion to repeal the Acts and North again 
opposed it. In this debate, Fox's support was firmly grounded in 
principle. He declared unequivocally that religion should always be 
distinct from civil government. 'No human government had a right to 
inquire into private opinions, to presume that it knew them, or to act 
on that presumption.' Men should be judged by their actions, since the 
action is the ultimate and only effective spokesman, and not by their 
thoughts. Even if a man speculated that he did not like the constitution, 
he still should not be debarred from office unless he put his opinion into 
practice. 

Almost as if Fox foresaw a police state with its system of thought 
control, he visualized what would happen if government prejudged 
men because of their opinions. Such a doctrine 'would sow the seeds of 
jealousy and distrust, it would give scope to private malice, it would 
sharpen the minds of men against one another'. This doctrine would 
lead one man to inform against another 'and thus to prove that he 
ought to incur disabilities, and be fettered with restrictions'. 
The result? It would bring about 'every species of party zeal, every 
system of political intolerance, every extravagance of religious 
hate'. 

And what of the many men not belonging to the Established Church, 
'to whose services their country had a claim' ? Should any such man be 
examined upon his private opinions before he came into office? 'Was 
it not sufficient that he did his duty as a good citizen? Might he not say, 
without incurring any disability, "I am not a friend to the Church of 
England, but I am a friend to the constitution, and on religious subjects 
must be permitted to think and act as I please".' Quite likely the 
irreligious man or the man of no principl~. at all would not find his road 
to power barred by the test act; 'the test excluded only the man of 
tender conscience .... Was a tender ·conscience inconsistent with the 
character of an honest man ? or did a high sense of religion show that he 
was unfit to be trusted ?' These were hard, practical questions. 
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Fox argued further that the length of time the Acts had been in force 
was not necessarily in their favour. Ancestors were not invariably 
wiser than descendants. Moreover, it was morally indecent for one to 
go to the communion table, not to make peace with heaven and repent 
of sin, but only because he had received an appointment as First Lord 
of the Treasury. Fox did not want England to be the last nation to 
adopt a new, liberal principle: 'Should a people, who boasted of their 
freedom . . . reject those liberal principles of toleration which other 
nations had adopted?' These are the ideas that Fox might have 
mobilized on horseback. 

Pitt opposed Fox's point of view, arguing simply that since the 
opinions of dissenters might lead them to commit a civil inconvenience, 
the Government ought to be able to prevent it rather than wait until 
beliefs were carried into action and the inconvenience had arisen. If 
dissenters were given civil rights, they might use their new power to 
overturn the Established Church. The debate was ended soon after Pitt 
sat down, and the House again rejected Beaufoy's motion, 122 to 
102.1 

Dissenters rejoiced that even though the total vote was small, the 
majority was down from 78 two years before to 20. Two days preceding 
the debate they had met in strength at London Tavern and proposed 
toasts not only to the King and Beaufoy, but also to Fox as a zealous 
and unequivocal advocate of repeal, a toast that met with more accla
mation than any drunk that evening. 2 Many papers, too, liked Fox's 
speech: it was able and judicious, it was truly honourable and dignified, 
it deserved universal acclamation for uncommon vigour of argument 
and eloquence of persuasion. Last year, said the Gazetteer, Fox undid 
the lawyers in Westminster Hall; in this speech he evinced a knowl
edge of divinity equal to that of the mitred fathers. The St James's 
Chronicle expressed an opinion of another sort: although the dissenters 
were pleased by the speech of the Man of the People (the late man, that 
is), they must wonder indeed that he knew anything at all about 
religion. 

The Morning Star and other papers recalled that Fox had won several 
thousand pounds the preceding week at Newmarket. That summer the 
Public Advertiser said he won not less than £50,000 at the Newmarket 
races. 

1 Parliamentary History, xxviii, 1--41. See also Facts submitted to tM consiikration of the 
friends to civil and religious liberty . .. containing tM substance of Mr. Fox's speech on the 
repeal of tM test laws (London, [1789J) . 
2 Gazetteer, May 9. 
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The echoes of the Test Act speeches had hardly died away before the 
House turned to another liberal and humanitarian proposal, to abolish 
the slave trade. 

The name of William Wilberforce is invariably connected with 
the long fight to regulate and later to abolish the trade. No member of 
the House supported Wilberforce so steadfastly as did Fox. Even 
though Wilberforce was a warm personal friend of Pitt and a reasonably 
consistent supporter of Pitt's policies, whenever the issue of the slave 
trade came up, Fox was at Wilberforce's elbow. 

As early as 1785, Wilberforce had determined to inquire into the 
growing charges against the cruelty and inhumanity of the slave 
traders. As the word of his proposed intentions had become known, 
commercial interests had begun to protest and to produce evidence not 
only of the commercial necessity but even of the humanity of the trade 
in slaves. Wilberforce being absent because of illness, Pitt, in 1788, 
had offered the resolution that at the next session of Parliament the 
circumstances of the slave trade should be considered. Fox then had 
declared that the slave trade ought not to be regulated but destroyed. 
To consider the subject on any principles other than those of humanity 
and justice was idle and absurd. Later Fox was to learn that not only 
humanitarian but also commercial and military aspects of the slave 
trade would need to be argued at length, but he took his enlightened, 
humanitarian, view at a time when many statesmen in Great Britain, 
on the Continent, and in the new United States were opposed to aboli
tion for commercial or even for military reasons. Sir James Johnstone, 
a friend to abolition, reported that in Grenada the slaves were so full of 
the subject that the common exclamations among them were, 'Mr 
Wilberforce for Negro! Mr Fox for Negro! God Almighty for 
Negro!'l Fox is seldom bracketed with either God Almighty or the 
saintly Wilberforce. 
. The outcome of that 1788 debate had been topass a mildly regulatory 
Bill. It had become law early that summer, about the time the King had 
shown the first symptoms of his disorder. In May 1789, a week after 
the motion to repeal the Test and Corporation Acts had been voted 
down, Wilberforce took the floor of the House to condemn the slave 
trade and to offer a series of resolutions against it. His long speech was 
filled both with statistics and word pictures to emphasize not only the 
inhumanity of the trade but also the shortsighted view that its de
fenders took of the national interest. In a brief speech, Pitt, approving 
Wilberforce's resolutions, took special note of the argument that if 
England abandoned the trade, othe~ nations would take it up. Fox also 
spoke to this point, declaring that other nations would catch a spark 
1 Parliamentary History, xxvii, 495-506. 
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from England's fire, and 'run a race with us in promoting the ends of 
humanity'.l This position was more idealistic than realistic, but Fox 
amply made it clear at the outset that he was opposed to the trade on 
humanitarian principles. To put a frame around this sentiment, con
trast it with the cool, reserved speculation of the World: although it 
would be an act of humanity to abolish the slave trade, if only England 
abolished it, she would simply be handing the trade over to the 
French. 2 

July 1789. Hardly had the King resumed his daily routine at Bucking
ham (life now was just one bow and curtsey after another, complained 
the young bloods of the palace) when news of events preceding the 
French Revolution thundered across the channel. The sudden decision 
of Louis XVI to summon the Estates-General, which had not met since 
1614; the storming of the Bastille; the overnight abolition of tithes, 
feudal dues, and titles of nobility; the Declaration of the Rights of Man 
with its rosy assurance that men are born and remain free and equal
these actions made thinking Englishmen examine anew their concepts 
of liberty and equality, and in accordance with their examination they 
applauded or condemned the stirring drama being enacted across the 
channel. 

Important news from Paris crossed in three days or less and was 
variously received by Englishmen. Some were hopeful, some were 
fearful, some were joyous. Among the hopeful was Pitt, who thought 
that the overthrow of the old regime would probably be followed by 
orderly constitutional government, and that while Frenchmen were 
devoting their energies to working out this exercise in self-govern
ment, Englishmen could enjoy peace and light taxes. Among the fearful 
was Burke, who predicted that the mob would become so violent that in 
the end France would be worse off than before, and that the revolu
tionary spirit would spread to other countries and ultimately endanger 
established institutions of all kinds. Among the joyous was Fox, who 
wrote to Fitzpatrick on July so: 'How much the greatest event it is that 
ever happened in the World! & how much the best!' thus expressing 
his opinion of the Paris revolt and the taking of the Bastille. Fox even 
thought he could be a friend to France if the revolution succeeded.3 

Parliament, still in session, officially took no notice of what was 
going on across the channel. In August it recessed. 

On November 4, the anniversary of the Glorious Revolution 'of 
1688, Dr Richard Price, the eminent Unitarian preacher, held forth 

1 Parliamentary History, xxviii, 41-94. 
3 Add. MSS. 47580. Fox Cor., iv, 361. 

2 March 21. 
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before the Revolution Society on events in France. In a famous passage 
he said: 

I have lived to see the rights of man better understood than ever; and nations 
panting for liberty which seemed to have lost the idea of it. I have lived to see 
thirty millions of people, indignant and resolute, spurring at slavery, and demand
ing liberty with an irresistible voice. Their King led in triumph, and an arbitrary 
monarch surrendering himself to their subjects. 

The society then sent its congratulations to the national assembly of 
France, an expression of sympathy that was the first of a long series 
exchanged between radicals on both sides of the channel. Three weeks 
later Fox received the thanks of a meeting of Protestant dissenters who 
voted to transmit their gratitude to him for having supported the 
motion to repeal those parts of the Test and Corporation Acts that 
affected them. l 

The new session of Parliament opened on January 21, 1790, and soon 
took up the Government's proposal that the armed forces of the country 
should be increased. In a later debate Burke made a long speech deplor
ing events in France. As a political light, France was 'to be considered 
as expunged out of the system of Europe'; the French were 'architects 
of ruin'; they had 'completely pulled down to the ground their mon
archy, their church, their nobility, their law, their revenue, their army, 
their navy, their commerce, their arts, and their manufactures'. He 
declared that he had not wished to speak so strongly in opposition to 
what had occurred in France but that he would have felt unhappy ifhe 
had not expressed himself. 

Fox felt deeply pained to have to disagree with his friend of many 
years. Such was the esteem, he said, in which he held Burke's friend
ship, 
•.. that if he were to put all the political information which he had learnt from 
books, all which he had gained from science, and all which any knowledge of the 
world and its affairs had taught him, into one scale, and the improvement which 
he had derived from his right hon. friend's instruction and conversation were 
placed in the other, he should be at a loss to decide to which to give the preference. 

This tribute was not an empty one. Fox in his lifetime had continually 
sought the advice of any who might be helpful. But although he uttered 
these words in all sincerity, he had in fact ceased to become Burke's 
pupil. The two had come to a parting of the ways. After paying Burke 
~ tribute, Fox resumed his argument. The two revolutions in England 
and France were more similar than Burke had admitted. Much more 
despotism existed in France that still needed to be destroyed. 
1 Holland House MSS. Meeting of November 26. 
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Burke replied that the separation of a limb from his body could 
scarcely cause him more pain than to differ with Fox, but he neverthe
less reiterated his views. Sheridan entered the debate at this point, 
stating that he disagreed decidedly with his right honourable friend in 
almost every word he had uttered respecting the French Revolution. 
Burke's judgment was biased, said Sheridan; Burke was an advocate of 
despotism. Burke, more exasperated than ever, declared that 'hence
forth he and Sheridan were separated in politics'. 1 The split in the 
party was alarming and Fox undertook to act as conciliator. He and 
Sheridan called on Burke, and there were other conferences, but the 
wound was healed only temporarily.2 

French revolution or no French revolution, Fox decided to support the 
movement to bring up once again the question of repealing the Test 
and Corporation Acts. Now the atmosphere was highly charged. The 
violence of the changes in France made proposed changes at home sus
pect. Within the party itself were new tensions and anxieties. But the 
dissenters had appealed to Fox in February and so he had deliberated 
whether to support them once more. He sought opinions not only from 
dissenters but from Roman Catholics, and expecially from his good 
friend Charles Butler, who was well schooled in the law and a distin
guished member of the profession, though he could not be called to the 
bar nor hold office because of his religious beliefs. Fox asked Butler 
what he thought was the strongest argument that Catholics could 
mobilize against the laws in force against them. Butler declared that it 
was that Catholics maintained no tenets contrary to the moral or 
political creed of the country. 'It is both unjust and detrimental to the 
state,' he reasoned, 'to deprive any portion of its subjects of their civil 
rights on account of their religious principles, if these are not incon
sistent with moral or civil duty.' 

Fox, however, wanted to put the argument on a more basic level. 
'No, sir!' he 1s reported to have declared, with great animation, 'that 
is not the best ground; the best ground, and the only ground to be 
defended in all points is, that action not principle is the object oflaw and 
legislation; with a person's principles no government has any right to 
interfere. '3 He tried out some of his ideas at a dissenters' dinner at Lon
don Tavern on February IS, at which pro-French sentiments ('glasses 
were filled and the Revolution of France drunk with nine huzzas, all 

1 Parliammtary History, xxviii, S51-7!. 
2 Countess of Minto, Life and Letters of Sir Gilbert Elliot (London 1874), i, S5!. 
3 Add. MSS. 47578. Charles Butler to Lord Holland, April 12, 1808; Reminiscences of 
Charles Butler, 4th edn (London, 1824), ii, 71-2. 
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standing') were freely mixed with pro-repeal convictions. His 
declaration that he had been an enemy from his earliest years to the 
Test and Corporation Acts, and 'would never cease to oppose them in 
every sta tion oflife, though he was a member of the Church of England " 
brought the dissenters to their feet for another filling of the glasses and 
nine more huzzas .1 

Fox decided not only to support repeal but to make the motion him
self. The news spread rapidly that he would open the question on 
March 2. By 10 a.m. the gallery was full, though he did not begin to 
speak untiI4.S0. 'Those who were fortunate as to gain admittance ... 
did not think they paid too dear for it, though they were shut up in the 
gallery for near seven hours . .. and were greatly incommoded by ex
cessive heat.'2 Fox's speech was long and eloquent. The French Revo
lution reaffirmed, he insisted, recalling the massacres at Paris, that 
persecution led to horrid and detestable crimes; it proceeded on the 
absurd principle that one man could judge the religious opinion of 
another better than the man himself could. Toleration proceeded on the 
contrary principle. But let Fox put the thought in his own words: 

Persecution always said, ' I know the consequences of your opinion better than 
you know them yourselves.' But the language of toleration was always amicable, 
liberal, and just: it confessed its doubts, and acknowledged its ignorance . ... 
Persecution had always reasoned from cause to effect, from opinion to action, 
[that such an opinion would invariably lead to but one action], which proved 
generally erroneous ; while toleration led us invariably to form just conclusions, 
by judging from actions and not from opinions. 

Hence, he went on, every political and religious test was extremely 
absurd. In his opinion the only test ought to be a man's actions. No 
harm could come to the state until a man's opinions were put in action; 
if then the actions were detrimental, the doers could be punished. In
novations were considered dangerous in view ofthe situation in France, 
but this move for repeal could not be considered an innovation as it had 
been introduced years ago, long before the French had revolted. 
Actually, he repeated, this outbreak could well serve to remind and 
caution the Church of England that persecution generally terminated 
in the punishment of its abettors. 

In reply, Pitt argued again that the Acts should not be repealed. 
They had stood the test of time, having been adopted 'by the wisdom 
of our ancestors to serve as a bulwark to the Church, whose constitu
tion was so intimately connected with. that of the state, that the safety 
of the one was always liable to be affected by any danger which might 
threaten the other'. Burke, his feeling against the French still strong, 
thought it necessary to support the Established Church especially at a 
1 Public Advertiser, February 16, 18. 2 Gtneral Evening-Post. March 2-4. 
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time like the present. He argued that the motion would be a beginning 
that would continue 'till the whole of the Church establishment was 
levelled to its foundations'. 

Fox rose to reply both to Pitt and Burke and especially to the latter, 
whose speech 'had filled him with grief and shame'. He spoke of Burke's 
'strange dereliction from his former principles', and tried to account 
for it by suggesting that Burke's feeling 'had been shocked and irri
tated by a mistaken idea of the transactions in France'.l Fox's motion 
was defeated 294 to 105, so his further defence of religious toleration 
fell on sterile ground and the ties of his friendship with Burke were 
further stretched. Fox's efforts that day had also been weakened by the 
distribution to members of extracts from a letter of Dr Joseph Priestley, 
Unitarian minister and famed scientist, calling upon clergymen to 
avert revolution by religious reform, and describing his own efforts as 
grains of gunpowder for which his opponents were providing the match. 
Priestley's arguments were thus used against him in a way he un
doubtedly had not foreseen. 

George the Third added this last speech to the long list of Fox's 
faults. When the King received the news that the Government had 
won the division, he replied that he hoped Parliament would not be 
troubled again with this most improper business. 2 On Fox's behalflet 
it be said that he not only always voted for religious toleration but 
nearly always troubled Parliament with a speech on the business. 

These words of 1790 were long remembered. When Lord John 
Russell renewed the fight for the repeal of the Test and Corporation 
Acts in 1828, he reminded the Commons of Fox's argument and elo
quence ('no man was more splendid in the one or forcible in the 
other'). The miscarriage in 1790, Russell said, affected him so much, 
that he would resign the case as hopeless but for the conviction that if 
he could not wield the same arguments as Mr Fox, he had not the same 
enemies to encounter. Lord John, later one of Fox's biographers, was a 
logical rather than an emotional speaker, and invariably addressed the 
House in a thoughtful, serious, almost distant manner, but this speech 
had its eloquent moments. There were cries of 'hear, hear' at the men
tion of Fox's long-ago struggle and there was also stout debate, but 
within two months the Acts were repealed. 

Fox's finances improved. Seagull won at Ascot by a whip's length, 
netting 6000 guineas. That year Fox had thirty horses in training. 
1 Parliamentary History, xxviii, S87-452; The speech oj the Right Hon. C. J. Fox, in the 
house oj commons, on Tuesday, March 2d, 1790, IIpon his motion jor the rtpeal oj the corporation 
and test acts (London, 1790). 
2 Later Correspondence oj George 111, i, 464. ~o Pitt, March S. 
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Later he sold Seagull and Chanticleer for 4,400 guineas. Men recalled 
that in April 1772 Fox had won £16,000, the greater part by betting 
against the celebrated Pincher, who lost by half a neck. 

In Westminster Hall the trial of Warren Hastings went slowly forward. 
An eyewitness on April 29 was Gouverneur Morris, one-time mem
ber of the committee that had drafted the American constitution, later 
to be minister to France, himself a lawyer and debater. He wrote in his 
diary: 

The Speakers this Day are Mr Burke and Mr Fox. The former has Quickness and 
Genius but he is vague, loose, desultory and confused. His Speech contained 
Matter to make a fine one and to marr the best. Mr Fox ... is obliged to abstract 
himself so much in pursuit of the Matter that he is extremely deficient in Manner . 
. . . His Mind appears like a clouded Sun, and this I believe results from the Life 
he leads. 

After another session he noted: 'Mr Fox summs up the Evidence with 
great Ability.'l So came to light observations on what were un
doubtedly run-of-the-mill speeches by two distinguished speakers. 

And here let a difference be !toted between great speakers like Fox, 
Burke, Sheridan, and Pitt, and the near-great. The great speakers, like 
the near-great, deliver an abundance of average, mediocre speeches. 
But the great attain heights of inspiration that the near-great can never 
approach. It is with speaking as with writing: the same mind that pro
duces Coriolanus also creates Hamlet. On the day that Morris heard 
him, Fox's mighty engine, to use an eighteenth-<entury metaphor, was 
grinding but slowly. 

The general election was held in June. Despite the outcry raised 
against him the previous year, the lampoons and the sarcasms and the 
streets filled with spectators that had hissed him during the long ride 
to the cathedral, Fox did not expect a contest at Westminster. 'The 
election was to have been carried off cheap and snug,' the Public 
Advertiser reported; the clerks did not even have pens to take down the 
votes. Unexpectedly, however, Home Tooke announced his candidacy, 
and attacked both Hood and Fox to 'repeated bursts of applause'. Any 
opinion of Fox's speech that day must be formed by whichever reporter 
one reads: according to the Public Advertiser, Fox 'ran over, as well as 
could be collected, all the cant. phraseology of independence, public 
virtue &c. to no purpose'; according to the London Chronicle, Fox 

1 Beatrix C. Davenport, ed., .A Diary of the French Revolution by GOUTJn7InIT Morris 
(Boston, 1989), i, 493, 537. 
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reminded the electors of his fight for the repeal of the shop tax, and 
challenged one and all to show a single instance when (since first 
representing Westminster) he had not supported the rights of the 
people in general and the interest of Westminster in particular. The 
election dragged on until July 2. Fox stood at the head of the poll with 
S,516 and Hood was second with S,217; Tooke ran a poor third with 
1,697. On the last day, 'Mr Fox thanked the electors, Mr Home Tooke 
made a short harangue, Mr Fox was chaired, and the day ended with
out mischief.'! 

Fox scored a notable victory in outpolling the popular Admiral 
Hood, though Hood was after all a political cipher who seldom attended 
Parliament and seldom spoke when he did. A silent senator, with little 
talent or potential, is a poor representative for an energetic and popu
lous borough. Yet the Government did what it could to support Fox's 
opponents. As Fox wrote to Fitzwilliam: 'There is no doubt of the 
Treasury's having made every possible exertion.' Fox sought to learn 
how much Fitzwilliam could be set down for in the event of a shortage 
of funds, and enclosed a list of subscribers. The principals: Portland 
£1,500, Devonshire £2,500, Bedford £2,000, Spencer £1,000, Fox 
himself £500, Sheridan £200, etc., totaling £12,000. 2 Later Home 
Tooke protested the election of Fox and Hood through a petition to 
Parliament, but since an act of 1789 made petitioners responsible for the 
costs whenever their complaints were frivolous and vexatious, Fox 
felt Tooke's petition was one such, and sued him. 

AtSt Anne's Hill in August:-Fox rested from the cares of politics and 
enjoyed the companionship of Mrs Armistead. Anthony Morris ' 
Storer described Fox 'surrounded by the arts, lolling in the shade. Mrs 
Armistead was with him; a harper was playing soft music; books of 
botany lying about; ... like Solomon, he is to seek wisdom in the 
search of herbs and flowers.'3 

Burke, meanwhile, was working on his famous Reflections on the 
Revolution in France. It forwarded many of the ideas he had advanced 
on the floor of St Stephen'S. The revolution of 1789-90 was in no 
way to be compared with the revolution of 1688; change was to be en
couraged when it was in harmony with the traditions of a people but a 
people that tore its past up by the roots could expect only war and 
tyranny. Men who destroyed 'the whole original fabric of their society 
... would become little better than the flies of a summer'. Soon in 
France there would be no cherished ideals such as religious freedom, 

1 Public AdvertistT, July S, London Chronick, July I-S. 
2 Fitzwilliam MSS. FIl5. (Sheffield. ) 
3 Bishop of Bath and Wells, Journal and Correspondmce of William, Lord Auckland 
(London, 1861-2), ii, S69-70. To Auckland, August 6. 
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property rights, or personal culture. Two days after publication 7,000 
copies were sold.1 There were formal answers a-plenty to the pam
phlet, including Mackintosh's Vindiciae Gallicae and Paine's Rights of 
Man . 

Pitt's request in March 1791 for additional funds with which to take 
action against Russi%J is regarded as his first major blunder. The pre
ceding year England had made a successful stand against the Spanish 
in the Nootka Sound affair. English fishermen in the Pacific had settled 
at Nootka Sound, on the west coast of what came to be named Van
couver Island, but the Spanish, trying to establish title to the whole 
western American coast from Cape Horn to Alaska, had seized English 
ships. Parliament had voted a credit of .£ 1 million and prepared for 
war; Spain backed away; the British right to Nootka and to other 
Pacific fisheries was conceded. Now Pitt, successful in that manoeuvre, 
proposed a power play against Russia. An ultimatum sent to Catherine 
of Russia demanded that she make peace with Turkey and restore 
conquered property, but Catherine would not return the city of 
Oczakov, a valuable base on the Black Sea. Accordingly Pitt requested 
additional funds to keep up steady naval pressure on Russia. 

Fox opposed the move from the outset. On March 29 he spoke at 
length, declaring it impolitic of Britain to go to war for a single town, 
Oczakov, which Catherine, could demolish in a few days rather than 
surrender. He thought the plan of increasing naval armament in order 
to impress continental powers was ruinous. The division taken that 
day, however, gave the Government a majority of 98. 

The debate was continued on April 12 with a series of resolutions by 
Grey, the first being that it was to the interest of the nation to preserve 
peace. Fox wrote to Mrs Armistead that the Government 'made a 
terrible figure indeed in debate'. He noted that Pitt did not speak so 

, that it was not necessary for him to either, but Sheridan made the best 
speech he ever made in his life. 2 The House voted the resolution down 
258 to 173, so the Government's majority had shrunk from 98 to 80. 
Fox thereupon, in the closing moments of the debate, commented that 
Pitt's sullen and obstinate silence when he was about to plunge the 
country into war could not be endured. The division must certainly 
convince him that his war was unpopular and that he should be held 
accountable for the deceptive language he had put into the King's 
speeches from the throne. Pitt replied briefly that Fox's rude words 
would not prevent him from stating calmly that the language of the 
King's speeches was accurate at the,time 'it was uttered. The opposition 
1 General Evening-Post, November 6--9. 2 Add. MSS. 47570. CApril1791.J 
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served notice that the debate would be resumed April 15; Grey's 
remaining resolutions went down without a vote. 

When debate was renewed Fox reiterated that sufficient cause for 
war did not exist and took further opportunity to attack Pitt's system. 
'Nothing could justify an armament which could not justify a war; for, 
the nation that was once discovered to have armed in bravado, would 
find little regard paid to her armaments again: Eventually, declared 
Fox, and his language steadily became stronger, the minister, after his 
bullying and blustering, would withdraw his arrogant demands, 'and 
we should have nothing in return for an expense of perhaps half a mil
lion, but the shame of having interfered where we had no right to inter
fere, and the disgrace of having completely failed'. 

Fox should have taken his seat at that point while he was still ahead. 
For then he turned to internal conditions in France to contrast its 
present state with its former condition. He paid France an elegant 
compliment, stating that her new constitution was 'the most stupen
dous and glorious edifice of liberty, which had been erected on the 
foundation of human integrity in any time or country'. As he spoke 
these words Burke became highly agitated. Later he rose, 'in much 
visible emotion, but the cry of "Question!" being general, he unwil
lingly gave way to the division, which immediately took place'.l 
Grey's motion was defeated 254 to 162, but Fox later regretted that 
Burke had not been allowed to speak. 

Grenville's report to Fitzwilliam described the scene: 

Charles ended a very eloquent speech which contained much dissertation upon 
foreign politicks by alluding to the change of situation which France had under
gone .... When he spoke of the revolution in that country he added that he knew 
his opinion did not coincide with a very large proportion of the House, but that 
he could not help considering that revolution as a most stupendous work, however 
it might appear to those who took a more superficial view of it: Burke at this time 
walking up the House attracted much attention; he rose to speak when Charles 
concluded, but gave way to the impatient cry for the question with so much 
readiness that I took for granted he felt no great anxiety to enter into any debate. 

Later Grenville wrote that the Government was capitalizing fully upon 
the difference ~f opinion between Burke and Fox. He and Fox called on 
Burke, and although 'Charles [was] as conciliatory as possible' and 
'Burke talked cheerfully enough', Grenville concluded that the situa
tion was fraught with enough mischief 'to answer all the purposes our 
adversaries wish'. Portland had also had a conversation with Burke and 
realized that Burke's feelings about the situation were grim and solemn 
indeed. In fact, Portland wrote to Fitzwilliam, a political schism and 
division might follow that could end in the dissolution of the party.2 
1 Parliammtary History, xxix, 244-9. 
2 Fitzwilliam MSS. F113. April 19, 22. (Sheffield.) 
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So Fox's words about France were grievous to Burke. But the part 
of the speech that dealt with Russian armament was tremendously 
effective. One onlooker declared that he had never heard anything 
equal to Fox's eloquence on both occasions.1 Fox was invariably 
powerful when he spoke for peace. Pitt himself saw that he should back 
away from his warlike stance. His envoy to Berlin, Joseph Ewart, then 
in London, described an interview in which Pitt explained that his 
attempts to justify the situation in the House of Commons were fruit
less. Tears came to Pitt's eyes, Ewart recorded, as Pitt told about 'the 
greatest mortification he had ever experienced,' observing that he 
would manage affairs so that he would not appear to have given up his 
point but would nevertheless prevent any bad consequences stemming 
from his taking a new direction. 2 Later Pitt wrote Ewart that to have 
persisted would have risked both the Government itself and with it 'the 
whole of our system both at home and abroad'. 3 

The next week Fox turned from war and armament to deliver another 
stirring appeal for the abolition of the slave trade. When the debate 
opened on April 18 Wilberforce and Francis were the principal 
speakers, Fox contributing only briefly. Next day, however, he and 
Pitt both spoke at length. Although Fox had read widely from the 
hearings before the select committee, he based the opening part of his 
speech on the strong assertion that the question before the House was 
one of personal freedom. No man would suspect him of being an 
enemy to political freedom, he asserted, but even political freedom, 
when compared to personal freedom, sank to nothing; it was really no 
blessing at all. To the argument that if England did not trade in slaves 
some other country would, he offered the analogy of a highwayman 
who reasoned that if he did not rob the traveller another highwayman 
half a mile further along the road certainly would. Although by this 
level of argument and example he made the slave trade difficult to 
defend, in the main he based his appeal on the even stronger basis that 
it was opposed to every decent and humane consideration. He assured 
the House that his warmest efforts would always be exerted in pro
moting the cause of abolition. 4 Yet the vote went against him by a 
majority of 75, and the Evening Mail, reflecting upon the debates, 
wondered why the extraordinary abilities of Pitt, Fox, Burke, and 

1 Add. MSS. 47568. S. Rolleston, April 26. 
I John Holland Rose, The Life of William Pitt (New York, 1924 ), i, 617-18. Rose notes 
that the cabinet was also divided against the move: Richmond and Grenville, and Stafford 
later, were opposed to the use of coercion againSt Russia. 
a Stanhope, ii, 117. May 24. 4 Parli4mmtary History, xxix, S44-56. 
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Wilberforce, were not able to carry a humane question like the aboli
tion of slavery when no possible objection could arise except the pri
vate interests of a few wealthy individuals. 

After the debate, Fox wrote to Mrs Armistead, partly to excuse him
selffor not writing sooner, partly to comment on his speech and on his 
way ofliving: 

I have led a sad life sitting up late always either at the H. of C. or gaming and 
losing my money every night that I have played, getting up late of course, and 
finding people in my room so that I have had no morning time to myself and have 
gone out as soon as I could tho' generally very late, to get rid of them, so that I 
have scarce ever had a moment to write. You have heard how poor a figure we 
made in num~rs on the slave trade, but I spoke I believe very well and indeed it 
is the thing that has given me the most pleasure since I saw Liz, for I do think it is 
a cause in which one ought to be an enthusiast and in which one cannot help being 
pleased with oneself for having done right. l 

Twentieth-<:entury generations that have heard countless hours of 
debate on such bitterly controverted topics as woman suffrage, the 
graduated income tax, the proper scope and purview of international 
government, the extension of civil rights, the gradual abolition of 
duties and tariffs, and have observed that what is hotly argued one day 
becomes freely accepted the next, can readily see that political leaders 
of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries found in the aboli
tion of the slave trade a fully debatable, entirely arguable issue. On the 
questions of the slave trade and of religious freedom as well, people of 
the twentieth century would find themselves more comfortable along
side Fox than on the Government benches opposite him. It was some
time in 1790 that Mirabeau, himself a moving and eloquent speaker, 
attempted to disparage Fox in Pitt's presence. Pitt replied simply: 
'Y ou have never seen the wizard within the magic circle.' 

On May 6 the House of Commons was considering a Bill for the regula
tion of the government of Quebec, and the motion before the house was 
whether the clauses of the Bill should be considered paragraph by para
graph. BTIrke gained the floor and immediately began to talk about the 
subject closest to his heart-the French constitution. For many days 
thoughts on this topic had been simmering inside him. As he warmed to 
the occasion he was sharply called to order for failing to speak to the 
question: whether the Bill should be considered by paragraph. Fox 
took the floor and in a strain of delicate irony stated that his friend 

1 Add. MSS. 47570. Fox Cor., ii, 562. April 1791. The editor of Fox's letters included 
only the latter, statesmanlike, half of the letter, though ofall the Fox correspondence this 
holograph best illustrates the speckled and checkered mixture of events that constituted 
so much of his life. 
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Burke was not out of order, as this was a day of privilege when anyone 
might abuse any government he pleased, whether or not it had refer
ence to the question before the House. Half a dozen country gentlemen 
successively implied that this was no time for trifling. Confusion fol
lowed: Fox declared that if Burke would simply state whether or not 
his discussion of government was for or against reading the Bill para
graph by paragraph, he would take him at his word and would leave 
for the duration of his speech. Once, he said, Burke had taught that it 
was impossible to draw a bill of indictment against a whole people, but 
now he urged the contrary of his former teaching. Moreover, he con
cluded, neither Burke's books nor his speeches could make him change 
his position. 

Fox himself said later that he had spoken more than he intended. 
Burke rose and charged he had been greatly abused. He reaffirmed his 
belief that as these were dangerous times, all attempts to subvert the 
constitution should be watched with jealousy and circumspection. As for 
himself he would risk all; his last words would be: 'Fly from the 
French constitution.' Fox readily understood that Burke would, in fact, 
risk all, including his lifelong friendships, and whispered to Burke, 
'there was no loss offriends'. 'Yes, there was a loss offriends,' replied 
Burke, 'he knew the price of his conduct-he had done his duty at the 
price of his friend-their friendship was at an end.' At the end of his 
speech he walked across the floor to the Treasury bench and sat next to 
Pitt. It was the most dramatic moment in St Stephen's since North's 
resignation. 

What followed then was an amazing speech by Fox in which he 
attempted to set things straight. He had often taken the floor of the 
House to correct an impression that he had unintentionally given, but 
perhaps never with greater concern than on that May 6. At first 'his 
mind was so much agitated, and his heart so much affected by what had 
fallen from Mr Burke that it was some minutes before he could proceed. 
Tears trickled down his cheeks, and he strove in vain to give utterance 
to feelings that dignified and exalted his nature.' Members of Parlia
ment, for years having listened to Fox in situations where he never 
seemed to be at a loss for a word or an argument, were touched: 'The 
sensibility of every member of the House appeared uncommonly 
excited.' 

Fox recalled their friendship of upwards of five-and-twenty years, 
dating from his boyhood. He could··remember previous differences of 
opinion but never before one that had threatened their personal ftiend
ship. Yet friendship should not stand in the way of public duty. If 
Burke wanted to blast the French Revolution he must do so, but he must 
allow others that thought differently to speak differently. Burke replied 
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that he liked the beginning and end of Fox's speech better than the 
middle part, reiterated his own views of the French situation, and re
sumed his new seat.1 The debate was continued on the days that fol
lowed, but the quarter-century friendship between Fox and Burke had 
come to a shattering close. 

Newspaper after newspaper attempted to give an accurate account of 
the rupture between Fox and Burke. Some thought Pitt had provoked 
the quarrel. Others merely regretted the tragic disagreement between 
two eminent men. Especially at first, Fox seemed to stand in higher 
stature for his behaviour during the dispute. Said the Morning Post: 

Nothing could be more manly and firm than his declaration of the principles which 
he had espoused :-nothing more interesting and dignified than the subdued 
tenderness with which he expressed the sentiments of . . . his preceptor and 
friend. 

The Morning Chronicle suggested that Pitt and his friends had hoped 
Fox would say something in the heat of debate that they could use 
against him, but praised Fox for his manly, statesmanlike, English 
speech. The Public Advertiser correctly saw that the two men were now 
forever 'at an irreconcileable distance . . . it is impossible they should 
ever again coalesce', and felt that Burke was largely at fault. The World 
said, under the heading, 'Burke versus Fox': 'The quarrels of vulgar 
politicians go to no account ... but characters of the first eminence ... 
who have trod the steps of opposition together, as leaders and bosom 
friends, must excite an anxious curiosity.' 

Two or three days later the paragraphers were at work. The Morning 
Chronicle thought Fox gracious and kindly: 'Placable in emotions, 
he was not to be moved in principles.' The Public Advertiser noted: 
' . .. though Burke's party had separated from him . .. mankind at 
large . .. would approve.' As for Fox, it wondered whether his tears 
were the size of peas or hailstones, or as large and thick as walnuts. The 
Whitehall Evening Post characterized Fox as a whig inclining some
what to republicanism, Burke a whig inclining more to aristocracy, 
hierarchy, and monarchy. Burke, moreover, whatever the subject 
being discussed, was likely to introduce the French Revolution just as 
Lord George Gordon on all occasions was wont to harp on popery. 2 

Gibbon had mixed feelings about the quarrel: Burke, he concluded, 
was the 'most eloquent and rational madman' that he knew; and as for 
Fox, he struggled with his conscience: ' I love Fox's feelings, but 1 
detest the political principles of the man and of the party.'3 
1 Parliamentary History, xxix, 564-401. 
S utters of Gibbon, iii, 229. 

2 Issues of May 9 to May 16. 
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Quaintly enough Burke was deeply proud of his part in the alterca
tion. That following September he told Sir Joshua Reynolds and 
Edmond Malone that 'the second most brilliant day of his life' was 
when he was attacked by his own party in the House of Commons on 
the matter of the French Revolution. His 'most brilliant day' also 
centred upon a difficult moment: when he appeared before the bar of 
the House of Lords with the censure of the House of Commons in his 
hand, referring to the conduct of the managers during the impeachment 
of Warren Hastings.1 

What Burke did not realize was that his career as a speaker had passed 
its zenith long before. His moments of brilliant oratory came less and 
less frequently and finally faded away altogether. The language used 
on the floor of the House by his close friends showed that they had 
ceased to respect his judgment. Less friendly members, both by walk
ing out and in other ways, showed an unwillingness to listen to him. 
Burke easily found, however, a more durable way to express his 
philosophical sentiments: to write pamphlets instead of make speeches. 
In the Reflections he was able to develop his views to the fullest. Later, 
in the Appeal from the Old to the New Whigs he could explain in detail 
both why he should have been allowed to speak and also what he wanted 
to say. Hence, even as his reputation as a speaker declined his reputa
tion as a political writer attained new heights. 

Fox gradually became the leader of a new opposition: the new whigs. 
With the old opposition he had broken with Shelburne over American 
independence, he had incurred the King's wrath over the Bill to provide 
India with a more responsible government, he had differed with Pitt 
on the method of replacing George III with a regent. One needs to 
brush aside layers of political opportunisms and personal differences to 
see, as Fox at the time insisted, that his actions had a bedrock ofprin
ciple. He moved to the new opposition on a series of more compelling 
issues: by fighting the injustice of the slave trade, by attempting to 
loosen the grip of established religion on political affairs, by defending 
the right of the French to seek liberty in their own way. Probably no 
spokesman ever defended such high principles so frequently or so 
eloquently, with so few followers in Parliament and so many out of it. 

1 Sir James Prior, Life of Ed1TUlnd Malone (London, 1860), pp. 181-2. 
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Sir, whenever ... Englishmen are so subdued; when 
they shall consent to believe .. . rejoice ... grieve, just 
as it shall suit ... the ends of ministers, then I pronounce 
the constitution of this country to be extinct. 

Charles James Fox 

During his long career, Fox saw his name attached only to three 
measures. His India Bill has already been discussed. Fox's Embargo, 
promulgated the last year of his life, was thus called by Americans who 
resented it. In 1791 he initiated what is known as Fox's Libel Bill, most 
important by far of the three. Biographers have made little or no 
mention of it, though it looms large in the history of English law. 

Before Fox's Bill, one who censured public men or the country's 
institutions ran the risk of facing a charge of seditious libel. The 
prosecutor needed to establish two principal points: one, that the 
material had been printed or uttered, and the other, that it was libel
lous. As the law had developed, the first, easier question, became the 
province of the jury, and the second, subtler question, was determined 
by the judge himself. This procedure put the question of fact into the 
hands of the jury and the question oflaw into the hands ofthejudge. As 
fact and law were often intertwined, and as some judges had been felt 
to be too harsh or abstract in their definitions of libel, Fox contended 
that since the jury was required to arrive at a general verdict of guilty 
or not guilty it should also have the right to consider not only whether 
the matter at issue had been published but also whether it was libellous. 
Wedderbum and Erskine were others who felt that a jury of twelve men 
would give a more reasonable interpretation of what was libellous than 
would a judge. 

The Bill, bearing the title, 'An Act to remove doubts respecting the 
functions of juries in cases oflibel', simply stated that since doubts had 
arisen whether the jury had the right to review both the fact of publica
tion and the question of libel, it should be declared that the jury 
should consider the whole matter at issue. Among other provisions was 
one that the judge at his discretion could offer the jury his opinion, as he 
would in other criminal cases. Fox's Bill thus proposed to bring libel 
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law into harmony with the growing feeling of the people that public 
affairs should be fully and freely discussed. 

Fox's speeches in May 1791 in support of his Libel Bill, therefore take 
their place alongside his many utterances in behalf of free speech. At 
the outset he candidly stated that he believed in the liberty of the 
press, though he freely acknowledged that he did not believe one man 
should be able to libel the actions of another with impunity. The diffi
culty was that no man 'could really freely discuss the actions of govern
ment, in the way in which ... it was the right of every man to discuss 
them, without a greater risk to his person and property than prudent 
men would choose to hazard'. 

The issue of seditious libel was even for Fox a topic involved and 
complex. This was no speech to be prepared while riding on horse
back, plucking arguments from personal knowledge. For this cause he 
needed to engage in lengthy, reflective research. Although he was an 
avid reader in six languages of history, drama, oratory, poetry, news 
items, and parliamentary documents, he studied legal questions only 
in preparation for specific debates . As he told the House, to understand 
this complicated business he had looked into several books on the sub
ject, beginning with the most modem writers, and continuing 'as 
deeply . . . as it was possible for him to do ' . Among other lines of 
thought, he, like any debater, sought to discover ' if there was any 
argument on the other side of the question' and learned that wherever 
he turned he found notable differences even among eminent lawyers. 
Fox concluded that when law and fact were united, as they often were in 
libel cases, the jury should have not only the right but the power to 
decide. A collateral analogy was furnished by murder cases. Murder 
was a crime consisting of law and fact, and in murder trials juries 
regularly judged both law and fact . In trials for high treason, moreover, 
how unendurable it would be to Englishmen if juries could determine 
only the fact of publication of a treasonable statement and not other 
circumstances. He touched on the knotty question as to whether a libel 
were more of a libel because it was true, again concluding that the jury 
should determine whether the fact of the libel's being true justified the 
libel or aggravated it. Erskine warmly supported the Bill and Pitt also 
gave it his approval, so it passed the co~mons with little debate and 
with no divisions. 1 

Both friends and foes of Fox in the newspaper world praised him 
highly. The World declared he was 'entitled to the best thanks of his 

1 Parliamentary History, xxix, 551--602. 
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country, and of the literary world, for his noble exertions to rescue the 
press from oppression, and to restore it to its genuine freedom'. Fox, 
who had provided the press with so much copy in the space of his more 
than twenty years in Parliament, who in his younger days had led the 
fight against printers for trespassing upon the dignity of the House, 
who constantly complained that newspaper reports of his speeches were 
irresponsible, who fought his only duel because his opponent chose to 
be offended by a newspaper version of a speech, now was lauded as the 
eminent defender of the freedom of the press. The Times and Evening 
Mail aeclared: 

Mr Fox's successful speech on Friday and the assent of the minister to the truth 
and the justice of the argument against the present doctrine oflibels will have this 
good effect-that every jury before whom the merits of a prosecution come to be 
tried, will determine on the law and the fact, and investigate the nature of the 
complaint before they give their verdict. When such men unite in opinions the 
Constitution must be firm indeed.1 

About this time Fox was corresponding frequently with his nephew, 
the third Lord Holland, who was becoming increasingly interested in 
politics. He wrote: 'I am very happy to have succeeded in it because 1 
think the thing essentially right, & because 1 have reason to think that 
it will do me a good deal of credit, which 1 am sure will give you as 
much pleasure as myself.' Other than this brief reference, Fox's 
extant correspondence is silent about his part in the Libel Bill. Though 
he understated his motives ('it will do me a good deal of credit'), his 
initiative in introducing the Bill actually suggests his concern about the 
freedom of the press. He himself had been the victim of nearly every 
imaginable sort of character assassination at the hands of London 
printers, involving both his personal as well as his political morals, 
but he did not hesitate to seize this opportunity to remedy what had 
become bad judicial practice. 

'!\lthough the Bill passed the House, it made little further progress 
that session. Largely at the instigation of Thurlow the Lords decided 
to defer its consideration. Next year the Bill again ran into determined 
opposition, but it received such powerful support, principally from the 
venerable and able Camden, that it passed and became the law of the 
land. Again the Evening Mail and The Times praised this notable land
mark in the history of the freedom of the press: 'Thus the great consti
tutional point is at last decided by the Lords and Commons-tha~ 

1 During this period the World, The Times, Oracle, and Herald were on the list of news
papers receiving regular subsidies from the Government. The Morning Chronicle was the 
principal Opposition paper (A. Aspinall, Politics and the Press, c. 1780-1860 (London, 
1949), pp. 68ff. ). -
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JURIES ARE JUDGES OF BOTH THE LAW AND THE FACT.' The Times called 
the Libel Bill 'a monument to the name of Fox'. 

Oddly enough, for the next few years after the Bill was passed, more 
convictions were secured for seditious libel than ever before. In essence 
the decision of what was libellous came down to what the twelve men 
of the jury thought was libellous, and during the early years of the 
troubled war with France juries were capable of being persuaded that 
certain writings were seditious. Gradually, however, as the public 
conscience became more sympathetic to criticism of the Government, 
trials for seditious libel became rarer and after the Reform Bill of 1832 
ceased almost altogether.1 Editors could express political opinions 
much more candidly when they could operate less exposed to charges 
of libel. 

An aftermath of the Russian affair was Burke's charge that Fox had 
sent his friend, Robert Adair, to St Petersburg, to counteract the 
efforts of the Government's own envoy. Burke felt so vehemently about 
the matter that he comppsed articles of impeachment that appeared in 
the newspapers and years later were published as a pamphlet. 2 Pitt did 
not accuse Fox of this kind of manoeuvring, though on the floor of the 
House he insisted that better terms could have been secured from Russia 
had it not been for circumstances hostile to the interests of England. In 
later years Adair denied the charge, declaring that it was not only un
true but improbable ('It is always better to search for what is true in . 
what is probable. ' ) 3 The Empress of Russia herself was hardening her 
attitude toward Pitt. She had had in her collection for some five years 
an excellent bust of him, but now she began to show obvious public 
interest in securing one of Fox;4 when she acquired one, she put it in a 
gallery between Demosthenes and Cicero, as her tribute to a man who 
had saved two nations from ruinous war.5 As the session ended the 
Opposition was inquiring vigorously into the reason for continuing to 
spend money on armaments if no war with Russia was intended. 

1 For discussion of the issues involved and the history of the Act, see Sir James Fitzjames 
Stephen, A History oj the Criminal Law oj England (London, lSSS), ii, 348-74; Sir William 
Holdsworth, A History oj English Law (Boston, 1935), x, 688-94. 
I A letter Jrom the Rt. Honourable Edmund Burke . .. containing 64 articles oj impeaclunmt 
against the Rt. Hon. C. J. Fox (Philadelphia, 1797). 
3 A statement of his denial is in Fox Cor., ii, 3S3-7. 
4 The Diary, or WoodJall's Register:, August 11, 1791. 
6 Busts of Fox by Nollekens were very popular. At least thirty-two were made at sixty 
guine~ each, and were ordered by the Dukes of Devonshire and Portland, several by the 
Empress of Russia (Philopatris Varvicensis [Dr Samuel ParrJ, Characters oj the late Charles 
James Fox (London, 1809), ii, 6S). One of Sayers's cartoons shows the Empress personally 
adjusting into a niche a bust of Fox, a rope around his neck to support him as he was winched 
into position between Demosthenes and Cicero, each with a scornful look on his face. 
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The King's speech opening the session in January 1792 sounded an 
optimistic note, reporting that preliminary articles of peace were 
being concluded between Russia and Turkey and that although war 
still raged in India, 'friendly assurances from foreign powers' and 'the 
general state of affairs in Europe' augured continued tranquillity. 
Present naval and military expenditures might even be reduced in 
order to cut taxes. 

Since the national prosperity had produced substantial revenue 
during the last four years, Pitt proposed to repeal the recent tax on 
malt and the taxes on female servants, carts and wagons, houses 
having fewer than seven windows, and the last half-penny per pound 
on candles. These were the fringes of governmental income of that day. 
He then declared that 'unquestionably there never was a time in the 
history of this country when from the situation of Europe we might 
more reasonably expect fifteen years of peace than we may at the 
present moment' .l Fox was left with little ground to stand on but 
managed to insist in his reply that the House itself should have the 
privilege of determining which taxes should be repealed, rather than 
the minister, in his arbitrary manner that bordered on the unconstitu
tional. Pitt's proposals were agreed to, however, without a division. 
The Times noted that his lead, last session 2 to I, was now almost s to I. 

On Leap Year day, February 29, the Commons debated Samuel 
Whitbread's resolutions criticizing the Government's policy towards 
Russia. Whitbread, a new member of Parliament, had at the outset of 
his career attached himself to Fox, and especially distinguished himself 
in the debate on Russian armament. The significance of the fortress of 
Oczakov and of other Russian claims was mentioned many times in the 
discussion and Fox particularly was called upon to speak. The debate, 
however, was adjourned to March I, members still impatiently await
ing Fox's speech. 'Some members then very irregularly called upon 
Mr Fox' says the report; the Morning Herald, more explicit, noted 
that the House called loudly and repeatedly for Fox. On that occasion 
he delivered what has been ranked as one of his great speeches. The 
attack on Pitt was forceful indeed: 

Half a million of money is spent, the people alarmed and interrupted in their 
proper pursuits by the apprehension of a war, and for what? For the restoration of 
Oczakov? No; Oczakov is not restored. To save the Turks from being too much 
humbled? No; they are now in a worse situation than they would have been had 
we never armed at all ... . We are now tied down by treaties, and fettered by 
stipulations! we have even guaranteed to Russia what we before said it would be 
unsafe for the Turks to yield, and dangerous to the peace of Europe for Russia to 
possess. 

1 Parliammtar), History . xxix. 826. February 17. 1792. 
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He went on to reiterate that Pitt gained for all his rashness only an 
excuse to sacrifice wantonly the public money and the public quiet. 1 

The London Recorder observed that the attention of the 860 mem
bers in the House was 'perfect and constant' throughout a nearly three
hour speech; 'during that time not one person left his seat'. Pitt, it 
reported, was 'overcome . .. by the incontrovertible arguments of Mr 
Fox . . . . His ore rotundo utterance was gone, his right arm forgot its 
favourite sway; and his looks of complacency and confidence strayed 
no more even to the Ministerial benches'. Thomas Coutts, banker and 
Fox's financial adviser, to be mentioned later in these pages, confessed 
that 'it is generally admitted that the argument on the Russia business 
was in favour of opposition'.2 The World gamely breasted the tide of 
praise: 'Mr Pitt's speech ... was one continued chain of incontrovert
ible argument. Mr Fox's speech was brilliant, but it was evidently an 
effort against conviction and truth.' 

In the early part of his speech, Fox had foretold that Pitt's tactic 
would be to wait until the close of the debate, make a speech which Fox 
would not have opportunity to contradict, and then throw himself on 
his majority, 'and that makes you dumb for ever' . The prediction was 
not entirely true, in that Pi,tt made a speech of moderate length, to 
which Fox offered a briefreply; but Pitt's majority had the final word 
as Fox and everyone else knew it would, and declined to pass Whit
bread's critical resolutions. The only division taken favoured the 
Government 244 to 116. 'Not one convert was made,' ruminated 
Coutts, 'notwithstanding the wonderful oratory displayed on both 
sides of the question.' He marvelled that Pitt had been minister for 
seven years, and was likely to continue for seven years more, even 
though 'no man . .. ever had so many personal friends as his opponent, 
Mr Fox' . 

These decades produced a quality of parliamentary debating seldom 
excelled. No speaker was always the best; twoscore different people 
each had his moment in the limelight. One moment impressed Bishop 
Tomline, the tutor, friend, and biographer of Pitt. One evening while 
Pitt was dining with Tomline, Burke called, predicted that the debate 
that night would turn on a phase of the French Revolution, and re
viewed arguments that he planned to use. Taking a small piece of 
paper out of his pocket, Burke 're"ad over these heads, and des~anted a 
1 Ibid., xxix, 990-4. 
2 Life of Coutts, ii, 8" Coutts was a steadfast admirer of Fox. In 1787 he had written a gene
rous letter, offering to refinance Fox's annuities or debts ( 'such a sum as I can spare would 
extricate you from hands that are less liberal than I Hope mine are') (Holland House 
MSS.). 
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short time upon each as he proceeded', in a manner that Tomline found 
impressive. Tomline therefore followed Pitt and Burke to the House 
and took a seat in the gallery in order to hear Burke actually deliver 
what he had rehearsed. The debate, however, took an entirely different 
turn from what Burke had forecast. 'At last Burke rose: recalled 
Tomline, 'and made a most admirable speech, but wholly in reply to 
what had been said that night.' With no opportunity to use any material 
he had rehearsed for Pitt, Burke spoke on the spur of the moment. The 
speech that evening was not distinguished, but the incident shows the 
readiness and competence with which an intelligent, informed, and 
articulate member could enter into debate. 1 

Fox, strong advocate of party government, sat down in March to write 
a long letter in which he set forth his own beliefs. His correspondent 
was Fitzwilliam, who, like himself, 'hated the two extremes equally', 
but differed 'with respect to the quarter from which the danger is most 
pressing'. Fox said: 

There are three points in which I know that I have not the general support of our 
Party. The first of these relates to religious liberty . . .. I am sure you have no 
objection to putting an end to all penal laws and disqualifications on Catholics and 
Dissenters in this country. . . . but there are some of our friends especially of those 
belonging to the other wing of the Coalition where sentiments on this regard 
are very different. 

A second was the slave trade; but on this point Fox felt 'so seriously 
and so warmly' that he preferred the abolition of it to the achievement 
of any party or political gain. On this subject he would not seek con
cession from his friends because 'I am determined to make none my
self'. A third was parliamentary reform, and since Fox was never 
believed to be an ardent parliamentary reformer, it is interesting to 
read his own words as he refines his position: 

The truth is I am more bound by former declarations and consistency. than by any 
strong opinion I entertain in its favour. I am far from being sanguine that any new 
scheme would produce better parliaments than the present mode of election has 
furnished. 

So whereas he was uncompromising in his views about the abolition of 
slavery, on parliamentary reform his opinions were not adamant. As 
he took up the question of party, his beliefs became more positive: 

I am firmly convinced that the existence and union of our party is useful to the 
country. and as such that it is our duty to maintain it by every exertion and effort. 
We must console ourselves with knowing that what we do is right without expect
ing either power or emolument. or popularity or thanks or even fair construction 
with respect to our intentions. 
1 Lord Rosebery, Tomline's Life of Pitt (London. 1903). p. 181. 
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The time may come, he continued, when the country would reap 
advantage 'from the existence of a party of men who are passionately 
attached to the principles of liberty'. As he concluded: 'The times are 
bad, very bad for us, but perhaps we are of that sort which in bad times 
is most useful, and we may be in our proper place.'l 

It was a great year for those two parliamentary giants, Fox and Pitt, 
and not a bad year for Sheridan and Wilberforce. On April 2 the last
named, despite his defeats of years before, again offered his motion for 
the abolition of the slave trade. Once more he described the cruelty of 
the system by which slaves were collected for barter (sometimes 
African villages were burned and fleeing Negroes seized as they 
attempted to escape) ; by which they were shipped on the unbelievably 
inhuman middle passage from Africa to the West Indies (hundreds 
perished en route, and Wilberforce offered the statistics); by which 
slave ship captains could commit unspeakable instances of brutality.2 
For three hours and a quarter Wilberforce spoke: 'He was uncom
monly eloquent and animated, and during so long a speech rivetted the 
attention of the House, which was extremely crowded with members.' 

The quality of attention that long, three-hour speeches could com
mand is, by today's standards, beyond imagination. Speakers who 
venture ronger than an hour today usually trespass unforgivably upon 
the listener's patience. Most keep comfortably within the harbour ofa 
fifteen to thirty-minute voyage. London is repeatedly described as 
stinking (later Shelley described hell as a city much like London); 
St Stephen's chapel as hot, airless, crowded, uncomfortable; yet again 
and again galleries were packed to hear the debates, and although 
members then, as now, could freely walk out in the midst of a speech, at 
times parliamentary reporters noted that 'not a member left his seat'. 
Each member had his own friends among London printers, but when a 
really fine speech was made, other papers would praise it even though 
they usually had disapproved of him or his politics. Athens, Rome, and 
Paris have each produced great speakers, but no list can surpass 
Chatham, Burke, Fox, Sheridan, Pitt, O'Connell, Disraeli, Gladstone, 
Bright, Lloyd George, and Churchill on one side of the ocean, and 
Henry, Clay, Calhoun, Webster, Lincoln, Wilson, and Roosevelt on 
the other. And a third of these names are associated with the explosive, 
revolutionary years of the latter eighteenth century. 

1 Fitzwilliam MSS. (Milton), ++/9, 1~. March 16. (Northarnptonshire Record Office.) 
Quoted in Herbert Butterfield, 'Charles James Fox and the Whig Opposition', Cambridge 
Historical JOUT1lll1, ix, S (1949), pp. 297-8. 
2 Parliamentary History, xxix, 1069-71. 
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Those supporting the slave trade could argue either that the bruta
lities were not so excessive as alleged, or no worse than were found in 
other situations-the treatment of prisoners in Old Bailey, for instance. 
They could calculate the extent of the trade commerciallY-300,000 
tons of shipping, involving important interests in Bristol, Liverpool, 
and throughout the kingdom. The triangle of trade was well estab
lished and profitable: fabricated articles and textiles from industrial 
England were traded on the Gold Coast for slaves; the slaves were 
shipped to the West Indies and sold; the ships were then loaded with 
sugar and rum.and taken back to England. In addition exchanges be
tween the West Indies and the States involved molasses, timber, pig 
iron, tobacco. Those favouring the slave trade could moreover sum
mon experts on naval defence to testify to the value of the slave fleet, 
with its 30,000 trained seamen, as a naval reserve in being; the trade 
was 'the very nursery of seamen'. They could enlist the arguments of 
misguided humanitarians, who argued that since charity begins at 
home, members should turn their attention first to inmates of prisons 
or mental hospitals-suffering Englishmen, here, at hand-rather 
than to black people a thousand miles away. They could command the 
silky talk of opportunists who admitted, or professed to admit, the 
evils of the trade but who contended that abolition should be gradual, 
not sudden, and who suggested that if England withdrew from the 
trade, the Dutch, the Portuguese, the Spanish, the Yankees, would 
quickly pick it up. Public opinion, however, favoured abolition; peti
tions to Parliament prayed for an end to the slave traffic. 

Fox spoke in favour of Wilberforce's motion, though on that April 2 
Pitt made one of the truly impressive speeches of his ministry. In that 
early morning speech, achieving one of the fine moments of his career, 
he spoke as a man inspired. l By 193 to 125, the House agreed that the 
word 'gradually' should be introduced into the motion; and by 2S0 to 
85, majority 145, the House carried the main motion as amended, that 
the abolition of the slave trade should be gradually accomplished. 

Later the Commons set 1796 as the year of abolition; the Lords, 
however, thought the principle of abolition was of a piece with prin
ciples flowing from the French Revolution ('insubordination, anarchy, 
confusion, murder, havock, devastation, and ruin' as Lord Abingdon 
phrased it in 1794), and, moreover, was an assault upon the rights of 
private property. Fox trusted that the Lords would not delay the ques
tion, nor shun it, nor shrink from it, nor shift and neglect it,2 but the 
1 Life of Wilberforce, i, 847. Dr Parr also thought this speech was Pitt's masterpiece, 
though ordinarily he had no high opinion of Pitt as a speaker: 'he suspected Pitt of a settled 
design of subverting the idiom of the language, as well as overturning the constitution' 
(Charles Whibley, William Pitt (Edinburgh and London, 1906), p. S09) . 
2 Parliamentary History, xxx, 1448 . 
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Lords replied, in due course, the Commons have no right to dictate to 
us; let them mind their own business and we will take care of ours, 'and 
in the rejection of this Bill, this will not be the first time ... that this 
country and this constitution have been saved by this House, from the 
rash and intemperate measures of the other'.l For the time being the 
anti-slave-trade movement was not to have the benefit even of delibe
rate speed. Yet the slavers these years received due warning that the 
business was offensive and unholy so that when Fox and Wilberforce 
brought it under fire a decade and a halflater the outcome was different. 

On May 11, Fox resumed his long struggle for religious freedom by 
taking up the cause of Unitarianism. Specifically, he proposed the 
repeal of certain statutes which defined as blasphemy and profaneness 
beliefs such as those professed by the Unitarians. The cause was not a 
popular one: the year before on July 14 rioters at Birmingham had 
sacked the home of the eminent Dr Joseph Priestley and had destroyed 
his books and laboratory equipment. Priestley and other Unitarians 
had taken an active part in politics through the establishment of 
societies and the publication of pamphlets and Fox decided the time had 
come to support the group. 

Fox's speech that day was characterized by a mood of calm reason
ableness. All would agree, he said, that toleration was abstractedly 
just; the difficulties arose in the application of its principles. Toleration 
was not merely a thing convenient and useful to a state, but a thing in 
itself essentially right. ·In a state having an established religion, men 
could be bound only by that part of the establishment that was consis
tent with the pure principles of toleration. These principles were 
founded on the fundamental, unalienable rights of man: 'To call on 
man to give up his religious rights, was to call on him to do that which 
was impossible .. .. No state could compel it; no state ought to require 
it.' Yet in the last century four persons professing Unitarian doctrines 
had been burnt; others had suffered persecution. Though Unitarians 
were not now actively persecuted by the legislature, they were in a 
manner under the lash of divines of the Established Church. 

How unjust, inhuman, and cruel, Fox concluded, it is to say to a 
man: 

Read the scriptures, study them, make them··the guide and rule of your action and 
opinion; but take care you interpret them as the professors of the church of Eng
land do, or else you shall be deprived of all the enjoyment which belongs to a man 
in a social state. Read attentively, and understand clearly the whole of the scrip
tures; but take care, in understanding them, you understand exactly as we do, or 

1 Lord Abingdon, March 2,1794. Parliamentary History, xxxi, 469-70. 
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else you shall lose all the benefits of a member of society, every thing that is dear 
and valuable to you. 

Burke followed him, opposing the motion. Government has a general 
superintending control over all the actions and over all the publicly 
propagated doctrines of men without which it could not provide 
adequately for the wants of society. To be sure, Burke argued, this 
power should be used with discretion. But the question to be decided 
was not a theological one but one oflegislative prudence. The evidence 
for urging the repeal of these statutes was not sufficient, and nothing 
had been said about prudence and policy. North and Adam supported 
Fox; North declared that 'no time could be improper to do justice, or 
proper to continue injustice'; Adam urged that the petitioners were 
respectable and the time not improper. Pitt opposed the motion. 'The 
statutes in question had stood long, and were thought necessary by our 
ancestors.' To repeal them would make the public feel that the House 
had taken a first step 'towards a gradual abolition of all the establish
ments and fundamental principles of the constitution'. 

Fox offered a briefrejoinder, concluding that the more the subject 
of toleration was discussed, 'the more its justice would be perceived and 
acknowledged'. The House divided against him, 142 to 6S. 1 He had 
done his Unitarian friends little good, since the penal laws against them 
were not repealed until 181 S, and he had given his conservative friends 
another reason to shake their heads at what they considered an unwise 
and unnecessary espousal of a radical notion. 

One can with little difficulty envisage Pitt's position as Prime Minister 
during those long years when Fox and Pitt stood diametrically opposed 
to one another on nearly every issue. The remark of the Duchess of 
Leinster, made a quarter of a century previously, that strictly brought 
up, clever, properly behaved, eight-year-old William Pitt would be 'a 
thorn in Charles's side as long as he lives' worked the other way as well. 
Fox was one "'of the first to approve and commend Pitt's maiden speech 
in 1781, and initially thought of their working together during the 
years of the American revolution and those that were to follow, but 
the echoes of that maiden speech had hadly died away before the two 
had found themselves in disagreement. 

Fox's shortcomings have been narrated at length, but Pitt was not 
altogether blameless. More than one contemporary noted a trait 
variously described as haughtiness, severity, aloofness, formality, 
reserve. In his youth he had missed the hard knocks that come from 
school and playground. Unlike his father, he had not even had military 
1 Parliammtary, History, xxix, 1872-1408. 
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trammg. His ways of relaxation also drifted towards the solitary: 
drinking, horseback riding. Entering public life, he stepped almost 
immediately, with little struggle, to the highest position, where he 
became accustomed to more than the usual amount of deference. 
Sheridan, once discussing Pitt's character, regretted that it had often 
been his fate to oppose him. Aside from disagreeing with his measures, 
Sheridan admitted: '1 may have considered that there was somewhat 
too much of loftiness in his mind which could not bend to advice, or 
scarcely bear cooperation.' These qualities were slow to mellow. 
Generally it could be said of Pitt, as of his father, that he could not bear 
the lightest touch of command. 

Attempts at coalescing those early years had found each man un
willing to accept the other as first minister and also unwilling to work 
together under a third man as nominal chief. Neither had a markedly 
superior array of talents over the other, and neither enjoyed at crucial 
moments overwhelming popular support. Now in the critical days 
after the fall of the Bastille, Pitt knew that almost anything he pro
posed on the floor ofthe Commons in the way of budget, armament, or 
treaty, would meet Fox's opposition: pointed, eloquent, lengthy, 
fortified with resources of argument, statistic, example, precedent, or 
reason (the logical basis of discourse) and of scorn, ridicule, belittle
ment, and appeals to patriotism and humanity (the emotional basis). 
Fox showed little charity: any given proposal of Pitt' s could be attacked 
because it was untimely, insufficient, ill-begotten, unconstitutional, ill
advised. Fox's experience in office had been short but intensive ; he had 
learned the inner workings of Admiralty, Treasury, and Foreign 
Office; he had spent many months travelling about the Continent, 
visiting its historic cities and discussing all manner of topics with its 
leading citizens. With ten years more parliamentary experience than 
Pitt, he had debated every topic not once but many times. Little could 
be said on Admiralty, budget, courts martial, the constitution, the 
establishment, America, France, Germany, the Low Countries, Russia, 
Turkey, that he had not heard many times before. Or if a new topic 
came up he would learn of it about as quickly as anybody. He had a wide 
range of serviceable example. As for formal reasoning, he very well 
knew his syllogisms, his enthymemes, his sorites, his ratiocinatory 
states, his onus probendi, his argumentum ad hominem, his dilemmas and 
table-turnings. Pitt would have cheerfully created a new Earl of 
Rochester-the title old Holland yearned for and never received-to 
have had Fox out of the Commons and in the Lords. 

Yet on certain types of legislation Pitt and Fox could work 
together. Apprising Fox of his intentions, Pitt would receive in 
advance assurances of hearty support, or a qualified promise that 
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while endorsing the basic principle, Fox would debate the lesser 
details. 

During 1792 various societies had been organized to sponsor reform 
movements. The London Corresponding Society, consisting mainly of 
working men, was organized by shoemaker Thomas Hardy at the be
ginning of the year to advocate parliamentary reform. Eventually it 
attracted 6,000 members. A similar organization was the Society for 
Constitutional Information. In April, Grey founded the Friends of the 
People, also to agitate for reform. This society was more influential 
than the others as its charter group included members of Parliament 
and other men of substance. Fox was not a member of the society but 
Erskine, Whitbread, Sheridan, and Saw bridge were, and it resolved to 
arrange for notice in the Commons of a motion for reform. This motion 
Grey offered on April so. Fox supported him, saying that parlia
mentary reform was not popular in the House, but that the public 
regarded the matter in a different light. The greatest beauty of the 
constitution was that it admitted of perpetual improvement. Its 
permanency, however, must depend upon what the people thought of 
it. Before they could have any great reverence for it they should be 
convinced that the voice of their representatives was in unison with 
their own. He drew a line between the type of reform sought in Paine's 
Rights of Man and the type of improvement that time and circumstance 
might render necessary in the constitution as it stood. In this debate 
Fox heard Burke and other old friends speak against him. Fox's 
speech was popular outside the walls of Parliament, the London 
Corresponding Society ordering 500 copies for distribution. 1 The 
King, however, could find no merit in the speeches of Fox and his co
horts: 'If men are to be found willing to overturn the Constitution . .. 
it is most providential they so early cast off the mask:2 

Anxieties fostered by the revolution laid hands of fear on any move
ment that cOlild possibly be construed as change. Such movements were 
radical, were Jacobin, were revolutionary, were republican. When the 
Government planned to issue a proclamation against sedition, aimed 
at societies like Grey's and pamphlets like Paine's, even the whigs 
found they were in deep disagreement. The Duke of Portland, having 
been consulted on the advisability of the proposed proclamation, 

1 T. J. Howell, comp., A Complete Ca/mdar of State Trials . .. Continued From the Year 1788 
to the Present Time (London, 1817), xxiv, 774. 
I Later Correspondence of George Ill, i, 591. May 1. 
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called a meeting at Burlington House. Arriving there, the Duke of 
Bedford inquired if Fox were expected, and on being told that he was 
not, picked up his hat and drily observed, 'Then I am sure I have no 
business here', and left the room. 1 

The debates in Parliament revealed further the deepening split in the 
Opposition. In the Commons Fox and Grey spoke against the procla
mation, but Windham, Grenville, the young Lord North and others 
supported it. In the Lords the Opposition was also divided: the Prince 
himself spoke for it as did Portland. When Lauderdale attacked Rich
mond in the debate and the duke replied in kind, Lauderdale challenged 
Richmond to a duel and was himself challenged by General Arnold; 
the first quarrel was peaceably settled, but Fox himself was Lauder
dale's second in the other, which ended without injury to either party. 
These and similar incidents became increasingly painful to those who 
hated to see the party break up. James Harris, first Earl of Malmesbury, 
who had represented the nation on various missions to the courts of 
The Hague, Catherine the Second of Russia, and Frederick the Great, 
arrived in England on June 2, and immediately found himself in con
sultation with the Prince, Portland, and others. At an evening meeting 
at Burlington House, June 9, he has recorded how Burke complained of 
Fox, whose conduct had disqualified him for office: 'he was tainted with 
French politics and principles; that he . . . deserted his old friends, and 
had preferred a new set in the party.' Fox was the sort of person to be 
seen either in the company of great harm or great good, Burke con
tinued, yet 'differences must somehow be resolved: 'A union of all the 
abilities, all the weight, and all the wealth of this country was necessary 
-the times required it.' After Burke had left, Loughborough expressed 
his agreement with what Burke had said, but declared that it should not 
be repeated ; still, 'the times called for a junction'. It would be disagree
able for many of those present to separate from Fox, but to remain 
would be to assent to Fox' ssentiments on the French Revolution, parlia-

. mentary reform, the repeal of the Test Act, the repeal of the Act against 
Unitarians, the abolition of the slave trade, and similar radical views.2 

Next day Malmesbury conversed further with Portland and the 
notion of a coalition gained momentum. During a two-hour conversa
tion on June IS. Fox told Portland that he favoured coalition if a 
neutral man such as the Duke of Leeds could be put at the head and if it 
could be arranged that power and patronage would be equally shared. 
On June 14, at a conversation between Loughborough and Pitt, Pitt 
spoke 'with great openness and since~ity' , said that although he did 
not ha'.'e the King's command to form a c.oalition, he was sure it W04ld 

1 Fox Cor., iii, 18. Holland, Memoirs of the Whig Party, i, 16. 
I Elliot, ii, 44. William Elliot to Sir Gilbert, June 19. 
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please the King and the Queen as well. Pitt did not seem to feel that 
their parliamentary altercations had produced language that would 
later prove embarrassing. It might not be easy to give Fox the foreign 
office immediately, but 'in a few months he certainly might have it'. 

Later discussion revealed that the controversial issues, not so much 
between Pitt and Fox as between Fox and the Portland-Malmesbury 
axis, were: parliamentary reform, abolition of the slave trade, repeal 
of the Test Act, and 'the system to be observed relative to French 
politics'. Despite seemingly insuperable disagreements the idea of a 
coalition continued to be nourished. Fox at the outset distrusted Pitt's 
sincerity; later Fox thought a coalition possible if he could come into 
the Government on equal terms; at one time he said he 'loved coali
tions'. As the conversations went on, the name of Portland sifted 
towards the top. Fox was reported as saying that a coalition was 'so 
damned right, to be sure, that I cannot help thinking it must be'. 
Burke was pessimistic to the last; his phrase was, 'Mr Fox's coach 
stops the way'; there was no doing with Fox or without him. By July 
so Fox seemed set in his own mind that Pitt's giving up the chief post 
was a prerequisite to further negotiation, 'and was so opinionative and 
fixed about it, that it was impossible even to reason with him on the 
subject'. 1 

Leeds thought it worth while to interview the King, but concluded 
that the King's dislike for Fox 'remains in full force'. The only possible 
compromise, the King insisted, was to yield anything complimentary 
to the opposition 'but no Power'. But when Leeds later talked to Pitt 
he received no encouragement whatever. The circumstances did not 
call for any alteration in the Government, Pitt declared, nor did the 
people wish it. No new arrangement, either by a change or a coalition, 
had ever been contemplated. Moreover, a union with Fox was even 
more difficult than it had been before, because of Fox's conduct towards 
the close of the last session. 2 

The negotiations had no chance to succeed. The force was irresistible, 
the target immovable. The coalition, as some liked to term it, of the 
King and Pitt, could not be displaced. The mutual dislike between the 
King and Fo¥ was as strong as ever. Nor did Fox and Pitt have any 
genuine wish to work together. Hence the mixture continued as before. 3 

1 Diaries and Correspondence of Jarrus Harris, First Earl of Malrrusbury (London, 1844), ii, 
4055-72. 

Fox wished it known that no offer would divide them-'or that we can come in under Pitt 
though we could and should be willing to act with him in administration' (Fitzwilliam MSS. 
(Milton), 44/8/2. July 22. Northamptonshire Record Office). 
2 Leeds, pp. 187-95. August 14, 22. 
3 For other details of the negotiations see Butterfield, 'Charles James Fox and the Whig 
Opposition', l« cit. 
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Events across the channel figured in the discussions. In July the Duke 
of Brunswick issued his manifesto, threatening Paris with destruction 
if the King and Queen were mistreated, and suggesting other forms of 
retaliation. In August the Tuileries was attacked, the Swiss mercen
aries defending it being slain either on the spot or later, as were also 
many retainers and servants; and the King and his family were im
prisoned. In September came the notorious massacres, prisons being 
emptied and captives slain. The number of revolutionary victims has 
been exaggerated but even the careful estimates of 223 priests and 
other political victims plus from 800 to 1,100 common criminals is 
appalling. 1 The violence alarmed even eighteenth-century Englishmen, 
accustomed to daily multiple hangings; Fox declared there was not 'a 
shadow of excuse for this horrid massacre'. 

Fox was at St Anne's Hill with Mrs Armistead during these events, 
shooting, playing tennis, viewing the Richmond boat races and the 
Newmarket horse races. He declared the Brunswick manifesto was 
revolting to the feelings of mankind. At first the news of the imprison
ment of the King disturbed him, but later he reconciled himself to it; 
however, as he wrote his nephew: ' It is impossible not to look with 
disgust at the bloody means which have been taken, even supposing the 
end to be good, and I cannot help fearing that we are not yet near the 
end of these trials and executions. : To the National Assembly he had 
these reactions: 

There is a want of dignity and propriety in everything they do . .. . And yet, with 
all their faults and all their nonsense, I do interest myself for their success to the 
greatest degree. It is a great crisis for the real cause ofliberty, whatever we may 
think of the particular people who are to fight the present battle. I wish they were 
like our old friends the Americans, and I should scarcely be afraid for them. 

He also heard the news that Brunswick's army had been stopped by the 
French, aided by a savage epidemic of dysentery reportedly caused by 
~ating unripe grapes. This sudden tum of affairs left him exultant: 
'No! no public event not excepting Saratoga and York Town, ever 
happened that gave me so much delight. . . . The defeats of great 
armies of invaders always gave me the greatest satisfaction in reading 
history, from Xerxes's time downwards:2 

After the defeat of Brunswick came the successful invasion of Bel
gium by General Dumouriez. The newly summoned National Conven
tion, its representatives elected practically by universal suffrage, 
abolished the institution of royalty, and as French troops gained new 
victories, spoke with new boastfulness. It issued an order opening 
navigation on the ScheIdt and also its famous decree of November 19 

1 Georges Lefebvre, The French Revolutionjrom its Origins to 1798 (London, 1962), p. 243. 
2 Add. MSS. 47571. Fox Cor., ii, S69-72. SeptemberS; October 12. 
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offering assistance to oppressed peoples. The activity of French agents 
in Holland, England, and elsewhere put a fine edge to the concern of 
those governments. Throughout England meetings were held to 
celebrate the success of French arms, although the opening of the 
ScheIdt officially involved Britain's treaty obligations. Debating 
societies and corresponding societies became more active than ever, 
and riots broke out in Scotland. Thomas Paine was brought to trial, 
though he himself was in Paris, but not even Thomas Erskine's elo
quence could prevent the hand-picked jury and the judge from pro
nouncing a sentence of outlawry against him. 

That autumn Carlisle attempted to appraise Fox's activities. He 
saw much to shudder at: 

Fox's unfortunate encomium of the French Revolution. The dispute with Burke. 
His dashing so deeply into the slave trade. The little management he has had 
about the Church. His conversation and speeches concerning the association 
(though I acquit him of any real love of reform of parliament). 

There they are-listed as he put them, like separate felonies to be re
gretted and deplored. Asked to speculate upon whether Fox would join 
Pitt's Government, Carlisle was certain that Fox would not. Pitt 
needed strength in the Lords, in parliamentary speaking, in the law 
posts, Carlisle thought, but would neither break up his administration 
to found another, nor accept an equal station with Fox under a third 
person. 1 Fitzwilliam also had doubts: ' ... however we might to look 
to Charles, as a great, leading, necessary spring in the machine, still 
there were some requisites wanting in him, to be the representing 
Head of the party. '2 

At the same time there were those who wanted Fox to go even 
further than he did. Tierney, active in the work of the Society of the 
Friends of the People, wrote Grey to urge Fox to 'come forth in his 
true natural Colours and speak boldly what I am certain he thinks' on 
the issue of parliamentary reform. 'Either Fox must ruin the cabal at 
Burlington House,' he concluded, 'or that Cabal will ruin him.'3 

Fox's principles emerge more clearly when his views on political 
liberty are contrasted with Pitt's. In the autumn of 1792, worried 
about the restlessness in the country, Pitt wrote Dundas outlining the 
kind oflegislative action that should be initiated when Parliament next 
convened: 

1 Fitzwilliam MSS. (Milton), 44/6/1. To Fitzwilliam, October 19. (Northamptonshire 
Record Office.) 
2 Ibid., 44/5/8. October 81. 
8 Grey MSS., Durham University. November 15. Quoted in Black, pp. 291-2. 
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I am much inclined to think [he wrote] that when Parliament meets the Penalty on 
publishing Seditious Libels .. . should be augmented. I do not see that it would be 
too much to make it even Felony, in any Person who should persist in Acts of 
Publication, after Notice served upon him from some officer of Government in a 
fonn to be prescribed. This would at least check the Publication of anything mis
chievous enough to be of much Note. 

Pitt also reflected that, without interfering with the liberty of the press, 
it might be possible 'to make it highly penal' to print material on 
political subjects. Pitt offered these notions as loose ideas on the sub
ject, but at the same time he was persuaded of the' Absolute Necessity' 
of taking effectual measures. In ot;her letters he discussed the feasibility 
of suspending habeas corpus, especially in order to deal with refugee 
Frenchmen in England and other foreigners. l So while Fox was trying 
to enlarge the right of British subjects to express their opinions, Pitt 
was contemplating additional restraints, restrictions, punishments. 

On December 1 when Pitt called up part of the militia, Fox wrote 
Portland that if members of the Government mentioned danger of 
rebellion or insurrection, 'surely the first measure all honest men ought 
to take is to impeach them for so wicked and detestable a falsehood .... 
I cannot trust myself to write any more, for I confess I am too much 
heated.'2 Regardless of the September massacres, regardless of the 
stream of propaganda poured ~nto the country, regardless of mounting 
sales of the Rights of Man, regardless of the grim predictions of 
Edmund Burke, to Fox party was worth speaking for, and free speech 
and assembly were worth fighting for. He was decidedly in that frame 
of mind when the session opened December IS. He had written Adair: 
'It is good not to despair but I do assure you I am forced to use con
siderable exertion with myself to avoid it.'3 

We are to hear more and more about the Whig Club of England. 
Founded about this time, it became extremely successful as a forum in 
which whig views could be sympathetically presented to other whigs. 
As Aristotle would have put it, it offered a fine opportunity to praise 
Athens in the presence of Athenians. Its popularity led Pitt's followers 
to organize their own club.4 In the years ahead the Whig Club became 
more and more a Fox Club of England, and eventually changed its 
name to Fox Club. He was its brightest light and his was the voice it 
heard most frequently. On December 4, he..had spoken to it; his senti
ments were gathered into a twopenny pamphlet that went through at 
least three editions. He said: 
1 Pitt Papers, November 8, 27. (Clements.) 2 Fox Cor., iv, 291-2. 
3 Add. MSS. 47507. November 29. 4 Black, pp. 217-18. 
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I am attached to the House of Brunswick-because I hope, because I believe, that 
they will never forget the principles which placed their family upon the throne of Great 
Britain. 

For the same reason I am attached to the Constitution, according to the principles 
asserted at the Revolution . ... 

It follows, therefore, that I am, and I declare myself to be an advocate for the 
rights of the people. l 

The speech echoed and re-echoed through newspaper columns even 
more than many of Fox's parliamentary utterances. Paragraphers 
observed that Fox's toast had been to the House of Brunswick but not 
to the King himself (a gesture approaching sedition?), and these 
brought forth a torrent of protesting letters and counter-letters in the 
Sun, Oracle, Morning Chronicle, and others. Yet the talk of some kind of 
coalition persisted. 'The duke [Portland] ... was tossed like a tennis 
ball from side to side,' wrote Stanhope; 'almost quite determined to 
join the ministry whenever he met Lord Malmesbury; almost quite 
determined not whenever he met Mr Fox.'2 Newspapers reported 
Fox's statement to Portland: 'Having suffered so much unmerited 
obloquy by one coalition, I am firmly resolved-never to consent to 
another . ... I am too old, too indolent, and now too unambitious, to 
fight under the banners of Government.' If his absence were desired, 
he would retire to a foreign country; otherwise he would continue to 
discharge his duty, approving measures, not men, according to the 
dictates of his conscience. Hearing this declaration, those who favoured 
coalition were 'astonished and dejected'; Burke, the papers went on to 
report, shed tears of sorrow. Another arrangement with Portland as 
premier and Pitt as Chancellor of the Exchequer was proposed, but 
Portland said he could not accept without Fox, and Pitt never sent a 
final answer. 3 

The King's speech on December IS reminded Lords and Commons that 
seditious practices had been openly renewed and had actively increased; 
that tumults and disorders had required calling out the militia to sup
port the civil magis. rate ; that this subversion of order and government 
had been pursued in concert with persons in foreign countries. Lords 
and Commons should therefore proceed to adopt measures that would 
force obedience to the laws and repress 'every attempt to disturb the 
peace and tranquillity of these kingdoms'. Pitt's views, as he had ex
pressed them in his correspondence with Dundas, were thus about to be 
enacted into law. 

1 The speech of the Right Hon. Charles James FOI containing the declaration of his principles, etc. 
Srd edn (London, 179S), pp. 6, 9. 
2 Stanhope, ii, ISS. 3 Uoyd's Evening Post, December 5-7; Oracle, December 7. 
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Without much debate, and without a division, the Lords agreed to 
legislate measures for enforcing obedience to the laws and for repres
sing attempts to disturb peace and tranquillity. The Commons in its 
debate proceeded in the same direction, but here Pitt's plan ran into 
determined opposition from Fox. Fox's speech was at once an answer 
to the King, a defence of himself, and a plea for reasoned thinking. On 
many occasions Fox could be acrimonious and critical, but this speech, 
like that on the Westminster Scrutiny, illustrated an unequalled ability 
to keep his admittedly strong and deep feelings restrained by parlia
mentary decorum. He said: 

I am not so little acquainted with the nature of man as not to know, that in public 
speaking, in order to engage the attention of the hearers, besides the efficacy of 
fair and candid reasoning, a man ought always to be in temper and unison with his 
audience. He ought to show that, however they may differ upon points, they are 
pursuing in reality the same object, namely, the love of truth. 

He thus showed something of the conciliatory mode often lacking in 
eighteenth-century parliamentary speeches dealing with warmly 
contended issues. 

Two points in the speech first drew his fire: one, that there was an 
insurrection in the kingdom, and, two, that a dangerous spirit existed 
when it could be seen that many people despaired upon hearing the 
rum our that General Dumouriez nad surrendered. As to the alleged 
insurrection which presumably had existed for fourteen days, he de
manded, 'Where is it ?' and if Government is keeping it a secret: 'This 
is really carrying the doctrine of confidence to a length indeed.' Some 
tumults had been reported, to be sure, but these arose because sailors 
wanted their wages increased, not because they wanted to overthrow 
the constitution. As to the Government's growing tendency to be 
alanned by the mood with which people reacted to news, he eloquently 
asked: . 

But what, Sir, are the doctrines that they desire to set up by this insinuation of 
gloom and dejection? That Englishmen are not to dare to have any genuine feel
ings of their own; that they must not rejoice but by rule; that they must not think 
but by order .... Sir, whenever the time shall come that the character and spirits 
of Englishmen are so subdued; when they shall consent to believe that every thing 
which happens around is indifferent both to their understandings and their hearts; 
and when they shall be brought to rejoice and grieve, just as it shall suit the taste, 
the caprice, or the ends of ministers, then I pronounc~. the constitution of this 
country to be extinct. 

- . 
'Our constitution was not made', he went on to declare, 'in a day. It is 
the result of gradual ang progressive wisdom .... Never has the pro
tecting genius of England been either asleep or satisfied.' 
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Pitt wanted to move in the direction of surveillance of aliens, censor
ship, and repression. Here is Fox's plan: 

We are come to the moment when the question is whether we shall give to the 
King, that is, to the executive government, complete power over our thoughts . 
. . . This I call a crisis ... imminent and tremendous .... 

What would I propose to do in times of agitation like the present? I will answer 
openly. 

If there is a tendency in the dissenters to discontent, because they conceive 
themselves to be unjustly suspected and cruelly calumniated, what would I do ?
I would instantly repeal the test and corporation acts, and take from them, by such 
a step, all cause of complaint. 

If there were any persons tinctured with a republican spirit, because they 
thought that the representative government was more perfect in a republic, I 
would endeavour to amend the representation of the Commons, and to shew that 
the House ... should have no other interest than to prove itself the representative 
of all .... 

If there were other complaints of grievances, I would redress them where they 
were really proved; but above all, I would constantly, cheerfully, patiently 
listen .... 

What, instead of this, is done? Suppress the complaint---check the circulation 
of knowledge---command that no man shall read; or, that as no man under £100 
a year can kill a partridge, so no man under £20 or £30 a year shall dare to read 
or to think! ... 

Sir, I have done my duty, I have, with the certainty of opposing myself to the 
furor of the day, delivered my opinion at more length than I intended, and perhaps 
I have intruded too long on the indulgence of the House. [A general cry of 'Hear 
him!' bespoke the perfect attention of the House.] I have endeavoured to persuade 
you ... to avoid involving the people in the calamity of a war, without at least 
ascertaining the internal state of the kingdom . . . 1 

Only 50 divided with him; 290 opposed. 
Fox of course knew that he would have little support. The meetings 

at Burlington House, faithfully reported by Malmesbury, describe how 
the whigs were divided. The day before, December 12, opposition 
lords had met at Burlington House and had decided that the address 
from the throne would be allowed to pass without a division. After 
their meeting had broken up, and most of those present had left, Fox 
came, with a copy of the address, and upon learning that the Lords had 
decided not to, push the matter to a vote next day, Fox 'with an oath,' 
declared 'that there was no address at this moment Pitt could frame, he 
would not propose an amendment to, and divide the House upon'. This, 
noted Malmesbury, 'was putting an end to all discussion'. 

Malmesbury thought that Fox's fifty votes that December 13 in
cluded twenty-one reformers, four of Lord Lansdowne's members 
(Lansdowne himselffelt strongly opposed to the address), and the rest 
people 'personally attached to Fox, and who, from this feeling, and 

1 Parliamentary History, xxx, 12-34. December 13. 
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against their sentiments, voted with him'.1 Fox's own sentiments were 
expressed to Liz: 

... the King is at the moment quite master of the country, and every effort one 
makes for the people of the country only renders one unpopular among them and if 
possible still more odious at Court, but it does not signify as long as one is satisfied 
that one is doing right, and I am quite sure I am completely. 

Later he observed that Burke had done him great mischief, but Fox 
confided in Liz that he was 'not apt to hate', and that he tried to remem
ber Burke's 'many, many good qualities'. He continued: 

I told you the cry was very great against m~, and so I fear it continues and will 
because I am for treating openly with France which Pitt is doing clandestinely. 
But the cry be it as loud as it will does not make me feel a tenth part of the uneasi
ness that I suffer and have suffered from the apprehension of separating from the 
D . ofP. and Ld. Fitz, which I still hope will not happen, indeed I think it willnot. 2 

An undated draft of a letter to Grenville further suggests Fox's re
action to the breakup of the party: 

To tell you the truth every time any of you of the new party which I call the 
allarmists get together I always fear some mischievous consequences .... 

If this is true I am sure my life has been a very ridiculous one, and all yours not 
much better, but I do not want to go on with the dispute if you all think the keeping 
up of the party a useful & good thing. I will not quarrell with you about the incon
sistency of the opinion in which I concur with those opinions in which I differ.3 

That autumn Lady Malmesbury had written to Lady Elliot, that 
someone had written on a wall, 'D-n Pitt; d-n the Duke of Richmond! 
no king! ' Sentiments like these alarmed her, and she frankly confessed: 
'As for Fox and Grey, I wish they would utter treason at once, and be 
beheaded or hanged.' Sir Gilbert Elliot wrote to his wife, 'You can 
hardly conceive the degree of reprobation in which Fox and his party 
are held.'4 The General Evening Post struck a reasonable pose when it 
declared -that no sane man could believe that Fox would deliberately 
work against the real interests of his country. Nevertheless, it went on, 
many moderate men of the soundest character felt that Fox had aban
doned the path of discretion in defending the French nation so elo
quently and ardently; for his own reputation and for the interest and 
honour of Britain he should not deceive or delude himself. Sheffield 
deplored that Fox had 'said everything we wished him least to say, and 
everything his bitterest enemy could wish'. 5 

1 Diaries and Correspondence, ii, 475-Q. 
2 Add. MSS. 47570. [December 15,18, 1792.J Coutts wrote;" December 22: 'There has 
been a great deal of abuse poured forth on Mr Fox . .. but I cannot see on cool examination 
what it is he has done; and I believe he will be found as strenuous a supporter of the Constitu
tion, King, Lords and Commons as any among them' (LifeofCuutts, ii, 22). 
3 Osborn Collection, 80/26. (Yale.) 4 Elliot, ii, 71, 85. 
5 Auckland, ii, 482. To Auckland, January 3, 1793. 
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Subsequently, Fox moved to recognize the French republic and to 
send a minister to Paris. Pitt was absent but the debate was lively. Fox 
was too hoarse to make a long speech but he made a forceful one. That 
evening and Sunday Fox's conduct was reviewed by his colleagues and 
the stern necessity of separating from him amicably if possible, but 
decidedly, was grimly discussed. Portland himself was silent: 'He 
seemed in a trance, and nothing could be so painful as those two hours, 
for our conversation lasted as long as that, reckoning intervals of ten 
and fifteen minutes' silence. '1 There were other meetings, but by 
Christmas Portland had agreed to accept the leadership of the party
he rationalized that this move in the long run might be best for Fox, 
since it would hold a segment of the group together; and he was further 
persuaded that public opinion favoured his point of view. So Fox 
quickly found himself with only a remnant of support, his friends 
abandoning him, his eloquence ineffectual, his good name abused. 

The full depths of Fox's despair are difficult to sound. His nature 
made him a man of party. Take party away, or even a segment, and his 
loss was sharp and personal. 'I cannot help loving the D. of P.: he 
wrote to Liz, 'and if with him the D. of D. and Ld. F. are to go I never 
can have any comfort in politics again. '2 He enjoyed the discussion of 
ideas, the give and take among men of united purpose as they debated 
how best to implement their strategies. And, more effectually than 
almost anyone else, he could present the fruition of this group dialogue 
in the urgent and tense atmosphere ofSt Stephen'S. 

Those from whom he had separated also had their moments of 
despair. Fox's talents combined with his qualities of heart and 
temperament were a serious loss. When early in 1793 the Prince of 
Wales wrote to Portland expressing a hope that the whigs would not 
only reunite but also give warmer support to administration policies, 
Portland firmly replied that he could not give his confidence to the 
administration, that the differences between him and Fox were not 
irreconcilable, and that Fox, moreover, was a man of complete loyalty, 
zeal, and integrity.S 

Among other measures to curb the nation's restlessness was an Alien 
Bill, placing restrictions on foreigners in England. Introduced into the 
Lords, it swiftly went through all stages of legislation with little dis
cussion and without a division. 

Dundas, in Pitt's absence, had explained the Bill in the Commons on 

1 Malmesbury, ii, 477-8. 2 Add. MSS. 47601. December 18. 
sLater Correspondma of George 111, i, 649-52. The Prince sent both letters to the King, 
January 24. 
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December 28. Fox spoke briefly, hoping that he could continue to act 
in harmony with those whom he esteemed and loved, but with respect 
to the Alien Bill he hoped he had sense enough to discern his duty and 
fortitude to perform it. 

Burke, strongly on Pitt's side, insisted that ministers knew better 
than others the full danger that confronted the country, and the present 
ministry was worthy of trust. The present Bill would keep out of 
England murdering atheists who would pull down Church and State. 
The danger of murder and assassination was very real. Already an 
Englishman had ordered three thousand daggers from a firm in 
Birmingham, of which seventy had been delivered. It was not known 
how many of these were for export and how many for home consump
tion. At this point he drew a dagger which he had kept concealed under 
his coat, and threw it vehemently on the floor. 'This,' said he, pointing 
to the dagger, 'is what you are to gain by an alliance with France: 
wherever their principles are introduced, their practice must follow. 
You must guard against their principles; you must proscribe their per
sons.' He then picked up the dagger and held it up to public view, con
tinued the parliamentary reporter; it was a weapon, he declared, that 
never could have been intended for fair and open war, but solely for 
murderous purposes. l So without a division the Bill passed the second 
reading and three days later went swiftly through the committee stage. 
Lord Eldon apparently got Burke's dagger ultimately, as one with 
a five-inch handle and foot-long blade was found among his papers. 2 

Fox made his principal contribution during the final reading on 
January 4. Primarily his speech is notable because he insisted that 
opinion and argument could not be overcome by force: 

Opinions were never yet driven out of a country by pikes, and swords, and guns. 
Against them the militia was no defence. How, then, were they to be met if they 
existed? By contempt, if they were absurd; by argument, if specious; by prosecu
tions, if they ·were seditious; although that certainly was not a mode which he 
would recommend, but it was a mode which ministers had before resorted to, and 
which they still had in their power. 

He regretted, in view of the increasing strength of the armies and fleets 
of France, that England 'had no public means of communication by 
which any differences that had arisen, or might arise, could be ex
plained ... the circumstance alone of having no public communication 
would in itself be a great cause of peril'. This statement can be read 
against a twentieth-century practice of providing npt only diplomatic 
channels for communication but also a hot line as an ultimate means of 

1 Parliamentary History, xxx, 180-9. 
2 Horace Twiss, The Public and Private Life of Lord Chancellor Eldon (London, 1844), 
i, 151-2. 
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preventing an irreversible misunderstanding. Fox went on to hope that 
his utterances would not make it necessary to remind his listeners that 
he loved the constitution; that document, however, was not perfect, 
'and if it were, it would not long continue so, unless the practice of it 
was carefully watched, and if that spirit of vigilance on the part of the 
people, which was its best security, were lulled to sleep'. 

To this line of thought Pitt set himself in total disagreement. Serious 
and conscientious opinions ought always to be treated with deference, 
he asserted, but certainly not the 'wild and violent notions, assuming 
the name of opinions, but tending to overturn every established 
government' that were c~ming out of France. After Pitt's speech the 
Bill passed without a division and became law. l Later Pitt wrote to the 
King that not more than ten or twelve persons would have voted with 
Fox. 2 

Under date of january 26, 1793, Fox addressed a letter to his West
minster constituents in which he reviewed the position he had taken 
during the session. Ten days before, by a vote of 361 to 360, the 
National Convention had voted death to Louis XVI; five days before, 
on january 21, it had executed him. Two days before, on january 24, 
Fox had observed his forty-fourth birthday. Never before had he 
shown much interest in the public reception of his parliamentary 
utterances; he had never revised a speech for the newspapers, pro
fessing not to care whether he was quoted accurately, inaccurately, or 
at all; he must have felt that even ifhis name were reviled truth would 
in the end prevail. That he now reversed the practice of a lifetime to 
make a specific appeal to his constituents showed how keenly he felt 
public criticism of his position. That this appeal should be made in 
writing-for him a difficult mode of self-expression-is one more un
usual fact about this unusual letter. 

Many observations could be made about the pamphlet, which in 
large part reviewed his December speeches. He charged the Govern
ment with exaggerating the restlessness of the country as an argument 
for imposing severe restrictions of speech and assembly. 'To these 
systems of crooked policy and pious fraud I have always entertained a 
kind of instinctive and invincible repugnance.' Moreover, he urged that 
if the Government felt the nation aggrieved by actions of the National 
Convention, rather than rattle the sabre it should ask redress or demand 
explanation or disavowal. To this end, Fox reminded his constituents 

1 Parliamentary History, xxx, 194-258. Fox's speech also appears in The speech of the right 
bon. Charles James FOI • • • on the Alien Bill (London, 1793) . . 
~ ~tp- CQrrtspon4nlce of George Ill, i, 64Q. January 5. 
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that he had recommended sending an authorized minister to France. 
As for the objection speedily raised that the sending of a minister would 
pay some compliment or imply some approbation of the French Govern
ment, he reminded objectors of the ample precedent for the proposal to 
send a minister to a nation whose policies were disapproved (we have 
sent a minister to the piratical republic of Algiers, others to emperors of 
Morocco who had waded to their thrones through the blood of their 
murdered relatives). He was a man of peace and he thought his position 
would best preserve peace in a tense world situation.! 

The pamphlet was widely read. Sixteen printings quickly sold out. 
The printer happily informed newspapers that ten thousand copies 
were swallowed up in a few days, and that his press could not begin 
to cope with the demand. Pamphlets of Fox's speeches were more 
numerous than were those of any contemporary, but the Letter 
enjoyed an even greater circulation than any of his speeches. A copy 
of the fourteenth printing found its way into the library of George 
Washington. 

On February 1 the National Convention, successor to the Legislative 
Assembly, successor to the National Assembly and the Estates
General, having abolished the monarchY,and executed Louis Capet, 
declared war on Great Britain, Holland, and Spain. On one side of the 
channel, the Reign of Terror lay just ahead; on the other, repressive 
measures against revolutionary agitation, trials for high treason, and 
increasing preparation for war, with Fox a lonely, eloquent figure, 
defending political rights and pleading for peace. How far he was from 
the solid, respectable, conservative thought of that year is reflected in 
a judgment of its most eminent and distinguished historian. Edward 
Gibbon had dipped his pen in his inkwell that New Year's Day and had 
written: '[Fox's] inmost soul was deeply tinged with Democracy. 
Such wild opinions cannot easily be reconciled with his excellent under
standing, but tis true tis pity, and pity tis, tis true.'2 

1 A letter from the Right Honourable Charles James Fox, to the worthy and indepmdmt electors 
of the city and liberty of Westminster (London, 1793). For a brief note on its reception, see 
Parr, i, 62. 
2 utters of Gibbon, iii, 308. To Sheffield. 
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War with France 
1793-1794 

The love of liberty is not necessarily connected with a 
thirst for blood. 

CllIlrles James Fox 

Pitt's hoped-for fifteen years of peace turned out to be only the single 
year of 1792. Rising in the Commons on February 1, 1793, and noting 
that the execution of the King and other violent actions in Paris called 
to mind the horrible scenes of the massacre of St Bartholomew, Pitt 
declared that the armed forces must be increased. Fox, gathering that 
'war was not absolutely determined on', retorted that no case had been 
made for such aggressive preparation. He shared the general horror of 
the execution of Louis XVI; neither propriety nor wisdom, however, 
warranted one nation's passing judgment upon the internal actions of 
another. 'The people are the sovereigns in all countries ... they might 
amend, alter, and abolish the form of government under which they 
live at pleasure.'l 

Though the ultimate result was a declaration of war, first by the 
French Government and then by the English, on February 18 Fox 
offered five resolutions in opposition to the administration's move. He 
wanted the House to declare that war should not be begun to suppress 
or punish the French form of government. Nor did complaints now 
being lodged against the French Government provide a sufficient basis 
for war; they should be negotiated. A full House stayed for the division 
although only 44 voted with Fox and 270 against him. Years later the 
story was told that Pitt and Dundas appeared in the House obviously 
the worse for the liquol\ they had consumed; their dialogue was set to 
verse: 

I cannot see the Speaker, Hal, can you? 
What! Cannot see the Speaker, I see two. 2 

Contemplating Fox's slender group of forty-four, Storer wrote to 
Auckland: 'Mr Fox is almost deserted. He may come into Administra
tion now without being embarrassed to make room for his followers. 

1 Two speeches of the Right Honourable C. J. Fox, etc. (London, 1798 ) ; Parliamentary History, 
xxx, 801-14. 
B Rose, The Lift of William Pitt, i, 279. 
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The door has not to be opened very wide to let in his whole suite .... 
Opposition is splintered into a thousand pieces.'l In Naples a British 
emissary, who later gained attention as the husband of Nelson's Lady 
Hamilton, had heard of Fox's part in the debates and neatly capsuled 
the position of the English orator: 'Poor Fox seems nearly to stand 
alone. '2 What Fox had done those opening months of 1793 was to take 
a strong stand, as he had done before and would do again, for peace. 
War should be declared only as a last resort, after grievances had been 
fully stated and negotiations had failed. As he had been branded an 
American for attempting, a dozen years ago, to end that war, now he 
was to be called a Frenchman because of his wish to bring hostilities 
to a conclusion. Although those who cry 'peace' when the nation is at 
war are seldom popular at the time, Fox's speeches meant later that his 
name became associated not only with civil, religious, and political 
liberty but also with the always complex, ever elusi~e issue of peace. 

The Traitorous Correspondence Bill, a proposal to prevent commerce 
with, and aid and assistance to the enemy, brought Fox to his feet many 
times to protest it as an attack upon fundamental liberties of English
men. He had 'never seen a bill so unfounded in policy ... so contrived 
... to violate every principle ofjustice~ humanity, and the constitution . 
. . . The bill was much better calculated for entrapping individuals, than 
for guarding them against the perils of high treason.'a Partly because 
these notions gained some headway and partly because Government 
attendance slipped, the Bill passed by a single vote, 154 to 153. The 
Lords speedily approved it, however, 62 to 7. 

Fox's motion in June to re-establish peace with France received only 
47 supporters, 187 dissenting. A few days later Parliament was pro
rogued for the rest of the year. Fox wrote to Holland that he found 
only Ilmall comfort in seeing that 'while the French are doing all in their 
power to make the name ofliberty odious to the world, the despots are 
conducting themselves so as to show that tyranny is worse'. He went 
on: 

I believe the love of political liberty is not an errour, but if it is one, I am sure I 
never shall be converted from it, and I hope you never will. If it be an illusion it is 
one that has brought forth more of the best qualities and e.?Certions of the human 
mind than all other causes put together. 4 

1 Auckland, ii, 497-9. February 19. 
2 Sir William Hamilton Autograph Letters to Charles Greville. March 12, 1793. (Hunting
ton. ) 
3 Parliammtary History, xxx, 6340. 4 Add. MSS. 407571. Fox Cor., iii, 400. June 140. 
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To Fox, liberty was still paramount, even despite French exceSies. 

The notorious trials in Scotland late that summer of Thomas Muir for 
sedition and of the Reverend Thomas Fysche Palmer, Unitarian 
minister, for seditious practices, aroused Fox profoundly. The court 
decided Muir was much too dangerous to be allowed to remain in the 
country; his writings were inflammatory, 'very near to treason' . He was 
therefore sentenced to be transported overseas for fourteen years, a 
period that would give him time to repent so that later he would have 
an opportunity 'to live under the constitution which he seemed to des
pise so much'. Palmer was transported for seven years. 1 Fox wrote: 
'The very name of Liberty is scarce popular.' Those who defended 
liberty were labelled enemies of the public. As he put it: 

We live in times of violence and of extremes, and all those who are for creating or 
even for retaining checks upon power are considered as enemies to order. However, 
one must do one's duty, and one must endeavour to do it without passion ... . 
Good God! that a man should be sent to Botany Bay for advising another to read 
Paine's book!2 

Both Houses of Parliament reviewed the severe sentences of the 
Scottish courts the following year. Palmer's petition for relief was 
flatly opposed by Pitt, over objections by Fox and Sheridan. The 
London Corresponding Society cordially proposed a toast to Citizens 
Muir and Palmer: 'May their sentence be speedily reversed, and 
Botany-bay peopled with a colony of real criminals.'3 

In France, the Reign of Terror. Fox wrote his nephew, 'the horrours 
there grow every day worse'. Parliament opened on January 21, 1794, 
after its long recess. The King's speech commented on the favourable 
progress of the war and requested from the Commons such further 
provision as the exigencies of the time required. Fox argued that in the 
eyes of the Government the conflict had now become a war against the 
French system; again he insisted that the internal concerns of one 
nation, repugnant though they might be in this instance, were not 
properly the affair of another; and he moved an amendment that the 
Government should take the earliest means of concluding peace, on 
such terms as may be reasonable and prudent. 4 The vote was 277 to 59 
against his amendment. 

1 State Trials. xxiii, 117-382. 
2 Add. MSS. 47571. Fox Cor., iii. 51. 61-2. To Holland. September 17. December, after 
Christmas. 
8 State Triflls. xxiv. 446. 4 Parliammtary History. xxx. 1251-77. 
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By now the separation of the whig party into two factions was com
plete. Fox wrote Holland that Portland, Fitzwilliam, and Thomas 
Grenville had all come to him before Parliament opened, and, although 
they had assured him of their personal esteem, they felt they should sup
port the administration: 'in short to declare formally the separation, 
or rather the dissolution, ofthe Whig party.' 
You can easily imagine [Fox wrote to Holland] how much I felt the separation 
from persons with whom I had so long been in the habit of agreeing ... there 
remains nothing but to get together the remains of our party, and begin, like 
Sisyphus, to roll up the stone again, which long before it reaches the summit, may 
probably roll down again. 

Despite Pitt's great majorities, Fox was sure the House felt restless 
about the war: 'Every thing we say against it is heard with great atten
tion.' In a later letter he reiterated that 'arguments against the war and 
our alliances are heard favourably .. . though they do not get us a vote; 
but sentiments of liberty and complaints of oppression are very little 
attended to, however well founded. In short liberty is not popular.' 
And at the end: 'Though weak, we are right, and that mu~t be our 
comfort.'l Fox, who loved popularity as much as any living mortal, 
these days had less of it. And if he could have read the Government's 
mail, he would have learned further that the King still considered Fox 
malevolent and his speeches ungrounded and mischievous. 2 

From these pages the reader may have gathered the impression that 
Fox spent the bulk of his time in St Stephen's, debating one complex 
issue after another, and therefore had little social life. That impression 
is easy to create, partly because materials on Fox's political life are 
more plentiful than are those on his social activities, partly because the 
purpose of these chapters focuses on Fox's career as a speaker. 

Entirely aside, however, from his political gifts, Fox was an ex
tremely social and sociable individual. The aristocratic circles that he 
frequented had the means and the leisure to entertain frequently and 
extravagantly. Fox was almost as much at home at Devonshire House, 
Carlton House, Bedford House, Burlington House, as at St Anne's 
Hill. Like other members of Parliament, he frequently attended dinners 
and receptions held by the Prime Minister, the Speaker, and other 
greater and lesser officials of government. Countless small dinner 
parties gathered together those of congenial temperament. As Fox 
was a good listener as well as a good talker, as ?e had the graces of 
kincUiness, thoughtfulness, and even temper, as he was widely-read 
and well-informed, he was a popular guest. 
1 Add. MSS. 47571. Fox Cor., iii, 64-71. March 9, 18, 1794. 
\I Lam- Correspondence of George III, ii, 18S. To Pitt, March 6. 
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During that April, 1794, Fox was one of a small group invited to 
dinner at the home of a political friend, Sir Francis Burdett, later to 
become famous, even notorious, for his radical ideas. Present also was 
the Reverend W. B. Stevens, chaplain to the Burdett family, who was so 
delighted by the range ofthe evening's conversation that he set it down 
in his diary as well as he could recall it . Fox was easily persuaded to 
talk at length, and the Stevens diary records fragments of the conversa
tion: 

Fox. Writing was a.very agreable Employment to those in the habit of it to others 
nothing so irksome. 
Wycombe. Nothing makes Time appear so short. 
Fox. I think the reverse my Lord (with a smile) I know nothing that can make 
Time appear so long! 
Adam. How feelingly he speaks! 

The topic turned to religious freedom: 

Wycombe. The speech of Mr Fox from which he had deriv'd the greatest pleasure 
was that on the Test Act. 
Adam. Mr Fox is indeed an equally able advocate for Religious and Civil Liberty. 

The guest of honour had much to say about current politics: 

Fox. He was more and more convinced every day that the resources of this 
country were beyond calculation. The war he thought wd last as long as it could & 
as we were very able it would last a long time. The Emperors resources would be 
first exhausted but he would lay any wager that the war would last 2 years by 
which time perhaps the nation would be heartily sick of it. Another year's cam
paign he thought would bring around many of his old allies. Lord Fitzwilliam he 
said had been the Ringleader of the Alarmists . ... The Speeches he was told were 
worse detail'd in the papers this year than ever. No man's speech he said would 
bear printing as it fell from his Lips.l 

This last sentence, of course, echoed one of Fox's famous beliefs 
about speechmaking. With an orator in their midst, those present 
could not resist the temptation to ask him about the usefulness of 
oratory; his defence of the art appears two chapters hence. 

The Burdett dinner was an occasion that brought Fox out to the 
fullest. Fox was also a member of Dr Johnson's club, where he was not 
nearly so talkative. Especially during these trying days with 'Windham 
and Burke, and .. . the whole nation, being on one side, and Fox and 
his little phalanx on the other', members of the club kept as clear of 
politics as possible. 2 

Actually, Fox's social life these days was undergoing marked 

1 HM 264{)5, W. B. Stevens Diary. April 18. (Huntington. ) I am indebted to]. Steven 
Watson for calling my attention to this source. 
S George Birkbeck Hill, ed., Johnsonian Miscellanies (Oxford, 1897), ii, 25, citing HMCR, 
18th Rep., App. viii, 289. • 
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change. Gradually drifting away from some of his old haunts, he had 
pitched his personal life as well as his political notions on a higher 
plane. Holland put the middle of 179S as the time when, for example, 
Fox stopped going to Newmarket.1 

On May 16 the Government laid before the House the first report of its 
committee of secrecy respecting seditious practices. The papers 
accompanying the report consisted of letters from and between the 
Society for Constitutional Information and the London Corresponding 
Society, already mentioned, with strongly worded statements about 
reform, universal suffrage, and annual parliaments. Members ad
dressed one another as 'citizen' and carried on correspondence with a 
score or more branch societies throughout the kingdom. They deplored 
the exiling of individuals for utterances supposed to be seditious; they 
passed resolutions of praise for those who had been convicted and for 
the attorneys who had defended them. Their proce~dings were at times 
printed and distributed, on one occasion at least to the number of 
200,000 copies. , 

Pitt argued that to control this flow of publications the right of 
habeas corpus should be suspended. The resolutions of these societies, 
he declared, J hreatened the sovereign, insulted the Lords, accused the 
Commons. Even Burke said that although the administration's pro
posed measure was severe, it was salutary: 'It was withholding, for 
a short time, the liberty of the country to preserve it for ever.' Fox's 
speech, though brief, was forceful. Sometimes lacking common, 
ordinary, good sense, on this occasion he abounded in it. Much of what 
the secret committee reported, he declared, had been widely published 
in the newspapers. In a pompous, public, formal, manner, the com
mittee presumed to inform the house in detail about matters that had 
already passed before it, day after day. What was worse, from these 
stale facts the committee had arrived at unwarranted inferences. The 
committee saw seditious opposition to the power of government 
rather than simply a desire to seek redress of grievances. Certainly the 
constitution 'had too many admirers, too many defenders' to listen to 
any group of men that sought to overturn it. The mischief that would 
follow the suspension of habeas corpus would be infinitely greater than 
the mischief that the bill proposed to remedy. This measure was being 
brought forward as the result of a fancied terror, a groundless alarm, 
a supposed expediency, and it was being brought forward with such 
haste, with sucn precipitation, that many members would be deprived 
of the privilege of debating it. 
1 MeTTUJirs of the Whig Party, i, 65-6. 
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Fox's anguished cry went unheeded. In a series of eleven divisions, 
all taken before 3.30 in the morning, the administration put the Bill 
through various legislative stages. The vote of the opposition, 39 at 
first, gradually dwindled to 13; the Government's 201 votes shrank to 
108. So weak was opposition that nearly half of Pitt's troops could go 
home. l Twenty-four hours later the Commons passed the Bill. On May 
22 the Lords passed it even more expeditiously. The 'allarmists', as 
Fox called them, were in full control. Thus easily was the ancient right 
of habeas corpus suspended. 

The Oracle thought it well to remind its readers of the dubious 
character of the 'man who fought the suspension. It was this Mr Fox 
who had laid the basis 'of all defalcation of principle and moral tergi
versation' when he had entered into a coalition with Lord North. The 
coalition was then a full decade in the past, and North had been in his 
grave nearly two years. 

Fox turned immediately from the debates on suspending habeas 
corpus to the final stages of the Hastings trial. Nearly seven years had 
elapsed since Hastings, before a huge throng in Westminster Hall, had 
heard the weighty and wordy charges against him. Attendance had 
dwindled after the opening series of orations by Burke, Sheridan, and 
Fox; the trial had dragged slowly on, interrupted by long recesses, 
Burke now and then reporting to the House on its progress. Interest 
revived, however, as the trial drew near the close. Fox, on May 20, 
began summing up the Benares charge. Before a large audience he 
spoke three hours, then, pleading weakness and indisposition, re
quested to be heard another day. On May 21 he spoke nearly four hours. 
Burke had the last word, or nearly the last word, in a 'warm, eloquent, 
and beautiful appeal to the High Court'.2 Hastings was acquitted, 
however, and the long trial was over. Shortly the word was spread that 
Burke, at sixty-four an old man, would retire from public life and 
vacate his seat for Malton. 

The session closed July 11. On the same day Portland was appointed 
third Secretary of State and Fitzwilliam became Lord President. Other 
appointments were announced along with fresh elevations to the 
peerage. Thomas Grenville. Fox's plenipotentiary in Paris during 
American treaty discussions and one of his long-time adherents, now 
became a supporter of the Government. Burke was to be created Lord 
Beaconsfield, but about that time his only son, Richard, died. Burke 
thereupon declined the peerage but accepted a pension to help meet his 
debts. 
1 Parliamentary History, xxxi, 523-5. 2 Morning Chronicle, June 17. 
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Fox's feelings as he heard of continued favours bestowed on his 
former colleagues can easily be imagined. He was especially saddened 
to learn of Fitzwilliam's entering the Government. In July Fox wrote 
that he was anxious to see him. ' I know I shall hear nothing pleasant, 
but my affection for you is such, indeed it is, that I can not bear to hear 
what you are about from general report only.' He continued: 

... nothing ever can make me forget a friendship as old as my life and the man in 
the world to whom I feel myself in every view the most obliged, and I should like 
to know from the best authority, tho' I know beforehand that I shall not approve, 
the reasons which have led you all to the present measure.1 

Fitzwilliam's defection hurt him deeply: 'Since I was a child Fitz
william has been, in all situations, my warmest and most affectionate 
friend, and the person in the world of whom decidedly I have the best 
opinion.' 

I think they have all behaved very ill to me, and for most of them, who certainly 
owe much more to me, than I do them, I feel nothing but contempt, and do not 
trouble myself about them; but Fitzwilliam is an exception indeed. 

Still, 'I do not think we shall be mu«h weaker as an opposition: yet he 
confesses he is quite sick of politics and keeps on only because it is his 
duty. In another letter written three days later, referring to himself, 
Fox quoted Cowper: 'How various his employments whom the world/ 
Calls idle.' He wrote at length about the party system, the best, ifnot 
the only way, 'for supporting the cause ofliberty in this country' . The 
party system alone, he averred, prevented Britain from falling into 
'what Hume calls .. . the Euthanasia of absolute monarchy' ; it is there
fore, 'my duty, and that of those who think like me, to use the utmost 
endeavours to preserve together what little remains of this system, or 
to revive it if it is supposed to be quite extinct'. 

The letter showed courage and persistence, coming as it did at the 
bottom of his political fortunes. For Holland he reviewed the basis of 
such a revival of his party: Coke, the Duke of Bedford, Guilford, and 
Derby, 'and some others, with myself'; undoubtedly a weak start, 'but 
then how glorious it would be from such small beginnings to grow into 
a real strong party, such as we once were'. All this at the age offorty
five, after ten years of opposing seemingly impregnable power. 

Those who belong to a party are less likely to be influenced by im
proper motives than are the independents, he declared, since one wh~ 
is member of a party has fewer occasions for new decisions and there
fore fewer occasions exist upon which he can be corrupted. Fox's 
enthusiasm waxed as he proceeded: 

1 Fitzwilliam MSS., FIl5. July, 1794. (Sheffield. ) 
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In short, it appears to me that a party spirit is the only substitute that has been 
found, or can be found, for public virtue and comprehensive understanding .... 

Whatever teaches man to depend upon one another, and to feel the necessity of 
conciliating the good opinion of those with whom they live, is surely of the highest 
advantage to the morals and happiness of mankind; and what does this so much as 
party? ... Ought we to abandon a system from which so much good has been 
derived, because some men have acted inconsistently, or because, from the circum
stances of the moment, we are not likely to act with much effect ?1 

Thus Fox was strong for the notion of party even when his own was at 
its weakest point. 

Nor did those on the other side of the ocean react with distinguished 
and judicial calm to events in France. In the United States as in the 
mother country, news was managed, freedom of inquiry discouraged. 
In 1794 Washington wished to prevent discussion of the newly signed 
Jay treaty-the sequel to problems left unsettled in 178S-but despite 
this specific request the Aurora published the text, and terms of the 
agreement were soon known everywhere. When in 1797 John Adams 
succeeded to the presidency, his administration was so belaboured by 
the French that the Federal Government enacted repressive measures: 
the Alien Act, the Alien Enemies Act, the Sedition Act. So President 
Adams and a large segment of the American people 'no longer tolerated 
the wearing of the French revolutionary cockade, which had before 
been so popular, and any American editor who should have printed an 
opinion or a piece of news taken openly and clearly from a French source 
would have suffered'.2 Those who championed almost any freedom 
were, at this time, suspect and alone. 

So although Fox's close friends had gone over to the Government, he 
continued in opposition. When the observation was made that the 
entire Opposition could fill a single hackney coach, a former member 
for Middlesex retorted: This is a calumny. We should have filled 
two.'3 Fox's persistence and optimism command admiration. Even at 
the close of 1794 he wrote to his nephew that the parliamentary 
situation might improve. Although at the moment of writing he could 
not name any new accessions to his party in the House of Commons, 
'in the House of Lords we have hopes of Thurlow and the Duke of 
Leeds, and some talk of the Duke of Richmond .... The circumstances 
of the times must bring these, and many more soon.'4 
1 Add. MSS. 47571. Fox Cor., iii, 79. August IS, 21, October 5. 
I Bernard Fay, Notes on the American Press at the End of the Eighteenth Century (New York, 
1927), pp. 17,24. 
8 John C. Campbell, Lit/ts of the Lord Chancellors (London, IS4Q), v, 614. 
4 Add. MSS. 47571. Fox Cor., iii, 9S. December 25, 1794. 
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But the circumstances of the times were against him. The war had 
gone badly. In the early part of 1793 the allied armies, later to become 
Pitt's first coalition, had driven the French out of the Netherlands and 
had put such steady pressure on French frontiers elsewhere that the 
British Cabinet thought the war must soon be concluded. The French 
conscripted every available man, however, and forced the enemy back 
from its borders. An English force under Admiral Hood established 
at Toulon was shattered; the English hastily retired with as many 
refugees as possible but others were left behind to suffer the vengeance 
of the French armies. By 1795 French troops had swarmed over the 
Low Countries. In Haiti, half a million slaves under Toussaint L'Ou
verture, made famous in the United States by the brilliant eulogy of 
Wendell Phillips, had expelled 40,000 settlers. On the whole it was a 
poor season for oratory about freedom of discussion; and criticisms of 
the Government and appeals for peace commanded even less support 
than did these themes during the American Revolution. 
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For Freedom of Speech 
1794-1795 

When the power of speaking is taken away, what is left 
but ... implicit submission? 

Charles James Fox 

During the parliamentary session that opened on December so, 1794, 
and its successor, Fox continued to speak frequently for the freedom 
and the dignity of the individual. 

His party was still split; some of his closest friends still sat across the 
chamber. Hence in his greatest speeches during these years he would 
be followed into the lobby, not by a hundred or more as in the better 
days, but by numbers in the forties or fifties. Even so, he continued on 
the line he marked out for himself. His nineteenth~entury reputation, 
not too surprisingly, was enhanced not only because of his ideas but 
also because of his persistence against enormous odds. 

The forcible overturning of the French monarchy, the succession of 
despotic governments with their mass drownings and guillotinings, 
the impassioned French oratory, the violation of long-established 
property rights, the sour odour of republicanism, alarmed the British 
Government. In France men indeed seemed to be acting like flies in the 
summertime, cutting themselves off from the past, making little pro
vision for the future. In England the anxiety was ever present that 
mass meetings if allowed would get out of hand with frightening 
consequences. Memories of the Gordon riots of 1780 had been 
freshened by the Paris riots of 1789. Simple, elemental prudence seemed 
to dictate. that meetings should be placed under stout governmental 
surveillance. Seditious writings should also be made subject to severe 
legislation, in order to intimidate and shackle authors. Fox vigorously 
opposed all manoeuvres of this sort. 

The King's address opening the session on December so mentioned 
disappointments in the war with France but called for firmness and 
perseverance. Military reverses encouraged a slight increase of peace 
sentiment in the Commons. Fox urged the House not to delay to an 
extremity that left no room for choice; the country 'was already sorely 
beaten; it had received wounds both deep and wide, but the obstinacy 
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of ministers was not yet conquered'. Insufficient forces had been sent 
to the West Indies; the force at Toulon 'was too small for defence, and 
too great to retreat with honour'; the projected invasion of France 
'served only to weaken our strength in quarters where it ought to have 
been more powerful, without even an attempt to carry it into execu
tion'.l In January even though Sheridan made an eloquent plea for the 
repeal of the habeas corpus suspension Act, suspension was renewed 
by substantial votes in both Houses. 

Troubles also broke out ih Ireland over the issue of Catholic emanci
pation. Fitzwilliam, who had broken with Fox to join the Pitt Govern
ment, had been sent to Ireland as Lord Lieutenant with instructions 
not to agitate the Catholic question. Upon arriving, however, he took 
steps that embarrassed the Government: he dismissed two officers and 
he lent his encouragement to the bringing in of a Bill to improve the 
Catholic lot. Unanimously the Cabinet, including his old friend Port
land, voted to recall him. Fox wrote Holland that at first he did not 
believe that the Government had disavowed I:itzwilliam, but rumours 
nevertheless proved true: 'He is to come home immediately, and states 
himself publicly to have been b~trayed and deserted not only by Pitt, 
but by the Duke of Portland. '2 As for Catholic relief, Fox thought it 
little short of madness to dispute over the few concessions that were 
proposed.3 

In March a ten-year-old boy, Harry, out riding in Hyde Park, saw the 
famous Mr Fox for the first time. 'I never saw a man so fat in all my 
life.' 4 The boy grew up to become the third Viscount Palmerston, twice 
Prime Minister of Britain. On March 24 the portly Mr Fox offered a 
motion that the House consider, in committee, the state of the nation. 
The House was not truly, nor even virtually, the representative of the 
people, for it did not take upon itself 'the guardianship of their rights, 
nor show the smallest alacrity in the superintendance of their interests'. 

Fox thus combined his wish to inquire into the state of the nation 
with his growing conviction that the House of Commons must be 
reformed. The speech was, however, a state-of-the-nation speech and 
not a reform speech. He bolstered his request for an inquiry by listing 
1 Parliammtary History, xxxi, 1046--61. 
2 From Halifax came a letter commending Fox"s stand on Lord Fitzwilliam: '( have been 
very angry with Fox . . . .. said this correspondent from the New World, 'and had taken 
down a little portrait you gave me of him because (conceived him a Democrat-but his fair 
opinions of Lord Fitzwilliam ... restored him to my . . . respect . . . and his little picture 
is replaced in my dressing room (Ch. Wentworth to Wentworth Fitzwilliam, July 18, 
1796. Fitzwilliam MSS. (Milton) 50. Northamptonshire Record Office) . 
3 Add. MSS. 47572. Fox Cor., iii, 99-101. March 6. 
4 Brian Connell, Portrait of a Whig Peer (London, 1957), p. 822. 
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questions to which he sought answers. How many British troops had 
been lost in the war? and how many other troops in the pay of Britain ? 
How have the revenues been spent? and by what resources would the 
war continue to be supported? What is the state of Britain's trade and 
commerce? How well has the Admiralty protected British merchant 
ships? 

For nearly four hours he probed the various phases of the war. He 
passed in review events in Prussia, Austria, Italy, Spain. He discussed 
Switzerland, Genoa, France herself. He condemned the ministry for 
not clearly stating its war aims. He reviewed the evacuation of Toulon 
and the loss of Holland. He had much to say about the injustices done 
to the Catholic population of Ireland, declaring that at the moment she 
was not only in a state of irritation but in a state of danger. 

Fox also touched on the great intangible, the importance of morality 
in foreign policy: 

The common proverb, of honesty being the best policy, is as applicable to nations 
as to individuals .... If, therefore, we have been deficient injustice towards other 
states, we have been deficient in wisdom .. .. Justice is fairly to be ranked among 
the number of our resources; and it is the duty of the House to inquire whether or 
not our conduct since the commencement of the war has been such as to entitle us 
to the good opinion of the wise and observing part of mankind. 

Fox realized that members would argue that the principal reason for 
an inquiry was the removal of the present ministers. He did not deny 
having this ultimate purpose in mind but he nevertheless insisted that 
the inquiry should come first. If it should turn out that ministers had 
acted wisely, the House could continue to give its confidence; if the 
contrary, then they should be called to account. 

This inquiry [he continued] ... will discover to the nation the true causes of all 
our late failures and calamities. . . . If the House should agree to go into the 
inquiry, they will prove that they are really affected by the interests of their 
constituents. If they should resolve to go on without knowing who are our allies, 
or whether wejlave any, there will be too much reason for saying that our consti
tution is gone. l 

Pitt's reply, one of his least effective, especially as regarded the state of 
Britain's allies, ended in his moving that the House adjourn, 219 sup
porting him and 63 Fox's position; a majority for the Government of 
156. 

Unquestionably this effort was one of the outstanding speeches of 
Fox's career; it falls ifnot in his first five then in his second. Even the 
Sun praised it: 'Mr Fox certainly made a very brilliant speech on 

1 Parliamentary History, xxxi, 1845-1418. The speech was widely circulated in pamphlet 
fonn: SjI«ch of the Right Hon . Chorus James Fox, in the House of Commcns, on Tuesday, 
March 24, 1795, etc. 2nd edn (London, 1795). • 
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Tuesday evening' -although modified by a disclaimer: 'Yet it con
tained nothing new, except about Ireland ... a topic which is clearly 
not ripe for public discussion.' Said the Morning Post: 'If Ministers are 
not afraid of exposure ... why refuse to enquire into the State of the 
Nation? ... it is what the People require', and ifnot granted, 'after the 
unanswerable and invincible arguments of Mr Fox,' the opinion of 
Parliament will be lowered in the eyes of the people. It observed that 
during Fox's eloquent and comprehensive speech, confusion, apprehen
sion, and dismay were alternately reflected in Pitt's countenance, and 
that in his reply, his usual arrogance and assurance forsook him and he 
was incapable of answering a single argument. Canning, it reported, 
tugged at Pitt's sleeve as a gentle hint to get him to stop speaking: 
'Administration was sufficiently exposed without his assistance.' 

Fox therefore gave his friends among the newspapers an opportunity 
to renew their support. The Morning Chronicle criticized Pitt's argu
ments: 

The Minister ... has a swivel argument, relative to the war. When we are success
ful, it is glorious to go on; when we are not so, it is disgraceful to stop. He now has 
another swivel argument, as to Ireland~ when Mr Fox talked of that country, last 
session, his enquiries were improper, because all was well; on Tuesday night they 
were equally so, because all was wrong. 

In a subsequent issue, after having canvassed the opinions of various 
listeners, it set forth its own conclusion about Fox's speech: 'For ex
tent of knowledge, accuracy of information, clearness of arrangement, 
force of argument, perspicuity of illustrations, and energy of delivery, 
it seemed almost to exceed every former effort of his own transcendent 
eloquence.' Each new topic he opened up, it reported, reached a higher 

. level of impressiveness, and thus for three hours and three-quarters 
'attention hung unwearied on his lips'. When Pitt rose to answer him 
the contrast was so striking that 'before he had spoken half an hour 
both the House and the Gallery were three parts empty' . 

Holland wrote nearly two months later from Florence: 'Your speech 
on the state of the nation has made a great sensation here and is admired 
as much as it ought to be.'l In his reply Fox made one of his rare 
observations on his own speaking: 

I believe I did speak very well ... and yet I am very much surprised it should have 
been so; for my mind had been for some time in a state of great uneasiness, and I 
never felt less inclined to speak in my life; however, all my friends flattered me 
about it, and even as it is taken down in the newspapers you seem satisfied with it: 
how it so happened is one of those paradoxes about the human mind which I am 
sure I cannot explain.s 

1 Add. MSS.47572. May 12. • Ibid., 47572. Fox Cor., iii, 107-8. May 17. 
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Even so he felt sure that scarcely twenty members could be found in the 
House who did not favour peace. 

Another letter had a sad note; Fox felt himself losing interest in 
public affairs. The Bills of this year, he wrote, 'appear to me to be a 
finishing stroke to everything like a spirit ofliberty.' He pondered the 
wisdom of seceding altogether. He was recalling, of course, the futile 
days during the American war when a segment of the Rockingham 
whigs did stop attending Parliament. Although he decided not actually 
to secede, the wish persisted: 

I am perfectly happy in the country. I have quite resources enough to employ my 
mind; and the great resource of all, literature, I am fonder of every day; and then 
the Lady of the Hill is one continual source of happiness to me. I believe few men, 
indeed, ever were so happy in that respect as J.1 

The question of Fitzwilliam's recall came before Parliament in May. 
After long debate, the Lords voted 100 to 25 not to inquire into the 
recall; the Commons nevertheless went ahead with its discussion. 
Fox warmly supported his old friend and former comrade in politics, 
stressing Fitzwilliam's popularity with the people he had been sent to 
govern. Then followed some useful observations about law and about 
religious toleration: 

I t was essential to the welfare of a country that the common people should have a 
veneration for its laws. This was by no means the case in Ireland; and why? 
Because the law was there regarded as an instrument of oppression . . . made upon 
a principle of pitiful monopoly, and not for the general protection, welfare, and 
happiness of the people . . .. 

[This principle] was also applicable to religion . ... All men should be esti
mated in society, by their morals, and not by the mode of religious worship. To 
root out prejudices altogether was not a thing to be accomplished at once ; but it 
was a thing to be attempted, and every step towards it would be an advantage to 
the country. 

Pitt's reply ignored Fox's speech but went to another issue: that resig
J.1ations were not invariably followed by inquiries, and that rio good 
could result from the agitation of this particular, delicate, subject. He 
thought, in fact, that the motion should not be entertained at all, and 
moved the order of the day, which was carried 188 to 42.2 

In a letter to his nephew the following month Fox commented that 
Pitt 'does not know what the feelings of honour are. He has no natural 
instinct upon the subject, and it is a part of his education which seems 
to have been omitted.'3 Two days later he commented on another old 
enemy, Shelburne, now Lansdowne; still distrusting Lansdowne's 
1 Add. MSS. 47572. Fox Cor., iii, 105-6. April 12. 
I Parliamentary History, xxxi, 1537-58. 3 Add. MSS. 47572. June 14. 
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sincerity, Fox affirmed: 'I never can have a good opinion of him, and 
still less a great one.' He had, however, dined with him once, and 
might even do so oftener next year. Lansdowne's conduct the last three 
years 'has had an openness and consistency' that at least entitled him to 
outward marks of respect; moreover, the two had agreed that if one 
were approached by the court, he would communicate and consult with 
the other. 1 Thus an understanding, cool and civil though it was, arose 
between them. The old wounds of the mid-eighties and earlier seemed 
in the process of being healed in the mid-nineties. 

That autumn Fox and Mrs Armistead were married. Why they had 
delayed more than ten years before going through a formal ceremony 
is a mystery that still puzzles biographers. John Drinkwater suggested 
that the existence and demise of a possible Mr Armistead might be the 
solution. 2 Letters in the Fox correspondence suggest entirely plausible 
reasons why they had delayed their marriage and why they should no 
longer do so. In a letter of September 25, 1795, Fox argued the pros 
and cons. 'By following our plan', he insisted, 'we are doing for the 
best. In case of any,thing happening to me, I am sure your having been 
my legal wife will make your situation less uncomfortable.' She had 
feared that ifhe married her his affection for her might diminish, but he 
declared he 'would never, never repent of being married to her and 
wishing himself free'. He reassured her that the secret could be kept 
but even if it got out there would be no great harm ('indeed after the 
first talk it would be pleasanter that it should be known than not'), and 
the worse that could happen would be a few additional paragraphs in 
the newspapers.3 He was able to overcome her scruples, for on 
1 Ibid., 47572. Fox Cor., iii, 112-13. June 16. 
2 Charles Jarrus Fox, p. 279. This volume has perhaps the most detailed account available of 
circumstances attending the wedding ceremony. Little is known of descendants of Charles 
Fox. Drinkwater cites the Reverend Edward V. R. Powys, Fox's great-grandnephew, who 
recalled two old ladies who were daughters of Charles and Elizabeth Fox, but the direct 
line has not survived (p. 287). Samuel Rogers in his Table Talk (New York, 1856) men
tions a natural son of Fox, a dumb boy, 'the very image of his father', who died at the age of 
fifteen. 'To him Fox almost entirely confined his attention, conversing with him by the 
fingers: and their eyes glistened as they looked at each other. Talleyrand remarked to me, 
"how strange it was, to dine in company with the first orator in Europe, and only see him 
talk with his fingers!" , (pp. 80-1). 
3 Add. MSS. 47570. This correspondence contains no reference to a Mr Armistead. Years 
later Mrs Armistead, announcing her marriage to Fox, stated that Fox himself did not want 
to announce it previously because of some situation; that situation no longer existing, she 
continued, Fox was willing to make the announcement (see below, p. 382). 

Presumably at the request of Lord John Russell, then working on Life and Tirrus of 
Charles Jarrus Fox, a Mr Beadhamjourneyed fourteen miles to get local information about 
the Fox marriage. He asked for a copy of the Life and Tirrus in return for his efforts if the 
author thought they were worth it (Add. MSS. 47601). See also Notes and Qrmies, 4th 
ser., x (October 26,1872),330. 
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September 28, in the parish of Wyton in Huntingdonshire, they 
were married by the rector, j. Pery, friend of the groom's. The 
marriage, however, was not announced until they made a trip abroad 
together in 1802.1 

Domestic disturbances plagued the kingdom, treason trials or no. The 
Corresponding Society's public meeting in June was attended by many 
thousands . Annual parliaments and universal suffrage were demanded, 
the high cost of living was deplored, peace was sought. In France the 
Constitution of 1795 was proclaimed in August, its executive power 
vested in a directory of five. When Parisians rose in revolt, one of the 
new directors exclaimed: 'I have the very man we want, a little Corsi
can officer whom I knew at Toulon.' General Bonaparte was thus put in 
charge of troops, fired a whiff of grapeshot that was heard round the 
world, quieted the rioters, and put the Directory in business. 

Fox continued to feel earnestly that rights of Englishmen were being 
severely curtailed. In the summer when General Doyle was sent to 
France with 4,000 British troops, plus emigrants, Fox reacted so bit
terly that the editors of his published letters omitted this one : 

Violent as the wish may sound, I would much rather hear they were all cut to 
pieces than that they gained any considerable success for in the latter case the war 
may be prolonged to the utter destruction of both countries and to the total extinc
tion of all principles of Liberty and Humanity in Europe. 

This desperate expedition, he continued, 'has not the smallest chance 
of success' -and fortunately Fox's view did not get into the newspapers 
or he would have found his position even more difficult to justify on 
patriotic grounds than it was. 2 

On October 26, three days before Parliament opened, the London 
Corresponding Society sponsored a mass meeting in a field near 
Copenhagen House to discuss the nation's critical and calamitous state 
and to urge universal suffrage and annual parliaments. The pamphlet 
that recorded the events of the day claimed that not fewer than 100,000 
persons were present; the Annual Register observed more cautiously 
that the number of members, auditors, and spectators was extremely 
great.S 

1 On July 28, 1802, Fox wrote Lord Holland: 'Mrs A. and I have been married for some 
years, so long ago as 1795. Even in England there has been some inconvenience resulting 
from this not being known, and abroad I think there might be more, so that I do not wish it 
to be any longer a secret' (Add. MSS. 4760 1 ). 
I Add. MSS. 47572. September 2. 
3 Account oj the proutdings oj a m«ting oj the London Corresponding Society, held in a field near 
Copenhagen-House, Oct. 26, 1796, etc. (London [1795J); Annlllll Register for 1795, 
Chronicle, p. 37. 
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Outwardly the meeting was orderly but inwardly a spirit of unrest 
was growing. Three days later as the King went to Parliament to 
deliver his opening speech, he heard cries of 'Bread!' 'No War!' 'No 
Famine!' 'No Pitt!' 'Down with Tyrants!' 'No King!' A missile struck 
the window of his carriage, breaking the glass. Entering the House of 
Lords he quietly said to the Chancellor, 'My Lord, I have been shot 
at,' and proceeded to read his speech 'perfectly composed', a member 
from Warwick observed, 'without any person uninformed being able 
to judge that all had not passed as usual'.1 The royal message noted 
satisfaction at the successes of Austrian arms in Germany and Italy, 
held out a hope that although the Government would seek peace if just 
and suitable terms could be negotiated with hope of reasonable perma
nence, the better design for the present was to prosecute the war with 
the utmost vigour. The address also took note of the restlessness of the 
people, increased by the high price of grain and the poor harvest, and 
urged that Parliament adopt regulations to alleviate distress and also 
to encourage the spirit of order and submission to law. 

Fox spoke severely against the addt:ess. Whatever hope of peace the 
Government offered, it snatched away. No time ever seemed suitable 
to negotiate. As long ago as December 1792, he recalled, he had made 
a motion that he hoped would lead to a beneficial peace. In every session 
since that period he had renewed in one way or another the same motion. 
Yet the answer was ever the same: the time was not ripe. As years 
went on, however, instead of being offered more favourable conditions 
to negotiate, we instead 'entangled ourselves deeper, and rendered the 
practicability of peace upon safe and honourable terms more hopeless'. 
The Government would not treat with Robespierre because he was 
a tyrant, but neither would it discuss terms with his successor. 
Would you, said the Government, negotiate with a country that 
changes its constitution so often? Yes, declared Fox, I would: 'If they 
changed their constitution every week, nay, every day, if they had 
seven constitutions a week, I would treat with them.' As he developed 
his line of argument: 'If a rational treaty is made, and it is the interest 
of the parties to keep it, that is the only true and wise dependence which 
you can have for the continuance of peace.' Treaties the French had 
made with Sweden and with Prussia, he instanced, had been regularly 
maintained. 

So Fox reiterated the topic_so close to his heart, the search for peace. 
He admitted that the terms of a peace ever depend upon. the relative 
situation of the contending parties. Nor would he accept terms 

1 Hamilton-Greville correspondence (Huntington) . Charles Greville to his uncle, Sir 
William Hamilton. [November 2, 1795J. Charles, Lord Colchester, ed., The Diary and 
Correspondmce of Charles Abbot, Lord Colchester (London, 1861), i, 2-3. 
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inconsistent with the honour and the interests of Britain. 'But he 
would not admit of that eternal evasion that the time was improper. 
One year we were too high to treat, another year we were too low; 
and thus the continuance of the war was prolonged.' As he said: 
When we were masters ... and France was beset on every side, with insurrections 
raging in her bowels, that was the favourable time to treat. But no, we were then 
too high. What! treat when she almost lay expiring at our feet? We suffered that 
moment to pass. Last year, again, we had great success in the West Indies ... 
France was obviously desirous of peace. No, then again we were too high, and we 
were asked in a lofty strain in the month of June last, What, shall we treat with her 
when she lies in her last agony? Nothing, they said, could save her .... The event 
has proved that the prediction was not well founded; and here we are, after three 
years war, reduced to a state in which we are said to be too low to treat, with 
nothing left us but the hopes that some day or another a favourable opportunity 
will arise for negociation. 

Fox insisted again that a war against opinions was not just nor 
pardonable. He concluded by moving a long amendment to the 
address, that the Government propose a pacific negotiation. If, how
ever, suitable terms could not be negotiated, then he on his part would 
support a vigorous prosecution of the war. 

Pitt did not meet Fox's reasoning, lofty and generalized though it 
was, head on, but instead repeated his assurance that 'to sue for peace 
... must inevitably bring disgrace on the country'. He pointed to 
improvement in the present state of the country and promised to do 
whatever he could to reduce the high price of grain and to make the 
situation of the poor more comfortable. The vote supported him 240 
to 59. 1 In his diary Charles Abbot recorded that the Opposition had 
hoped for a vote on its side of 100, but that some who had come to 
town to vote for Fox went away without voting after hearing his 
pacifistic amendment. Abbot also added that the Government could 
have had an additional thirty votes from supporters who at the time 
were in the House of Lords and who therefore missed the division. 2 

Pitt also noted these absences in his usual report to the King, setting the 
figuJle at twenty, however, instead of thirty; he added that Sheridan 
spoke with great violence and that Fox's amendment gave great dis
satisfaction. The King could not have been more pleased: 'The general 
complexion of both Houses is such as all friends to the Constitution 
must rejoice at . . .. The times may be difficult, but with energy cannot 
fail of success:3 

Yet the situation was gloomy. A few days later Pitt commented, 'My 
head would be offin six months were I to resign,' and introduced into 
1 Parliamentary History, xxxii, 168-88. 2 Colchester, i, 4. 
8 Later Corrtsponcima of Gtorgt III, ii, 415, 416. October 29, SO. 
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the Lords in November a Bill defining and extending the law of treason, 
providing penalties for those who by writing or speaking stirred up the 
people to hatred of the sovereign or the constitution. This Treason Bill 
was followed by introducing into the Commons on November 10 a 
Seditious Meetings Bill, empowering magistrates to disperse, by force 
if necessary, meetings believed seditious, and requiring a licence for 
houses, rooms, or fields where admission was charged to hear speeches 
or lectures. Fox's opposition was forcefully stated: 

Say at once, that a free constitution is no longer suitable to us; say at once, in a 
manly manner, that upon an ample review of the state of the world, a free constitu
tion is not fit for you; conduct yourselves at once as the senators of Denmark did ; 
lay down your freedom, and acknowledge and accept of despotism. But do not 
mock the understandings and the feelings of mankind, by telling the world that 
you are free--by telling me that, if out of the House, for the purpose of expressing 
my sense of the public administration of this country, of the calamities which this 
war has occasioned, I s~te a grievance by petition, or make any declaration of my 
sentiments, which I always had a right to do; but which if I now do, in a manner 
that may appear to a magistrate to be seditious, I am to be subjected to penalties 
which hitherto were unknown to the laws of England. 

To allow a magistrate the right to approve or disapprove of a public 
opinion was a proposal 'Fox regarded with genuine horror: 

Behold, then, the state of a free-born Englishman! Before he can discuss any topic 
which involves his liberty, he must send to a magistrate who is to attend the dis
cussion. That magistrate cannot prevent such meeting: but he can prevent the 
speaking, because he can allege, that what is said tends to disturb the peace and 
tranquillity of this realm. 

He went on tei say that freedom of speech is a vent for political humours; 
if grievances could not be discussed, the aggrieved had no alternative 
but to use violent means of adjusting their complaints.1 The usual 
forty-in this instance 42-stood with Fox in the division, 214 sup
porting the Government's proposal. Pitt wrote to the King the same · 
evening that Fox and others opposed the motion with great violence. 2 

The partisan Morning Post heralded a forthcoming meeting in 
Westminster Hall in capital letters, on page one: 

THE REAL FRIENDS 

OF THE CONSTITUTION 

Are earnestly requested to attend in 
WESTMINSTER HALL 

On Monday-next, November 16, to take 
into their consideration 

A Petition to Parliament AGAINST the OUTRAGE with which 
THE BILL OF RIGHTS IS THREATENEDS 

1 Parliammtary History, xxxii, 276-83. 
3 November 14. 

I Later Correspondence of George Ill, ii, 418. 
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At first the hustings was erected in Westminster Hall as advertised, 
but the Chancellor and Chief Justice of the Common Pleas objected to 
a meeting being held where courts were sitting, so the hustings was 
moved outside to Palace Yard. Fox, Sheridan, Grey, Bedford, Lauder
dale and others were present. As seen through the eyes of one observer : 
' It was not a large mob-very far short I should think of the numbers 
which they expected and I apprehend that Government had great 
strength there. It went off quietly and they determined to petition.'1 
As seen through the eyes of the ministerial True Briton, Fox, ' the Hero 
of the Day', used the same misrepresentations and perversions that he 
and his associates had used elsewhere. Fox undertook to defend his 
political conduct, 'carefully omitting all reference to his coalition with 
Lord North' and his 'unqualified admiration' of the principles of the 
French Revolution. After the meeting, Bedford, Fox, and Sheridan 
took a coach to the gaming house in St James's Street. Thus the True 
Briton reported the scene in its November 17 issue. Three days later it 
said with mock charity that they did not alight at the gaming house, 
but only halted and then went on to Mrs Armistead's in South Street. 

Letters to Holland written just before and just after this meeting 
give Fox's own reaction to it. He had approached it in a spirit of distress 
and discouragement; he had been beat down in the House and felt 
impelled to take the argument to the people. He saw no choice between 
'absolute surrender of the liberties of the people' and 'a vigorous exer
tion, attended, I admit, with considerable hazard, at a time like the 
present.' Looking forward to the meeting at Westminster Hall next 
day, he expressed his fear that the Government might send persons 
who, 'under pretence of opposing our measures', will endeavour to 
incite a riot. 'This is a great crisis.' 

The day after the meeting, however, he wrote Holland that it had 
succeeded beyond all his hopes, ' incredibly numerous, yet very peace
able'. He continued: 

It is clear that here we have the popularity, and I suspect we shall have it universally 
among the lower classes. I need not tell you how I dislike this state of things, but 
I can not submit quite passively to Mr Hume's Euthanasia which is coming on 
very fast.2 

On all of these assemblings the Government kept a wary eye. The 
constabulary was under the direction of Fox's good and great friend 
and former companion in politics, Portland, Home Secretary since July 
of the preceding year, who in November fully described the activities 
of Fox, Sheridan, and other former associates. The speakers, Portland 
1 Fitzwilliam MSS. (Milton), 49. November 18. W. Baldwin to Fitzwilliam. (Northamp
tonshire Record Office). 
2 Add. MSS. +7579.. Fox Cor., iii, 126. November 17. 
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reported, urged the people to hold their tempers; on the whole there 
was 'no sort of sourness or even seriousness, but ... an appearance of 
good humour prevailed generally'. As for Fox, the sentiments ex
pressed for him 'indicated much more of compassion for his situation 
than any determination or intention to place him in one more con
spicuous or advantageous'. The Duke thought the crowd was not very 
large, nor even very attentive, and when an hour passed after the 
meeting without disturbance, he dismissed his military forces and kept 
at hand only his constables. This report the King approved, only repeat
ing his former sentiment: 'It is highly necessary that this business 
should be correctly watched'.l 

In the debates in the House that followed, Fox's voice was earnestly 
lifted in powerful support of freedom of speech and of the press. In a 
free society speech should be completely free; and by being completely 
free, he meant, in his words, 'freedom in the first instance'; a man 
could be punished if he abused that freedom yet still he had perfect 
freedom 'in the first instance'. Never had he heard of any danger arising 
to a free state from freedom of the press or freedom of speech; so far from 
it, he was perfectly clear that an independent state could not exist 
without both. Newspapers today operating in a free society would not 
fai-l to approve to the utmost Fox's declared opinions on this subject, 
just as they endorse the pungent, succinct 'I disapprove of what you 
say, but I will defend to the death your right to say it: attributed to 
Voltaire. Those who proclaim that sentiment should also recall the 
eighteen-year-old English lad who had visited Voltaire in 1767, who 
received a list of Voltaire's works that might free the mind from reli
gious prejudices and perhaps other prejudices as well, and who, on 
November 25, 1795, uttered words like these: 

It is not the written law of the constitution of England, it is not the law that is to be 
found in books, that has constituted the true principle offreedom in any country, 
at any time. No! it is the energy, the boldness of a man's mind, which prompts 
him to speak, not in private, but in large and popular assemblies, that constitutes, 
that creates in a state, the spirit of freedom . . .. If you suffer the liberty of speech 
to be wrested from you, you will then have lost the freedom, the energy, the 
boldness of the British character. 

Fox's warning was plain enough. If this Bill passed the people could 
retain for a while the institutien of juries and the forms of a free consti
tution, 'but the substance is gone, the foundation is undermined;
your fall is certain and YO'ur destruction inevitable'. To this enduring 
sentiment and sublime language the House disagreed, 267 to 70. 2 

1 Later Correspondence of George 111, ii, 419-20, 4025-6. 
2 Parliamentary History, xxxii, 409-22. 
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Fox fought the Alien and Sedition Bills in the House and out of it. He 
went to Epsom to take part in a debate at a meeting of Surrey free
holders gathered to petition against the Bills. He appeared before 
another Palace Yard meeting; a sixteen-page pamphlet summarizes 
what went on. Fox, in the chair, spoke against the two Bills: 'A daring 
attempt has been made upon your liberties-an attempt to subvert the 
Constitution of England.' Everyone regrets the insults and indignities 
to his Majesty, but certainly the law as it stands is sufficient to punish 
those who are guilty. The Bill for preventing seditious meetings and 
assemblies could give a magistrate power to dissolve a meeting like this 
one. Even if a magistrate suspects that a meeting is to be held for the dis
cussion of a political subject, 'and you pay money for your admission, 
he may attend, and he is to have power to disperse you, under the 
penalty of rioting in a disorderly house'. 

After other speeches, the crowd accompanied Fox to his home in 
South Street. From his window he addressed them briefly and then 
asked them to disperse quietly. In ten minutes the street was cleared, 
'and all that numerous body of people retired with a tranquillity and 
good order that was hardly equalled, and never exceeded'.l Against 
this report may be abutted the True Briton's comment: it declared that 
he eulogized the most worthless characters, a proof that he had lost all 
sense of discrimination between virtue and vice. 

The Bills passed notwithstanding, and the Rockingham club in 
Yorkshire, like many groups throughout the country, made formal 
inquiry as to whether their meetings would be 'subject to the visit of a 
magistrate'. Fitzwilliam, however, thought the new Bills did not apply 
to the club, and so its meetings could proceed. 2 Alongside this small, 
affrighted inquiry and its measured, cautious response may be placed a 
solemn and awesome couplet, quoted by Fox: 

Between two seas, on one small neck of land, 
Wearied, confounded, and amazed we stand. 

And> a narrow isthmus it was. Looking back over the preceding 
years, the durable opposition could recall dividing 50 against 290 on 
December IS, 1792, on the address of thanks; 44 against 270 on Feb
ruary 18, 179S, on Fox's resolutions against the war with France; 
41 against 282 on May 7 that year on Grey's motion for parliamentary 
reform. Beginning a new session on January 21, 1794, opposition did 
slightly better with its 59 against 277 on the address of thanks, but on 
the notorious Scottish libel trials, Adam's motion on March 10 brought 

1 Account of the proaedings of a rrueting of the inhabitants of Westminster in Palace rard, 
November 26, 1795, etc. (London, 1795). 
2 Fitzwilliam Papers, F-41 (Sheffield). 
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out only 32 against 171, and Fox's May 30 motion on ending the war 
with France called up 55 against 208. The first and best division that 
same month on the repeal of habeas corpus was opposition 39, Govern
ment 201 . Sheridan's motion on January 5, 1795, to repeal the Habeas 
Corpus Suspension Act gained 41 supporters against 185; the same 
month the Bill for continuing the Act was carried 239 against 53. And 
as 1795 ended the Opposition made much its best showing when it 
divided 70 to 267 against the Seditious Meetings Bill. Little wonder 
that Fox or others who viewed the record could feel wearied, con
founded, and amazed. On these issues, all close to his heart, odds ranged 
from 4 to 1 to 7 to 1 against him. 

In a real sense, Fox was closer to the mind and spirit of the people 
than Pitt or any member of Pitt's administration. More than any of 
them, he had faced the people in the public discussion of controversial 
issues. At Covent Garden, at Palace Yard, in Westminster Hall, and in 
numerous other public places, he had confronted both the praise and the 
abuse of scores, hundreds, thousands. He had been applauded and he 
had been jostled; he had heard his statements cheered and he had also 
heard them drowned in jeers and cries. Yet although he had frequently 
witnessed public discussi?n accompanied by noise and other kinds of 
disorder, he was certain in his own mind that when the speechmaking 
was over the cro~d would quietly adjourn. He himself had often 
successfully brought gatherings to a conclusion simply by requesting 
the crowd to disperse orderly. The approval of magistrates for a public 
gathering and the presence of constables to maintain order was to him 
not only unnecessary but unwise, a frightened judgment of the temper 
of the times, an affront to the dignity and the liberty of the British 
people. And as for his utterances about freedom of speech, no one in the 
entire Greek-Roman-Anglo-Saxon tradition has ever defended more 
warmly, more earnestly the vital significance of speaking in public. 
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Great Whig 
1796-1797 

To propose negotiation is not to sue for peace. 
Charles Janus Fox 

Pitt's parliamentary forces swept everything before them in the early 
months <:>f 1796. Principally the topic was peace, but the Government 
was in no mood for peace. Grey's motion was beaten down 189to50in 
February, and Fox's four-hour speech in May gathered in only 42 votes 
to the administration's 216. Pitt wrote to the King that the arguments 
were the same old arguments; certainly the vote was the same old 
vote. When the Lords also beat back pacific sentiments, the King 
noted : 'This decided support in both Houses at the close of a Parliament 
not only will have its due weight in the country, but must much in
fluence a similar conduct in the approaching new Parliament.'! 

On this note Parliament was dissolved, and the country proceeded 
to a new general election. At a meeting of the Crown and Anchor on 
May S, Fox, presiding, announced that he would again stand for West
minster, running independently of any other candidate. The election 
began May 27, with Fox, Home Tooke, and Sir Alan Gardner as the 
candidates, the latter receiving the support of the Government. During 
the election speeches on May S 1, Fox thanked the electors for their 
support: 'The people approve of those principles which it has been my 
anxious endeavour to maintain.' Tooke made a short talk and Gardner 
attempted to speak, 'but the roaring voice of that lion, the populace, 
prevented a single word from being distinguished'. By June 1, 
Gardner headed the poll, and in his speech he commented that if he 
possessed the eloquence of Fox and the faculty of using as many words 
as Tooke he would express his thanks in better terms.2 Reporters 
caught 'Fox at an eloquent moment addressing Westminster electors: 

[I1le Ministers] have been the cause of squandering more of the public money, 
and of spilling more of the blood of human creatures than any other Government 
or Power that ever was in this or any other country in Europe whatever. With the 
words of Religion and Humanity in their mouths, they have destroyed more of 
God's creatures, and spilt more human blood, than any Prince, Emperor, or 
Despotic Tyrant in the annals of History. They have spilt as much blood as the 

1 Later Correspondma of George III, ii, 473. (Chatham Papers.) 
2 Gautteer, June I, June 3, 1796. 
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greatest Conquerors, and lost as much as those conquerers have obtained .... 
They have sent men out of their country, contrary to law, to Botany Bay; after 
trials conducted in such a manner, that every lover of justice shudders when he 
reads them. l 

In his election speeches he made the point that it was the constitution of 
1688 he loved, and that he detested the innovations that had been made 
in it, 'particularly the innovations in 1796'.2 

The polls ended on June IS, Fox and Gardner being easily in the 
lead, Tooke a poor third. Fox was seated in a triumphal chair, and was 
escorted by 2,000 admirers to the Duke of Devonshire's in Piccadilly, 
and congratulated with 'those marks of love and esteem due to his 
patriotic exertions'. 3 At Devonshire House a disturbance was created, 
the chair being broken and windows smashed, but Fox entreated the 
people, 'for his sake and their own honour', to disperse. 'There was an 
immediate cry of "home, home," '-and the group disbanded without 
further violence. 4 

The House of Commons of the eig4teenth Parliament opened its 
deliberations September 27 by choosing Henry Addington as speaker. 
Addington, a man of low-level talents, is forever associated with 
Canning's doggerel: 'Pitt is to Addington, as London is to Padding
ton.' The King announced the Government's intention to send a 
representative to Paris to treat for peace. Pitt was finally going to do 
what Fox had urged all along. The address also commented on the 
fortunes of war on the Continent, with praise for Austria and scorn for 
Spain, and hoped that the new harvest had improved the food supply. 
Fox, who a week previously had written his dissenter friend, William 
Smith, that 'we ought to make a stand against acknowledging the 
justice of the war' and that 'there is not the smallest chance of Peace',s 
could not avoid reminding the House that often he had advised negotia
tion and always without success, and now a hundred millions of addi
tional money and thousands of lives had been expended in the cruel 
contest. He then repeated one of his maxims: 'To propose negotiation 
is not to sue for peace.'6 

1 Ibid., June IS. A slightly different version of Fox's speech appears in the pamphlet TM 
SpeecMs of John Horne Tooke, during tM Westminsweketion, 1796: with . . . tM speech of tM 
right han. C. J. Fox, on Saturday, June 11, etc. (London, 1796). 
2 Jordan's compkte colkction of all tM addresses and speecMs of tM Hon. c. J. Fox, Sir A. 
Gardner, and J. H. Tooke, Esq. at tM late interesting contest for Westminsw, etc. Srd edn 
(London, 1796), p. 11. . 

. 3 TM Gautteer, June IS. Colchester, i, 59-60. 
4 Jordan's compkte colkction, etc., pp. 53-4. 
6 Osborn Collection, September 28. ( Yale. ) 
I Parliamentary History, xxxii, 119+-201. 
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Invasion is a word of terrifying import to the twentieth century. For 
ten years during the war with France a threat of invasion of the coast 
of England was posed; for these years part of the general conversation 
of Englishmen was where and when invaders would strike. In October, 
Pitt called the problem to the attention of the Commons, in committee, 
and quite properly without revealing specific plans proposed to aug
ment the numbers of seamen and soldiers, and provide short periods of 
emergency training. Dundas, who supported him, happened to praise 
the preceding Parliament as ranking with 'the most venerated parlia
ments this country had ever known'. This sentiment aroused the ever
listening Fox, who, immediately following, offered this impromptu 
yet eloquent denunciation: 

. . . the last parliament ... had done more mischief to the country than any that 
ever sat since parliaments were recognized in England .... 

Show me a parliament, in consequence of whose proceedings the people have 
been drained so much, and from which they have had so little benefit! 

Show me a parliament since the year 1688, the era of our Revolution, that has 
diminished the best and dearest rights of the people, so shamelessly, so wickedly, 
as the last parliament have done! 

Show me a parliament since that period that has so uniformly sacrificed the 
liberty of the subject to increase the influence of government, as the last parlia
ment have done! . .. 

Sir, I consider the last parliament to have been a curse to this country .... 
This is the only war that has ever been conducted on the part of this country, 

in which there never has been one inquiry on the part of parliament. You see to 
what a state that has led you already. Should this parliament be like the last 
(God in his mercy avert it!) this country will soon be in a condition, in which it 
will be oflittle importance, whether they have a parliament or not. l 

One must imagine these words being uttered, not hesitantly or dis
piritedly, but forcefully, vigorously, bitingly. No one rose to deny any 
part of this sentiment; only one speaker followed, who spoke briefly 
on a side point, and Pitt's proposal was agreed to without a vote. 

As the year ended, Pitt was forced to tell the House that negotiations 
of peace entered into with France had been broken off by the refusal of 
that Government to negotiate, and by its ordering the English pleni
potentiary to leave within forty-eight hours. Fox principally argued 
that the Government had not properly demonstrated its sincerity in the 
negotiations, largely through not giving its representative proper 
instructions; but only 37 voted with him, as opposed to 212 for the 
Government. 2 French Laurence writing Fitzwilliam said that Fox's 
speech was three and a half hours long, 'going through every personal 
topick with great violence': 'He said, the country could now only be 
saved by a change of men and measures, and after peace reforms ... to 

1 Parliammtary History, xxxii, 1216-18. 2 Ibid., xxxii, 14Q6-9S. 
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bring back the spirit of the constitution and make the voice of the people 
of England prevail over the voice of the minister.'! 

1797. No lack of news. Three of Stonehenge's giant stones, dislodged 
by the stresses of winter, crashed to the ground. John Adams became 
the second President of the new United States; the winner of second 
place in the election, Thomas Jefferson, became the Vice-President. 
One Sir Godfrey Webster secured an uncontested divorce from his wife, 
Lady Elizabeth, charging an adulterous relationship with Lord Holland 
over two years' time and in various places such as Florence, Padua, 
Vienna, etc. etc., and the birth of a child; Sir Godfrey was awarded his 
divorce and later £6,000 damages; Holland immediately married 
Lady Webster. Victory over the Spanish fleet resulted in an elevation 
to an earldom for Admiral Sir John Jervis and a knighthood for his 
commodore, Nelson. 

Parliament returned from the Christmas holidays just in time to face 
a financial crisis: a run on the Bank of England. In the last days of 
February the demands for cash increased so steadily that the directors 
appealed to the Government for advice . .An order in council was issued, 
prohibiting them from tenqering any cash in payment until the sense of 
Parliament could be taken and proper measures adopted. Pitt moved 
that a committee b.e appointed, not to inquire minutely into specie 
holdings, but into the general state of the Bank's funds and obligations. 
In a long speech Fox objected to the procedure on every conceivable 
ground, principally that the inquiry was not to be full and complete. 
'We have for a long time had a confiding House of Commons,' he 
declared. 'I want now an inquiring House ofCommons.'2 The Govern
ment's strength that day was measured at 244 to 86, and from then on 
Pitt had his way. An alleged cause of the emergencies, which Pitt con
sistently denied, was that the Government had shipped too much cash 
to the Continent, principally to Vienna, in the form of subsidies. Pitt, 
thus warned, began to curtail his financial support to his allies, the 
public rallied to the measures taken to issue bank notes in lieu of cash, 
and financial disaster was averted. 

Late in March, Fox moved that the Government consider the disturbed 
state of Ireland, 'to adopt such.healing and lenient measures ... best 

. calculated to restore tranquility'. He noted the unhappiness <?CCasioned 

1 Fitzwilliam MSS. (Milton), 50. December g 1, 1796. (N orthamptonshire Record Office. ) 
2 Parliammtary History, xxxii, 1526-49. 
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by the recall of Fitzwilliam, but particularly commented on Catholic 
grievances. Although Catholics could vote for members of Parliament 
they could not themselves hold office; thus 'civil liberty can have no 
security without political power. To ask for civil liberty without 
political power, would be ... to ask for the possession of a right for 
the enjoyment of which they can have no security.' Fox recalled parallels 
between Ireland in 1797 and America in 1774; unless the discontent of 
the Irish is allayed no way was left to keep them obedient except the 
use offorce. 'My wish is', he said, 'that the whole people of Ireland 
should have the same system, the same operation of government .... I 
would have the whole Irish government regulated by Irish notions and 
Irish prejudices.' Moreover, he declared, the more Ireland is governed 
by the Irish the more will she be bound to English interests. 

Pitt's rejoinder embraced two points: first, that since the Irish 
legislature was independent, Great Britain's attempt to deal with Ire
land's intemal affairs would be an unjustifiable interference with that 
nation's legislative and executive government. This belief, he declared, 
was the real ground on which he opposed Fox's motion. Assuming, 
further, only for the sake of argument, that regulation could be accom
plished without interfering with Irish legislative processes, Pitt 
asserted that Fox had not even hinted at any possible moves and had 
left the Government entirely in the dark as to what remedies he pre
scribed'! The debate was not long and the Government was not shaken 
by it; the motion was beat down 220 to 84, and in his dispatch to the 
King Pitt found it sufficient merely to mention the speakers pro and 
con and the vote.2 The King was grateful for the 220, but commented 
that 'every well-wisher to the Empire must feel hurt' that the minority 
was so large.3 In Dublin, however, the speech was applauded. 

In America, dispatches from London noted that 'reports of a change of 
ministers continued to occupy the conversation of every political circle . 
. . . Pitt's retirement from office is universally admitted to be ... 
indispeQ.'lable ... friends have abandoned hopes ... every man forms 
such [a ministry] as he wishes, but no man includes Mr Pitt in his 
arrangement.' 4 

Fox contributed to this thought in an outdoor speech in Palace Yard 
in April. With an umbrella over his head to protect him from the 
weather, he discussed a wide range of topics : the Treason and Sedition 
Bills, the burdens on the people from the war, the prosecutions of the 

1 Parliamentary History, xxxiii, 189-71. 2 lAter Cormpondmu of George lll, ii, 555. 
3 j. Holland Rose, Pitt and Napokon (London, 1912), p. 241. 
4 Aurora General Advertis", (Philadelphia), May 12. Dispatch of March 15, 1797. 
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societies. 'Leave no means unturned', he concluded, 'to get the 
ministers out. '1 

Pitt, however, survived this blast to face still new crises. One was a 
serious mutiny in the Channel fleet and another in the North Sea fleet. 
Sailors complained bitterly about low pay; poor food, generally con
sisting of weevily biscuits and ancient salted pork; excessively severe 
punishments; tardy pay; unfair distribution of prize money; irregular 
and infrequent liberty. Sailors of the Channel fleet at Spithead addressed 
a petition to Fox to come to their aid, but apparently the petition was 
intercepted by the Admiralty and never reached its destination.2 The 
Spithead mutiny was resolved and the sailors returned to their duty, 
but the later rebellion of the North Sea fleet was savagely handled and 
nearly two-score men hanged before the disturbance was quieted. 

Opposition capitalized upon the fact that the Government had de
layed and temporized. Whitbread moved, Fox seconding, that Pitt 
should be censured. In the debate that followed, during part of which 
Pitt at Mr Speaker's request absented himself from the chamber, the 
motion was modified, among other changes substituting 'his majesty's 
ministers' for Pitt. In a relatively brief speech Fox spelled out the 
extent of the delay but especially took occasion to restate his firm belief 
in the necessity for full inquiry and debate: 

Public discussion is the best security for public welfare, and for the safety of every 
good government. That energy which is to be had from secrecy stands upon the 
authority of but a few, and they have never been the wisest nor the best, but those 
who, from age to age, have endeavoured to enslave mankind. 8 

This motion, like others supported by the opposition, was defeated, 
the vote being 237 to 63. 

Increasingly Fox began to be discouraged by the uneven numbers. 'It 
is sad work to be urging people against the grain', he had written. 4 

Pitt's reports to the King on parliamentary debates occasionally fanned 
his Majesty's bitter dislike. With reference to a budget speech of April 
26 the King replied to Pitt: 'I think Mr Fox's attempt to aggravate the 
difficulties must ... convince every impartial man that from personal 
pique at me and my Administration he is become an open enemy of his 
country.'5 

1 The Times, April 4. 
2 The situation is detailed in James Dugan, The Great Mutiny (New York, 1965) . chs. 
6 If. A younger. more energetic Fox woul~. have taken up the sailors' cause and. drawing 
fully upon his experience as a former member of the Admiralty board, given full exposure to 
administration delays and shortcomings. . 
3 Parliamentary History, xxxiii. 509. ' 4 Add. MSS. 47569. January 15. 
5 Later Comspondma of George lIl, ii. 566. April 27. 
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In May Fox spoke energetically for the repeal of the Treason and 
Sedition Bills, which had been on the statute books for more than two 
years. He mentioned examples of the caprice and vexatiousness with 
which sheriffs and magistrates had prevented public meetings, but was 
particularly effective, however, when he pleaded for the fundamental 
principle offree speech: 

Do you think that you gain a proselyte where you silence a declaimer? No; you 
have only by preventing the declaration of grievances in a constitutional way, 
forced men to more pernicious modes of coming at relief. In proportion as opinions 
are open, they are innocent and harmless. Opinions become dangerous to a state 
only when persecution makes it necessary for the people to communicate their 
ideas under th~ bond of secrecy. 

Ireland, he continued, was an example of a country driven to hostility 
because other means of expressing grievance had been forbidden. 

To those who promised to repeal the Bills when peace and tranquil
lity was restored, he had only scorn : 

You tell the people, that when every thing goes well, when they are happy and 
comfortable, then they may meet freely, to recognize their happiness, and pass 
eulogiums on their government; but that in a moment of war and calamity, of 
distrust and misconduct, it is not permitted them to meet together, because then, 
instead of eulogizing, they might think proper to condemn ministers. 

What a mockery is this! What an insult to say that this is preserving to the 
people the right of petition ! To tell them that they shall have a right to applaud, a 
right to rejoice, a right to meet when they are happy, but not a right to condemn, 
not a right to deplore their fortunes, not a right to suggest a remedy! ... If you 
mean that freedom is not as conducive to order and strength as it is to happiness, 
say so . ... 

Liberty is order. Liberty is strength . . .. Liberty not only is power and order, 
but ... it is power and order predominant and invincible ... the heart of man has 
no impulse, and can have none that dares to stand in competition with it. 

Pitt did not speak in the debate; and those who followed Fox offered 
principally the arguments that the Acts had served to quiet the country, 
that the situation called for continued firmness and order, that consti
tutional and proper meetings were still allowed, that it was unjust to 
call the r-resent ministers hostile to liberty because they were obliged 
to enact some temporary restrictions. The vote on the motion 
followed the familiar pattern: 52 for it, 260 against it.l 

The advisability of seceding from Parliament began to be talked of 
among members of the Opposition. From Fox, wearying of the 
constant and fruitless struggle, the proposal met little objection. A 
motion for the reform of Parliament was projected, and the opposition 
made every attempt to rally its forces for the debate set for May 26. 

1 Parliu.mentary History, xxxiii, 618-39. 
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Fox's long speech that day was one of the eloquent efforts of his 
career: reasoned, analytical, judicial. He opened by answering those 
who claimed that the motion was motivated by party politics, under
taking to define party in its best sense-not party as 'an unprincipled 
combination of men for the pursuit of office and its emoluments, the 
eagerness after which leads them to act upon feelings of personal en
mity, ill-will, and opposition to his majesty's ministers'-but rather 
in the sense that 'men of honour, who entertain similar principles, con
ceive that those principles may be more beneficially and successfully 
pursued by the force of mutual support, harmony, and confidential 
connection'. This sort of party, Fox declared, 

•.. is an advantage to the country ; an advantage to the cause of truth and the 
constitution; an advantage to freedom and humanity; an advantage to whatever 
honourable object they may be engaged in, that men pursue it with the united 
force of party feeling; that is to say, pursue it with the confidence, zeal, and spirit, 
which the communion of just confidence is likely to inspire. 

Further: those who think party is a good thing for ordinary occasions 
must admit that it is peculiarly so in emergencies like the present. 

To convince his hearers that on this occasion he was, in this sense of 
party, more concerned with measures than with personalities, he con
ceded that some mixture of-personality was inescapable when one 
attempted to suggest change or fix responsibility. Certainly his posi
tion was not conceived out of hostility to Pitt, since Pitt himself had 
again and again spoken on this subject, and at least on three occasions 
when Pitt had done so, in 1782, 178S, and 1785, Fox reminded his 
listeners that he had given his support. 

Fox in 1797 was a vastly more mature individual than even in the 
towering days of the American Revolution. In 1797, entering his 
second quarter-century of active, intense, parliamentary speaking, he 
could in any debate draw copiously upon his experience in comparing 
and contrasting one set of conditions with an earlier set. In this speech 
when he argued in favour of parliamentary reform, he could describe in 
detail the failure of the Government to extend reform to Ireland; and 
how, since reformers could get no relief through the Government, they 
turned more and more to societies. Thus the comparatively small 
number of societies in Ireland in 1791 became stronger and stronger 
by the accession of thousands who at first thought they had little in 
common with the charter members, so that from small beginnings 
their numbers had increased to 100,000 men in Ulster alone. 

Is it improbable that the original few were not more than ten or twenty thousand 
in number? What, then, do I learn from this? That the impolitic and unjust refusal 
of government, to attend to the applications of the moderate, made 80 or 
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90,000 proselytes from moderation to violence. This is the lesson which the book 
of Ireland exhibits! Can you refuse your assent to the moral? Will any man argue, 
that if reform had been conceded to the 80 or 90,000 moderate petitioners, you 
would have this day to deplore the union of 100,000 men, bent on objects so ex
tensive, so alarming, so calamitous? I wish to warn you by this example. 

'What England is now, Ireland was in 1791.' Let us then try to effect a 
reform 'without touching the main pillars of the constitution, without 
changing its forms, or disturbing the harmony of its parts'. 

Fox declared that so basic was the failure of the House to represent 
the people, not even a general election could remedy the matter. In the 
general election of 1780, he insisted, even though sentiment against 
the prosecution of the American war was considerable, only three or 
four members were added by the election to the side of those who pro
tested the war. Actually, as has already been seen, Government majo
rities were much less in early 1781, after the election, than they were 
in the middle of 1780, before the election. But as Pitt, arguing for 
parliamentary reform in 1782, had reasoned that the election of 1780 
did not reflect the true sentiment of the country, Fox contended that 
the same line of reasoning was still valid: 

You see [Fox is quoting Pitt as of 1782J that so defective, so inadequate, is the 
present practice, at least of the elective franchise, that no impression of national 
calamity, no conviction of ministerial error, no abhorrence of disastrous war, is 
sufficient to stand against that corrupt influence which has mixed itself with elec
tion, and which drowns and stifles the popular voice. 

The texts of Pitt's earlier speeches on parliamentary reform, par
ticularly that of his 1782 speech, are too incomplete to check Fox's 
recollection of them, though the impression is speedily gained that 
here Fox is enlarging upon a shred of memory. He went on to say: 

I aver, that as in the American war the public opinion had changed, though no 
change was produced by the general election of 1780, so now, for the last two 
years, the present war has been universally unpopular in England, though it has 
not made its voice to be heard in the choice of representatives. 

Even though opposing candidates in the last election campaigned on 
the war issue--one side boasting of opposing it, and the other apologiz
ing for supporting it, the outcome of the election did not reflect the 
sentiment of the people against continuing the conflict. 

Fox went on to develop a host of other arguments: the fallacy of the 
notion of virtual representation; the hypocrisy of a member who paid 
£5,000 for a seat making a vehement speech against bribery; the 
importance of reducing the property qualification for voting; the dif
ference between the plan suggested and, to him highly undesirable, 
universal suffrage. He argued that extending the right of election to 
householders was the best and most advisable plan. 'It is the most 
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perfect recurrence ... to the first known and recorded principles of our 
constitution.' 'Household suffrage' became, of course, the great issue 
in the debates on reform in the nineteenth century. Fox was not ready 
to advocate universal suffrage, which might extend the vote to three 
million men, and would include a large number of men like soldiers, 
servants, and other persons 'whose low condition necessarily curbed 
the independence of their minds'. The plan before the House might 
bring the electorate to a figure in the neighbourhood of 600,000, 
which he thought desirable, and would provide for the largest number 
of 'independent' electors. 

Compared with the discussions of 1866 and 1867, this debate was on a 
generalized level. Fox, Grey, and their colleagues insisted that details 
could be worked out at the proper time. They had no settled convictions 
about redistribution of seats or extension of the franchise that could 
not be modified by later discussion. 

In the conclusion of his speech, Fox announced his intention, not.to 
secede totally from the House, but to give more of his time to other pur
suits. Regardless of what opposition could demonstrate about the 
failures and incapacities of government, the House continued to give 
the ministers full support; accordingly Fox declared that he would 
spend less time in parliamenta~ discussion. 

Whenever it shall appear [he assured members] that my efforts may contribute 
in any degree to restore us to the situation from which the confidence of this 
House, in a desperate system and an incapable administration, has so suddenly 
reduced us, I shall be found ready to discharge my duty.l 

The effectiveness of the speech is found in the division: 256 opposed 
Fox, but 91 voted with him, a larger number than usual. George Rose, 
Secretary to the Treasury, close friend of Pitt, wrote that to his utter 
astonishment the minority had attracted' about a dozen of our friends'. 
Opposition papers proudly counted twenty-one county members in the 
division. Lord Morpeth, Government supporter, called Fox's speech 
'the finest and most impressive I ever heard him make'.2 Pitt's letter 
to the King was brief and factual but the King's reply revealed a royal 
wince: he thought the minority would have been less, but Fox's 
'art' succeeded in keeping his party together.3 

Next day the papers were filled with reports of Fox's powerful 
effort. Some of them wondered exactly what Fox had actually said 
about retiring; several papers, quoted this passage: 

1 Ibid., xxxiii, 699-7340. See also the pamptilet: The substtmCe of the spt«h of the Right 
H01WUrahle Charles James For, on Mr Grey's 1TUJtion, i71 the HflUSe of Com1TUJ7lS, Fridiry, May 
26, 1797, etc. (London, 1797). . 
I The Rose and Morpeth comments are quoted in Later Dlrresjlondma of George III, ii, 582. 
s Pitt Q71d Napoleon, p. 241. May 27. 
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I hear it said, 'You do nothing but mischief when you are here; and yet we should 
be sorry to see you away.' I do not know how we shall be able to satisfy the gentle
men who feel towards us in this way. If we can neither do our duty without mis
chief, nor please them with doing nothing, I know but of one way by which we can 
give them content, and that is, by putting an end to our existence.1 

The True Briton, which in the past had sharply criticized him, des
cribed his speech as having 'unparalleled force and brilliance', and the 
Oracle thought it 'one of the most brilliant and animated speeches ever 
delivered by this distinguished orator'. The Oracle freely discussed the 
possibility of Pitt's retirement. Attempting to view the political situa
tion more impartially than usual, it observed that no one could deny that 
Fox's abilities .were transcendentally great, his views comprehensive, 
and his politics open and manly, but it did not judge him indispensable. 
On balance it hoped he would reconsider his decision to retire and in 
some way unite his powers with the country. 

The St James's Chronicle put its sentiments in these words: 'Mr 
Fox's speech ... is universally allowed to have been one of the most 
masterly pieces of reasoning, and one of the most profound political 
disquisitions that has been heard within CSt Stephen'S] walls for the 
last twenty years.' The opposition Morning Post thought he had never 
spoken with more effect, his language being singularly plain and 
pointed. 

The preceding day The Times had blamed him for inciting revolt in 
Ireland and insurrection in the navy; it recalled that his motion on the 
repeal of the Sedition Bill was not supported by any prominent member 
of his party; it went on to formulate this dilemma: 'If he keeps on he 
will lead a revolution that "cannot fail to bring on an overthrow of the 
Constitution" -if he alters his conduct "he pays a tacit homage to an 
Administration which he constantly reviles".'2 Next day, however, 
after the speech, it paid him the tribute of having uttered 'one of the 
most brilliant and argumentative speeches perhaps ever delivered in 
Parliament'. It further observed that the Commons was 'awfully 
attentive', that he had never spoken with greater ability in his life, and 
that his speech was characterized by sound reasoning and mature reflec
tion. More" to the point, it admitted that if the times were not so 
adverse, it would willingly give assistance to a temperate reform. 

The Morning Chronicle, with the Oracle and the St James's Chronicle 
particularly in mind, chuckled that the Treasury's own hired writers 
had mutinied, quoting with relish their praises of Fox's effort. Outside 
Parliament the speech was eagerly discussed; Debrett's pamphlet 
containing the text went through at least a dozen printings. 

Fox was criticized then and later because he advocated reform at a 

1 May 29-51. 1797. Parliamentary History, xxxiii, 751. 2 Issues of May 26 to 50. 
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time of national stress. When England was fully occupied with 
enemies foreign and domestic, many were convinced that the reform 
movement was not only inopportune but even unpatriotic. One can 
easily imagine that if a Bill had been introduced and debated, public 
and parliamentary tempers would have been well heated. Assuming 
that the Bill passed the Commons, it was almost certain to have been 
defeated in the Lords. Hindsight quickly brings to mind the disturb
ances of 18S 1 and 18S2, and, for that matter, the monster meetings of 
1866. It proved easier to defeat Napoleon than to bring about a change 
in the structure of Parliament. What the efforts of Fox and other early 
reformers did was to open the question and ventilate it. In the 1820s 
and 18S0s Fox's words, cited with approval, gave moral support to that 
generation. In the twentieth century it does not seem so out of place to 
criticize the party in power, even when it has its hands full. 

So Fox departed with a promise to return should England need him. 
That need did not appear for some interval. In fact, the unexpected 
appearance of a Burke pamphlet, containing fifty-four articles of im
peachment against Fox, written four years earlier, must have led some 
to feel that England would never have further use for the speech
making talent of the Republican Hercules.1 Meanwhile, leaving Fox at 
St Anne's Hill with his wedded wife, still known to friends and the 
public alike as Mrs Armistead, 'this narrative can be halted to inspect 
and appraise certain asp~ts of this talent. 

1 A ktter from the Rt. Honourabk Edmund Burke to the Dulce of Portland . .. containing 64 
articks of impeachment against the Rt. Hon. C. J. Fox (Philadelphia, 1797). 

The advertisement by the editor states that the pamphlet was originally printed without 
the approbation of Mr Burke·. As soon as it appeared it was suppressed on complaint to the 
Lord Chancellor. The injunction was so suddenly carried into execution that 'not more than 
between 70 and 80 copies got abroad'. Whether or not this information was correct, the edi
tor claimed the pamphlet was scarce in England. See also Cone, ii, 418, fn. 
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I will now describe an orator for you. 
Cicero 

If [Pitt and Fox] had not been orators, I have known 
many wiser, abler, and much better men than either. 

Th4 Bishop of Lichfold and Coventry 

In the year of Fox's forty-fifth birthday, Sir Francis Burdett entertained 
at a modest social event mentioned two chapters back. In a congenial 
dinner group oflike-minded folk, talk ranged widely from the cruelties 
of the French Revolution to the origin of man's belief in God, and finally 
lit on speechmaking, one diner arguing that eloquence was of no avail 
in either House of Parliament. Oratory never influenced a single vote, 
he contended, and was useful only to reach the minds of the people; 
parliamentary orators should therefore above all else hope that on 
important occasions galleries would be well filled. At this juncture 
eyes must have turned to Fox, who countered with the rejoinder that 
although oratory would not bring over a single vote on the spot, tbe 

- eloquence that carries conyiction to a man's bosom will influenc~ him 
inhis-cooler-moments. 'It does influence even ministers,' he con cfuded. 1 

Long before, Burke had sturdily defended the art of public address. 
It is indeed worth while, he told Sir Joshua Reynolds, for a man to take 
pains to speak well in Parliament. Though a Bill ably opposed may 
nevertheless pass into law, he continued, it underwent modification 
through debate. Again, a minister not supported by good_ spe,!kers 

~w_ould soon b~ f~:'"Ced ~uforOffice. Moreover, a man who speaks well 
will be po meally rewarded himself.2 

Fox was, however, on this and other occasions, an even more 
fervent apologist for oratory. ~s a parliamentary speaker he sto~ o'!...a 
higher rlll!g than ~~.-B.urke, whose arne-rested more-on me written 
versionofhis speeches than on the reception of them in the Commons. 

4f-If pressed, Fox could have argued that evening that eloquence could 
'change votes on the spot. As early as 1772 he had observed that his 
own speech on the Royal Marriage Act persuaded listeners to change 
sides; his 1778 speech on the Old Corps brought new faces into his 

1 HM 26405 (Huntington). 
I Sir James Prior, Mnnoir of the Life and Character of 1M Right H01UIII1'abk Edmund Buru, 
2nd edn (London, 1826), i, 320-2. 
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lobby; Pitt's speeches during the constitutional crisis of 1784 un
doubtedly garnered votes. Instances were not plentiful but they existed. 
As to the way in which eloquence influences ministers, he could have 
recalled that debates on the American war softened measures as they 
passed through the House. In 1777 he had declared that 'opinions will, 
in the long run, have their influence on votes'. 

Charles Butler, distinguished Catholic lawyer, is another who 
stressed the utility of effective parliamentary debate: 'It is idle to say 
that a single vote is seldom gained by a speech in the House of Com
mons.' He recalled an 1817 debate in which Sir Robert Peel spoke 
against Catholic emancipation. Peel's speech did not then, perhaps, 
gain votes, but since no reply was made to it, the House adjourned with 
an impression that his strong argument against Catholic emancipation 
had not been answered. 'Compared with it,' observed Butler, 'a division 
of ten more votes in favour of the minister would have been trifling.'l 
In later years Sir Robert found reasons to change his own position. 
Fox often felt that his better speeches had an effect and an influence 
even upon those who at the moment voted against him. He realized 
that a speaker can give an idea such forcible utterance that its impact 
lingers. Victor Hugo also observed: The persistence of an all-absorb
ing idea is terrible.' 

The ancients identified three influences that can a~er human action: 
wealth, generalship, rhet<;>ric. Fox had little weal~ and that speedily 
slipped through his fingers; he commanded no army; but he was a 

.:::(Y..!!!!~eLof rh~. Not rhetoric in the ordinary sense of the ornate, 
decorative use of language, but rhetoric in its solid, Greek sen~e: the 

-x:racult~ of discovering in c()~~y~y'ersial issues the principal.Pt!tsJ,!ssiYe 
~umen~ Fox was not a person to be put aside, overlooked, ignored. 
He was such a person that the Government must not only offset his 
and his friends' votes with its votes and those of its friends, but it must 
also provide a forceful counter to his arguments, his evidence, his facts, 
his interpretations. and appraisals. Otherwise it would be seriously 
embarrassed, as North and Pitt were at times seriously embarrassed, 
and the fact of its embarrassment would be known in every coffee house 
in London. 

A talent for conversing and discussing often accompanies skill in 
public speaking. When Fox chose he could be a delightful participant. 
Georgiana once wrote 'that the grear·merit of C. Fox is his amazing 
quickness in seazing any subject, h~ seems to have the articular tafent. 
~ ~0~ing~0~«;,._ab9ut what he is saying and with less pains than 
1 Reminisanas of Charles Butler. 4th edn (London. 1842). i. 200. 
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anyone else. His conversation is like a brilliant player at billiards, the 
strokes follow one another piffpuff.'l 'He is above the petty vanity of 
playing the great man at table, and running away with all the conver-

, sation' , wrote the Reverend Mr Stevens. '~~~ m~n~r_ of ~~~h was 
very quick with a broken sharpness of tone. He seems to have an air of 
meIaiicholy about him. He smiles delightfully .... He has almost con
stantly the forefinger of l.!!~}~ft h~...d <?l'! hi§~~. an odd habit!'2 Sir 

-¥-Philip Francis noted that in conversation he seldom ~n~d_ up a sub
ject bu~~e l~ed t~.~rgue or discuss views launcht:d by others.3 Wilber
force recalled: 'Fox was often truly wonderful. He would begin at full 
tear, and roll on for hours together without tiring either himself or 
us .. .. Fox in general society was quiet and unassuming . ... Fox was 
~ly amiable in private life.'4 

Wraxall spoke of his irresistible smile. Others also noted his charm, 
his good-natured disposition, his disarming candour. Fox once said in 

......,.---. .---
Rogers s presence-and this com~nt will meet a sympathetic response 

ck. from those who speak in public-' Of ten in speaking, when a thing 
occurs to me and it is not time to bring it out, I know I shall lose it 
when I want it, and never fail to do it.' The Irish orator Curran 
thought Fox had no relish for broad humour; he thought that when he 
sported too playfully in the presence of this slumbering lion, Fox 
seemed to laugh inwardly. ' It was not easy to say what Fox would call 
a mot,' Curran went on, 'but when said, I thought I saw a smile rippling 
over the fine Atlantic of his countenance.'6 

Much of what Fox had to say about Ireland, the India Bill, the Libel 
Bill, the Test and Corporation Acts, and other major issues came from 

( inf()!Il!a~ discussions. Chief amon~. hi~ .inforl!lants, as he once said in 
the Commons, was Bu!..~-; -bu"tBurke was only one of a host. Fitz-. 
patrick throughout his life, Erskine, Lauderdale, Grey, and Whitbread 

J::- in later years, General Henry Fox, member~of the dip.lmnatj~cor~.t 
"" farmers, sailo~s, dissent~ng ministers, Catholic priests, scholars, poets, 

alfPOured information into his hopper. 'There's not a man I can't get 
something from if he talks,' he once said. Of the brilliant Sir Philip 
Francis, Fox once said in Burke's presence: 'I have sucked many ' 
brains in my time, and seldom found more to reward me.'6 Fox could 
give as well as take. Holland heard Sheridan more than once praise 
Fox's generosity in providing speakers on his side with the best argu
ments and liveliest illustrations that occurred to him. 

1 Georgiana, p. 82. [1777J. I HM 26405 (Huntington) . 
8 Beata Francis and Eliza Keary, eds., The Francis utters (London n.d. ), ii, 450. 
4 Wilberforce, v, 260. 
II W. H. Curran, Life of the Rt. Hon. J . P. Curran (Redfield, N.Y., 1858) , p. 525 . 
• Tom Taylor, ed., Autobiography and Memoirs of Benjamin Robert Haydon (London, 1924), 
p. 558; Francis, ii, 876. 
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Heads of state can put to effective use in their speeches the personal 
information they acquire from interviews with heads of other states, 
with officials at lower echelons, with executives of industry and trade 
unions, with knowledgeable professional people. 'So and so told me', 
quoted in a public utterance, implies authoritative, timely, data. True 
as the statement is in modern days, it is especially true of the eighteenth 
century. Until semaphore relays were built about 1797, news 5 .o':lld 
t~tno faster...than.a hUIDaQbody could be mo~ed through space .. The 
captain of a ship docking in the Pool of London could bring with him 
the newest word from his last port of call. Government officials and 
members of Parliament at times got word of battles won or lost, treaties 
signed or edicts proclaimed, through rumours borne by or dispatches 
carried by ships' personnel. Ships brought foreign newspapers, also 
invaluable sources. A personal letter from New York, Vienna, St 
Petersburg, could carry vital, exclusive information. Adverse winds 
that delayed ships also delayed news. Although for the large part of his 
career Fox had to operate without benefit of the pipelines of news that 
flowed to those in office, he was more active than most of his con
temporaries in keeping his information up to date. Through receptive 
members like Fox the daily experience of men in -the market place and 
in the public streets can eventually find its way into the legislative 
chamber. 

Even so, Fox lived and di~d having seen only a modest way into the 
process of informal discussion. Review the impasse that Fox and Pitt 
quickly erected between themselves when the question arose of Fox's 
joining the Shelburne Government. Fox, in effect, said, 'I will not 
serve under Lord Shelburne'; Pitt replied, 'I did not come here to 
betray Lord Shelburne' ; and so the conference began and ended-no 
exploring, no search for a common ground, no leaving the door ajar. 
The prophet Amos once warned that two could not even walk together 
except they have agreed. Pitt and Fox could have agreed on one point: 
neither had any liking for Shelburne. Many hoped fervently at various 
times during Pitt's Government when the nation was threatened by an 
aroused foe on the Continent, that Fox's gifts could be put at the service 
of the administration, but Fox would not take the first step, or hardly 
more than the first step, toward such discussions. Pitt, by his superior 
management of Parliament and with the energetic support of the 
Monarch, seemed always to have enough votes to do the Government's 
business. Fox, meanwhile, could only remind Englishmen forcefully 
that it was not necessary to curtail their liberties even though they were 
fighting an unrelenting enemy. Pitt was overly fearful of noisy assembly 
and disturbing utterance at home, ~ox was overly irresJ>onsi!>le 
toward danger from abroad. At this distance it is easy fo see that these 

. --------_. __ . - ---- . 
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two posltlOns are reconcilable. The sharp corners of these brittle 
arguments could have been rounded to the greater service of humanity 
on both sides of the channel. 

-x- Public address was to F~~..<>~ e~e~~on of i<ie,as-ideas gathered 
'\_X-~ail!! from persons and retu~..!2J?;~~>ns . Public address was also 

to Fox tlie ord use 0 anguage. And it is rather amazing that although 
he spoke or wrote various languages and deeply appreciated the artistic 
and sensitive use of words by others, he did not hi~_s~l( u~e words 
artistically or sensitively.. Porson, who probably drank more than any 
grammarianthat ever lived, who at banquets was observed to consume 
as much as anyone present and then before leaving gulp down what
ever remained in the glasses, was no doubt cold, stone sober when he 
made the famous observation: 'Mr Pitt conceive~his sentel!ces. be(or~ _ 
he utters them. Mr Fox throws lmself into the middle of his, and 
leaveS-It to"-God Almighty to get him o~t again:'- Grattan stated it 

_~ ~e: 'His sentences came rolling like a wave of the Atlantic 
A. three thousand miles long.' Pitt phrased ideas more easily. Foxwas 

heard to sayonce"thlln llthough he himself was never lacking for words: 
' Mr Pitt is never without the very best words possible.' l 

~
t Fox did succ~e~_!l.l_ac~i~vingJhr.Qugh the art!l oflanguage w~ 

~ c arit e wou state an argument in such a way that his irieaiimg was 
. variably lucid. Butler said : 'There was never a moment in which Mr 
Fox was either intentionally or unintentionally obscure.' Sir Francis 
Boring told Farington: 'Mr Fox went forward ($ backward, not 
satisfied with his first expression, He would put it another way.'2 

Although much of Fox's repetition was rough-hewn, contrived on 
the moment, he used this procedure so much that at times he achieved 
a measure of artistry with it, as when he said in repetitive fashion, 
'Show me a parliament ... that has so diminished the best and dearest 
rights of the people . . . show me a parliament . . . that has so uni
formly sacrificed the liberty of the subject,' and, 'They are not fighting, 
they are pa~ing . . . that man is not dead-he is only pausing ... 
their country thinks there should be a pause.' 

During a debate in January 1778 North complained that 'he was 
unfortunate in having censure so frequently cast upon him'. The word 
unfortunate caught Fox's ready ear, and in his reply he played upon the 
word for above an hour, as the Public Advertiser noted. The speech is a 
1 Add. MSS. 47590, Rogers MSS., p. 40. London newspapers also complained about his 
grammar and refinements of rhetoric ('solecisms of language . . . violations of grammstical 
accuracy . .. unpardonable' (Morning Post) : 'careless of his language' (Courier) ; Rogers, 
p. 84; Colchester, i, 23. 
I Butler, i, 191. The Farington Diary, iii, 260. 
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jewel of its particular sort, and although it does not appear in the pub
lished collections, the General Advertiser and Morning Intelligencer 
gave a lengthy excerpt of which the following is a sample: 

The noble Lord was indeed an unfortunate man in the veriest sense of the word. 
Never hero in the annals of history, or the records of romance experienced so 
unbroken and so lengthened a chain of misfortunes as he has done . ... It was his 
misfortune to have plunged the nation into its present unnatural contest, and his 
misfortune to have transacted it all along to the misfortune of his country, and dis
memberment of the empire. Had he been indeed fortunate enough to have dis
covered, that imposing the Tea Tax, would produce universal discontent in the 
minds of the colonists, . . . he would have saved millions . . . When he discovered 
that he could not preserve the peace 'of the province of Massachusetts Bay, ... 
had he been fortunate enough to have discovered that the gentle application of 
amenable measures would have been more effective than the breaking of their 
charter, ... he would then have beenfortunate in thefortune of the nation .... 

As a rhetorical device it is almost an instance of having too much harness 
for the horse, but viewed as an attention-compelling design, it pro
duced an emotive force above and beyond the mere words themselves. 
Long after having left the chamber, members would be able to recall 
and would want to share with their friends parts of what Fox had said, 
as did reporters in various London newspapers. ' 

Fox had acquired Latin and Gree~ at Eton, French and Italian while 
travelling on the Continent, Spanish by clawing rules and words out of 
a grammar and dictionary. Once when Irish editor, politician, and 
historian Ju~tin McCarthy inaccurately wrote a statement that Fox 
used French poorly, an earnest American admirer of Fox, Charles 
Sumner, eloquently defended Fox's ability to speak excellent French, 
supplying chapter and verse.1 To read literature in the original tongue 
was for Fox a lifelong avocation. His own style was described as 
Demosthenean; and rugged Demosthenean prose indeed was an 
effective counterirritant to the neatly measured and balanced rhythms 

,*of eighteenth-century rhetoric·Lox we!!!~..9~ized that orallanguag~ . A 

is something else agaiJ! iIo...rn...written lll!lguage. N.2...!!!.an's.~ech, he '#" 

to Bur ett an IS guests, would bear printing,~ it fell from his Ii s. 
A goo speec ore Its special hallmark; it lost by being'set down in 
words and confined within the narrow columns of newspaper and 
pamphlet; e written"y"ersion could not full repre~ent ~J: .~poken 
d!2r.t. Fox's oft-repeated and best-known observation: <~~ it r.«:!iJ! " 
well? .Then it WilS not ~p: ~ ,¥' 

On rare occasion Fox offered comments upon the style of others. He 
had great affection for Lauderdale and constantly sought his advice, 
but wheri he learned that Lauderdale was planning to draft a document; 
he wrote Holland: 'If he does it, it ,should be done in time for you or 
1 Rtminiscenas (London, 1899), i, 2.w-50. 
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somebody else to put it into English.'l On one occasion when Fox 
declared Burke too wordy, Holland left the room, returned with a 
Burke pamphlet, and asked Fox to support his remark. Fox turned a 
few pages and rewrote a passage. 'Those present thought he had made 
his point. '2 

Fox's language is not invariably quotable. Chatham, Burke, Dis
raeli, Gladstone, and Churchill in England, and Webster, Lincoln, 
Roosevelt, and Kennedy in America, have each left behind more that 
has entered living speech. Much of Fox's diction has been muddied by 
eighteenth-<:entury, third-person reporting ('Mr Fox said that where 
there was, the opposition of assertions from different gentlemen it was 
extremely difficult to act'). But Canning liked to quote Fox's aphorism, 

( 'A Restoration is the worst of Revolutions'.3 Other Fox sayings well 

) 
deserve to be put into circulation: 'Unwilling subjects are little better 
than enemies', 'To propose negotiation is not to sue for peace', 
'Liberty is the essence of the British constitution', 'I know of no way of 

) governing mankind but by conciliating them', 'No man can be certain 
! of his footing on ground that is unexplored', 'Ignorance in a minister is 

a crime of the first magnitude'. At times, to be sure, Fox never quite 
captured the diamond sparkle: 'The wishes and designs of men enter 
into composition of their opinions' ( 'We are such stuff as dreams are 
made of'). Or: 'I will light the whole of!Lil!~J>x in£h; I will debate 
~,:,ery resolutio~.~very ars:..u~~, ~d divid~~!!e ho~se on_e'!.~J.t ' ('I am 
in earnest. I will not equivocate; I will not excuse; I will not retreat a 
single inch; and I will be heard'). Or: ' I can only judge of the future by a 
consideration of the past' ('I have but one lamp by which my feet are 
guided, and that is the lamp of experience. I know of no way of judging 
of the future but by the past'). 

Hence only infrequently did Fox give his admirers a convenient 
handle to hold him by. His great utterances, too long to be portable, 
could not be easily managed, and eventually were set to one side. 
Exceptions can be noted, but usually the brief speeches and those of 
modest length are the ones that are read and re-read and that are com
piled ill anthologies. After the magic of a three-hour speech has worn 
off, even though it has passed into law, custom, or the land's history, 

~. there is not much you can do JVith the speech text itself except lir!e a . 
s e fwith ·t. 

( Any technical observation of Fox's speaking genius must pay tribute 

1 Add. MSS. 47578. January 7, 1798. 
I Circumstantial tktails of the long illness of the right honourable Charles JaT1U!s Fox, p. 24. 
3 Lettn'S of G~orge IV, iii, 161. 
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to his mastery of argument. 'He took the argument as it was meant, and 
answered it if he could', wrote Sir Philip Francis. It was common 
knowledge, recorded Henry Rogers, that Fox stated his opponent's 
arguments so convincingly that his friends trembled that he would be 
unable to answer them. Samuel Rogers, whose friendship with Fox 
extended over fifteen years, wrote: '~rJn Ply life..did I hear any
thi~~peeches in reply.' A contemporary pamphleteer 
ffiought it only fair to say that Fox fairly met and routed his opponent 
where he was strongest.! Scribbled on the inside front cover of a 
Bodleian manuscript is. a medley of comments written by an unknown *- hand: 'Fox follows th~ .. grai.ILDLthe. argllmen.t. [He is] as careless of 
words as he is of dress. C3.1!:t.qyQteJi:om.a..g-I=eateI:allthor~.ty than him
self ... does not affect wit ... a great man ... ex losions of elo- I 

~.'2 Butler declared that the moment of Fox's grandeur was when, 'v 
after he had stated the argument of his adversary with greater power 
than his adversary had done, 'he s~ized it with tbe...strength o(a.g~ap.t, 
and t~~an4 trample.d on it to destruction' . 3 

.. Statements like these occur so' frequently that it hardly seems neces
sary to qualify them. Set them down as a matter of common knowledge 
and belief. Fox liked to state an argument before replying to it. He 
knew the method of accepting an opponent's facts but using them to 
support the opposite conclusions: 'You say you deserved better suc
cess than you had ' ... why, you have had more success than you 
deserved.' Or: 'Put the question the other way. Suppose Ireland were 
to legislate for England.' When the opponent spoke, Fox had an eye 
for the jugular, so that if the corpus of his arguments revealed a weak
ness, Fox could put his finger on it. He could attack the premises, the 
reasoning, the facts underlying the reasoning, the inferences; if a flaw 

-t-appeared he could detect it. Often, to be sure, he concluded a well
reasoned argument with unnecessary sarcasm: 'I defy imbecility itself 
to string together a more motley pack of excuses than the right honour
able gentleman has laid before the House this night.' 

y Occasions arose when Fox so completely answered the arguments 
before the House and so overwhelmingly demoralized his opponents 
that no one could make any sort of reply. The most striking instance 
was his 1778 speech on the motion that no more of the Old Corps 
should be sent out of the kingdom. Lesser occasions arose in 1776, 
when he attacked North's management of American affairs (it was 
then that Burke said he kept waiting for the Crown lawyers to reply, 

1 Francis. ii, 455; Essays (London, (855). iii, 99; Recollections of Samuel Rogers (London, 
1859), p. 78; A short view of tM political state of Great Britain and Ireland at tM opening of 
tM new parliament (London. 1807). pp. 43-4. 
2 MSS Add. C 254 (Bodleian). S Butler. i. 159. 
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but none did, 'and the debate could not lie better than [Fox] left it'), 
and in 1805 when he criticized Pulteney'S abuse of eloquence, and 
when he supported the right of the House to censure Melville. The 
natural fate of an Opposition speaker is to appear late in the debate, after 
ministers have offered their proposals. One reason why Fox's name at 
times appears as the last speaker of the evening may be that, after he sat 
down, ministerial speakers found themselves with nothing remarkable 
to say. 

Times occurred when Fox's reply contained more of the form of 
rebuttal than of substance; Burke's phrase, 'the smartness of debate', 
applies here; Another friend called one of Fox's efforts a mere 'debating 
speech'. North and Pitt could in fairness then complain that nothing 
whatever satisfied Fox. Fox's reputation was npt built on speeches of 

-.( this sort. ActY.aUy, bis speecW.ma~tbreeJarge categories. 1 

I \ One is the 'debating speech', in which he raiseE. merely'."!~c!ical_ objec
!i2!ls: the procedure or protocol was wrong, the House was being 
rushed to a decision, the proposal was unseasonable. Such a speech 
served primarily as a holdin,.g or delaying action. Another is the impul-

~ , R ive, vehement, :Q~~..9£>~ ! ' speech"; mam y-built out of such eI.Jlotional * 
a als as ~le, scorn, indignation. The ~tegory, the 'o~ 

~ view' s ~ch, containthi§.greiUett..ef[orts. These were better reasoned, 
more reasonable; the motion before the House was placed in historical 
perspective;" assertions were supported by specific instances
precedents, resolutions, statutes; objections were convincingly dealt 
with; the emotional appeals were on a high plane-justice, fairness, 
humanity; the theme was lofty-peace, religious freedom, political 
liberty. 

Nor did there seem to be a boundary to his talent for debate. No 
genius in his own finances, he could shake and rattle a budget, as he 
did some of North's, until the maker was glad to have him resume his 
seat. No constitutional historian, he could pile prec~.d..e!!.t_~2.-n..pr~
dent, as he did in the Westminster Scrutiny speech, so that eventually 
the Cro\VD's talent had to let him take his place in peace. No lawyer, in 
his twenties he could cite precedents that Wedderburn and Thurlow 
had overlooked; in his thirties, in the Hastings trial, argue the law 
lords to a standstill; in his forties, sponsor the Libel Bill. Francis was 
correct in his studied judgment that if Fox had entered the bar, he 
would have become, 'in a shorter time, and with much less application 
than any other man, the most powerful litigant that ever appeared 
there'.l And Francis had heard Erskine, Mackintosh, and other bril
liant barristers of those contentious years. 

1 Add. MSS. 40758. Francis, iii, +8-4. 
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-{ Fox sensed that good debating deeply involved the listener as well as 
the speaker. The arrangement ofSeats in St Stephen's chamDer, with its 
five rows of Government adherents seated face to face with five rows 
of vigilant opposition, facilitated directness: the speaker has his poten
tial objectors prominently in his eye. Fox kept them there. If one so 
much as shook his head, Fox was capable, ifhe wished, to take note of 
it in his next sentence. If one offered question or interjection Fox could 
react to it without losing his stride. In this way he gave his ideas im-

..>(: mediate, distinctive emphasis J:>l.!~kinK~hem tg t e pe~pIe fu (~o~to.r 
1l®, He COU1rreJ:twl1e1:ti~ror not his listeners were lively and attentive. 
'There seems to be a sort of deadness in the House of Commons,' he 
once wrote; 'worse than even in the worse times of the House of Lords: 
He wanted to be clear to the listener and also to be understood and 

, believed by the listener. In his public appearances he often commented 
~-'m the practice of public speaking, as when he declared ~ spe~~~r._~o~ht ::7f 
~ a~s to be i~mper and unis?n with his ..au~lj~n9~':'. Wraxall ob

served that if Fox sa w atecomers enter the chamber, he would review 
arguments they had missed. 1 

London reporters liked the word 'rivitt' -; Fox 'riyitt~<!.:J!t~tjgll_~ ~ 
of the listener, they would , say. He did not give the longest speech 
known to his generation-a fo~r-::~.ou~_~[<>.~~ was his maximum in the 
House-but he often spoke upwards of two and three hours. On many 
such occasions the papers would speak of the close attention with which 
he was heard. At times they would record, unbelievable as it seems and 
improbable as it is, that the whole House would listen for hours and not 
a single person leave his seat. Yet the Duke of Somerset once declared 
that he had listened to Fox for four hours and had been sorry when he 
left off.2 

Once called 'greater than Lord Chatham ever was', he lacked entirely 
Chatham's mastery of the arts of delivery. Chatham, who could roar 
so loud in one chamber that he could almost be heard in the other, who 
within the chamber could whisper so as to be heard to the farthest 
bench, whose gesture reminded listeners of Garrick, whose flashing eye 
and forbidding manner could threaten and command, had developed 
these characteristics far beyond the talent of most speakers. Yet 

.::1t- although Fox had a shrill, ~n~~!l!!g v~£.e, he used it well, at times 
pitching hi~J:2.l!es l() .. w with g£~~. He had a ['Wid E~ ~hich in 
itseIf"1iida compelling quality that swept the listener along with the 
speaker. His gestures were limited to simple pokin s \Y.ith. thtWQ,Qex ------- .. -
1 Wraxall, iii, 225. 
I Sir William Fraser, Disraeli and His Day, 2nd edn (London, 1891), p. 815. 
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finger. His enunciation was not.alway:s distinct-reporters sometimes 
found him incomprehensible, probably from a combination of ~ -+
rate indistinct ut1f.tAru:;e, and insufficient 10udneB8. He used the old
f?siiioned pronunciation of 'Londo~' , calling it 'Lonnon' to the end of 
his days. One observer said that he had a habit of saying, ' ~ut, sir/ 

-J repeatedl.)'.1 
!' 'Great speakers come in all sizes. Fox was well on the massive side. 

Coke claimed it was no measy matter to provide a horse sturdy enough 
to carry Fox. At Holkham an argument once arose as to whether Fox 
was heavier than Coke's fat chef. Both were weighed, 'but history is 
silent upon the result ' .2 Fox was solid and bulky. His head, neck, and 
chest were large. ~e, despite its coarse features, w~ so expressive 
that listeners could .s_e!1se th~ wor~~,gs~.pi.h.iLIJ!!..~ His shaggy eye
brows helped to punctuate hIS thoughts. Fox was therefore an Impres
sive speaker to watch in action. 

Fox had a bright mind and a retentive memory. Charles Abbot, 
later Speaker, wrote in 1795: 'The debaters themselves very rarely 
take any notes at all during the speeches which they intend to answer. 
Pitt and Fox, never.' When Abbot became Speaker, a member started 
to read a long speech; the Speaker rebuked the practice, lest it become 
a precedent, and the House entirely assented. S The preparation of a 
speech was a continuing mental act. Fox's listeners could sense a crea
tive process going on at the moment he uttered his words. They could 
fully appreciate his alertness and spontaneity. No long glances at a 
manuscript suggested that something prepared at home was being 
warmed over. 'The debaters ... rarely take any notes ... Pitt and Fox, 
never.' 

So much for the speaker in the man; now to the man in the speaker. He 
had strong and persistent dislikes but his friendships covered a wide 
field. He was honest, candid, frank, guileless, unassuming, unpreten
tious. He had unlimited personal courage-he could have honourably 
avoided the duel with Adam, but he went through with it and made a 
lifelong friend out of his opponent. He would accept loans and gifts 
freely and unabashedly ( 'How will Fox take it?' 'Why quarterly, of 
~ourse!') but he would not take a peerage from either Pitt or Grenville. 
He was tempered by defeat. He knew what it was to outargue the 
other side, only to have it outvote him; to watch, fast, and sweat in the 
House of Commons, night after night, 4 wondering what move to make, 
which way the division would go. He could forgive much: he coalesced 

1 Idem. 2 Coke of Norfolk, i, 828-9. a Colchester, i, 24; ii,60. 
'Burke's description in his speech to the electors of Bristol in 1780. 
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with North, he excused Burke's refusal to see him when Burke was 
mortally ill; he continued his association with the Prince even after the 
Prince had lied to him. 

He was loyal to his political friends. He did not like to make a move 
without consulting Fitzpatrick, Spencer, Fitzwilliam, Carlisle. His 
support helped each of them to high post. As he was, however, in office 
so brief a time, he was not always able to reward many of those whose 
claim was purely personal. Once he regretted that of this latter group 
he had been able to help only William Dickson, his Eton and Hertford 
classmate, whom he assisted to a bishopric. Some considered him 
thoughtless. 'You have heard me say,' wrote Selwyn, 'that 1 thought 
he had no malice or rancour; 1 think so still, and am sure of it. But 1 
think he has no feeling, neither, for anyone but himself.'! Lady Sarah 
Napier would have agreed. Fox might have secured for her husband 
the command of a company in the guards, an extremely welcome 
appointment, but instead he secured it for a stranger. She wrote: 'I had 
a great mind to be in a rage, but 1 have overcome my anger upon the 
reflection that Charles has good quallities enough to attone for a 
thousand faults. '2 

Fox had no Boswell hut many boswells. Wraxall, Creevey, Carlisle, 
Selwyn, Grattan, Farington, Malmesbury, and a score of others 
recorded in their correspondence and in their journals such trifles of 
Fox's everyday living and speaking that came to their ears. Fox's 
opinions on the odds and ends of life bespeak his own character and 
personality. For example: 

Q!1._'pg~try: Poetry is 'the great refreshment of the human mind'. 
'Not a sum of arithmetic could be cast up at first without the aid of 
poetry ... men first found out they had minds by making and tasting 
poetry.' Ifhe had a boy he would make him write verses, 'the only way 
of knowing the meaning of words' .3 

O!!. writing: 'As to altering and correcting 1 know by experience 
that one often alters twenty times without mending, but yet sometimes 
one may light on an improvement.'4 'I write wi~ diffic.ulty:-perhaps 

X-the greater ease_~ith which a man speaksLtfi.~ !t'!t:9.J~_Li1..is. (or him. to 
write. I believe so.' - -- -- . - -
---on En lish: '. . . the most dif!icult of all languages-a union of 
many.' 

1 HMCR, Carlisle MSS., p. 591. March 12 [1782J. 
Z Lift and Letters of Lady Sarah Lennox, ii, 40-1. November 10, 1785. 
8 Except as otherwise noted, these comments are from Add. MSS. 4.7590, Rogers MSS. 
4 Add. MSS. 4.7578. To Holland. 
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On Chatham: 'Lord Chatham, I think, deliver~d finer things than 
Demosthenes-; but he had a greater theatre and men are made by 
the circumstances. "America, they tell me, has resisted. I rejoice to 
hear it." This passage I think excels any in Demosthenes.' 

On miscellaneous pleasures: When an acquaintance said it was de
lightful 'to lie down on the grass in some wild spot the whole day long 
with a book,' Fox asked: 'But why with a book ?'1 

On disagreeable correspondents: When once he received a missive 
from a pompous somebody whose name has charitably been forgotten, 
he is reported, perhaps apocryphally, to have replied: 'Sir-your letter 
is before me, and in a few minutes it will be behind me. ' The pungency of 
this note, said the writer who exhumed it, 'found favour in the lobby of 
the House-its impromptu was whispered through every opera box
its attic salt was goute in the highest garret.'2 

Gladstone's political opponents liked to say of him that he was 
Oxford outside but Liverpool inside. Fox never displayed any sort of 
front orfa~de. He was the same stuff all the way through. Aristocratic 
Oxford and Eton were there, showing in his fondness for travel, his 
passion for fashionable recreation, his delight and even expertness in 
poetry, history, drama, oratory. But London was there, too, showing 
in his enthusiastic participation in the life of its hustings, theatres, 
markets, shops. Hence, wherever he went he was as much at ease in the 
company of domestics and tradesmen as he was in conversation with 
lords and their ladies. 

But now back to the main stream of Fox's career. Gloriously in his 
immediate past was his commanding, impressive, masterly, ill-timed 
plea for parliamentary reform. Invitingly in his immediate present was 
a recess from parliamentary speaking. The True Briton announced on 
May 31, 1797: 'Mrs Armistead rejoices in the secession of Mr Fox 
fr3m the House of Commons. She likes him better at St Anne's Hill 
than in St Stephens.' His party was tiny, but he was chief of it, and the 
prose was not too lavish that described him as 'the inmate of baronial 
halls, the guest of palaces, the companion of princes, the preux chevalier 
of dames, the associate of sage~ and scholars, himself a classic and wit 
of the first order, one of the haute-volle in all points'.3 This was the view 
from one direction of that bulky bit of English architecture known as 
Charles James Fox. 

1 Add. MSS. 82566, Mitford. 2 The Times, August 12, 18540. 81dnn. 
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Part Four 

Long Road Back 

I always say, and always think that of all the Countries 

in Europe, England will be the last to be free. 
Charks James Fox 
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Secession; St Anne's Hill 
1797-1799 

His stanqard is in the hearts of men. 
Georgiana, Duchess of Devonshire 

No politician today in his right mind would formally announce that he 
was seceding from office. If he did, voters would relieve him of his 
duties in full at an early opportunity. Fox had announced his secession 
in 1797 with mixed and mingled feelings. Largely they were com
pounded of his disappointment and frustration, but it must be remem
bered that he was no longer as energetic and vigorous as he was when 
two decades formerly he had disputed the wisdom of secession by his 
Rockingham colleagues. He had little doubt, of course, of his hold on 
his Westminster constituents. 

Elsewhere, even in that day the move was attacked. Fox asked 
Holland to defend it by stating that the secessionists, after losing out 
on parliamentary reform, had decided that they might stay away, 
'considering the preceding events of the Session and the behaviour of 
Parliament upon them'.l 

At St Ann'e's, with its garden, lawns, and thirty acres ofland, retired 
Mr Fox had ample opportunity for leisurely reading, strolls, and 
modest ventures in horticulture. After breakfast at eight or nine, he 
read some Italian author with his wife, and spent the rest of the morning 
in further reading and writing; dinner was at two or three; walking 
and conversation occupied the day until tea-time; much reading aloud, 
principally of history, until ten; a light supper offruit or pastry ended 
the day, and by ten-thirty the family was abed.2 

Burke died that summer, two years short of man's threescore and ten. 
His death caused hardly a ripple. Occurring on a Saturday, it was so 
generally known on Sunday that it barely qualified as news for the 
few Monday papers t~at chose to print a brief statement. Only an 
occasional word of praise appeared, like this in The Times: 'Mr Burke 
will live as long as strength of imagination and beauty of language 
1 Add. MSS. 47572. Fox On-., iii, 186-7. August 7, 1797. 
2 JOM Bernard Trotter, Mnnoirs of the Latter rears of the Right Honourable Charles James 
Fox (London, 1811), p. 16. 
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shall be respected by the world.' ~eitber Burke's ideas nor his perSQIl
ality cayg-ht the fans<,y of I&ndoners. howe.ver. and in their minds the 
world moved on as if he had never lived. 

Fox, of course, was deeply touched, and wept bitterly when he heard 
the news. When Burke lay dying Fox had gone to see him, but Burke 
stubbornly refused an interview on the ground of principle.l Later 
Fox related the incident to Coke, who lamented Burke's obstinacy, 
but Fox was philosophical: 'Oh, never mind, Tom; I always find every 
Irishman has got a piece of potato in his head.'2 Burke's will, dated 
1794, had a statement asking forgiveness if his friendship with others 
had been broken offby political differences. This declaration, also, Fox 
needed to view with philosophical detachment. His friendship with 
Burke, going back to Hertford College days, had been strengthened by 
the long struggles over America and India, but fell apart over the 
violent issues that arose in France. 

Fox came briefly out of retirement on October 10 to speak at the 
Shakespeare to a large group of electors and other friends, gathered 
to commemorate the anniversary. He was in good form that evening as 
he spoke on a variety of topics. Naturally those present expected him 
to comment on his retirement, but he merely said that people would 
believe, if he attended, his presence would lend support to the notion 
that there actually was an effective Parliament. He repeated a favourite 
maxim: 'Being easily discouraged by majorities ... is not one of my 
faults.' He grieved at the steady erosion of freedom of speech, citing 
examples of meetings broken up by magistrates, newspaper men im
perilled, a faculty member rejected from a deanship for opposing the 
repressive Bills. He offered to leave the Commons in order to give way 
to some other representative, but cries of No! no! no! 'resounded 
instantly from every part of the room'. In government, he concluded, a 
complete change was needed, but, he added, a change consistent with 
the fundamental principles of the constitution with its monarchy, 
Lorl1s, and Commons. Thus he differed entirely from the French 
radicals.s 

Fox appeared at other Whig Club meetings but on the whole his life 
these years was literary, or quasi-literary, as much as it was political. 

In December 1796 Fox had received from the distinguished scholar, 
Gilbert Wakefield, an edition of Lucretius. Wakefield, a scholar with .. 
a side interest in politics, dedicated his book to Fox, a politician with a 

1 Circumstantial dttails of the kmg illness, etc., p. 31. I Colee of NorjolJc, i, 384. 
I The speeches at lmgth of the right honourablt C. J. Fox, T. Erskine, &c. &c. &c. at a muting 
held at the Shalcespeare Tavern, etc. (London, 1797) . Excerpts are from this pamphlet. 
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side interest in literature. This gift was the beginning of a correspond
ence about literary matters, with select political digressions, that lasted 
nearly five years. Fox read the book and asked the author questions 
about the meaning of passages not completely clear . Wakefield replied 
in detail-scholars love to instruct statesmen-and the correspondence 
was on.l Fox in his turn was proud to think of himself as a scholar: 
'We Etonians hold ourselves (I do not know whether or not others 
agree with us) of some authority, in matters of this sort.' 

The Lucretius did not sell very well, and Fox suggested that his 
name on the dedication page was partly the reason; Wakefield gallandy 
responded that such could not be the cause at all. Wakefield then turned 
from literature to politics and wrote a pamphlet in which he called 
attention to the poverty of the people, deplored the existence of a tided 
aristocracy and an established Church, called Pitt a demon of destruc
tion with a prostitute majority in the lower house of borough-mongers, 
loan jobbers, military officers, pensioners, and official sycophants. As 
the laws clearly prohibited this sort of prose, Wakefield found himself 
brought to trial, and, despite or because of a long speech in his own 
defence, was sentenced to Dorchester jail for two years. 

The correspondence continued, Wakefield in jail and Fox at St 
Anne's. Friends look up a collection of £5,000 to ease the misfortune 
of the scholar turned politician and provided him with materials for 
writing.2 Fox was profoundly distressed by the severe punishment 
inflicted upon his friend. He wrote another correspondent that the 
liberty of the press was virtually annihilated: 'The only thing left us: 
he declared, 'is the trial by jury, and if ever that shall be found materially 
inconvenient to our rulers, 1 am convinced they will find as little 
difficulty as they will feel scruple in getting rid of that also.'3 

Eventually Wakefield served his sentence, which, wrote Fox, 'I shall 
ever consider to have been as disgraceful to the Government of the 
Country, as it has been honourable to you: and after more words on 
books recommended and books read, the correspondence came to an 
end. 

Parliament opened on November 2, 1797. The absence of Fox was 
lamented. With Fox and hi$. friends away, one division went 139 to 8 
1 Correspondenu of the Late Gilbert Wdtjitld, B.A. with the Late Right llonourabk Charles 
James Fox, in the Tears 1796-1801, etc. (London, 1818). 
I State Trials, xxvii,679-760. 
8 Christopher Wyvill, Political Papm ChUjly Respecting the Attempt of the County of Tork 
and other ... districts . .. to effect a reformation of the Parlillmmt of Great Britain (York. 
179+-18(2), vi, 21h9. To Wyvill, March, I , 1799. Fox wrote O'Bryen about Wakefield's 
punishment: 'The more I think of the verdict ... the more I consider it a death blow to the 
liberty of the press' (Add. MSS. 47566. July 29). 
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for the Government. For the first time in his long career Pitt could 
speak almost without opposition and without inquiry. For example, on 
November 24 he proposed to augment the Government's income 
partly by a new loan of £12 million and partly by increasing the 
assessed taxes on windows, servants, horses, carriages, and such 
articles. As he explained in his speech, however, he recommended a 
graduated rate, based on the taxpayer's wealth. The more opulent 
classes might pay three and a half or four times the former assessment, 
whereas those of lesser means might pay half or three times the pre
vious rate. This tremendous increase, immediately affecting 800,000 

people, was agreed to in committee ten days later with only fifteen 
dissenting. Pitt's mastery was complete: the graduated income tax 
was launched with hardly a voice raised against it. 

As Fox had formerly been attacked for opposing Pitt's measures, 
now he was attacked for not appearing in Parliament. Yet his secession 
from Parliament did not mean that he had completely seceded from 
politics. He used the Whig Club as a platform from which occasionally 
to make a public utterance. The Times took a particular interest in the 
meetings of the Club, described it as being composed of 'broken-down 
gamblers and needy adventurers, who bellow for reform, but pant for 
the moment of revolution', and regretted that such men as Fox and the 
Duke of Norfolk associated with it. It scolded Fox for declaring 'that 
he will accept no share in the Government, until the public mind is 
made up to a complete and radical reform'. On this version of his speech, 
it wondered whether he would determine 'public mind' from the toasts 
of the Whig Club or the resolutions of Corresponding Societies; and if 
he meant by 'complete and radical reform' the repeal of the Test Act 
( thus opening church benefices to dissenters), the Act against Treason 
and Treasonable Practices (thus exposing the King's person to insult 
and injury), the Act against Unlawful Assembly (thus reviving Mr 
Thelwall's lectures, and the meetings at Copenhagen House). These 
dangerous doctrines, said The Times, require an explanation, so the 
country would know what to expect from an administration in which 
Fox haa a share.1 The excerpts are worth citing, if only to show that 
on the points cited history proved Fox resoundingly right and The 
Times capitally wrong. 

Pitt's proposed new taxes brought Fox and the other seceders back 
to the Commons for the second reading on December 14. A burst of 
applause and cries of 'Clear the lobby' greeted Fox as he entered the 
chamber. 'Everyone in the gallery rose as with one impulse, and the 
effect seemed to communicate itselfto the House.'2 Acidulous remarks 
greeted the appearance of the vacationers, which Sheridan took note of, 
1 December 7, 23. 2 Parliamentary. History, xxxiii, 1100. 
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adding that the war was being continued to keep nine worthless 
ministers in their places. Fox in his turn commented on a sly retort 
that his absence had given him a chance to study history and therefore 
reform his opinions. To this statement he retaliated in his best debating 
style: 

I have been told this night that ... I in my retirement have had leisure to re
consider my former opinions; and that I, like others, may have had much to learn. 
Those who think they have arrived at that degree of knowledge beyond which 
they have nothing to learn, are in a state which, when they affect it, show they have 
learnt but little. 

Fox obviously was still a formidable opponent. He continued: 

But I should hold myself much indebted to the right honourable gentleman who 
made this observation, if he would tell me, in what book of ancient or modern 
history-in what school of philosophy-in what system of any admired politician 
.. . I am to find, that perseverance in a system which has led you to the brink of 
ruin is the way to extricate you from your difficulty. That, indeed, is one of the 
lessons which I have yet to learn.l 

He then entered into a detailed analysis of the presumed efficacy of the 
new income taxes and declared that he -would have no part of a new 
administration until then~ had been thorough reform and 'a direct 
return to the genuine principles of the British Constitution'. Pitt 
replied at length, and the division recalled the old, familiar, presecession 
quantities of 175 to 50. 

Fox's vacation from Parliament turned out to be one of the most inter
rupted holidays ever planned. On January 4 he was back again in the 
Commons for the final debate on the Tax Bill, to hear his absences 
condemned once more and his motives assailed. Most of his three and a 
half hour speech was in self-defence: ' I am not very dexterous at any 
thing, but 1 ought to be so at explanation, he said, ' ... because [it is] 
impossible for a man who has been so often misrepresented as 1 have 
been not to have acquired some art in making his defence.' He declared 
that the wisdom of ministers was not equal to the wisdom of the people 
in deciding political matters. Many that day spoke against Pitt's bills 
but none so masterfully. Although Fox did not believe the day for 
universal suffrage had come, and woman suffrage seemed so novel that 
he hardly felt it necessary to say he opposed it, he again urged a sub-

. stantial broadening of the base of representation. He said: 

You can do nothing by saying in this House, 'this or that is the opinion of the 
people,' but you should have that opinion from themselves freely expressed, by a 
1 Parliammtary History, xxxiii, 1111. 
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true, substantial, as well as virtual representation of the people .... These are the 
only means to show the real strength of this country.l 

The House adjourned at five o'clock in the morning, the opposition 
recording votes of 75 and 71 against the Government's 202 and 196 
respectively. Opposition in the Lords was equally trivial, and Pitt's 
new Tax Bill speedily became the law ofthe land. 

The annual observing of Fox's birthday was by now as well established 
as that of the King's or Queen's. On January 24, 1798, a reputed 
2,000 persons attended a public dinner at the Crown and Anchor, with 
Fox present and the Duke of Norfolk in the chair to give the toast of the 
evening: 

Weare met in a moment of most serious difficulty to celebrate the birth of a man 
dear to the friends offreedom. I shall only recall to your memory that not twenty 
years ago the illustrious George Washington had not more than two thousand 
men to rally round him when his country was attacked. America is now free. This 
day full two thousand men are assembled in this place. I leave you to make the 
application. I propose to you the health of Charles James FOX!2 

These sentiments were uttered at a time when Ireland was dangerously 
on the edge of rebellion. Later when a toast was offered to the Duke, he 
rose and said: 'Give me leave, before I sit down, to call on you to drink 
our Sovereign's health:-The Majesty of the People!' These were 
also dangerous words. As a result, the Duke was dismissed from two 
offices he held. 

Pitt wrote to WeHesley in detail about the parliamentary and extra
parliamentary debates of the immediately preceding weeks. He con
fessed that those weeks had produced more fatigue and anxiety than 
had attended any other parliamentary campaign, yet he felt fit and equal 
to fighting the battle as long as necessary. He thought he had saved the 
assessed taxes by showing that at all risks he was determined to 
persevere, 'and by that means alone I believe it was carried'. Members 
of the Opposition, he went on, only added to the odium and disgrace of 
their secession by their conduct and language in these debates. On the 
extraparliamentary side, Pitt continued, was Fox's birthday cele
bration: 

The two most distinguished Traits were a speech from the Duke of Norfolk, which 
I think even the Crown Lawyers will hardly prove to be much short of Treason, 

1 Parliamentary History, xxxiii, 1221~1. See also Speech of the Right Honourable Charles 
James Fox, in thelwuseofcommons, on Friday the 4th of January, 1798, on theasstsstd-tax bill, 
etc. (London, 1798). 
a Early Life of Samuel Rogers, pp. 378-9; Stanhope, iii, 91. Allnual Register, 1798, Chronicle, 
pp.5-6. 
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and a Public Profession from Horne Tooke of Reconciliation and Coalition with 
Fox with which I think you will be delighted.l 

So much criticism followed the birthday celebration that Fox at the 
Whig Club defended the toast of 'the sovereignty of the majesty of the 
people', and said that if it were imprudent, he was as guilty as the Duke 
of Norfolk. Later Fox wrote that the Duke's dismissal from his offices, 
because of the toast, provided a means of distinguishing between whig 
principles and those advocated by the administration.2 

In March he wrote to Dennis O'Bryen that he had 'quitted London 
with little exception for good and all as the phrase is. I know there 
must be many who blame me; but I am convinced that in these times 
I can do no good, and therefore think I have a right to consult my 
ease.'3 

Still another interruption to the secession had been the annual slave 
trade debate. Wilberforce's usual motion had been slated to come up in 
April, and after much urging Fox agreed to be present. He wrote Fitz
patrick that he was going against judgment and against inclination, 
since he had learned that it was useless to attend the early sessions on 
the slave trade Bill. Moreover, he added: 'I do not think it fair when a 
Man has considered a subject, and after listening to others, formed his 
opinion, to heaze him into acting contrary to it by mere importunity.'4 
Nevertheless, he and other seceders were in their places on April g 
when Wilberforce moved that leave be given to bring in a Bill to 
abolish the slave trade, at a time to be fixed . 

Over the years the arguments against the trade were gradually 
wearing down. The old contention was repeated that England should 
not act unless others did: on this day it was argued that vigorous steps 
should be taken by the colonial legislatures of St Vincent, Grenada, 
Antigua, and others. Another weary argument was that males exceeded 
females in the proportion of five to three; consequently importations 
of slaves should continue in order to equalize the numbers of each sex. 
A novel argument also appeared in the form of a story describing a war 
between two African kingdoms, a vast number of prisoners being 
taken on both sides. One king had all male prisoners brought before 
him, and in accordance with his usual practice, had their throats cut in 
his presence; the other, having learned that French traders were operat
ing on the Senegal river, sent his captives there to be sold into slavery. 

1 uttersfrom WiUiam Pitt to Lord Wellesley, 1796-1804. January 26, 1798. (Clements). 
2 Add. MSS. 475640. FOI Dn., iii, 9.76. To the Earl of Lauderdale, February 4. 
3 Holland House MSS., March 19. «Add. MSS. 47581. April 1. 
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Slavery therefore was an institution that preserved men's throats from 
being cut.! 

Pitt's speech was brief but the House had the rare opportunity of 
hearing Fox praise him. Pitt, Fox declared, speaks always with great 
force, but what he advanced this night was of immense weight. But 
Fox went on to inquire why the House, which had supported Pitt on 
points infinitely less clear, could refuse to support him tonight, unless 
it was hostile to liberty in general. Why, he demanded, 'is Pitt's 
eloquence deficient in effect in this cause? How am I to account for it, 
unless there is a deliberate system in this House to discourage the prin
ciples ofliberty ?'2 Fox must have thought the cause was lost regardless 
of what he said, as he did not achieve the topmost height of conciliation 
in his speech. In a slender House the motion failed, 87 to 83. The close 
vote did not arouse much excitement. It was late in the parliamentary 
year; foreign affairs were in the foreground of public attention; yet 
many of those who divided that day in favour of the trade and those who 
profited from it must have felt that the question would continue to be 
agitated and that abolition was certain even if slow. 

The incident of Norfolk's toast was not yet closed. At the meeting of 
the Whig Club at Freemason's Tavern on May 1, when the Duke 
offered 'The man who is, and dares be honest in the worst of times
Mr Fox', Fox, in the chair, remarked: 'I'll give you a toast ... the 
Sovereignty of the People of Great Britain'.s Fox's continued defiance 
angered Pitt. He wrote to Grenville that although he hesitated to 
prosecute Fox because it was likely Fox would be triumphantly 
acquitted, he might very well order him to attend the House and be 
reprimanded by the Speaker. If after a reprimand, Pitt wrote, 'he offers 
a fresh insult at the next Whig Club, [he might be sent] to the Tower 
for the remainder of the session; which ... would be enough .to assert 
the authority of the House.'4 Pitt's final decision was to recommend to 
the King that Fox's name should be stricken from the list of privy 
councillors;5 the King on May 9 personally drew an ink line through 
Fox's name. No longer, then, could Fox be addressed as 'right 
honourable' . 

Lascelles's comment is appropriate: 'It was Pitt at his pettiest.'6 

Fox's repeated absences from the House afforded more opportunity for 
voluble George Tierney to speak. Tierney had refused to join the 
1 Parliamentary History, xxxiii, 1885-92. 2 Ibid., xxxiii,I4<>5-lO. 3 The Timu, May 8. 
, HMCR, Fortescue MSS., iv, 187. May 5. He wrote Dundas in similar vein also on May 5. 
See the bound volume, Autograph Cormpontknu with Lord Melville (Clements), printed in 
Stanhope, iii, 127-8. On May 7 he wrote to Wilberforce (Wilberforce, ii, 422). 
5 Pitt to the King, May 8. Fortescue transcripts (Clements). e Charles James FOI,p. 285. 
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seceders but in their absence speedily became one of the frequent 
speakers in the eighteenth Parliament. In May, during the debate on a 
Bill to increase navy personnel, Tierney spoke up with such asperity
the word is one from his own vocabulary-that Pitt declared that he 
was obstructing the defences of the country. When Tierney retorted 
that this language was not parliamentary, Pitt stiffly refused to retract 
or explain; whereupon, next day, Tierney challenged Pitt to a duel. It 
was Fox and Adam, a great man needlessly exposed to danger from a 
lesser one, all over again. The two met at Putney Heath, took stations 
twelve paces apart, and blazed away without effect. With fresh pistols 
they fired again, Tierney at his target, Pitt into the air; the seconds 
then put a stop to the business, declaring that everything had been con
ducted with perfect honour to both parties. Pitt wrote to Wellesley 
later that week to report on his duel, concluding: 'I believe we parted 
better satisfied with each other, than on any other occasion in our 
Lives.'l 

N ext week Pitt was seriously ill. This fact, by no means related to the 
duel, is a reminder that Pitt, like his father, was a sick man most of his 
life. As a youngster he had been in such poor health that he was tutored 
at home, instead of, like his father, being sent to Eton. Physicians had 
prescribed port wine as a medicine and over the years Pitt had drunk 
more and more of it: two bottles at a sitting, as many as seven with a 
competent companion like Dundas; a respectable achievement even 
when men drank brandy like tea. The story is told that one on occasion 
he appeared at the House having had so much wine that his speaking 
was evidently affected. A clerk told the Speaker that seeing Pitt's dis
tressing condition gave him a violent headache. Pitt, hearing the story 
later, observed: 'I think that is an excellent arrangement-that I 
should have the wine and the Clerk the headache!'2 

Pitt endured poor health until the end of his life, though he was not 
subjected to the sort of criticism and abuse because of his drinking that 
was levelled at Fox for his gambling. 

The Irish problem broke out again in 1798. As a matter of personal 
observation, members of the Government knew little about the Irish. 
Sheridan and Burke had been born in Dublin and Fox had visited Ire
land, but most of those who had to formulate policy on the Irish ques
tion had never been there. It was m)t the habit of prime ministers to go 
take a personal look. The Irish were mainly Catholic, which ran them 

1 Stanhope, iii, 130-1; Sidmouth to Pellew, Life of Lord Sidmouth, i, 205; Letters from 
William Pill to Lord Welksky, 1700-.:1804, May 31. (Clements). 
2 Life of Lord Sidmouth, i, 153. Quoted in Stanhope, iii, 136-7. 
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foul of the Test Act and the privileges extended those of the Anglican 
communion as opposed to those of Catholic faith. Trade restrictions 
were irksome despite concessions that had been made. The Govern
ment's headquarters in Dublin, the Castle, was a symbol of oppression. 
The differences between the English and the Irish were too complex to 
be resolved, either with a subordinate Parliament at Dublin or a united 
Parliament in London. 

In 1798 an aspect of the complicated problem was the eagerness of 
the leadership of the United Irishmen to have France help Irish plans 
for revolt. One of their group, Arthur O'Connor, undertook to go to 
Paris to negotiate this dangerous mission. With him was a Roman 
Catholic priest, the Reverend James O'Coigley, and three others. All 
were captured in England, and were taken to Maidstone for trial. 
Meanwhile in Ireland the Government's troops began a systematic 
search for arms and seized not fewer than 70,000 pikes and 48,000 
guns. Risings followed in Leinster, Ulster, and Wexford; Protestant 
prisoners were massacred and rebels were executed. 

Out of this background began the trial, in May, of O'Connor, 
O'Coigley, and their confederates. O'Connor summoned as character 
witnesses the principal leaders of the opposition-Fox, Sheridan, 
Erskine, Norfolk, and others-and was subsequently acquitted, 
though he was immediately arrested on another charge, held in custody 
a few months, then allowed to retire to France. The Reverend Mr 
O'Coigley was found guilty, and later hanged and beheaded.1 

Fox was shocked by what he considered a grave miscarriage of 
justice. The selection of Maidstone as a place for the trial, he declared, 
was especially unfortunate. He had become especially concerned about 
O'Connor, noting his altered appearance because of 'his long imprison
ment having shaken his health and shattered his nerves'. He added, with 
great human sympathy: 'What an engine of oppression this power of 
Imprisonment is!'2 

In June Fox once more attended the House to take part in the debates 
on resolutions that Irish Catholics should be treated with greater 
liberality, and that those who disapproved of measures of concession 
and conciliation towards Ireland were not effectual channels of admini
stration. At the outset of the debate it was moved that the standing 
order against permitting strangers in the gallery be enforced; as a 
result there was little record of the debate, which included a 'long and 
able' speech by Fox followed by his motion that the system of coercion 
in Ireland and the scourges and other tortures employed to extort con
fession were disgraceful to the British name and should be ended. All 

1 Statt TrUUs, xxvii, 1402. 
2 Add. MSS. 47581. Fox Cor., iii, 277. March 9,1798. 
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motions were lost, however, by a ratio of three to one.! Thus was 
treated the eloquent protest against flogging, picketing, half-hanging 
and other styles of torturing. Further protest was entered on the lords' 
journals: 'When an Irishman is tortured, an Englishman is tortured; 
for the same men, who, in violation of the laws of their country, and of 
every dictate of humanity, dare to put Irishmen to torture, will not 
hesitate, when they think it expedient, to put Englishmen to torture 
also.'2 Buried in ageing volumes of the Parliamentary History, these 
protests represent a bold but futile step on the narrow, ill-marked trail, 
lined with gallows and gibbet, flogging post and dungeon, and, more 
ominously, with sealing-wax on parchment; a trail believed to lead 
eventually to human freedom. As the nineteenth century unfolded, this 
trail widened and at times brightened, but as the twentieth century 
knows, the summit has not yet been reached. 

In 1799 Fox did not appear in the House of Commons. Debates on 
repealing the suspension of habeas corpus, on the proposed union with 
Ireland, on the abolition of the slave trade; on suppressing Sunday 
newspapers, on the budget, continued without him. Keeping abreast 
of what went on, however, Fox wrote to Holland that Pitt's new Tax 
Bill seemed dreadfully oppressive. On political parties, a subject that 
had fallen low in popular opinion, he felt on the defensive: 

When a Man has taken an opinion, he takes everything to be a confinnation of it, 
but I can not help feeling every day more and more, that in this country at least an 
Aristocratick Party is absolutely necessary to the preservation of Liberty, and 
especially to give any consequence to the inferior classes, but this I fear is all over. 3 

He was shocked by the proposed union of the Irish and British Parlia
ments, calling it 'the most monstrous proposition that was ever made', 4 

but urged Holland to attend the debates, though he himself did not. He 
could have argued, as he wrote to Holland in detail, on the theme that 
Parliament was not competent to effect a union with Ireland; his reason 
being that Parliament was appointed to uphold the constitution, and a 
union would be a way of destroying it; Parliament could not even 
legislate Great Britain into an absolute monarchy or a republic, though 
it might believe the change would be for the better. For alterations so 
radical as these-union, monarchy, or republic-the unequivocal con
sent of the people should be secured, though Fox does not spell out how 
this should be done; perhaps by 'special convention, perhaps. by a 

1 Parliamentary History, xxxiii, 1515-17'. 
S Ibid., xxxii!, 1517-19. Oxford and Mortimer. 
3 Add. MSS. 4757S. Fox Cor., iii, 149. January 5,1799. 
4 Add. MSS. 4757S. Fox Cor., iii, 150. January 19. 
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Parliament elected for that purpose. What is clear is that he considered 
union 'not only a Revolution, but a Revolution of a more complete 
kind than any other'; in a sense each of the united Parliaments would 
become, to use his word, 'annihilated'.1 To another correspondent he 
called the proposed Union 'the most equivocal instance of Despotism 
that we have seen, and that is saying a good deal'.2 

Fox appeared at other Whig Club meetings, but on the whole his life 
these years was .literary rather than political. The solemn editors of the 
Memorials and Correspondence omit reference to the deluge of poetry in 
English, Latin, and Greek on the subject of the death of two of Fitz
patrick's dogs. There were versions marked first, second, and third: 

Of Faddle's death I know the cause; 
'Twas that, disdaining Nature's laws 
And deaf to voice of sober Reason 
He courted Flora out of season. 

This entire literary venture now seems out of season, but the corres
pondence also contains interesting fragments ofliterary and rhetorical 
criticism. From time to time Fox elaborated his theory of poetry, his 
general idea being that poetical language should deal in simple words 
conveying simple ideas rather than in involved words conveying com
plex or abstract ideas. He was sure that poetry should appeal to the 
senses rather than to the understanding. 3 

The criticism of speakers and speech making he especially felt to be 
his province. His high regard for Demosthenes has been noted before; 
he advised Holland to read Cicero's letters to Athens, and ifhe were not 
able to do it in Latin, to try it in French. 4 

These literary and semi-literary pursuits, combined with battled ore 
and shuttlecock, whist, hunting, and a variety of social activity con
trasted strikingly with those of the old days at Brooks's and New
market. He would have been happy to pursue his current interests 
longer, but his retirement was sharply interrupted by a communication 
from the First Consul of France to the King of Britain that brought an 
opportunity for Fox to speak once again on a subject that invariably 
touched his heart: peace. 

1 Add. MSS. 47573. Fox Cor., iii, 15~4. February 18, 19,23. 
I Osborn Collection, 85/15. To William Smith, February 2. (Yale.) 
3 Add. MSS. 47581, 47583. Fox Cor., iii, 156. To Fitzpatrick, January 13; to Holland, 
February 18, 19. 
~ Add. MSS. 47581. December 1799. 
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Quest for Peace 
1799-1800 

They are not fighting-Do not disturb them-they 
are merely pausing!-this man is not expiring with 
agony-that man is not dead-he is only pausing! 

Charles James Fox 

While Fox was enjoying his leisure at St Anne's, Bonaparte was plan
ning political manoeuvres that effectively disrupted it. 

Now the First Consul of the newly established republic, Bonaparte 
was a person of extraordinary talent who had an exalted belief in his 
own capacities. 'Never speak unless you know you are the ablest man 
in the room,' he once said, a maxim that still ailowed him to discourse 
freely on a multitude of topics. ,He could stir men with well chosen 
words, or he could use forceful positive action as the situation required: 
a whiff of grapeshot to overawe a mob, a movement of an army corps 
to humiliate a kingdom. He was a man of tremendous energy. And he 
was resilient; he could absorb defeat at one spot and direct victory at 
another. 

In 1798 the Directory had assigned him to train an army for the 
invasion. The difficulties of this venture, however, have made more 
than one general take a second look, so Bonaparte had decided instead 
to carry the war to Egypt. Although Pitt had sent a squadron under 
Nelson to the Mediterranean, Bonaparte eluded the British fleet and 
landed his army at Alexandria. His first skirmishes had been successful, 
but in August Nelson located the French fleet and sank all but four 
French ships. Bonaparte's troops, marooned, launched a campaign 
into Syria but had to retreat back into Egypt. 

By the spring of 1799 the Second Coalition had been formed, includ
ing Austria, Russia, Turkey, and Naples. During the summer the 
allies had been able to drive the French out of Italy and advance into 
Switzerland. Military setbacks plus the state of affairs at home had 
threatened the existence of the Directory, so Bonaparte hurried to 
Paris, overthrew the Directory, and in November set up a repub1ican 
form of government headed by three consuls. Meanwhile the Russians 
had met reverses, and, discouraged, pulled out of the coalition. 

Bonaparte now thought the time opportune to seek an armistice. On 
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Christmas Day 1799, he wrote to George III, expressing a wish for 
peace. The King reacted promptly and vigorously. He wrote to Foreign 
Secretary Grenville that it was impossible to 'treat with a new Impious 
Self created Aristocracy', and that the only consideration was how to 
reject the proposal with 'Dignity and Seriousness'. 1 Over the signature 
of Grenville, Pitt's Government responded with aloofness; his 
Majesty thought it could negotiate only with a stable government, and 
since there was no evidence that Bonaparte spoke for such a state, his 
Majesty's forces must pursue the present just and defensive war. 

Fox had reacted strongly against the refusal of Pitt to negotiate; 
the Government's position was an insult to the intelligence of the 
English people. How absurd it was, he thought, in time of war, to 
require Bonaparte to restore the French monarchy, or at least to 
demonstrate that he could behave peaceably, before negotiations could 
be opened. 2 Fox did not want to forsake his leisure at St Anne's and 
plunge into a heated political debate, but he realized that he could not 
in good conscience decline an opportunity that might help bring the 
war to an end. His associates also strongly urged him to participate in 
the debate. Seldom had a man a more bitter struggle within himself to 
reconcile preference with duty. He had not been in the House for more 
than a year; he was convinced that his return would have no effect upon 
the outcome; he was now a man of limited energies, and his zest for 
life entirely centred upon the delights ofSt Anne's. 

The insistence of his friends finally led him to return to the parlia
mentary scene but on the whole he felt that he had been overpersuaded, 
'and when one does a thing against not only one's inclination, but one's 
judgment too', he could not be expected to do his best. He decided to 
visit Lord Holland on his way to Westminster, but left the country 
with such reluctance that he promised to stay at Holland House only 
two nights. While there he learned that because of Pitt's illness the 
debate had been postponed, and the news of this further absence from 
home so vexed him that tears stole down his cheeks.s 

Having decided to appear, he demonstrated the customary reflexes 
of a party leader; he hoped that attendance would be good so that his 
return would appear less absurd. 4 Moreover, he thought a preliminary 
meeting at the house of some notable person like the Duke of Bedford 
would be desirable if the debate were to be successful, going on to say 
that by 'success' he could not hope to carry the question-the old party 
was too routed and dispersed for that-but to gain advantage in point 

1 Fortescue transcripts, January 1, 1800. (Clements.) 
I Add. MSS. 47574. Fox Cor., iii, 175-6. To Holland, January 1800. 
a Add. MSS. 47574. Fox Cor., iii, 176. Wyvill, vi, 55. MtTTUJirs ojtN Whig Party, i, 157-8. 
4 Add. MSS. 47574. Fox Cor., iii, 177. To Ho~, January 21. 
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of numbers. Positive he was that the refusal of Bonaparte's offer was a 
fault in judgment without parallel in history.l 

The great debate took place Monday, February S. The benches of the 
House of Commons were crowded. Most enthusiastic report was an 
eyewitness account that described impatient politicians hovering about 
the entrance to the parliamentary chambers almost as early as the day 
broke; later the bustle became prodigious as various individuals pre
sented their claims to admission. The gallery was insufficient to contain 
half the candidates for seats. One unsuccessful contender had an ann 
fractured, and endured a long delay while others attempted to dis
engage him from the crowd. Most papers, however, were able to get 
full reports of the speeches. Lloyd's Evening Post could say that Fox 
made his appearance about half past four o'clock, but was not received 
by the outside passengers with any of that acclamation which announced 
his return on one or two former occasions; other papers did not gainsay 
this observation. In the House Sheridan and Erskine sat on either side 
of Fox (what a trio! a supremely eminent comic dramatist, a debater, 
and a court-room pleader). Next to Erskine sat Tierney. Wilberforce 
was there, although as matters turned out both he and Sheridan, along 
with others, were prevented by the length of the principal speeches and 
the lateness of the hour from speaking. Grey was in the gallery, ill, his 
arm in a sling, but he heard the debate and participated in the division. 

Fox told Holland as they walked down to the House of Commons 
that he never spoke without nervousness, and that he felt an unusual 
degree ofit that day. 'I shall be sorry, however; he added, 'ifit were to 
spoil my speech today, for I should not wonder if it were to be the last 

" I shall ever make in Parliament. '2 Listening to other speeches, how
ever, often has a steadying effect. Dundas spoke first, moving thanks 
to the King and approving the vigorous prosecution of the war. 
Whitbread, Canning, and Erskine followed, so that two speakers 
approved the motion and two disapproved. 

Pitt found it necessary in replying to his learned friend Erskine's 
arguments, to go back to the beginning of the war in 1792, and estab
lish France as the aggressor nation : 'You cannot look at the map of 
Europe, and lay your hand upon that country against which France has 
not either declared an open and aggressive war, or violated some 
positive treaty, or broken some recognized principle of the law of 
nations. '3 He noted, among others, "aggressive wars against ·the 

1 Add. MSS. 47574. To Holland, January 24. 
2 Memoirs of the Whig Party, i, 157-8. 
a Text of speeches quoted comes from Parliamentary History, xxxiv, 1501-97. 
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German empire, against Austria, against the King of Sardinia. He 
described Bonaparte himself, drawing inferences from his character 
and conduct. He looked at 'the dreadful catalogue of all the breaches 
of treaty', confessing himself unable to name a single treaty that 
Bonaparte had not broken. Nor was there reason to expect that the 
new Government would endure; other French Governments had 
lasted, on the average, two years each. 'What, then, is the inference 
I draw from all that I have now stated? Is it, that we will in no case 
treat w.ith Bonaparte? I say no such thing. But I say ... that we ought 
to wait for experience ... before we are convinced that such a treaty is 
admissible.' He declared he was not trying to impose monarchy upon 
France, against the will of the nation-'I never thought it, I never 
hoped it, I never wished it.' In proper circumstances the restoration 
of the monarchy by the people themselves might be entirely practi
cable. Finally, he described the resources of England as increasing 
and its spirit as indomitable, whereas France was becoming weaker 
and more exhausted. 1 

Fox, whose speech was awaited with the greatest expectation, 
began with words his hearers recognized as familiar; he described Pitt 
as using the old arguments that he had employed many times before. 

Gracious God! Were we not told, five years ago, that France was not only on the 
brink, but that she was actually in the gulf of bankruptcy ? Were we not told, as an 
unanswerable argument against treating, that she could not hold out another cam
paign-that nothing but peace could save her-that she wanted only time to 
recruit her exhausted finances-that ... we had nothing to do but persevere for a 
short time, in order to save ourselves for ever from the consequences of her ambi
tion and her Jacobinism ? 

He rebuked the Government for using harsh language in reply to the 
French offer to negotiate: 'It is not by reproaches and by invective that 
we can hope for a reconciliation.' And to go into the early history of the 
war 'with such severity of minute investigation . . . ought not to 
inftuence the present feelings of the House'. 

Fox was never one to be overawed by an opponent's analysis; an 
outstanding feature of his debating was his ability to discover a still 
more fruitful field of argument. Thus he declared that the lengthy part 
of Pitt's speech which recounted the controversies leading to war-a 
train of thought into which Pitt had been led by Erskine-had little 
bearing on the present offer of the French. Pitt in a later part of his 
argument had detailed acts of aggression of the French against the 
English; Fox did not particularly attempt to deny these, but either 
interpreted them differently or offset them by citing acts of aggression 

1 Fox thought that Pitt's speech 'had more of the faults of his oratory and less of its excel
lencies,' than usual in his speaking (Wyvill, vi, 62). 
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of England's allies against the French. Thus each speaker, with an 
anchor in the facts of the case as he understood them, debated the 
broader field of application and interpretation. Fox offered one argu
ment that his listeners had heard him make before: in a circumstance in 
which one nation offends another, the offended nation should offer 
every chance for investigation before taking drastic action. Fox alleged 
that Pitt was less ready to negotiate and more ready to retaliate. So, 
rather than dismiss the French ambassador because his explanation of 
an act of the French Government was unsatisfactory, Fox averred: 

Did you tell him you were not content with this explanation? And when you dis
missed him afterwards, on the [execution of Louis XVI] did you say that this 
explanation was unsatisfactory? No; you did no such thing : and I contend, that 
unless you demanded farther explanations, and they were refused, you have no 
right to urge the decree of the 19th of November [proclaiming the promise of 
French aid to all nations seeking to be free] as an act of aggression. 

This degree of the 19th of November, Fox had also declared, this indis
criminate provocation thrown out at r~dom, never should have been 
seriously considered in the first instance. This example illustrates 
again his forceful reappraisal of a statement advanced by his opponent. 
It also emphasizes his insistence that a government should not fail to 
practice the arts of peace-fair statement, discussion, negotiation
before lining up its heavy cannon. 

Pitt had outlined various contingencies that faced the Government 
and how each contingency could properly be met. Fox followed Pitt's 
reasoning through this portion of his argument but countered that 
peace would be a better means of meeting a contingency than would 
war, and that Pitt could get better terms from Bonaparte now than 
later. It was therefore Fox's position that the nation, under Pitt's plan, 
would suffer another year or two of human misery in pursuit of gains 
doubtful at the most. 

In the debate in the Lords on this subject the previous week, Gren
ville had declared that rather than negotiate with Bonaparte, Great 
Britain should await events. The Earl of Carnarvon, supporting Gren
ville's argument, had said that Grenville was recommending a pause in 
order better to understand France's new constitution. In the Commons, 
Dundas had spoken of a pause: 'Sir, ... I hope Ministers will pause and 
weigh well the consequencesJo which it would lead.'! Pitt apparently 
did not use the word pause, but he expressed the same i~ea when he 
argued that Britain must delay negotiating, and, in the future, 'be 
regulated by the course of events'. Fox, gathering together the lines of 
his argument for a towering conclusion, touched the summit of elo
quence in his long career. His interest in negotiating rather than in 
1 Parliammtary Register, x, 272. Parliammtary History, xxxiv, 1249. 
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fighting and his abhorrence of war were rolled into an ironic but vivid 
picture: 

We must keep Bonaparte for some time longer at war, as a state of probation. 
Gracious God, Sir, is war a state of probation? Is peace a rash system? Is it 
dangerous for nations to live in amity with each other? Is your vigilance, your 
policy, your common powers of observation, to be extinguished by putting an end 
to the horrors of war ? Cannot this state of probation be as well undergone without 
adding to the catalogue of human sufferings? 'But we must pause!' What! must 
the bowels of Great Britain be torn out-her best blood be spilt-her treasure 
wasted-that you may make an experiment? Put yourselves-oh! that you would 
put yourselves-in the field of battle, and learn to judge of the sort of horrors that 
you excite. In former wars a man might at least, have some feeling, some interest, 
that served to balance in his mind the impressions which a scene of carnage and of 
death must inflict. If a man had been present at the battle of Blenheim, for instance, 
and had inquired the motive of the battle, there was not a soldier engaged who 
could not have satisfied his curiosity ... they were fighting to repress the uncon
trolled ambition of the grand monarque. But, if a man were present now at a field 
of slaughter, and were to inquire for what they were fighting-'Fighting!' would 
be the answer; 'they are not fighting, they are pausing.' 'Why is that man expir
ing? Why is that other writhing with agony? What means this implacable fury?' 
The answer must be, 'You are quite wrong, Sir, you deceive yourself-They are 
not fighting-Do not disturb them-they are merely pausing!-this man is not 
expiring with agony-that man is not dead-he is only pausing! 

Another minute, and Fox's speech was finished. But in this final 
moment he made a further telling point. Suppose the ministers this 
night had proposed to accept Bonaparte's overtures for reace instead 
of rejecting them. Fox declared that he would ask for n,9 gentleman's 
vote who under those circumstances would have voted against the 
ministers. But, in all honour, in all consistency, in all conscience, Fox 
felt he could demand the vote of every gentleman who would have 
voted with the ministers had they proposed the opposite of the motion 
now before the House. 

Fox resumed his seat. No one rose to reply. DW1das and Pitt had 
already spoken; some who might have taken the floor had, by Pitt's 
generous action, been long ago translated to the Lords. Sheridan and 
Tierney must have felt that the debate could not lie better than Fox 
left it. Moreover, the hour was late. The division eloquently declared, 
however, 265 to 64, that the war should go on. At 4 a.m. Pitt wrote to 
the King: 'The general Impression in the House upon the whole 

,Question appeared to be highly favorable and satisfactory.'1 The King 
/ could hardly have been better pleased. He would have been still better 

pleased had he known that Fox would not appear in the chamber again 
that session. 

1 Fortescue transcripts, February 40. (Clements.) 
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Noting that Fox 'never was listened to with a more earnest and 
fixed attention,' the Oracle quoted: 

Still, they gaz'd, and still the wonder grew, 
That one man's head should carry all he knew. (sic) 

Even so, it judged that he had done even better in other debates. 1 The 
Sun, for example, was among those that observed that 'towards the 
latter part of his speech, in one instance, Mr Fox hesitated considerably, 
having apparently lost the chain of his reasoning'. The silence must 
have indeed been dramatic when the plunging cascade of Fox's never
failing eloquence suddenly stopped as he groped for his next thought. 
Listeners were accustomed to his hesitant openings-like Patrick 
Henry of Virginia, Fox often uttered his first sentences haltingly-but 
they were startled to hear him fumble after having gained a fair hold on 
the argument. The True Briton commented on his confusion with 
partisan satisfaction. It had no praise even for this speech, contenting 
itself with scolding Fox for non-attending, leaving thousands without 
any representation. But these criticisms are trivial in view of the sub
stantial merits of the s~ech. Holland thought Fox's exposure of 
Carnarvon's policy of pausing was perhaps 'one of the finest specimens 
of his oratory for argument, for feeling, for pleasantry, and for ani
maJion, that has been preserved'.2 In her Journal, Lady Holland later 
recorded that Fox was at his finest when he answered those who had 
declared 'that we should paUse'. 3 

In view of these comments, and the fact that the 'pausing' argument 
strikes a reader vividly, it is surprising that London newspapers over
looked it altogether. Since Fox had spoken at a late hour-he finished at 
3.30 a.m.-some papers condensed his speech, others deferred it to the 
next issue. One paper after another failed to include this excerpt. 
Said the London Packet: 

It was said by some, that we could afford to pause and examine matters for twelve 
months; but if we were to pause, would it not be better to pause in peace. 4 

Said the Morning Chronicle: 

. .. and all this that we may pause, and for what? merely, that we may better ascer
tain the character of an individual or the probable stability of his power. Ii 

With all their shortcomings!- London printers could report more 
accurately than this, and misseq a good opportunity to r~ord Fox's 
remarkable peroration. The passage, however, appeared in an edition 
1 February 5. Other papers praised Fox's speech more generously: cr. the Star ('command
ing .. ". impressive ... masterly'). 
Z Memoirs of the Whig Party, i, 157. 8 ii, 47-8. February 14. 
4 February 3-5. This text also appeared in Gentleman's Magarine, lxx (June, 1800),540. 
Ii February 4. 
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of the speech published by Debrett,l the Parliamentary Register and the 
Parliamentary History. 

According to Holland, Fox had heard the debate in the Lords and 
thus had ample opportunity to phrase a memorable retort to the 
policy of 'pausing: As was his lifetime practice, he delivered the long 
speech with its stirring conclusion entirely without notes. Disraeli 
or Gladstone could duplicate this feat, though invariably they fortified 
themselves with six to a dozen pages. Churchill would have written 
and rewritten and would have worked from a finished and polished 
manuscript. 

Next evening, Fox attended the Whig Club meeting at the Crown and 
Anchor and, before an estimated 300 people, discussed his speech and 
reviewed the arguments he had used. On the whole he had decided that 
his effort and those of others 'who spoke the sense of the country' had 
gained not more than three votes. 'The active power of the Constitution 
was gone, as it must be gone when the representative body does not 
respond to the public opinion.' He reminded his friends, as he had the 
Commons, that if Pitt had proposed the opposite course of action and 
had agreed to negotiate, the same persons would have voted with Pitt 
'for opening the road to peace'. He therefore declared he was going to 
continue his plan of non-attending, though he did not want to recom
mend secession to others who were more optimistic. 2 

The Evening Mail editorialized: 'Many persons are vexed and 
indignant at seeing Bonaparte defended by a British Opposition. Think 
what it would be if he were to be flattered and sustained by a British 
Ministry!' A fortnight later, learning that Fox was reading Tacitus, 
it wondered that Fox should study the character of mankind rather than 
his own, and should so profoundly investigate the duties of others while 
he n~glected his own. The Times paid the art of speaking a tribute by 
suggesting that if Fox's reasoning did not succeed in persuading the 
House, the war must surely be just and necessary. Certainly if 'the 
most able, the most experienced, and the most eloquent adversary' 
could fail to convince, the cause he opposed must be wise. 

Early in 1800 Fox revived an idea that had long lingered with him: to 
become a historian. He chose not to write about his own turbulent 
1 TM speech of tM honourable Charles James Fox in tM House of Commons on Monday, tM 3d 
of February, 1800, on a motionfor an address to tM throne, approving oftM refusal ofminist"s 
to treat with tM French republic. A new edition. (London, n.d. ) 
2 Star, London Packet, Oracle, Sun, 1'rue Briton, Whitehall Evening Post, others, dated 
February 5 and later. 
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times-nothing ever led him to want to write memoirs or to keep a 
sustained journal-but instead he looked back to the days of the Stuart 
kings: History of the Early Part of the Reign of James the Second. 

Fox had often before turned to Lauderdale when in need of inform a
tion. Now he needed advice of another sort: 

I am seriously thinking of becoming an Historian and have indeed begun .... 
I find one of my greatest difficulties to be, how to discover the authorities upon 

which the Historians advance their facts, for they very often do not refer to them. 

Thus, like many others since him, he deplored the absence offootnotes 
and other references. Could Lauderdale supply the information 
requested? 

For instance [Fox went onJ, the first point I would inquire about is the generally 
received opinion that it was Charles the II's intention to change his measures, if 
death had not prevented him. I should like very much to know upon what authority 
either written or traditional this opinion is founded . I have a vague notion that the 
Duchess of Portsmouth told my grandfather the Duke of Richmond so ... but I 
should imagine there must be something more than such slight authority for an 
opinion that has so generally prevailed. Can you inquire ?l 

He suffered other pangs of the writer, also: 'It is dreadful how slowly 
I proceed', and sti11later: 'I have at last finished my Introduction 
which after all is more like a speech than it should be: Another note 
in the correspondence reveals the problem of the historian as he 
struggles with his conscience: 'His [Laing'S] book I think is a 
treasure. I hope he will not mind my stealing from him a little or indeed 
more than a little: By the middle of May he had several perplexities: 

Can you tell me what books to resort to, to find who were in the different great 
employments in different years? Who was Attorney General in the early part of 
James's reign? This particular officer I suppose I shall find by the state trials, but 
not others. 

By June he had run into references that he needed to run down: where, 
for example, could he see a journal kept by the Duke of Monmouth? 
Other authors had quoted from it, 'but one should judge better if one 
were to see it all'.2 

The word got out that Fox was working on a history. Various re
ports were that it was to be a history of England, beginning with the 
Glorious Revolution. Some time was to elapse, however, before it 
could be finished. .. 

There was more work on the History during the summer but in 
September he observed that 'the speaking season puts a great stop to 
history writing',3 and in October he expressed a sentiment that every 
1 Add. MSS. 47564. [Undated; early in 1800.J Fox Cor., iii, 289-90. 
2 Add. MSS. 47564. 
8 Add. MSS. 47581. To Fitzpatrick, September 10. 
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author will, with feeling, challenge: 'I am the slowest writer that ever 
took pen in hand.'! 

By this time the yearly celebration on October 10, the anniversary 
of the first election to Westminster, was a feature of whig politics. 
'After an absence of two years,' said a friendly pamphlet, ' it is not easy 
to conceive the applause with which he was received. ' 2 Three to five 
colunms of his speech found their way into various papers and pamph
lets. He declared: 

If I speak at all; I must speak out those principles which have distinguished 
England for so many centuries. I must say, that in every country . .. the only 
legitimate Sovereign is the People, and that only in proportion as Governments are 
the genuine representatives of that Sovereign, they are legitimate, and calculated 
to promote the happiness of the people . . . 

Upon those principles the French, and not the English, were the proper persons 
to determine, whether the Bourbons ought to reign in France .... We have thus 
spilt our blood, squandered our treasure, and contracted a load of national debt we are 
unable to bear, not in support of our independence, not in support of our commerce, not in 
support of our colonial possessions, not even to add to our military fame, but alone to 
DEPRESS FREEDOM and promote the CAUSE OF DESPOTISM. 

So he reiterated the principles on which he fought Pitt's conduct of 
the war. A people should have the right to determine its own form of 
government. The avowed purpose of the war was wrong, since it 
attempted to deny to the French this basic right of being allowed to 
solve their own problems in their own way. As the war was not for pos
sessions but a challenge to the very independence of France, it would 
unite her from top to bottom. Fox cannot justly be accused of lack of 
patriotism. Fully aware of French crimes and French atrocities, he was 
nevertheless certain that the principles he advocated would in the 
longer term be best for Englishmen. Never did he urge violent reform 
of the Government, but only modifications, consistent with the consti
tution, that would give greater voice to the people. 

For-his views he was castigated by being called Frenchman, Jacobin, 
republican, even democrat; just as twenty years previously he had been 
denounced as an American. On this anniversary occasion, however, 
special songs were written and sung to offset part of this bitter criti
cism. One rouser ended: 

Here's the MAN OF THE PEOPLE, so honest in fame, 
That no foul-mouthed apostates can tarnish his name. 

Though 'I'm a Democrat called,' ran another, 'I will stand or I'll fall 
under LIBERTY'S TREE'; so, 

Come fill me a bumper from LIBERTY'S SPRING-
Here's the Friend to Reform, CONSTITUTION, and KING!!! ! 

1 Holland House MSS., October 17. 
I The celebrated speech of the honourable C. J . Fox, etc., 4th edn (London, n.d.) . 
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As for his secession, he stated simply that if his constituents could 
find a person who by attendance in Parliament could do better, who 
could 'rectify abuses and restore the constitution to what it has been, 
1 shall cheerfully make way for him.' His continued retirement rested 
upon the approval of his supporters: 'I am too old to embrace any new 
systems; the principles 1 have invariably followed, I must still persevere 
in. [I cannot] adopt a lower tone than that which 1 uniformly held 
during and since the American war.' As no one was seriously considered 
to oppose him, the secession went on. It had never been, however, a 
complete withdrawal from public life: his January birthday speech, his 
October Westminster anniversary speech, his Whig Club talks, his 
appearance at St Stephen's on occasions such as the debate with 
Pitt on Bonaparte's overtures, and his not infrequent speeches to mass 
meetings, kept him in the public eye. 
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Pitt Resigns; Secession Continues 
1801-1802 

When men . .. heard Fox they heard much that was 
ordinary, and some things that were unrivalled. 

Henry Grattan 

The Irish problem, which had so long occupied both Pitt and Fox, 
finally brought to an end Pitt's long tenure of office. 

Under the leadership of Henry Grattan, Ireland had demanded and 
received parliamentary independence in 1782. This independent Parlia
ment was by no means a complete solution. None of its 300 members 
could be Catholic, nor, for that matter, could the large Presbyterian 
group in Ulster be represented. Most members came from rotten 
boroughs controlled by Anglo-Irish families. 

The Protestant majority in the Irish Parliament, not wishing to lose 
its power and patronage, had in 1799 voted down a proposal for Union; 
whereupon the Government proceeded to manufacture a majority by a 
liberal bestowal of peerages, offices, and pensions. Catholics had been 
induced to support the Union by being persuaded that Catholic emanci
pation would follow. In 1800 the Act of Union had passed both the 
Irish and the British Parliaments, and on January 1, 1801, the United 
Parliament had met in London with a hundred Irish members added to 
the Commons and 32 Irish peers and bishops to the Lords. 

Once parliamentary union had been secured, the implied promise of 
Catholic~ emancipation had to be redeemed. Here Pitt ran head-on 
into the views of the King, who felt that his coronation oath would 
never permit him to sanction such a move. The King was eager for him 
to stay on as minister; he even wrote to Pitt offering to abstain from 
talking on the subject if Pitt, in turn, 'will stave off the only question 
whereon I fear from his letter we can never agree' .l This compromise 
Pitt was unwilling to make. Discussions and negotiations followed: 
gradually the rumours of Pitt's resignation, 'widely circulated and 
eagerly believed' as Opposition papers had it, became more positive. 

Early in January the Whig Club had met at the Crown and Anchor to 
celebrate Fox's fifty-second birfhday, Fox being received with the 
1 Fortescue transcripts, February I, 1801. (Clements.) 
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the usual thunders of applause. In the days that followed massive tri
butes were heard, such as this in the Morning Post: 'He stood against 
the Court-he stood against the Country-he stood against both 
united-he was the isthmus, lashed by the waves of democracy on the 
one side, and the billows of despotism on the other, unmoved by either, 
and superior to both.' Young William Wordsworth sent Fox a copy of 
Lyrical Ballads, asking him to accept it principally to read 'The 
Brothers' and 'Michael'. 'I am convinced: said Wordsworth, 'that if 
since your first entrance into public life there has been a single true 
Poet living in England, he must have loved you.' Wordsworth further 
praised him for realizing 'that the most sacred of all property is the 
property of the poor'. The time may come, Wordsworth concluded, 
'when the country may perceive what it has lost by neglecting your 
advice'.l Fox also speculated with O'Bryen whether the name of Bona
parte or Fox would ultimately achieve the greater fame, observing that 
although he was not indifferent to personal glory he recognized Bona-
parte's might surpass his.2 . 

But now the persistent rumo~rs of Pitt's resignation brought a new 
tum to these pleasantries. After years of semi-retirement, Fox realized 
that the time had come for a strategic, or at least a tactical, decision. He 
wrote to Fitzwilliam that he had no feelings of personal ambition; he 
could not be induced to take a post at the head of public affairs. Although 
he was sure that nothing at all would do any good: ·' Ifthere is a possi
bility of any good being done I must admit the present state of things 
affords the most favourable opportunity.'3 Although Fox especially 
in these later years intuitively arrived at the proper stand on broad 
issues, on purely political manoeuvres he as intuitively called for help. 
Now with a decided personal inclination to remain at St Anne's, he 
needed to consider whether duty outweighed love of leisure. If the 
rumours were indeed true that Pitt was out, he would have to make a 
sudden decision whether to attend Parliament, and if so, what to say 
and do; he therefore wrote to Fitzpatrick: 'I shall want your advice 
very much . . . come as soon as you can.' 4 

As to the basic realities of the situation he was clear enough. He 
wrote to Grey deploring the 'clandestine and unconstitutional bargains 
for support' . He added a quaint sentiment: 'I wish some strong ex
pression of popular joy could take place upon Pitt's going out .... It 
would do more good than anything, and certainly not tend to strengthen 

1 Add. MSS. 85344, ff. 142-3. Dlrrtspondmct of T. Poole, 1765-1887, ii. 
2 Add. MSS. 47566. January 28. 
3 Fitzwilliam MSS. (Milton) 58/8, 5-7. February 1. (Northamptonshire Record 
Office. ) 
4 Add. MSS. 47581. Fox Cor., iii, 819-21. February 8. 
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but weaken his successors . .. . Pitt was a bad Minister; he is out-I 
am glad,'l 

The King's choice for his new minister was Addington; this choice 
seemed to Fox totally incomprehensible, 'a strange juggle'. Time was 
required for Addington to complete his Government, the King being 
consulted each step of the way. Then, in the middle of February, the 
King fell ill. Addington, however, who had an interview with him, 
reported the King wandering on a few matters but calm on others. The 
political situation was confusing, with Addington prime minister de 
jure and Pitt prime minister defacto. With the memory of 1789 still in 
mind, Pitt, apparently with Addington's consent, advised the Prince 
to accept the regency, if the King did not improve, under restrictions 
similar to those proposed at the time of the last royal illness. Fox 
raised no objection-his memory also stretched back to 1789-and 
Parliament was silent on the matter. The King recovered for a time, 
however, so Addington completed his Cabinet and was installed in 
office. 2 

After seventeen years on the Treasury bench, Pitt was now out of 
power. Men recalled the Christmas season of 1783 when the young 
man of twenty-four had agreed to head the Government despite the 
fact that the combined forces of Fox and North controlled a majority of 
the votes. Save Walpole, no one had ever sat in the first seat so long. 

Fox had learned in February that Grey planned to debate the state of 
the nation in March. He wrote Lauderdale that he would return to 
speak on Grey's motion, simply to put the House to a test, but added: 
'When we are beat on the State of the Nation, I mean to attend no 
more; unless the Catholic question is brought on, and in that case 
upon that only,'3 Grey made his motion on March 25; his speech, like 
those of Dundas and Pitt that came later, dealt with the conduct of the 
war and tlJe capabilities of members of the present Government. On 
these points Fox, making his first appearance in the Parliament of the 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland-the Imperial Parlia
ment-had much to say . Fox thought Dundas's speech a series of insult
ing puerilities; and he summarized part of Pitt's claims as follows: 

Have you restored monarchy ?-Its very hopes are entombed forever. 
Have you destroyed Jacobinism, as you call it?-Your resistance has made it 

stronger than ever. 
Have you reduced the power of France ?-France is aggrandized beyond the 

wildest dreams of former ambition. 

1 Add. MSS. 47565. Fox Cor., iii, 324. Grey MSS. (Durham.) To Grey (dated 1800; 
postmarked 1801). 
2 Fox specifically wrote Addington that Opposition would not object to a regency on the 
basis of 1789 (Colchester, i, 250) . 
3 Add. MSS. 47564. Fox Cor., iii, 328. February 19. 
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Have you driven her within her ancient frontiers ?-She has enlarged herself 
to the Rhine and to the Alps, and added five millions to her population in the centre 
of Europe .. .. 

'Could all this be chance? No, Sir; it is the true succession of effect to cause. It 
is the legitimate issue of your own system. You began in foolishness, and you end 
in mischief.' Tell me one single object of the war that you have obtained? Tell me 
one evil that you have not brought upon your country? Yet this House will not 
inquire. l 

The old wizard still had some of the old magic. Addington spoke only 
briefly; yet in the division Government had 291, Opposition 105. 

'Some of Fox's friends greatly wanted to see his speech in print. 
Adair secured the transcript of the shorthand reporter, and asked Fox 
to look it over and correct it, but Fox could not bring himself to do this. 
The speech was poorly adapted for the reading audience, he contended, 
as so much of it was in reply to Pitt and Dundas: 'The very identical 
things, which make a speech good to hear make it bad to read and vice 
versa; and consequently an opening speech which is never quite so 
pleasant to hear, is the only sort of speech that ought (if any ought) to 
be published. '2" 

Fox's continued unwillingness to attend Parliament was wistfully 
revealed in a demurrer to Holland's renewed request that he be on 
hand : 'Never did a letter arrive in a worse time my dear young one 
than yours this morning; a sweet westerly wind, a beautiful sun, all the 
thorns and elms just budding and the nightingales just beginning to 
sing.' Only 'Tooke's business (which I could not desert without 
shabbiness) and the May Whig Club' would bring him to town this 
year. s 

'Tooke's business' had grown out of his return in February as 
member for Old Sarum. The issue arose whether Home Tooke, who 
had once taken holy orders, could now renounce them; and if he could 
not, was it legal for him, as a priest, to occupy a seat in the House of 
Commons? Fox argued that his former Westminster opponent was 
entitled to a seat. Although Erskine and Sheridan sided with Fox, the 
eccentric Home Tooke was a difficult person to defend, and a Bill 
carried to prevent persons in holy orders from sitting in the Commons 
was carried by a large majority. He was grateful, however, for Fox's 
support. 'Mr Fox,' said Tooke, 'has taken a severe revenge. I have 
passed my life in attacking him, and 'he has now, for the second time, 
defended me nobly against the aqn ofpower.'4 

The negotiations for peace that Pitt had spumed in the great debate of 
February 1800 were now going forward under the auspices of the 
1 Parliamentary History, xxxv, 1148-9. .' Add. MSS. 47566. April5. 
8 Add. MSS. 47574. Fox Cor., iii, 189-90. April 19. . 4 MtmOirs of'the Whig Party, i, 180. 
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Addington administration.7he preliminary articles signed October 2, 
1801, involved substantial concession on the part of Great Britain. 
Her own conquests, excepting Trinidad and Ceylon, were returned to 
France, Spain, and Holland; concessions to balance these were minor 
enough so that Addington's supporters were not happy about the 
negotiations. Nevertheless, London celebrated with illuminations, 
rockets, pistol firings. The Government named Cornwallis to inter
view Bonaparte in Paris and then proceed as plenipotentiary to Amiens 
to negotiate the definitive treaty with the French. 

Meanwhile on the October 10 anniversary 400 persons gathered at 
the Shakespeare to help Fox celebrate. They heard him say that 
twenty-one years had passed since they first did him the honour to 
elect him as the representative of Westminster. He rejoiced that peace 
was once more in prospect, and declared that he would not inquire 
critically into the terms-an island in the West Indies or a province in 
the Mediterranean could not be set against the evils of war for a month, 
much less for a year.'During the celebration he gave his usual toast of 
'The ca~se ofLi~erty all oyer t~e Glpbe', quite possibly the most con
troversial words he uttered that evening: 

Fox's speech with its plea for peace with the French fuelled sharp 
retorts from his opponents. Charles Yorke wrote to his brother, the 
Earl of Hardwicke, that Fox was certainly mad on the subject of peace. 
'None but a perfect madman, or a consummate villain, could have 
made such an oration on such an occasion.'However, like many other 
of his speeches it will serve as a warning to all honest men. 1ft His fervour 
brought dismay to his friends. Thinking ahead to his participation in 
debates on the preliminary articles of peace, Fox feared he might utter 
other indiscretions: 

The truth is, I am gone something farther in hate to the English Government than 
perhaps you and the rest of my friends are, and certainly farther than can with 
prudence be avowed. The triumph of the French Government over the English 
does in factoftfford me a degree of pleasure which it is very difficult to disguise. 

He went on to say, however, that he clearly felt the only chance of 
England's being saved arose from peace being concluded this year
the evil would be ten times worse if peace were concluded later.2 

As expected, Fox appeared in Parliament to repeat his strong 
approval ofthe peace. He said: 

I urged then, and still urge, that the question of the stability or instability of the 
government ought notto be treated as of great consequence . . .. But, Sir, we were 

1 Add. MSS. 35701. Hardwicke Papers. October 13, 1801. 'Mr Fox's speech . .. is a speci
men of what may be expected from Jacobin factions in this country' (HMCR, Fortescue 
MSS., vii, 62. Mulgrave to Grenville, October 18). 
2 Add. MSS. 47565. Grey MSS. (Durham.) Pox Cor., iii, 347-50. October 22. 
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told by his majesty's ministers to pause. We did pause from January 1800 to 
October 1801, and we have added 73 millions of debt since the impertinent answer 
. . . returned to the overtures of the chief consul. l 

Next day, however, the preliminaries were approved without a divi
sion. In the spring the definitive treaty itself was signed at Amiens and 
was approved by both Houses. 

in the fall of 1801 Fox summed up his personal feelings in a letter. He 
reviewed part of his credo : 

The three points I most feel are those you mention [parliam~ntary refqrm, abpli
tipn of all reljgious te~ts a~ t9 ciyil ma~ers, 3.I}d abolition of th.e sl~ve tra;de] and 
Catholic emancipation in Ireland, but I think ... that for the present they are 
unattainable and while they are so I personally will have nothing to do with any 
administration. , 

On other points there was not so much reason for despair: the Sedition 
Bills, the proposal for a modest military establishment, a change of 
system for Ireland. Then he <Jsked himself the question : 'Well but 
you may say, what do I intend to do with myself?' 

To this I must answer truly that I do not know. If I represented a quiet borough, 
I would certainly not refuse, tho' I should not seek to come in again. As it is, I will 
certainly not give myself or my friends any trouble.2 

'Meanwhile, as 1801 ended, he once again turned from speaking to the 
wri ting of history. He was only in the first half of the reign of James I I, 
and was spending his time correcting and adding to what he had already 
written, rather than in forging ahead with new chapters. He ex
perienced, also, other pangs of the beginning researcher: taking notes 
and then misplacing them, reading without recording, later realizing 
that he should have taken ample notes, wondering what 'esteem for 
veracity' certain of his sources possessed, realizing that despite his 
study at Paris he still needed to locate much source material.' 

'Francis Russell, fifth -Pl!ke of 1}t;dfofd, long-time admirer of Fox, died 
on March 2, 1802. Fox's grief at the loss of a fine friend was followed 
closely by the realization that he snould pay tribute to the deceased; 
this circumstance meant preparing a speech, leaving St Anne's: and 
going to London to deliver it. He dreaded making this kind of speech
throughout his career Fox almost never participated in a purely cere
monial occasion-and wrote Holland that ifhe undertook it, he would 
1 Parliammtary History, xxxvi, so. 
2 Add. MSS. 47569. To William Smith, November 15. Osborn Collection, 85/15. (Yale). 
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very probably 'burst out crying and be quite unable to proceed'. This, 
he added, 'is one of the few occasions where I had rather write than 
speak' .l ' 

The speech, neither remarkably long nor brilliant, was nqte\'Vorthy 
in part because of his intellse pet:sqnal fe~lipg. He touched on the usual 
topics of the character of the Duke, the friendships he had formed with 
others, the activities he followed to make his a useful life. When toward 
the close he said, 'I hope the House will forgive me for having said so 
much', a cry of hear! hear! arose from every part of the House.2 

After the speech came the necessity of revising it for publication; to 
accomplish this task Fox endured exquisite torment. He asked Lauder
dale to send him the paper that had the best report to use as the basis 
for revision: 'I will look it over,' he added, 'and send you a corrected, 
maybe improved, copy:3 Two days later he was still worrying; 'I shall 
have no scruple', he wrote, 'in introducing new topicks if any occur that 
I think I can manage tolerably,' though he did not want to make so 
many changes that the result would seem like a new composition. He 
realized, of course, that if he made too many changes readers might be 
tempted to compare the refurbished version with the early printed 
report.'This grim fact, however, seldom serves to keep speakers honest 
when they gaze at the shorthand transcript of their remarks and 
mentally contrast what actually came out with what they hoped they 
had said.' Meanwhile Ridgway had printed a pamphlet version that 
Fox found intolerably bad though the account was a full one. 4 Still later 
he commented that the 'vile publication' of Ridgway'S would be ten 
times more read than his own version in the Monthly Magazine.s I 

In the British Museum is a proof of the speech corrected in Fox's 
own handwriting; the final version with his revisions resembles 
closely that appearing in the Parliamentary History. Many changes are 
slight-a comma in here, a comma out there, 'derive' for 'receive', 
'bodily pain' for 'torture'. 6 'Perhaps there is a little vanity in all this,' 
he wrote, 'but ... the credit of the subject is a little involved in that of 
the speech.' 7' Any lover of eloquence may today express proper regret 

1 Holland House MSS. CMarch4, 1802.J 2 The Tirrus, March 17. 
3 Add. MSS. 47564. Fox Cor., iii, 864. March 17. 
4 Add. MSS. 47564. Fox Cor., iii, 866. To Lauderdale, March 25. 
6 Add. MSS. 47564. Fox Cor., iii, 561. April 6. When Fox submitted his copy to the Monthly 
Maga%i1U, where it appeared in the April 1802, edition, he observed 'that he had never 
before attempted to make a copy of any speech which he had delivered in public' (Parliarrun
tary History, xxxvi, 8(5). 

The vile publication of Ridgway's: A sketch of the character of the late most nobk Francis 
Duke of Bedford, by the Hon. Charks Jarrus Fox, etc. (London, 1802). It has few resemb
lances to Fox's version (Add. MSS. 47564). 
8 Add. MSS. 47564. 
1 Add. MSS. 47564. Fox Cor., iii, 561. To Lauderdale, April 6. 
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that he devoted so much energy to the preservation of a minor speech, 
when, for example, his speech of March 22, 1775, the day when Burke 
made his celebrated effort on 'that awful subject', conciliation with the 
colonies, went unreported and unpublished. 

Burke's death had been painful enough but the death of the Duke 
signalled the passing of the first of Fox's truly close friends.'O'Bryen, 
who had noticed Fox's declining interest in politics since the summer of 
1798, thought the Duke's death contributed materially to Fox's desire 
to retire altogether to private life.1'Fox, however, was not inactive the 
rest of the session. When friends of Pitt offered a motion praising their 
chief, Fox retorted that nothing in Pitt's administration 'became him 
like the leaving it', and declared that praise had been forfeited by Pitt's 
own actions. Next week came the debates approving the treaty signed 
at Amiens. 

Pitt and his friends were, of course, restless about their position as 
members of Opposition. Pitt himself was active in attempting to keep 
together the fragments of his party. He took a special interest in young 
George Canning and tried to enlist his support by correspondence.2 

The attention shown by the great minister gradually had its effect upon 
the young parliamentarian. 'When word of plans to commemorate 
Pitt's birthday reached Calming, he seized the idea eagerly and pro
moted it vigorously. The outcome was the celebrated birthday party of 
May 28, with more than 800 present and another 200 turned away." 
Frankly an effort to outshine the Fox parties, the Pitt celebration was a 
huge success. A feature was Canning's poem, read to the crowd 
assembled, calling Pitt 'the pilot that weathered the storm'. For 
several years the annual Pitt and Fox birthday parties intensified the 

"rivalry between the two groups.s! 
'During this session the whig secession came to an end. Yet Fox's 

political conscience never let him secede totally. He broke the silence 
with notable utterances both within the House chamber and outside 
it. As a tactic, however, either to influence the Government or to 
arouse the people, secession was a failure. No parliamentary opposition 
ever again tried it.' 

The Westminster election opened on July 7. The candidates were the 
two incumbents, Fox and Admira~ Gardner, plus Mr Graham, an 
auctioneer living in Chancery Lane. 

1 Add. MSS. 47566. [1802.J 
2 Canning Papers (Clements). On October 26, 1801, for example, Pitt attempted to enlist 
Canning's support in the debates on the peace terms. 
3 Archibald S. Foord, His Majesty's Opposition, 1714-18.80 (Oxford, 19(4), pp. 425-7. 
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It was a burlesque of an election, rowdy and disorderly. When Fox 
was nominated, 'the whole place rung with applause, ten thousand 
hands were raised in favour of Mr Fox'. The nomination of Lord 
Gardner was received 'with very partial approbation .... Many ex
claimed, "0 Admiral! you have been but three times in the house since 
you was last elected.'" 

'Fox offered to yield to anyone the electors might prefer who was 
'possessed of more youth, activity, energy, and better abilities', but 
promised that whenever he thought his presence in Parliament would 
be helpful, 'I will be as diligent, ifnot equal in other respects to, a more 
young and active man.' 'The reporter wrote: 'It is not possible to 
describe the effect produced by this speech. The plaudits, clapping of 
hands, shouts and exclamations, did not cease for several minutes.' 

Lord Gardner had a difficult time getting a hearing. Some one yelled: 
'Noble Admiral, order those noisy fellows a dozen.' Over the clamour 
the noble admiral tried to be heard as he pledged himself to do his duty 
at sea, trusting to be forgiven ifhe did not always do it ashore. Truly 
Westminster was offered that day a quaint brace of incumbents indeed, 
insofar as regular attendance at the House was a criterion. 

'The third candidate, however, gave a speech so grotesque and 
laughable that 'even the gravity of Mr Fox could not withstand such an 
irresistible provocative to mirth'.' Some called, 'Read us a few pages 
from one of your catalogues'; others, 'Well, said, auctioneer, knock 
'em down.' Fox got his boos on subsequent days: 'Charley, my boy, 
we, the majesty of the people, desire to know immediately whether the 
poll is closed or not'; 'Go home, Charley, and repent, or you'll die an 
old sinner'; and continually, 'No coalition'. For this last cry the 
majestic memory of the people reached back nearly twenty years; it 
was as if the mature Churchill were rebuked for mistakes made as a 
Liberal early in the century. 

After a week of this splendid outdoor sport, polls were formally 
closed on July 15, whereupon the mob descended upon the hustings 
with hatchets and crowbars and pulled it down. Gradually the excite
ment dissolved and the people dispersed, a few with broken heads but 
most without. l 

Ridiculous and hilarious though it was, this Westminster election 
of 1802 was not inexpensive. The sum of £800 paid in, £200 from 
each from the Dukes of Northumberland, Devonshire, Bedford, and 
Fitzwilliam, underwrote a major part of the costs. Newspaper ads. 
totalled £57 25.; the Shakespeare's bill amounted to £132 25 6d. 
The High Bailiff's fee amounted to nearly £1,000, to be apportioned 
among the three candidates. It included such items as twenty-four 
1 Details from The Times, July 8-16, 1802. 
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clerks for nine days at £ I Is each and 8s 6d for their dinner, totalling 
£264 12s.1 

Thus ended what proved to be Fox's last contested election cam
paign. 

1 Fitzwilliam Papers, F1l5 (Sheffield). 
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Road to War 
1802-1803 

A speech more craftily formed to inspire despondency 
and dismay was perhaps never delivered. 

The Tirrus 

The truth is ... it was my best. 
Charles Jarrus Fox 

The Peace of Amiens aroused in many Englishmen the desire to see 
Paris again. Thousands made the trip across the Channel that summer, 
Fox among them. His immediate excuse was to locate materials for his 
history, so he invited his private secretary, John Bernard Trotter, a 
nephew of his good friend the Bishop of Down, to go along to read and 
copy. Trotter not only served in this capacity but also took notes for a 
life of Fox ; although at first he intended to write a full biography, like 
many others who have undertaken Brobdingnag he settled for Lilliput. 
His Memoirs of the Latter Years of . .. Charles James Fox l proved to be 
a curious account of Fox's doings as they intrigued Trotter, his close 
associations with Fox and with the great and near-great they met on 
the continental trip, with a delightfully blended image of Fox and 
Trotter, Trotter and Fox stirred in throughout. Other letter writers 
and journal-keepers on the Continent that summer also recorded Fox's 
visit but Trotter provides the most intimate narrative. The party, 
including Mr and Mrs Fox-for the 'Mrs A' of all these years was now 
revealed as his long-wedded wife2-and Trotter, left St Anne's Hill, 
by coach, on Juiy 29, 1802. 

As Fox's carriage went from city to city on the way to Paris, the 
travellers noted many changes produced by the war. The revolutionary 
fury had spent itself upon a convent in Cassell, demolishing the con
vent and destroying its garden; in Lisle there was not a single gentle-

1 Quotations in this chapter not otherwise identified are from this volume. 
2 On August 1 she wrote Harriet, signing herself-for the first time in her life ?-'E. Fox.' 
'This is has [SIC] long been my name but till now Mr F. had reasons for not wishing it to be 
known but has them no longer.' On August 12, she wrote Caroline the same news, saying 
that 'a Secret which never need have been one is now divulged' (Holland House MSS.). 

Lady Bessborough, Georgiana's younger sister, reflected a prevailing opinion when she 
wrote : 'The odd thing is that people who were shocked at his having a mistress are still more 
~o at ~at mistress having been his wife for so long'-( Georgiana, p. 250). 
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man's carriage whereas formerly there had been SOO; Antwerp and 
Ghent, their commerce declined, presented a view of fallen grandeur. 
As the coach travelled to Utrecht, Amsterdam, The Hague, and 
Brussels, and thence back into France, its occupants listened to Trotter 
read Fielding's novels, principally Joseph Andrews and Tom Jones, 
and discussed passages from the Aeneid. At most cities municipal officers 
welcomed the small party; wherever Fox spent the night became 
the scene of a dinner or other social gathering, with Fox discussing 
literature, politics, paintings; or his newest hobby, agriculture. 
Fields of battle that they passed, scenes of slaughter, fortifications and 
sieges, however, did not interest him. 

Fox was an excellent travelling companion. Aside from the charm 
of his conversation, he was 'easy, affable, and cheerful'; the 'little 
obstacles, disappointments, or unpleasantnesses' never ruffled him; 
he paid the bills in the coinage of the country with expertness; he con
sulted Mrs Fox's comfort and convenience in everything. Moreover, 
he was invariably the first 'to extenuate or find. an apology for defi
ciencies in others'. 

So a month went by. Then, tow<\rd the end of August, they entered 
Paris, staying at the Hotel de Richelieu, one of the fashionable hostel
ries, now a common hotel, though still with its superb furniture, rich 
silk hangings, noble mirrors. Trotter, impressed, almost expected to 
meet a French marshal at every turn. Other English vistors to the city 
made their presence known-the Hollands, General Fitzpatrick, Lord 
Robert Spencer, Hare, and Adair. 

At the theatre Fox was quickly recognized: 'every eye was fixed on 
him, and every tongue resounded Fox! Fox!' The centre of this 
attraction was so embarrassed that he could hardly be brought to 
acknowledge the applause. The First Consul was there and was re
ceived with applause, 'but much inferior to that bestowed on Mr Fox'. 
The Holland House papers still contain the original invitation, ad
dressed to Monsieur, not Citoyen, Fox, to dine with the First Consul 
at the Palais des Tuileries, along with invitations to various civic cele
brations in his special honour and an invitation to become a member of 
the Institut National des Sciences and des Arts in the distinguished 
category of science morale et politique. Mrs Fox had memorable 
occasions of her own, as when she dined in the Talleyrand home and 
was shown the utmost courtesy by her ho~tess. . 

At visits to the Louvre, Fox admired the attractions that invariably 
draw visitors; but a history needed to be written, so eventually he 
began his studies at the French Archives, working every day from 
eleven to three. The keeper, eager to be of service, provided a special 
room, with pens, ink, paper, and other accommodations; and thus for 
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two months Fox read letters of Barillon and various materials on 
Louis XIV. 

Evenings were available for socializing; there were Kosciusko, 
Talleyrand, the Abbe Sieyes; there was Lafayette; there were princes, 
counts, marquises, earls, dukes, members of the corps diplomatique, 
and countless others. And there was Napoleon, who, flustered and 
flurried, very rapidly said: 'Ah! Mr Fox! I have long admired in you 
the orator and friend of his country, who, in constantly raising his voice 
for peace, consulted that country's best interests-those of Europe
and of the human race.' Lady Holland reported the interview: Napo
leon's speech, 'evidently got by heart', referred to Fox as one of the 
greatest men of one of the greatest countries, whose voice had always 
been exerted on the side of humanity, justice and peace. 1 And much 
more to the same effect. Fox, who could have spoken fluently in French 
or Italian, usually found it difficult to respond to compliments in any 
language, and so said little or nothing; after desultory conversation 
about Fox's tour, the interview ended. 

A delightful interlude during the Paris stay was the acquaintance that 
the Foxes formed with the charming, vivacious, and intelligent Mad
ame Recamier, the twenty-five-year-old reigning beauty of the city, 
and hostess of one of its envied salons. Government officials, philo
sophers, men of letters and arts, all found themselves at ease at her 
social affairs at her home in Clichy. 

On one occasion Lucien Bonaparte, brother of the emperor, was one 
of those present when a carriage rolled up and Mr Fox, with Lord and 
Lady Holland were announced. Something like the following conversa
tion ensued: 

Mr Fox. We have come to take you by surprise, and I think you will also have 
other guests this morning .... 

Lucien (to Mr Fq,x). Have you done Paris already? 
Fox. Not as much as I should like. I have had things to do. I have friends, time 

flies, and there are so many interesting things, so that, really, for fear of not 
seeing all of them, sometimes I find myself saying I will look at nothing at all. 
Since I must leave so soon the things I should admire, why go to see them? 

Mme Recamier only smiled, but with a look that expressed many words. 
Fox. You think me ridiculous to speak so? But it is partly true. In England we 

have a proverb that says, 'It is better never to meet, than to meet merely to part.' 

Thus went one of the possibly half-dozen Fox conversations that have 
been recorded, out of a lifetime of social, literary, and political talk. 

Other guests came, and the conversation turned to a variety of topics, 
literary and political. Fox was enchanted by Madame Recamier: 

1 Journal of Elizabeth, Lady Holland, ii, 150. 
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'What a charming creature!' he said. 'She is really the work of the 
Deity on a holiday! How sweet she is! What a smile! What a glance! 
And the sound of her voice! ... And how happy her expression, so calm 
and pure, it portrays the self-content of a sweet soul. '1 She in turn was 
so captivated by Fox that she persuaded him to take a drive with her so 
that she could show off the distinguished Englishman to Parisian on
lookers. 

Fox several times was in the company of Napoleon. While visiting 
the Louvre, they with a group of others passed a globe of extraordinary 
size. One of Bonaparte's followers pointed to the British Isles and re
marked that England filled but a small space in the world. 'Yes,' 
replied Fox indignantly, 'that island of the Englishmen is a small one.' 
But, he added, approaching the globe and stretching his arms around 
it, 'but, while the Englishmen live, they fill the whole world, and clasp 
it in the circle of their power.'2 

On another occasion Napoleon discussed the feasibility of building a 
tunnel under the English Channel, thus joining the .two countries. He 
had reviewed the engineering plans and was intrigued by the possi
bilities of the project. Fox was enthusiastic, exclaiming: 'Oh! this is 
one of the great things that we will be able to do together.'a 

October 6 was the last day in the Archives: 
I shall not easily forget [Trotter noted], Mr Fox walking up stairs, taking off his 
hat, and sitting down in our room, oppressed with heat and the fatigue arising 
from it; and then applying with the same ardour and industry every day, copying, 
reading aloud the passages leading to any discovery, keeping his friends busily 
employed, and always cheerful and active. 

Indeed it had been a lively and gregarious way of writing history, in 
marked contrast to the lonely researches of professionals. At three in 
the afternoon work would be summarily ended and visits to museums 
and galleries begun, with entertainment in the evening, and, betimes, 
weekend visits to an elegant country home. 

From July 29 to November 17, Fox kept a journal-two small 
volumes bound between light mottled green cardboard covers, the 
blank pages interleaved with purple sheets of blotting paper. Quite 
possibly it was the only journal he kept in his lifetime. Brief and unim
pressive, the entries are mainly lists of sights and entertainments. At 
1 Duchesse d'Abrantes, Histoire des Salons de Paris, vi, 856-8. Quoted in Henry Dwight 
Sedgwick, Madame Recamier (Indianapolis, 1940); p. 84. 
2 Edward S. Creasy, Memoirs of Eminent Etonians (London, 1850), p. 88S. 
S Albert Sartiaux, Le tunnel ~ous-marin entre la France et l' Angkterre (LiJle, 1907), pp. 16-
17; A. Thome de Gamond, Etude pour I' avant-projet d'un tunnel sous-marin entre I' Angkterre 
et la France (Paris, 1857), pp. s-6. Georges Viernot, Le tunnelsous la mane/Ie (Paris, 1908), 
p. IS. 
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Lisle he recorded an excellent dinner served to fifty to sixty persons; 
from the table the group went to the 'Comedie' and afterwards viewed 
illuminations-'one of the most beautiful spectacles I ever saw'. At 
Amsterdam on a hot August he tried two places before he could find 
lodging. The canals were full of bad smells. Late in August he began 
his work; many entries read simply 'Worked as usual' , though at 
times he recorded that he rose so late it was not worth working 
that day. 

All sorts of brief c9mments are found. On inns: they ranged from 
dirty and noisy to tolerable and nice. On food : often good, but there 
was one vile dinner. On the theatre: Amphitryon was delightful; the 
new actress in Andromaque was ugly and ungraceful. On art : he liked a 
crucifixion by Van Dyck, but Rubens 's 'The Death of Lazarus' was one 
of the finest things he ever saw, and Titian's 'St Peter' was the first 
picture in the world. At Leyden the library was not worth seeing but 
the fish market was gay. He went hunting and shot nineteen rabbits, he 
played whist on one occasion and lost his money, he saw a balloon 
ascension, he broke his spectacles and thus had to halt his research, he 
attended a natural science museum and debated whether the birds were 
as well stuffed as back home, he often found it difficult to get horses 
when he wanted them. He heard terrible talk of war being renewed, 
'but I can not believe in it' . 

The Channel crossing back to Dover from Calais took a little longer 
(four and a half hours) than a steamboat crossing (what passengers 
lost on sail they gained on customs). The carriage broke down three 
miles out of Dover-'a sad scrape indeed'-so they completed their 
journey by post coach and stage. Finally, on November 17, by Clap
ham and Kingston, they reached 'dear dear home where we arrived 
about six, very very glad to be here and happy so happy that my Liz 
bore all the fatigues of the journey so well'. The leg from Dover to 
St Anne's had taken twenty-four hours. l 

Meanwhile, the peace that had been concluded at Amiens earlier that 
year was proving to be uneasy. As months wore on it became increas
ingly obvious that it was more advantageous to France than to England. 
Moreover, Napoleon used peace as he had war to further his own 
desires. He built naval vessels; he sent an army to Haiti; he declared 
himself President of the Cisalpine Republic; he kept troops in Holland ; 
he strengthened his stance in Switzerland and Germany. English 
merchants, principally in Liverpool, grew restless as they faced the 
difficulties of exporting to French-<:ontrolled markets. 
1 Holland House MSS. 
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Fox, however, left the Continent more convinced than ever that 
Britain's policy should be peace; that commercial problems should be 
worked out by other than warlike means; that the extension of the 
French system did not of itself constitute a reason for breaking the 
treaty. With undue optimism he wrote Lauderdale on November 18 
that war would not break out again: 'I can tell you my reasons for this 
opinion in two sentences. 1st, I am sure that Bonaparte will do every
thing that he can to avoid it. 2d that"low as my opinion is of our Minis
try, I can not believe them quite so foolish as to force him to it: He 
added that he planned to attend the opening session of Parliament, to 
oppose the ministry if it were warlike, to support it if were pacific.1 

He also wrote Georgiana that he was strongly in favour of peace, and 
that she could relay this message to all who wished to know his views. 
The folly of the last two wars makes another war doubly detestable: 
'Mad Kings and foolish Ministers must govern the world in our times. '2 

Parliament opened on November 16, spent a week in such pre
liminaries as swearing in new members, and then as.sembled to hear 
the King's official message from the throne. In the Lords the strong 
voice of Grenville made itselffelt; his eontribution to the debate was 
not lengthy, but he listed aggressions and encroachments of the French 
Government one after another declaring that all had taken place with
out remonstrance from the present ministers. He called for 'measures 
of decision and firmness ... not by any of the men now in power, but 
by him to whom this country, to whom Europe, looks up at this awful 
hour for the preservation of their dearest rights'.3 Pitt, however, to 
whom he was obviously referring, was at the time ill, seeking a cure by 
alternating his port with the salubrious waters of Bath. In the Com
mon$ Fox expressed his approval of the general tenor of the King's 
speech; he declared he saw every reason for continuing the peace and 

.. none for becoming warlike. 4 Creevey, the faithful diarist, could write 
that Fox's speech and conduct were in every respect perfect: 'Ifhe will 
let them be the models for his future imitation, he will keep in the 
Doctor and preserve the peace. God continue Fox's prudence and Pitt's 
gout!'5 Young Francis Homer, new in Parliament though he already 
had followed Fox's career for seven years, his first observation of Fox's 
speaking being no more profound than that Fox 'saws the air with his 
hands, Pitt with his whole body', now could .perceive more of the man 
and less of the speaker: 

The older that man becomes, he seems to acquire a greater dignity of character
the opportunities of retirement seem to have· conspired with the growth of years 

1 Add. MSS. 47564. Fox Cor., iii, 572. November 18. 
2 Gtorgiana, p. 254. November 1. 3 Parliammtary History, xxxvi, 945. 
4 Ibid., xxxvi, 951-9. 5 Crtroty Paptrs, i, 9. Novel1lber 25. 
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in cleansing his fine understanding of ... intemperance . .. [and] leading him to 
... comprehensive and philosophical views of political transactions. l 

It is no inconsiderable achievement for a man to modify his political 
image, but the mellow Fox in his forties and fifties had notably 
changed from his peak Brooks and Newmarket years. 

Fox himself was pleased with his second speech; later that month he 
wrote O'Bryen that he had received many compliments. 2 He wrote to 
Grey how convinced he was that members of Parliament believed that 
peace should continue: 'I have not for many years, certainly not since 
the Russian business [1790J, found the House so much with me as in 
my second and longest speech upon the address, and, as far as I can 
judge ... this part of the country is as much inclined to peace as ever.'3 
A letter to Holland mentioned that he had been threatened if he spoke 
warmly for peace, 'and if those threats were not realised, it was not for 
want of inclination in the warriors. Apologistfor France, Agent of the 1st 
Consul, no dislike of the power of France, were dealt about pretty well 
both in Newspapers and in the House'; yet Fox nevertheless felt his 
audience was sympathetic; so he must have sensed, as any speaker does 
when he is sure he is voicing the thoughts of his listeners, a lively 
agreement between him and them. In this letter he continued: 

To say, as those inclined to flatter me will say, that I have done anything consider
able for peace is more than is true; but it is true that, by speaking a pacifick 
language more decisively than others dared to do, and by that language being 
well received, I have been the means of shewing that the real sentiments of people 
are strongly for peace, and it is very important that this should be known. 4 

All of this contrasted sharply with what he had feared might happen, 
for he had written to Holland before the debate that he expected to be 
abused for uttering pacifist language. 5 

So the lines were being drawn: Grenville at the leading edge of the 
war party, Fox at the leading edge of the peacemakers; Pitt yet to be 
heard from, Addington weak and ineffectual in office. 

Fox's interest was still divided between politics and history; under 
the latter heading he was giving thought to the matter of footnotes, 
writing to Fitzpatrick that although one might find it impossible to 
follow the practice of ancient historians of avoiding notes entirely: 
'One ought to put as much into the Text as one can, even observations 

1 Memoirs and Correspondence of Francis Horner, 2nd edn (Boston, 1853), i, 219. December 
12 [1802J. 
2 Add. MSS. 47566. November 28. 'I have had many compliments upon my speech, the 
most satisfactory would be that it has had its effect and we shall have Peace.' 
3 Add. MSS. 47565. Fox Cor., iii, 377. Grey MSS. (Durham.) November 29. 
4 Add. MSS. 47574. Fox Cor., iii, 206. December 19. 
5 Add. MSS. 47574. Fox Cor., iii, 203. November 21. 
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upon other Historians.'! In a letter to William Belsham, who had 
assisted him with his researches, Fox reviewed his plans: 

I am very happy my conduct in Parliament has met your approbation, and am 
going to London to try if possible to keep our Government steady in their wishes 
for Peace, whether I shall be of any use in this respect I know not; if not, it is a very 
great sacrifice I make for nothing.-This will among many other things retard my 
progress in the work to which you allude, and in which I am naturally sufficiently 
slow, to a degree that with your facility & fluency would much surprise you. 2 

Sir William Fremantle was one of those who was aware of Addington's 
shaky position: 'The present Administration are endeavouring to 
strengthen themselves by new arrangements, . . .' he wrote to the 
Marquess of Buckingham; 'this will be difficult.' He noted, however, 
for whatever encouragement it might suggest, that at a dinner given 
by the prince to the 'old opposition', Pitt's name was mentioned, '& 
Fox pronounced the highest eulogium upon him'.3 

Debates in the Commons had not been spectacular. In view of the 
growing menace of France, Parliament had increased the armed forces; 
in view of the growing debts of the Prince of Wales, Parliament had 
voted to accommodate them. -'The insipidity of the House of Commons 
is beyond conception, and I think it is catching,' Fox wrote Grey, 'for 
the few times I have thought myself obliged to speak, I felt some way 
as if I was speaking like Addington, and I really believe I was.'4 To 
Holland he similarly observed: 'There seems to be a sort of deadness 
in the House of Commons, worse than even in the worst times of the 
House ofLords.'s No one was superior to Fox in sensing the mood and 
t~mper of an audience. The curious state of politics made him wonder 
what part he should play in it: 

'You have in your hands the turn of the scale' is . . . often said to me. First of all it 
is not so .... My plan at present is to have no politicks at all and to take the part 
upon each question that is most suitable to our general principles and conduct, 
leaving the political effect, which the debates and divisions may produce, to chance. 6 

Creevey's description, written only days before his next great speech, 
gives another side: 

You would be perfectly astonished at the vigour of body, the energy of mind, the 
innocent playfulness and happiness of Fox. The"contrast between him and his old 

1 Add. MSS. 47581. Fox Cor., iii, S91. January 11, 180S. 
2 Fox. MSS. February S. (Clements.) 
3 ST 164. Stowe collection. March S1. (Huntington.) 
4 Add. MSS. 47565. Fox Cor., iii, S96. Grey MSS. (Durham. ) February 28. 
5 Add. MSS. 47575. Fox Cor., iii, 216. February 23. 
8 Fitzwilliam MSS. (Milton), 62/1, I-S. To Fitzwilliam, April 22. (Northamptonshire 
Hecord Office. ) 
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associates is the most marvellous thing I ever saw-they having all the air of 
shattered debauchees, of passing gaming, drinking, sleepless nights, whereas the 
old leader of the gang might really pass for the pattern and the effect of domestic 
good order.l 

Since the French had steadily encroached upon the provisions of 
Amiens, the British began to slow their compliance with the treaty and 
refused to evacuate Malta; when Bonaparte protested, Britain, on 
May 18, declared war. Then occurred one of the truly brilliant debates 
in the long confrontation of Pitt and Fox. The discussion opened on 
May 28, the issue being the renewal of the war; Pitt spoke that day, 
Fox the next. It was Pitt's first speech in more than a year: more than 
200 new members, as Macaulay later pointed out, had never heard him; 
galleries were so crowded that parliamentary reporters could not gain 
admission. 

Only a brief summary exists, therefore, of Pitt's actual words. Eye
witness accounts relate how he entered the chamber an hour and a half 
after the speaking had begun. So excited and expectant were members 
that as soon as Pitt entered, eyes left the speaker and turned to him; 
amidst cries of'Mr Pitt! Mr Pitt!' he strode to his seat on the third row 
behind the ministerial bench, next to one of the pillars. From this 
position, as Canning remarked to Malmesbury, Pitt could fire over the 
heads of the ministers, neither praising nor blaming them, but never
theless supporting the decision to resume the war. When he rose to 
speak he received a tumultuous cheer, and when he sat down, after 
about an hour and a half, the applause was tremendous. 

The slender account of his speech yields only the main threads of his 
discourse. Clear evidence existed, he declared, of aggression and 
hostility on the part of France. The activity of Bonaparte's mission in 
Egypt was an undeniable act of hostility against Britain; the treatment 
of Germany was arrogant, the violence offered to Switzerland had ex
cited one universal sentiment of detestation, the continuance of the 
French army in Holland was another symptom of a deliberate system 
of ambition. Bonaparte's sending to England a group of 'commercial 
agents' who clandestinely obtained military information, was a topic 
on which it was difficult to speak with composure. He urged listeners 
to recognize that the decision to renew the war was a solemn one, and 
that it should be waged not merely defensively, to stave off invasion, 
but offensively; and that finances should be reorganized on the 
assumption that the war would be long and costly.2 

In every way it was an impressive speech. 'Detesting the Dog as 
I do,' wrote Sheridan, 'I cannot withdraw this just tribute to the 

1 Creevey Papers, i, 13. May 11. 2 Parliamentary History, xxxvi, 1387-98. 
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Scoundrel's talents.'l 'Pitt's speech .. . was admired very much, and 
very justly. I think it was the best he ever made in that style,' wrote 
Fox. 2 The House adjourned early-after ten o'clock, according to one 
report-as if members did not feel in the mood to continue the debate, 
much less to divide. Fox, who all his life had never hesitated to follow a 
two-hour speech with a two-hour reply, regardless of time or occasion, 
elected not to speak that evening; and a motion to adjourn the debate 
until the next day was quickly agreed to. 

Effective as Fox could be in impromptu rebuttal, with several hours' 
intermission to reflect upon what had been said he could become well 
fortified indeed. The House was filled to hear the adjourned debate; 
parliamentary reporters were on hand in the gallery, and put into print 
undoubtedly the longest and most complete transcript, twenty-six 
pages, ever prepared of a Fox speech. 

Towards the opening of his speech he had a few words to say about 
various ways not to debate. Many points had been made, he declared, 
that could not be supported by the evidence in the documents on the 
table; some points had been stated only in part; others had been 
omitted, though it would have been o~ly fair to include them; and in 
some instances speakers had drawn conclusions that did not logically 
follow from the premises. Fox'.s colleagues must have feared most of 
all that he would be offensively pacifistic, but he was content to provide 
an exposition of what had transpired on both sides, buttressed by a 
statement of general principles that should govern the conduct of any 
nation that seeks to substitute, as long as possible, negotiation and 
mediation for armed conflict. 

There was, for example, a disquisition upon the difference between 
'insult and injury. Insult by itself was not a ground for hostility; if 
there were an insult, the offended nation should demand, and was en
titled to receive, explanation. If an injury were actually sustained, the 
situation was different; even then, however, the injured nation could 
usually insist upon redress. That evening of May 24, 1803, was not 
the first time that Fox had expressed this point of view but never had 
he stated it more clearly. Rather than immediately sever diplomatic 
relations or launch counter-hostilities, an injured nation should first 
seek an explanation, making as clear as necessary just how it has been 
wronged and what kind of satisfaction it feels it must have. Since that 
speech each decade has increasingly reminded nations of the importance 
of negotiatIng first; fighting, when necessary, later. 

On both sides there had been much violent abuse-this came under 
the heading of insults; here Fox quoted Homer: 'Put up your swords, 

1 utters of Richard Brinsley Sheridan, ii, 196. [To Lady Bessborough, May 23.J 
2 Add. MSS. 47575. Fox Cor., iii, 223. To Holland June 6. 
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and then abuse each other as long as you please.' In a lighter vein he 
talked about the cargoes oflibels that regularly crossed the Channel
a commodity regularly exported, from both countries, in ample 
quantities~ertainly a lesser calamity than war. The insulting demand 
of the French Government that Britain return French refugees, Fox 
declared should be ignored; on the other hand, the commercial com
missioners, 'in effect no better than spies', should be shipped home at 
once. 

Much more had been made of Malta than Fox thought justified. 
'Malta! Malta! plain, bare, naked Malta, unconnected with any other 
interest! What point of honour can the retention of Malta be to you?' 
Here Fox had a specific suggestion; ask the Emperor of Russia to 
mediate this disagreement. 'To obtain [the good offices of the Em
peror] for the restoration of peace is, in my opinion, of more real conse
quence to us, and to all Europe, than our possessing Malta under any 
circumstances.' Moreover, the principle of mediation might well be ex
tended to Egypt, to Switzerland, to Holland, even to Spain. 

Often Fox accompanied his analysis of the logic of a situation with 
some variety of ridicule or sarcasm; at times his stinging retorts made 
later conciliation difficult indeed. On this May 24 he made noteworthy 
comments about the oratory of those who were hustling the country 
into war, recalling an occasion when Wedderburn, before the Privy 
Council, called Dr Franklin 'a hoary-headed traitor' : 

I remember the prodigious effect produced by this splendid invective: so great 
was it, that when the privy council went away, they were almost ready to throw 
up their hats for joy, as if they had obtained a triumph. Why, Sir, we paid a pretty 
dear price for that triumph afterwards! ... There was no want of imagery, no 
want of figures of rhetoric, no want of the flowers of eloquence,-eloquence seldom 
equalled, and never surpassed by man, and all exerted to support the war. We 
know how that war ended, and the damp which was cast upon our ardour at the 
sight of the bill when it came to be paid. 

'So now,' he went on, 'when I hear all these fine and eloquent philippics, 
I cannot help recollecting what fruits such speeches have generally " 
produced.'l A few more minutes, and the three-hour speech was over, 
~nding on the note that before members entered a great contest, they 
must deliberate at length and completely satisfy themselves that avoid
ing war was impossible. 

The vote was unusually large: 398 to 67. Fox analysed Government 
support into three parts: Pittites, 58, Grenvillites 36, all the rest 
ministerial. Even so, Fox far outshone his rival. J W. Ward, who 

1 ParliaTlU!ntary History, xxxvi, 1487-87, The speech was also printed in Substance of tM 
speechoftM Honourable Charles JaTlU!s Fox, in tM house of commons, on Tuuday, May 24,1808, 
etc. (London, 180S). 
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heard both speeches and who usually was so impressed by Pitt that he 
declared he would rather listen to Pitt four hours than one, nevertheless 
wrote : 

Fox's speech ... was ... a far greater effort of mind. It was much the best I ever 
heard from him, and stands immediately next to the greatest among those of his 
antagonist .... Don't imagine that from this accidental superiority in one instance, 
I mean to draw any inference as to the comparative talents of the men .... Pitt taking 
professedly a very narrow, Fox a very wide field, the genius of the one was cir
cumscribed, the other had room to display all his resources. l 

Fox himself felt pleased with his own speech; he wrote to Lord 
Holland: 'I dare say you have heard puffs enough of my speech upon 
the address, so that I need not add my mite, but the truth is that it was 
my best.'2 Later he told Grattan that it was the best speech he ever 
made. 3 Never again did he attain such a height of eloquence-and 
never again was there such a high level Pitt-Fox debate. 

Horner thought Fox's speech unusually distinctive; it was delivered 
not in his usual high pitch with 'impassioned bursts' throughout, but 
instead was 'calm, subtle, argumentative pleasantry'. Horner found 
more wit and humour in it than the text suggests and than Fox custo
marily used, quoting Mackintosh's <?bservation that 'he never heard so 
much wit' . 4 Grey was delighted with the speeches of both Pitt and Fox: 
he called Pitt's' one of the most magnificent pieces of declamation ever 
made', and admired Fox's even more extravagantly: describing it as 
'the most wonderful display of wisdom and genius that ever was ex
hibited. It makes everything else shrink into dust.'S Ponsonby thought 
Fox's speech was the finest he had ever heard. While Fox was on his 
legs, Sheridan received a note from Lady Bessborough, and in his brief, 
hurried reply, said: 'I have done what I would do for no one breathing 
but you-Left the House while Fox was speaking to answer your 
note.' Outside the chamber, scribbling his reply, he could not resist 
describing the speech in the most glowing phrases: its prudence, 
management, humour, judiciousness. Sheridan, regretting every 
instant away from Fox's performance, brought his note to a sudden 
end: 'I won't write another word. I have lost five minutes. 
Adieu.'6 

Mr Speaker, whose diary usually recorded merely the fact of imp or
tant speeches without comment on them, set down his observation, a 
true minority report: 'In the debate Mr Fox spoke from ten till one; 
and in these three hours delivered a speech of more art, eloquence, wit, 
and mischief than I remember to have heard from him.'7 
1 Stanhope, iv, 48-50. 2 Add. MSS. 47575. Fox Cor., iii, 223. June.6. 
3 Grattan, v, 200. 4 Horner, i, 229. To J. A. Murray, June 11. 
6 George Macaulay Trevelyan, Lord Grey of the Reform Bill (New York, 1920), pp. ISO-I. 
, utt"S of Richard Brinsley Sheridan, ii, 197-8. 7 Colchester, i, 421. 
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The papers, however, which for days had discussed the possibilities 
of impending war both pro and con, though with an undertone of 
criticism against the Government for its watchful waiting, actively 
criticized the two debaters and their respective positions. They ex
pressed bitter regrets that their reporters did not get to cover Pitt's 
speech. It was a 'national calamity', said the True Briton, to have 
missed Pitt's 'eloquent and impressive speech ... irresistible appeal 
to the good sense and public spirit of Englishmen'. Most of the com
ments, nevertheless, favoured Fox, ranging from the Sun's observation 
that Fox had become temperate since long experience had taught him 
that violent opinion hindered his purpose, to the Morning Chronicle's: 
'The speech of Mr Fox was undoubtedly one of the best he ever made 
... great impression . . . many members who vote with ministers 
spoke of it with unmixed approbation.' He did not as some expected 
advocate the cause of France, but argued the question 'upon principles 
truly British'. The Morning Post thought it one of his most ably 
argued speeches, 'but we are far from thinking it unanswerable'; 
especially did the Post regret that Fox's speech should go forth to the 
world while Pitt's was smothered by the exclusion of reporters. 

It was left to the Morning Chronicle, however, to sound a note that 
better than any other described a phase of British politics evident then 
and also during the whole, long period of the Pitt-Fox rivalry. For 
when other countries look at Britain, it grieved, they must think how 
wonderfully fertile in talents the nation must be when it can 'lay up in 
ordinary so many great and able men' (Fox, Pitt, Grey, Windham, 
Moira, Grenville) at a time of crisis and have a ministry largely 
made up of men 'neither recommended by birth, connexion, abilities, 
nor experience'.l 

Three days later Fox offered a resolution that the Emperor of 
Russia be asked to serve as mediator. As his plan had Pitt's support 
and the Government accepted it, the motion was withdrawn. The pro
posal, asserted the Morning Chronicle, was perhaps the most important 
that could possibly be addressed to a public assembly. The Morning 
Post noted that Pitt was among the first to applaud it: 'We never saw 
the members of all parties so ardent in their congratulations as on this 
occasion.' The Oracle thought the motion good, though it might only 
serve to give the enemy time to strengthen itself, but it did cheer the 
temporary absence of party prejudice. The Chronicle further observed 
that the 'dignified reproof' in Fox's speech would, coming from such a 
man as Fox, touch Napoleon more than would criticism from someone 
who lacked Fox's desire, 'which in him is equally a passion and a prin
ciple, for the peace and liberty ofmankind'.2 Rumours were circulat~.d 

1 Issues of May 24--June 1. I Issues of May 27-June 1. 
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that the first consul would accept the offer of mediation, but to chill 
the rumours came a cold fact: even on the day Fox had spoken, Bona
parte had issued an order arresting British subjects travelling in 
France. How difficult it is to speak for peace when one combatant 
prefers war. The two nations therefore continued their aggressive 
preparation. 
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Fox and Pitt in Opposition 
1803-1805 

With respect to Mr Fox . . . dismissed from the 
Treasury ... speeches and conduct at the Whig Club ... 
struck out of the Privy Council, he wondered Mr Pitt 
should think of presenting such a name. 

George the Third 

In 1803 Addington'S Government was beset by troubles, from west 
and east as well as from within its own centre. 

The western trouble came from Ireland, where in July rebellion had 
broken out again. Robert Emmet, talented young man of Dublin, had 
conspired with associates at home and with Irish exiles on the Conti
nent to renew the struggle against British authority. Parliament sus
pended habeas corpus in Ireland and empowered the Lord Lieutenant 
to try before a court martial any lawbreakers who were apprehended. 
Emmet was captured, and despite an eloquent defence was executed 
along with seventeen others. 

The eastern trouble came from France. Napoleon, finances bolstered 
by having recently sold the Louisiana country to Mr Jefferson for sixty 
million francs, determined to mount a cross-channel invasion against 
the English coast. In the spring and summer of 1803 he busied himself 
with the plans of the manoeuvre. Boulogne was to be the nerve centre; 
along the coast shipyards built flat-bottomed boats, designed as troop 
carriers, with a capacity of 50, 80, or 100 men each. Some craft had 
mortars in bow and stern; others were designed to carry horses and 
field pieces. l Years later at St Helena he described how he would have 
proclaimed a republic, abolished the House of Lords, freed the country 
from a corrupt aristocracy, and established a democracy. Property 
W'ould be seized from those who opposed him and distributed to those 
who supported him, and thus he would have appeared as the deliverer 
of the people. 

The English were quick to see the difficulties involved in invading 
their island. Invasion craft could not simply be brought unaccompanied 
across the Channel but needed powerful naval protection, and Corn
wallis at Brest and other admirals elsewhere had been able to blockade 

1 J. M. Thompson, Napokon Bonaparte (New York, 1952). Felix Markham, Napokon 
(London, 19(8). 
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large segments of the French fleet . So, despite repeated false alarms 
and continual speculation about time, place, and strategy, there was 
little panic. Groups of volunteers were organized who drilled, usually 
without effective arms; Pitt organized a regiment and as their colonel 
oversaw exercise and drill. He had much more faith in the volunteers 
than did Fox. Pitt uniformed them to improve their military posture 
but Fox declared that the red coats served only to make them better 
targets. Other preparations also went forward; the coastline was in
spected and harbour fortifications strengthened. Formal, detailed 
studies were made of coastal defences and possible invasion plans. The 
martello towers still standing on England's southern coast date from 
this period. 

Rumours of invasion filled the papers. Like others, Fox worried 
about it; he felt a landing was imminent, though he was confident the 
invading forces could be overcome. He thought he might ask the new 
Home Secretary, Charles Yorke, whether he could undertake duty in 
the Westminster neighbourhood, perhaps as a justice of the peace or a 
sort of colleague to the Lord Mayor. If, however, 'the fools' should 'be 
afraid of trusting me', he would go to the Prince and 'desire his leave 
to be by his side on whatever service he is employed'.l He wrote 
Holland: 'Invasion is expected by many immediately, and some go so 
far as to say the embarkation is to be made tomorrow.'2 Already Fox 
was looking ahead to the convening of Parliament when both Ireland 
and invasion would come up for review. Gradually the danger of inva
sion passed though it loomed again as a likely possibility the next year; 
the Irish problem was more persistent. 

Under these circumstances the second session of the second Imperial 
Parliament met at Westminster, November 22, 1803, the forty-fourth 
year of the reign of George II I. The brief address praised the voluntary 
exertions of the people to defend the kingdom, and reported that the 
leaders of the late 'traitorous and atrocious conspiracy' in Ireland had 
been brought to justice. It was approved in both Houses without a 
vote, although Fox in a short but forceful speech declared that the Irish 
leaders had disclaimed connection with the French Government. More
over, their atrocities, which he viewed with horror, were not to be 
linked with the French situation. Irish hopes were far from satisfied 
and gentlemen should not suffer themselves to believe that the Irish 
problem was settled. 3 

1 Add. MSS. 47581. To Fitzpatrick, September 27, 1805. 
2 Add. MSS. 47575. Fox Cm-., iii, 227. October 16. 
8 Parliarmntary Debates, 1st series, i, 1541-4. 
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Fox did not speak in the debates that ensued on the Irish question. 
Saving his argument for the debate of December 9 on the army esti
mates, he declared that the volunteer system was not adequate to meet 
the present emergency nor was it a foundation on which to build a 
strong regular army. He also made reference to the request of the 
Prince of Wales to be given a military assignment. Later the Prince 
wrote that a personal friend of Pitt's had declared that he had never 
heard such a speech as Fox's: 'It not only completely silenced the 
ministerial phalanx, but left neither friend nor foe a single word to say 
either respecting me or any other head.'1 

Trouble from the centre took several forms . There were minor 
nuisances like the shortage of coins because of hoarding and difficulties 
in filling out the new income tax blanks; mainly, however, the 
Government itself needed revision. Among those who worked ener
getically for a stronger administration was Lord Grenville. Grenville, 
son of the author of the Stamp Tax, and younger brother of Thomas, 
Fox's peace negotiator at Paris, had served a term as Speaker of the 
House, and then, elevated to a barony, served Pitt as Home Secretary 
and as Foreign Secretary. He had approached Pitt in an effort to enlist 
his help in removing Addington, but Pitt declined. Pitt's plan was to 
support Addington in all plain and simple questions; when he differed, 
he would be content to state his opinions. 

Unsuccessful in the negotiation with Pitt, Grenville later, through 
brother Thomas, approached Fox early in 1804 to form a ministry of 
the talented men of both parties-the genesis of the administration of 
All the Talents that was to be formed two years later. Fox had been 
enjoying literary pursuits ('What can you mean by saying there is little 
good of the new Poetry in Cowper? what, ... not one of the Sonnets? 
not the Shipwreck or Outcast? pray read them over again, and repeat 
your former judgment if you dare' )2 and making progress with his 
history ('Yesterday and not before died James, Duke of Monmouth 
&c. It will be well ifthe Historian has not made as bungling a piece of 
wt>rk with him as the Hangman').3 

But the proposal from the Grenvilles had to be coped with, so as usual 
when faced with perplexing decisions he wrote his friends for advice. 
Fitzpatrick received this urgent summons: 'Pray come as soon as you 
can. Mrs F. says I should say nothing but come, come, come, and she 
would ·say it down on her knees. You know she thinks there is no 
1 HMCR, Hastings MSS., iii, 228. Prince of Wales to [Francis, second earl of Moira]. 
December 11. 
I Add. MSS. 47575. Fox Cor., iii, 286. To Holland, January 18, 1804. 
3 Add. MSS. 47581. Fox Cor., iv, IS. January 1. 
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adviser but yoU.'l Fox also longed to have Grey at hand, writing to 
him that he had received a direct communication from a substantial part 
of the opposition expressing a wish 'to join with us in a systematic 
opposition, for the purpose of removing the Ministry, and substituting 
one on the broadest possible basis'. The Grenvilles made clear to Fox 
that they would have no further connection with Pitt, so the proposed 
broad-bottomed ministry would give no consideration either to Pitt or 
to his opinions. Fox wrote further: 'I must consult friends before 1 
come to any determination, and particularly you. 1 own 1 lean very 
much to such a junction.'2 He must have given Grenville's negotiators 
encouragement, because Lauderdale discovered Fox's leaning towards 
the Government and objected to it; his reaction in turn came back to 
Fox, who wrote Grey that 'all I have done' is ' telling them that 1 have 
every inclination to act with them, but I think it would be better to 
agree first in publick and so let the thing come on naturally rather than 
by any compact'. 3 

Fox was, of course, keenly interested in these negotiations, writing 
to William Smith, one of his dissenter friends, that he had received a 
proposition 'of the most frank & handsome nature' from the Gren
villes, to substitute for the present ministry one of the 'broadest basis', 
with Fox promising his support on such measures as the imperfect 
defence of the country and on Irish affairs, and even further if circum
stances warranted . 4 

Meanwhile the 'King had fallen seriously ill; for a time his old 
mental derangement returned and his life was believed in danger. With 
invasion threatening and the Government unsettled, no time could be 
worse. Pitt again declined to 'make the turning out this administration 
the object of his endeavours ; that though some of his best friends had 
united themselves avowedly for that purpose with Fox', he would con
tinue to support the Government.5 Talk sprang up at once about a 
regency, which would likely bring in Fox at the head of the Cabinet. 
Fox could not resist the tendency to meddle; he wrote Dennis O'Bryen 
that he wanted something in the papers every day about the King's 
madness, 'in a most decent way, of course' .6 The King's health 
improved somewhat though physicians warned that he should not be 
troubled by distressing problems and so that crisis passed. 

Pitt, meanwhile, treated 'as it deserved' an extravagant idea brought 
to him by Melville, from Addington, that Pitt and Addington become 
Secretaries of State under a new First Lord of the Treasury, Lord 

, 1 Add. MSS. 47581. Fox Cor., iv, 19. January 28. 
2 Add. MSS. 47565. Fox Cor., iii, 450-451. Grey MSS. (Durham. ) January 29. 
3 Holland House MSS. February 15. (Copy. ) 4 Osborn Collection, 85/15. (Yale.) 
5 Stanhope, iv, 121. 6 Add. MSS. 47566, 
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Chatham. Later Grenville and Pitt discussed other arrangements 'on a 
purely speculative basis'. Pitt suggested that the King would be reluc
tant to show favour to Fox and certain members of the Opposition. 
When he added that a new administration would need to propose 
strong measures to set the country in the proper military and financial 
posture, Grenville argued that such measures would especially require 
the united support of all the leading men in Parliament, without excep
tion. 

Pitt, according to Grenville, seemed to lean to this notion. 1 But 
Pitt's correspondence with Melville between March 29 and April 14 
is a better index to his own thinking. In considering the possibility of 
being invited to form a new government Pitt omitted Fox's name from 
his plans because he was positive that the King would not take kindly 
to any arrangement with Fox in it. If Pitt were to persist in suggesting 
to the King 'persons against whom he has long entertained such strong 
and natural objections: he could do so only in a manner that would 
leave the King 'a free option'.2 

In April Fox and Pitt joined forces in an attack upon the Addington 
Government, the question being Fox's motion on the state of the 
nation's defences. Before the debate they thought they might accumu
late as many as 200 votes, Fox writing to Grey that he would be happy 
with 170;3 actually the minority reached 204 against the Government's 
256. The narrow margin of 52 votes alarmed Addington, and at his 
urging, the King agreed that the Lord Chancellor, Eldon, should con
sult with Pitt. In the discussions that followed the King made it clear 
to Pitt, through Lord Eldon, that Catholic emancipation must continue 
dormant-Pitt was not to propose any alteration in the Test Act. 
Moreover, Fox was positively not to be admitted to the Cabinet; on 
this point the King stated his astonishment that Pitt should harbour 
the thought of bringing such a man to his notice.4 

Addington's resignation on April 29 brought the problem into sharp 
focus. The King told Pitt that he might bring the Grenvilles into office 
but Fox was to be forever excluded. Here was a 'No Fox' that was 
10UQ and clear. 

This narrative has traced in detail various former attempts to 
negotiate Fox into office and will not spell out the discussions of 1804. 

1 ST 174. Stowe collection. April 15. (Huntington.) 
I From Autograph Correspondmce with Lord Melvilk . (Clements.) 
8 Add. MSS. 47565. Fox Cor., iv, 49. Grey MSS. (Durham.) April2S. 
4 HMCR, Bathurst MSS., 87-8. May 1804. Malmesbury, iv, 29~800. See also Rose's 
Diary for May 5; the king expressed 'an absolute negative' to the admission of Fox, 'say
ing, that he had been expelled from the Privy Council for his conduct, and that no considera- . 
tion should prevail with him to accept him now as one of his ministers' (ii, 118). Pitt's 
draft ofa cabinet with Fox as a secretary of state is printed in Stanhope, iv, xi. 
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Most of the steps taken by various parties were laid down in the con
temporary ooze and hardened in the journals and correspondence of 
witnesses, so that those who wish may inspect the evidence. Let it be 
said that Pitt earnestly desired Fox in the new Government, in some 
modest position, but could not counter the King's personal opposition. 
Nor could Pitt cajole Grenville. Grenville formulated an impressive 
phrase to heighten and dignify his refusal: he declared he was un
willing to become part of a Government formed 'on a principle of 
exclusion'. The only way to heal the nation's ills, he wrote, was to 
bring into the administration the largest possible proportion of the 
available character and talent-without any exceptions. 

The notion of 'principle of exclusion' caught on. It was a good 
banner to march behind. Fox took the King's dislike calmly and urged 
Grey, Grenville, and other friends to take positions in the new Govern
ment regardless. Grey called his associates together, who agreed, 
unanimously, not to accept office unless their excluded friends could 
also have a place. Grenville and his followers reached an identically 
similar decision. This demonstration ofloyalty to Fox was impressive. 
The new whigs solidly endorsed him, hi~ principles, his potential for 
leadership. 

Old whig Portland, me;mwhile, wrote the King an unforgivably 
mischievous letter, citing a report in The Times and adding his own 
hearsay evidence that at the Whig Club meeting Fox had committed 
the indiscretion of offering a toast to the radical Sir Francis Burdett. 
How amazed Fox would have been if he had known that his one-time 
good friend was tattling to the Monarch. Fox in tum was positive of 
his own feelings towards Pitt; ever distrustful even of his opponent's 
best intentions, Fox termed him a mean, low-minded dog and a sad 
stick. And Pitt was unhappy about Grenville. Even though his own 
health would suffer, Pitt resolved to teach that proud gentleman 
politics' grimmest lesson: no man is indispensable. All these major 
and minor themes reverberated through political circles, and eventually 
made their separate ways into diaries and letters . 1 

Fortified by Portland's gossip and by his own predilections and 
prejudices, the King made his point stick; he would see Pitt only if it 
were agreed that neither Fox nor Grenville were to be mentioned; and 
if Pitt would not so agree, the King would form an administration 'com
posed of persons not fond of novelties'. 2 In these circumstances Pitt 
became first minister and resumed the direction of affairs that he had 

1 Holland House MSS. Fox Cor., iii,. 455-7, iv, 54-6. Stanhope, iv, 174. Life of Eldon, 
i, 449. HMCR, Bathurst MSS., pp. 34 If. ; Colchester, i, 506-7. Rose, ii, 124-5. Fortescue 
transcripts, May 9 (Clements) . 
2 HMCR, Bathurst MSS., pp. 37-8. May 1804. Rose, ii, 15~. Malmesbury, iv, 299 If. 
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laid down three years previously. 'Our greatest weakness will be in ... 
filling the offices ... particularly with persons who will be able to assist 
essentially in debate.'l So the King's personal resentment of Fox pre
vented the formation, at a critical time, of what might have been a 
powerful and effective coalition Government. Fox in his turn had not 
been over eager to rush to Pitt. He realized that Pitt would soon need 
new talent in his administration and would likely approach him and his 
colleagues again, offering better terms. Fox's tactic meanwhile was 
to collect as much strength as possible. As he wrote the following year, 
he and his friends should display every degree of moderation, do any
thing possible 'to soften the K.' s prejudices', and reject 'those prin
ciples of exclusion which we condemn in others'. 2 

Meanwhile Pitt had to take up again the burdens of the struggle 
with the French. One of his first moves was to devise a solution for the 
perennial question of inducing the young men of the country to enlist in 
the armed forces. In general the system in practice had been that a man 
who was drafted for service in the army reserve could, if he wished not 
to serve, pay a fine or provide a substitute. Quotas had been assigned 
to parishes, and any parish not meeting its quota had been required to 
pay a stiffpenalty. To avoid fines and penalties, individuals or parishes 
had offered high bounties, which had attracted men into the reserve 
forces who otherwise might enlist in the regular army or navy. The new 
Chancellor proposed in his Additional Force Bill to remove some of 
these fines and other obstacles so that men would flow into the nation's 
first lines of defence instead of its rear echelons. Interest was high in 
the debates; attendance increased and discussion was lively. The fact 
that if the Bill failed the ministry might collapse was not lost on Oppo
sition speakers. 

The vote of 221 for the second reading of the Bill and 181 against it 
shows the size of attendance and the narrow margin enjoyed by the 
new administration. The chief discussion was on the second reading of 
amendments on June 18, the House not adjourning until half-past four 
in the morning. In his lifetime Fox had spoken to many full Houses, 
but never to one with so many members present. The vote was 265 for, 
228 against, a majority for the government of 42. That same afternoon, 
after trifling debate, the Bill was read a third time and passed. Even so, 
the spirit of opposition was high. Fox wrote to Holland: 'Nothing could 
have fallen out more to my mind that what has happened: the Party 
revived and strengthened, Pitt lowered, and, what is of more conse
quence in my view, the cause of Royalism (in the bad sense of the word) 
lowered too.'3 

1 Rose, ii, lSI. May 10. 2 Fox Cor., iv, 87-9. To O'Bryen, July 7, 1805. 
3 Add. MSS. 47597. Fox Cor., iv, 57. July 24. 
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By August bad weather and other events turned Napoleon's atten
tion away from invasion to other matters. As the year ended Fox was in 
better spirits. 'Opposition seems now restored,' he wrote to Grey. ' ... 
Mind, 1 say seems, for if you stay away, it will be very far from being 
really so .... Do, for God's sake, make up your mind to one un
pleasant effort, and come for the first two months at least of the 
session.' He concluded: 'I love idleness so much, and so dearly, that 1 
have hardly the heart to say a word against it; but something is due to 
one's station in life, something to friendship, something to the 
country.'! These moving words reached Grey, who came from North
umberland to be on hand for the debates. The King continued in his 
determination to keep Fox out of the Government-'His Majesty ... 
had taken a positive determination not to admit Mr Fox into his 
Councils, even at the hazard oj a civil war'2-but Addington joined the 
Government as President of the Council, operating from the Lords as 
Viscount Sidmouth. 

Neither these activities nor the continual pressure of debts had deterred 
Fox from undertaking, in June, the construction of a small structure on 
the grounds at St Anne's. Hf; had had a supply of marble columns on 
hand, acquired with the grounds or by separate purchase, and when on 
one occasion a political associate, Lord Newborough, had visited him, 
the two contrived the notion of utilizing the columns in the construction 
of 'a little temple'. 

Lord Newborough undertook to provide a plan, but Fox himself 
had various ideas about steps, inscriptions, the portico, and other 
features. Sculptor Joseph Nollekens visited the construction site on 
occasion and offered suggestions; after all, Fox had been one of his best 
clients, since copies of the Fox bust continued in strong demand, and 
the sculptor could very well take an interest in the debater's building 
ventures. Over the years the temple has survived numerous changes 
made at St Anne's by successive owners, and at the time of this writing 
was in a reasonable state of repair. 3 

The motion against the slave trade came up again in February 1805, 
and Fox was eager that its supporters should make a good showing: 
1 Add. MSS. 47576. Fox Cor., iv, 71-2. Grey MSS. (Durham. ) December 17. 
2 Rose, ii, 156-7. 
3 Letters to Newborough, June 10 [1804J and subsequent dates. Osborn Collection (Yale). 
I am indebteded for information about the temple and other features ofSt Anne's to Frank 
S. Oehs, Hassocks, Sussex, who lived there, 1901-02; to D. W. D. Yates, Chertsey, Surrey; 
to Dr Frederick Hilton, of Addlestone, Surrey; and to Colin F. Ball, reference librarian, 
Central Library, Chertsey. 
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'Pray speak to everybody you can to come down,' he wrote Georgiana 
from the House of Commons, 'or we shall be lost on the Slave Trade . 
. . . Pray, pray send any body you see.'l The question that day was in 
the form of an amendment to postpone the Bill for six months; in a 
thin House it passed 77 to 70. Six months ahead reached to the end of 
August when Parliament would not be in session. Not until the spring 
of 1806, three months before his death, did Fox, then ill and weary, 
have another opportunity to speak for abolition. 

'The catholic business' had for many years been one of those subjects 
near Fox's heart. When in May 1805 the question ofrelieffor Catholics 
was raised in Parliament, Fox supported it eloquently. 

Speeches in favour of religious tolerance are built not only out of 
facts and instances but also out of masterfully clear thinking upon prin
ciples. The present situation, Fox argued, is different from that during 
the reign of James II, a professed Catholic. Moreover, allowing people 
to hold lesser positions in the army, the navy and the law, and forbid
ding them to hold higher positions, puts a restraint' on the exercise of a 
man's genius and industry. Take away the hope of higher office and 
you destroy the greatest incentive to an aspiring mind.' If any parti
cular class of people cannot attain to parliamentary office, you have no 
real representation, not even virtual representation, no 'sympathy and 
fellow feeling between the representative and the persons represented. 
. . . The very substance of representation is, that the members of 
parliament should not be able to tax their constituents without taxing 
themselves.' For these and other reasons he urged a settlement of the 
long-standing Catholic question. 2 

Occasionally a speech receives one of the finest tributes of all: a 
delayed compliment from somebody who hears it, treasures it in his 
memory, and years afterwards speaks of it with admiration and wonder. 
In the gallery during the debates was brilliant young Robert Peel, who 
spent many days between the time he left Harrow and his matriculation 
at Christ Church listening to Pitt and Fox and their colleagues. In 1828 
Peel found himself Home Secretary, and though he had not been a 
friend to Catholic emancipation, decided it was preferable to civil strife. 
In debate on July s that year, Mr Secretary Peel paid tribute to Fox's 
great speech: 'He never heard a speech which made a greater impres
sion on his mind, than that delivered by Mr Fox. '3 In the debates of 

1 Fox MSS. (Clements.) Two Duchesses, p. 263. 
I Parliamentary Debates, 1st series, iv, 834-54. 
3 Quoted in Norman Gash, Mr Secretary Peel (London, 1961), pp. 47-8. Peel's comment is 
in Parliatmntary Debalts, second series, xix, 1611. 
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1829 that led to the passing of the Catholic Relief Bill, both Peel in the 
Commons and Grey in the Lords praised the stand that Fox had taken 
in 1805. 

Although Fox had small regard for newspapers as accurate reporters of 
the parliamentary scene and although he, barring a single exception or 
two, gave little encouragement to those who wanted to secure better 
versions of his speeches, he was sensitive to the press as an agency to 
help shape public opinion. 

The question before the Commons on June 20 was a proposed 
inquiry into public affairs. During this debate, Fox briefly recom
mended that a new administration be formed embracing 'all that is 
respectable for rank, talents, character and influence in the country'. 
No individual should suffer personal ambition 'to stand in the way of the 
formation of such a ministry'.l A few more lines followed in the same 
vein, then Fox turned to the question proper. Apparently, however. 
he uttered something further in a subdued tone not heard throughout 
the chamber: the Morning Post attempted to supply the muffled words. 
Nothing, reported the Post, apparently quoting Fox, could justify ex
cluding from his Majesty's councils persons of 'known and extraordi
nary abilities', but it was now Fox's 'settled and serious resolve' not to 
accept public office. However-and then came the part that caused 
much controversy-Fox would be happy (said the Post) to support 
measures 'proposed by those who were now looked upon as his 
political friends, should they come to act in concert with the present 
minister'.2 

Fox, irked to the marrow by this comment, wrote a long letter to 
O'Bryen, only a part of which has been printed in the collected corre
spondence. The paragraph, he declared, had not one word of truth; the 
words were not spoken in a low tone, but 'distinctly and audibly to a 
House the most silent and attentive that I ever witnessed'. He then set 
down what he recollected he had said-substantially what appears in 
the printed debates. He did not want to have his words construed as 
meaning that he approved a coalition ministry, either of Pitt and Fox, 
or of Pitt and Fox's friends; moreover, Fox was mortified that his own 
friends would suspect that he harboured the idea of a juncture. Seeking 
to meet the newspaper report head-on, he continued: 

I have considered this damned paragraph again and again and feel quite s~re that 
much mischief is meant by it. I wisQ you therefore to get into as many papers as 
possible [Chronicle, Press, Herald, Traveller, and others], the inclosed .. . . I have 
put into it compliments to myself to make it impossible that it should be suspected to 

1 Parliamentary Debates, 1st series, v, 526. I June 22. 
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come from me. You will of course, after copying it, destroy the original and insert 
the name of the Paper (which you did not tell me) in which the paragraph origin
ally appeared. Pray attend to this and above all let me not be discovered. l 

The Post had insisted that a peculiarity of Fox's public speaking was 
that he lowered his voice frequently when most speakers would increase 
their loudness, and although it was inclined to stick to its original story, 
it printed the following article 'sent to us for insertion' by a 'gentleman 
of honour and respectability'. Here is Newspaper Correspondent Fox's 
own version of the incident: 

A paragraph appeared in a Morning and Evening Paper of Saturday last, stating 
that in the Debate of last Thursday Mr Fox expressed himself to the following 
effect :-'That it was now his serious and settled resolve never to look to nor 
accept of any public situation; but that he should support to the best of his abilities, 
the measures of those who were now looked upon as his political friends, should 
they come to act in concert wi th the present Minister.' Such are the words imputed 
to Mr Fox in the paragraph alluded to. 

Having stated the imputation, Fox now replied to it: 

We are enabled, on the authority of persons who sat close to Mr Fox, and who 
listened most attentively to that admirable speech, to contradict every word con
tained in the said paragraph ... . Mr Fox, undoubtedly, expressed his wish for a 
comprehensive Administration, and declared that no personal views of his should 
stand in the way of so desirable an object; but he did not drop one expression that 
could be construed into an approbation on his part of any of his friends (of what
ever description) forming a junction with the present Ministry. 2 

The Times and the Evening Mail did not print the Fox statement, but 
editorially stated that Fox did not use the expression attributed to him. 
The Star, same date, also published this article but added, at the end: 
' ... Ministry, whom he characterized, with his usual ability, as merit
ing that contempt in which they are universally held by an indignant 
public.' The Chronicle, same date, published the Star version. O'Bryen 
had done his leg work well. 

A letter from Adair to Fox under date of July 7 carried the burden of a 
conversation between Pitt and the King the previous Sunday, June SO, 
that Pitt told the King he could not continue longer without the help of 
Opposition. The King mentioned Fox's speech-presumably that of 
June 20 with its ambiguous comments on coalition-and Pitt replied: 
'It was the most noble one, and that the man who could make it was the 
fittest to be applied to for advice.' When the King asked 'whether some 
proposal might be made to the opposition without Mr Fox', Pitt 
replied 'they ought not to listen to such a proposal, and in my opinion 

1 Add. MSS. 47566. June 23. 2 June 25. 
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their acceptance would be of very little use without him'. The King 
finally admitted that there was great good sense in Pitt's observation; 
that conditions this year were different from last; nevertheless, Pitt 
should go on, patching up as best he could. Adair's story was at least 
secondhand, but suggested that the thirty-year conflict between the 
Sovereign and Fox might be ended by some kind oftruce.1 

1 Add. MSS. 47565. Fox Cor., iv, 90--1. Rose, ii, 105-6. July 7. 
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Pitt Dies, Fox Takes Office 
1805-1806 

The eyes of all sides are fixed on Charles Fox. 
Mrs Charlotte Nugent 

Our enemies have the merit of being indefatigable. 
Charks James Fox 

The war went on, Pitt still in office, Fox still on the Opposition bench. 
The threat of invasion continued, although Fox insisted that the 
possibility was not so imminent as to make it necessary to curtail the 
liberties of Englishmen. Although Napoleon, meanwhile, was having 
troubles of his own, he did not want to abandon the cross-<:hannel 
attempt. Because of the threat posed by Nelson and British ships of the 
line, he saw that he had to have his own fleet available to protect the 
invasion flotilla during its staging and crossing manoeuvres. With two 
or three days' protection against the British fleet, or even only twenty
four hours, and a favourable wind, he was positive he could 'put an end 
to the future and to the very existence of Britain'. Hence he sent new 
instructions to his admirals, but June and July passed with no word 
whether his instructions had actually reached them or whether they 
would or could obey. All through August Napoleon impatiently waited 
-about the time that Fox was writing to Grey that the alarm of 
invasion was groundless, Napoleon was writing to Talleyrand: 'There 
is still time-I am master of England.'! D-Day would open whenever 
the French fleet arrived, but it never came. 

Meanwhile as Austrian forces crossed the border and marched into 
Bavaria, Napoleon broke camp at Boulogne and marched with his 
Army of England into the heartland of the Continent to meet the 
Austrians. Within a week he fought two critical battles, one on land 
and one at sea. He won the first when, meeting the Austrian army at 
VIm, he surrounded it and compelled the surrender of 30,000 men. 
The grim news reached London on a Sunday, in the form of a dispatch 
printed in a Dutch newspaper; Pitt, unable to read Dutch, hunted up 
Malmesbury, who translated for him, each phrase a shock to the ailing 
1 Thompson, pp. 253-4; Markham, pp. 101-S. 
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Prime Minister. Napoleon lost the second battle when the French and 
Spanish fleets, who had outmanoeuvred Nelson with a diversion to the 
West Indies, had to face the English at Trafalgar. Nelson, signalling 
that England expects every man to do his duty, won an engagement 
that crushed the naval power of France and Spain and established Bri
tain as mistress of the seas for more than a century to come. 

News of the triumph reached London on a Tuesday, forty-eight 
hours after the sober message from VIm. Pitt, getting the word late at 
night, was so exhilarated by the victory that he could sleep no further. 
Fox, something less than gracious, wrote his nephew two days later: 
'It is a great event, and by it, solid as well as brilliant advantages, far 
more than compensates for the temporary succour which it will cer
tainly afford to Pitt in his distress.'l Fox was still troubled by the 
disasters on the Continent. It was unequalled madness, he wrote Fitz
william, 'to attempt to attack the first military country in the world 
with an inferiority of numbers , of troops, and still far more of generals.'! 

Napoleon meanwhile engaged the Austrians and Russians at Auster
litz, winning a brilliant victory that forced Austria and Russia out of 
the war, ending the coalition. Pitt, in poor health, shattered by the 
news, left Bath for his recently-acquired home in Putney. As he walked 
down the hall to his bedroom, observing a map of Europe , he is reported 
to have said: 'Roll up that map; it will not be wanted these ten years.' 
Fox, usually generous, could not find much sympathy for his stricken 
opponent. On January 1 he wrote Holland that Opposition should make 
a strong attack upon the ministry, perhaps even insisting upon a divi
sion upon the address or censuring Pitt on the condition of the land 
forces. 3 On January 2 he wrote further: 

As to your News I must know Pitt's Resignation for certain before I believe it, 
even ifhe is dying the ruling passion will prevail, 

and in those moments as in all the past 
O! let me keep my Place shall be his last. 4 

In the same letter he had written that if by any chance Pitt were plan
ning to resign, 'for God's sake do all you can to prevent our friends 
from being eager to come in, until they are sure of being quite and 
entirely masters'. Everybody concerned must work like drayhorses. 

By the time the session opened on January 21, the Opposition had 
decided not to divide the House; Fox was content to state his pOSition 

1 Add. MSS. 47575. Fox Cor., iv, 121. November 7, 1805. 
I Fitzwilliam MSS. (Milton) 67/4, 1-3. November 11. (Northamptonshire Record Office. ) 
8 Add. MSS. 47575. Fox Cor., iv, 127-9. January 1, 1806. 
4 Add. MSS. 47575. Fox Cor., iv, ISO, omits the lines after 'believe it'. January 2. 
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that the calamities which had befallen British arms on the Continent, 
because of (here he used favourite words) ill-concerted, ill-supported, 
and ill-executed plans, should be inquired into. On January 28, twenty':' 
five years to the day after having first entered the House of Commons, 
Pitt passed away. He had never been a friend of the masses; his death 
resulted in more newspaper copy than the slender notice taken of his 
father's exit, but other than an occasional black-bordered sheet, little 
that was remarkable appeared in print. Next day, on Fox's fifty-seventh 
birthday, Elizabeth Fox wrote in her journal: 'This is the day of all 
the year which is to me most dear. It brought into the world him that 
makes me the happiest of women and God Almighty keep him to me in 
health.' 

On January 27 the motion before the Commons was that the remains 
of the right honourable William Pitt be interred at the public charge 
and that a monument be erected to the memory of that 'excellent 
statesman'. The phrase was not a choice one; sharp memories still 
lingered in the minds of several as to whether Pitt's policies deserved 
to be praised, and in the debate that followed almost every other speaker 
insisted that he did not care to endorse the excellence of Pitt's 
statesmanship. Fox also felt it his duty to vote against the proposed 
motion; after opposing Pitt for twenty years, though he paid warm 
tribute to excellences of character he was not willing to endorse 
excellences of statecraft; but the division revealed 258 for the motion, 
89 against. 1 

Some of Fox's private opinions of Pitt have already been cited. In 
the debate of that January 27 Fox's long habit of making distinctions 
persisted at a moment when it would have been more gracious to pass 
them over. Or the motion itself could have been worded in any of a 
dozen different ways that would have gained it stronger support. 
Regardless of Fox's opinion expressed that day, he had stated quite 
another three days before Pitt's death. Georgiana and her friend Bess 
had called on Fox; as they entered the house a lady left. Said Mrs Fox: 

~ 

'That was a mild, gentle little creature who went out, yet she had been rejoicing at 
. . . Pitt being so ill.' 

'Oh, no,' said Fox, 'shocking.' 
'It is impossible,' the Duchess and I said, 'to be glad.' 
'Quite,' said Fox. 'How can one rejoice in the death of any man ? Death is a thing 

without a remedy. Besides, it is a poor way of getting rid of one's enemy. A fair, 
good discussion that turns him out is well-but death-no!' 

Fox then expressed the view that the news would 'render every debate flat and 
uninteresting. I hate going to to the House. I think I shall pair otfwith Pitt.'2 

1 Pariiammtary Debates, 1st series, vi, 41-72. 
I Dearest Bess, pp. 138-4. 
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Eight months later, as this author remarked, Fox paired off with Pitt 
for all time. 

Negotiations for a new government required only a few days. A 
Cabinet minute of January 24 conveyed the information to the King that 
the present administration saw no way of carrying on. At the same 
time a long supplementary letter from the Lord President, the Duke of 
Portland, after stating his personal attachment to the King, &c, &c, 
and his grateful remembrances, &c, &c, nevertheless ought to convey 
to his Majesty's better judgment, &c, &c, the necessity of having re
course to 'some at least' of the present Opposition. l The King unrelent
ingly declared that he would not suffer Fox 'to sit in any Cabinet that is 
to advise him'.2 Grenville, however, determined to inform the King 
that nothing can be done except with Fox's fullest concurrence and 
with the abandonment of all idea of exclusion. 3 When Grenville stated 
that he must consult with Fox, the King is reported to have replied: 
'I thought so and 1 meant it SO.'4 On January S 1 Grenville delivered a 
paper on which Fox's name appeared as Foreign Secretary; other 
names included Erskine as Lord Chancellor, Fitzwilliam as Lord 
President, Spencer as Hom~ Secretary, Grey as First Lord of the 
Admiralty. Grenville also warned the King that the new Government 
would expect a few names, 'four or five at the utmost', to be elevated 
to the peerage. The King adamantly resisted, sending word that he 
would need to think further about the proposal. 5 

Anxious hours followed as the King's decision was awaited; Fox 
wrote Fitzwilliam that the Grenville group was not very conciliating, 
adding: 'I am in daily troubles of every kind. 1 fear as a Party man 1 
shall make a wretched figure.' His worry about Grenville's support 
was ill-founded, for before he had finished the letter, Grenville, direct 
from an audience with the King, called to tell Fox 'the thing is settled', 
so Fox could write 'on Wednesday some of us shall kiss hands .... 1 

1 Fortescue transcripts (Clements). Sir William Henry Fremantle wrote the Marquis of 
Buckingham that the King did not seem disinclined to Grenville. 'The great difficulty is 
Mr Fox to whom he cannot be reconciled.' Stowe MSS. ST 164. [January 24?J (Hunting
ton.) 
I HMCR, Fortescue MSS., vii, SSB. Buckingham to Grenville, January 25. 
8 Ibid., vii, S41. January 26. Fifteen years later the Earl of Liverpool wrote to the Earl of 
Bathurst : 'I was the person in 1806 to advise the late King to waive his exclusion ofMr Fox.' 
He noted further that when Fox had been excluded the year before, no man could have stood 
lower 'in reputation, character and credit'; but the day after he had been personally excluded 
by the monarch, 'his character stood higher in the eyes of the country than it had ever stood 
at any fonner period of his political life: (HMCR, Bathurst MSS., p. 499) . . 
4 Annual Register, 1806, p. 21. 
II Fitzwilliam MSS. (Milton), 6BA.( Northamptonshire Record Office. ) See also Fortescue 
transcripts (Clements), letter of January S 1. HMCR, Fortescue MSS., viii, 1. 
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am hurried to death and must have forgot twenty things' -these last 
words in possibly the only scrawl to be found throughout the whole of 
his preserved correspondence. l Mrs Fox recorded in her journal that 
the King had approved the ministry, 'which God Almighty grant may 
prove a fortunate one for the country and for my angel husband. '2 

Fox wrote Lady Susan his hopes while in office of 'being able to do 
some great good .... What lowe to the publick and to a set of political 
friends whose attachment to me has been exemplary left me no choice 
about taking an opportunity which has been so long waited for.'3 

The complete list of the new Cabinet was quickly made known. 
Grenville had brought in Lord Robert Spencer as Secretary of State for 
the Home Department, Windham as Secretary of State for the War and 
Colonial Departments, and Fitzwilliam, whom Fox had always con
sidered as his warmest friend, as Lord President of the Council. Fox 
had brought in Moira, a close friend of the Prince, as Master General of 
the Ordnance; Erskine as Lord Chancellor; Grey, now Howick, as First 
Lord of the Admiralty; and Henry Petty as Chancellor of the Ex
chequer. The latter two then and for decades to come were strongly 
identified with the notions of political and religious reforms that Fox 
had espoused. Addington, now Sidmouth, was Lord Privy Seal, and 
brought in Lord Ellenborough, Chief Justice. Sheridan appeared 
further down the list as Treasurer of the Navy, and the faithful 
Fitzpatrick as Secretary at War. Pittites, excluded altogether, 
promptly formed the core of the new opposition. 

Two complications immediately arose. Since Grenville already held 
the post of auditor for life, he did not wish to relinquish it altogether, 
but obviously could not as auditor review his own treasury accounts. 
Fox introduced a Bill in the Commons to permit an officer to act in the 
auditor's office as trustee for Grenville, which passed Parliament in 
less than a week. The other grew out of the propriety of Ellenborough, 
the Chief Justice, sitting in the Cabinet. The separation of executive and 
judicial powers was the central issue in the Commons debate, both 
sides aVoiding any personal attack on Ellenborough and both sides 
professing to grant the coalition the principle of calling upon all avail
able talent. Legal precedents were cited against the move, but Mr 
Secretary Fox, always at his best in arguing against lawyers, put in a 
variety of forms the proposition that the Cabinet council was a body 
never recognized by law or statute. Castlereagh, Canning, and Perceval 
spoke in the debate, so the new opposition was out in force. Petty and 

1 Fitzwilliam MSS. (Milton), 68/5,2-5. February 4. Fox added that the difference between 
the king's list and theirs 'is so little I can not see any at all.' (Northamptonshire Record 
Office.) 
2 Mrs Fox's Journal, entry for [February] S [1806]. 3 Holland House MSS. [1806J. 
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especially Sheridan insisted that Fox's point was unanswerable. 
Sheridan kept both sides of the House laughing, offering the Opposition 
his sympathy, declaring that every administration, even Mr Fox's, 
deserved an opposition, but hoped it would not become overcrowded or 
over numerous. The division was 222 to 64, a comfortable majority of 
158. 

Meanwhile the electors of Westminster, who had kept Fox in office 
during his parliamentary secession, returned him without opposition. 
At that moment England's most experienced and most successful vote
getter, he declared that he was 'a friend to liberty, an enemy to corrup
tion, and a firm and decided supporter of that just weight which the 
people ought to have in the scale of the constitution'.1 Once again he 
was borne in the chair on the shoulders of the multitude. His cherished 
friend, Georgiana, wanted to see the parade but missed it; 'I arriv'd as 
ev'rybody was going away. They say, dr soul, he look'd like Bacchus, 
for the chair was done round with laurels &CC.'2 Four hundred met at 
the Crown and Anchor that evening to celebrate with dinner and 
speeches, Fox toasting the King, and, among others, Erskine, the new 
Lord Chancellor, and his famous motto, 'Trial by Jury'. As his final 
toast he offered the one that he and the Westminster electors had so 
often shared: 'The cause of ~iberty all over the world'. 

In past years although Grenville had sharply opposed Fox on some 
issues and had disapproved of his conduct, more and more he became 
convinced of Fox's better qualities and was pleased to have him in the 
Government for personal as well as political reasons. One of his first 
undertakings had been to have Fox restored to the Privy Council. In 
his tum Fox had been eager that the two should achieve an efficient 
working relationship. He wrote to Grenville that he wished the coali
tion to be carried on 'with more than general goodwill and fairness, 
nay with the most perfect cordiality of friendship', adding that if it 
were not, 'it shall never be my fault'. Later he suggested an earldom, 
not that Grenville himself wished it, but that 'such a mark of Royal 
favour to you would be very useful to us all at this time'. Still later Fox 
confessed his own uneasy relationship with the King: 'I ... was so 
unsuccessful in all my attempts to please him formerly, that I want help 
at every step.'3 He evolved an entirely statesmanlike partnership with 
Grenville. 'Never was anything. more perfect than all Lord Gren
ville's conduct towards Fox,' wrote Lady Elizabeth Foster, ~ho had 
1 R[alphJ Fell, Memoirs oj the Public Lift oj the /aU Right Honourable Charles Jarrus Fox 
(London, 1808), ii, 577. 
2 Georgiana, p. 278. [FebruaryJ IS. 
3 HMCR, Fortescue MSS., viii, 40, 49, 63-4. March 1, 5, 23. 
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seen the two together; 'and as to the question ... who is first: Is Fox 
under Lord Grenville or Lord Grenville under Fox? I really believe 
their great and good minds despise the form. They have united for the 
publick service and act cordially together.'l Fox had by no means won 
the King's affection, though the King on one occasion declared that it 
was 'just to acknowledge' that Fox always conducted himself 'frankly 
and yet respectfully', not treating him like another whig minister 'who, 
when he came into office, walked up to me in the way I should have 
expected from Bonaparte after the battle of Austerlitz'. 2 

Messages of praise helped to lubricate the machinery. Dublin wrote 
that a meeting of about eighty of 'the first class of citizens ... nobility 
and gentry' expressed 'the most unlimited confidence in your minis
try'. Washington wrote that President Jefferson' expressed the perfect 
confidence he had in the wisdom and justice of Mr Fox'. Westminster 
Hall forwarded the thanks of the meeting to Mr Fox 'for the unparal
leled zeal talent and integrity with which in and out of office he has 
uniformly supported the rights and liberties of the people' . 3 But there 
were cranks ('For shame rise shake off your chains of idleness . .. if 
you don't publish this I will write something not to your advantage'). 
Requests for appointments, promotions, and other favours also poured 
in. Fox could reflect that certain aspects of the Foreign Secretary's 
mail had changed little since he turned in the seals of office that bleak 
night more than twenty years ago. 

The Catholic question came up only briefly. Obviously since members 
of the coalition held contrary views on Catholic relief, and the King's 
well-known opposition continued unabated, Fox and his friends had 
reasoned among themselves that although they could not advance the 
Catholic claims they could in other ways serve the nation. To inquiries 
from Catholics about his position, he said candidly that an effort in their 
behalf could not now meet success, and might do harm in the future. He 
added that if they should after all determine to bring forward their 
petition, he would support it. They were satisfied by his assurances, and 
decided to follow his advice. 4 

During April and May Fox scored two brilliant successes. 
On April 22, after it was learned that Prussia had taken possession of 

Hanover, Fox announced to the Commons that the minister to Berlin 
had been promptly recalled, and the following day the King's message 
on the subject was debated. Fox opened his statement by appealing for 
unanimous concurrence, explaining that the Government had been 

1 Two Duchessts, pp. 285-6. July 2. 2 Lift of Eldon, i, 510. 
3 Holland House MSS. March S, 8, April 5: 4 Annual Register, 1806, p. 25. 
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reluctant to take this strong step until every attempt at negotiation had 
'utterly and completely failed '-a Fox doctrine that on this occasion 
was greeted with cries of 'Hear, hear!' throughout the House. In the 
strongest language he denounced Prussian behaviour, nor did he fail 
to give full attention to the 'pernicious counsels of France'. When he 
described the transferring of the subjects of Hanover from one country 
to another, a practice he termed evil and odious, the House again broke 
out into prodigious cries of 'hear! hear!' on all sides. Never can you 
have a right of exchanging people, he declared . 'There must be, in every 
nation, a certain attachment of the people to its form of government, 
without which no nation can subsist.' Castlereagh seconded, and the 
question was unanimously agreed to. 

On May so, in committee on the Mutiny Bill, Fox reviewed the 
military posture of the country. A great navy and the generous use of 
subsidies to allies were insufficient, as was an army only large enough 
to defend the island. He insisted he was always an eager and ardent 
friend of peace, but he sought a peace that would enable the country to 
retain its continental connections, and not give anything which the 
point of honour forbade giving up. 

If you wish to become a coward an<;l a slave [he concluded], the way is easy: have 
no opinion, nor maintain any principle of your own, but consult your popularity, 
and act by the dictates of public clamour; but if you would act wisely and firmly 
for the public good, you must every day risk your popularity, in the honest dis
charge of your duty.l 

Newspaper reaction was highly favourable. Even the violently anti
Fox Courier editorialized that it would be impossible to add anything 
to the admirable statements of Fox and Grenville, and the Morning 
Post declared that Fox had fully redeemed himself from imputations 
that he would acquiesce in the worst acts and the worst principles of the 
French Government. It began to appear as if Fox were an Englishman 
first and a pacifist second, instead of the other way around. The Times 
called his words spirited. Moreover, it used a word not often applied to 
Fox, patriotic, and expressed its confidence that his sentiments would 
meet the approbation of all British subjects. Fox could well contem
plate the difference between 1800 and 1806 in the reception of his words. 
At long last he could feel himself speaking with the weight both of 
parliamentary and public opinion behind him. At long last, having 
overcome almost every variety of abuse, discouragement, and 
despair, he had attained a position of commanding influence . 

. During winter and spring F<;>x was occasionally ill, and did not take a 
strenuous part in the daily parliamentary battles. Petty and Windham 
took the lead in the important debates on the Property Tax Bill and 
1 Parliamentary INbates, 1st series, vii, 470-6. 
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the repeal of the Additional Force Bill. Nor did Fox actively participate 
in the impeachment of Melville, though he was nominally one of the 
managers. Rather, his was the heavy artillery, to be brought up as 
needed. 

The days were a mix of the exciting, the grieving, the possible and 
impossible. Fox helped expose an assassin declare whose avowed target 
was Napoleon himself, writing to Talleyrand that such a man was at 
large, and receiving in return a complimentary and appreciative 
letter.! He grieved at the death on March so of the Duchess of Devon
shire, who had always made her Devonshire and Chatsworth homes 
a cordial gathering place for their mutual friends, and whose loyalty 
to him had remained steadfast through a wide assortment of political 
triumphs and disasters. 

With Fox in one House and Grenville in the other, and with Wilber
force's energy and enthusiasm still unlimited, some positive action 
could be taken toward the abolition of the slave trade. Fox was deter
mined to press forward; his earnestness in this matter, Holland later 
wrote, kept him attending sessions in the House longer than he wished. 
Fox had confided that he would like to retire from the Foreign Office 
in favour of Holland, remaining in the Cabinet without an active post so 
that he would be at hand to counsel but be free from much of the detail. 
One evening at his bedside he said to Holland: 'Don't think me selfish, 
young one. The Slave Trade and Peace are two such glorious things, 
I can't give them up, even to you. If I can manage them, I will then 
retire.' Grey, now Lord Howick, came with proposals which included 
a peerage for Fox himself-all designed to protect him from the 
laborious part of his duties; after a pause he said, 'No, not yet, I think 
not yet.' Then, later: 'The peerage, to be sure, seems the natural way, 
but that cannot be. I have an oath in Heaven against it; I will not close 
my politicks in that foolish way, as so many have done before me.'2 

The im~ortant day came June 10, when Mr Secretary Fox rose in 
the Commons to propose the resolution that the slave trade is 'con
trary to the principles of justice, humanity, and sound policy', and that 
steps should be taken presumably at the next session to abolish it. 
His speech was not long. He reviewed the arguments that had been 
made against the trade over the years by Wilberforce, by the late 
Mr Burke and by the late Mr Pitt, and reminded his listeners that even 
those who like Sidmouth and Melville favoured gradual rather than 
immediate abolition had supported the principle that the trade itself 
was inhuman and unjust. He recalled that although nearly everyone 
1 FO 27/72. February 18. 
2 Memoirs of the Whig Party, i, 249-50. Fox...O!r., iv, .w9--71. 
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had favoured abolition in principle, nearly two decades had passed 
with nothing having been done to implement the principle. Years ago 
the gradualists, casting about for a date at which they, too, would be 
willing to see the trade abolished, had fixed 1800; yet now six full years 
had passed even since that late date. The debate was not lengthy and 
the vote for abolition was 114 to IS-an anticlimactic finish to a 
parliamentary struggle that had so long been continued. Debate in the 
Lords, led by Grenville, was even briefer, the resolutions carrying 
41 to 20.1 

So Fox can be said to have administered the nearly-final blow to the 
slave trade. The peace, the other of the two glorious things he wished 
to achieve before he retired, was more elusive. Minutes of Cabinet 
meetings show that various angles of the negotiations for peace were 
discussed. On March 2 the Cabinet decided to notify the King of Naples, 
then in the French sphere of influence and control, that French vessels 
or troops could not be allowed to seize any part of Sicily. On Aprils, 
the Cabinet held preliminary discussions of the feasibility of laying an 
embargo on Prussian vessels U: British ports as a counter to the occu
pation of Hanover by the king of Prussia. On April 19 Fox was autho
rized to write Talleyrand to declare that peace negotiations must be 
carried on not bilaterally between France and Britain, but conjointly 
with Russia as well. When the Cabinet decided to make a strong repre
sentation to the court of Berlin, protesting the seizure of Hanover, Fox 
drafted a strong remonstrance, bluntly charging aggrandisement and 
acquisition. It gave him great pain, he concluded, to be obliged to make 
such observations 'but his duty to the King and what he owes to his 
own reputation, which, whatever it may be, stands on the basis of 
morality and justice, cannot permit him to soften them'.2 These and 
other decisions were regularly submitted by Fox to the King, and 
were promptly, occasionally even cordially, acknowledged.3 

To undertake the man-sized job of managing the delicate negotiations 
with France, fate put on the stage the thirty-year-old Francis Charles, 
Lord Yarmouth, an individual of unreliable character and unstable 
temperament. Since he had been detained with his family in France 
after the rupture of the peace of Amiens, Napoleon and Talleyrand 
chose him to carry a verbal message to Fox on the subject of the 

1 Parliamentary Debates, 1st series, vii, 580--605; 801-9. See also The speech oithe right bon. 
Charles James Fox, in the houseo!comTlUJns, Jwu: 10th, 1806, etc. (Newcastle, 18240) . 
2 Cabinet minute. Holland House MSS. Fortescue transcripts (Clements). 
3 Holland House MSS. Fortescue transcripts (Clements). 
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negotiations. In London, Fox reviewed the status of the deliberations 
and sent him back, with the approval of the Cabinet, to open further dis
cussion with the French Government. 1 Yarmouth had these advantages 
as a negotiator : he already had held conversations with the French, 
and since his family was in Paris, his coming and going would not 
attract attention in political or diplomatic circles. Fox was convinced, 
and Yarmouth must have encouraged this conviction, that Talleyrand 
would negotiate on the principle of uti possidetis-that each side would 
retain the territory it occupied-a critical point as far as Sicily was con
cerned, since Britain occupied it and Napoleon wanted it for the King 
of Naples. Fox in fact recalled a striking phrase of Talleyrand's on the 
matter: 'We will demand nothing from you.'2 

With Yarmouth in 1806, as with Tom Grenville in 1783 , the ques
tion arose as to the extent of the powers with which the negotiator was 
to be clothed. Fox felt it necessary to give Yarmouth only limited 
authority; he made it clear to the young lord, and Grenville confirmed 
this fact, that Yarmouth was to proceed entirely on an informal basis, 
not revealing the fact that he was to have full powers until Talleyrand 
had confirmed the principle of uti possidetis, especially in regard to 
Sicily. Fox also wanted Yarmouth to bring the subject of the slave 
trade into the discussion; perhaps France could be led to cooperate in 
abolishing the trade. 3 

Yarmouth ran into trouble in his first interview with Talleyrand, 
who insisted that Naples was for France not a militarily sound territory 
unless Sicily were attached, and who furthermore insisted that Napo
leon would not deal with any British envoy who did not have full 
powers.4 These facts Yarmouth wrote Fox; Fox in his reply stated that 
he was 'too much suffering from pain whether from rheumatism or 
what the Physicians cannot tell' to be able to write at length, but he 
expressed the thought that to make peace by acceding to worse terms 
than those first suggested by Talleyrand would be repugnant. In a 
subsequent, longer letter he repeated his position, bundling the argu
ment into three points, like a debater, so that Yarmouth could have 
little doubt as to the Government's position. Documents authenticat
ing the full powers were on the way, but Yarmouth should advise 
Talleyrand that he was not allowed to make use of them or even to 
produce them formally until the position of Sicily was clarified. Fox 
also insisted again that Britain would act, in negotiating for peace, only 

1 Cabinet minute of june 13. Fortescue transcripts (Clements) . 
2 LAdy Holland's Journal, ii, 163. 'Nous ne vous demandons rien.' FO 27/73. 
8 HMCR, Fortescue MSS., viii, 195, 244. june 22, july 25. Cabinet minute of june 23, 
Fortescue transcriptions (Clements). FO 27/73, Fox to Grenville, june 26. Holland House, 
MSS. july 5. 
4 FO 27/73. Holland House MSS. july 1. 
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with her ally, Russia. Through the Russian ambassador in London Fox 
felt he had been kept sufficiently informed of Russia's desire for peace. 

Talleyrand's response was blunt; conditions had changed since the 
negotiations opened; the point of Sicily would not be yielded. Fox 
replied that 'the abandonment of Sicily is a point on which it is impos
sible for his Majesty to concede .... The King's troops occupy Sicily 
for its Defence, but with no right to cede it to France.' Yarmouth 
relayed Talleyrand's offer that instead of Sicily, Great Britain satisfy 
herself with Dalmatia, Albania, and Ragusa. Fox replied that each of 
these was unacceptable-for example: 'Albania is now a province of 
the Turkish empire, the dismemberment of which . . . both Great 
Britain and Russia [wish] to prevent.' Fox's hope that the slave trade 
could be brought into the negotiations was shattered by Talleyrand
'the emperor would discuss that point when the others of greater 
importance were arranged'. 

Meanwhile Talleyrand's negotiations with Russia had progressed 
further than Yarmouth realized, and suddenly both Fox and Yarmouth 
received 'mortifying intelligence' of a separate treaty signed between 
France and Russian emissary Oubril. Yarmouth then revealed his full 
powers to Talleyrand, a move -that caused the British Cabinet keen 
anguish. 'It is necessary for me to say frankly, ' Fox wrote to Yarmouth 
with restraint, 'that it would have been more satisfactory ... if your 
Lordship had waited to know the impression which this new event 
might create here before you had produced your full powers.'l Two 
days later Yarmouth was notified that Lauderdale had been selected to 
join him in further negotiations. On August 2 Fox wrote that on any 
doubtful point Yarmouth was to be guided by Lauderdale's opinion, 
'formed as it will be on the fullest knowledge of the sentiments and 
views of His Majesty's government'.2 Yarmouth was further rebuked 
in a letter of August 8, Fox's last official act. For more than four months 
after the physicians had shaken their heads, he had, to the limit of his 
strength, kept going. 

Yarmouth wrote several letters explaining why he produced his full 
powers when he did, and what might have happened to weaken the 
negotiations if he had neglected to step forward with seals and parch
ment. As the discussions progressed, however, his position became 
increasingly embarrassing to the British ministry. He drank excessively 
and was involved in financial manipulations motivated by his inside 

1 fbit!., June 26, July 5, July 18, July 26. 'This step of Lord Yarmouth's is very reprehen
sible' (Lady Holland's Journal, ii, 163). 'The ... transactions of Lord Yarmouth at Paris, 
are still mysteI:ious to us . . .. I am almost inclined to think that he has given himself out as 
charged with a more important mission than the fact will confirm.' Sir Robert Adair wrote 
to Fox from Vienna on July 3 (Fox papers, Clements). 
2 FO 27/73. Holland House MSS. July 28, August 2. 
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information about the progress of the treaty.1 Nor did Lauderdale 
prove to be a masterful negotiator. Talleyrand outmanoeuvred both the 
Russian and the English representatives, and Napoleon spawned one 
delay after another. 

Fox can be criticized for his opportunistic selection of Yarmouth, 
although Napoleon and Talleyrand bargained from such a strong hand 
that they felt little necessity to make concessions either to Russia or to 
England. Yet long afterwards Pulteney asked Napoleon personally 
what would have been the best time for the English to have made peace. 
The reply was, 'when Lord Lauderdale was at Paris, if.Mr Fox had 
lived'.2 Napoleon ever had a high opinion of Fox. Reminiscing at St 
Helena, he declared that men like Fox set the moral character of a 
nation. 'He possessed a noble character, a good heart, liberal, generous, 
and enlightened views. I considered him an ornament to mankind.' He 
continued, in mood reflective and pensive: 'The death of Fox was one 
of the fatalities of my career.' Napoleon, the Russians, the Americans 
sensed the fairness, the strength, the poise of Mr Secretary Fox. 

As early as April, Fox's health had begun to alarm his friends. Now 
at a critical time in the discussions his health sank rapidly. He could not 
shake off a bad cold and he suffered from painful aches in his thighs. 
Office details were no longer allowed to trouble him. Fox would have 
liked Holland to take the assignment given to Lauderdale, and some
how got the notion that Holland had refused it: 'So you would not 
leave me, young one, to go to Paris, but liked staying with me better
there's a kind boy.' Holland could never tell his uncle he was not 
really offered the post. 3 

Even with Lauderdale in Paris, however, the move for peace soon 
fizzled out. The Russian Government refused to accept the treaty 
signed by Oubril, and Anglo-French negotiations reached an impasse. 

, 
Fox's appointment had brought a breath of fresh air to the Foreign 
Office so far as the Americans were concerned. 

Many months previously, in 1804, James Monroe had arrived in 
London as the new minister to the Court of St James; he had just suc
cessfully negotiated the Louisiana purchase in Paris. Immediately he 
had sought an interview with Lord Harrowby, Pitt's follower and for 
a short time his Foreign Secretary, but Harrowby was cold and indif-

1 See Herbert Butterfield's 1961 Creighton Lecture, Charks James Fox and Napokon: The 
Peace Negotiations of 1806 (London, 1962), for a perceptive analysis of Yarmouth's eccentric 
behaviour. 
S The Earl of Kerry, ed., The First Napoleon (London, 1925), p. 196. 
3 Memoirs of the Whig Party, i, 253. Fox Cor., iv, 473-4. 
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ferent, 'calculated to wound & to irritate', Monroe wrote American 
Secretary of State James Madison. 'Not a friendly sentiment toward the 
U States or their govt. escaped him.'l 

The topics that Monroe had discussed with Harrowby grew out of 
boundary disagreements, the effects of the blockade imposed by 
belligerents upon American ships, and the impressment of American 
seamen. By a series of edicts and orders in 1804 and 1805 the British 
had attempted to obstruct commerce between neutrals that transported 
cargoes to Napoleon. Usually American vessels could evade these 
orders by interrupting their voyage at an American port and securing 
fresh clearances; this practice established the principle of the broken 
voyage. In July of 1805, however, the Essex had taken a cargo at 
Barcelona, landed and cleared customs at Salem, Massachusetts, and 
headed for Havana. En route, the British seized both ship and cargo, and 
Admiralty courts, reversing the principle of the broken voyage, sus
tained the seizure. The action caused an uproar in American mercantile 
circles. 

Fox's wide circle of acquaintances from all the capitals of the world 
never ceases to astonish. Distinguished Americans recorded in their 
diaries that they had heard him speak or had met him at social or 
political occasions. His eloquence and also his kindness and courtesy 
were widely marked. One of those who had sought him out was Robert 
R. Livingston, delegate to the Continental Congress, member of Con
gresses that followed, and in Paris also a prime negotiator of the 
Louisiana purchase. In London Livingston had had a pleasant visit 
with Fox and Mrs Fox. 

Arriving home after a long overseas stay, Livingston found the 
capital city boiling because of the Essex case. Realizing that Fox might 
soon come to power and be able to strike a helpful blow, Livingston 
wrote him about the agitation and dissatisfaction in the United States. 
Britain now, he warned, was much less in favour than when he left 
home. The 'very extraordinary adjudication of your courts of admiralty 
founded upon orders of council justified by no law of nations', nor, he 
added, 'even by the usage of your own', the 'blocking up our ports by 
your frigates', and the impressment of seamen all had excited a 'violent 
spirit of resentment' that were certain to be met by strong, commercial, 
countermeasures. 

Livingston reminded Fox of a promise to call on Monroe; he now 
again strongly urged that Monroe .• well-informed of the new sentiment 
among Americans, would take pleasure in a frank conversation. From 
such a conversation Fox could 'derive hints that you so well know how 

1 s. M. Hamilton, ed., The Writings oJ James Monroe (New York, 1900), iv, 196. June S, 
1804. 
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to improve for the advantage of Britain & the United States'.1 Living
ston could not have known, as he wrote, that the British navy had won 
its great victory at Trafalgar. 

Monroe's interview with Fox, now Foreign Secretary, in February 
1806, was conducted in an entirely different atmosphere from that 
enveloping the conversations with Lord Harrowby. Perhaps Living
ston's letter had paved the way, although Fox was invariably well 
disposed towards Americans. Fox received him 'with great kindness 
and attention: Monroe wrote to Madison, 'and in fact put me more at 
ease in that short time, than I have ever felt with any person in office 
since I have been in England'. Before the month was out, Monroe had 
written Fox in detail the causes of irritation between the two Govern
ments: the seizure of American ships and the impressment of American 
citizens by the Royal Navy.2 The letter, in short, summarized griev
ances that led to the War of 1812. 

In other interviews with Monroe, Fox showed his cordial attitude 
toward the American complaints. Monroe sensed, however, that Fox 
did not, or could not, move rapidly possibly because of disagreement 
in the British Cabinet. Yet Monroe was able to write on April 18 that 
Fox had taken steps 'to prohibit the further condemnation of our ships 
& cargoes'. Monroe thought Fox implied that the prohibition would 
also apply to the seizure of American ships.3 The business was a 
ticklish one. Fox sought to accommodate the Americans, but he had a 
war with Napoleon on his hands. On May 15 a British order in council 
established a blockade of the European coast from Brest to the Elbe
in American histories this became known as Fox's blockade. Fox's 
official note to Monroe explained that neutral ships, carrying neither 
contraband nor enemy goods, not entering or leaving enemy ports, 
would not be seized. Furthermore, although the blockade was along 
the whole coast from Brest to the Elbe, it would be made absolute 
only along.the part from Os tend to the Seine. In this language he per
mitted a considerable degree of trade with the enemy by way of neutral 
ports. So at one stroke he removed a measure of the American griev
ance. 4 Had he lived he might have given a broad interpretation to other 
areas of conflict. He might have been able to solve the even more 
aggravating problem of impressment. Holland was member of a com
mission that framed a treaty, but by the time it got to Washington Fox 
was dead, and President Jefferson, dissatisfied with some of its pro
visions, pigeon-holed it. Next year the blockade was resumed. 
1 Monroe Papers, November 14, 1805. (New York Public Library.) 
I The Writings of JaTMS Monroe, iv, 411, 417-24. February 12,25. 
8 Ibid., v, 40 n. To Madison. 
4 A. L. Burt, The United States, Great Britain, and British North America (New Haven, 
1940), p. 233. American State Papers : Foreign Relations, iii, 125. 
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In this and in other matters the early months of the Ministry of All 
the Talents were full of promise. Mr Secretary Fox and his colleagues 
were able to control a good majority in each House. If the King's atti
tude were not cordial at least it was not menacing. The correspondence 
of the Foreign Office reflected a statesmanlike candour and fairness but 
it also revealed strength. Fox was no defeatist; he earnestly desired 
peace, but only peace with honour. 

Long before summer Fox made his last speech in the Commons. It 
would be pleasant to be able to say that the June 10 speech on the slave 
trade marked Fox's farewell appearance before a group he had ad
dressed for more than thirty-eight years. Actually half a dozen incon
sequential speeches came after that June 10. Such topics as the foreign 
corps, Chelsea hospital, the West Indies, American trade, faintly 
echoed the great debates of other years. But Fox felt confident that his 
administration was building well and would prove to be hardy. Fol
lowing a favourable division in the Lords on June 17, he wrote to 
Adair: 'Even the most sanguine ,of our enemies now think we shall 
last.'! 

On June 19 Fox drank .tea with Mr Speaker Abbot, talked about 
Livy's sp~eches, praised Greek historians, expressed little faith in 
Adam Smith or other political economists, and contrasted British 
interest in theology with Greek interest ill arts and arms. 'In this 
desultory talk he was extremely pleasant; Mr Speaker recorded. In 
the Commons, Fox, hIS health obviously failing, spoke briefly on 
affairs of India. The Speaker thought that day was the last, or very 
nearly the last time he attended at alP The reports of the debates con-

. vey no suggestion that Fox ever addressed the House again. So his 
parliamentary career ended as it began, with a few short speeches. III 
health was a formidable, final obstacle. 

1 Holland House MSS. 2 Colchester, ii, 70-1. 
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The giant race is now extinct. 
Francis Horner 

In an age when a low fever might suddenly become high, a slight infec
tion massive, a lesser illness mortal, no one could tell whether he would 
survive an indisposition or be carried away by it. Aches and pains had 
to be endured with little hope of relief. Physicians were at hand, but 
fortified mainly with plasters, ointments, leeches, purges, instruments 
for letting blood. If one recovered, he could be grateful for a constitu
tion strong enough to survive both ailment and healer. If suffering 
were prolonged he could only pray for the fortitude to endure. 

Elizabeth Fox's journal, kept during the spring and summer of 1806, 

shows her growing alarm about the worsening health of her husband . 
He never fully recovered from long exposure to bitter cold while 
attending Nelson's funeral. He worked far too hard. He laboured at 
parliamentary and official duties when he needed rest and repose. 'Carl 
dined at the Marquis of Buckinghams came home at nine and was busy 
writing till near twelve and thank God he seems nice and well and not 
the worse for the fatigue he has.' This on March 16. 'Carl not quite so 
well Genl Fitz dined with us a good many people came in the evening 
which made angel a little cross.' This on April 2. Carl 'did not get to 
bed until half past three'; his 'cold still bad he breakfasted in bed'; 'he 
sat up with Ld Yarmouth and Sir F. Vincent writing till three'; 'still 
worse .. . saw Dr Vaughan'; 'very bad he suffered dreadfully with the 
pain in his tbighs'; 'some days better and some worse but very bad and 
low the day before yesterday'; 'a badish night owing to the hardness 
of the poultice'; entries like these through June and July. 

As early as the end of June Fox's friends realized his days were 
numbered. 'I fear that the die is cast respecting Fox,' wrote the 
Marquis of Buckingham, 'whether his life be protracted a few months 
or not.'1 Lady Gower, who saw him June 29, was distressed to see his 
emaciated face and hands, his sunken bosom, his sallow complexion, 
his enormous body and legs. 'I cannot tell you the sort of gentle, 
1 HMCR, Fortescue MSS., viii, 208. To Grenville, June 29, 1806. 'Fox's state of health is 
such as gives no hopes of the possibility of his ever resuming his place in the H. ofC.' Stowe 
colll!Ction, ST 174, June 29 (Huntington). 
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suffering, patient expression there was in his countenance,' she added, 
observing that when Holland told him he looked well, he smiled and 
said: 'I shall end with being the handsomest Man in England, for 
everybody who comes in compliments my improv'd looks, and so 
much improvement must end in beauty.'l 

Fox was aware of his grave danger and told Holland that he hoped 
before he died to do 'something for old England that would make her 
love his memory'. What he had in mind was peace: The King they 
say is very strong for it, and gives Fox his confidence more than could 
be supposed.'2 The Times hopefully stated that the story of Fox's 
having fallen asleep at a conference with the chairman of the East 
India Company was not true . It much preferred to report later that he 
walked two or three hours in the garden of his home in Stable Yard, 
StJames's, and still later that he held a council of the Cabinet and talked 
to the Portuguese ambassador. On July 24, however, it noted that the 
council had met without Fox. By late July the Morning Chronicle had 
learned that Fox missed two council meetings; July 29 it reported that 
he was in the garden attended by a domestic; July S 1 that he planned to 
resign provisionally unless his health got better fast . Addington, now 
Lord Sidmouth, called on Fox at Stable Yard: 'His colour is very bad; 
but his voice was clear .. .. He shook me by the hand at parting, and 
said he hoped I would come again.' Two days afterwards he wrote that 
the lack of Fox's assistance 'in counsel and in debate .. . is a calamity of 
enormous magnitude' .3 By now Fox's own ailment was a calamity of 
enormous magnitude, diagnosed as dropsy. 

The long hours were spent doing the things Fox most liked. Mrs 
Fox, Trotter, or Lord Holland's sister read to him, chiefly novels. 'I 
liked your reading, young one,' Fox told his nephew, 'but I liked it 

. better before I had heard your sister's. That is better than yours I can 
tell you.' But Holland read to him from Crabbe's Parish Register, and 
conversed briefly with him on the negotiations with Talleyrand and 
on other political subjects. 

Letters arrived regularly from General Fox, on duty in Gibraltar 
and elsewhere, forwarding all sorts of information that might be 
valuable to the Foreign Secretary : the advantages of short enlistments, 
of a re-enlistment pay allowance, of abolishing the 'cat of nine of tails' 
(which is particularly degrading in the Mediterranean, 'it being the 
punishment used to the galley slaves' ).;4 The general did not know of 
his brother's illness. Letters also . poured in suggesting cures and 
1 Castalia Countess Granville, ed. Lord Granville Levtson Gower, Private Correspondmce 
1781 to 1821 (London 1916), ii, 205-6. 
2 Beinecke MSS., vault 16. Parry and David Okedon to the Rev. W. L. Bowles, July 21. 
(Yale. ) 
3 Sidmouth, ii, 431-2. July 28, SO. 4 Holland House MSS. April 27. 
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remedies; there was talk of fox-glove but physicians thought it too 
drastic and Fox himself did not wish to take it unless necessary. As fluid 
accumulated to such an extent that tapping seemed advisable, the 
physicians asked Holland to counsel Fox to prepare himself mentally 
for the operation by putting body and mind in a state of complete tran
quillity. Fox commented: 'We are neither of us children, and it would 
be ridiculous to conceal anything,' adding: 'I don't mean to die 
though, young one; and above all not to give the thing up, as my father 
did.' He gave directions where to find his will, expressed concern about 
the situation in which he was leaving Mrs Fox, and then asked Holland 
to read the eighth book of Virgil. Holland later recalled: 'He made me 
read the finest verses twice over, spoke of their merits, and compared 
them with passages in other poets, with all his usual acuteness, taste, 
memory, and vivacity.'l 

Sixteen quarts of fluid were drawn. Fox got so much better that he 
talked about going to St Anne's. Physicians thought this ride, normally 
of two and a half to three hours, too far for one day, but decided he could 
go to the Duke of Devonshire's home at Chiswick. Outside the Stable 
Yard home an inclined plane, covered with green baize, was erected, 
to help him get into the carriage without exertion; 'a considerable 
number of people assembled to see him go', and the trip was accom
plished without incident.2 On the 80th he was tapped again and more 
fluid removed; still, as Mrs Fox wrote, he was able in a day or two to 
sit in the garden and ride a little in the carriage. 'He kept my hand in 
his all the time we were out made me kiss him several times and 
admired the Thames that we saw in the road back from Kew Bridge.' 
His pleasures were of the tranquil sort: viewing the scenery, looking 
at paintings, listening to poetry and to instalments from Johnson's 
Life of Dryden. 

On Monday, September 8, as he was led about the rooms at Chiswick to 
look at the pictures, some by Georgiana, late mistress of the house, a 
'gush of water burst from the wound' and he became alarmingly weak. 
'Most of his intimate friends were at Chiswick,' wrote Lady Elizabeth 
Foster. 'It was a touching scene to see all those men unable to suppress 
their grief, and careless to conceal their tears.'s On Tuesday, when Fox 
saw that his wife was not in the room, he asked Doctor Vaughan what 
he thought of the case and was told that the symptoms were not so good 
as hoped. Prayers were read by the bedside on Wednesday. 'It was 
thought all over,' wrote Mrs Fox. On Thursday he seemed better: 

1 Fox Cor., iv, 474-81. 2 The Times, August 28. 
3 Two Duchesses, p. 293. To Augustus Foster, September 1806. 
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'He walked as far as the drawing room with Mr Trotter and talked to 
him very cheerfully of different books he continued pretty weak all 
Thursday.' He wanted Holland to inform him exactly what his condi
tion was: ' I told him that we had been much alarmed, but that he was 
better. I added, however, that he was in a very precarious state.'l 
When Fitzpatrick wrote Fitzwilliam, 'I cannot think there is any hope 
whatever,' Fitzwilliam hastened to see Fox, who, beyond speech, 
could only stretch out his hand. 2 Erskine was not at Chiswick to see 
his old chief but was disturbed: 'I am so agitated with hopes and fears 
about poor Fox that my stomach is quite out of order and my spirits 
ftat.'a 

On Friday he was weaker still; 'every moment was expected to be the 
last,' Mrs Fox wrote. 'I was so low and weak that I could not as I had 
hitherto done hide my feelings and when he felt that I was almost in 
hysterics he looked up and said oh fie Liz is this your promise.' They 
had agreed years before that whoever had to go first, the other should 
stay by all the time and look cheerful, 'but my God who could do it'. 
She had sent to St Anne's for one of his favourite chairs-'He sat up 
longer at a time than he had before done and he looked up at me with a 
sweet smile and said I like the chair- Liz.' That day he learned and bore 
with fortitude the news that the end was upon him. 

Saturday noon, after a quiet morning, he bid Holland good bye, 
asked his wife to kiss him and said, 'I die happy but pity you.' He 
mumbled something further but when he saw she did not understand 
him, he said, 'It don't signify my dearest dearest Liz.' Those, she wrote, 
were his last words. About three his eyes lost all motion but seemed 
still fixed on her. At a quarter of six he died. It was September IS. 

All this and more she recorded in a journal that she continued to 
. keep for thirty years. With the greatest effort she set down the events 
ofthat sad day, ending, as she often did, with prayer: ' Merciful Father 
let me adore thy great goodness to me oh make me worthy of it and of 
my dear departed angels affection for me .. . grant great God that it 
may enable me to make myself more worthy of thee by teaching me 
humility and kindness to all mankind.' 

Lady Elizabeth Foster also noted this final moment. Through the 
open windows she saw the surgeon and others press their handkerchiefs 
to their eyes: 'I knew then-I felt it must be so-that he was dead . . .. 
I left the place and went to the chestl1J.lt trees-Mr Allen came to me 
1 Fox Cor., iv, 482. 
I Fitzwilliam MSS. (Milton) 69. September 9. (Northamptonshire Record Office.) 
Morning Chronicle, September 15. 
3 Fitzwilliam MSS. (Milton) 69. September 12. (Northamptonshire Record Office.) 
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very pale. "Well?" I said . "It is over," he answered. I knew it must be 
so yet it came like a blow on my heart. '1 

Not Pitt, not even Nelson commanded so much interest from the press. 
The Oracle, the Courier, The Times, the Morning Herald, the Sun, the 
Morning Post, the Morning Chronicle, which had long carried daily 
bulletins from the sick bed, now ran long biographical features in their 
Monday issues. The provincial press showed equal enterprise in its 
coverage. In the days that ensued substantial articles appeared in the 
York Herald, the Kent County Herald, the Shrewsbury Chronicle, the 
Liverpool Chronicle, the Tyne Mercury, the Hull Packet, and others. 
Sermons were preached that Sunday and following Sundays. The 
Morning Advertiser attempted to sum up his character in a few words, 
selecting caps and small caps since lower case would never do: HE WAS 
A GENUINE WIG OF THE OLD SCHOOL, AND A TRULY HONEST MAN.2 
Magazines published reviews of his career and analyses of his talents. 
His speeches were quoted and the loyalty of his friends was recalled. 
When a political enemy published a brief derogatory verse, Lord 
Byron himself answered with a long panegyrical stanza. Paris dis
patches noted the melancholy intelligence of Fox's death, and per
ceptively commented that he had died before he had demonstrated 
what he could do for the happiness of his country. 

Among the few who did not mourn was George III, now blind. He 
'could hardly suppress his indecent exultation' at Fox's death, wrote 
Holland. His answer to Howick's notification was 'in the coldest pos
sible style, and did not express even sorrow for the event'. 3 Holland, 
however, may be overstating the case. In the correspondence between 
the King and Fox is some evidence of cordiality on the part of the 
Monarch. In July he had expressed concern about Fox's illness. And 
the day came when he realized that he, like the nation, was left poorer: 
'Little did I think that I should ever live to regret Mr Fox's death.'4 
Still, he had never offered to pay Fox's debts, as he did North's, nor 
offer the services of his own physician, as he did to Chatham. From 
Downing Street, however, came a sincere tribute: 'I have lost not only 
a political co-adjutor under whom it was an honour to any man to act, 
... I have lost also a man whose friendship it was a pleasure to culti
vate. '5 The Prince threw himself on the couch and gave way to passion
ate tears.6 
1 Dearest Bess, p. 150. 2 September 15. 
s MeT1wirs of the Whig Party, ii, 49, 182. The King's note of September 14 simply said: 'The 
King is sensible of Lord Howick's Attention in communicating to Him the Intelligence of 
the Death of Mr Fox' (Fortescue transcripts, Clements). 
4 Sidmouth, ii, 4055. 5 HMCR, Fortescue MSS., viii, 332. September 14. 
6 Dearest Bess, 152. 
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More than one could recall that the twelvemonth had taken a pro
digious toll of England's talent. Cornwallis, Nelson, the Duchess of 
Devonshire, Pitt, had all passed away. Thurlow died the day before 
Fox. The Duke of Richmond survived him three months. 

With Pitt and Fox gone, the House of Commons had lost its two 
mightiest voices. Not until Disraeli and Gladstone, half a century 
into the future, would two parliamentary speakers appear who could 
repeatedly debate, at a high level, the massive issues confronting the 
British people. After Disraeli and Gladstone, as yet, no such pair at 
all. Especially when a nation faces a distressing problem, when its 
choices seem too irksome and too few, when every scrap of pol icy needs 
full public debate, men long for spokesmen on both sides who can pro
vide not only wise but also moving and stirring leadership. 

The funeral was delayed until October 10, so that Fox could be buried 
on the famous anniversary date. The masses of people who had many 
times cheered him at Westminster Hall meetings, who had applauded 
and sometimes jeered at the Covent Garden hustings, who had chaired 
him in triumph through Westminster's streets after elections, now 
prepared to view the solemn funeral procession. Noblemen and gentle
men who had supported him with equal zeal, and who in addition had 
paid his debts, had gathered as a committee to organize plans for the 
funeral. As early as October 8 London papers began to record the names 
of those in town for the sad event: the Marquis of Tavistock, the Earl 
of Cholmondeley and his countess, the Earl of Cavendish, scores of 
others. Some who could not come made their reasons known: 'Lord 
Anson's severe gout keeps him at home.' Those asked to attend the 
funeral took the invitation as a great compliment. Already the hustings 
was erected in front of St Paul's church for the coming election, with 
much speculation, primarily about Sheridan, as the nominee, but he 
having refused, Lord Percy was elected and the hustings tom down. 
The line of procession was announced: Stable Yard to Cleveland Row, 
Pall Mall, Cockspur Street, Charing Cross, Whitehall, Parliament 
Street, Palace Yard, the Abbey. The Morning Chronicle put a funereal 
black border around its announcement of the line of march so that no 
one could miss it. Labourers who worked all through the night covered 
the streets with gravel-II ,5S0 yards of it, said the itemized bill, at sd 
per yard. Throughout the day the bells of all the churches in West
minster were tolled. 

October 10 was a beautiful autumn day. By nine o'clock men, women 
and children began to take places along the announced procession route: 
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at the curbs, in the windows, on the rooftops. For days the papers had 
carried lengthy notices about the funeral, giving necessary instructions 
so that the people were well informed about what was to happen, 
when, and where. The usual warnings against housebreakers and pick
pockets also appeared. 

By ten o'clock the whole neighbourhood about St James's 'had the 
bustle of a birthday'. The Duke of Cumberland had taken the sashes 
out of his home on Cleveland Rowand had put benches in the windows: 
the rooms were crowded with viewers. The Duke of Marlborough's 
mansion was completely filled . Pall Mall and other streets were lined 
with spectators. Hotels at strategic comers were packed. 

At eleven o'clock noblemen and gentlemen who were to form the pro
cession began to arrive at the Stable Yard residence. Carriages kept 
setting down in succession until nearly two o'clock, by which time 
more than 460 had drawn up. The house being too small to hold the 
distinguished visitors, they assembled in the garden, where Messrs 
Marsh and Tatham, funeral directors, arranged the procession. Several 
of the closer friends entered the residence for a final view of the body, 
then withdrew to make room for others. 

At two o'clock the bells ofSt James 's and St Martin's began to toll. 
The volunteers then took their places on each side ofthe streets leading 
to the Abbey, leaving room in the centre. In slow and stately tread 
came the Volunteer Cavalry in the lead; six marshal men in twos, the 
High Constable of Westminster in ceremonial attire, and so through
out the sorrowing procession with musicians playing solemn music, 
electors of Westminster, members of the Whig Club, members of the 
House of Commons. In addition there were trumpets abreast, mutes on 
horseback, banners carried by gentlemen on foot, banners carried by 
gentlemen on horseback, physicians and other medical gentlemen. 
Holland was there as chief mourner (the Prince of Wales, lacking the 
express permission of his father, thought it wise not to appear in this 
capacity or any other). Fitzwilliam and Howick were there, most of his 
old friends ~re there, the Cabinet and probably every other high 
official were there. Even without the advantage of the special pomp 
that characterizes a military funeral or one for a head of state, the pro
cession was stately and moving. The most impressive feature, however, 
was that the streets were jammed and crowded with people, there not 
so much to witness a spectacle as to show affection for and pay tribute 
to their departed spokesman. 

What was not detailed in the newspaper stories can be found in the 
accounts submitted by Marsh and Tatham to the 'noblemen and gentle
man directors of Mr Fox's funeral. ' A strong elm coffin with very 
strong outside lead case covered with richly ornamented black velvet 
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was the principal item, but countless yards of velvet, silk gloves, 
beaver gloves, escutcheons, and ostrich plumes also appeared on the 
list. Three hundred and forty-three mourning cloaks were for the 
gentlemen of the Whig Club, electors of Westminster, and others. 
Various banners were prepared, one 'an emblematic banner painted in 
oil on each side, representing Brittania weeping under a Cypress, free 
and resting on the arms of the deceased, £15 ISs' (a man to carry 
ditto, 12S). The large open hearse, covered and richly decorated with 
black velvet draperies, fringed and tied up with large lines and tassels, 
the canopy surmounted with a map of very rich ostrich plumes and 
drawn by six horses with ostrich feathers and velvet coverings, includ
ing the expense of building a Hood to erect the Hearse in, and taking 
it down afterwards, all went in at £485 18s od. Included also were sums 
for six trumpets performing, for the First, Second, and Third regiments 
of guards bands, for the work of masons in the north transept of the 
Abbey, for the peace officers on duty. The final bill was nearly £8,000.1 

London papers admitted it was not so brilliant as the final ceremonies 
for the gallant Nelson (a £14,000 matter), nor even so costly as Pitt's 
( £6,000), but the Hull Packet thought it much more solemn and 
affecting, much like the funeral of a f~ther attended to his last home by 
his many children. There was pomp and circumstance, there was costly 
affectation and pretentious display, but despite the beaver gloves and 
the ostrich plumes, the black velvet and the caparisoned horses, the gilt 
silver nails and the escutcheon plates and Britannia weeping under a 
cypress, there were tears of the common and ordinary, the gentleman 
and the noble, the writers, the speakers, the statesmen, the officials, 
those who were and those who sought to be. All knew Fox because they 
had countless times heard his voice, sometimes in defence of his short
comings and in explanation of his mistakes, but usually in such keen 
arid clear statement of his hopes for the people and his reasons for those 
hopes that few could match or master him. Fox belonged to the nation, 
to the whigs, to Westminster, to London, in about that order; and 
English men and women were on hand by the thousands to see this 
Man of the People, with his massive faults and his transcendent virtues, 
to a final place of rest. 

So ended the anniversary of Fox's election to Westminster. 'My angel 
carried to his last worldly home,' wrole Liz; the ceremony was 
'attended by so many proofs from all ranks of people oflove and esteem ' 
for his memory and deep felt regret for his loss that I cannot but feel 
gratified that so much goodnesswasnotthrown away upon an ungrateful 
1 Holland House MSS. 
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world.' She may have wondered, though she did not record her feel
ing, at the utter lack of public mention of the dead statesman's widow. 
Names of relatives appeared in print-as being in the procession, as 
standing around the open grave in Westminster during the final cere
monies-but Mrs Fox's presence can be inferred only from the heading 
of 'other mourners'. Lady Holland is described as sitting with her 
three sons, in a gallery hung with black cloth; if the public had any 
interest in where the widow sat or stood, or how she got to the Abbey, 
it is not revealed. Yet sermons could be preached on the love and 
companionship that this gentle woman with the checkered past 
brought into Fox's life. 

The following Saturday she returned to Stable Yard to give up their 
house-'how agonizing it was to see the room where his dear remains 
had lived so long'. She received a letter from General Fox, dated on the 
funeral day; 'he had not heard of our dreadful calamity'. Not for another 
year did she see him: 'It was God knows a melancholy meeting for us 
both, he is grown very thin and 1 think looks very old.' One by one 
she had to face the people and the places that had entered their lives. 
St Anne's bitterly renewed her grief; and even Holland House, which 
she did not revisit until the following May, still had its haunting 
memories. 'I thought of angel running about the garden and rooms 
when a child how every place where he was when young is dear to me.' 
On June 12, 1807, she thought back to an earlier day when they left 
St Anne's, he for the last time, to have dinner at the Ossory's; he had 
said, 'I am not well my Liz but it will be a pleasant dinner and if 1 were 
to stay at home people would think me worse than 1 am.' 
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Mr Fox has never been answered. 
William Pitt 

They buried him in Westminster Abbey, inches away from William 
Pitt. 

There was poetry: the maudlin verse of John Taylor ('We come to 
his tomb, but not to weep, 'Tis freedom's holyday we keep'), the 
pointed couplet of Sir Walter Scott (' ... search the land ofliving men, 
Where wilt thou find their like again ?'), the stately requiem of Lord 
Byron (,We, we have seen the intellectual race of giants stand, like 
Titans ... with a dashing sea Of eloquence between'). There were 
sermons, obituaries, eulogies, and, after a few weeks, pamphlet tributes 
and booklet-length lives. 

In Fox's career was much that was foolish, much that was trivial, 
much that was sentimental, much that was wise. So it was also in the 
years that followed his death . . 

Fox's eagerness to work with Grenville and even with the King, plus 
his sense of fairness, his lifetime of political experience, his wide 
personal acquaintance both in England and on the Continent, and his 
self-assurance, had proved invaluable assets to the Ministry of All the 
Talents. Fox's distinctive traits lent strength to the whole. With Fox 
gone, the ministry proved to be not talented at all. Grenville carried on 
as best he could, but before Fox had been in his grave a month the 
Government sought a general election. The reorganized ministry suc
ceeded in passing the law that made the slave trade illegal in 1807. 
When, however, it proposed to admit Catholics to the higher ranks of 
the army, the King brought the administration to an end. It had lasted 
little more than a year. 

Fox's will, made in 1805, eventually became public. He divided a five 
hundred guinea legacy between Gener~l Fox's son, Henry, and another 
young man, identified only as Robert Stephen, 'a youth now living with 
Lord Viscount Bolingbroke in America'. The reason for this bequest is 
buried in the past. A similar silence surrounds the identity of Harriet 
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Willoughby, granted a reversionary interest in a hundred pound 
annuity.lMrs Fox was named the executrix of the will and received the 
bulk of the estate. Several were named, including Fitzpatrick, Fitz
william, and Lord John Townshend, to receive presents of books, pic
tures, or marble. 'There are many others whom I love and value to the 
greatest degree but these are my oldest connexions.' 

He also left behind the manuscript of his history. In 1808 publication 
was arranged to the satisfaction of his widow, who wrote Holland: 
'It is just as my angel would have done and as I wished. All I feel 
anxious about is to have it well printed, and all his own dear words 
left.' In another letter she recalled 'the dear angelic looks I used to get 
while employed in coping [sic] it'.2 The work was cordially received 
by friends, criticized by others, ignored by professionals. Wilberforce 
wrote that' Alps on Alps arise as one proceeds to investigate it.' 
Francis Jeffrey, great editor of the Edinburgh Review, thought it was 
often unequivocally bad. 

Most of Fox's oldest connexions survived him. Although the Bishop of 
Down had died in 1804, Jimmy Hare had gone to his final obscurity that 
same year, and the gorgeous Georgiana had died in 1806, others lived 
on. Fitzpatrick went in 1813; on his tombstone he wanted these words 
engraved: 'Forty years the friend of Fox.' Lord Robert Spencer, one of 
his faro bank dealers, died in 1831. Dennis O'Bryen, his public relations 
adviser, died in 1832. Jack Townshend, his one-time First Lord of the 
Admiralty, a martyr of 1784, died in 1833. He had considered himself 
foremost 'the friend and companion of Mr Fox; a distinction which was 
the pride of his life, and the only one he was desirous might be recorded 
after his death'. The Times for September 26, 1839, noted that Lauder
dale died September 10, the same date as Fox, and also that they shared 
the same birthday, January 24. Fox was ten years the older but Lauder
dale lived thirty-three years after Fox had passed away. Lord Holland 
died at sixty-seven, in 1840. Mrs Fox was even then still alive; The 
Times of July 13, 1841, observed that the widow of the late illustrious 
statesman had celebrated her ninety-sixth birthday the day before. 
Her diary establishes her birthday as July 11, and the occasion as 
her ninety-first, not ninety-sixth. She was in good health, it con
tinued, 'frequently entertaining select parties of her friends at her hos
pitable table at St Anne's'. Next year she died, three days before her 

1 Believed to be a natural daughter of Fox. Farington described her in 1793: 'a little girl 
of seven or eight years of age, of whom Mrs. Armstead is very fond , though not her 
daughter' (Farington Diary, i, 12,72) . See also Drinkwater, p. 287. 
2 Add. MSS. 47578. January 21, 24. 
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ninety-second birthday. And Sir Robert Adair, who had ba~ked in the 
warmth of Fox's friendship during a long lifetime, gained an extra 
fillip of immortality in the Dictionary of National Biography; since he 
died in 1855, he could be noted as the last leaf on the tree, the final 
survivor. 

In 1809 a group meeting at the Duke of Bedford's decided to raise a 
fund to erect a monument to Fox in Westminster Abbey. Richard 
Westmacott, the statuary, 'an artist who has proved himself fully 
capable of doing justice to such ·a work', thought a most splendid 
monument could be raised for £6,000. His proposal was that he should 
be advanced a third of the sum for purchasing materials, a third of the 
sum eighteen months later, and the balance upon completion. Among 
the subscribers were the familiar names: Bedford, Devonshire, Fitz
william, Lauderdale, Spencer, Fitzpatrick, Adam. Fixing a minimum 
contribution of £100, the committee sent a circular to those who 
might be interested. 

During 1809 and 1810 contributions flowed in freely, mostly in the 
form of promissory notes. Many who sent modest sums expressed the 
wish that they could have sent more. One who pledged a hundred 
pounds 'for poor Fox', added, 'I would give a thousand to have him 
back'. Adam, whose affection fgr Fox had been demonstrated in similar 
situations, took charge of this fund, making collections, sending re
minders to those whose instalments were overdue, and doing other 
sorts of paper work. The amount collected was sufficiently large not 
only to provide a marble monument for Westminster Abbey but also a 
large bronze statue somewhere else; one site considered was the porch 
ofSt Paul's in Convent Garden, overlooking the spot where for twenty-

. five years Fox had campaigned, but the trustees finally chose Blooms
bury Square, near the British Museum. Fox's statue stands there today, 
facing a monument of Bedford by the same artist. The statue was erec
ted in 1816 and shows Fox sitting, garbed in a consular robe, right 
arm extended and left grasping Magna Carta. l Not until 1822 was the 
Westminster Abbey statue erected, the Abbey's records showing that 
Westmacott and his workmen were to be admitted that year for the 
purpose of erecting the monument of Mr Fox, but that 'Mr Westma
cott must give a list of the Workmen, that no other persons may take 
advantage of this order, without having b.usiness in the Abbey'.2 The 

1 Fitzwilliam Papers (Sheffield), 115h. Holland House MSS. May U, 1808; August 2, 
1809; February 21, july 18, 1810; May 22, june 11, August 12, 1812; The Times, Morning 
Chronicle, june 20, 1816. Annlllll Register, 1816; 
2 Letter from Lawrence E. Tarmer, librarian and keeper. july 29, 1008. 
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statue is a group of four figures; Fox, in the centre, plus two female 
figures, as The TitMS described it, 'lamenting over the departed 
Statesman, and a Negro slave sitting on the steps of the pedestal, with 
his eyes raised in gratitude to Mr Fox, for the distinguished part he 
took in the abolition of the disgraceful slave-trade'. 1 

In many ways the · memory of Fox persisted. 'Even now, after a 
lapse of five and twenty years,' Macaulay wrote, 'there are those 
who cannot talk for a quarter of an hour about Charles Fox without 
tears:a 

He may have been recalling the incident of Sir Robert Adair, who 
long before had embarrassed Fox and his colleagues so much at the 
court of Russia ; when Adair visited the room in Chiswick in which Fox 
had died, 'he sat down at the bedside and cried for a quarter of an hour, 
like a child, a most unexpected and affecting scene'. 3 Some viewed with 
moist eyes the chair at the Duke of Bedford's where old Mr Fox used 
to sit, snoring so loud as to disturb the whist players, who would send 
little Jolmnie Russell to wake him by tickling his silk stockings. 4 The 
Prince wrote Grenville of the deep state of affliction in which he was 
plunged at the irreparable loss all had sustained.5 Fitzwilliam also 
noted that the Prince 'was deeply affected ... and has never recovered 
his spirits since'.s The Prince's regard persisted for years; as late as 
1824 the list of annuities paid out during the reign of King George IV 
included a sum of £500 to the Honourable Mrs Fox. 7 

Memories of other sorts also lingered. At a breakfast in 1812, Sir 
George Beaumont said that Charles Fox had greatly contributed to 
the ease with which women of irregular conduct could be introduced 
into respectable society by the manner in which he had introduced Mrs 
Armistead, 'a woman who had been very common, into company after 
He married Her. His influence in society was such that she visited with 
him some of the first families'. Taking Fox altogether, politically and 
otherwise, he had done more harm than any other man of his time-in 
which opinion artist Joseph Farington, added that he entirely con
curred.8 Thomas De Quincey thought that Fox's screaming voice 
would remind one of a demon steam-engine on a railway, hissing, 

1 January 51, ISIS. 
• Quoted in John Carswell, Th4 Old Cmue (London, 19540), p. 29S. 
• Add. MSS. 52666, 19. Mitfonl's Notebooks, viii, 20. 
t Add. MSS. 407601. This story was jotted down by Trevelyan March 5, 1980. 
I HMCR, Forteacue MSS., viii, 889. September IS, 1806. 
• IIIUl., viii, 866. September 240, 1806. 
7 uttm of GefJrg, 11', iii, 499. 
• F.,.;"gton DiIIt'y, vii, liB. October 28, lSl~. 
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bubbling, snorting, fuming, and that though he was powerful for 
instant effect, he was impotent for posterity.! 

In an important sense De Quincey was right; a speaker so links himself 
with timely, current issues, like the slave trade, that when these are 
resolved, the speeches slip back into history's darker comers. Yet Fox 
was associated also with persistent themes. Sir Philip Francis noted that 
Fox's principles were appealed to as a standard as late as 1818, 'his 
name held up, his memory celebrated'. 2 And for decades after 1818, as 
well. At dinner meetings honouring Fox's birthday or the anniversary 
of his election for Westminster or other convenient occasions, speakers 
recalled the great issues with which he was connected. The Whig 
Club, which during Fox's life had met several times a year, continued 
its meetings after his death, changed its name in 1811 to 'Fox Club', 
and still continues to meet. 3 Other groups also celebrated with dinners, 
toasts, and speeches. From the parade of years , a few examples: 

In 1819, at a dinner commemorating Fox's birthday, the chairman 
asked the assembly: 'Where is the man who can do justice to the 
character of Mr Fox? (Applause.) He was the friend of the rights of 
man .... He was the friend to pea.ce upon earth. He was the consistent 
advocate for the abolition of the slave trade. (Applause.)' The Bishop 
of Norwich, whose convictions were described as those of Mr Fox, was 
then introduced. The Chairman besought the group to fill a bumper 
for the toast to Lord Chief Justice Coke, who, so honoured and so 
fortified, passed easily in his response from high praise of Fox to sharp 
condemnation of the tory ministry then in power. 4 

In 1822 two hundred attended a meeting at Norfolk, to hear read a 
letter of Fox's written twenty-one years previously in favour of 
parliamentary reform. Speakers denounced those who attended Pitt 
dinners, claiming that following Pitt's principles would lead the country 
to financial disaster, and parodying the popular Pitt song, 'The Pilot 
Who Weathered the Storm' by singing a version more to their liking: 
The Pilot Who Gathered the Storm'.5 

In 1823 five hundred at Edinburgh heard a tribute by the eminent 
forensic orator and fellow Scot, Sir James Mackintosh. To those who 
thought Fox was overly zealous, Sir James offered these ringing 
periods: 
1 David Masson, ed., The CoI1«ted Writings of TIumuzs De Quincey (Edinburgh. 1890). xi. 
Ss-{). 
2 FranCis. ii, 460. 
3 Letter from Major H. N. Lucas. hon. secretary. Brooks's; Foord. p. 459. 
4 The TiTTUS, January SO. 1819. quoting the Norwich Courier. 
II The TiTTUS, January 26, 1822. See also Morning Post, same date. Celebrations were also re
ported at London. Edinburgh. and Glasgow. 
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Will those who think the principles of Mr Fox were too pertinaciously maintained. 
assert that we have had too few wars? (cheers) too light burdens? (meers) too 
few suspensions of the constitution? (cheers) too many checks to undue power ? 
( cheers) too few violations of personalli berty? (cheers) too many extensions of 
the liberty of the press? (cheers) too great a control on the prerogative of the 
Crown ? (cheers) too little restraint on the assembling of the people? .. . But it 
is · said. those who hold the opinions of Mr Fox are the advocates of Catholic 
emancipation and parliamentary reform. We are the advocates of Catholic 
emancipation and parliamentary reform. (Vehement cheering.) 

He then outlined contrary opinions of Mr Pitt, the speaker's pointed 
contrasts being greeted with cries of 'Hear, hear' .l 

In 1884, after the enactment of the first Reform Bill, an estimated 
100,000 assembled at Glasgow to participate in a monster meeting. At 
a dinner attended by some 1,500 persons, Fox's name was honoured 
by a toast. His opposition to the repeal of habeas corpus, the prolonged 
war with France, and, the suppression ofliberties at home, were all re
called in elaborate and sentimental language : 

lit these days [said the speakerJ had any man done or said as much as 1 believe 
every individual in this room has done or said-aye. or the tenth part of it-he 
would have been subjected to the tender mercies of packed juries and political 
judges. (Cheers. ) 1 own my greatest surprise is. that Fox had the courage to 
persevere so long as he did • . . . had he not . . . felt he sowed good seed, which. . . 
sooner or later .. . would produce a glorious happiness and freedom in the land. 
(Loud cheers.)\! . 

In Parliament as well as outside, Fox's influence had singular per
sistence. Three Prime Ministers, Melbourne, Grey, and Russell, in 
greater or lesser degree helped to perpetuate his principles. From 
his earliest youth Melbourne had been reared in the Fox tradition. 
Once he wrote verses to Fox's bust: 'Live, marble, livel'3 Grey 
repeatedly asserted that he had learned his political faith from Fox. 
He uttered a lesser-known tribute in the Lords, on the Libel Bill: 
' I had nearly called [FoxJ one of the greatest la~yers, but [heJ cer
tainly was one of the greatest men this country ever produced: 4 

Russell was a devoted follower of Fox; his eloquent stand in 1828 
en the Test and Corporation Acts has already been mentioned. Ii 
Whitbread, Tierney, Burdett are other names that come to mind. 
Petty, as Lansdowne, stood high in whig counsels. Those who cherished 
the memory of Fox had little interest in Fox's mistresses or debts or 
gambling or the financial n:tanoeuvrings of his father or the coalition 
1 Edinburgh Star, January 1+. Quoted in The Times. January 18 . 
• MorniIfg Advertiser. November 1. 188+. quoting the Glasg(1UJ C/rronide . 
• W. M. Torrens. Memoirs of the Right H01UJUTabie WiUiIzm. Second yiscotutt Melbourne, 
(London. Maanillan). i, 66 . 
.. S/J«dI of Eml Grey in the Houseof Lords, May 1!l, 1817 (London. 1817). p. +8. 
a See above. p. 262. 
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with North or his hasty sponsorship of claims of the prince as Regent. 
What now mattered was that his principles had become a synonym for 
individual and political liberty . 

'Fox was in the class of common men: wrote William Hazlitt, 'but he 
was the first in that class.' Hazlitt wrote not only out of literary ex
perience and philosophical contemplation but also as an observer of the 
political scene; his interest in politics came to the surface in his latter 
years when he became a 'parliamentary reporter for the Morning 
Chronicle. Hazlitt at times sharply criticized Fox, observing that Fox 
lacked certain of Burke's philosophical qualities and even some of 
Pitt's finer points of debating competence; moreover he realized that 
one could easily become over-captivated by Fox's personal cordiality 
and good nature. Setting himself on guard not to exaggerate nor 
overstate, noting that 'it is difficult to write a character of Fox without 
running into . . . extravagance', he nevertheless concluded: 'He was a 
man of a large, capacious, powerful, and highly cultivated intellect . . . . 
No man's knowledge could be more ... plain and useful; ... no man 
could be more perfectly master of his ideas, could reason upon them 
more closely. His mind was full, even to overflowing: 1 Thus Hazlitt; 
and he knew and heard ~he best minds of his day. He did not know the 
young Fox, who had been properly and perceptively ridiculed by 
Gibbon as he learned, the hard and difficult way, to utter words like 
'country, liberty, corruption, &c: , but he did know the image of Fox 
moulded by later generations, embracing parliamentarians and 
politicians, literary figures, peers in great houses, and thousands who 
either could not vote at all or who only barely qualified. 

On a Friday, April 12, 18SS, Fox's good friend and devoted follower, 
Thomas Coke, one of those martyrs of 1784, retired. At a dinner in his. 
honour, attended by 500, the distinguished squire of Norfolk could 
review with pride that he had lived to see trial by jury, Catholic 
emancipation, the repeal of the Test Acts, and most of all, parliamen
tary reform. A long lifetime had been necessary to pass these stupen
dou~ milestones. Another principal speaker was a son of George the 
Third, his royal highness the Duke of Sussex, who toasted 'the illus
trious patriot and statesm~ ... Charles James Fox' . Said the Duke: 

We must not forget those champions-of former times who boldly advocated the 
doctrines we now uphold, and who were mercilessly attacked, both in public and 
private. Happy indeed would it have been if that individual .had lived to see the 
1 The Eloqwma of the Britis" SnuItt (London, 1808), ii, 466-71. 
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great work he began, successfully carried through. (Cheers.) ... We owe a debt 
of gratitude to him for having laid the groundwork of those measures. 

His simply-worded tribute could hardly have been more moving, nor 
less meaningful to that age than to this one. For then, partly from habit, 
partly from inspiration, perhaps even partly from prescience, he put a 
final toast: 'Civil and religious liberty all over the world.'l 

I t was often said of Charles Fox after one of his compelling speeches, 
the debate could not lie better than he had left it. Anybody with half an 
eye could have seen him there that evening, his head nodding full 
approval, a smile rippling over the fine Atlantic of his countenance. 

So much for Mr Fox's principles as they were expressed by those who 
had heard his voice and had felt the warmth of his personality. 

Now the voice and the person have long gone, and so have the 
thousands who heard him in the Commons, Westminster Hall, Palace 
Yard, the Shakespeare, Crown and Anchor, London Tavern, the 
hustings, the streets. But at this distance of time and place we can in
quire into the burden of the Fox message: what he was trying to say to 
Westminster electors, to colleagues in party and in Parliament, to 
chancelleries on the Continent and in the new world. 

Close to his desire was the abolition of the slave trade, one of the 
two glorious things he could not give up even to Holland. Here his 
position was plain-spoken: the slave trade was morally wrong. He was 
not happy with regulating it, supervising it, curtailing it. He did not 
want merely to make slaves more comfortable during their overseas 
voyage or in their new homes. He did not seek to build a corner of 
British prosperity on the trade, nor even to solace himself with the 
reflection that a slave ship in time of peace could be a troop ship in time 
of war. He did not worry that the Dutch, the French, the Portuguese, 
the Americans would flow into the slave market if the British aban
doned it. Rather, he insisted that Britain take the lead in abolishing 
totally this odious and immoral evil. Wilberforce made more and better 
speeches on the subject but Fox supplied the potent combination of 
moral earnestness, eloquence, and political power that struck the 
mortal blow. 

Fox's other glorious issue was peace. He tried to cool the nation's 
fire when war was proposed, as he did in 1791 when Pitt waved the 
bloody shirt against Russia. He disliked the military effort against 
France both at the onset and during the conflict. Again and again he 
told the Commons and the people that insult, injury, or other provoca-
1 A 1UITratwe of the proaediwgs, speecllls, etc. c01lMCtedwith the dinTIn' to T. W. Cou, Esq. 
(Norwich, 1888), pp. 18-19. 
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tion should not be allowed to plunge the nation into war until there had 
been ample opportunity for exploration and discussion. If a nation were 
insulted, it should ask for and was entitled to receive explanation. If it 
were injured it should ask for redress. Rather than react violently to an 
'indiscriminate provocation thrown out at random', a Government 
should make clear how it has been wronged, what kind of satisfaction it 
must have, and even wherein an explanation, if not acceptable, is not 
acceptable. 'To propose negotiation is not to sue for peace.' Though 
his opponents branded him with the most obnoxious epithets they 
could command-Americari, Dutchman, Spaniard, Frenchman, de
featist, even traitor-he spoke repeatedly for peace. Yet though he 
despaired that because of war England might be the last country ever 
to become free, he loved her and her institutions, and, when Foreign 
Secretary, could and did hold a firm line against her enemies. 

The twentieth century, racked by continual warfare both de
clared and undeclared, can find fresh inspiration in Fox's eloquent 
plea for exploration, discussion, negotiation. 

Fox sought to put an end to penal laws and qisqualifications restrict
ing Catholics and dissenters. He argued, and Gladstone powerfully 
supported the notion less than lJ. century afterward, that no religious 
test should be required of a public or civil servant. He did not like to 
judge the religious opinions of men nor persecute them for those 
opinions. He did not share the fears of Burke and Pitt that if men were 
allowed to interpret the Bible differently from the mitred fathers of the 
Church of England, the Church would crumble and totter. Rather, he 
asserted, both Church .and State would emerge the stronger. Fox was 
accused of playing politics with religious issues in order to gain the 
franchises of dissenters and Catholics, but any electoral advantage he 
gained was only a happy byproduct; he was firmly convinced that 
toleration was not merely a convenient and useful thing but a moral 
force that in itself was essentially right. 

Fox did not live to see peace, nor did he live to see England become 
a nation free of religious restrictions. Nor did he live to see a solution 
to still another question, that of parliamentary reform. Fox freely con
fessed to his intimate friends that he was not so adamant on this issue 
as on the others. Invariably he seemed out of place when for brief 
intervals he appeared in the company of those who argued for annual 
parliaments or other drastic revision~. of the constitution: Nor was he 
ever one of those who sharpened their pens to devise specific formllias 
for abolishing this or that borough or for extending the franchise. ' At 
one time, in fact, he expressed a doubt whether a different mode of 
election would actually be superior to the present system. In general his 
position was to adapt the constitution to the change of the times. Let it 
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be propped up where it was sagging and repaired where it was 
decayed. 

Fox simply could not convince himself, as he surveyed the admini
strati on's majority of four to one against him, that the people were also 
four to one against him. Since the sentiment of the people was not pro
portionately represented in Parliament, let Parliament be modified. 
The people must have such a share in the government that it can truly 
embrace their own rights and their own sovereignty. Nor should they 
placidly await the coming of better days; they should vigorously seize 
every opportunity offered by public assembly, petition, resolution, and 
election to make themselves heard. They must be the instrument of 
their own deliverance. 

On another important issue, the rights of juries in trials for libel, 
Fox scored a prompt success. Here he stood on solid ground, for as one 
active in the debate of controversial questions, he fully realized that the 
prevailing libel law would not allow a public-spirited man to discuss 
such questions in the way they needed to be discussed without exposing 
himself to prosecution. The debates on his Libel Act cleared away dis
puted interpretations of the proper function of juries and brought the 
law into hannony with the growing insistence upon public discussion. 

The general body of FoX's ideas about religious and political free
dom and about the negotiation of international disputes have a per
manent, not a transient, value. Their appeal was not merely to the 
casual listener of his age but to thoughtful and concerned men of 
generations that followed. 

During Fox's political lifetime the concept of party grew in stature, 
Fox emerging as one who had a keen appreciation of this instrument 
of government. Unlike Thomas Jefferson, who declared that if he had 
to go to heaven with a party he would not go there at all, Fox would 
much prefer to be out of heaven with a party than in it single. 

Fox's notion of party was constructed on an 'aristocratick' base: 
the existence of an aristocratic element was necessary not only to pre
serve liberty but to give consequence to the lesser ranks. More than 
that, Fox regarded party as a collection of men of congenial disposi
tions and aims; invariably his political companions were close friends 
that he regarded with affection. Accordingly, the breakup of his 
party weakened both his personal attachments and his political 
effectiveness. 

Membership in a strong party was, naturally, the only sure way to 
power. Yet Fox served his party through the locust years of hopeless
ness and despair. 'The existence and union of our party is useful to the 
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country', he insisted; it must be maintained by exertion and effort. 
But : 'We must console ourselves with knowing that what we do is 
right without expecting. . . power ... or popularity ... or even fair 
construction with respect to our intentions.' And even when the times 
became 'bad, very bad', party might then be most useful, 'and we may 
be in our proper place'. 

Given a party offriendly associates, generously leavened with aristo
cratic temperament, what could it achieve? It could set an example of 
'public virtue and comprehensive understanding'; it could teach men 
to 'conciliate the good opinion of those with whom they live' ; it could 
keep the country from falling into Mr Hume's 'euthanasia of absolute 
monarchy'; it could provide its members with a system of beliefs wiser 
than any person could singly evolve for himself and could thus protect 
him from poor or hasty judgment. What so much as party contributes 
to 'the morals and happiness of mankind'? Late in his career he re
peated his position, that party was composed of 'men of honour, who 
entertain similar principles', who conceive that those principles may be 
more beneficially and successfully pursued by the force of mutual 
support, harmony, and confidential connectiorrthan by any other avail
able means. 

When Fox formulated these ineas, he was mainly reviewing ways in 
which party had been indispensable to him personally. He prized the 
opportunity of party gatherings to review public issues. Although he 
read avidly for his own pleasure, he was likely to dig into legal and 
parliamentary documents only when on the quest of specific facts for 
debate, and therefore he much preferred to gain information from the 
counsels of his friends. Throughout his career he summoned his 
associates to discuss with them parliamentary strategy and tactics: to 
explore the wordings of motion, to review principal arguments, to 
determine major outlines of position. Accordingly, he could testify 
with conviction that one's party fellows served to temper his views, 
test his reas~ing, verify his evidence, appraise his policy. This kind of 
activity is vital if a consensus is to be hammered out that most mem
bers will support. 

Fox is not associated with the notion of party machinery or party 
discipline. True enough, he wrote scores of notes to his colleagues 
urging them to attend important divisions. He was ever an active 
campaigner, and could walk up and down the streets personally solicit
ing votes. He took a modest part in the raising of election funds. During 
his few months in office he was introduced to the problem ofpatronllge. 
Yet his main contribution was to· light the torch, to hold the banner; 
in other words, to advocate certain ideas, both in and out of Parlia
ment. Many of these became known, not as the Duke of Portland's 
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principles or the Marquis of Rockingham's principles-both of his 
chiefs were highly inarticulate in front of an audience-but as 'Mr 
Fox's principles'. 

Fox was readily convinced that opposition was an imperative func
tion of party. If he had a bad opinion of ministers, he asserted, he 
would 'pursue their overthrow by a systematic opposition'. In the 
political cosmos that he found himself, opposition was natural. But, 
he insisted, opposition should flow from public principle, from a per
suasion that the public welfare is to be served. In the main, especially 
in his later career, he lived up to this ideal. Good measures are often at 
first strongly resisted, he argued, but eventually become successful by 
the perseverance of opposition and the good sense of Parliament. 
More than anyone else in his day, Fox was associated with a systematic, 
organized, formed opposition. This tiny group of determined, senti
mental men kept alive the notion of party. Long after the death of their 
chief, they kept their standard flying and in the years ahead it served 
to attract others oflike mind. 

When all is said and done, historian and biographer must record that 
Fox achieved the vast part of his accomplishments through his mastery 
of public speaking. 

Many aspects of his competence as a speaker have already been 
touched on: his methods of preparation, his consummate skill in 
analysing argument, his natural and convincing delivery, his rapidly 
flowing language. Fox, however, was more than a skilful persuader, 
more than an artful performer: he was a fervent advocate of the poli
tical necessity of the art of public address itself. No one on either side 
of the Atlantic, not even excepting Gladstone or Wilson, put speech
making on a higher pedestal. 'Take away the freedom of speech or of 
writing,' he once declared, 'and the foundation of all your freedom is 
gone:' Yet the truest expression of this principle of freedom was not 
in newspapers, pamphlets, or books, but on a public platform where a 
lone speaker confronts one and all. ' It is the energy, the boldness of a 
man's mind, which prompts him to speak, not in private, but in large 
and popular assemblies, that constitutes . . . the spirit of freedom.' 
Never suffer the right to speak to be taken away: 'you will then 
have lost the freedom, the energy, the boldness of the British character. ' 

Fox had only scorn for those who attempted to modify the freedom 
of speaking, or curtail it, or bind or encompass it, or police it. 'When 
the power of speaking is taken away,' he asked, 'what is left but implicit 
submission?' Surveying the attempt to shackle freedom of utterance, 
he prodaimed :'Behold, then, the state of a free-born Englishman! 
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Before he can discuss any topic which involves his liberty, he must 
send to a magistrate who is to attend the discussion.' When English
men must rejoice or grieve only as it suits the taste or caprice of 
ministers, 'then I pronounce the constitution of this country to be 
extinct'. He realized that a man can be punished for abusing his freedom 
of speech, but he possesses it in the 'first instance'. 

Fox displayed a wisdom worthy of the twentieth century when he 
formulated his belief in the practicality, the social utility, of discussing 
heated questions in public. Quiet reflection was insufficient; something 
in the soul and spirit of an Englishman led him to seek to express his 
views in inns, at the hustings, at mass meetings, in Parliament. Said 
Fox: 'Public discussion is the best security for public welfare, and for 
the safety of every good government: Let those holding unpopular 
opinions freely express them; the act of expression acted as a vent to 
release pressure, and thus to prevent an explosion later. 'Do you think 
that you gain a proselyte where you silence a declaimer?' he demanded. 
No, he answered his own question; if you offer men no constitutional 
way of declaring their grievances, you force them 'to more pernicious 
modes of coming at relief'. Again: 'In proportion as opinions are open, 
they are innocent and harmless. Opinions become dangerous only 
when persecution makes it necessary for the people to communicate 
their ideas under the bond-of secrecy.' 

Fox therefore anchored his speaking career in the twofold convic
tion that Englishmen have a constitutional right to express their 
opinions and that the finest form of expression was the public one. 
Men naturally approve of the talents they themselves possess, and Fox 
was in the front rank of a distinguished group of parliamentary speakers. 
Walter Bagehot once observed that Fox was unable to sit quietly and 
hear an argument improperly supported or a conclusion illogically 
deduced. Such utterances brought him bounding to his feet in reply. '1 
must do so,' Bagehot reported Fox as saying, 'I can't live without dis
cussion: l Aside from relatively inconsequential speeches that fall into 
this category of forensic nervousness, Fox is primarily to be remem
bered for his numerous speeches on the issues already enumerated, 
which, inadequately reported as they are, make up the heart of his 
public utterance. In addition were half a dozen t:llpecially luminous 
speeches of which only three will be mentioned here: the Westminster 
Scrutiny speech (Brougham told Maqlulay to learn it by heart), th(' 
speech on Napoleon's overtures for pea~ ('But we must pausel) and 
the speech on War with France (' Ab, thatwas a damned good speech'). 

1 Forrest Morgan, ed., TIle Woru of Walter Bagehol (Hartford, 1891). iii. 99. Charles F. 
Mullett kindly called my attention to this sourte. 
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The scores of criticisms that Fox's career induced have already been 
collected in this volume, and placed somewhat on the back tables. 
More to the point, scores of tributes have likewise been plucked and 
harvested and displayed somewhat on the forward tables. Some praise 
came from neutral observers (Moritz: 'The people yelled "Fox! 
Fox!" for no other reason than they wanted to hear him speak'), 
some from close friends (Georgiana: 'His standard is in the hearts of 
men'), some from critics (Henry Rogers: 'He stated his opponent's 
arguments so convincingly that friends feared he would be unable to 
reply'), some from friends-turned-enemies (Burke: 'the greatest 
Genius that perhaps this Country has produced'). Nineteenth-century 
historians, impressed by Fox's long struggle against overwhelming 
odds, saw him the keeper of the light in liberty'S tower. Twentieth
century historians find much to admire but also much to blame (reck
less . . . rabble-rouser . . . opportunist . . . arrested development). 
Some of these latter judgments arise from closely reasoned studies 
made of single issues; one must report on the part of the elephant that 
he can feel, and Fox is not ennobled by a view that focuses primarily 
on the coalition, the India Bill, the regency. 

Nor is it surprising that this century has sharply criticized Fox for 
failing to achieve what he could or should have achieved, for failing 
to do what he could or should have done. The eighteenth century spent 
many a lively hour in the same pastime. Even Burke, who piously told 
the electors of Bristol that to quarrel with the imperfections of man was 
to censure God, ended his days by feasting on Fox's imperfections. Far 
wiser it is to follow Erskine's observation, that one should judge the 
great volume of a man's life, the general context of his existence, 
rather than the frail passages that checker the pages of even the 
brightest and best-spent career. 

Francis Horner, who viewed Fox at middle range, observed that he 
grew in character and power as years went on. When Pitt and Fox 
died, Horner wrote: 'The race of giants has become extinct.' His 
statement ~as true in that England took a full half-century to rear 
another. Pitt, who knew at closer range than anyone else the full in
cisiveness of Fox's argument, who alternately tried to punish him and 
to invite him into administration, once made a statement here borrowed 
from its context and regarded as it stands: 'Mr Fox has never been 
answered.' So it has proved to be: Fox has not been answered on the 
slave' trade, nor on religious freedom, nor on freedom of speech and 
as'sembly; nor on political speaking as the expression of man's bold 
and inquiring spirit. Here is the place to let the debate lie. Here is 
something for old England and all her children, ,to make them honour 
his memory. 
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F, 333, 333n; quotes Reynolds on importance of speaking well, 334; death, 
349-50 

Burke, Richard, praises Edmund's speech, 56 
Burney, Fanny, hears F at Hastings trial, 230-1 
Butler, Charles, quoted, 69; on T est and Corporation Acts, 260; on importance 

of parliamentary debate, 335; praises F's clarity, 338; praises F's skill in 
answering argument, 341 

Camden, Earl, 138 
Canning, George, 340, 379, 390; his doggerel on Addington, 323 
Carlisle, Earl of, 17, 88; quoted, 128; Lord Privy Seal in Coalition Government, 

166; deplores F's beliefs, 288 
Carmarthen, Matquis of, reports Pitt discouraged, 194; Secretary of State for 

Foreign Department, 191. See Leeds, Duke of 
Carnarvon, Earl of, 365, 367 
Catherine the Great, and Oczakov, 265; secures bust ofF, 275 
Catholic relief, 404-5, 414, 441 
Cavendish, Lord john, 138, 145, 149; censures provisional treaty, 164; Chan

cellor of Exchequer in Coalition Government, 166; not interested in joining 
Pitt Government, 192 

Channel tunnel, 385 
Charlemont, Earl of, 141, 142; quoted, 177 
Charles II, 6, 8 
Charlotte, Queen, King's illness and regency, 234-5, 243-4, 247 
Chatham, Earl of, 72, 75, 137; quoted, 31, 49,59; indignant at North's plan 
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of conciliation, 55; death, 87; compared with F, 62, 82, 125, 343; praised by F, 
34Q 

Chelsea Hospital, 200 
Chesterfield, Earl of, 177; quoted, 20 
Cheyte Sing, 181, 220 
Christie, Ian, quoted, 121 
Chronicle, 406; comments on Westminster election officials, 203 
Churchill, Charles, 21 
Churchill, Sir Winston, 120 
Clive, Robert, Baron, 41 
Coke, Thomas, 305, 344, 350, 437; opposes coalition with North, 160; and Mrs 

Fi tzherbert, 229; reviews F's achievements, 439 
Conway, General Henry, 131-2; has casting vote in 1782 Government, 138 
Copenhagen House meeting, 314-15 
Corbett, Thomas, agrees to scrutiny of Westminster election, 205 
Cornwallis, General Charles, surrenders at Yorktown, 127; praises Pitt, 197; on 

Georgiana's canvassing, 202 
Courier, applauds F's stand on France, 415 
Courier de l' Europe, takes stem note of North's failure to reply, 82 
Coutts, Thomas, quoted, 159-60; on Pitt and F, 277; aided F's finances, 277n; 

calls F strenuous supporter of Constitution, 293n 
Craufurd, Fish, 28, 233 
Creevey, Thomas, F's speech and conduct 'perfect', 387; contrasts F with former 

associates, 389-90 . 
Crewe, Mrs, 204 
Crosby, Brass, Lord Mayor, 32, 35-6 
Curran, John Philpot, 336 
Curwen, Samuel, quoted, 127; reports mob huzzaing for F, 118 

Darker, John, 83 
debates, reporting of, 33, 112-13 
Debts, owed by British creditors, treaty provision, 153 
Declaratory Act, 6th of George 1,141 
Deering, Sir Edward, 129 

. Deffand, Madame du, 36 
Delane, John Thadeus, 113 
De Quincey, Thomas, criticizes F, 436-7 
Devonshire, Duke of, 323 
Devonshire, Georgiana, Duchess of, 76-7, 198, 226, 231; quoted, 232; cam

paigns for F, 202-4; on King's illness and regency, 233, 236, 239-40; F's con
versation like billiard player, 336 ; comments on F's last election, 413; death, 
416 

Dickson, William, Bishop of Down, 17, 345, 4S4 
Dowdeswell, William, 49 
Doyle, General Sir John, 314 
D'Oyly, Christopher, quoted, 86 
Drinkwater, John, 313, 313n 
Duncannon, Viscountess, campaigns for F, 202 
Dundas, Henr,Y-, 86, 131, 214; ridicules coalition, 162; misses F's presence 

during regency debates, 247; debates Alien Bill, 294-5. See Melville impeach
ment 
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Dunning, John, 23, 65-6, 92, 138; 'influence of Crown has increased', 108-11 ; 
See Ashburton 

East India Company, 179, 180--3, 188 
Eden, William, 88; quoted, 86; bears Irish demands to Commons, 141-2 
Eldon, Lord, 295. See Scott, John 
Ellenborough, Lord, Chief Justice, 412-13 
Elliot, Sir Gilbert, 85-6; observes a 'boggle' on refusing supplies, 197; notes 

Opposition members missed division, 198; reprobation in which F is held, 
293 

Ellis, Welbore, 80, 83; quoted, 49, 61 
Emmet, Robert, 396 
Englishman, The, 95, 98 
Erskine, Thomas (later Baron), 114, 284; quoted, 427, 446; supports Libel Bill, 

273; defends Paine, 288; Lord Chancellor, 411-12; 'trial by jury', 413 
Essay on Woman, 21 
Essex case, 421 
Evening Mail, 267-8; praises F's Libel Bill, 274-5; indignant at F, 368 
Evening Post, notes cub severely rapped, 44; 'F stands high in esteem', 81 
Ewart, Joseph, 267 

Farington, Joseph, disapproves of F's conduct, 436 
Fitzherbert, Mrs Maria, 225-9 
Fitzpatrick, Richard, 17, 18, 18n, 19,93,102,127,203,229,245,373,398,427, 

434; quoted, 118, 118n, 173; defends F's resignation, 148; defends coalition, 
164, 165; Secretary at War, 166, 412 

Fitzwilliam, Earl, 427, 434; quoted, 159; doubts F qualified to head party, 
288; dismissed as Lord Lieutenant, 309, 312-13, 326; Lord President, 304, 
411-12 

Fox Against Fox, 164 
Fox, Caroline (F's mother), 9,11-12; quoted, 37; death, 51 
Foster, Lady Elizabeth, 413--14; death of F, 427-8 
Fox, Charles James 

biographical details: ancestry, 6-9; birth, 9; childhood, 9-10; at Eton, 11-16; 
at Wandsworth, 12-13; at Hertford College, Oxford, 16-17; The Spend
thrift, 17; grand tour, 19; enters House of Commons, 20-4; maiden speech, 
24-6; other early speeches, 26-31; at Admiralty, 29-30; dispute with the 
printers, 32-6; speech on Clandestine Marriages Act, 36-7; resigns Admiral
ty, 37; Roy!l Marriage Bill, 37-8; his Marriage Bill, 39; at Treasury, 40; 
dismissed from Treasury, 44; speaks on American measures, 50--1; share of 
father's estate, 51; attacks North, 53--5; speaks on North's proposals for 
conciliation, 54-5; on petition from New York, 58; on Address, 
1775,60; on prohibition of trade with America, 61; inquiry into ill success 
of British arms, 61; on Declaration of Independence, 62; on proposed 
secession, 1776, 62; attacks Germain, 63; on Address, 1776, 63-4; suspen
sion of habeas corpus, 1777, 65-6; rift with King deepens, 66; defends 
Speaker Norton, 66-7; defends Pi got, 67-8; inquiry into state of nation, 
1778, 72-83; called Charles Tod, 82; attacks Germain, 86; tentatively 
approached to join Ministry, 86; speech of November, 1778, 89-90; con
siders coalition with Ministry, 90-1; denounces Sandwich, 91-6; The 
Englishman, 95, 98; on Irish discontent, 1779, 97-8; talk of coalition, 97-8; 
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retorts to Adam, 99-100; duel, 101-2; on Irish concessions, 1779, 103; 
speaks at Wiltshire, 1780, 104-5; speaks at Westminster HaIl, 105; pro
posed as candidate for Westminster, 106; ~upports Burke on economi~ 
.~ 107; on parliamentary reform, 122'-8; speaks at Westminster HaIl, 
109-10; chairman of Westminster Association, 110-11; on 'influence of 
Crown', iii; arranges to come in for Bridgwater, 116n, 118; on popery, 
117; returned for Westminster, October 10,1870,118; replies to Address, 
1780, 119; on Burke's proposals for economic reform, 122; on Hartley's 
peace proposals, 122; on American war campaigns, 124-5; on Marriage Act, 
125; replies to Address, 1781, 128; attacks North's conduct of war, 129; 
censures Sandwich, 130-1; o~ Conway's motion denouncing the war, 132; 
offers to negotiate treaty, 133; comment on Thurlow, 136; Secretary of 
State, 137; duties as Secretary, 140-1; deals with Irish question, 141-2; 
treaty with Holland, 142-3; conducts treaty negotiations, 143-7; proposes 
Portland to succeed Rockingham, 147-8; resigns, 148; defends action, 149-
52; achievements as Secretary, 154-5; on American independence, 158-9; 
rebuffs preliminary advances from Government, 159, 159n; opposes pro
visional treaty, 162-5; defends coalition, 163 ; Secretary in Coalition 
Government, 166; communications with King, 169-70; supports Pitt on 
parliamentary reform, 170; Prince's income, 171-3 ; negotiates treaties end
ingAmerican war, 17~; diligently attends to affairs of office, 177; debates 
definitive treaties, 178-9; India Bills, 180-90; preparation, 180-1; speech 
on second reading, 182-3; notes growing unpopularity of Bill, 183--4; con
cludes debate, 184-7; accompanies Bill to Lords, 188; on King's action 
against Bill, 189; defeated in Lords, 190; yields seals of office, 190; refuses 
to join Pitt Government, _1.92; defeats Pitt in early divisions, 193-8; senti
ment grows for union of parties, 196-7; returned for Kirkwall, 205; debates 
on Westminster scrutiny, 205-13; supports Pitt on parliamentary reform, 
1785, 214; opposes Irish proposals, 214-18; his ames damnles, 217; and 
Hastings, 219-21; early days of his relationship with Mrs Armistead, 
221-2; debates French commercial treaty, 223--4; and Mrs Fitzherbert, 
225-9; opening of Hastings trial, 229-31; King's illness and regency, 
debates, 233--48; illness during regency crisis, 236-7, 242-3, 245; appraisal 
of his position during regency crisis, 246-8; notes repeal of shop tax, 251 ; 
debates Test and Corporation Acts, 1787,251-3; 1789, 25~, 259; 1790, 
~fE[~~o~tion, 25li;..d.e..b.tto Burke, 259; dispute with 
Burke, 259-60 .266-2. 268- i- Usslan armament;265=7;FOx s l:mbargo:-
27~bel Bill, 272-5; Pitt's tax proposals, 276; Russian question 
276-7; political beliefs, 278-9; Unitarian church, 281-2; his experience 
compared with Pitt's, 283--4; Grey's motion for parliamentary reform, 284; 
proposed coalition with Pitt, 285-8; Brunswick manifesto and ScheIdt 
decree, 287-8; beliefs deplored by Carlisle, 288; <:~ about oppressi~ 
measures, 289; sE!!aks on the undue alarm of the Ministry, 291-2; on hold
ing the attention of audiences, 291 ; his plan to deal with the present agitation, 
292; writes Mrs Armistead about his political sentiments, 293; writes 
-Grenville about the division among the whigs, 293; moves to recognize 
French Republic, 294; political despair, 294; opposes Alien Bill, 294-6; 
letter to Westminster constituents, 296-7; opposes delcaration of war 
against France, 298; Opposition 'splintered', 298-9; opposes Traitorous 
Correspondence Bill, 299; moves to re-establish peace with France, 299; 
~; urges peace with France, 300 ; deplores breakup 
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of party, 301; his social graces, 301-3; dinner at Sir Francis Burdett's, 302; 
opposes suspension of babe as corpus.1ID~; Benares charge, 304; saddened 
by Fitzwilliam's defection, 305; praises party system, 305; persistence in 
time of defeat, 305--6; speaks for peace, 308-9; state of the nation, 309-12; 
Fitzwilliam's recall, 312; says Pitt has no feelings of honour, 312; thinks 
better of Lansdowne, 312-13; marries Mrs Armistead, 313, 313n, 314; 
announces marriage, 314n; urges negotiation, 315-16; opposes Treason 
Bill and Seditious Meetings Bill, 317; on freedom of speech and press, 319-
20; opposes Alien and Sedition Bills, 320; on Irish grievances, 325--6; joins 
in censuring Pitt, 327; urges repeal of Alien and Sedition Bills, 328; on 
parliamentary reform, 328-33; announces his intention to secede, 331 ; his 
speeches that may have changed votes, 334-5; grieved by Burke's death, 
350; correspondence with Wakefield, 350-1; on Pitt's new taxes, 352-4; 
'majesty of the people' toast, 354; name stricken from Privy Council, 356; 
on religious restrictions in Ireland, 358; on party, 359; on proposed union of 
Irish and British Parliaments, 35~0; on Bonaparte's overtures, 362-8; his 
History, 368-9, 377, 385, 388-9, 434; target both of abuse and praise, 
370-1 ; debates Grey's state ofthe nation motion, 374-5; controversial West
minster anniversary speech, 1801,376; approves Peace of Amiens, 376-7; 
summarizes his credo, 377; speech on Duke of Bedford, 377-9; visits Paris, 
382-6; reveals marriage to Mrs Armistead, 382, 382n; favours peace, 387-
8; pronounces eulogium on Pitt, 389; on renewal of war, 390-5; thinks this 
speech his best, 393; speech on Additional Force Bill, 402; negotiations with 
to join Government, 400-3 ; anxious to correct a newspaper account, 405--6; 
regret at Pitt's death, 410; on monument to Pitt, 410; becomes Foreign 
Secretary, 411; supports new Cabinet appointments, 412-13; approved by 
Westminster constituency, 413; relationship with Grenville, 413-14; on 
Catholic relief, 404-5, 414; on Hanover, 414-15; on Mutiny Bill, 415; his 
position on France applauded, 415; declares he will not accept peerage, 416; 
negotiations with Talleyrand, 417-20; illness and death, 423, 424-9; 
funeral, 429-32; will, 433-4; statues of, 435--6 

characteristics of speaking: early education viewed as training for speaking, 
11-17; student speaker, 14; amateur actor, 15; methods of preparation, 14, 
18,29,40,88,254-5,259,283,336; ability to analyse argument, 67, 340-2; 
delivery, 14-15, 254-5, 343-4; personal appearance, 120; oral style and 
written style, 'good speech does not read well', 329; language, 339-40; use of 
repetition, 338-9; uses no notes, 344; nervousness, 363; mood and 
temper of audience, 291, 343, 389; texts of speeches, 34, 83, 378; skill in 
conversati@n and informal discussion, 335-8, 383, 384-5; compared and 
contrasted with Chatham, 68,82, 125, 143; comments on own speaking, 
82-3,223,311,393 

freedom of speech and discussion: 'Freedom in the first instance', 319; and 
repeal of Treason and Sedition Bills, 328; F's argument for free speech 
unanswered, 446 

gambling: success in gambling, 18; heavy extent and political and financial 
effect, 30; Gibbon's calculations of costs to F, 40; compulsive gambling, 41; 
Lord Holland settles F's debts, 42-3; examples of F's gambling, 58-9; F as 
professional gambler, 122-4; suspension of gambling when Foreign Secre
tary, 140; abandonment of gambling, 155; success at Newmarket, 256; F as 
racehorse owner, 262-3 

parliamentary reform: favours annual parliaments and reform of representa-
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tion methods, 107-81 ; chairman of mass meeting pressing for reform, 1 0~9 ; 
parliamentary reform and Ireland, 329-30; and the American Revolution, 
330; effect of speech of May 26, 1797,331-3; F on universal and female 
suffrage, 55s-4; a moderate and pragmatic reformer, 441-2 

party: invited to join Rockingham group, 70; on Whig principles and party 
organization, 142; and party split, 149; on opposition, 186; and factions, 
301; on the idea of party, 505--6; definition, 32~9; defensive attitude on 
party, 359; F's views on party as an instrument of government, 442-4 

peace: attitude to French declaration of war, 297; resists government's 
measures to increase armed forces, 298-9; F's moves to end war, 580-1; 
urges peace, 308-9; F on terms of peace, 315-16; F on the government's 
intention to treat for peace, 23S; views on conduct of war, 324-5; on Bona
parte's peace-offer, 365-6; approves peace of 1801, 376-7; speech on re
newal of war 1803,391-5; continued opposition to war, 440-1 

slave trade: supporter of Wilberforce, 257-8; importance of personal freedom, 
267-8; uncompromising abolitionist 27~81; supporter of Wilberforce, 
355--6; rallies supporters for abolition, 40s-4; moves successful resolution 
for abolition, 416-17; thinks Britain should take lead in abolishing immoral 
trade, 440 

Westminster elections: 1780, F elected, 3-5, 106; campaign, 116-18; 1783, 
F not a candidate but speaks, 138-9; 1783, re-elected, 167-8; 1784, cam
paign and election to Kirkwall, 198-205; F returned again for Westminster, 
212; 1790, F outpolls Hood and Tooke, 26s-4; 1796, re-elected, 232-3; 
1802, F's last contested election, $.79-81; 1806, F returned unopposed, 415 

Fox Club, 289, 457 
Fox, Mrs Elizabeth, 432; quoted, 410, 412; marriage to F announced, 582, 382n; 

F's illness and death, 424-7; 451; death, 434-5; annuity for, 456. See Armi
stead, Mrs 

Fox, General Henry Edward (F's brother), 9n, 425, 452 
Fox, Henry, 1st Baron Holland (F's father), 14n, 208; early career, 7-8; 

marriage, 9; birth and early years of sons, 9-10; negotiates parliamentary seat 
for F, 20; settles F's gambling debts, 42-3. See Holland, Lord 

Fox, Sir Stephen, 6-8 
Fox, Stephen, 2nd Baron Holland (F's brother), 18,26,51 

. Fox-North coalition, 160, 164, 167 
Fox-Strangways, Lady Susan, 12 
Fox-Strangways, Henry Thomas, Lord Stavordale, 12,20 
Fox's Embargo, 420-2 
France, treaty negotiations with, 145-7, 154; commercial treaty, 223-4 
Francis, the Reverend Dr Philip, 11, 12, 14 
Francis, Sir Philip, 219, 356, 341, 342, 457 
Franklin, Benjamin, 85, 392; quoted, 49, 152n; negotiates treaty, 144-5, 173-6 
Fremantle, Sir William, 389 
Friends of the People, 284 
Fuller, Rose, quoted, 49 

Gage, .General Thomas, quoted, 48 
Gardner, Sir Alan, candidate for Westminster, 1796,522-3; 1802,380 
Gates, General Horatio, 74 
Gazetteer, 57, 39, 211, 212; warns F'soratory will lose its charms, 151; on Burke 

and F, 170; appraises F's parliamentary influence, 177; ironically advises 
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members to prepare speeches, 177; approves F's speech on India Bill, 187; 
says ministers require a check, 202; applauds F's Westminster victory, 204; 
impressed by F's competence on legal and theological questions, 256 

General Advertiser, 339; scandalous of Ministers not to reply to F, 81-2; involved 
in Keppel-Palliser dispute, 92; proposes F for prime minister, 138 

General Evening-Post, prints samples of F's ridicule, 65; reports interest in F's 
speech on Test and Corporation Acts, 261; comments on F's French views, 293 

George II, 66 
George III, 38, 38n, 138,223,276,372; quoted, 55,69,93,95, 109, 121, 132, 

284; Address, 1770,27-8; pleased by increase in majority, 30; incensed at F, 
4S--4; urges Parliament to stop American disorders, 48; pleased with hand
some majority, 52; Address, 1775,60; 1776,63; advises North to bring up 
business while F in Paris, 64; concern with North's affairs, 69; state of the 
nation inquiry, 1778,75-6,79-80; hopes Ministers will speak, 80; says he will 
never surrender to Opposition, 87; seeks better attendance, 88, 94; ponders 
coalition, 1779, 98-9; Address, 1779, 99; says F has no principle, 115; opens 
Fifteenth Parliament, 1780, 119; opens session, 1781, 127-8; delays acceptance 
of North's resignation, 133; names Shelburne to succeed Rockingham, 147; 
wishes F kept out of office, 1782, 148; vows support for Shelburne, 168; calls 
coalition unnatural, 165; declares coalition will not enjoy his confidence, 168; on 
income for Prince, 171-3; interposition in F's India Bill, 187-90; determined 
not to submit to F, 194, 196-7; illness, 232, 233-48; opposes repeal of Test 
and Corporation Acts, 253; disapproves of F's stand on repeal of Test and 
Corporation Acts, 262; opposes bringing F into Government, 1792, 285-6 ; his 
Address on tumults and disturbances, 290; progress of war with France, 300; 
calls for firmness, 1794,308; his carriage attacked, 315; pleased by vote, 316, 
322; Address, 1796,323; regrets size of minority, 326; calls F 'open enemy of 
his country', 327; deplores F's 'art', 331; Address, 1803,397; illness, 399; 
determined to keep F out of Government, 400-2, 4OOn; begins to yield to F's 
being in Government, 406-7; attitude at F's death, 428-9 

Germain, George (later Viscount Sackville), 49,63,68,74,81, 107, 149, 178; 
quoted, 60, 122; denounced by F, 119; dropped from Ministry, 131; notes 
strength of F government, 178 

Gibbon, Edward, 52, 83, 109, 123,231-2; quoted, 24, 148; 'F is commenced 
patriot', 37; praises F's speech, 53; says Archangel Gabriel would not be 
heard, 58; 'had never heard a more masterly speech than F's', 63; mixed feel
ings on Burke-Fox quarrel, 270; F's 'inmost soul deeply tinged with Demo
cracy',297 

Gladstone, William E., 346, 441 
Gloucester Journal, notes Pitt's friends voting with F, 210 
Glynn,Se~eantJohn,30-1 
Gordon riots, 113-14 
Gower, Earl, 136; President of the Council, 191 
Gower, Lady, 424-5 
Grafton, Duke of, 23, 146; resigns, 29; opposes coalition, 160 
Graham, Mr, auctioneer, candidate for Westminster, 1802,379-80 
Grantham, Thomas, Baron, succeeds Fox as Secretary, 157; praises Pitt's speech, 

165 
Grasse, Count de, 145 
Grattan, Henry, 69, 141, 142; on F's use oflanguage, 3S8 
Grenville, James, ~ 
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Grenville, Thomas, 150, 152, 174; treaty negotiator, 1782, 14S-7;joinsGovern
ment,3M 

Grenville, W. W. (later Baron), 387, 388, 433; quoted, 159, 235, 237, 242; 
becomes Speaker, 245; on dispute between Burke and F, 266; seeks to remove 
Addington, 398; F approached, 398-9; heads new Government, 411; his cabi
net, 411; his working relationship with Fox, 413-14; resolutions abolishing 
slave trade, 417; tribute to F, 428 

Grey, Charles, 230, 331, 388, 399; Mrs Fitzherbert, 227; on Russian question, 
265-6; founds Friends of the People, 284; motion for peace defeated, 322; 
motion on state of the nation, 374--5; praises Pitt and F, 393; tribute to F, 405; 
'live, marble, live!', 438. See Howick 

habeas corpus, susp~ 
HamiIfOn,Slr William, 'F seems nearly to stand alone', 299 
Hare, James, 17, 25n, 132; quoted, 130; advice from F, 21 
Harrowby, Lord, 420-1 
Hartley, David, motion to restore peace to America, 122; negotiations with 

Americans, 173-6 
Hastings, Warren, 41, 218-21, 229-31, 263, 3M 
Hawke, Sir Edward, 23, 29, 248 
Hazlitt, William, 'F first in the class of common men', 439 
Henbury, John, 84 
Henry, Patrick, 56 
Herald, notes bad votes cast in Westminstel.', 203 
Herbert, Henry, quoted, 48 
History of the Early Part of the Reign of James the Second, 368-70, 377, 385, 

388-9,434 _ 
Holland, Lord (Henry Fox, 1st Baron) (F's father) 15, 51; mistrusted Shel

burne, 137. See Fox, Henry 
Holland, Lord (Henry Richard Vassal Fox, 3rd Baron) (F's nephew), 24, 25n, 

25-6, 26n, 274, 325, 368, 416, 420, 425, 428, 434; comments on F's speaking 
voice, 15; praises F's speech on Westminster Scrutiny, 211; reported dead, 
232; notes that F stopped going to Newmarket, 303; praises F's state of the 
nation speech, 311 

Holland, Lady Elizabeth, 325, 419n; praises F's 'pausing' argument, S67 
Holland House, 10 
Holland, treaty with, 142-3 
Hood, Admiral Samuel, 307; candidate for Westminster, 1784, 199-205; 1790, 

264 
Horner, Francis, F's growing 'dignity of character', 387-8; praises F, 39S; 'race 

of giants has become extinct', 446 
Howe, Viscount, First Lord of Admiralty, 191 
Howick, Viscount, 416; First Lord of the Admiralty, 411-12. See Grey, Charles 
Hugo, Victor, quoted, SS5 
Hull Packet, tribute to F, 431 
Hutchinson, Governor Thomas, quoted, 48,81 

India Bills, F's, 180-93; Pitt's 194--5 
Invasion, 396-7, 4()3, 408 
Irish discontent, 97-8, 103, 141-2,325-6,357-9,372,397-8 
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Jay, John, quoted, 153n; insists on American fishing rights, 153 
Jefferson, Thomas, 414; ironically praises George III, 223 
Jeffrey, Francis, thought F's History bad, 434 
Jenkinson, Charles, 209-10; his role in defeating F's India Bill, 18i 
Jervis, Admiral Sir John, 325 
Johnson, Dr Samuel, quoted, 114, 190; his club, 302 
Johnstone, Governor, 67-8, 77, 84, 88 

Kempenfelt, Admiral Richard, 129-30 
Kenyon, Sir Lloyd, 205 
Keppel, Admiral Augustus (later Viscount), 92-6,119,129,138,149,157,162; 

censure upon Admiralty, 93-6 
Keroualle, Louise de, 8 
Kirkwall, F returned for, 205 
Knightley, Lucy, 83 
Knox, William, quoted, 149 

Lafayette, Marquis de, quoted, 137 
Lansdowne, Marquis of, 292, 312-13, 438. See Shelburne, Earl of 
Lascelles, Edward, quoted, 356 
Lauderdale, Earl of, 285, 339-40, 369, 378, 399, 434; succeeds Yarmouth as 

negotiator, 419-20 
Laurence, French, 324-5 
Laurens, Henry, 153, 175 
Lee, John,205 
Leeds, Duke of, 306; quoted, 147; proposed coalition with Pitt, 285-6. See 

Carmarthen, Marquis of 
Leinster, Duchess of, Pitt 'thorn in Charles's side', 17,282 
Lennox, Lady Sarah, 11-12, 148,222. See Napier, Lady Sarah 
Libel Act, 272-5, 442 
Lincoln, Lord, 3--4, 116-18,208 
Liverpool, Earl of, 411n 
Livingston, Robert R., 173,421-2 
Lloyd's Evening Post, 363 
London Chronicle, F's speech a complete performance, 101; F's 1790 election 

speech, 263--4; on Mrs Fitzherbert, 228 
London Courant, 118; F's speech masterly, 101; praises F's arguments against 

American war, 125; declares F has succeeded Chatham, 138 
London Corresponding Society, 284, 300, 303, 314-15 
London Evening Post, 118 
London Packet, 367 
London Recarder, criticizes Pitt's speech, 277 
Loughborough, Baron, regency crisis, 158, 237, 2S7n; discussions on proposed 

coalition with Pitt, 285-6. See Wedderburn, Alexander 
Louis XVI, 258, 296 
Luttrell, Colonel Henry L., 26-7, 28, 31 

Macartney, Sir George, 17, 18 
Macaulay, Thomas Babington, 390; quoted, 31, 436; advised to study F's speech 

on Westminster Scrutiny, 211 
Mackintosh, Sir James, Vindiciae Gallicae, 265; praises F, 393, 437-8 
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Mahon, Lord, avers F will not stop supplies, 192 
Mahratta war, 181 
Malmesbury, 117 
Malmesbury, Earl of, 248,290 ; notes Burke's complaints about F, 285-6; reports 

division among whigs, 292; analyses votes on F's speech, 292-3 
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150-1; defends provisional treaty, 157-$2; silent on American independence, 
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out of Pitt Government, 191. See Lansdowne, Marquis of 

Sheridan, Thomas, 28, 253 
Sheridan, Richard Brinsley, 95, 127,230,237,238,247,255,265,284,300,316; 

quoted, 116n; Secretary to the Treasury, 166; on 'Jack Robinson', 198; and 
Hastings, 219; and Mrs Fitzherbert, 227-9; dispute with Burke, 260; on Pitt's 
personality, 283; at Hastings trial, 304; pleas for repeal of habeas corpus sus
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336; praises Pitt, 390-1; glowing phrases about F's speech, 393; Treasurer of 
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slave trade, 257-8, 267-8, 279-81, 355-6, 404-5, 416-17, 440 
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Stanhope, Walter Spencer, 80, 80n, 81 
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post in Pitt Government, 191-2; on Georgiana's canvassing, 202 
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Chancellor, 166; Lord Chancellor in Pitt Government, 191; King's illness and 
regency, 255-7, 259-40; role in defeating F's India Bill, 187-8; opposes Libel 
Bill,274 

Tierney, George, 458; quoted, 288; fights duel with Pitt, 556-7 
Ti~s, The, 256; King's illness and regency, 255, 256, 257-41,256; rumoured 

regency Ministry, 257-8; praises F's Libel Bill, 274-5; notes Pitt's 5 to 1 lead 
over F, 276; F's speech 'one of the most brilliant and argumentative', 552; 
praises Burke, 549-50; attacks F's secession, 552; says not even F can persuade 
the House, 568; applauds F's stand on France, 415; on F's illness, 425 

Tomline, Bishop, on Burke as a speaker, 277-8 
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Townshend, Lord John, 69,84,454; quoted, 168 
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Trevelyan, Sir George Otto, 24, 24n; quoted, 58 
Trotter, John Bernard, 582-5,425 
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Walpole, Horace, 25, 51, 146; quoted, 26, 29, 50, 56-7, 58, 59, 68, 82, 85, 88, 
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ling, 41-2; thinks F violent, 45; calls F's speech his best yet, 54; notes that F 
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Westminster elections, 1780,3-5, 116-18; 1782, 138-9; 1783, 167-8; 1784, 

193- 205; 1790,expenses, 264; 1796,322-3; 1802,379-81; 1806,413 
Westminster Journal, deplores Ministry not replying to F, 81 
Westminster scrutiny, 1780, 118,208; 1784,205-13,222 
WhigClub,289-90,350,355,356,368,372-3,437 
Whitbread, Samuel, 284, 4038; on Russian policy, 276-7; moves to censure Pitt, 
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221n; praises F's speeches during regency crisis, 247;. on abolition of slave 
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History, 434 , 
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. . am William 230,302,415; Secretary of State, 412 
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